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motion to cross the floor and take their
places on the right of the chair,
The CLERK having counted the Ayes,
and declared that there was an absolute
majority of the House in favour of the
motion,
rrhe SPEAKER said - I declare the
third reading of this Bill carried by an
absolute majority of the House.
Sir GEOHGE rrURNER said that there
were two small amendments which he
desired to make in the Bill. He begged
to moveThat in clause 2 the words "Part 4," be
omitted, and the words" Parts 4 and 5" substituted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Sir GEORGE TURNER movedThat in clause 4, after "1893," the words
the Melbourne and Geelong Parliamentary Elections Act 1897 " be inserted.

~'and

The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was then ordered to be transmitted to the Legislative Council.
OHDER OF BUSINESS.
Sir GEOHGE rrURNER said he desired
to mention, for the information of honorable members, that he intended to proceed
on the following day with the Bill relating,
to the Maffra Sugar Beet Company. The
matter was one of urgency. He then
proposed to p'roceed with the Purification
of Rolls Bill. He had hoped that on
rruesday next the Minister of Lands would
be able to move tho second reading of the
Land Bill, but, unfortnnately, the honorable gentleman was so seriously ill that
he was not able to do so. rrhe Minister
was anxiolls to proceed with the Bill, but,
on the ad vice of his medical adviser, he
(Sir George Turner) had prohibited him.
rrherefore, he proposed on Tuesday next
to proceed with the discussion on the
Budget statement.
Mr. BROwN.-As we are not to have the
Land Bill on Tuesday, and as the country
electorates are so very much interested in
the Bill relating to water trusts, I should
be glad if the Premier could proceed with
that measure.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER said that he
had had such a pressure of work that he
had not had an opportunity of looking
into that Bill, but he hoped to proceed
with it as soon as possible.
The House adjourned at twenty minutes
to eleven o'clock.
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The SPEAKER took the chair at halfpast fOLlr o'clock p.m.
SCOTTISH VOLUNTEEH HEGIMENT.
Mr. McCAY said that he desired to ask
the Premier a question without notice. In
the Herald of that afternoon a p~ragraph
appeared under the headings of " Scottish
Hegiment," "'rhe Uniforms," "Inspected
by the Minister." The paragraph concluded as follows : Subsequent to the Minister's interview with
the visitors, the Council of Defence met, when
their objections to the formation of the regiment were reiterated. Mr. McCulloch, however, said in effect that his mind was made up,
and that was an end of it. Sir Charles Holled
Smith submitted the regulations he had drafted,
and some alterations were or are, we understand,
to be made in them. The Minister states that
everything is now in readiness for the formal
estLl.blishment of the regiment.

In view of the fact that there was much
difference of opinion with regard to the
formation of this regiment, and that it
was in direct opposition to the advice
given by military experts to the Minister,
be wished to ask the Premier if he would
give the House an opportunity of discussing the subjeet before any further
steps were taken in the formation of the
regiment 1
Sir GEOHGE TUHNER.-This is, of
course, a question that I cannot answer
without notice. It is a matter which relates entirely to the Defence department.
The Minister of Defence has, I believe,
thoroughly investigated the whole subject, and has come to the conclusion that
the regiment ought to be established, and
it would be impossible for me on the spur
of the moment to say that I would prohibit that from being done. All I can
promise is that I will mention the matter
to the Minister of Defence, but I must
leave the determination of it entirely to
his judgment and discretion.
Mr. McCAY movedThat there be laid before this House a copy of
all papers and correspondence relating to the
proposed formation of a Scottish regiment.

The motion was agreed to.
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PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. McKENZIE stated that he desired
to offer a personal explanation. III that
morning's Age it was stated that he said
on the previous evening in the course of
the debate on the vVomen's Suffrage Bill
that the editor· of the Seyrnour paper
informed him that Mrs. Bear Crawford
was the writer of the letter that was
signed "Justice." He did not say that,
and the reporter had made a mistake.
He did not say that he had been informed
by the editor of the Seymour paper, or of
any other paper. ""\Vhat he did state was,
that he had ascertained that the writer of
the letter was Mrs. Crawford. A letter
from that lady appeared in the newspapers
of that morning stating that she wrote
on behalf of the local branches of the
vVomen's Franchise League; but that
explanation had scarcely any application
in this instance, seeing that there were
no local branches of that. league in his
district.
Mr. MCCOLL.-A similar letter was sent
all round the country.
PETITIONS.
Petitions against the Totalizator Bill
were presented, by Mr. McAR1'HuR, from
the Baptist Church at Port Campbell; by
Mr. S1'AUGH'l'ON, from the Baptist Church
at Bacchus Marsh; by Mr. GUTI.R, from
the Baptist Church at Geelong; by Mr.
GILLIES, from the Baptist Churches at
Armadale; and by Mr. Moule, from the
Baptist Church at Brighton.
WINE INDUSTRY.
Mr. TAVERNER presented, pursuant to
an order of the House (dated July 27), a
return relating to wine industry bonuses.
MAFFRA BEErr SUGAR COMPANY
BILL.
Sir GEORGE TURNER moved the
second reading of this Bill. He saidHonorable members will recollect that in
March, 1896, we passed an Act to encourage the establishment of the beet-sugar
industry in Victoria, ~md we provided by
section 3 that the Treasurer might make
advances by way of loan to a company for
certain purposes. The purposes were the
construction of proper buildings for the
sugar works of such company, the procuring of the requisite machinery and
plant therefor, the putting up and connecting the same, and the providing of the
constructive works necessary for the proper
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carrying on of tho business of manufacturing sugar from beet-root. Then the
company had to provide practically from
its shareholders or members .£1 for each
£2 to be advanced by the Treasurer, and
the money so advanced was to be applied
in certain ways. I have already stated
the purposes to which the mOllcy ad vanced
by the rfreasurer was to be applied. The
money raised by the company was to
be expended, in the first place, in the
purchase of the land necessary for the purposes of the company, but the amonnt so
expended was not to exceed £1,000, in
the erection of proper buildings for the
sugar works, and procuring the neeessary
machinery and plant therefor, and fitting
up and connecting the same, and in providing the constructive works lleeessary
for the proper carrying on of the business
of manufacturing sugar from beet-root.
One application so far has been made to
me for an advance, and it came from the
Maffra Beet Sugar Company. The application was made for a sum or £50,000
conditionally on the company finding
£25,000. An agreement was entered into
some considerable time since, and advances
have been made by the Treasurer to the
extent of £40,000, as against £20,000
already contributed by the company.
rfhere are a few items amounting to
about £1,000 or £1,200 which, up to the
present, I have not allowed as being
really applicable to cOllstruction. 'fhere
is a doubt in my mind as to whether
they are properly chargeable to working
expenses or to construction, so that up
to the present time, I have advanced
£40,000 as against £20,000 provided
by the company, making £60,000, whilst
they claim to have expended £62,000.
The company still owe '£11,500 to the
Brunswick Company for the supply of
machinery. 'renders were advertised for,
and nineteen tenders were sent in. Two
of them came frum Scotland, and. the
others were from foreign countries. Even
those that came from Scotland were, on the
face of them, really German tenders. It
appears that the manufacture of this class
of machinery is a speciality in Germany.
At all events, none of oLlr local manufacturers thought fit to tender for the work.
Apparently is was new to them, and they
were not able to undertake it.
Sir JOHN MtIN'l'YRE.-This machinery
is made largely in Glasgow.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-The Scotch
tenders bore evidence on the fl}ce of them
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that they were German tenders. The expensive than was anticipated at the
company have expended up to the present time. Like many other big companies,
time in connexion with what they call the as soon as they started an increase
campaign, that is the work during the appears to have taken place in the cost of
sugar season, the snm of £17,000. 'rhey much of their material. The proposal
owe to the bauk about £9,000, and they that I have to submit is that, conditionally
owe for other small debts £600. The on the company raising a sum of £6,500,
Government hold a security by virtue of the Government will follow out the practice
a mortgage, and by virtue, indeed, of the which has been adopted with reference to
Act itself, over the land, machinery, plant, the other ad vances, and ad vance a further
other assets, and the uncalled capital of sum of £13,000. 'Ve had under the Bill
the company, for the amoLluts they have authority to advance up to £100,000, but
advanced.
when entering into the agreement the
Mr. Zox.-vVhat is the amount of the company thought that, with the £50,000
uncalled capital?
which they would get from the Treasurer,
Sir GEOllGE TURNER-The shares and the £25,000 they would raise from
already issued have been paid up, with their own shareholders, t.hey would .have
the except.ion of a comparatively srnall sufficient money, not alone to pay for all
amount. About 23,500 shares have been the works of construction and the machiissued.
nery, but also to enable them to meet
Mr. TnExwITH.-Are they £1 shares.
necessary expenses.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes.
Of
Mr. LEVIEN.-You can advance more
these the Brunswick Company took up, money under the present Act ~
as part payment for their machinery,
Sir GEOHGE TURNER-Yes, I am
9,000. They paid the money into the still in the position of being able to
bank, but the money was afterwards re- advance an additional £10,000, but that
funded with other money to them on will, of course, have to go to payoff the liaaccount of their contract. The company, bility which at present exists to the Brunsthe bank, and the Brunswick Company wick Company. They have delivered their
have had numerous conferences wit.h re- machinery which our security covers. As
gard to the position of the Maffnt Com- a matter of law, perhaps, we could sweep
pany. So fnr as the overdraft due to the the w hole lot a way, and refuse to pay the
bank is concerned, an agreement has been Brunswick Company, but, as a matter of
come to that on payment of '£4,500 time equity, we dare not attempt to do such a
shall be given to the Maffra Company for thing.
NIl'. SALMoN.-vVas it not understood
the paymellt of the balance. The Brunswick Company have also agreed to take a that the £100,000 would be sufficient for
further issne of 5,000 shares in order to two companies ~
Sir GEORGE 'fUHNER-I do not
help the Maffra Company ont of their
difficulties.
The shareholders of the think that was mentioned in the House.
Maffra Company have so far agreed to take
Mr. SALMON.-'Vas it not contemplated
up amongst themselves a further issue of that £50,000 wonld be sufficient for one
1,500 shares, but I am told that in all company?
Sir GEORGE 'rUItNER.-That was
probability another 1,500 will be taken up
by them. The company have, undoubt- not mentioned, but I went on the lines
edly, got into difficulties; and, in order to that the £100,000 should provide for two
rectify an error which they made in con- companies, and the agreement entered into
nexion with the machinery, some portions of limited the advances to this company to
it not being of sufficient capacity, in order £50,000. The first difficulty arose in
to provide the necessa,ry material to enable consequence of complaints that had been
, them to carryon the campaign, and to pro- lodged with me, as 'l'reasurer, of some
vide for the growing of the beets and for the unfairness in conllexion with the tenpayment of wages until the campaign is in ders for the machinery. A firm up
fuIl operation, and the sugar is being sold country sent these complaints to me. I
to pay working expenses, more money is gave every opportunity for the fullest
required by the company. The difficulties inquiry, and 1 satisfied myself beyond
have arisen through the company starting doubt that there was no unfairness or
with apparently too sUlall a capital for inj llstice. That took some little time, and
the enterprise, and from the fact that until I gave my decision the company
the machinery and the works ,,,ere more could llOt start work. The planting for
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the last season's operations was therefore
delayed, and, unfortunately, it was unduly
delayed. I exercised great care, and I
went thoroughly into the whole matter
with a view of seeing whether there was
any foundation at all for the complaints,
and, as I have said, until I was satisfied
and gave my decision the advance could
not be made and the company could not
start operations.
Mr. COOK.-Was the lowest tender accepted ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER-The most
beneficial tender was undoubtedly accepted.
I will not say it was the lowest tender.
Mr. SALMoN.-Why was it the most
beneficial tender ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER-I cannot
answer that question now. One unsuccessful tenderer complained of having
been unfairly treated. I investigated the
matter with an impartial mind, and I came
to the conclusion after having had a statement in writing from both sides that
undoubtedly the tender from the Brunswick Company was the most beneficial.
Another difficulty the company had to
contend against arose from the fact that
we had a very dry season. That was a
drawback in the growing of the crops, and
then when the crops were rea,dy for
harvesting the rain unfortunately came.
The result was that the crops began to
sprout again and lost much of their value
for sugar purposes. In addition to that,
the cartage through the boggy country
was very heavy, and the beets were not
supplied as rapidly as they ought to have
been to enable the company to carryon
operations.
Mr. T. Sl\uTH.-That might occur every
year.
Sir GEOH,GE TURNER-No doubt;
but honorable members will all admit
that last season was exceptional. The
company stand in this position: To
enable them to carryon and be ready for
the next campaign in six or eight months'
time they reqnire a sum of £3,000 to
provide for the cultivation of about 600
acres of beets.
Mr. STAUGHTON. - By the company
themsel ves 1
Sir GEOH,GE TURNER-Yes. They
also require other material which will
cost about £4,000. Then for wages and
other necessary expenses in carrying on
the factory they want a sum of about
£2,500. They have to pay to the bank
about £4,500, and to meet the claims of
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the Brunswick Company and some other
small debts they require £12,500. '1'he
tot.al expeuditnre, therefore, up to the
commencement of the next campaign will
be in round figures about £26,500. As.
against that they have a sum of £2,000,.
which is payable by the Brunswick Com·
pany on account of the 9,000 shares, and
they are entitled to obtain a further advance of £10,000 under the agreement
from the Government. The proposal now
made is to give them an advance of
£13,000, and they will have to raise from
their shareholders, in addition to some
amounts already paid in, about £6,000.
rrhat would give a total of £31,000, as
against an absolutely necessary expenditure of £26,500, so that there would be
a margin of £4,500. This money it is.
proposed to apply to the purpose of makillg the necessary additions and alterations.
to the present plant. If more money
comes in from the 1,500 shares the company hope to sell, in addition to the 1,500
they have already sold, that £1,500 would
also be applieable to the same purpose.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE. - How can the
company expect to sell more shares when
they have not paid up all the capital on
the 25,000 shares ~
Sir GEOH,GE TURNER-They have
paid up the capital on practieaUy 23,000
shares, and there is £2,000 owing by the
Brunswick Company for the shares taken
up by them, which they will pay as soon
as we are prepared to gi ve them the bal·
ance dlle to them in respect to the machinery. The amount owing by the shareholders on the old issue of shares is
comparatively small, and it will gradually
be paid oft' in monthly instalments.
Mr. rr. SMI'l'H.-How manv shares were
offered to the public?
"
Sir GEORGE TUH,NER -- I think
25,000.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-What is the amount
to be paid to the Brunswick Company?
Sir GEOH,GE '1'UHNER. - About.
£11,000, and then there are a few small
debts which brings the amount up to
£11,300 or £11,500. I have, however,_
left a margin sufficient to enable thern to
payoff any other small debts they may
owe. The amount of the Brunswick Company's tender was £34,000, but they took
up in the first instance 9,000 shares. They
have agreed now, in order to help thecompany out of its difficulties, to take up
a further issue of 5,000 shares, so that, as •
a matter of fact, they take up altogether
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14,000 shares, and the amount to be paid
to them in cash for the machinery will
be only £20,000.
Mr. MCOAY.-Are these shares included
in the 25,000 originally issued 7
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-No, only the
9,000. The M"affra Beet Sugar Company
have already expended in the colony a
sum of about £60,000, and nearly the
whole of that monoy has been distributed
in wages in connexion with the building
of the factory, the growing of the beets,
and the working of the factory.
Mr. SAL)ION.-'Was it all expended in
Victoria 7
f::;ir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes, with
the exception of the amount paid to the
Brunswick Company for machinery. The
company have expended about .£82,000 or
. £83,000; £22,000 or £23,000 has been
paid for the land and the machinery. The
balance of £60,000 has been distributed
amongst the working people of the colony.
Other parties interested in this scheme
are willing to help the company. The
bank has agreed to take half its overdra.ft, and to. await further developments
with regard to the other half. The
Brunswick Company have come to their
assistance by agreeing to take a. further
issue of 5,000 shares, and the farmers of
the district are sowing their land at the
present time, so that they are incurring'
some risk with regard to the future campaign. \Vhat we are proposing now is
that the country shall also come to the
assistance of the company, and take a risk
to the extent I have mentioned, conditionally on the shareholders, including the
Brunswick Company, providing £1 for
every £2 we advttl1ce.
Mr. SALMON.-"What security has the
bank ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It has no
security. Under the terms of the Bill the
moneys which the rrreasurer is to advance
to the company are to be paid into the
ba,nking accOllnt of the company for the
purposes of the company. That advance is
to be applied in payment of the debt owing
to the Brunswick Company in the first instance, and the bank has a promise from
the company that about February next,
when they have dealt with the molasses,
a sum of about £2,000, which is expected
to be realized therefrom, will be paid to
the bank.
Dr. MALONEY.-Is the machinery mortgaged 1
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Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-The land,
machinery, and. everything belonging to
the company is mortgaged to the Crown,
and as a matter of fact the Crown could
step in to-morrow and sweep everything
off, leaving the Brunswick Company the
loser to the extent of '£11,500. Of course,.
no Government would dare to do any such.
thing as that. Now, honorable members
may ask what the company has done up
to the present time. The total output so
far has been 504 tons 16 cwt. of sugar.
In addition to that, about 110 tons will be
obtained when the molasses is refined, and
the total amount they will receive from
t.he sale of the sugar is about £13,000.
Last year they had under cuI ti vation
altogether 1,500 acres. 'rhat, at least, was
the area sown, but, unfortnnately, in conseqnence of the bad season, only 1,000
acres could be harvested, and that yielded
only 9 tons of beet to the acre. The
average yield expected in futnre seasons is
about 13 tons, and there is no doubt that·
during this last campaign tho late sowing
of the beet, and the unfortunate fall of rain
which came j nst at the close of the season,
rendered the beet not so good as it otherwise would have been.
Sir J ORN MeT N'l'YRE.- Then the loss has
arisen wholly through tho want of a full
supply of roots 7
Sir GEOHGE TUHNER.-There is no
doubt whatever that if they had got a
supply of beets, and a fair return from the
beets in sugar, the.Y would not have been
in anything like the difficnlties in which
they find themselves at the present time.
In all probability they would have been
able to struggle on themselves without
asking the Government to give them furth"'r assistance. 'rheir own creditors would
probably have been able to pull them
through. Now, I believe that the company,
so far as I could judge from an inspectioll
of the placemyself, and fl'om the facts which
have been placed before me, has in all
probability overcome the initial difficulties
of commencing the manufacture of beet
sngar. W' e all know that in the starting
of any industry mistakes are made and
unforeseen difficulties crop up. The result often is that the person who first
tries to in trod uce the ind listry goes to
the wall, and somebody else comes in, buys
np the old compally's assets for a nominal
amourI t, and is afterwards able to make
good profits.
During the season the
Maffra Company has employed 180 men
in its factory, and has paid in wages a
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little over £400 a week. So that honorable m'embers will see that {\, large amount
of employment was given even with the
practical failure of the campaign, and in
addition to that the men employed in the
field in connexion with the growing, harvesting, and carting of the beets amounted
to a large number, and would receive a
cOllsiderable amount in wages.
Mr. TRENWI'l'H.-Is it 180 men or 180
hal1ds~

Sir GEOItGE TURNER-Perhaps it
'would be more correct if I said 180 hands.
Mr. TnE~wITH.-And they receive £400
.a week in wages 1
Sir GEOH,GE 'rUItNER-Yes. Ihave
not heard any complaillts as to the wages.
The chairman of directors, who is a member
of this House, will be able to give information Oll that point better than I can, but
I believe that the wages earned ranged
from 6s. 4d. to 8s. 6d. per day.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Does this include
the fanners 1
Sir GEORGE TUItNEIt.-No; I am
speaking of t.he men entployed in the
factory only. The farmers supply the
beet at a certain price to the company,
and they pay their own wages to the men
they employ. The company itself grew
nearly 300 acres of beet last year, and the
. expenses of growing the beet amounted
to about £8 per acre, the total cost of
culti,'ating 300 acres being £2,584. Any
honorable member who has seen the factory will agree with me that they have
a splendid plnnt, and apparently all the
appliances needed to carryon the industry, and if they have a good season and
receive a fair amount of assistance they
should be able to prove whether this beet
can be grown and manufactured into sugar
profitably. 'rhey have shown that the beet
can be grown and manufactured into firstclass sugar, which realizes a very high
price in the market, is readily saleable,
and in good demand. But the company
has not been able up to the present.
tirne, owing to the causes I haye mentioned, to make anything like such a
profit as would enable it to carryon.
I think, therefore, that we ought to gi \'e
them another chanc8 next season, hoping
that they will be able to give the industry
a trial under fair conditions. It is put
before mc by those who have thoronghly
investigated the matter, that if that can be
done they will be able to show a vcry SLl bstantial protit indeed, and in that case
we Flhall have established in our midst an
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important industry. 'n1e proposal in the
present Bill is that we should come to the
assistance of this company. r:rhe other
parties interested have already agreed to
come to their assistallce in a manner
which I think is fail'. The bank is prepared to take a further risk with regard
to a portion of the debt to it., and the
Brunswick Company is prepared to take
5,000 additional share~, which, if the
company fails, will meall an additional
loss to the BrIll1swick Company of £5,000.
The shareholders also haye corne to the
assistance of the company, as far as they
can, and the question which the House
has to consider is whether we are justified in making this further advance, in
order that the company may have a fair
challce to prove that it can carryon the
industry successfully. Under this Bill we
ask that the sum of £13,000 out of the sum
of £100,000 already authorized to be advanced to assist this ind llst.rv shall be
applicable for the purpose of ; special advance to this company. The ad vance will
be made by instalments at the rate of £:3
for each £ 1 cont,ributed by the company.
It is provided that the money may be
applied to the erection of buildings, the
procuring of machinery, and fitting up the
same, and the carryillg out of constructi ve works.
So far the Bill follows the
actual wording of the present Act. The
expenditure necessary nnder these heads
would amount to £6,000 or £7,000, which
will be necessary to improve and add to
the present rnachinery. Tn addition to
that., it is provided that this special ad vance
may be partly expended in procuring the
necessary m::-.terials for carrying on the
business, for growing beets, for the necessary expenses of manHgillg and conducting
the business of the company, for liquidating any debts heretofore incllrred by
the company in carrying on its business,
and generally for the pm'poses of the company, as t.he Treasurer shall think fit.
N ow, the necessity of these additional
words arises from the fact, as I pointed
out at the opening of my remarks, that
the Act as it stands limits t.he purposes
for which the Treasnry advance Call be
used to cert.ain specified objects. So long
as the Act remains unaltered, no I->ortion
of that money call be used for the general
management of the company, and I have
refused to ad vance against any money
used by· the company for any purposes
other than really constructive works and
the purchase of land and machinery,
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as I considered that th~tt expense
must be met out of funds raised independently of the money advanced by the
Treasurer. 'We find now that in order
to enable the company to earry on at all
we must be prepared to assist it with this
further advance, and to allow the money
to be expended in conjunction with the
money of the company in the general
working of the concel'll, otherwise any provisiun for tho assistance of the company
will be absolutely useless and of no effect.
Mr. SALMoN.-Does tbe company anticipate goiug ill more largely for growing
beet itself ?
Sir GEOH,GE TURNEH.-The company will grow 600 or 700 acres of beet
during the presen t year. rrhe are;.L which
has been pht;ed under cultivation up to
the present by other growers amounts to·
1,400acrcs, and that would ma,ke n. tota,l for
the next season of 2,000 acres. Honorable
members can realize that it is somewhat
difficult to induce fa,rmers to go in for t.he
cultivation of something which is new, and
something which evidently costs a large
amonnt to culti vate. The. preparation of
the land has to be very carefully taken in
hand. A large amount of labour has to
be employed d-uring the season ill getting
the land cleared in order to get a proper
crop, and farmers are a bit afraid to enter
into that business until they can see that
it is a success.
There is no doubt in
my mind that if this last campaign had
proved a success, the farmers in the
district would have Leen onlv too anxious
tQ grow all the beet required" by the company.
If they found their neighbours
making mOlley by growing the beet they
would have been only too glad to follow
their example.
There is an immense
qnalltity of suitable land in the loclility,
and Mr. Sinclair, \V ho has traselled in
Germany, says that the land at Maff1'a is
better adapted for the growing of beet
than any land which he sa\v in that
country, where the manufacture of beet
sugar is largely carried on.
Mr. SALl\fON.-'Ve were told "'hell the
former Bill was introduced that the
farmers were willing and ready to grow
nIl the beet that was needed.
Sir GEOHGE 'l'UHNEH.-So we were,
and they ha\'e grown a good deal of beet.
The farmers put in 1,200 acres in addition
to the 300 acres cultivated by the compauy under the special power which was
given them for that purpose in the
amending Act.
By that Act it was
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provided that the company might cultivate
300 acres in order to bring the total area
up to 1,500 acres, as required by the
principal Act. 'rhe farmers were at that
time prepared to cultivate about 1,200
acres, and I know that they are now cultivating 200 or 300 acres more, and there
is no question at all that if the company
pro\'es to be a success-if they can
make the sugar and sell it at a profitable
rate, and pay a fair price for the beetthere will be no difficulty whatever in
obtaining an ample supply of the necesSH,l'y material. But although I know little
of farming, I ca.1l readily realize that farmers do not care to run the risk of not
getting a remunerative price for their
beet.
:Mr. Gu,LIEs.. -Is the company itself
able to grow the beet as cheaply as the
farmers?
Sir GEORGE 'rUHNER.-That matter
I have not investigated. As I ha;ve mid,
the company cllltiyated 300 acres last
year, and they expect to cultivate 600
acres next season.
Mr. TUENwl'L'H.-Is that additional to
the 300 acres?
Sir GEORGE 'l'URNER,-Yes, 600
acres additional. Then by clause 7 of
this Bill the amount of this advance is
to be treated differently to the larger
ad vance of £50,000.
Honorable members ",ill recollect, in regard to that
ad vallce, that its repayment was extended over a period of about 2f5 years.
It is to he paid by 49 half-yearly payments. The first three of these were for
interest only; so that the repayment
really extends over a period of 26 years.
In regard to this special advanco, however, we say that it is to be repaid out
o£ the first profits of the company, after
allowing for t.he lIecessary working. expellses, and for the payment of any
debts that the company may incur to
other persons, but before a single shilling is retnrned to the shareholders by
way of dividends. Of course, it would
not do to say that we a,re going to come
in and take priority over the other creditors, because the company will have to get
credit in regard to some of its work, and
people would naturally say that if the
Crown is to step ill alld sweep everything
away they will give the company no credit
at all.
Therefore we have debarred
the Crown's priority of claim over the
other debts of the company. But the
principle on which this advance is to be
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made lS that not one shilling can be that company must go into liquidation.
returned to the shareholders out of 'Ve may as well face the facts as they are.
the profits of the company until the The only justification for this application
whole of this money has been paid for assistance is that the company at its
back to the rrreasury. Under the exist- initiation has had unforeseen difficulties
ing Act we took the money ba~k by to contend against, and the result has
instalments, and we allowed dividends to been that the promoters of the industry
be paid not exceeding, I think, 6 per cent. have not had a fair opportunity of
Then it is provided that the Treasurer is showing what they can do. 'Vhat I
to have the same power and authority over ask the House to do is to give them
the company, with respect to this further that fair opportuni ty, and a fair chance
ad vance, as he had with respect to the of showing ,,,hether sugar can be
advance of £50,000. That is exactly the made out of beets in this colony at a
position, so far as I understand it, and we profit. If they fail next campaign, then
are simply faced with this difficulty: We I certainly would not feel justified in
proposed to enter into the experiment of coming to the House again for any further
growing boets and making sugar there- assistan~e. I feel perfectly justified, howfrom. VV' e knew at the time that there ever, in coming to the Honse now to ask
were risks attend~int on it. No one could for this assistance to the company. If
possibly foresee at the ontset whether it this company is allowed to go into liq nidation it means that the shareholders ,,·ill
would be a. failure or a success.
Mr. MCCOLL.-"Ve were assured that it lose all the money they have put into it,
would be a success.
and it means also a considerablo loss to
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Honorable the Government in cttt.empting to realize
members k.now very well that no one conld on the security we hold. As I have said,
say that. ~ do not think that I myself all the otiler parties interested are willing
ever said anything to that effect, except to do ~omothillg towards helping the comthat it was an experiment which it was well pany, and are ·we going to stand aside and
worth while for the colony to make.
say that we will not assist, and by that
Mr. MOULE.-" 'Tis not in mortals to meallS allow the whole concern to fall to
the gronnd ~ So far as I have been able
command success."
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-At all events, to investigate the matter, I think we ought
we are trying to deserve it. "Ve all knew to take this extra risk.
at the time we entered into the matter
Mr. IRVINE. -- Is there any evidence
that it was an experiment on a fairly that the shareholders cannot provide the
large scale, and an experiment which, if it extra capital themselves ~
proved successful, would be of immense
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-The shares
advantage to this country, and give a are all practically paid up. It is only by
considerable amount of employment. If the issue of new shares to the present
it is not a Sllccess, then we have the assets shareholders that the company hopes to
of the company as our security. 1'hose raise the amollnt I mentioned, namely,
assets are no douht worth far and away less £1,500, in addition to the 5,000 shares to
than the amount wo have advanced, unless it be taken up by the Brunswick Company.
should happen that some other company is
Mr. IRVINE.-Is there any evidence that
prep<tred to take the matter up-as is often
done in the mining industry-and to en- the company cannot carryon without
deavour to make the thing a success. further assistance from the Government ~
Sir GEORGE TURNEl~.-I have the
Although the Maffra Comprmy lllay have
failed in consequence of having had to assurance of the chairman of directors
commence the industry, and to work to that if the company were to go to the
a certain extent in the dark, and in con- shareholders and ask them to raise, not
seqnence, also, of its having to contend the £1,500 only, bnt the £13,000 which
against unforeseen difficulties, if another the company re(]uires in addition to that
company were started, or if this company in order to ca.rry 011, it would be an utterly
is carried on un"der more favorable cir- hopeless task. I have stated what the
cumstances, it might probably be able Brunswick Company is doing. They are
to make the experiment a snccess. unquestionably entitled to come to the
However, the position simply is that Government for the £11,500 which is
unless ,ve are prepared to make this owing to them.
further advance to the Maffra Company,
Mr. GILLIES.-Why ~
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Sir GEORGE TURNER.--Unquestionably.
Mr. GILLIES.-Why ~
Sir GEOH,GE TURNER.-vVould my
honorable friend ask the Government of
the day, after this company has supplied this machinery, and £11,500 is
owing upon it, to come in and sweep it off
without its being paid for ~ Although we
might be able to do that as a matter of law
-::md even that is not altogether clearI should be very chary indeed to attempt
to do anything of the kind. I would
rather pay the £11,500 ont of the Trea:;;ury than allow it to be said that the
colony of Victoria endea\'oul'ed to establish
this indust.ry for the benefit of its people,
and allowed this company to supply the
machinery for the purpose, believing that
it would be paid, and then stepped in and
swept it away. I would not attempt to
do it, and if I did, I believe that the
House would censure me for my action.
Mr. hWINE.-What was the object of
taking the security if the Government is
to be postponed to the other creditors ~
Sir GEORGE 'rURNER-In this case
it is the Brunswick Company who provided
the security. However, that is beside the
question, because there is no doubt we
would have to pay.
Sir JOHN McIN1'YRE.-'rhe object of
the ad vance was to obtain machinery and
plant.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The object
of our adva,nce was to pay for the machinery and buildings.
The money has
been applied to that purpose, and this
further ad vance we unquestionably will
have to make, because the Brunswick
Company, in snpplying the machinery,
relied upon the fact that the Maffra Company was entitled to a grant of £50,000
from the Government.
Mr. LEvIEN.-Then you must pay the
bank and the other creditors ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER-No; the
bank makes advances as a commercial
transaction.
Mr. LEvIEN.-And is it not a commercial transaction in the other case ~
Mr. GILLlEs.-There is one question I
would like to ask the Premier. I understood him to intimate that, so long as the
company does not pay dividends, the Government cannot come ou them for the repayment of this advance except out of net
profits. Does that assume that they can
add to the number of their creditors and
responsibilities, aud that the Government
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can touch nothing so long as there are
creditors remaining unpaid?
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-No; that is
not so, because under the principal Act it
is provided that the Government.is to be represented at every meeting of the directors,
and there is power to prohibit any action
of the board if it has not the sanction of
the Treasnrer. It is useless for us to say
th<l.t the advance is to be repaid out of the
assets of the compauy. The company is
told that whatever profits it may make
after paying its trade debts must be
applied to the repayment of this ad vallce
before the shareholders receive anything,
and we have a charge under clause 11
on all the assets of the company for what
it is worth in regard to this further
advance. The object of this cla;use is to
tell the company plainly that., although
they have the right under the principal
Act of dividing their profits np to 6 per
cent., they must not even do that in
the future until they have repaid this
advance.
Mr. GILLIES.-But they can have no
profits so long as they have creditors.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--They can
only have creditors for the ordinary t.ransactions of the company, and we should
not step in as against creditors for work
done or goods supplied to the company.
If it were thought that we would do so,
of course, people would not work for the
company during the campaign or supply
it with the necessary materials to carry
on.
Mr. GUJLIEs.-That is not the point.
What I understa,nd is that the hands of
the Government are tied.
Sir GEOHGE TUHNER.-The hands
of the Government are not tied. This
does not say that. the Government is not
to be paid out of anything but profits.
Mr. HIGGINS.-It looks like it.
Sir GEOHGE TURNEH. -No; the
wording of the clause was intentionally
altered by the Attorney-General to lIlake
it clear that it is not so.
The SPEAKER-I think it would be
better to leave the clause to be dealt with
in committee. Vif e have been doing nothing but debating the details of the Bill,
which is against parliamentary rules. I
hope honorable members will allow the
Premier to complete his speech.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-I have almost finished what I was about to say.
Clause 12 makes the advance a Crown
debt, and recoverable as such.
The
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intention is that the company shall not
divide a single shilling among the shareholders until it has paid off the advance.
Now, sir, the only point I want to place
before the HOllse is the point I was endeavouring to put when the q nestions were
asked, and it is this: The other parties
interested being perfectly willing to do
somethillg to help this company, arc we to
stand by and say we will do nothing for
the company ~ If the House takes up
that position, the company must go into
liquidation. If we cannot allow that, and
I think we cannot, we are bound to come
to the assistance of the company to the
amount I have mentioned, seeing that it
is the first company that has at.tempted
to carryon this ind ustry in Victoria.
Then if it is found that after the next
season the company cannot carryon its
business profitably, of conrse the company
will have to be wound up. The creditors
and the Crown will have to be paid what
is due to them as far as the assets will go.
The Crown will have a prior claim as a
secured credi tor over the w llOle of the
assets of the company, and before the
other creditors, as far as relates to the
advance already authorized, but as far as
this further ad vance is concerned, the
Government wiiI not take priority. I
havo given the m~ltter the most careful
consideratioll which the responsibility of
my position demands, and I have come to
the concl usion that ,ve are bound to do
what is asked of us now. vVe mav be
taking a risk, but I hope we are not~ T
sincerely trllst that the next campaign will
be as sllccessful as we are shown on paper
that it will be.
Of course, these paper
expectations are not a1 ways realized, bnt
looking at the matter from the experience
of sugar manufacturing companies, just
after their formation, in other parts of the
world, seeing that those companies haye
been placed in an almost exactly similar
position to this company, and that they
have managed to struggle along and become sllccessful, so I sincerely hope and
trnst that this .Maffra Beet Sugar Company will, if we assist it no\\', as I think
we ought to do, prove in a few years' time
that this beet-sugar industry can be
sllccessfnlly carried on in Victoria.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I am sure
that this Bill comes as a very regretful
surprise to the House. The original Bill
which became the Act to encourage the
establishment of the sugar-beet industry
in Victoria was received ~vith very
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considerable enthusiasm in this Chamber.
'Ve were assur811 that this Maffra Beet
Sugar Company above all others was going
to be established on such lines that if an
advance of £50,000 ,vas made to it by the
Government its Sllccess would be certain,
the advance would be beyond danger, and
that everything was secure, safe, and right.
The debate which took place in t his House
at the time pointed to the fact that the chief
impediment to the Sllccess of the company
,,"ould most likelv be the want of the raw
material for man-ufacturing the beet sugar.
rrhat was the general feeling all round the
chamber, and honorable members were of
opinion that a Government bonns should
rather be given with a view to insure that
the requisite quantity of sugar beet-roots
"'ould be produced in the neighbourhood
of the sngar manufactory. There was
a desire to encourage the growing of
sugar beet rather t.han to assist in the
erection of machinery before the raw
material was available to operate on. As
I said at the time, it was like a mining
company asking for Government aid in
erecting heavy quartz-crushing plant before they had discovered any q nartz reef
to crush. Honorable members wanted to
make sure that the sugar beet to be
crushed and operated on wonld be ready
when the company was prepared to commence the mannfacturing of sugar, and
that the raw material would be obtainable
in sufficient quantity to enable the
machinery of this company to be used to
the utmost advantage. If that had been
assured, the Government would beyond
doubt have been quite safe in making the
advance. Rewever, \Ye have to face this
position, it strikes me, that the Government are in a partnership which they
cannot get out of without sacrificing some
property belonging to the State~ and also
the property and moans of t.hose who have
gone into this venturesome concern, and
t think the Government are pretty well
justified in asking the Honse to pass
this Rill, because the other heavy
creditors-the Brunswick Company and
the bank-are willing to take the
position they intend to take with regard
to this company. That being the case, I
think· the Government should take some
little risk, too. Either they must do that
or the whole concern will be lost. I have
always been in favour of assisting the
growers of produce, and, for the most part,
opposed to assisting manufacturing companies to purchase and erect plant and
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machinery. But, after having seriously
considered this matter, I have come to the
conclusion that it would be a discredit
to the eountry not to keep the company
going now. The Government have taken
the abso} ute responsibility of this proposal
on their own shoulders. The Treasurer is
now assured that this advance of £13,000
is likely to save the undertaking, and
otherwise he would not have proposed to
make it. I must say, however, that I regret
that we have not been supplied, before
the Bill came on for consideration,
with all tbe reports of the company's
doings, and with a statement of itH
present position as snbmitted to the
shareholders and to the Government. I
think it would have been a good tbing
if honorable members had been supplied
with those reports. Section 28 of the
Beet Sugar vVorks Act 1896 provides
thatThe Treasurer is hereby empowered to appoint
some person or persons to inspect and report
upon the progress of constructing the sugar
works of any company which IH~s obtained a
grant under this Act; and the Treasurer, in
addition to any power he may have by agreement, may control the purchase and erection of
all land, buildings, machinery, plant, and other
constructive works respectively, and the expenditure of the said advance generally, and
may require, permit, or prohibit any action of
the company in connexion with any of the
matters mentioned in this section.

Now, looking at that provision, the House
and tbe country would understand that
the whole of the expenditure would be
under the Ministerial control; and, in reply
to a question from the honorable member
for Toorak, the 'rreasurer stated that some
officer was present at everyone of the
meetings of the company to represent the
Government. May I inquire \\'ho this
officer was ~ "Was h'3 an officer of the
Treasury department?
Sir GEORGE TUHNEH.-N 0; the manager
of the Bank of Victoria at Maffra. "'N e
appoint8d him to act for us.
Sir JOHN McIN'L'YHE. - Then the
Treasurer delegated the Ministerial power
of &npervision to an outsider altogether ~
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-I had no officer
in the neighbourhood whom I could appoint.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-rt strikes me,
under the circumstances, that, after ali,
the House must have been, to some extent,
taken in, because the feeling I had at the
time was that all this mOtley wonld be
expended under the immediate control of
the Government.
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Sir GEORGE TURNER-SO it is. All
their proceedings and proposed expenditure are submitted to me, all their
machinery is approved by experts appoin"ted by me, and I have controlled
their expenditure, and seen that the
money advanced to the company has been
properly applied.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-But supposing I was your representative at a meeting of five directors, what contrul would I
hu.-ve if three or four of the directors
passed a motion of which I disapproved ~
Sir GEORGE 'rURNER.-Read sub-section
(4) of section 30 of the Act, with regard to
the representative of the 'rreasurer at
meetings of the company.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.--That sub-section is as follows : Such person may also require <tny meeting,
before deciding any proposal to which he
objects, to adjourn the consideration thel'eof
for at least seven days, and thereupon such
meeting shall adjourn the consideration of such
proposal accordingly.

Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-Then my representative would report the matter to me,
and under section 28 I could prohibit the
carryillg ont of the proposal.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.--Has such a
case ever arisen?
Sir GEORGE TURNER-No, 110ne whatever.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Then all the
expenditure has been approved of?
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-Yes, the proposed
expenditure for two or three months has
been submitted to me in advanc:e. I have
gone very carefully through it, and then
approved of it, not of every item, but of
so much for every particular work, and
the cheques were all signed by my representative.
Sir JOHN McINTYHE.-I observe that
under clause 5 of this Bill, all the money
received by the company from its shareholders, and this further ad vance of
£13,000, is to be expended in the erection
of proper buildings for the sugar
works of the company; in procuring the
requisite machinery and plant; fitting
up and connecting the same; in providing all constructive works required
for the proper carrying on of the business;
in procuring the necessary materia.ls for
carrying on the business; for growing
beets"; for the expenses of managing and
conducting the business; for liquidating
any debts heretofore incurred by the company in carrying on its business; und,
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generally, for the purposes of the company
as the rrreasurer may think fit. Has th8
Treasurer gone into the matter and aSlJel'tained how much is required for plant, and
how much of this money will go in the
working of the company ~
Sir GEORGE TUImER.-Yes j I gave you
the figures.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I did not
catch them; but I understand the Treasurer has gone into the matter thoroughly.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes.
Sir JOHN McINTYRK-Then, we are
to understand that the company's plant
and machinery for reducing the beet to
sugar are not· complete 7
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The company
want to make improvements and additions
to the plant, with a view to work it more
effectively and more economically.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-It appears,
after all, that this plant, which has been
got from Germany, Glasgow, or elsewhere,
has not proved to be a complete plant.
One would think that if the plans had
been supervised by a proper mechanician
it would have been seen at the very first
that the proposed plant wonld be insufficient or ineffective, and that ther~care would
have been taken to get the most complete
and the most recent appliances: However, I will not press that point further.
I believe it is the duty of the Government
to save this undertaking, if they possibly
can ~ I say that without hesitation. It
would be a \vrong thing on the part of any
Opposition, this w'ork having been undertaken, to attempt to thwart the action of
the Government in the matter. If this industry can be saved for the comparatively
trifling sum provided for' in the Bill, we
ought not to allow this new enterprise to
go to the wall. The Government have
given a very serious pledge that they believe, frum careful inquiry, that this money
will be sufficient. If it does not turn out
to be sufficient, it would be another nail
in the coffin of the Government, and they
have got a few in already. This House is
supposed to be responsible for any measure
that the Government have submitted, and
that has gained the approval of this
Cham bel', and are we to see the State lose
£40,000 of public money sunk in this
undertaking without attempting to save
it? We are justified in looking to the
future in connexion with this industr'y,
because if it is a success it will be of immense value to the agriculturists of Victoria. "Will the House allow this company
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t.o go to ruin, and lose a very important
industry by which a large portion of the
land of the colony can be turned to good
account, merely for the sake of this

£13,000 ~
Mr. S'l'AUGHToN.-:-I think the first loss
is the best loss.
Sir JOHN McINTYH.E.-':ehat is often
the case in business, and I wish I had
acted on that principle more frequently
myself. But the Government cannot take
up that position in connexion with thi8
matter. I presume that every care has
been taken to ascertain that the Government are likely to save the company by
this means. If they do, they will save
.£40,000 of the public money, and if this
industry is a success it will be worth every
shilling' that has been spent on it. rrhe
money will have been well spent. I would
like to know if every effort has been made
by the representative of the Government
to see that the company is going to get
plenty of raw material grown in the
locality for the purpose of making beet
sugar 7 .
Mr. STAUGH'1'0N.-1'hey will have to
depend on Providence.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-vVe have depended a lot on Providence in the past, and
we will have to depend a lot on Providence
in the future. ·But I would like to know
if there is a reasonable prospect of plenty
of beet-roots being produced in the neighbourhood, even if Providence is not always
killd 7 I presume that every care has been
and will be exercised in that direction. It
is certainly necessary that more care should
be exercised in the future in that regard
than has been exercised in the past. I
ask honorable members on the opposition
side of the House to let this Bill pass.
Questions of this kind, when they have
come to this stage, should never be viewed
from any party stand·poi.nt, or in any party
spirit. That is the feeling with which I
I ask honorable
accept the situation.
members is it desirable"having regard to
the interests of the country, to allow this
company to go to the wall? Of course,
we never expected that anything of this
kind would happen, because the honorable
member for Gippsland North told us, night
after night, that he had every confidence
that the industry would be a success, and
that there would" be ample money to carry
out the objects of the company.
Mr. McLEAN.-And I am still as confident of the success of the company as I
was then.
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Sir JOHN McINTYRE.--But the hon- sugar industry, and recommended this
Ol·able member said that the company House, and people outside, to take it up,
could do all that it desired with the sum and I think it would be very unfortunate,
then asked for-£50,000. Indeed, the now that we have spent this money, to let
honorable member said the company was the i.ndustry go to the wall. It is still in
quite prepared to go on with £30~000. the experimental stage, and we cannot say
vYell, the company has got £4:0,000, and,
whether it is going to payor not. The
although there is a balance of £10,000, only possible drawback against its success
the company now asks for £13,000 more. is the high price of labour here as comI dare say the honorable member for pared with the price of labour in Europe.
Gippsland North and his friends did not
Mr. 'r. SMI'rH.-The people at Maffra
expect that the expenditure would be as do not say that.
large as it has been, but never has a
Mr. J. HARRIS. -We can produce
greater surprise come upon the House sugar- beet in Victoria as rich in sacchathan this proposal, after the complete con- rine matter, and as many tons to the acre,
fidence expressed by the honorable mem- as they can in Germany or in any otl~er
ber when the undertaking was initiated. part of the civilized world. The success of
Had it not been for the reliance of honor- the beet-sugar industry in California has
able members on the integrity, know- been very great, although the pay for
ledge, and ability of the honorable member ·labonr there is nearly if not quite as high
in connexion with this industry, he would as it is here: Therefore, I do not see why
not have got the Bill through so readily the beet-sugar industry should not be as
as he did. I very much regret the neces- great a success here as it is in California.
sity which has compelled the company to As the Treasurer has said, these new
come to Parliament for further assistance, industries do not always pay at the start.
but I do sincerely hope that honorable There is a monument to the failure of the
members all round the chamber will beet-sugar industry now at Rosstown that
allow this Bill to pass.
cost £40,000. I hope we shall not see a
Mr. J. HARRIS.-vYhen I heard, a few similar thing at Maifra. I agree with the
days ago, that the Treasurer was going toask leader of the Opposition that the balanceParliament to vote £13,000 more for the sheets of this company should have been
assistance of the Maffm Beet Sugar Com- put in the hands of honorable members
pany Limited, I thought the honorable before we were caJled on to deal definitely
gentleman was losing some of that quality, with this proposal. We ought to be inthat principle or frugality-I will not say formed how much land is mortgaged to
penuriousness-which has characterized the Goverument, and what it is worth
him for the last three or four years. But per acre.
The Treasurer's neglect to
I think his explanation of this Bill may be supply that information to honorable
accepted by most honorable members. I mem bers is a great oversight.
The
know there are rumours amongst us that honorable gentleman stated that if we
we will have a second Mildunt. as the had had a favorable season-if there
result of attempting to establish the beet- had been 23 or 24 inches of rain in the
sugar ind ustry. Some people think that beet season-and a good crop had been
the fact that the Brunswick Company got harvested, the operations of the company
the contract, although their tender was would have been a success; but the crop
£11,000 higher than another tender, is has been poor, something like 9 tons to
somewhat strange.
the acre. I would like to know, jf there
Mr. McLEAN.-That is not the fact.
had been a good season, "hether the com:Mr. J. HARRIS.-The Treasurer has pany could have carried on with the
assured us that he has looked in to this money already available, or whether it
matter aud is quite satisfied that every- would still have had to come to Parliathing is right, but, although he is a good ment and ask for this further granU We
lawyer and a splendid Treasurer, the hon- are told that boggy roads had something
orable gentleman is not a good judge of to do with the unfavorable result; but if
this enterprise. I had not the honour of the roads are boggy in a dry season like
being a member of this House when the that of last summer, what will they be like
Beet Sugar vYorks Bill was under con- in a wet season 1
sideration a year or two ago; but honorable
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-What I said was
members will recollect that many years that. they had a dry season when the beets
ago I took a great interest in the beet were growing, and when they ought to
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have had rain, and that when the beets
ware ready to be harvested the rain came,
forced a second growth, and made the
roads boggy.
Mr. McLEAN.-The ploughed fields were
made boggy when the rain fell.
Mr. J. HARRIS.-I really think that
we ought. to encourago this industry, because, during the season, the company
employ, I understand, 180 mell, in addition to the labour that is employed in
growing the beet-roots.
Mr. B 1W:~1:LEY.- Yes, but at starvation
wages.
Mr. J. HARRIS.-I do not think we
ought to recommend the company to go
in largely for beet-growing, because I beliove the farmers of the district can grow
the beets at a much cheu,per rate than tho
company. I think it is almost a mistake
that the Government has taken so much
on itself in connexion with this company,
but I snppose that could not be helped.
"Vo are told that if the company is wound
up, the assets will be very small, and the
machinery almost valueless. Of course
the land will remain, but, instead of
£40,000 or £50,000 which the Government has advanced being obtained, in the
event of the winding up of the company,
the State will lose, perhaps, three· fourths
of that money. Therefore, it seems to
mt) that it would be better to hazard
£13,000 more, and see if we can
pull the company out of its difficulties. Perhaps the honorable member
for Gippsland North, who is the chairman
of directors, will be able to give the Honse
some further information as to the position of the mortgage and so forth.
Mr. T. SMITH.-I do not think ~ny
one will accnse me of not being ready to
encourage local industries in this country
up to now at any rate, but there is something about this proposal that I do not
like. It seems to me, if this industry is
all that has been l~epresented, a most
peculiar thing, especially as so many
people in the immediate neighbourhood
thought they were going to benefit, that
out of the 25,000 shares placed on the
market only 23,500 were taken up. rrhe
sum of £50,000 was agreed to be advanced
to the company by the Government under
the principal Act, and of that amount
the Government have already paid over to
the company some £40,000. I apprehend
that whether this amending Bill be passed
or not, the Government are, of course,
liable and will be prepared to pay the
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balance-the other £10,000. But only
£23,500 has been contributed by the general public to the coffers of the company_
We were told here, I distinctly recollect, by
moro than one honorable member, who, we
understood, knew what he waS talking
about, that the people in that part of
Gippsland were hankering after this industry--that they wero most anxious to put
their own money in it, and that all they
wanted was some little encouragement
from the Government as a start, but it
appears that the people of the district and
of the whole colony have only contributed
lOs. for every £ 1 advanced by the Government. 'Ve are told that part of this additional£13,000 is to encourage t.he cornpany
to grow beet. Now, I was one of a party
who went to look ovor this company's
works a few months ago, and we were told
that one thing the company feared was that
the growers of beet would arrange, what is
termed in the vernacular, a knock-outthat they would in some way club together,
or form a union, to raise the price of beet
supplied to the company.
Mr. McCAY.-Are not they under an
agreement with the com pany ~
Mr. SAL1\wN.-And arc they not all
shareholders 1
Mr. T. SMITH.-'Ve were told the company feared that the growers of beet would
combine in order to put snch a price on
the beet-roots as would necessitate the
company growing their own beets. 'Vell,
sir, I am <?f the same opinion as the hon·
orable member for South Yarra, that the
company are not likely to he able to grow
beet at a lower price than the farmers of
the district are able to gr'ow it.
Mr. S'l'AUGll'l'ON.-It will cost them
double as much.
Mr. T. SMI1'H.-If the farmers do club
together-and they have a perfect right
to do so-they are not likely to charge
such a price as the company cannot afford
to pay, because we were informed that the
soil in that locality was eminently adapted
for the growing of sugar beet, and that the
seasons in Gippsland were jnst the thingthat they were more reglllar there than
they have been or are likely to be in other
parts of the colony. Now, however, we learn,
wonderful to relate, that the fates were
altogether against this company, that the
very elements were unpropitiollS. First
they had a dry season when they wanted
rain, then a wet season when they did not
want rain. Now, a wet season is exactly
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what the farmers are crying out for, and
I have yet to learn that, taking Gippsland
right through, the last seaSOll has been
very much more wet than the season
usually il:l in that part of the country.
Therefore, I do not know where we are
going in this matter.
I think the leader
of the Government is not quite so careful
in regard to this affair as he nsuaJly is in
regard to other matters.
He generally
tells us that he had better not say anything about the future, but I understood
him to say to-llight tha,t he will not be
prepared to promise to do any more for
this company. Now, if it is ct right thing
to vote £13,000 to the company for the
purposes mentioned in this Bill, and enlarged on by the Treasurer, and if there
should come another very dry season followed by another very wet season, and the
land becomes as boggy during the next
twelve months as it has been during the
last three or fonr months, the salvation
of this company may really require the
vote of another £10,000.
Mr. FOSTER.-It will pay as well as the
c01fee palaces pay.
'
Mr. rr. SMITH. - Interjections come
with a very bad grace from members of
the Government, who should teach us
better things, and especially from a member of the Government who comes from
Gippsland. I think he had better not
say anything more.
I have no direct
interest in any coffee palace, and it would
be very much better for some people if
they held a little more interest in coffee
palaces, and a little less interest in some
other institutions I might mention. With
reference to the output of the company, it
strikes most of us that the q Ilantity of
sugar nH'tnufact.nred was small, but I suppose the lateness of the start had a good
deal to do with that. It would therefore
be unfair to criticise the com pany on that
account. At the starting of a new company we cannot expect a very large output. 'What struck me, in going through
the works, was that everything was 011 too
large a scale, that the whole thing was
too extensive for the population of Victoria, \\' hich I am sorry to say is not
increasing. From inquiries I made at the
company's works, I was told that they
could turn out sufficient sugar beet in
twelve months to supply this colony for
three or four years if they chose to
utilize tho full power of the machinery.
Mr. McLEAN. - Y ou must have got. that
information from a very poor authority.
Session'1898.-[57]
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Mr. T. SMITH.-The gentleman who
told me appeared to understand the whole
matter. I may not have understood him
so well, because he was a foreigner, and I
could not follow all he said, but I did
understand him to say that. I am quite
sure that he said that the quantity of
sugar that could be turned out. in a year
would be more than this colony could consume in two or three years, pl~o\'ided they
worked the machinery to its full power.
N ow, all I want to say further is that I feel
somewhat disappointed that, so early in
the history of this company: and after it
has had sueh a large amount of public
money, we should have to vote another
£13,000, with no guarantee-I s,ay that
advisedly--that that will see the company
through the whole of its difficulties.
I am not here to vote against this Bill.
I can see with the Premier alld the leader
of the Opposition that we cannot very
well, in the face of the evidence given to
us, do less than pass the moasure; but
I will express the hope that we shall be
able, in passing it, to frame such conditions
as will place us in a better position than
we should be in by passing the measure as
it is drctited. I do not see how we can
expect the company to go into farming
operations with greater success than can
be attained by the people who have been
brought up to the business, and are prepared to say that they can grow t.his
article with a fair prospect of successpeople, too, who have told this House that
they were waiting, and have been waiting
for years, to spend their money in the
production of this article.
Mr. ZOX.-I am very glad to hear the
observations of the honorable member who
has just resumed his seat, because the
honorable member has never been one
to place obstacles in the way of the
development of the resources of the
colony. Therefore such observations, com,
ing from an honorable member holding
his views, to a certain extent strengthen
the hands of honorable members Oll this
side of the House in the attitude they
assume towards the Rill. ,\Vhen the first
Bill was iutroduced for the purpose of
assisting the l\bffra Sugar Beet Company
by the honorable member for Gippsland
North, he spoke in the most glowing terms
of what results would be likely to accrue,
and I must say that I am somewhat
surprised that he has not risen to
give us some information as to the probable
future of the company. The leader of
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the Opposit.ion has pointed out, and every
business man must look at it in the same
way, that we have had no balance-sheet.
Let a balance-sheet be produced. Let us
see what has been done by the company,
and let us see what its hopes are for the
fut.ure. It is all very well to say tha.t the
company has a possible output of 500,000
tons per annum, but if it is not making
sufficient to pay the interest accruing on
the capital it has borrowed, what is the
use of producing ~ It is no nse producing
so many thomand tons per annum unless
you can sell the produce at a profit. I wish
an enterprise of this kind every success
beyond manner of doubt, but I would
ask any commercial man in this House
whether it is not true that if a man
wanted to borrow a certain sum of money
he would be required to furnish sufficient
security in some way ~ But it appears
that, so far as this company is concerned,
the Government hold the whole of the
assets. Therefore our security cannot be
increased, although we are asked to spend
more money ·apon the concern. Weare
spending the public money, I wonld remind
honorable memhers, and it behoves us to
look carefully into what we are doing. I
sincerely hope that before this debate is
brought to a conclusion, the honorable
mem LeI' who has got t his money from the
House in order to establish an industry in
his own district will, as he is in duty
bound to do, give the House the information I have asked for, and will tell us
what the result is likely to be. It is
true that the Treasurer has tried to
give honorable members all particulars,
but I must say that it looks to me that
the title of this Bill should be altered,
and that it should be called "A Bill to
provide for the liquidation of the creditors of the Maft'ra Sugar Beet Company
Limited." That is what it means. ~ehe
banks get a portion of the money, the
Brunswick people get a portion of the
money; but who pay the money ~ rrhe
people of this country pay it, for an industry that they know nothing about, any
more than they know what its profits are
likely to be. There is no doubt about
that. 'Vhat does the Bill provide ~ That
not one single sixpence of this money can be
recouped to t.he Government until all the
creditors have been fully paid; and then,
forsooth, we come in at the last, after
spending the people's money. My right
honorable friend who introduced the
Bill talks about struggling companies th~.t
Mr. Zox.
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have at length struggled on into being
successful. I wish to goodness he could
tell us the names of some of these companies that have been succe~sful in the
growth of sugar beet.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--I did not say
that, you know. I said that when companies had originally failed, other companiES took up the work and had made a.
profit at it.
Mr. ZOX.-I dare say they did if they
got the machinery of the companies that
failed for almost nothing.
Look at some
of the Melbourne foundries that have
failed. Look at Langlands' Foun.dry, and
Munro's Foundry. Look at the brewery
companies in which people have lost their
mOlley. I say, again, to my honorable
friend, the member for Gippsland North,
that after Parliament has voted him
£40,000, and he has been instrumental in
bringillg this company into existence, he
should give us an assurance that it is
likely to be profitable. If he could give
us that assurance, I, as an individual,
should be willing to give the con)panya
show. As far as I am concerned, if the
company gives employment to a number
of people, and an industry of this kind can
be developed, I would rather settle people
on the land than I would see factories
existing in t0wns in the midst of people who
are starving. But I must say that I am
very doubtful, as the honorable member
for Emerald Hill is, whether this company
will ever be a succees. At the same time,
however, we have had so much money
spent upon it th~twe must give it a show.
But there il'3 no vote that I ever gave in
this Honse that I shall give with greater
reluctance than that which I shall have
to give in favour of the second reading of
this Bill.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-I wish to say, in
the first place, that I should like the Premier to give us some further information
as to who is to blame for all the miscalculation in connexion with the purchase of
machinery fQr th.is company ~ The initial
blunder was made when this matter was
brought before us some time ago. The
statement then made to the House was
that everything was prepared, pretty well
to the historical gaiter button. Everything was known-the exact cost of growing beet, the quality of the land for beet
production, the richness of the beet in
saccharine mll.ttel', and so forth. All these
statistics were laid before us, and yet all
at once \\'e are faced with a deficiency of
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something like £18,000, of which the Government propose to make up £13,000,
and the unfortunate company that supplied the machinery is to contribute
£5,000. I want to know who is to blame1
vVho are the men who recommended it 1
'Vho drew up the plans? vVho satisfied
the Government that everything was calculated ~ 'Vho have caused the Government to come to the House charged with
the responsibility of this intensely disagreeable task of asking for further mOlley
towards the establishment of this industry,
that was going to create such a demand
for labour in this commnnity1 Somebody
is to blame. 'Vhen the boom times were
discllssed in this House, the AttorneyGeneral got up, and, with all the bitterness of spirit that is within him, blamed
the men who miscalculated and mis~
judged 'what would be the result of the
boom. But there is not one word said as
to who is responsible for this calamity,
because it is nothing but that. We require
further information.
However, I do not
suppose that the Premier can furnish that.
There 'is another point tbat strikes me.
I think we should have had a balancesheet of this company put before us, in
order that we might see if there was any
j u'5tification for the representatives of the
people voting this extra money. Then it
would have been within the province of
every man in tbis House to judge for himself as to the wants and necessities of the
industry. As it is, we are prevented from
. forming any proper conclusion. I have
to thank the Premier for the way he
brought the matter before us. He did not
seem to paint the future of this industry
in colours of undue brightness. He just
laid the facts before us, leaving us to
judge for ourselves.
But he very properly and justly represented the urgency
of the situation. In fact, he said-" If you
do not supply this cork to the sinking
ship the whole concern will go down." I
may say that in the initiation of this
scheme there was evidence, both orally
and in writing, as to the failure of similar
. American schemes. And what was the
nature of the failures ~ It was not the.
machinery which was at fault, but tpe
fault was as to whether the beet could be
grown of the be~t quality, and as to
whether the land used was the best kind.
for producing beet sugar in Amc'rica.
Mr. E. D. W ILLIAMs.-'rhe Maffra beet
is all right. It is better than the American
beet.
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Mr. STAUGHTON.-The honorable
member for Castlemaine knows something about wool, and something about
manufacturing, but he knows just ab(jl1t
as much of making beet sugar as I do
about making flannel. The evidence the
Premier has laid before us is that this
company has had to contend with a bad
season. It was a dry season in the first
portion, and then when the pulling of the
beet was to take place the rain came 011,
which reduced the saccharine properties of
the beet. There is no actual proof as to
whether the beet is of the best quality,
provided the season had been good an
through.
Mr. McLEAN.-It was giving a very
high percentage of sugar until the rain
fell.
Mr. S1'AUGHTON.-Until the clouds
fall! That is always the case. I dare say
one sample was taken from a hill and
another from a valley, and that what
might produce good results from the side
of a hill would be, comparatively speaking,
worthless when taken from another place.
To any practicaJ agricultural man that
statement will not do. Another matter is
this: What is the Government proposing 7
Not only to supply the money necessary
to pay the debts of t.he company, but to a
large extent they are going in to be agriculturists on a large scale for the purpose
of growing beet. I· unhesitatingly say
that the experiment will not succeed.
That is the weakest point in the present
proposal. The farmers can produce beet
together with the rest of their work much
~heaper than. the company can possibly
produce it. I am as sure of that as I am
of my own existence. 'Vhat do we hear
already about the company's experience 1
It has already cost the company, in a dry
season, to put their beet in and keep it
clean, £8 an acre.
Mr. GRAHAM.-To put it in, keep it
clean, and take it out again.
Mr .. STAUGHTON.-Honorable members klww that in a dry season the weeds
will not grow half so quickly as they will
in a wet season. If it cost the company
£8 an acre in a dry season, there is a
prospect of itcostingthem£16 per aCl'.,if
we get a wet season. Can it be done at a
profit on that cost? "Ve have no information to show us whether the company
have made any profit upon what they have
already done.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-They have made
a profit of £647 upon the whole campr.ign.
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I omitted to state that. That is what
their balance-sheet Hhows.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-I can, of course,
understand that the company have had
great difficulties in initiating a new industry like this. It is like getting a new
dray - grease wants putting here and
there. And it is some satisfaction to know
that the company has made a profit of
£647. I do not know whether that will
cover the iutel'est they have to pay.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes, they pay
interest. The profit is on the whole campaign.
Mr. SrrAUGHTON.-The thing that
puzzles me is that the farmers about
Maffra, seeing that there is likely to be a
profit, have not gone into beet-growing
more liberally. If it is going to be a good
thing, surely the farmers should have
supported the industry.
Mr. '''HEELER.-But they have only
had one season.
Mr. S'l'AUGHrrON.-But a bad season
is enough to kill a man. It has killed this
company pretty nearly. The worst feature
of the whole business is the matter of the
company growing its own beet. I see the
honorable member for Gippsland North
smiling on the other side of the House. I
am afraid it is only a put-on smile. The
honorable member is a practical man. He
reminds me of some of the fighting men
who after they have been knocked down
half-a-dozen times will come up smiling.
But it is a very serious matter that the
company is going into this business. They
ought to have induced the farmers to go
into it more liberally than they have don~.
'rhe farmers have cont.ributed very little.
Out of 1,500 acr~s, we find that the farmers have only contributed 1,200 acres of
beet, and the company have had to grow
300 acres. The Government do not propose to raise the minimum area under
beet to 2,000 acres although they are
giving the company power to grow 300
acres extra. If that is the way the thilJg
is going to end, I am doubtful about the
result.
Dr. MALONEY.-I am sorry to' hear
the dismal forebodings of the honorable
l11imber who has just sat down. If he
had looked into the facts in regard to the
making of beet sugar he would have found
that it was a form of production that
has benefited every coulltry that has
ever taken it up.
Sugar is a neces·
sary food in the life of the world
to-day, and beet sugar has overtaken
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the production of cane sugar.
The
genius of tho white man has triumphed over difficulties. In the year
1840 the product.ion of cane sugar was
over 1,000,000 tons, while the amount of
beet sugar produced was only 50,000 tons.
In 1889 the production of cane sugar had
increased to 2,580,000 tons, whereas the
production of beet sugar had risen to
2,780,000 tons. In Argentine, in 1880, the
production of sugar was almost unknown,
but a dut.y of 100 per cent. was put upon
the imported article, with the result that
in 1888 60,000 tons of beet sugar had
been produced. It is estimated that the
amount of sligar consumed in Australia
in a year is 100,000 tons. I am given
to understand, and my aut.hority is a
good one, that· this beet factory at
Maffra is the only beet-sugar factory over
which the British :flag waves. It is the
only beet-sugar factory in the British
dominions. The productioll of beet sugar,
however, has long occupied the at,tention
of European nations. France led the van
in the production of beot sugar, but Germany has overtaken her, and beet sngar
to-day is one of the largest products of
the United States of America. The last
speaker referred to the quality of the beet
produced at Maffra. Surely, however,
from his experience in pastoral pursuits, he
would not like any agricultural enterprise
to be judged by the results of one season.
The only proper way to judge is to take
the average of the seasons. In nearly
every country in the world where the production of beet sugar has been attempted
it has been a success. I ha vo no doubt
it will be a success in Gippsland, which is
distinguished for the regularity of its
climate.
I believe this district has a
climate superior to any other district in
Victoria. Its soil is very suitable for the
production of saccharine matter in beet.
For my own part, I do not think that the
Government, in advancing money for this
enterprise, has gone far enough. I think
that £100,000 might have been spent, at
least., in such a splendid experiment as
this. I, with my well-known views, would
have liked to see sugar production made a
State monopoly. If the Government have
not done that, they have made it a twothird State enterprise, the Government
ad vancing £2 to the company's £1. There
are one or two objections 'which I have to
the Bill which I will mention when it gets
into committee. I intend, however, to
vote for the second reading. Indeed, I
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would be willing to double the amount
asked for, and would be prepored to defend
that position on any platform. If we turn
to any country in the world where beetsugar production has been introduced we
find that there is scarcely any record of
failure. In fact., I challenge any honorable
member to quote any reliable authority to
show that the prod uction of beet sugar has
not increJl-sed in ever-growing proportions.
Surely that should be sufficient for us in
a climate which is equal to any, and excelled by none. Germany, in my opinion,
has no climate equal to ours for the
growing of beet, I speak with some
knowledge of Germany, having been
through it.
Mr. HIGGINS. -Has the beet-sugar industry ever succeeded in a country where
the market is so small as Ollrs ~
Dr. MALONEY.-Mulhall says, in the
latest edition of his Dictionary of St(ttistics (1886), that before 1880 scarcely any
beet sugar wat! produced in Argentine.
But an import duty of 100 pel' cent. ad
valorem was proposed, and the result of
that protection was that the prod uction of
sugar was raised to 60,000 tons.
Mr. METHVEN.-'Yhat kind of sugar?
In
Dr. MALONEY. - Beet sugar.
Russia, in 1811, there was very little, if
any, sugar produced at al1. In fact,
scarcely allY sugar was produced until
1850, and now Russia ranks third in
sugar production in the world. AllstriaHungary, ill the ye.'u 1850, produced only
10.000 tons of beet sugar, bnt in 1891·
her production was 700,000 tons. Germany, in 1860, produced but 1,400 tons.
Now she produces over 1,000,000 tonsa production standillg first ill the world.
The consumption of sugar has increased
enormously. In England, at the beginning
of the century, the cOllsnmpt.ion of sugar
was 3 lbs. pel' head per annum of the
population; but in 1888 it had risen to be
70 lbs. pel' head per annum. Therefore,
I would be perfectly willing, as far as my
vote goes, to grant '£100,000 for the production of beet sugar in Victoria, providing the spendillg of it was overlooked,
as this money will be, by our clear-headed
Premier, and provided that fair conditions
of labour ,,,ere insured; and provided,
further, that the price to the buyer was
regulated by the State. In Germany a snm
of mOlley is paid by the Government as a
bounty upon every ton of sugar exported.
That enables the German manufacturers
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of beet sugar to compete, not only against
climatic conditions, but almostagainst slave
labour, which is too frequently employed
in the production of cane sugar. In this
country we find that QueenHland is a semislave State, on account of the labour
employed in the production of cane sugar.
It will relieve that stain from Australia if
we can succeed in growing beet sugar here,
and if for no other reason than that we
should do our best to assist the Maffra
enterprise. I feel certain that if a poll were
taken throughout Victoria to-morrow on the
question whether the State should assist
this industry-with the conditions that
fair wages should be paid to labour
employed, and that the buyer of sugar
should be protected - there can be no
doubt that the vote would be in favour of
the proposal by a very big majority.
Mr. McLEAN.-I may mention that,
_as I am in the position of holdillg a few
shares in this c0mpany, honorable members
cun readily realize that I do not wish to
take much part in the present debate. I
think it necessary, however, to endeavour
to remove any misapprehensions that may
exist in the minds of honorable members,
and to place the real facts of the case as
clearly and as hriefly as I can before the
Honse. Now, honorable members will
bear in :11ind that when I supported the
Bill to encourage the establishrnent of the
beet-sugar industry in Victoria, I was not
speaking in the intere&ts of any particular
company or of any particular district.
At that time there was no company in existence ill the colony. I advocated the
establishment of the industry on its
merits, because I believed that om soil
and climate were eminently suited to
the snccessful establishment of that
industry bere, and I may tell honorable
members that nothing has since transpired
to alter my opinion in the slightest degree.
My honorable friend, the menlber for
Bourke 'Yest, asked the Treasurer who
was responsible for the grave errors that
had been made in the estimates of expenditure and for the disastrous failure which
rollowed. "VeIl, I can assure the honor
able member that there were no grave
errors of judgment in connexion witll those
estimates, and I think he will admit that
I am right when I place the f,tOts before
him. Onr origillal estimate was that a
company would require at least a capital
of £75,000. Of that amount it was considered that from £66,000 to £68,000
would be required for the purchase of
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machinery, for the purchase of .land, and
for the construction of factory buildings
and all the necessary works pertaining
thereto. The other £6,000 or £8,000, as
the case might be, was intended to be
Htled for a. working capital. Now, as a
matter of fact, the whole of the constructive works and plant cost a little over
£74,000; that is, from £6,000 to £8,000
more than the original estimate. But of
that amount the plant did not cost anything in excess of the estimate; on the
·(lontrary, the company secured a plant
capable of treating 350 tons per day,
normal working, at the price they had estimated for a plant capable of treating 300
tOllS per day. So that they got a plant
capable of treating one-sixth more at
the amount of the original estimate. 'rhen
I may be asked how do I account for
£6,000 or £8,000 of excess of cost.
It occurred in this way: When the
company were making up their estimates
they got a list of prices of building material of every kind that they would require to use, and they also got from the
shipping agents in Melbourne an estimate
of the cost of bringing the plant from Germany. Now, about £2,500 of the excess
was absorbed in the cost of freight alone
from Germany. '£he freights went up to
such an extent that the company had to
pay auout £2,500 more than the price supplied to them by the Melbourne shipping
.agents at the time the estimate was made.
Thi~ made the amount about £71,500, alld
the balance is accounted for by the rise in
the prices of bricks and other building
material since the time when the prices
had been supplied to us; so that, in
reality, the engineer's architect was absolutely correct in his estimate of the
cost of the building, and also of the
plant; indeed, as I have shown, his estimate of the plallt was really somewhat
under the fact. This explains the discrepancy between the actual cost and the
original estimate. The whole of it, as I
have said, was accounted for by the rise
in the value of bricks and other material)
and the increase in the freight of the
plant from Germany. Now, that left the
company in this position: That with a
capital of £75,000-that is £25,000 of
the shareholders' money, and the £50,000
that the Treasurer had agreed to ad vance
on the basis of £2 for every £l-practically the whole of that capital was absorbed.
Therefore the company had no capital
whatever to work with, and I must say
Mr. },{f;Lean.
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that the company's bank very generously
came to the assistance of the company,
and enabled them, by means of an overdraft, to pay wages and all other current
expenses, and it was by means of that
overdraft from the bank that the company
was enabled to carryon. Now, if they
had had an ordinary season to COlllmence
with, there is not the slightest doubt in
my mind but that they would have been
able to liquidate the whole of that overdraft, and to carryon without coming for
any further assist,Ul'ce to the State.
Mr. J. HARRIs.-Aud show a profit as
well ?
Mr. McLEA~.-I believe the profit
would have been sufficient to pay their
way-to pay all their creditor~. Honorable
members will recollect tha,t I stated, when
supporting the original Bill, that this particnlar ind ustry would not pay on a small
scale. ~rhe honorable member for Emerald
Hill was misinformed w hen he said tha t
this factory was altogether too large,
and the plant too large. I can assure
the honorable member that it would
take ten or twelve such factories to
supply the wants of onr own colony
alone. The experience of this industry
all over the world shows that wherever
factories have been established of the
same capacity as the MafE-a Factory, they
have all gone in for increasing the size of
their factories. 'When I was supporting
the original measure, I quoted two factories that had recently been established
in Californir.. The conditions there were
verv similar to the conditions here in regard to soil, climate, and the cost of
labour. I told the Honse of the results of
those two factories and several other factories in the United States, Germany,
Franr.e, and other countries. I quoted
figures to show the profits they had made,
and to show their eapacities. The reason
I refer to these two factories in particular
is because I have got out from America
within the last few days a detailed history
of those factories from their establishment
down to the present time. I refer to
the Chino Valley Factcry in Southern
California, and the W'atsonville Factory.
The Chino Valley Factory was established
under these conditions: The Hon. Richard
Gird purchased a property of 36,000 acres
called the Chino Valley Ranche, which,
in the year 1888, he cut up and attempted
to sell. The land was of so little value,
although it was fairly good land, that he
could llot sell an acre of it. He theu cast
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about to devise some rr.eans to give some
value to the property, and, being an enterprising man and an agricultural chemist,
he tested the soil and found that it was
suitable for the growth of sugar beet.. He
induced the Oxenol' Brothers to establish
a factory there, and he undertook to provide the necessary quantity of beets to carry
it on. That factory was built, and their
first season's operations occurred in the year
1891. Now, I will show the House that the
Iresult of that campaign was very similar
to the result of the Maffra campaign this
year. 'l'hey cultivated the first year nearly
2,000 acres of land. From that they got
~L return of 13,000 tons; that is, about 7!
tons to the acre. Honorable members will
see that that isactnally less than the returns
which the Maffra Company got this year
from the acreage that they have harvested.
From those 13,000 tons of beet they produced about 1,000 tons of sugar; that is,
1 ton of sllgar to every 13 tons of beet.
Now, the MafJ'ra Company had a higher
return per acre, but a rather less return
in sugar. ,They had about 1 ton of sugar
to every 15 tons of beet. But the Math'a
Company turned out pure white grannlated
sugar, whereas this company the first year
did not produce the white granulated
sugar: So that, taking the difference in
the quality into consideration, the return
of sugar pel' ton of beet was about the S~llle
in both cases. And yet they certainly regarded that as anything but a failure in
California. It is not necessary that I
should follow the history of that factory
every year; but I can place figures before
honorable members which will stLtisfy them
of its suecess. That land, which was unsaleable in 1888, the owner went on selling from year to year at about £40 per
acre to the farmers wno were growing the
beets. Last year he sold the remnanthe had sold a considerable portion previously-to an English sYlldicate for
£500,000; the remnant of it property
. that was unsaleable in 1888. This will
give an idea of the success of that company, yet its first year's operations were
no better than ours. The other factory
I referred to was the "Watsonville Factory, which was established about the
year 1888. That factory was of about
the same size as the Maffra Factory
when it st.arted, or somewhat smaller.
They went on increasing the size of it from
year to year, until now it treats 1,000 tons
per day. In the year 1896-that is the
last year for which returns are available
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-they treated 154,000 tons of beet, and
produced 19,500 tons of sugar. Now,
l;1,t the price which that article is bringing
in Melbourne to-day, this would mean
something like £300,000 worth of sugar
which that factory turned out the year
before last.
Mr. MUHRAY S)II'L'H.-They have a protectiye duty of over 40 per cent.
Mr. McL.EAN .-Of course, the American
states have had the good sense to build up
their industry by means of that policy
with which the honorable member does not
agree. The honorable member is quite
correct, and what is more, when this
industry was started a few years ago,
the state Parliament voted the company
a bonus of 1d. per lb. on their sugar;
but after two or three years' operations
they were able to do without that, and it
has never been paid since. The history
of all those factories that I have been
able to follow shows that, although there
were a great many failures at the commencement, the whole course of this
industry is to be traced from failures in
the early stages to a magnificent success
when it has been established on proper
lines. 'l'hat is the history of the industry
in almost every country under the sun
where it has been established.
Mr. MURRAY SMI'l'II.-Do you know
how much the State in France pays sugar
refiners and makers 1
Mr. McLEAN.-I do not, but I know
that the State gets a big revenue in the
way of excise duty. In the first place,
there is a protective duty on sugar, and
then they charge an enc,.'ffiOUS exeise duty,
as they also do in Germany. The revenue
of Germa.ny benefits to the extent of over
£4,000,000 a year by the excess of excise
duty over the export bounty. Nearly all
continental countries follow the same
course-give a high protection to the
home producer, and encourage production
by giving a moderate bounty on the export of the surplus, and then they impose
a very heavy excise duty for revenue
purposes.
Mr. SALl\lON.-And the consumer in the
country itself where the sugar is produced
has to pay a great deal more for his sugar
than the man outside.
Mr. McLEAN.-That is quite correct.
The consumer in England pays less for his
sugar than the consumer in Germany or
France. But my honorable friend must
remember that the benefit which these
countries derive from the production of
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sugar locally is so great that no consideration would induce them to withOur agriculdraw the eucoi.lragement.
tural expert, Mr. James Sinclair, went to
California and inspected the factories, and
went over all the beet-producing lands
there j and he has since, for the purpose
of engaging experts for our company, gone
over the beet country in Germany, and
visited the factories there. 'rhe Jast time
he was in Victoria he spent two days at
Maffra; and having gone over the whole
of the country about there, he· told me
that there was nothing to be seen in
California as good for beet-growing as
Maffra land. Since he went home he has
written to me and told me that he had
gone over the whole of the beet land in
Germany, and he said he did not see an
acre of it which was equal to the land
round the factory at Maffra.
Mr. HLGGINS.-J s 1 ton of sugar from
8 tons of beet about an ordinary return ~
Mr. McLEAN. -- It is a very good
I'eturn for raw sugar; for refined sugar
9 to 9~ per cent. is a very fair return.
Mr. Sinclair also told me that he was
struck with the immense benefits which
this industry had conferred upon Germany,
and more especially on the working
classes. He said that during the whole
of his travels through Germany he never
saw a single beggar, an ill-clad or a
drunken man, throughout the whole of the
beet-growing districts; they were all well
paid, well fed, and well housed.
Mr. J. HARRIs.-Andthe women work
in the fields there.
Mr. McLEAN.-Yes, and in the factories, too.
N ow, with regard to the
financial results of the present season at
Maffra, I may mention, as the Treasurer
has already stated, that the principal
cause of the failure was one over which
the company had no possible control. The
Treasurer mentioned-and it was afterwards referred to also by the honorable
member for South Yarra-that a complaint had been made to the Treasurer
that the Maffra Company did not ar::cept
the lowest tender for their machinery.
One firm complained that they had
tendered for the supply of a similar plant
at £:9,000 or £4,000 less than the plant
which was actually purchased. Now, I
may say that the Treasurer was so particlllar to safeguard the funds of the State
that he would not at first sign the agreement on that account. Although he admitted that the company had complied
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with the conditions of the Act in every
respect, still he said-Ii If you ha.\'e made
a mistake of this kind at the commencement, it is bnt a poor guarantee that YOll will not make similar
mistakes in the future; and unless
you can prove that you accepted the
lowest tender I will not sign the C011tract." The Treasurer then appointed an
expert himself, and got our engineer to
furnish his reasons for recommending the
plant th::tt was purchased. He also caned
on the complaining firm to furnish their
reasons for asserting that their plant was
the cheapest. 'J..'hese were referred to Mr.
vVoodrc,ffe, of tho Rail way department,
who is, I believe, the best mechanical
engineer in Victoria. Mr. Woodroffe went
through the estimates carefully, and the
reEult was that he indorsed the report of
our engineer in every single particular.
In order that honorable members may
clearly understand this question, I may
mention that there were nineteen tenders
sent in, two of them being from Scotland,
and all the others from continental
countries. ';Y e got our engii1eer to go
carefully through those nineteen tenders,
and he tabulated the different stages of
the work and the material which they
proposed to furnish for every' stage ..
·When this was done we selected, 011 his
advice, the six best. The others that
were put aside were not in the running.
This particular plant, that was afterwards
claimed to be a better plant than the one
we accepted, was not even in the first sixit was one of those which had been put
aside. ';Y e then asked the 'J..'reasurer to
appoint an expert to go throllgh those
tenders ,,,ith our engineer, and make a
recommendat,ioll. The Treasurer selected
Mr. Catani,' of the Public ';Yorks department, and he and our engineer spent
several days in going careflllly through
those six t~nders. They recommended to
us the aceptance of the Brllnswiuk Com-·
pany's tender, as being the cheapest and
the best plant that was offered. 'J..'he
reason why the tender, which was afterwards claimed to be the cheaper one, was
put aside was that our engineer said that
it was not up to tho minimum requirements of the Act. The Act required a
plant to be provided for any company
receiving State assistance that should have
a capacity of not less than 300 tons per
day. The complaining firm claimed that
their plant could treat 300 tons per day.
Our engineer said it could only treat
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300 tons with forced working, and that
it could not do it with normal working. He also told us that t.he plant that
we accepted was capable of treating
350 tons a day with normal working, and
that comparing like with like it was not
only infinitely the best but much the
cheapest. The other plan t, as he said, was
out of it, and this was afterwards confirmed
by Mr. Woodroffe. That gentleman 'went
further and said that if the other plant
was forced to treat 300 tons it would not
be safe for the workmen in the factory.
That is the history of the incident that
led to the delay on the part of the company in ordering the seed from Germany.
rrhe investigation regarding the plant took
about six weeks. rrhe seed arrived here
a month too late, and the season was exceptionally dry, as the bush fires in Gippsland proved. rrho earlier sown crops gave
an average of 9 tOllS to the acre, and
the later sown crops did not grow at all,
because the ground had been scorched by
the sun, and the seed could not germinate.
rrhe experience of this year proves that
beet is an uncommonly hardy crop, and
that only an exceptionally dry season will
produce anything like a failure. I believe
that any other crop would this year have
been a total failure. I may mention that
under the Beet Sugar Act the conditions
are very stringent, and the Treasurer disallowed a number of items of expenditure that were absolutely essential
to construction although they did not
come within the strict interpretation
of that term under the Act. I think
'honorable members will admit that the
necess:1ry supervision, the keeping of
accounts for the workmen, and so on,
should come under the heading of eonstruction.
The Treasurer disallowed
these items, and no doubt he was right
in safeguarding the funds of the State.
The leader of the Opposition has inquired
what supervision there is over the expenditure. The directors of the company
cannot transact any business unless
the representative, of the Treasurer is
present, and he has to sign every cheque,
so that the greatest possible care i~ taken
to safeguard the funds, not only of the
State, but also of the shareholders. The
great bulk of the shareholders are poor
struggling men. A nnmber of them are
labourers, and others are small farmers.
There are altogether about 280 shareholders, and honorable members will
readily see that they cannot be very well ofl:
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And yet when the Treasurer expressed his
willingness to make this further advance
of £13,000 on the basis of £2 for every
£1, within 011e day there was about £1,500
subscribed bv the directors and the shareholders in al~d around Maffra. I have not
the slightest doubt that they will be
equally ready to subscribe the other
£1,'500 required to make up the additional
£6,500.
Mr. HlGGINs.-W'hat is the company's
overdraft?
Mr. McLEAN.-About £9,000, but the
financial position of the compallY must not
be judged absolutely by that fact, because
£,4,700 of the amount is represented by
good assets.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Is the £13,000 to be
used to wipe off the overdraft?
Mr. McLEAN.-One-half of the overdraft. 'We have prodnced already 504 tons
16 cwt. of white sugar. It bas all been
sold at a very good price. It realized from
£201 Os. to £22a ton, theaveragc being over
£21 a ton, and the receipts up to tho present time amoui1t to about £11,000. Onr
eXDerts estimate that there arc llO tons
of\vhitesugar in the molasses, but taking
the quantity at 100 tons, and putting the
value at £20 :1 ton, that will represent
£2,000. There are 550 tons of molasses, for
which the company have been offered £118.
a ton on the ground, or £2 5s. a ton in
Melbourne. Assuming that the molasses
will pay the cost of treating, this will give
us another £2,000 as the result of the
present campaign, making altogether about
£13,000.
Mr. HlGGJNs.-The Bill says that the
money is to be expended in liquidating
debts heretofore incurred.
Mr. McLEAN.-The only debts are
those due to the Brunswick Company and
the bank, and £600 that is owing to
small creditors. These are the assets
on hand - after-products, that is the
sugar and molasses, £2,000 ; firewood, £1,300,; lime, £300,; beet sugar,
£520,; agricultural implements, £500,;
office furniture, £76; and stationery, £50.
That makes £4,746, representing good
assets that the company hold as against
the bank's overdraft. The only reason
why the company are in any difficulty is
that they commenced operatiolls without
sufficient capital. If they had bad a
larger capital no one would have dreamt of
calling the first season's trial a failure. It
was not a failure. There is one point on
which the honorable member for Bourke
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'Vest is under a misapprehension.
He
spoke of the quality of the beet deteriorating with the rain, and he said that the
beets on the hill and in the hollow might
give different. results. The whole of the
beets are gruwn 011 land that is absolutely level and of uniform qnality. All
the fields are not of uniform quaJity,
but every part of each field is of the same
quality practically. 'Vhen the campaign
commenced the beets were giving a very
high percentage of sugar. The average
was a,bout 15 per cent., and some of them
went up to 17 and 18 per cent. If the rain
had kept off, the company could, even with
the light crop, have shown very favorable
resnlts, considering, of course, the smallness of the output. The rain came during
the campaign, and it continued for about
six weeks, about 6 inches of rain falling
during that time. The result was that
the farmers, who, when they began delivering their beets at the factol'Y were getting
18s. a ton, which was a very high priee,
the company paying according to the
sugar percentage, received as little as
8s. a ton after about eight or ten days
of rain.
)Ir. SALlIION.-rrhen it should not have
affected the company so much.
)11'. McLEAN.--It affected the returns
of the campaign very materially. It wOllld
have been infinitely better for the company
to have paid a higher price for beet containing a greater percentage of sugar. In
California the companies will not accept
beet that yields less than 12 per cent. of
sugar, because they say it does not pay to
work it. ",Ve do accept it, but we pay a
lower price for it; but beet that gives less
than 12 per cent. does not pi:~y. 'We
merely buy these beets because we do not
desire that the farmers should incur a
dead loss, but we do ask the farmers to
keep at home all the large beets, because
they do not give as large a percentage of
sugar as the small or medium-sized beets.
Still, we buy them from them at a red uced
price.
Mr. ANDERSON.--Do not you get the
same return proportionately ~
Mr. DEAKIN.-The cost of treatment is
the same, and the yield is less.
NIl'. McLEAN.-The cost of treatment
is more.
)11'. ANDEHSON.-Do you buy the large
beets according to the percentage of sugar 7
Mr. McLEAN.-Yes, we buy all the
beets on analytical tests. But the reduction ill the percentage of sugar did not
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operate so much as the reduction in the
degree of purity. Tbere may be 15 per
cent of solids in the juice, of which 12 per
cent. may be sugar aud 3 per cent. foreign
matter. There will be at least another
3 per cent. of sugar adhering to the
foreign matter. If you have much impurity
JOU cannot extract it without extracting a
lot of sugar with it. Experience shows that
new land, or reclaimed swamp land, or
heavy pasture land, or land that has been
heavily stocked, never give beets with a
great degree of purity the first year.
In Germany they never think of putting
beets in the first veal'. , The Maffra Company were comp;lled to take new land,
so that they could not eXfJect a high
degree of purity at fi rst. That made the
greatest difference. But we are assured
that this condition will disappear, and that
the degree of purity will be much higher
after the second or third year. The way
we arrive at the degree of purity is this:
Vve multiply the degree of sugar. Say
that there is 12 per cent. of sugar in the
juice, and 3 per cent. of foreign matter,
that is 15 per cent. of solids. vVe divide
the 15 per ceut. into the 12, and that
gives 0'8, so that 8 would be the degree
of purity of that particular beet. It takes
a great deal more lime, and it is very
much more costly in every way to treat
beets where the degree of purity is not
very high, and that occurs invariably
whel'ever the beet is grown on new land.
The principal reason for the falling-off in
the degree of purity at Maffra was this:
That when the beets were ripe, and we
commenced harvesting operations, the rain
set in and stal'ted the second growth.
After that, the analysis showed that both
the percentage of sugar and the degree of
purity were redllceo.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-",Vould not that take
place in a normal season when the beets
grew to a great size ~
Mr. McLEAN.-On rich land that would
be so, no doubt, if the beets were planted
far apart, but we plant them very thick,
and thin them by hand.
That is the
great expense.
In the first place, you
have to plough the land two or three
times, then you have to let it lie in that
condition during the winter, after which
you have to plough and harrow it several
timesagain,and get itinto afinetilth. vVhen
that is done you sow the beets in autumn,
and when they come up they are yery
thick. You then thin them down according to the prospects of the season and the
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quality of the land. They are thinn~d
by hand to the propel' dist~nce apart; ~n
rich land about 5 or 6 111che8, and 111
poorer land 8 01' 10 inches.
:Mr. J. HARRIs.-For how many years
would yon sow beets on the same land ~
Mr. MoLEAN.-In the case of most
bnds it would be desirable to make a
change about every three years. W~thin
10 miles of the Ma.ffra Factory there IS, as
I explained on a former occasion, from
70,000 to 80,000 acres of firs.t-class beet
land, so that. there is plenty of room for
extension in that direction. If the results
of this season's operations are favorable, I
have not the slightest doubt that it will
be found desirable to increase the plant,
as the companies have done in California
and Germany, and other countries. It
pays splendidly to treat from 400 to 500
tons a day, but the treatment of 250 tons
a day would result in a very heavy loss.
The leader of the Opposition said that the
fact that W0. proposed to expend money in
streno-tbening the plant showed that the
plantwas not up to the c.ontra,ct. .That
is not the reason for thIS expendIture.
A great deal of the plant was capable of
treating from 500 to 600 tons of beet a
day, and a great deal of it was capable of
treating from 400 to 420 tons a day. vVe.
have been strongly urged by the experts
to streno,then the weaker parts only capable of ~rp.ating the quantity contracted
for, 350 tOllS a day, so as to enable them
to treat. up to 400 tons a day, because we
can do that at practically the same expense.
There mio'ht be a little more lime or fuel
used, but the expense would be nominal,
and the additional 50 tons a day would
make a vast difference in the returns to the
company. I have no doubt there are a
great many other points on which I could
give the Honse information. I should
have been glad to have answered a,ny questions, and if the Speaker were not in the
chair, I should invite. interjections.
Mr. HUSSELT,.-vVhere does the company propose to get the money necessary
to enable it to buv other land after the
three years ~
"
:Mr. McLEAN.-The company do not
buy the land, they rent it. Last ye~r
they rented 300 acres of land, and thIS
year they have rented about 600 acres.
We hope to get another 100 ~1.cres. 'Ye
are not taking any land that is not close
to a rail way station or close to the factory.
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:Mr. J. HARRIS.-Do you l'l,pprove of the
system of the company renting land 1
Mr. McLEAN.-I agree with the honorable member that it ~\\'ould be much
better to allow the farmers to grow the
. beet. They could, with the help of. their
own families, grow it more economIcally,
but it is impossible during the first year
or two to get the full acreage planted by
the farmers.
It was for that reason
that, in the Act, power was given to the
company to plant a portion of the acreage.
When the industry proves a success there
will be no trouble in getting the farmers
to grow as much beet as we \\,~1.nt.
Mr. ANDERsoK.-Havc you been disappointed in regard to the number of
farmers who grow beet 1
Mr. McLEAN.-K 0; I stated at the
time that I did not believe we could get
the farmers to plant more than 1,200 acres.
'rhey did plant 1,200 acres, and the comp:my planted 300 acres, making altog'ether
1,500 acres. This year we shall have
about 2 000 acres planted. That is not
sufficient but with anything like an ordinary sea~on it will put the company in a
thorOlID'hly solvent condition. 'Ve should
have }iliout 3,000 acres planted, and it
should produce from 41,000 to 42,000
tons of beet in order to enable us to work
the machinery up to its full capacity. The
directors are uot in any way disappointed
with the results of this year's operations.
The only thing that was disappointing
was the season and the incident that compelled them to sow the beet. a month too
late. This was not their fault. They
could not order the seed from Germany or
incur any other expense until the Treasurer had signed the agreement. That
was the initial mistake, and it was responsible for the light crop of the present y.ear.
Notwithstanding the drought, I belieye
that if the beet had been sown a month
earlier there would have been a fair crop.
Mr. A. HARRJS.-Will you tell us what
rate of wages is paid by the company, and
what are the honrs worked by the men ~
Mr. MoLEAN.-The rate varies according to the class of work-there is some
work that boys can perfol'm--but it runs
from 6s. 3d. to 8s. 6d. a day.
Mr. SAKGS'l'ER.-'Yhat is the length of
the day ~
Mr. McLEAN.-I should haye said per
shift.
Mr. SAKGS1'ER.-Of twelve hours ~
Mr. McLEAN.-Thc shift appears to be
long, but in reality it was not long by any
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means this year. If the factory is work·
illg at fun time, without any stoppages,
the machinery is ill operation for 21 hours
out ofthe 24. They are supposed to keep
it standing idle for about three hours, so,
as to oil it, to give it a rest, and to let
things cool.
The 21 hours \vere divided
this year iuto two shifts, and that
would be ten ftnd a half hours a shift,
assuming that the men worked fnll time.
If they had worked full time they would
have put through about 350 tons in the
24 hours. But the wet weather retarded
the delivery of the crops, and, owing to
the inexperience of a number of the men,
who used to make mistakes which could
not be controlled, when the belts would slip
off, the machinery was stauding idle for
one-half its time. Inst.ead of averaging
350 tOllS a dely during the six weeks-and
if the machinery had been kept working for
21 hours a dav for the \\'hole of that time it
should have ~~vel'Uged about 370 tons-it
only averaged 150 tons. The men could
l1ot, therefore, have worked for more than
half time.
Mr. ANDEHSON.-'Vho was ill charge?
Mr. McLEAN.-Our manager.
Mr. ANDERsoN.-Then he should not be
manager very long.
Mr. McLEAN.-The manager could not
possibly control the delivery of the beet.
The continuous rain made the ploughed
ground so soft that the teams could llat
cany more than one-third or one-half a
load at a time, aud the beet was not delivered fast enough to keep the machinery
going. The stoppages that were caused
by the inexperience of t he hands also led
to a good deal of delay. 'rhe result was, as
I have said, that instead of puttiug through
350 tons a day, they only put through
abo~lt 150 tons.
That almost doubled
the expense of the campaign. The reason
we divided the day into two shifts was
this: There were only abont 9,000 tons
of beets to be treated, and the men said
that, as the qnantity was so small, it wonld
be as well to give them an opportunity of
earning something substantial. Of course
it was immaterial to the directors whether
they divided the day into two or three
shifts.
Mr. SANGS'l'Ell.-Yes, but you fixed the
wages for the shift.
Mr. McLEAN.-Yes, but the men would
have got the same rate of pay per hour
if the shifts lmd been made shorter.
If
the industry became a pronounced success
the company might be able to pay higher
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rates of wages, but the honorable member
will see that the rates are good.
Mr. SANGSTER.--6s. 3d. a day.
Mr. McLEAN.-'rhat was the rate paid
for youths and old men. The bulk of the
hands got from 7s. to 8s. 6d. a day, according to the nature of the work. There were
about 180 hands employed in the factory,
and the wages amounted to considerably
over £400 a week. 'rhe only perSOlJs who
did get all they contracted for out of the
factory were the men. There was a little
misunderstanding at the commeneement
in regard to wages, but it \vas owing to a
mistake that was made by our manager.
The direc,tors had fixed the rates of pay in
the previous week, and the manager had
evidently not gone through the book. He
took the firot figure, 6s. 3d., and he posted
that up as being the rate of wage to be
paid. r was in Melbourne at the time.
r t was reported in Melbourne that there
was a strike. There could not have been a
strike, because operations had not heen com·
menced. 'When r got back to Maffra several
of the men came to see me, and r asked
them what was the matter. They told
me what had occurred, and I went to the
factory and found that they were right,
and that the lowest rate of wage had been
posted up by mistake. ~rhe company
, immediately told the manager to post up
the correct figures, and they also informed
him that,as the mistake was his, none of
the men should be punished for having
refused to work under a misapprehension.
The men went back very willingly, and
from that day to this there has not been
a single complaint. about the rates of pay
or the long hours. -When we get a full
supply of beets, it will, I have no doubt,
be advisable to divide the day into three
shifts instead of two. It is the intention
of the directors to do that, but it would
not have answered this year. Whether
it will answer next year, I am not in a
position to say, because that depends on
the results of the Cr0ps.
Mr. J. B. ~rucKER.-Is it necessary for
them to work the whole 24 hours?
Mr. McLEAN.-It is; and it is also
necessary, I am sorry to say, to work on
Sunday. ~rhey have to work on Sunday
in every count.ry in the world where beet
sugar is produced. The reason for that ii:l
that from the time the beet is put into
the fa,ctory until it comes out sugar a
period of 36 hours must elapse, and the
machinery must be kept going during the
whole of that time. N ow, if a factory did
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not work on Sundays, it would be necessary to discontinue working the machinery
36 hoUl's before the commencement of
Sunday, and two and a half da,ys would
be lost every week in the year. It is
also absolutely necessary to work day and
night, because the machinery mnst be
kept going.
Mr. BRDn'ILEy.-Could you not get the
new machinery made in the colony 1
Mr. McLEAN.-We want very little
new machinery, and what we do want
must be made from the same models
as the present machinery. ' I hope the
time will come when local manllfachIrers will have the necessary models.
I am told that the Brllnswick Company
spent a fortune in procuring these models.
The least mistake in the machinery
will produce the gravest results. Those
honorable members who have seen the
forest of machinery that is employed
will recognise that. 'rhe buildings were
constructed by measurement for the reception of the machinery while the machinery
was being manufactured, and when the
machinery arri ved it fitted into its place
with the greatest accuracy. There was
not a single thing an eighth of an inch
out of place, and when steam was put
on- the whole thing from one end of the
factory to the other went as smoothly as
could possibly be imagined. There was
not a single hitch or mistake. vVhen you
consider the intricate nature of the machinery-how you can by turning on a tap
transmit tons of material from one floor to
another; from a vessel here to a vessel at
the far end of the building and back again
-you can imagine how important it is
t.hat everything should be exact. Everything is done automatically, and, as I SR.y,
the whole of that vast machinery \vorked
without the slightest hitch.
Mr. SANGS'l'ER.-Do you mean to tell us
that you could not have made the steam
boilers in Melbourne 7
Mr. McLEAN.-\Ve - invited tenders
in Melbourne and had them widely
advertised, but we did not have a single
local tender. There were no tenders from
Great Britain either except two from Scotlalld, and it turned out that they were for
the supply'of German machinery. 'rhey
sent us out photographs of the plant, and
they forgot to take the German flag off,
which betrayed the whole thing. So it
turned out that these Scotch firms were in
reality prepared to supply ns with German
machinery, and at a much higher price
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than we paid to the German manufacturers. I do not know that there is any
more information that I can gi ve honorable members; if there is I shall be very
glad to supply it when we get into com·
mittee.
Mr. CooK.-Are the farmers who grew
beet last year growing it ag~Lin this year ~
Mr. McLEAN.-Yes, except some of
them who have been growing it at too
great a distance from the factory, and who
find the cost of cartage too great. Some
of them are trying to get land nearer the
factory, but if they cannot do that it
would be crnel to compel them to cart the
beets for such a distance.
Mr. A. HARRIS.-Bllt are the farmers
who grew beet last season growing an
additional acreage now 1
Mr. YlcLEAN.-Yes, some of them.
The total acreage is being increased by
200 acres, and several of the farmers are
growing more than they grew last season.
Mr. LEVIEN.-I understand that it is
not the in tention of the Premier to proceed further to-night than the second
reading of this Bill, to which I hope there
will be no objection. I shall be very
happy indeed to support the second reading of the measure, which is one that can
be more properly discussed in committee.
There are two or three points that certainly require to be cleared up. I am
sure the Treasurer will find a sympathetic
House in assisting him to pass a measure
to extend some further assistance to
this company, which is entitled to
every consideration at our hands.
It
is a large question, affecting, in my
opinion, more than any other question
that could possibly be submitted to us,
the agriculturists of this country. It is
the largest question that this House can
possibly discuss in relation to agriculture,
and any assistance that Parliament can
afford to put the beet-Sligar industry 011 a
sound footing Parliament will be justified
in giving. If by any assistance that can
be given, we can successfully produce the
enormous amollnt of sugar required for
consumption on the spot-something like
£750,000 worth, nearly the whole of which
amount would be expended in labollr-I
think we should not hesitate to give it.
'When this measure was before the House
in the first instance, I saw that there would
be great difficulty in obtaining the capital
necessary to supplement the £50,000
proposed to be advanced by the Government ill order to put this industry 011 a
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sound footing. It is recognised in America, the phenomenally adverse season, in which
and I feel sure that the same thing will the industry has been started. I shall
be fonnd here, that anything less than endeavour to support the Government in
£100,000 is an insufficient amount to its proposal when I understand a. little
establish the beet-sugar industry success- more clearly the precise effect of this
fully. It is also recognised and practised advance, and I hope it will be made on
all through the Continent of Europe that the same principle as the original ad vance.
the factories must grow a portion of the I think that this House should not stop at
beet themselves ill order to make sure any reasonable amount, but I certainly did
of a supply, instead of depending entirely not like the statement of the Treasnrer that
for supplies from the farmers surrounding the other creditors were to be considered
the factory. It is idle to discuss this before the State. The State should have
question of sugar production from the everything secured to it, alld that being
stand-point of paying high wages. I am done, so long as anyone will supply the
sure this cumpany would never have set capital, Parliament should go on to any
about the production of sugar if it had reasonable extent, for two or three years
to providc' itself with all the beet it at any rate, and give this undertaking a
required. I know also that it would fair test. I have seen this factory, and I
be idle to expect farmers to produce have a knowledge of the land surrounding
beet at the price at which they have had it, and in the whole of the colony there is
to sell it, but" wherever the beet-sugar in- no morc favorable spot for testing this
dustry is established, whether it be in the important industry. They have an exsouth of France or in Germany, the far- cellent water supply;' they have excellent
mel'S who produce the beet are prosperous soil; and there if:! excellent fnel at their
and happy, and save money, while the very door; and I am snre that the House
industry gives additional value to their will fail in its duty to the farming C0111land. I know of no industry more entitled munity ii it does not assist the Governto State assistance than this.
I should ment in offering to give the company all
have much preferred that this further ad- reasollable a~sistance.
vance should have been made on similar
Mr. COOK.-In listening to the argulines to the original advance, and there is ments of the honorable member for
a departure in this respect of which I do Gippsland North, one would think that
not quite approve. I would infinitely pre- the success of this company with the
fer that the State should advance even a additional advance now asked for was
larger percentage of money-say, £3 to assured. Indeed, one is almost charmed
£1, instead of £2 to £l-and obtain full into t.he belief that it is impossible for
Yet, thinking it over, another
security over the whole undertaking. I it to fail.
did not approve at the time of this method conclusion must be drawn. If this inof launching the industry. Honorable dustry is such a wonderfully good thing,
members will remember that I urged the if its prospects are so assured, and its
Government and the House, aa well as I success certain, then it would be a WOllcould, that the Government itself should derfully good thing to put the shares on
put up a test factory upon receiving an the market, and let the public buy them.
assurance from the farmers in the neigh- If the honorable mernber got an audience
bom'hood that they would supply a cer- of commercial men to listen to him, and
tain quantity of beet for a certain number sold them the shares, it would relieye the
of years. It appears that this company minds of a good many of the members of
has not had the foresight to secure from this House as to what they should do in
the farmers in the district any contract this matter. Personally, I have always
that a given number of acres of beet had some doubt as to what is the proper
should be put in for a given number of thing to do with respect to this industry.
years.
Whtm the Bill to assist the industry
Mr. McLEAN.-Yes, the farmers are all originally came before the House, I took
under contract for three years. ,
exception to the ftwt thftt it was proposed
Mr. LEVIEN.-Of, course, as the h011- to start a company with practiGally no
orable member for Gippsland North has capital at all, and at my instance it was
pointed out, the company's principal diffi- provided that the paid-up capital should
culty-and it is one that could hardly be '£20,000,
Prior to that there was no
have been guarded against:-has been the amount named as to the paid-up capital.
extremely adverse season, I may even say I'I do not know where the alterations and
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concessions with respect to this company
are going to end. In looking over the
original Act I have found that some very
stringent conditions were there bid down.
Looking over the second Act which we
passed, I found that some of the most
important of these conditions were varied
or altered; and coming to the proposal now
before us, we find that certain other con·cessions are to be made. The method proposed in the first instance was that a sum
of £100,000 should be set apart as ~uffi
cient to assist two of these companies,
being £50,000 for each. And the conditions laid down in the first Bill wer€ that
no ad vance should be made to a company
unless there were at least 10,000 acres of
suitable land in the neighbourhood, and
unless at least 2,000 acres of that land
were agreed to be cultivated by the
owners, who should enter into a bond to
cultivate for three years. All these conditions were varied in the second Act, and
the company was given power to cultivate on its own account. It is now proposed that the company should be allowed
to cultivate a still larger area. Other
conditions are also altered, and I again
say that I do not know where these concessions are to end. If the business is
such a good thing for the company and
the public, it does seem very strange that
the shares cannot be sold on the market,
and that the company has to appeal to this
House for the further advance of £13,000.
Mr. KENNEDY.-The people here have
had no experience of the business yet.
Mr. COOK.-That may be; but we have
the facts and figures as to the working of
the industry in other countries. However,
I want to find out two or three other
things. Under the first Bill the Treasurer
was given power to send some person to
all the meetings of the company, and that
person was to have practioally the right of
vetoing any action which the company
proposed to take until that aotion had
been submitted to and approved by the
Treasurer. ,'rhe Premier, in the course of
his speech, mentioned that the person who
had been appointed to represent the Government in that manner was the manager
of the Bank of Victoria at Maffra, but he
did not tell us all the facts in connexion
with the dealings between the bank and
the company. The company has an overdraft of £9,000, and that overdraft has
been. obtained from the Bank of Victoria,
whose manager represents the Government at the meetings of the directors.
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This Bill proposes that the company
shall get £13,000 from the Government,
and part of this is to be devoted to paying off one-half of the overdraft owing to
the bank. It does seem to me, under the
circumstances, a very strange thing that
the representative of the Government
should be the local manager of the bank
which holds this overdraft, and that it
should be one of the conditions that the
bank is to get one-half of the overdraft
repaid out of the advance to be made by
the Government.
Mr. McLEAN.-A large part of the oyerdraft was incurred for wages.
Mr. COOK.-But the company, in tho
first place, were to take all risks and obligations. rrhey have had the oonditions
altered once, and now they want them
altered again, and I think I have a right
to ask when this sort of thing is to
end. ·When the honorable member for
Gippsland North first put his case
before us he told us what a wonderful
success this was going to be, and how the
farmers would be tumbling over one another in their anxiety to grow beets,
because they would be able to lllttke from
£8 to £ 10 per acre.
Mr. McLEAN.-That was the experience
in California.
Mr. COOK. - The honorable member
told us that we had better land here than
in California, and that there would be the
greatest inducemen t for farmers to go
into the industry.
It has been fonnd
that Euch is not the case. rrhere is another
point on which I desire some information.
It appears that this factory only works
for about one-fourth of the veal'. That
means that the compally ha~ to earn in
that time fOllr times the necessary interest
return for the year. If the capital has to
return 6 per cent. interest for the year it
means that during the time the factory is
actually at work it must earn interest at the
rate of 24 per cent. per annum. I would
ask how this company can possibly earn
that percentage of return, as well as pay its
creditors and return to the country what
it has borrowed 1 The whole of the facts
connected with the industry at Maff'ra are
altogether unsatisfactory. I feel that the
company had too little· capita.l to start
with, and that was pointed out at the
time. Every member who spoke on the
question said that the industry req nired a.
large capital, yet in the face of that the
company was started with a small and
insufficient capital.
They admi t that
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fa,ct to-dn,y. I do feel that if the conditions
contained in the first Act had been carried
OLlt, thecompany·wollld have beena success.
'1'hose conditions were altered,and the consequence is that the company has not boen
a success. It was intended to make the
fanners take an active live interest in the
concern by providing that they should
cultivate 2,000 acres of beet land, and
enter into an agreement to so cultivate for
at least three years, and both these lJonditions were upset in the second Act, which
was pa~sed only nine months after the
first. That is where the initial mistake
was made, and I feel now that unless the
farmers take an interest in the undertaking wo shall be asked time and again to
make advanlJes to this company. I almost think that one could get up a company for anything in the world on the
principle of this Bill, namely, that the
Go\'ernment should advance £:3 for every
£1 subscribed by the shareholders. It is
a bad principle to advance so much money
for so little subscribed capital. If we reverse the process, and give only £1 for every
£:3 raised by the company itself, it would,
perhaps, be more satisfactory to the taxpayers.
I say that the principle is bad,
and I feel that the only way of overcoming
that difficulty is to make the business
practically a co-operative CI)IlCern. The
persons who grow the beet should become shareholders, and take an interest in the working and l'nanagement
of the company, and not come to the
Government every six or twelve months
for further advances to carryon the
work. If satisfactory answers can be given
to these few queries which I have put forward, the probability is that I will vote
for the Bill, because I do feel that, after
advancing £50,000 for the estahlishment
of a giant industry, it would be a pity, for
the sake of a few thousands more, to let
the undertaking fall through. On t.he
other hand, if the industry is to be continually draining the country and demanding further advances, the sooner the thing
is stopped the better,
If a sufficient
guarantee in the shape of reliable information is forthcoming to show that the
company is likely to be more sllccessful
in the future than it has been in the past,
and that further sums will not be asked
for, so that the company will be able to
staud on its own feet, I shall be prepared to vote for this advance, on the
condition that it is to be the final ono.
At present the position is that the
Mr. Cool.:.
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company is to take all the profits, if any,
and the Government takes all the risk. I do
not like some of the new concessions contained ill this Bill, but perhaps that is
because I do not fully understand them.
It does seem to me, however, that linder
the Bill the company will be able to contract all sorts of debts, and to make all
kinds of experiments, t"tnd leave the Government in the lurch at the finish.
Sir GEORGE r:rURNER.-'Vhy on earth
should they contract debts ~ That is a
yery far-fetched argument.
Mr. COOK.--Perhaps I do not understand the position, but let me read clause
7. It saysThe company shall repay to the Treasurer the
amount of such further advance out of the net
profits of the said company as they arise, if not
req uired for carrying on the business of the
company and pn.ying the dehts of the eomp3.uy
other than the moneys due to the Treasurer.

Sir GEORGE TuItNER.-There is nothing
unreasonable in that, surely.
Mr. COOK.-I think there is something
unreasonable. The company might make
certain profits, and use them to extend
the business in some way or other.
Sir GEORGE TUTINER.-They cannot expend money without the authority of the
Treasurer.
Mr.' COOK.-It seems to me that this
clause gives them the authority to do it
without the sanction of the Treasurer.
Sir GEORGE rrUIt~ER.-No, that is not
the case.
Mr. COOK.-Then it seems that the
Government is not to have priority of
claim over the other creditors.
Sir GEORGE TUllNEll.-No, not for the
further advance. The Government has
priority of claim for the £50,000, which I
think would be sufficient to sweep off all
the [lssets.
MI'. COOlL-Possibly that is the case.
In any case, I feel the Uove'rnment should
be secured for all the assets; and have a
prior claim over everything, for the simple
reason that the Government takes all the
risk, and is not to share in the profits at all.
It seems to me that if the industry is a
success, the company will make a great
deal of money, whereas if it turns out badly
the country will luse over £60,000.
Sir GEORGI<: 'l'ummu.-If it turns out
well, the country and the Government will
both benefit immensely.
Mr. COOK.-Howare we to be assured
of that? I wish it· were so. However, I
do not pretend to be an expert either as to
the growth of beet or the management of
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a sugar company. I want to assist the
industry, and all my reading leads me to
believe that it will be successful, if carried
out on sound and safe lines. If the further
information which I desire can be forthcoming, and is of a satisfactory charaeter,
I would not even restrict the company so
far as the £13,000 is concerne<;1. If, on
the other hand, I am not satisfied in
these directions, I certainly shall not
vote for t.his advance, because I feel
that it will only be the initiation of still
further advances to assist the company.
Mr. SAL"MON.-I feel that perhaps
more time has been given to this q llestion
than we can afford. It seems to me to be
a foregone cOllclusion that this money will
have to be voted. Still at the same time
I must say that prophecies which were indulged in at the time when this matter
was first before the House have not been
realized. As one of those who dared at
that time to differ from the majority ,yith
regard to the manner ill which this
mattel: ,vas to be brollght to a successful issue, I may perhaps be pardoned for reminding those who were so
satisfied that success would follow the institution of this industry that their ideas
have not been realized, and that the hopes
of those who were depending on the establishment of the beet-sugar industry have
been to a very large extent dashed to the
ground. 'rVe were told in the first place
that there was to be employment for men
and employment for the soil. 'V ell, employment for men has nut been found.
It was anticipated that at least 2,000
acres would be brought under cultivation immediately the Bill was passed.
rrhe honorable member for Gippsland
North was even anxious to restrict
the number of acres, because he felt
that too nlany farmers would be rushing iuto the growth of sugar beet.
And he desired to have it specially understood that the number of acres should
not be excessi ve, because he said that if
the Bill provided for more than 2,000
acres-Mr. McLEAN.-I wish you would quote
that from anything I ever said.
Mr. SALMON.-All right. I did not
want to take up very much time, but if
the honorable member will turn to page
4:522 of IIansanl, vol. 84, he will find that
on the 16th of December, 1896, he spoke
as fo1l0WS : Therefore, for the size of the factory it is
intended to start with, 2,000 acres would give
Session 1808.-[58]
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more crop than the factory could treat in one
year. Honorable members will see that it
would not be wise to compel the company to
buy a greater quantity of beets than they could
treat during the first seaSOll. And when they
enter into a coutract with the farmers to grow
the beet, they must buy the whole produce of
the land that is planted, no matter whether it
is too much for them to treat or not. Therefore, it would not be prudent to plant 1110re
land than will produce the quantity of beets
that they could reasonably hope to treat in the
first year.

Mr. McLEAN.-That was iIi reference to
the proposal to compel the company to
plant 2,500 acres.
Mr. SALMON.-Exactly; that is what,
I am saying-that the honorable member
was anxious to have the maximum fixed'
at such an area that the company would
not be troubled with more beet than theycould treat during the time when the
sugar was being made: The honorable
member for Castlemaine (Mr. McCay) then
askedIf there is so much land avaibble, why
should the company grow some of its own,
beet?

The honorable member for Gippsland
North pointed out why it was necessary
to do that.
Mr. McLEAN. - The very fact that we
took power to cultivate ourselves, shows.
that we did anticipate some difficnlty.
Mr. SALMON.-I do not think that
anyone could ded uee such an idea from
the remarks I have quoted from the
speech of the honorable member.
Mr. McLEAN.-'l'hat is in reference to
another subject-the proposal to compel
the company to plant 2,500 acres.
Mr. SALMON. - Yes, the honorable'
member wished it to be 2,000 acres. Ho
did not wish it to be any more, bemuse
he feared there would bo too much boet
grown. Now, this employmeut has not been
given, and the land has not been put to the
use which we were told it wonld be pllt to
immediately the company was formed. I
.t;night draw attention to the different
terms that the farmers of this Gippsland
district are to have as compared with the
terms given to the farmers in thc mallcedistrict in reference to the advances for'
seed wheat. The farmers of the lllallce,
district had to give a lien o'·c1' the crops.
produced from the seed ",heat purdwsed
out of the Governmeut ad vance; they
had to give full a.nd sufficient scenrit.,r,.
",hereas in this case there has been no.
security at ali, not even the secnrity that
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the honorable member for East Bourke material £4,000. Is that material for
Boroughs (Mr. Cook) and I felt and said the building 1
was undoubtedly necessary, namely, that
Mr. McLEAN.-It is for material rethe farmers should be compelled to give to quired in the manufacturing of the beet
the Treasurer an earnest of their intention sugar.
Mr. SALMON.-Then there is, for
to grow beet-that before a beet~sugar factory was established in any district, the far- wages, £2,500.
Mr. McLEAN.--That is up to the commers of the distric~ should enter into a bond
with the Treasurer, as is done in Queens- mencement of the campaign.
Mr. SALMON.-Those three items
land, where no difficulty has been experienced in that regard. If that suggestion come to £9,500, which is not for exhad been adopted, we would not have had penditure already incurred, but which
this failure, which has been attributed to will be incurred in the coming season .
.a bad season, to the fact that a man who Surely it would be a fair thing to charge
. tendered felt he had a right to appeal and that amount to the year's operations of the
,exercised that right, and to other reasons, company.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-But they have to
but which I feel is very largely due to the
fact that the farmers of the district were find the money before the campaign comnot prepared to carry out what those who mences. If they have not got the money
spoke for them in this House said they \vere to pay the men, they cannot get the
ready and able to do. I am not going to labour required to do the work. ",Vhen
allude to the troubles in the factory itself ; the campaign commences the expenses will
I think they.have been sufficiently ex- be charged against the sugar as the money
plained by the honorable member for is spent.
Mr. SALMON.-Then we are asked to
'Gippsland North, but I should like to
draw attention to the fact that, when the provide not so much for past as for future
Bill was before the House, I pointed out expenses~
that there was no provision made for a
Sir GEORGE TURNER-Yes, we must
'bad season. Of course, I did not live in carry the company on until they com;Gippsland, and, therefore, no notice was mence the campaign. ",Vhen they begin
taken of my suggestion, h:lt honorable making sugar they can carry themselves
members will recollect it, or, if they do on.
Mr. SALMON.-But surely the Treanot recollect it, they can see from Hansard
that I drew attention to the point when surer does not anticipate that they will
the Bill was before us. That remark of only get enough money to carryon with 1
mine has been borne out by subsequent
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Certainly not.
events. The honorable member for Gipps- I expect the company to pay some of this
land North states that the unfavorable money back out of the profits they make.
Mr. McLEAN. -The whole of this money
result is almost entirely due to the unfavorable season, and against that no provision is to be repaid before the shareholders
was made in the original Bill. W-ith regard can touch one shilling.
Mr. STAUGHTON. - The shareholders
to the present position of the company,
I would like to draw attention to the never will touch a shilling; you need not
figures quoted by the Treasurer this trouble about that.
-evening. Weare told that the debts owed
Mr. SALMON.-I am not deali~g with
by the company and the cost of prepar- the shareholders, who have my heartiest
ing for next season amount together to sympathy. The balance between the
£26,500, and that the assets, which are _assets and the liabilities is £15,500, and
made up from various sources, including we have already a balance of £5,000 arthe amount expected to come from the ranged for.
Mr. McLEAN.-That is for strengthenGovernment, are-£2,000 from the Brunswick Company, owing on the old shares; ing the plant and making' the necessary
£10,000, being the balance of the £50,000, additions to the factory, to bring the
owing from the Government; £13,000 capacity of production up to 400 tons
under this Bill; and £6,500 from the a day.
Mr. SALMON.-Ihave not torichell that.
present shareholders-making £31,500 in
all. That leaves a balance of £5,000. I am simply dealing with future expendiNow, I would point out that in the ture amounting to £9,500, and the balance
statement there is charged to cultivation between the -assets and the liabilities,
for the coming season £3,000, and for £15,500. Under these circumstances,
Mr. Salmon.
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I do not see that this £13,000 is required from the Government.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Will you tell me
where the company are to get the soveTeigns to pay the men, or to purchase the
materials they have to buy ~
Mr. SALMON.-Sure]y they will make
some profit out of the ,manufacture of
sugar.
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-But they have to
carryon until the campaign commences.
Mr. SALMON.-'Vhen does the campaign commence ~
Mr. McLEAN. - About the 20th of
Apri1.
Mr. SALMON.-Then things are very
much worse than I anticipated. I thought
the company was in a very much better
position than it is, bad as I believed it to
be.
Mr. McLEAN.-'Ve only begin next
week to sow the seed.
Mr. SALMON.-It will be virtually
twelve months before a single shilling will
be returned to the company, and, under
those circumstances, we cannot expect very
much from it. 1'he 280 shareholders are
to be asked to provide £6,500. They have
already provided £25,000.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-·The Brunswick
Company show their faith in the concern
by taking up 5,000 shares and paying for
them. 'rhe shareholders have taken up
1,500, and the directors hope they will
take another 1,500, but I do not calculate
()n that.
Mr. SALMON.-The 280 shareholders
hav~ such enormous faith in the company
that they are going to advance £1,500 by
taking up new shares.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-But a lot of them
,are working men, and cannot afford to take
up more.
Mr. McLEAN.-'Ve expect them to take
about 3,000 shares; that is, all the shareholders round about the factory.,
Mr. SALMON.-How much of the
()riginal capital has been actually subscribed ~
Mr. McLEAN.-There has been '£22,000
paid, and there are about 30,000 shares
now held.
Mr. SALMON.-I have never posed
here as a financial expert, and I suppose I
never shall, but these figures make confusion worse confounded. I t seems to be
absolutely impossible for a man who is
not an expert with figures to deal s~\tis
factorily with a concel'll, involving large
sums of money, of this intricate character,
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so far as to be able to get any grasp of
the situation at all. But there is one
point which I must say has impressed
me, representing, as I do, an agricultural
district, and having- been connected with
agriculture all my life. And it is this:
Out of the amount of land brought under
cultivat.ion-1,500 acres were sown, but
of course that was to comply with the
Act-only 1,000 acres were harvested. I
do not know how many acres of the company's 300 acres were not harvested.
Mr. McLEAN.-T'he whole 300 acres were
harvested. The company pu t their seed
in early, but SOllle farmers did not sow
theirs till the middle of November, and
those beet-roots did not grow at all.
Mr. SALMON.-Then, as the company
harvested its 300 acres, only 700 acres of
the 1,200 acres which the farmers planted
was harvested, or little more than 50 per
cent. of the area they had under cuI ti vation? And those are the men who we
were told were expressly fitted through
their surroundings and education to grow
sugar beet to the very best ad vantage.
Again, look at their unfortunate position.
vVhen they did harvest those 700 acres,
they got a return of only 9 tons to the
acre on the average, whereas they expected
13 tons. 'Ve are told by the 'rreasurer
that it cost £8 per acre to grow the sugar
beet; and as these farmers received, in
som'e cases, the very small amount of £3
12s. per acre for their beet, they lost no
less than .£4 8s. per acre. These farmers
who were advised to go into this industry,
which was going to bring them in £12
an acre per annum, found themselves
landed with a loss of £4 8s. for every acre
they cultivated. Now, if that is what
the sugar-beet industry is going to do
for the farmer, the less he has to do
with it the better. We were told that the
country was going to derive enormous
advantages from the establishment of the
sugar-beet industry, but we know that in
every country where bounty-fed sugar is
produced, the price to the consumer is
higher; and if the consumer is to pay a
higher price, and the producer is to be
absolutely ruined, where are the enormous
advantages from this particular industry ~
The figures I have quoted are the figures
submitted to the House by the representative of this company. '].1here is only one
other matter I will refer to, and that is with
regard to the representative of the Government and of the people of this country on
the company's board of directors. The
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honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs (Mr. Cook) drew attention to the
fact that the representative of the Government was only a bank manager, not a
Government official, and not responsible
to the Government in any way. I do not
know w bether be gets paid for bis services,
but I am informed and believe that he
recei yes £2 2s. a day for his attendance
at the board. Now, should any question
arise concerning the position of the bank
as against the Government, which is this
man likely to lean to-the ·Government
who pay him £2 2s. a sitting, or the in~
stitlltion which provides him with his
bread and butter? Many years ago we
were told-" No man can serve two masters," and I do object most strenuously to
the Government being represented on the
board of this company by an outsider. I
intend to move an amendment in committee, in order to test the feeling of
honorable members on the subject. I
feel that this position ought to be filled
by a Government official who is responsible to the Government, an officer of
standing and responsibility in the public
service, one to whom this House and the
conntry can look with confidence as likely
to prove a true representative of the Government and the country. The company is asking permission to grow more
beet. '1'hey are going to put in 600
acres-the honorable member for Gippsland North says he hopes they will put in
700 acres-but if the company .is going to
grow all the beet, it requires where is the
benefit of this industry to the farmers
going to come in? 'rhe only benefit to
them will be tqat they will be allowed to
work on something like the same conclitions and for the same pay that workmen
of similar standing obtain in Germany,
where we are told that the women work
in the fields for 3~d. a day and as many
potatoes as they can eat. When the first
Bill was brought before this House I said
that the farmers of the country \vere
gasping with astonishment at the Government's proposal. I believe that that feeling
of astonishment has given 'my to a feeling
of bitter disappointment, not only in the
minds of the farmers, but also in the
minds of many members of thiR Chamber,
who-carried away by the sophistry of
those who were desirous of seeing this
industry established at Maffra-allowed
themselves, against their better judgrnent,
to give in their adhesion to this scheme.
Our hands are tied at present through
Mr. Salmon.
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following too blindly the wishes of thoS'e
who desired to have this gigantic expp.riment tried. Weare placed in a position
from which we caunot escape. At the
same time, I feel that I, and every right·
thinking man in this House, would be
false to his duty and to those who sent
him here unless he lifted his voice in
protest against the perpetuation of a
scheme which cannot do other than bring
disaster on those who are engaged in it.
Mr. DOWN'VARD.-'While I recognise
that it seems almost impossible for the
Government to take any other course
than they are taking at present-that is,
of coming to the assistance of this company and makin~ an effort to ascertain
whether it can be made a success-the
position is, nevertheless, unsatisfactory.
It is as unsatisfactory as anything can
possibly be; in fa~t, the outlook seems to
me to justify the conclusion t.hat even
this effort on the part of the Government
to come to the resclle of this experiment
of growing sugar beet and manufacturing
that beet into 'sugar will fail after all.
Apparently, it has involved all parties in
connexion with it, up to the present, in
trouble. '1'he shareholders have put a
large sum of mOlley in the enterprise,
something like £25,000, and they are
receiving no return on that investment.
The Government have advanced £40,000,
and see little or no prospect of getting any
interest 8n the money. The Government
are under an obligation to advance £10,000
more, and now ask the House to agree
to grant still further aidt.o the company
to the amount of £13,000. The tin fortunate shareholders are showing themsel ves prepared to rnake a further sacrifice
by raising some £3,000 01' £4,000 more,
so that the position is most unsatisfactory
to all parties connected with the industry.
But this does not represent. all the aid that
the Government have practically given to
the company. vVe must bear in mind that
there is a duty of £6 per ton on sugar,
and that the output of sugar from this
company's works last year was 600 tons.
Now, if that sugar had been imported, the
Government "'ould have received £3,000
in duty, and if the output of this company
is increased this year to double last year's
production, it will mean that we will lose
£7,000 in duty. Therefore we art~ making
a considerable concession by allowing t.he
sugar manufactured by thi~ company to go
into consnmptionwithout paying any duty
at all. At present, tho obligation. of the
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Government is to ad\'ance £50,000 in alL.
The Treasnrer says that if we do not
come to the aid of the company on the
present occasion, it mnst go into liquidation. If that does happen, our loss will
be the £40,000 already advanced, less
whatever the assets of the company would
yield, which might not prove more than a
few shillings in the £1. Of course, if we
were to stop further advances there would
be no occasion to part "with that balance
of £10,000, or this proposed grant of
£13,000, but I, for one, hardly feel inclined
to accept the responsibilit.y of not supporting the Government in coming to the help
of this ind lIstry and trying to make it a
success. But in doing so we should not
leave onrselves in a position that will be
misunderstood. The understanding is that
this is a satisfactory business arrangement,
undertaken in the belier that the industry
will ultimately become a profitable enterprise. But there is another unsatisfactory
aspect of this question. It was expected
that the establishment of this beet-sugar
factory at Maffra would lead to a large increase in the vallie of land in that district,
because it could then be put to a purpose which was going to yield, we were
told, a net profit of £7 or £8 per
acre. Now, "we find that these people do
not feel at all satisfied, and not even with
the enormous expenditure of £70,000 do
they seem to be impressed with the view
that it wonld be at all advantageous· to
them to crop their land with the sugar
beet, for we find that the company themselves are now prepared to grow a very
large portiou of the beet in order to secure
the supply which they feel is absolutely
necessary to keep the factory going. r1'he
House is placed in an unfortunate position
in havillg to decide on such a matter, and
to say whether they will incur what seems
to be almost c91'tainly a large prospective
loss or face at once the question of bringing
down the company and ruining the shareholders who have put their money into
it. I believe that the people of this
colony will not al ways be content to
pay a dut.y of £6 per ton on sugar
imported into Victoria. 'When that duty
was increased from £3 to £6 it was increased in consequence of the financial
exigencies of the Treasurer, althou~h it
was then fel t, aud is now felt, to be a
bl'lrdensome imposition. And if the sugar
duty is reduced back to £3 a ton this
company will have to face the prospect of
sellillg its sugar at £3 a ton less than it
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sells it at the present time. That may
create financial embarrassment later on.
We know that the sugar-beet industry has
assumed enormous proportions in Germany
and France under the bounty·fed system,
and that we can only make the manufacture of beet sugar a profitable industry
here by making sugar a dear article to the
consumers in this colony. "Ye know that
the bounty-fed sugar of the Continent of
Europe has ruined the cane-sugar industry
in the 'Vest India Islands, and that it
would have ruined the sugar industry.in
the United States but for the high duty
they imposed on imported sugar. And are
we to make sugar dear in this colony for
the sake of bolstering up a manufactory
which apparently is going to confer no advantages upon either the shareholders, the
land-owners, or the State 1 "Ve know that
the wages paid in the sugar industry in
Europe are such as would cause a revolt here
if they were attempted to be established as
the rate of wages to be paid by the Maffra
Beet Sugar Company.
The very rate of
wages which the honorable member for
Gippsland North tells us is beiilg paid
there is sufficient to show us that the
sugar manufactured by the company must
be dear, if those rates are to be continued.
Sugar can be imported from countries
where it is produced with labour that re··
ceives a very low rate of wages, and from
which it is exported under a system of
bounties. However, I do not see that we
can do anything else but give this further
aid to the company. Still, I desire to
enter my protest against the whole thing.
I protested against the scheme when it
was first su bmitted to the House, and I
look forward to the future of this concern
with the very gravest misgivings.
Mr. McKENZIE. - I do not think
there can be any difference of opinion
in this House as to the desirability of
establishing this industry in the colony
if it can be done on reasonable terms.
That is the feeling which induced honOl·able members, including myself, to.
support the Bill for a grant of money for
this purpose '.vhen it came before tlie
House in the first instance. But we have
to see what the prospects of the industry
are for the future, and I must say that I
feel very much disappointed, and that I
expected far greater things than have been
accomplished. The past has been disappointing, the present is certainly unsatisfactory, and when we look forward to
the future we cannot say that it is very
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hopeful. But, at the same time, we have
to consider this position-whether we are
going to sacrifice w hat has already been
done, or are going to make an attempt to
carry the industry to a successful issue.
It seems to me that we have to make up
our minds as to whether we are to look
upon the money already spent as lost, and
draw a line at once, writing it off as a bad
debt, or whether we are prepared to give
the industry some further aid, which may
prove to be throwing good money after
bad. I admit that there is very great
force in some of the points put forward by
the honorable member for Gippsland
North. I think we should deal fairly with
those arguments. No doubt the company
was severely handicapped by the fact that
they could not procure seeds at the proper
time. Practical members know that in sowing seed of any description, a month late,
especially in a dry season, means all the differenee between a bad crop and a good one j
and if you have a bad crop that is not a
fair basis on which to calculate whether
the business is going to be prosperous or
not. This company had all the difficulties
of a new company to undertake. 'fhen
the rain came at an unseasonable time.
All these arguments are fair and reasonable-there is no doubt whatever about
that. They are fair reasons for the comparative failure of the company during the
past season. Therefore, r feel constrained
to say that, as the company and the industry have not had a fair trial, and as
this is a most desirable industry to
establish in the country, we should be
prepared to give it all reasonable assistance. But there is just one point which
I would like to be satisfied upon. My
vote on the last occasion was secured in
favour of this enterprise by an p"nswer
given by the honorable member for Gippsland North to a question which r put to
him-I think, during the time he was
speaking. I asked if he thought that this
industry could succeed if we obtained
ff:lderation, with the consequent abolition
of the duty of £6 a ton against Queensland sugar, and he stated that it could.
N ow, it has not succeeded very well during
the past year. Of course, I admit that
this is not a fair ground of comparison,
but still we must consider what would
have been the result if there had not been
this duty of £6 a ton protection. We all
believe that federation is not far away,
and when it does come we believe that
Queensland will be one of the :partners.
Mr. McKenzie.
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Then Queensland sugar will surely come
in free.
And we have to consider
that matter. It is a very serious point.
We have to consider whether this company is capable of competing with the
Queensland sugar after the abolition of
the protective duty of £6 a ton. I should
like to know what the honorable member
says as regards that point. If the company cannot compete when the present
protective duty is abolished, we are face
to face with the position that we have to
choose between the Maffra Factory and
federation. There is another alternative:
We should have to compensate the people
whom we have induced to enter into this
enterprise.
A condition of things will
be brought about that will res nIt in the
ruin of the enterprise. That is the position,
r say that, if we induce people to go
into an industry,' and by the action
of the State we bring about their
ruin, the State c~tnnot escape the respollsibility. I should like to know whether
the honorable member for Gippsland
North thinks that the industry can compete under federation, because, if it cannot,
we might as well face the position ~ My
sympathies are entirely with the industry.
I should like to see it established and
become prosperous. It would be a matter
of great consequence to the people of this
colony and especially to the farming community. 'fhe more industries we have of
this.sort successful1y established the better
it will be for the people generally and for
the farmers in particular. But, at the same
time, we should face the facts and know
exactly where we are going.
Mr. 'l'OUTCHER.-I think it is a duty
incumbent upon evety honorable member
of this House to express his opinions to
j llstify his vote for or against this measure which has been submitted by the
Treasurer. Personally, I share the surprise which has been expressed by many
honorable members a;t the demand made
by the Treasurer on behalf of this company for an extra £13,000; and if I
thought that perhaps next year there
would be a similar demand made for the
industry I should certainly record my
vote against the Bill. But r see the great
difficulties facing the Government and the
company in trying to establish an industry of this sort successfully, and I see
the necessity of keeping good faith with
those who were induced to embark upon
the enterprise. I shall vote for the
second reading of the measure, but if any
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other demands are made on the public who take out rights, and the ratepayers'·
purse for the snpp0l't of this industry I roll, which is made up from information
. supplied by the municipal councils. It
shall be found voting against thern.
frequently happens that nallles are omitted
rrhe motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time, when the ratepayers' rolls are prepared· by
the officers of the councils. Tha.t happens
and committed pro fOT1na.
sometimes through mistakes, but more
PUIUFICATION OF HOLLS BILL.
frequently from the fact that when the
Sir GEORGE TURNER moved the rates are paid by 'an agent for a large
second reading of this Bill. He said- number of properties, in a district, he
In dealing with the matter of the purifica- gives the information to the best of his
tion of the rolls, I think there are two belief as to who are the persons in occumatters which we have t.o keep before pation at the time; but, if they happen
us. First of all, it onght to be our en- to be small places, the probabilities are
dea vour, as far a'J we possibly can, to see that, when paying rates on the 10th of
that all proper persons who are entitled June, the agent will give the names of
to vote are on the rolls; aud, in the persons previously holding the property.
second place, we should see that those Then mistakes often happen in transferring
who do not come within that category are names from the list to the roll. The great
struck off by a revision of our rolls. In body of the mistakes are made in the
the old days--before my time, and there- metropolitan and town districts.
We
fore I have no experience of it myself-it hear of very few ill the country disis said that the elec.toral rolls were stuffed. tricts.
The mistakes are undoubtedly
In those days, it is said, there were often chiefly made in the more populous
Now, there are
found on the list the names of persons who parts of the colony.
had been dead for a Humber of years, but three courses which are open to us in
who frequently voted at elections.
dealing with this matter. First of al1,
Mr. Zox.~It was evidently a case of we could do without any revision at allres U rrection.
we might go back to the old perfunctory
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Thell, you system which we had before the Purificafound on the rolls the names of persons tion of Rolls Act came into operation.
who had owned property some years Another course is that which was probefore, and, althongh they had parted posed to the Government some little time
with all their interest, their names ago, that we should abolish the ratepayers'
were retained on the rolls .t"\,nd they roll altogether, and adopt the practice
voted. ~ehen, again, many who had alto- which is in force in New South Wales,
gether left the district and gone away were in South Australia, in Queensland, and
found on the rolls, and had opportuni- New Zealand of having registratiun, and
ties of voting; and, in addition to that, registration only. I believe that ultiother persons were undoubtedly on the mately we shall have to adopt that conrse.
rolls who had no sort of right whatever to But it is useless attemptillg to pro·
be there. That being so, a few years ago ceed with that proposalllow. \Ve should
Pa,rliament passed a Bill for the purifica- be discussing it for a yery long time,
tion of the rolls. That Act has been and, so far as I know the feeling of
blamed for many names being left off the this House, every effort would be maderolls, whereas, as a matter of fnct, the to preserve onr ratepayers' roll.
'-IVe
blame is not fairly chargeable to any pro- haye had it for so many years that honorvision or operation of the Act.
able members are not prepared to go the
Mr. GUlLIES. - There were persons full length that some of us think \\'e might
omitted from the rolls who should have go for the purpose of having absolutely
been there, ancl persons were on the rolls pure rolls. So that I have to bow to the
·who, strictly speaking, should not have inevitable, becc.tuse I know it would be absolutely impossible to carry through this
been there.
Sir GEORGE rrURNER-In the pld House any Bill containing a provision
days, yes; that happened, but not to abolishillg the ratepayers' roll. Therefore,
the same extent so far as concerns persons we are forced to attempt some middle
being on the rolls' who should not have course, and to endeavour, if we can, to
been there.
Honorable members will devise some scheme which will work in
be aware that there are two classes of such a way as not to strike off the llames
rolls. There is the general roll for persons of persons who are really entitled to be on
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t he roll. A great trou bIe arises with regard to the ratepayers' roll, and that is
in consequence of the great length of time
which elapsef) from the period when the
information is collected to the period when
t.he revision of the roll takes place. In the
municipalities generally, the roll has to
be made up on the 27th July of each
.year, and in the city of Melbourne it has
to be made up on the 15th October.
"r;['hat roll contains the names of persons
'who have paid their rates in the city of
Melbourne up to the 31st of August, and in
the other municipalities up to the 10th
. June; and also the names of those who
have been placed on what is called the
defaulters' list by the municipal clerk.
The lists are made according to infor.matioll which may be within the knowIledge of the rate collector or other officers
of the council, bnt, unfortunately, very
little i 11 terest is taken in the preparation
of that list, and the result is that the
information is not as complete as it ought
to be.
Mr. GILT~IES.-Is not the expression
~H liable to be rated" in the Local Governmellt Act ~
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-That is so in
the Local Government Act, but when the roll
is made up the persons who have actually
paid their rates up to the 10th June are
placed on the municipal roll, and then that
roll, pIns the list'of defaulters and the list
of changes so far as they may be known
to the collector, is made up by the
municipal officer and sent to the registrar,
and forms the list \'/hich is afterwards
revised.
This Bill deals onlv with the
lists for our own House. ~rhose list'S,
·as I have mentioned, are made up of two
:Classes-the list of electors' rights and the
parliamentary list prepared in the manner
I have mentioned. The staleness of the
rolls is a subject of great complaint.
Information from the municipal ratebook and roll is generally collected
from about August to December. Now,
we will' take last year as an instance.
The information would be collected be·
tween August and December, 1897. On
this and such information as the rate
collectot· or other municipal officer obtains
up to the 15th June, 1898, the municipal
roll is prepared, and comes into force on
about the 12th August, and includes only
the names of persons whose rates were
paid up to the 10th June, 1898.
Mr. MOUIJE.-Is that so in each municipality?
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Sir GEORGE TUHNER-Yes; except.
in the city of Melbourne, and in Geelong.
Mr. MouLE.-As a matter of pract.ice,
do they all do it?
Sir GEORGE TUH,NEH,.-I presume
thBydo; the Act requires them todo it. The
municipal roll comes into force on the 12th
August. '1'hen, in October, 1898, we will
say, the municipal clerk sends to the
registrar a copy of the roll, omitting
t.he names of females, and also sends
a list of the male persons who have
not paid their rates. The nameR of
these persons, called defaulters, together
with the names of other persons, are
formed into a parliamentary roll, which is
re\'ised in February, 1899, and comes into
force on the 1st April, 1899, about fifteen
oreightcen months after the information was
first collected. Several suggestions have
been made with regard to what should be
done, but there is great difficulty with
regard to each of them. It is sa,id that we
should rullow from August to October for
the. preparation of the list. The difficulty there is that Melbourne and Gee10llg prepare their city and burgess
lists, not in August, as the other
municipalities do, but in October, and,
therefore, to have uniformity, we should
have to take the latter date, because Melbourne affects a number of electoral
districts-Carltou, Carlton South, Foots·
cray, Jolimont and ·West Hichmond,
Melbourne, Melbourne East, Melbourne
North, Melbourne "Test, and South
Yarra. If we attempt t.o alter the date
with regard to Melbourne, and bring it
into harmony with other municipalities,
we cause confusion and only reduce the
time by about two months. 'rltat would be
of very little benefit. '1'he revision could
not take plac.eearlier than December. That
would create a difficulty, because the police
magistrates who superintend the revision
of the rolls are at that time fully occupied
in dealing with licensing questions. Another system which has been suggested is
that we should alter the well-known date
of the 10th J nne, upon which rates have to
be paid, and make the date two or three
months earlier, bring'ing the municipal
rolls illto force so milch the sooner. The
difficulty there is that that change
would cause a great amonnt of confusion. People have got so used to
paying their rates 011 that particular
day that if you changed the day a large
number of them would be left off t.he
lllunic.;ipal roll. In addition to that, we
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should put the municipalities to extra ex- benefit would be gained from it, because
pense and trouble, and we should cause any lists collected could llot possibly be
difiicnlties to them in regard to striking dealt with by a revision court sitting two
their rate earlier in the year, because the or three months after the information was
rate hns to be struck three months befo~:e obtained. Another suggestion is that we
it is dne to be paid. The result would should hase the revision of the municipal
in all probability simply be that we rolls made by police magistrates, and by
that means obviate the necessity of a
should not get much earlier informat.ion than \\"e do now, becallse they revision of the parliamentary lists. But
would have to start collecting t.he infor- this arrangement appears to be impracticmation two or three months earlier than able, and in addition to that I must say
they do now. So that the time that that many municipalities would object to
'raking
would elapse would not really be less, such a course being pursued.
and the information would not be fresher the period from the 7th July, when
to any appreciable extent. Then anothel' the municipal list is made up and
suggestion which has been made js one printed, to the beginning of August,
which, if it had been practicable, I should ·when the rolls have to be ready,
have been glad to adopt. That was that and considering that there wonld be
we should have nothillg to do with the over ~OO municipalities to be dealt with,
municipal roll, but should deal only with it is, obvious that it would be impossible for
the valuation lists as made up by the valu- the magistrates to do the work in the time.
ator or the rate collector, as the case may All of these snggestions have received
be. Bllt \\'e are confronted with the diffi- careful attention from the .responsible
cnlty that the valuation~ are made by the officers in the electoral branch of the
different munieipalities in different months Chief Secretary's department and from
--some in September to December, many myself, and I have been forced to the conin January and February, some as late as clusion that 1 can see no means by which
J une. Now, experience has shown that we can alter the present practice of basing
freq Ilently these lists are not ready to be t.he parliamentary lists on the municipal
inspected by the inspector under the rolls, which are made up some months
Purifieation of Rolls Act at the time when previously. Many complaints have been
he is sending out his notices in the made with regard to the working of the
month of January. rrhCll again, the valua- Purification of Holls Act. On these comtion is not made in every mnnicipality plaints being in \"estigated it is fOl1nd that
every year. Some municipalities make there are a certain number of cases where
their yaluations every second or third year, persons ha\'e been improperly left off the
in some it is ma,de only at intervals lists. But a large proportion of them appear
of every three years.
In others the to have been properly struck off. "Ye have
valuation is only made for a portion of had an im'estigation made bv one of the
a district at a time, and in some cases most valuable ~fficers of the 'department,
they simply go on with the old valuations and in a very fair district to take-namely,
for a number of years, and only make fresh . Richmond. The electoral officer furnishes
ones at rare intervals. Another objection the Government with a. report, which will
is that tho lists are in some cases not made be interesting to honorable members, and
up at all ill alphabetical order, but accord- \\' hich, therefore, I. will read. It is as
ing to streets as they are entered direct in follows : the rate book. If we were to attempt to
haye the honour to forward herewith
deal with these lists, ,,'e should have to theSir,-I
result of inquiries macle according to the
put the names in proper alphabetical agreement entered into by me on the 5th ~iarch,
order, becanse, as I say, in some valua- 1898, and to report as follows :tions they are made in blocks. We should
The whole number of names OIl the parliaalso have to arrange the names in electoral mentary lists for ] 897-8. for the Richmond
divisions, and should havetoomit thenames electorate, was 5,451; of these names 778 were
by the revision court, on objections
of a largc number of persons not entitled expunged
lodged by me on one or other of the follo·wing
to be on the parliamentary lists, but who grounds, viz.:are entitled to be on the municipal roll.
1. That the persons had ceased to be
'rhis would create a large amollnt of extra
owners or occupiers of (Ll1Y rateable prowork, would occupy a considerable time,
perty within the electorate
and would involve a very large expense,
2. That they were dummies.
whilst really, so far as I can see, \'cry little
3. That they were unknown.
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During Mardl this ytlar I personally or by
assistants visited every house in the electorate
and ascertained the occupier, and I forward
lists giving the names of these occupiers ill
alphabetical order.
On comparing the list of names expunged
with this list., I find that 71 whose names were
expunged were actually residing in the electorate at the time they were objected to, but could
not then be found. The remaining 707 were no
longer occupiers in the electorate, and had,
therefore, been properly objected to and
expunged.
During the progress of the investigations it
was extremely difficult in many cases to find
anyone on the premises, and thus required
many visits, and, in a few of them, the information could not be ascertained.
The information asked for was nearly in
every case ([Lfter explaining the reason) freely
given, and in the few instances where it was
refused n,t first, it was subsequently obtained.
The whole of the 71 persons (two excepted)
whose names were expunged, and, as a result
of this inquiry, found living in the electorate,
had shifted from the [l,ddress given on the
ratepayers' lists, and, with a few exceptions,
had changed their residences many times in the
last eighteen months, thus making it a difficult
matter to trace them.
Another result of the inquiries shows that CL
great many people whose names are now on the
rolls (as they were not objected to), although
still living in the electoral district, have shifted
several times from their original address
On account of the anticipated cost of sewerage connexions there has been a large number
of s111 all tenements pulled down, therefore owing
to that reason, and the many vacant houses,
the number of· people given on the attached
South and Central Division Census Lists is not
equal to the llumbers on the ratepayers' lists for
those divisions; but there is an increase of
people .residing in the North Division, in excess
of the number on the ratepayers' lists and,
rolls.
Owing to the sewerage works at present going
on there is a large number of men working and
residing in the South and Central Divisions;
these latter are almost a floating population,
and are not, under the present law, entitled to
be enrolled OIl the parliamentary ratepa.yers'
roll, and were not entered on the ratepayers'
lists. Most of them might have been entered
on the general list if they had taken out electors' rights.
Throughout the electorate, indeed, a large
number. of people were found residing as occupiers si~ce recent dates up to the periods rangmg as lugh as twelve ·to eIghteen months, and in
a. few cases to two years, whose names were not
included on the parliamentary ratepayers' lists,
thus showing that an amendment is required as
to the date of compiling the rate lists; for
example, a person who does not possess the
necessary qualification prior to November, 1897,
his name will not appear on the lists which will
be revised in February, 1899, in some cases
nearly eighteen months after the date of valuation.
I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,
GEO.

T. E.

CO'LLOPY,

Electoral Inspector.

Sir George Turne, ..
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This shows the frequent challges which
take place, more especially with re.(~·ard
to the occupants of

~maller

tenements_

Then the U ncler-Secretary reports with
regard to this matter :-If, as I believe, the Richmond Electoral District represents fairly the conditions of town
electorates, I think the result of this very careful investigation shows that the common complaint that the Purification of Rolls Act causes
wholesale disfra.nchisement of electors has no
foundation in fact. It will be seen from Mr.
Collopy's report that in the Richmond district
out of 5,451 na.mes on the electoral lists only 71
electors, or 1·3 per cent., who were entitled by
occupancy to be on the rolls were expunged.
It will be observed, abo, that 707 names, or
nearly .13 per cent. of the whole Humber of
names on the electoral li&ts, were properly expunged as beillg those of persons no IonIZer resident in the district.
Had not the Purification of Rolls Act been in
force the Richmond rolls would have been
" stuffed" to this large extent, and as most of
these electors might be on the ratepayers' or
general rolls of the districts to which they have
removed, the number of plural voters in the
colony would be very largely increased. It
must be bome in mind that in regard to ratepayers the returning officer at an election cannot ask if a voter has now the necessary qualifica.tion, as he call do with regard to the holder
of an elector's right. If a voter's name is on
the ratepayers' roll the returning officer must
a.llow him to Yote, though th:Lt officer may know
that the voter has no longer any qualification.
The only way, therefore, to secure that the
residents and owners of property in the district,
and they only, shall vote a.t an elect.ioIl, as the
Constitution Act contemplates, is for the revision court to expunge the names of persons who
lULVe ceased to be residents.

Taking my own district of St. Kilcla, 287
names on the ratepayers' roll were objected to. At my request the officers, who
know almost all the persons resident, have
l'nade inquiries, and, as far as they can ascerbtin, only two persons have been improperly struck off. Before we strike off
a name, every precaution is taken to ascertain whether the persoll is still in the district. First of all, an inquiry is sent to
the address on the roll, with a franked envelope for a reply, asking whether he is
still occupying those premises. If he does
not reply to that, then the notice of objection is served on him. Of course, it can
only be directed to the address 011 the list,
and a franked envelope is also sent, so that
he may reply without a.ny expense to
himself. Then we ad vertise in two newspapers, to give every publicit.y, so that we
do as much as we can under the existing
law for the purpose of giving information·
to persons that their names will be objected to. In the lists I have circulated
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honorable members will find that for the
year 1897-8 there are 205,808 names on
the ratepayers' roll, and on the general roll, 46,672, making a total of
252,560. 14,969 names were struck off
the ratepayers' list, and 8,377 off the
general list, or a total of 23,346. That is,
apparently, a very large number, but when
we come to look into the details we find
the reasons' why lllany were struck off.
5,308 were simply duplicate enrolments;
some of these had taken out rights,
and so appeared on both the ratepayers' and general lists, and some ,,-ere
enrolled in two or three divisions in the
same district. 13,390 of those struck
off had left the district; and for other
reasons-deaths, conv'ictiolls, &c. -4,648
were struck off. In the metropolis the percentage struck off was 13'67. In five
inland towns-such as Ballarat, Geelong,
and like places-the percentage was 4'33 ;
and in rural districts, 5'126. Albert Park
had the honour of being highest in the
percentage, 22,614 per cent. having been
struck off; and Prahran was lowest, with
a percentage of 4'686.
Mr. GRAY.-'Vhat year was that 7
Sir GEORGE TURNER-On the last
revision.
Mr. GRAY.-In the y.ear before that the
percentage was much higher.
Sir GEORGE TURNER - Honorable
members will thus see that \vhile there
are complaints against the working of the
Purification of l{olls Act, much of the
blame is put on that Act which falls really
on other shoulders-mistakes in preparing
the lists frol11 which we prepare the roll,
or from the fact that people have changed
their place of residence, and no intimation
has been gi ven of the change.
Mr. BRollfLEY.-And frequently through
incompetent electoral registrars.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-We pl"l)pose
to endeavour to deal with some of the
difficulties by this Bill. In clause 6 we
provide to make it compulsory that in
preparing the list to be sent to the registrars the municipal officers mnst have
regard to the list of persons come and
gone, which is prepared by the municipal
officers. vVe make it compulsory that
that list is to be taken into consideration
and dealt with in making out the list sent
to the registrars, by providing that the list
is to be made out as well from the declared
list delivered to the council by every rate
collector as from the rate-book and other
information. The "dec]ared list" is the list
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which has to be made up by the municipal
officer, in which he shows the persons whom
he knows to have left houses or gone to
reside in houses after the time the valuation was made. There are three liststhere is the municipal rol1, and the list of
defaulters; and then there is the list of
the persons whom the officer of the municipalit.y knows to have moved from one
For the purpose
place to another.
of getting more definite information as to
the residences of persons whose names
appear on the roll we make it compulsory
that the municipal officer shall" state the
residence of every person entered on such
lists or rolls, naming the street and number (if any) of the residence."
:Mr. ME'l'HVEN.-How is he to know
that 7
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The officer
goes to make the valuation, and he puts
clown the name of the person Ii ving in the
house. If there is a number to the
house he can put down the number also,
and if there is a name to the house he can
put down the name.
Mr. VVHITE.-Suppose the valuation is
only made once in three years ~
tlir GEORGE TUHNER.-'vVell, we can
only get the best informa.tion a.vailable;
we cannot get any better information than
the officer can give; but .we make the
provision that instead of putting down
merely the name of the street, which Qlay
have a hundred or many more hOllses in
it, the officer is to give the number of the
house or the name of the house.
Mr. GILLlEs.-Don't you think the rate
collector would have more information ~
Sir GEORGE TUHNER- We bring
both of them in. In many cases the rate
collector and the valuator are the same
person. In my district that is so, and the
system works very well. Then, in chuse
7, we deal with certain information with
which I will not trouble the House, as
it is information for voter.:; who. take
out rights to inform them \V hat their
privileges are under the amendments of
the law which we are now making.
In order to try and get over the
difficulty with regard to the electoral inspectors, we have, instead of saying that
there shall be an inspector for each district, taken power to appoint inspectors
for divisions of districts, so that they will
have a smaller area in many cases to
deal with. An important alteration is
made by clause 10. Honorable members
know that before a person can get an
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elector's right he has to reside for twelve
months in the colony, and for t.hree months
in the district in which he asks for the
right. In many cases a ratepayer will
leave a district and go to an adjoining district. He will be anxious to get a right
there, bu t before he can do so he has to
wait for three months, and the result of
that delay may be to place him in such
a, position that he cannot take ont his
elector's right for that district in time to
have his name on the general or the supplementary roll. 'fherefore, we propose
to alter tho provision of three months'
residonce, and to require only one
month's residence. vVe think that one
month's residence is quite sufficient to
show the bona fides of t'he person applying for a right.
Mr. A. HARRIs.-This refers to the
ratepayers' roll.
Sir GEORGE 'l'UHNER.-It applies
to persons on either the ratepayers' or the
general roll, either of whom can in the
new district, after a month, obtain a
right.
.
Mr. STA UGHToN.-I can see a great
difficulty there. A man might go to
half-a· dozen districts, and if he was unprincipled he could, by residing a month
in each, alld changing his name, get a
plurality of votes.
Sir GEOHGE TUHNER.-Of course he
could do that. If a man is determined to
go :ind commit fraud-to commit perjury
-you callnot very well prevent him.
Certainly ill trying to remedy the defects that exist now, and to enable persons
who ought to be on the rolls to be placed
there, we may possibly enable men who
are prepared to go the length of committing perjury to get on the rolls; but,
nevertheless, I think. you will do far more
benefit by reducing the time of residence
required than any risk you will run of
persons doing what the honorable member
suggests.
I do not think many wonld
take sufficient interest to commit perj ury
and pay their extra sixpences for the purpose of gotting on the rolls under false
pretenees. The next provision is with regard to substituted ri~hts. If a person
loaves, say, ~1.ildura, and comes to live in
Prahran, then if he has lost his right and
wants to get a Bnbstituted right in order
to obtain a transferred right for Prahran,
he can llOW only do so by making a personal applicat.ion to the registrar of the district in which his right was originally issued.
That has been found to be a cause of
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glleat hardship, and we propose to alter it
and to enable a man to get a transferred
right by answering certain questions without delivering up his former right. It is a
matter of importance if he has removed
any distance from the place where he
had originally taken out the right that be
should be able to do this. '].1hon we compel
him t.o give certain information with regard to his name and residence and to show
that be has lost or cannot filld his right.
If he has portions of his right he will have
to deliver them up, ann prove that they
really represent the right. VVe provide a
penalty for any person making a false statement to the extent of £20. rrhe qnestions
that are to be asked are the same questions
as would be asked if he were obtaining a
substituted right. In clause 12 honorable
members will find what may be said to be
a considerable departure from the existing
Jaw. Any person who desires a right
of auy sort, that is, a residential right,
whether it be an original right, a transferred right, a substituted right, or a renewed right, has to attend personally
before the I'f~gistrar for the purpose of
answering the questions, signing his name,
and obtaining the right. 'Ve propose to
vary that by allowing these persons, instead of attending personally, to make a
written application in the form of a statutory declaration. They will have to give
the same information as they would be
required to give if they applied for tho right
to the registrar. Those honorable members who have taken out rights will know
that it takes the ;registrar a considerable
time to ask for the necessary information
from the person applying, and to fill in
the document. Many persons go into the
office and see a llumber of others waiting.
They will not remain for their turn.
Under the llew practice they will be able
to obtain the forms, and then they will
have to sign them in the presence of one
of our own officials, either a clerk of pet.ty
sessions, a postmaster, a school teacher, or
a mem ber of the police force. The person
attesting will have to ascertain, as far as
he can, whether the statements made are
correct, and then it will be his dnty to
post the docnment to the registrar.
Mr. STAUGHTON.-'What objection is
there to signing before a justice of the
peace 1
Sir GEOHGE TURNEH.-,Ye have no
control over the justices of the peace. ,Ye
considered that question, and we thought
it better to select onr own officers. vVe
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throw certain duties upon them. Theyhave,
to the best of their knowledge, to ascertain
whether the person is entitled to the right.
1'hen they have to send the documents
to the registrar, the registrar will satisfy
himself as to the qualifications of the
person seeking to obtain the rig'ht, and
then he will forward the document back
to the person, not who applied for the
right, bnt who attested the application.
That person, before he hands the right
over to the applicant, will have to obtain
his signature, so that when he gives a
vote he may be challenged on his signature, as he can be on the signature to the
right when he applies personally. Then
he will have to send to the registrar a
notificatioll of the fact that he has done
that, and return certain documents. It
would hardly be fair to throw these duties
on the justices, and we have selected our
own officers, because if they neglect their
work we shall have control over them.
Mr. AUS'l'IN.-Are you going to give
them increased pay?
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-W e do not
propose to give any increased pay. I think
myself that our public servants receive
very fair remuneration, and that they may
fairly be asked to do the little extra \Vork
that this will involve without any extra pay.
I have no strong objection to allowing the
justices to do this work if they choose.
The only difficulty is that we should not
have the same strong control over them
as we shuuld have over our own officers.
Mr. VVHI'l'E.-Is this to be done in office
hours ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-At any time.
Then we also provide that any rights that
are posted on the day but one before the
last day for making applications, although
they may not be received by the registrar
for a day or two afterwards, shall be
dealt with by him. That will be a great
benefit undoubtedly in the country districts. '1'here yon can hardly expect a
man to travel a long distance for the
purpose of obtaining his right, bnt by
sending to the registrar of his district he
will get the necessary forms sent to him.
He can then fill them up and have them
witnessed, and send them back again to
the registrar. In the town constituencies
this will also be a great ad vantage, and
for this reason. Many persons leave the
taking out of rights until the la.st clay.
There is then a rnsh, and the applicants
ca.nnot all be attended to. Many of them
go away disgusted. All that they will
:)
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have to do under this Bill will be to take
the form away with them and to go to a
little trouble in filling it up and getting
it attested. By this means, I believe that
a large number of persons who do not
now take out electors' rights will, if
they choose to go to some little trouble,
be able to obtain their votes.
Then
we endeavour to give greater pu blicit.y
to objections that are raised to persons'
names being on the roll. 'Ve no W require
that the list shall be advertised and a copy
sent to the clerk of the revision court.
'Ve propose that in addition to that publicity a copy shall be posted outside the
offi ce of the registrar, the f!1 un iei pal office,
the post-office, the State schools, and the'
railway stations in the district. By this
means we shall give as much pu blicity as
is possible to the fact that the names are
being objected to, and the parties concerned will have ample opportunity of
ascertaining the fact. If t.he objection is
not one that is well founded they can communicate with the inspector, who will investigate the whole question. If he is
satistied that he has made a mistake
he will withdraw the objection and send
to the person objected to 11.n intimation
of the withdrawal. vVe also endeavour
by another means to obtain more information with regard to persolls who
have moved from place to place. That is
the great difficult.y in connexion with the
ratepayers' roll. Any man who receives n,
number of letters will be well known in
the post-office. If he moves he \V ill probably send his new address to the postoffice. But the persons object.ed to are
mostly persons who reside in small honses,.
and who are not in the habit of rccciving
letters. If they remove from one part of
the district to another, that fact mav not
be known to the particular postmm; who
will get the registered letter that is to be
delivered to him. Therefure, we throw
the onus on the postman and 011 the
officers in charge of the [Jost·office to keep·
a record of all changes which corne within
their knowledge. The postman in his:
rou nds, if he finds that a certain person
has moved into a certain hOllse, win
make a note of the fact and communicate it to the postmaster, who will keep
a record, and furnish the informat.ion to
the electoral inspector. By that means,
we hope that the inspector will obtain information that will prevent' him 'in many
cases from taking objection to names that
are on the list. vVe go further, with a
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view of preventing objections from being
raised to persons who have simply moved
from one part of the district to another.
\Ve know that when the roll has been
made up, and before, as a rule, the revision takes place in Febru&ry, a new
valuation is made in many of the districts.
frhe valuator, when making his new valuation, will call at the honses, and he may
ascertain that the person who is on the roll
has left, and that some other persoll is in
occupation. We then require him, before
the end of December, to furnish to the
inspector the names of all persons who
have so moved from one place to
another, and" also t.he names of all
persons who have come into the district and are occupying houses. From
that information the inspector will be able
to determine whether he is justified in
.servillg objections on particular individuals. The main difficulty arises from
the fact of persons moving from one
-street to another and no record being obtained of such changes. He will obtain
information from the post-office, and far
more valuable information from the muni{lipal officer who is collecting the material
for the llew roll which has to be made up
in June. The information will in that
way be brought up to November or
December in all cases in which the valuation is made annually. In other cases
the information "will only be obtainable
every second or third year.
:Mr. J. B. TucKER.-Will not that
increase the cost to the municipalities?
Sir GEORGE TURNER-No. As an
inducement to these officers, we propose to
pay them for the information.
:Mr. GItAy.-"Will you give them the
power to place the names on the roll ~
Sir GEORGE 'rURNER -Certainly
not. They will simply supply us with
the informat.ion, and then the duty will be
"cast upon the inspector of giving notice to
the person that he can get his name
placed on the roll ?
Mr. GItAy.-Has he not to notify the
court?
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-He has to
110tify the person himself, that if he
makes an application to the court he can
get his name _put on the roll. We do not
throw the onus on the inspector of putting
the names on himself.
Mr. GRAY.:--YOU throw the onus on the
person.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-·If he wants
to vote he must take some little trouble
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to get it. If we are to do everything for
such persons they cannot value the right
to vote to any great extent, and if they
are not to take the trouble of sending in
an application, they do not deserve to have
a vote. 'rhen we propose to amend the
duties of the electoral inspectors. Their
duty now is only to obtain information for
the purpose of striking off names, but
under this Bill they will have to obtain
all the information they possibly can, and
to give it to the court, so as to enable the
court not only to strike off names, but,
where application is made, to put names on
the roll. The inspector is not to divulge
any information that he obtains. He has
also to investigate the validity of all claims
to have names inserted on the list. Then
we propose to deal with the duties of the
revision court. One provision of the present law gives power to the court to strike
off names whether they are objected to
or not. Great difficulty has arisen with
regard to this. It is said that it is an
immense power to allow them to strike
off the names of persons who have never
had notice of objection. But what they
do is to adjourn the court, and to direct
the clerk to give t.he man two days' notice
to attend. Of course, in some cases that
is not possible. At the last general election there were eighteen names struck off
the roll without notice. Eight of those
wero persons who were certified to by the
registrar's office as being dead. Eight
were persons whose names were duplicated on tl~e rolls, and two were persons
who had parted with the qualification.
Mr. MURRAY S~nrl'H.- Why do you repeal that?
Sir GEORGE TUHNER-Simply because a great outcry has been made about
it. It is thought that it is unfair to strike
a man's name off the 1'011 without giving
him notice; and we say that if the electoral
inspector wants to do that he must prove
that he has given notice. He will then go
before the court and prove his objections.
At the present time the inspector simply
gives the notice, and he is not required to
give any proof to the court of the service
of the notice or to make out a prima jcwie
case for the objection. All he has to do is
to hand in the notice he serves, and unless
the person he objects to appears, and
shows that he has a right to be put on
the list, his name is struck off. We
alter that, a.nd throw the onus on the
inspector of proving the notice and proving his case, jus~ as we do in the case
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where an objection is taken by a private
individual. One very strong ground of
complaint about the Act was in connexion
with that provision, and, therefore, we
thought it only fair that before names are
struck oft· the inspector should be req uired
to make out a pTirna facie case. ,Ve
throw the duty on him of giving all the
information he can for and against any
application to the court. And instead of
allowing him simply to hand in the list of
objections, and permitting the court to
strike the names off unless the persons
appear, we say that he must satisfy the
court, not only that he has served the
notice, but also that there are substantial
reasons for striking off the names.
That will throw the duty on him of making more minute inquiries than he makes
at the present time. Then in clause 19 we
give further power to insert the names of
persons who have obtained rights after the
date to which the list has been made out.
Honorable members know that under the
existing law rights have to be taken out
before either the 1st of June or the 1st of
December, so that if a man takes out his
right on the 2nd, 3rd, or 4tb of June, or
the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th of December, and the
l'cvisioll court does not sit till the following
February, he cannot get his name on the
general list. We are now proposing to
alter that so that any person will be able
to take out his elector's right after the list
is made up, and still go to the revision
court and have his name placed on the
roll.
Mr. GI.LUES.-Is no notice to be given
to the registrar before a person applies to
the court in that way?
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-The honorable member bas not allowed me to finish.
'rhe clause goes onProvided that such person has at least seven
days before the earliest day on which the revision court can sit given notice in writing to
the registrar or deputy registrar, and the inspect.or, of his intention to apply to have his
name inserted.

,Vhat would happen is that a man who
desired ~o have his name placed on the
l'oll after the list has been made, will first
of all take out an elector's right, say in
J auuary, and the registrar will then tell
him that if he chooses to apply to the
l'evision court in February, he may get
his name placed on the roll. Both the
registrar and the inspector will therefore
know. when the application is to be made,
and then, of course, if the application is a
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proper one, the magistrates will grant it,
and if it is not a proper one reasons will
be given why it should not be granted.
Mr. Gu,LIEs.-Then :l man could postpone taking out the right until within a
few days of the sitting of the court ~
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.- Yes, that is
so j but I fail to see t.hat any great hardship can accrue. It must be done at least
seven days before the sitting of the revision court, and notice must be given.
Again, there is no power at the present
time to insert any name on the ratepayers'
roll unless it has been left off through
some accidental omission. 'Ve propose
to alter that by saying that any person who is liable to be rated as an
occupier of rateable property may apply
to the revision court to have. his name
inserted in the roll. If it appears that
the name of some other person is inserted
for the particular property with respect to
which application is made, then the persoll
whose name is on the roll is treated in the
same way as though he were objected to,
and the person applying has, before 15th
January, to give notice in writing to the
municipal clerk, to the registrar, and to
tbe inspector, of bis intention to apply
to have his name inserted, and then he
bas to appear before the court.
Mr. GRAY. -Does that mean that three
separate notices have to be given?
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I think that
is not a very great hardship.
Mr. GRAy.-Very few people would
understand it.
Mr. BRQ)ILEY.-,Vill the applicant have
to pay his own postage on the notices ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I snppose he
will.
Mr. HIGGINs.-Does this mean that if
the owner of a house pays rates for his
tenant he can apply to have his name put
on the roll ~
Mr. GRAy.-rrhe wbole thing is very
complicated.
Mr. r. A. ISAAcs.-These interruptions
are very unfair.
'1'he SPEAKER.- vVill honorable members allow me ~ I bave noticed during the
last few days that honorable members have
been persistently interjecting while secondreading speeches are being made. The
Premier has not had an opportunity yet of
speaking generally on this question. Honorable members have been questioning him
all round. These are matters of detail
which honorable members can get ample
information about when the Bill goes into
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committee. I hope that this practice of
asking .qnestions on the second reading
will cease.

Sir GEORGE T UHNER.--The difficulty
in regard to t.his Bill is that it is really a
Bill more for discllssion in committee than
on the second reading, and I should have
been very glad to take the second reading
formally and explain the clauses in the
Bill as they came before us in committee.
But honorable members would like perhaps to have some explanation now of the
provisions in the Bill in order that they
might compare it with the Bill itself.
Now, what I have been saying applies
to the case of persons whose names are
not on the ratepayers' roll. Where
a man is living in a house in a particular district, and ascertains that the
name of some other man is on the roll for
that particular huuse, and he wants to
have his own name substitnted, he simply
gives these notices and applies to the
revision court to have the name of the
former occupier struck out and his own
name inserted.
Mr. GRAY.-That is done now ,vithout
these notices.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Of course,
there is one simple way of dealing with
this qnestion if we were prepared to adopt
it, and that is to employ an army of men
to go from house to house just before the
revision court is held and to see that everybody gets a vote.
Mr. MUI-tRAY Sl"II'l'H.-And to give him
a shilling to pay for his right.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-Apparently
nothing short of that will satisfy the honorable member for Prahran.
Mr. GRAY.-All I want is that every
man who is entitled to a vote should get
it.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. -- Then we
proceed to clause 22, which also makes a
very important alteration in the existing
law. It provides that any person who has
obtained a residential elector's right, and
whose name is not entered on a roll o£.ratepaying electors, or on the general or sup·
plementary roll, shall be allowed to apply
either to the revision court if it is sitting,
or to a court of petty sessions within or
:near his district., for what is called a certificate ena.bling him to vote at any election
held within a period of two months after
it is issued. That certificate can be granted
up to the day before the election takes
place, bnt the person applying for it must
give seven days' notice, which he would
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probably do at the same time that. he takes
out his right. That notice must be given to
both the registrar and the inspector. Then
the applicant has to attend at the oourtthe revision court or the conrt of petty
sessions-and be examined as to his q ualifications and his right to be placed on the
roll. 'rhe inspector is to make inquiries
as far as he can as to the right of that
person to be placed on the roll, and
theu for record we require that a
statutory declaration is to be rmtde and
filed setting out certain information showing that the applicant is really entitled
to a vote.
Then if these conditions
are complied with t.he court will grant
him this certificate, and having got the
certificate he will be entitled to vote
at anv election held within two months
of t.h;t time. ,¥e know that in England
there are two great parties which are
continually watching for uames that are
on the electoral roll which ought to be
taken off, and for names that are not on
which ought to be put 011. U ufortunately,
here we have Bot those organizations. 'Ve
have certain leagues which spring up just
before ail election, but a month or two
afterwards they die out and are forgotten.
Therefore, this provision is intended to
enable every person who finds that he is
entitled to a vote, and that his name is not
on the roll, by taking some little trouble
in the way of procuring an elector's right
and giving notice, to obtain up to the day
before the election takes place a voter's
certificate enabling him to vote. That
will work in this way. Candidates, as a
rule, for three or four weeks before an
election takes place, scrutinize the rolls,
and make inq niries to find ont persons
whose names are not on the roll. rrhen,
if a person whose name is not on the roll
has resided in the district for one month,
he will have a right to obtain a residentia.l
elector's right, and, having taken out
that right and given the req uired notice,
he can get his voter's certificate. I think
that this follows somewhat on the lines of
the present law with regard to the Legislative Council, but there it appli~s only to
cases where names are improperiy or inadvertently omitted from the list. The
person who claims to have been so omitted
is entitled to apply to a court of petty
sessions for a certificate, and if the certificate is granted, the returning officer enters
his name on the list; but that cannot he
done between the day of nomination and
the day of polling. Honorable members
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will see that we are extending that provision in the case of elections for the Legislative Assembly under this Bill, so that the
name can be placed on the list at any time
before the day of election. When a man
goes to vote, he will simply hand in his
certificate, and the returning officer,
after comparing the signature on the
certificate with that of the voter,
will eut.er his name on the roll,
whereupon he will be entitled to vote.
Therefore, as I say, in the future, if persons
who find that their names are not on the
roll are prepared to take a small amount
of trouble they will be enabled to obtain
a vote. vVe intend to give every publicity to this by having notices posted at
post-offices, rail \Yay stations, &c., and I do
not know that we could do anything more
unless we go the length of sending round
from house to house, as I said, and compiling the roll ourselves, which, I think,
we are not prepared to do. Now, the
main alterations which are made by the
Bill, epitomizing them shortly, are these:
"Ve reduce the period of residence necessary to qualify for a residential elector's
right from three mouths to one month.
"Ve allow applicants for rights to make a
written application instead of requiring a
personal application. We t3implify the
mode of plac\lIg new names on the roll.
"Ve give the greatest publicity to the
fact that objections have been raised to
any llames on the roll. We will get
private information in the preparation of
the rolls so as to obviate the necessity of
objections being formally given. 'Ve will
get information from the post-office officials
as to removals that come to their knowledge, as well as from the rate collectors
and valuators. We compel the inspector
not only to have regard to the striking off
of names which are improperly 011 the roll,
but also to give the fullest information he
possibly can, and to gi ve notice to persons
who are entitled to ha.ve their names put
on the roll, in order that they may take
the necessary steps to have their names
inserted. Then we throw the onus on the
inspector of proving his case. vYe give
power to the court to insert the llames of
present occupying ratepayers and to strike
out the names of previous occupiers,
and we allow the great privilege, as I
consider it, to any person to obtain either
a substituted or an original right almost
up to the very time that he has to go to
the poll. rrhose are the provisions, as
briefly as I have been able to explain
Session 1898.-[59]
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them to the House, by which we have
endeavoured to meet the various objections which have been raised to the
Purification of Rolls Act and its operation. 'Ve have either to go the full
length of repealing that Act altogether,
and allowing the perfunctory proceedings
which took place when it was nobody's
duty to raise objectiolls, and by that
means permit a large number of persons
to remain on the rolls who have no right
to vote at all, or ab?lish the ratepayers'
roll, which we are not prepared to do at
present. As we cannot follow out either
of those courses, we have endeavoured to
devise such schemes as will give the fullest
publicity, and also the fullest information
to the electoral inspector, so that he may
not raise unnecessary objections. 'Ve give
the fullest right to every person, almost
up to the date of the election, to obtain a
certificate which will enable him to vote,
and we have met the main difficulties in
the administration of the Act. I shall be
very glad to receive any suggestions from
hOllorable members who have any practical
knowledge of the working of the system at
present in operation, or any other objections which may exist, and which we ought
to obviate. As far as I know, after obtaining all the information I could, and after
consultation with the responsible officers, I
think we have, by these provisions, met
fairly all reasonable objections which can
be taken to the existing system.
Mr. MURRAY SMIl'H.-I only rise,
in the absence of the leader of the Opposition, to say that we go with the statement of the Premier that this measure is
oue essenticllly for committee, and that
there is no objection whatever to the
second reading.
,
Mr. GILLIES,-I would like to know
if there can possibly be an ullderstallding
-seeing that there is to be no debate on
the second reading of the Bill, and that a
number of the proposals are new, and a
number of them of considerable importance in t.he working of the measure-that
there will be reasonable freedom allowed
to honorable members when speaking in
committee ~ I do "not mean the freedom to
make second-reading speeches, but such
freedom as is usually allowed in dealing
with the provisions of a measure of the
importance of this Bill-the liberty to
compare one clause with anot.her in order
to show the ad vantages or disadvantages
of the proyisions of the Rill. If that is
underst.ood, I think wo can very much
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better discuss this Bill in committee than the other night in regard to the Plural
on the motion for the second reading.
Voting Abolition Bill was that in place
Mr. HIGGINS.-I think that a great of imposing penalties we could achieve
number of people will be discontented our object much better by adopting
with the failure of the Government to machinery which would make it almost
follow the example of New South vVale::;, impossible for a man to vote twice.
New Zealand, South Australia, and That system of stamping the elector's.
Queensland in this Bill. In none of those right would prevent plural voting .. There
couutries is there the confusion which is in New South "Wales one provision
arises from two kinds of electoral rolls, which I fail to find in this Bill. Each
and I think it would be the corollary of man is entitled to vote for his old
the Bill ·we have just sent to another district until he has been sufficiently long
place, if that Bil'l is passed into law, that in a new district to entitle him to vote for
we should abolish for ever the ratepayers' that district. I do not see why that, should
roll. There is nO doubt that the Premier not be the case here. Supposing a mall!
has been-I say it respectfully-to some has been a fortnight in a llew district, he
extent frightened by a certain demonstra,- ough t to be allowed to vote in his old
tion that was made, but I think that if the district if he chooses so to do.
people throughout Victoria are prepared
Dr. MALONEY.-I have an amendment
to accept Ol1e man one vote, as they seem to that effect.
to be, they will also be prepared to accept
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am very glad to hear
what is the mere complement of that sys- it. I should like to move that it be an
tem, that is, t.h,:; system of having one instruction to the committee that in setuniform way of voting under an elector's tling the details of this scheme we shall
l·jght.
adopt the system of New South 'Yales,
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I do not think a under which everyone vot.es upon an
single member of the House supported elector's right, and under which that right.
that proposal before. Noone would say is st.amped by the poll clerk or the return-·
ing officer at the time the vote is recorded ..
a good word for it.
Mr.
HIGGINS.-The
thing
was At the proper time I ",ill submit a motion.
to that effect.
dropped.
Mr. KEYS.-Do you expect a man to
The SPEAKER.-It is o~lly right I
travel 40 or 50 miles to get an elector's should inform the honorable member that·
right?
.
he will be unable to submit such a pro·
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am sure it is not posal without notice, and that, inasmnch as.
harder to travel in Victoria than it is to the second reading of this Bill is likely to,
be carried to-night, he will be unable to do
travel in New South Wales.
1Ir. McKENZlE.-They have not got a what he desires. I am sorry that the honorable member will be deprived of his
ratepayers' roll in New South ·Wales.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Almost all the prac- opportunity,· but it is necessary to give
tical difficulties arising here would arise notice of any motion of instruction to the
there too. It is quite true they have not committee.
Mr. HIGGINS.-As this is a very imgot municipal districts in New South
'Wales, but the mere fact of our having portant question, and a number of honormunicipal districts here does not make able members are interested in the matter,
the ratepayers' roll a proper one to follow may I suggest that the second reading of
with advantage. In New South 'Vales the Bill be postponed ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-You can move
they ha ve a simple system which would
obviate all these elaborate provisions that your amendment in committee. I \"ill raise
have been disuussed here to-llight. Almost no objection to that course being taken.
all the difficulties sought to be overcome
Mr. HIGGINS.-It would not be so
by this measure arise from the ratepayers' effective.
The motion was agreed to.
roll. In New South 'Yales each man has
The Bill was then read a second time,.
an elector's right, and to prevent him
voting twice the clerk or the returning .and committed pro forma.
officer has a rubber stamp, by which he
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
impresses on the elector's right the fact of
Sir GEORGE TURNER said he would
the vote having been given, and then
there is no possibility of the man voting be anxious to deal with the Maffra Sugar
a second time anywhere. What I said Beet Bill as quickly as possible on Tuesday,
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because negotiations were pending in
connexion with the rnatter, and might
possibly fan through if the Bill was not
quickly passed. Therefore, he hoped honorable mem bers would be prepared to deal
\vith the measure in committee on Tuesday. He had directed that the report and
balance· sheet, which ,vould he presented to
the shareholders of the Mafl'ra Beet Company Limited at their meeting, in thecourse of a few days, should be circulated
for the information of honorable members.
He did not know that it would gi ve more
information than he and the honorable
member for Gippsland North had already
given. As soon as that Bill was dealt with,
he proposed to proceed with the Budget
deba.te until it was completed. He did
not intend to ask honorable members to
give up their private business on vVednesda.y night, because it. was Bill business,
anel he knew the difficulties honorable
members had with regard to their Bills.
The House adjourned at four minutes
to eleven o'clock, until Tuesday, August 16.
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Tuesday, August 16, 1898.
Railway Construction in Gippsland-Women's Suffrage
Bill-Boring for Gold-Municipal Loans Extension
Bill-Licensing Act Fund Transfer BilI-Drainage
Bill-Life ASSUl'ance Companies Amendment Bill.

The PRESIDENT took the chair at
twenty minutes to fi ve o'clock p.m., and
read the prayer.
RAILvVAY CONSTRUCTION IN
GIPPSLAND.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT asked the
Solicitor-General if the Government Intended to commence the construction of
any railways in Gippsland during the
present year 1
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-The Government do not think it is possible to
commence the construction of any railways in Gippsland during the present
year, but -the question of the construction
of the Neerirn South to Neerim North
line is under consideration, and \vill be
dealt with as soon as possible.
WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
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the Hon. ·W. McCULLOCH, was read a
first time.
'rhe Hon. VV. McCULLOCH moved-·
That the second reacling of the Bill be made
an order of the day for this day fortnight.

The Hon. J. C. CAMPBEJ.JJJ.-This day
month.
The motion was agreed to.
BORING FOR GOLD.
The Hon. C. SAHGEANT -fbsJeed' tIle'
Solicitor-General whether, in view of the'
known exist.ence of large dyke formationscontai,ling low-grade ores in the N ee1'im
and Tanjil districts, the Government
would set aside a sum of money out of
the grant for the development of mining
for the purpose of testing the value of
these formations, and proving their depth
by boring ~
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-'rhe experience of the Mining department is that
boring for quartz reefs and. in dyke formations has not been sllccessful. It is, however, intended to have an exhaustive examina,tion of the locality referred to as soon as;
possible.
BENDIGO TELEPHONE SERVICR
Sir HENHY CUTHBERT, pursuant to
an order of the House (dated July 19),
presented a return relative to the Bendigo
telepholle service.
MUNICIPAL LOANS EXTENSION
BILL.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT moved the'
third reading of this Bill. He said he
desired to inform Sir Arthur Snowden
that he had looked into the question as to
the cancelling of interest coupons accruing
prior to the sale of the debentures, and _
found that that was provided for in clause
23. (Sir Arthur Snowden-" Quite right;I haye observed that myself.") In that
clause there was provision for cancelling
the coupons which had accrued between
the time. the debentures were lodged with
the Treasurer and the date on which they
were sold, owing to the default of themunicipality.
Sir FREDERICK SAHGOOD remarked'
that his attention had- been drawn to thefact that there was a misapprehension iu,
the minds of the public as to the objects.
of this Bill, and as to the causes that led
up to the submission of the measure to
Parliament, and he had been requested by
the municipalities, who were very properly
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jealous of their credit, to point out that
they were not seeking any extension of
timE', neither were they in liquidation, and
that their credit was very good. The Bill
was not necessitated by any act of theirs,
either of omission or commission.
In
accordance with the Loca1 Government
Act the municipalities were compelled to
invest the money they paid into their sink.
ing funds in inscribed stock bearing 4 per
.cent. interest. At the time of the passing
·of that Act no one imagined that money
would decrease in value as it had
.·done, or, at any rate, they forgot the
possibility of its doing so, and also over.looked the fact that the Government had
power, on giving certain notice, to pay
those debentures and substitute debentures bearing a lower rate of interest.
That power the Government had exercised,
·and the municipalities were in this position,
that instead of being able to invest their
sinking funds at 4 per cent. interest, they
could now only invest them at 3 per eent.
. Some municipalities during the past few
years had sought permission from the 'Treasurer to invest their sinking funds in other
perfectly good securities, but that request
was refused, and the Act was strictly en':
forced. The municipalities desired it to
'be understood that they 'vere not to blame
in any way, that they did not seek any
.. change, that the ehange had been forced
. on them, and that if the old plan had
been continued, and they had been allowed
to invest their sinking funds at 4 per eent.,
-.they would have been able to carry out
their contract and provide for the payment
of the debenture-holders when the debentures fell due. It was only fair to the
municipalities to make this explanation,
and he had done so at their request..
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a third time and
passed.
LICENSING ACT FUND TRANSFER
BILL.
The debate on Sir Henry Cuthbert's
motion for the second reading of this Bill
(adjourned from vVednesday, August 10)
was resumed.
The Hon. J. BELLsaid that this Bill proposed to hand over to the charities during
the next three years a sum of £40,000
to be taken from the Licensing Act Fund
-£20,000 in the first year, and £10,000
in each of the two following years. The
amount to the credit of the Licensing
Fund on the 30th June last was £87,185.

Since then the Echuca local option poll
had resulted in the closing of a number
of public-houses, the owners and occupiers
of which would bave to be compensated
from this fund, at a cost, is was estimated,
of about £30,000. rrhat amount, added
to the £20,000 for the charities, would
have to be taken from the Licensing Act
Fund; and, if the teetotallers in other import~nt towns of the colony were as succe8Sful as the teetotallers in Echuca had been,
it was quite possible that the amount to
the credit of the fund would be altogether
inadequate. In that case, according to
the present law, the balance would have
to be provided at the exp811se of the
hotel-keepers, and it would be necessary
to increase the duties on wines, spirits,
and beer. He did not think the proposal in this Bill was 'luitejust. In 1884
the Government and the municipalities
entered into an arrangement by which
. the revenue from licence-fees previously
handed over to the municipalities was
transferred to the Government, and an
amount equal to the licence-fees receivable
in 18~4 was taken as the. basis of compensation to the municipalities for the loss of
those licence-fees.
That arrangement
ought to remain intact. The Licensing
Act Fund was specially provided for t,he
comlJensation of owners and occupiers
of public- houses whose premises were
closed through the operation of local
option votes. He could quite understand
the difficulty in which the Treasurer
found himself when deputation after deputation from the charitable institutions
waited upon him and asked for additional
grants in aid. But the right honorable
gentleman ought to have adopted some
other means of assisting those institutions
than the means here proposed. (Sir Henry
Cuthbert-" What would you suggest. ~")
He "'ould not enter into that aspect of the
question just now, but he would point out
to the Solicitor-General that the Licensing
Act Fund, being set apart for a special
object, ought not to be interfered with,
even for such a benevolent purpose as that
of supporting the charitable institution::;.
The municipalities were very much opposed
to this Bill. He had recei ved several communications from municipal bodies disapprovil1g of and objecting to the measure,
and it was chiefly because he had not those
documents with him on vVedllesday last
that he proposed the adjournment of the
debate until this evening. While he would
not trouble the House with all the letters
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he had received, he would read one or two
for the information of honorable members.
Fl:om the secreta,ry of the shire of \Vycheproof he had received the following communication : 13th July, 1898.
Sir,-I beg leave to elmw your attentiOl~ to
the proposal of the Government to approprmte
£10,000 per annum from the surplus of the
Licensing Act Fund for eharitable purposes,
and to point out how this ,,,ill affect the newer
municipalities, such as this.·
..
..
At a recent conference of mhmClpalitles held
under the.; auspices of the Municipal Association
of Victoria, the whole question of the distributicHl of the licensing equivalent was.dis?uss~el,
and a />cheme for a fairer method of chstl'lbutlOn
was drawn up.
The resolutions of the conference were presented to the Right Honorable the Premier,
wi.th a request that he would take action to
have the defects complained of remeelierl. The
Premier stated in reply that he eouid not see
his way clear to take up the matter at present,
and that the surplus of Licensing Fund would
be absorbed for charitable purposes.
The present method of distributing the equi·
Valent for licences is based on t he receipts in
1884:.. Since that date numerous districts have
been opened up <tn(i new shires formed. The
receipts from licellces in these distriets have, as
a matter of course, heen largely increased, while
in the older municipalities the receipts have
diminished. Thus the now shires receive considerably less in equivalent than the amount
collected within their territory. .This shire receives annually £55 as licensing eqnivalent, while
last year £236 was collected, and during the
current yea.r the collection will increase largely.
Other new shires a,re even worse treated; for
example, the shire of Poowong and Jeetho receives nil, though £303 is collected.
On the other hand, most of the older shires
and othel' municipalities receive more than is
now collected within their territory.
It is cOllsiderecl by the group of shires
ad versely affected by the existing method of
distribution that they arc fully entitled to
consideration in any matter relating to the
~Lppropl'iation of the surplus funds, and that if
£10,000 a year is taken from that source it will
practically mean that those shires are providing
the subsidy for charities.
It is hard that they should be called npon to
do this, and at the same time to subsidize tl!e
older and wealthier municipalities, as they a.re
doing at present.
I have, therefore, to request that you will
oppose the proposal of the Government to ap·
propriate the charities subsidy from the Licensing
Fund, and at the sa.me time to press for an
amendment of the method of distributing the
licensing equivalent, so that all municipalities
may receive a fair proportion of the amount
collected within their boundaries.
At the same time, I wish to state that my
council is not opposed to an increased subsidy
heing paid to the charitable institutions from
the general revenue.
Yours faithfully,
A. G. STEWAltT.

Shire Secretary.
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rrhe Hon. A. 'VYNNE.-Do not most of
the fines come from the bigger mUnICIpalities 1
rrhe Hon. J. BELL remarked that, owing
to the compact made in the Act of 1884,
the large municipalities got an a:llount
equivalent to the amonnt of the lIcence·
fee!:; received in their districts in 1884, and
it did not matter to them if the Goverument did not get 6d. ill licence-fees.
From the shire of Karkarooc he had recei ved the following letter:Hopetoul1, 16th July, 1898.
Sir,-I have the honour, by directio.n of this'
eouncil, to express a hope tha.t you WIll. strenuouslyoppose the Bill now before Parliament
for disposing of the surplus Licensing Fund, anc1that you will endeavour to obtain an amendment of the Licensing Act 1890, which will
place the allocation of the fund on a more'
equitable basis.
. .
In this shire £231 was collected In fees last,
year, and we receive no money at all on ac:count of the" equivalent." Echuca, which is'
in the same class as regards the allocation of
Government endowment, receives a sum of
£ 1,262, on account of the "equivalent," or
£228 more than the fees collected in it. Practically this shil'e (through licensing fees collected in it) contributes £231 a year to enahle'
the Government to pay to Echuca. the £228shown al)ove. These two shires are examples;
which could be multiplied. Sixty·seven (67)
councils receive, a.s" equivalent," a· sUln of
£8,281 more than the amount of the fees collected in them, an a.verage of ahout £124 a year
each. In .140 other mnnieipalities the licencefees collected exceed the payments of " equivalent" by £18,577, of which a part (£8,281) goes
to make up the deficiency in the above 67
shires. There is thus a surplus of £1O,296~
which under the Bill now before Parliament·.will be devoted to charitable purposes. It ismost unfair, howe\'e1', that the whole burden of
this charitable contribution should f<tIl upon
certain shires, amongst which are the youngest
and poorest in the colony, while other wealthiel.'·
shires will contribute nothing. I am directed,
therefore, to ask your support for the proposal
of the Municipal A"sociation of Victoria, viz.,
that the Act should be amended with a view to
correcting the e.xisting anomalies, in~te~d Qf
accentuating them.
I have, &c.,
A. G: LESTER, Secretary.

He was not going to infiict any more:
letters on the House. (Dr. Embling-" I
have a number of snch letters, too.") He
quite agreed with the writers of those
communications that it was very evident
the mOlleys they collected locally were to
be devoted, according to this Bill, to
charitable work throughout the whole
colony. (Mr. McCulloch-" vVe cannot
amend, but only reject this Bill.") He
was quite aware that they could not
interfere with the measure by wa.y of
amending it, :seeing that it was a Money
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Bill, but he wished to put the case of the
poorer municipalities, and try to get the
Govornment to give them some relief.
'When the Government brought in this
measure, why did they not bring in' a Bill
to apportion the money in q uesti6n on a
·more equitable basis? It was the duty of
the Government to do so, and he hoped
that the Solicitor-General and his colleagues would so influence the Cabinet
.as to insure the bringing in of a Bill to
provide a more equitable distribution of
the money.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMWADE said that
he was not going to trouble honorable
members by reading the correspondence
11e had rccei \'ed, but at the same time he
felt it to be his duty to his constituents
in Footscray to say that they had written
to him in the same way as Mr. Bell's constituents had done. rrhey thought that
the Bill '.vaB very unfair. rrhey did not
··object so much to the Licensing Fund
ibeing devoted to charitable purposes as to
the apportionment of it. One case was
mentioned in which there was collected
from a shire £525, whilst the municipality received £30 ; and it was proposed
under this scheme that that shire should
.contribute £494 to the poor of the whole
.colony. That did not seem to be a right
·thing. (Dr. Embling-" Hear, hear; it
is to support Melbourne.") He did not
,desire to raise the question of country
VerS'llS city, becanse it was not wise to do
so. But if the Government could bring
about some more equitable apportionment
. -of the Licensing Fund it would be a very
"good thing to do. Of course honorable
members could not oppose the Bill, and he
did not doubt that it would be passed.
In fact, he thought it was rather a
,good thing that excess moneys in this
fund should be devoted to the charities.
(Dr. Embling-" Is there any
excess money 1")
He though t there
was, but there was 110 doubt so far as
,eoncerned mallY shires and municipalities the apportionment that now existed
was very unfair. and he hoped that when
the Government had leisure they "'ould
bring in a Bill to eq nalize the apportionment of the Licensing Fund.
The Hon. C. J. HAM expressed the
<>pinion that th~re could be no seriol1s opposition to the Bill, but he thought that
in the apportionment of the fund the
Government would have a very difficult
job. Everyone would be wanting a larger
share than it was pruposed to give, and
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If such a
no one would be satisfied.
measure as Mr. Bell had suggested was to
be introduced at a futnre time the propel'
comse would be for the municipalities to
meet together and arrange amongst themselves what they thought was a fair apportionment, and then the Government
should come down with a fair and equitable scheme of distributioll. But they
would bring a' hornet's nest about their
ears if they attempted to proceed in any
other way.
The Hon. C. SARGEANT remarked that
the shires in the province he represented
were almost wholly opposed to this
Bill.
'1'he number of shires' and
municipalities in the country that had no
participation in the Licensing Fund were
legion. They did not receive a single
penny. Therefore, there was genera.l dissatisfaction with the Bil1. He considered
that the Government, shonld take the
question of the distribution in hand and
see that, if any municipalities were to deriye
benefit· from the Licensing Fund, all of
them should be placed on an equal footing,
so that the distribution might be made
equitable. The shires that had been
brought into existence since the passing
of the Licensing Act had at present no title
whatever to participation in the Licensing
Fund collected in theirdistricts. The money
in such cases simply went to the general
revenue, whilst the older shires recei ved a
fair share. It) fact, he thought that Melbourne received some £ 14,000 a year;
while shires that really wanted assistance
did not receive a brass farthing. There
was general dissatisfaction all through the
country, and he opposed the Bill in the
interests of the municipalities, as he felt
that great injustice was being inflicted
upon them.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL stated that
he also had received a number of letters
from municipalities in the province which
he had the honour to represent. rrhese
municipalities were all against the apportioning of any licensing money to the
chari ties. He coincided wi th what .Mr.
Bell had said that there should be a Bill
brought in that would provide for a more
equitable distribution of the Licensing
Fund. It would ce wise to defer the present Bill altogether until the Totalizator
Bill had been brought in, and if that
measure could be got through-as he
hoped would be the case-nb money would
be required from the Licensing Fnnd for
charitable purposes.
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The Hon. J. H. CONNOR observed that
there was a great diversity of opinion in
. respect to this Bill in the province which
he had the honour to represent. The
borough council of N ewtowll and Chil well
were in favour of the measure, but the
,shire conncil of Meredith snpported the recommendation of the mnniciJ)alities that
were opposed to it. He thought with
Mr. C. J. Ham that it would be wise for
the mUllicipalitie.'l to have an opportunity
of carefully considering this Bill, and if it
would not be too much trouble he wonld
ask the Government to dela,y the consideration of the measure until later on.
It was a very important matter, and
further delay would not be any injury,
whilst it would afford the municipalities
an opportunity of corisidering the q \lestion
with a view of assisting the Government.
He did not think the municipalities desired
to do anything but what was right in the
matter, and wished to assist the Government as far as they could. But the s;.lbject was one which required full consideration, and the municipalities should have
further time in respect to it.
The Han. D. MELVILLE remarked
that, together with other honorable members, he desired to record the fact that he
had been written to by several municipalities that objected to this Bill. Seeing
that the House had no power to amf'nd
the Bill, this fact was somewhat of a surprise. Municipalities wrote to honorable
members' as thongh they had power to
alter the Bill. It 'was a remarkable thing
that, while certain persons in the country
l'efused to give the Upper House power to
make any amendment in financial Bills,
they constantly wrote to honorable members, overlooking the fact that all that the
Council coulddowas to reject or pass afinallcial Bill. There was no doubt that this Bill
did vote a sum of money to thl-l charities.
Many honorable members wonld not desire
to relieve the charities with the results
arising from public-house business, but it
",:as undeniable that public-houses did in a
large degree bring about both poverty and
other evils, so that there could be little
objection to handing the money of thi~
fund over to the charities. The opposition the municipalities were bringing to
bear aga.inst the Bill was remarkable, and
he wished to note tbe fact in passing that
the municipalities had written to honorable members desiring them to oppose it.
'With regard to the remarks Mr. Campbell
had enthusiastically made in favour 0.£
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the totalizator, he (Mr. Melville) hoped
that the House would not take the honorable member's advice. It would be a
disgraceful thing for Parliament to relieve
the charities from money derived from
such a source. He did not think the
public would eyer dream of helping the
charities ou t of sllch a demoralizirig thing
as the totalizator. He therefore hoped
that the House would, as they had done
before, reject the Totalizator Bill when it
came before them. The boxes of honorable rnelnbers were already full of petitions
against the Bill. '1'he House had rejected
it on a former occasion, and another place
had followed their example, inasmuch as
it had rejected the measure last time.
'fhe Hon. VV. H. EMBLING said that
he was in the same position as many other
honomble members. The poorer shires
that had 110 hospitals and benevolent
asylums felt that they were placed in a bad
positioll under the Bill. He had been asked
to oppose it, but he had written to the shire
secretaries who had made this request to
him that their proper course was to petition the House. They did not seem to
be aware of the fact that the proper thing
to do wa.s to petition the House if they
\\'ished to oppose a measure. He was
quite sure that if a poll of the country
was taken it would be found that the
country was against the Bill. They did
not ,,,,ant the Bill. Of course, he recognised the fact that the House was in the
position that they could not amend the
measure. They had either to pass it or
reject it. He would, "therefore, suggest
the ad visabilit.y of postponing the Bill, so
that petitions against it might be forwarded
to the House. If the country were seised
of the fact t.hat writing to a member of
the House was not as effective as petitioning the House against a Bill a number
of petitions against this measure would
have been received from the country shires.
(Mr. Fraser-" That would not prove the
Bill to be wrong.") But it would prove
w hat the feeling in the country was, and
honorable members wished to represent
the feeling of the country.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE stated that he
could not understand the selfishness of
some (If the smaller shires with regard to
this Bill and the charities. He did not
suppose that some of these shires would
get more than .£5 or £10 apiece in the
event of the fund being distributed equitably.
This was a very good way of
dealing with the surplus.
'Whenever
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there was a surplus to the credit of
a fund in any part of the world a
portion of that surplus was devot.ed to
some good purpose.
(Dr. Embling" How long will there be a surplus to the
credit of this fund ~") He would say that
the fund would be likely to go on increas·
ing year by year, bnt in the event of there
not being sufficient money to meet the
demands upon the fund it would be a
point of honour with the Government to
pay these demands out of the consolidated revenue. But, seeing that there was
a large surplus, to what better purpose
could it be applied than to the assistance
of the charities ~ Some of the municipalities that protested against the money
being devoted to this purpose had not
contributed a single shilling to the fund.
'rhe fund was made up of the contributions of the larger mnnicipalities, but now
the smaller ones wanted to come in and
have a "grab" at it, so to speak. If,
however, the Government were to propose that the shires should make a
direct vote to charitable purposes
these very same shires would be among
the first to protest against it. Some
means had to be found for keeping the
charitable institutions alive, and if indirect taxation was Bot to be imposed
the money must be provided by some
other means. He was surprised at the
dog-in-the-manger attitude adopted by
some of the smaller municipalities.
The Ron. J. M. PRATT stated that
he did not quite agree with the remarks
which Mr. 'Vynne had made with regard
to the smaller municipalities who objected
to this Bill. As a matter of fact, it was
the newel' shires that objected to itthose shires which contributed to the
fund and did llOt get anything like a fair
share of it returned to them. Shires like
Echuca and the older shires benefited
from the fund, but shires like W ycheproof, Charlton, Donald, and Inglewood,
which were large shires, did not get anything like a fair return. The charities
wanted help, and the fact remained, there
was a large balance t.o the credit of this
fund.
The Hon. D. HAM observed that he
was very much ill thA same position as
other honorable members, inasmuch as
he had been written to by shire secretaries asking him to oppose this Bill.
Out of 140 municipalities 67 were receiving
from the Licensing Fund more than their
fair share, and it was suggested that
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taxation should be imposed, and that all
the shires should be made to COlltribute in proportion to their capacity.
It was true that in attending deputations to the Treasurer, to ask for hel p for
the various charities, he had been met by
the answer-" 'V ell , what is to be done 1
I should like to help you, but there al'e
110 funds out of which I can help you. If
I can help you ont of the Licensing Fund
I shall be happy to bring in a Bill, and to
give you the amount of money which yon
require." Personally, he did not object to
this Bill, and could not cOllscientiously
oppose it, knowing that there were difficulties in the way; but he thought it was
only fair, as Mr. Bell had drawn attention
to some of his correspondence, that he
(Mr. Ham) should read a letter which he
had received from the secretarY of the
shire council at Creswick. The following
was the letter :-Shire Hall, Kingston,
12th August, 1898.
Sir,-I have the honour, by direction of the
Creswick, Shire Council, to ask you to oppose
the Bill now hefore the Legislative Council to
appropriate £10,000 out of the Licensing Fund
for charitable purposes.
The council feels that provision for the
charities might be made from some other
source, and one to ,vhich every person iu the
community would contribute. This £10,000
would not be taken from the whole of the
municipalities, as it affects certain districts
only. At present there are 67 councils receiving, as equivalent for licences, £8,281
annnally more than their districts contribute,
some of the wealthy cities and towns being
included therein.
About 140 municipalities
make up the £8,281 annually for the benefit
of the 67. The 67 municipalities at present
do not contribute to payment of compensation
claims nor for expenses under the Act, anel
if the surplus funds under the Licensing Act
are to be applied to charity, as proposed in this
Bill, the 67 will contribute nothing to same.
My council trusts that you will see your way
to oppose the Bill when it comes on for considera tion.
I haye the honour to be,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
\V. H. GORE,
Shire Secretary.

If the Bill could be postponed so that the

municipalities could consider it further, it
would be well.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was then read a second time,
and was afterwards passed through its
remainil)g stages.
DRAINAGE BILL.
The House went into committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
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On clause 1 (Short title),
conrse was taken a few years ago. He
The Hon ..J. H. CONNOR said that be remembered undertaking, for the Bendigo
understood that the Minister intended to members, a Bill with regard to mining
afford the municipalities an opportunity belmy 400 feet.
Sir Henry Cuthbert
of considering this Bill. They had not opposed that Bill, saying that it was not
had that opportunity yet. It was a very wanted in Ballarat. Parliament, conseimportant Bill indeed, and though it q uently, applied the measure to Bendigo,
might be suitable for some districts, Castlemaine, and Olle or two other places
there were a large number of other dis- where it WetS wanted. He did not see why
tricts that ollght to be consulted. He the committee should not do the sallle
was sure that the Minister did not desire with regard to this Bill. The measure
to rush the Bill through until the munici- need not be forced upon shires that did
palities had had an opportunity of con- not req nire it, such as those in the prosidering it.
vince represented by Mr. Connor. (Mr.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed the Connor-" I am not opposed to iL") Some
opinion that the honorable member was of his (Mr. "Vynlle's) const.ituents and
going rather too far in asking for delay I Mr. Bell's were opposed to it.. It was
in the case of every Bill. rrhere were a not advisable to force the Bill on people
number of Bil1s before the House, and who did not want it. Bnt the comhonorable members mnst endeavour to mittee knew that the Bill would be of
get some of them passed. rrhe Drainage great ad. vantage to some districts. ThereBill was before the House last session, and fore, he wonld like the Government to
the municipalities had had an opportunity make it of local application only.
of watching its progress through another
The Hon. F. S. OlUMVVADE explace. Further, a deputation from the pressed the opinion that Mr. "\Vynue's
different shires interested, in the western snggestion wetS a very good one. Many
part of the colony, had waited 0n the dist't-icts did not ,rant the Bill, whereas
Attorney-General and gi',Ten their views to others did. "\Vonld it not be advisable to
him, and the Bill had been drafted in amend the measure so as to make it appliaccordance with their desire. He under- cable to certain districts that applied to
stood that it met with the approval of come under it ~ That principle had beeu
those municipalities to whom it was pre- adopted in the "Vid th of Tires Act. DisUnder the circumstances, he tricts t,hat wanted the Bill could apply to
sented.
thought the House might assume that the Governor in Council to be' brought
if there was an objection to the Bill on .under its operatioll. (Mr. "\Vynne--" That
the part of some of the municipalities will do very well.") He knew that there
they would have taken action. (Mr. were several country districts tha,t did not
Connor-"They only meet once a month.") want this Bill at all, and it wonld be of no
He considered that the House ought to use to them. On the other hand, there
proceed with the Bill, which would bo were a few districts where it, would be of
useful legislation. If there was strong the greatest possible use. .
opposition to it the Government had been
The Hon. J. H. ABBOT11 said he thought
misled. The House could make some pro- . that the suggestion which had been made
gress with the measure, and after it had by Mr. "Vynne was already provided for
been dealt with he would, if honorable in the Bill, because under it no drainage
members desired, afford an opportunity area conld be proclaimed withont tl~e confor its recommittal.
sent of the municipal council of the disThe Hon. A. "VYNNE stated that two trict..
or three municipalities round about
The Hon. N. THORNLEY remarked
Warrnambool wanted this Bill passed, that what would suit one shire would not
but outside those mnnicipalities there wa,:; suit others. The "\Varrnll,rnbool Rhire, for
strong opposition to it. He had had iustance, which was on the ~ea-board, was
letters from Mount Rouse in opposition anxious to have the Bill, while the shire
to it, and he understood' that Dundas and of Dundas objected to it in toto. He did
the shires beyond Hamilton were strongly not for one moment oppose the measure
opposed to it. He would suggest that the for districts that wanted it, but surely the
measnre should be made of local applica- Gl)ycrnment would not force it llpon those
tion. It could be applied to "\Yarrnambool, who did not want it.
The suggestion
where it ,,-as required, without being made by Mr. 'Wynne was an excellent one.
applied to the whole colony. A similar It was true that a number of shires that
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were interested in drainage had met together, and, after a number of conferences,
had agreed upon the lines of a Bill. Theil'
suggestions were submitted by the. Govern men t to the Parliamentary Draftsman
to be drafted into a measure; but the
Bill now before the committee was not
that measure. (Sir Henry Cnthbel't-" It
is a great improvemen t on the Bill proposed by the shires.") Possibly so; but
many of the shires said that they did not
want this Bill. He hoped thn.t the Solicitor-General would see the wisdom of
adopting the course suggested by Mr.
'Vynne.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed
that the snggestion made by Mr. vVynne
was a reasonable one in itself, and if there
were no provision in the Bill to meet it he
would be ready to adopt it, and he believed that his colleagues would support
him in that view. The objections of the
municipalities would, however, be at once
removed if they knew that the fuudamell tal principle of the Bill was that no
drainage area could be proclaimed in allY
municipality without the consent of the
council. Taking the case of the shire of
V{arrnambonl, which was in favonr of the
Bill, it would suit that municipality for
the nleasure to be passed, but the adjoining municipality was strongly oppo::;ed to
it. All that the latter mUllicipality had
to do in that case was to withhold its COllsent to the formation of a drainage ·area
within its territory. No right of any
municipality was invaded in any way by
the Bill. They were left pel'feet masters
of the situation, and unless it gave its
consent no municipality could be interfered with. :fhe Bill might be described
as a Bill tn enable municipalities to come
in amI avail themselves of certain rights
and privileges contained in the Bill. If private individuals in any municipality wished
to h~ve the benefit of the Bill, all they
had to do was t.o set the municipality in
motion. If the municipality approved, it
would send in a peti tion to the Governor
in Council for the constitution of a
drainage area; if it objected, there would
be no use for the parties interested to goany
further. If Mr. 'Vynne and Mr. Thornley
would reca.lI to their memory the fact
that the Bill contailled these provisions, he
was sure that their objections to the
measure would at once fall to the ground.
The Hon. N. 1.'HORNLEY said he
"'ould like to point out to the SolicitorGeneral that a shire that was situated on
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the sea·board could do no damage to any
other shire with respect to its drainage.
The case was very different, howover, with
theshire above, which could pour its surplus
water down upon the shire lying between
it and the sea-board. (Sir Henry Cuthbert-" The law will prevent that.")
rrhere was nothing in this Bill to prevent
it. It contained no provision requiring
the shire on the upper part of the watershed to carry its water in a proper manner
through the territory of a shire lower
down. This was what was exciting the
minds of the shires who objected to the
Bill, and it would be a great mistake to
make the Bill apply to all shires.
Sir HENRY CUTHB:ERT stated that
if there .were no outlet for the water except
through another municipality the upper
shire could not send its water down on to
the territory of the adjoining municipality
without the consent of that rnunicipality.
(Mr. Fraser-" That is denied.") rrhat
,vas the law as laid down in several places.
This Bill did not change the law in the
sligh test degree in that respect. The Bill
did not say that those who had obtained
an order to drain should have the right of
entering into another municipality and of
draining the water into it. All that the
Bill said to shire No.1 was-"You can
act in combination with shire No.2; if
shire No. 2 agrees to carry the water,
then YOIl can make whatever agreement
you wish between yourselves." That was
to be found in clauses 8 and 9. The Bill
took right good care not to invade in the
slightest degree, of' encroach on, any of the
rights of any municipality. It was said
that the Bill would be of very little use
where one municipality had to send its
surplus water down upon one or more
adjoining municipalities before it found an
outlet at the sea-board, and that no provision was made to meet that case. The
Bill did provide for such a case to the
extent that two or three council::; might
combine together by mutual agreement
to carry out the work. (Mr. Grim wade
- "'V hat if they do not agree ~ ")
'fhe Bill did not confer any powers
where the municipalities did not agree.
There was no attempt to interfere
with the rights of any municipality.
The position was much the same as what
would happen if it were desired to erect a
bridge between Victoria and New South
V\Tales. V\T e would not allow New South
'Vales to come into Victorian territory, or
viceve1'sc'i, bnt the two colonies would
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combine together for the purpose of carry- the present law gave to the individual.
ing out the necessary work. That would For all practical purposes the Bill would
be done by mutual agreement, so that be of no value except to a shire on the
there should be uo improper interference sea-board.
with the rights of either CO~Olly. So,
The Hon. A. WYNNE said he was
under this Bill, they l'espected the rights quite in accord with Mr. Thornley, and he
of every municipality, and there was no had great doubts whether one shire could
attempt. to invade those rights in any obtain an injunction against another in
way.
the manner suggested by the SolicitorThe Hon. N. rrHOHNLEY remarked General. This Bill would authorize shires
that the Solicitor-General appeared to to carry out certain . ."orks. Under clause
overlook the fact that the. configuration 10, they were given power tu divert water
of the country in the western district was from any lake, lagoon, &c., or to alter any
such that there was a gradual fan to the water-course; alld if the water supply
sea-board. It might happen that a drain- were carried illto a lake, there was nothing
age area" ould be furmed in a shire in the to prevent it flowing oyer the surroundupper part of the water-shed, and surplus ing country. The level of the lake might
waters would be precipitated on to the be raised, and the water would encroach
mUllicipalities below, without there being . on the adjoining land. How could they
any necessity under this Bill for making say that a municipality was to be rea proper channel through those munici- strained from senning its surplus water on
. palities.
It would be right en0ugh to the territory of another municipality,
if the Bil1 provided that the water w hp.n there would be an Act of Parliament
could only be carried through muni- authorizing it to do so ~ The other
cipalities lower down by making a municipality might be entitled to some
proper cutting; but there was no such compensation, but he was not even sure
provision as that ill the Bill. All that the on that point. A similar question was
Solicitor-General seemed to have in his recently raised as to the power of the
milld was the fact that the upper shire Melbou\'lle and Metropolitan Board of
would not haye the right of making a "Vorl,s to carry 011 blasting operations·
draiu through the lower shire without the in connexioll with its sewerage works.
consent of the lower shire, and that, of The opinion of counsel was taken on
course, was true enough. But what the the point, and it was to the effect
lower shire in such a case wanted was that that, as the blasting operations were
the upper shire should be compelled to undertaken to carry out works authomake a drain in order to carry off' its rized by the Act, the board could go
surplus waters. If the Bill contained a on blasting as long as it liked.
The
provision of that kind thi.'re could be no same thing would apply to the carrying
objection to it \vhatever. The Solicitor- out of drainage works under this Bill.
General seemed to think that so long as no Clause 7 provided that none of the officers
power was given to the upper shire to put were to be responsible for any works
a channel through the territory of another undertaken under the provisions of this
shire, no damage could be done. (Sir Bill. They were empowered to go on the
Henry Cllth bert-" No, ] do not; if there land and do all sorts of things, and were
is any damage it will be stopped by an not to be responsible. The provisions of
injnnctioll.") They did not wish to be clause 10, as to the general drainage
obliged to have recourse to the law. (Sir powers of the municipality, were wonderHenry Cllthbert-" 1 am only saying ·what fully comprehensive, and they would
the law is.") As a matter of fact, there make it almost impossible for the shire
was power at the present time whereby an b810w to object to what was being done.
indi vidual desiring to drain through the rrhe surplus water might wash away the
property of another person could do so. banks of rivers or creeks, and do inestiHe could get an· order from t.he warden mable damage, and it would be almost
if the warden thought it a proper thing to impossible to make the upper shire redo, and the damage would be assessed after- sponsible for it.
It might be years and
ward::; by arbitrators.
(Sir Frederick years before the effect of the works was
Sargood-" That affect::; private persOlis fully shown.
As Mr. Thornley had
only.") Yes; but the same powers should pointed ont, shire No. 1 might have a
be given to municipalities. This Bill did drainage area, anrl carry ont drainage
. not gi ve mnnicipalities the power which works which would ruin property in shire
I
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No. 2 before the surplus water got to the
sea, and it had llUt been shown how thaij
could be stopped under this Bill.
The Hon. ·W. 1. ·WINTEH-IHVING
stated thi:1.t since the debate on the second
reading of this Bill he had-looked over the
meaSllre more carefully than he had done
before, and he had listened attentively
to the speeches of Mr. ·Wynne and Mr.
Thornley. Having done so, he wished to
say t.hat he agreed with a great deal that
was in the Bill. Snch a measure was
necessary to enable drainage works to be
carried out. At present shires wonld not
take the necessary action because of the
absence of prope~ provisions in the law.
He did not at all agree that the Bill
should be made to apply ollly to shires on
the coast. It would be the shire on the
coast which would suffer most from drainage works carried ont by shires higher up
the water-shed. A large quantity of water
might be brought down upon its territory.
It seemed to him very necessary that the
Bill should be passed.
It would be of
material assistance to a great number of
people. It appeared that copies of the
Bill had been sent to the variolls shires, so
that they had ample notice of its provisions. Of conrse, if any damage was dOlle
to one shire by the drainage works of
another the· former shire would have its
remedy under the existillg law.
Sir HENHY CUTHBERrr observed that
they were not making much progress by
this desultory debate, bnt he wished to
say one or two words in l:Uls,yer to
~Ir.
",Vynne. The honorable member
pointed out that under clause 10
very large powers were conferred upon
councils within a drainage area. They
could divert water from any lake, lagoon,
swamp, &c., or alter temporarily as well
as permallently any part of the course
of rivers, creeks, or water-courses, &c.
But the honorable member did not state
that the clause also provided that this
should be done only" to the extent specified in any order made by the Governor
in Council authorizing such diversion or
alteration," and "only to snch extent
as may be necessary in order the more
conveniently to carry out any of the
powers conferred on the council." All
order must be obtained from the Governor
in Council before any water could be
diverted or any water· course altered. That
was the restraining power, and very good
care would be taken to protect any person
whose rights ,,,auld be interfered with.
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Before any such order was made, the
question would certainly be asked-" Is
there a proper outlet for the drainage ~ "
If there was not, no order would be
granted. (Mr. Thornley-" ·What is a,
propel' outlet?") A proper outlet, he
should say, would have to be determined
according to the contour of the conntry
and the estimated quantity of the land to
be drained. Taking these matters into
consideration, the question ,vould be-" Is
there a sufficient water channel to carry
off the increased flow of water in cons~
quence of the drainage works?" (Mr.
Thornley-" Across your neighbour, or Oll
to your neighbour ?')) 'ro the sea-board.
(Mr. FitzGerald-" If the watcr is turned
into a lake and causes it to overflow, aud
so does damage, who would be responSible
then? ") In such a case he would assume
that no order would be made. If the
water had to be drained into a lake, iufor-.
mation no doubt would be obtained as to
the ordinary level of the lake and the
extent to ·which it would be raised by the
drainage works. 1£ it were then foull(l
that the surrounding land would be inundated to any considerable extent, it might
be certainly assumed that the order would
not be made.
(Mr. Thomley-" You
mean that the shire council would not recommend it?") The shire couneil, in the
first instance, would look at the plans for
the proposed drainage wOl'kt:l, and would
decide whether to give itR consent or to
,vithhold it-, as the case might be. Even
if the shire council was satisfied, there was
another tribunal to be satisfied, and that
was the Governor in Council. He did not
know what position honorable members
wished him to take up in connexion with
this measure. ",V ere they to make provision
for one shire and oue alone? The Bill
,vas presented as a measure applying to
the municipalities as a whole, and he had
already answered the objection raised by
some mnnicipalities when he pointed ont
that if they did not wish to come in under
the Bill, all they had to do was to withhold their consent to the constitution of
any drainage area wi thin their territory.
He had expected that the Bill wonld have
the support of honorable members all
round, and he certainly did not expect that
it would be subjected to snch very severe
criticism.
Sir FHEDERICK SARGOOD remarked
that it was not often t.he Solicitor-General
misread the viewR of honorable members,
but he had certainly quite mistaken them
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on this occasion. He (Sir Frederick Sar- WetS to have it amended so that their
good) had listened carefully to the discus- opposition would be removed. In the
sion, and, so far as he could see, there was case of the shire of 'Warrnambool the Bill
a distinct opinion that some Bill of the was an absolute necessity, but at the same
kind was absolutely necessary. All that time it was not fair that it should be
the committee apparently wished to do forced upon municipalities who did not
WetS to assist the Solicitor-General in tnrnwant it.
ing out a perfect measure. One rather
Sir HENRYCUTHBER~r remarked that
important weak link, however, had been if some honorable members did not think
shown. At present a private individual the Bill went sufficiently far it would be
who wished to drain his land on to land well for them to snbmit amendments to
below could do so by means of a certain enlarge the scope. Some honorable memprocess. All he had to do was to give bers were in favour of compulsory powers
llotice to the owner below, and, if that being given to enable the first shire to
owner objected, the owner above could go construct works in the second shire to
to the warden and leave him to decide if carry off the surface water. (Mr. Fitzthe \York was necessary, and, if it was, to Gerald-" Making the first shire respondecide also the amount of compensation sible for damages 1") Yes. Any honorwhich should be paid. That was perfectly able member who was in favour of that
simple, and the question was whether proposal could, with the assistance of the
they could not apply the same system to draftsman, prepare one or two clauses to
drainage works undertaken by mi.ll1ici- give eRect to it, and then they could be
palities. Under this Bill a cOllllcil could, considered by the committee in connexion
of its OW11 mot.ion, petition for a drainage with the Bill. He himself saw objections,
area to be constituted within its territory, on public gronnds, to such a proposal, but
and the very fact of the constitution of he thought the proper way to consider the
snch a drain~ge areasho'wed that the object matter wonld be for the committee to have
was to carry the surplus water to some some new clauses to the effect desired before
other place. vVhy could they not in this them, and they then could say whethel'
Bill enable one mnnicipality to give notice snch clauses should form part of the Bill.
to the adjacent council of its intention to The Attorney-General had seen the difdrain, and snbmit to it the plans of the ficulty of giving effect to any proposal of
proposed works, and the provision which this kind, and he was not prepared to go
was to be made to carry the water further than the Bill went. Several
through the land of the second munici- municipalities interested, after discussing
pality ~ '1'he second municipality would the matter with the Attorney-General,
then have an opportunity of either agree- came to the same conclusion.
ing to the proposal or objecting to it, and if
'1'he Hon. A. 'V'YNNE stated that he
it objected some independent person conld , did not think there was a single member
be brought in to settle the matter, as was opposed to the Bill itself; all they urged
done now in the case of private indivi- was that it should only apply to those
duals. If this method worked well in the people who wanted it, and these were the
case of two individual proprietors, surely people in the'Varrnambool district parit must be e.qually right to deal with two ticularly. It was unjust to bring other
municipalities in the same manner.
people within the powers of the Bill who
The Hon. N. '1'HORNLEY said he had strong objections to be dealt with in
regretted exceedingly that the Solicitor- such a way. '1'he Solicitor-General m list
General had taken the efforts of Mr. have seen what honorable members desired,
vVynne and himself to mean that they and he thought it would be only courteous
were opposing this Bill. The desire of on the part of the honorable gentleman if
both was that those municipalities who he would have clauses prepared in the
wanted the Bill should be able to get it, direction which had been suggested, so
but at the same time they were asked by that they might be considered by the compowerful shires within their province to mittee. The clauses could then be taken
leave them out of the mea!'!ure. That charge of by some private member, but it
surely was not opposition to the Bill, and was difficult for an ordinary member, who
it was not fair for the Solicitor-General to had not the advantage of having the
say that it was. He had been written to Government Draftsman at his elbow, to
by some shires in his district asking him draft clauses of this kind. It would facilito oppose the Bill, and all he wished to do tate the improyement of the Bill if the
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Solicitor-General would arrange to have
the amendments which had been suggested
formulated so tha,t they could be considered. Koone, as he had said, was
opposing the Bill; it was simply a question
of local application, or wheth~r people
outside the particular shire or drainage
area concerned were to be injured, without
compensation, by works initiated there.
Everyone ,,·anted to protect the shires
outside.
Sir HENRY CUTHBEHT observed that
he would act on the suggestion of Mr.
"\V"ynne, and having ascertained the wishes
of honorable members he ,,"ould have
amendments formulated to giYe effect to
them. He would not, however, promise
to take charge of such amendments himself.
On clause 3, relating to petitions for
the constitution of drainage areas,
. Sir FREDEHJCK SARGOOD said that
this clause provided that the owners of land
might do certain things, but there was no
provision for an owner's legal representative, in the event of the owner himself
being absent from the colony, doing the
things referred to.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that
he would make a note of the point.
On clause 7, giving power to enter on
lands,
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD called attention to sub-section (3), which was as
follows : Such permission shall be sufficient authority
to the several persons acting lmder it, and to
all engineers, surveyors, and persons employed
by them, who shall not be liable to any legal
proceedillgs on account of any entry or act
done under such permission. Provided always
that every owner and occupier of land who sustains damage by or in consequence of any entry
or act done under the permission shall be
entitled to compensation therefor from the
council and the persons to whom the permission is given, and that in the event of the council being required to make such compensation
the persons to whom the permission is given
shall indemnify or reimburse the council in
respect thereof.

He would point out that, by the first portion of the sub-section, it was provided that
engineers and surveyors and other persons entering on land should not be liable
to any legal proceedings on accouut of any
injury or act done under the permission
given by the council. The latter part of
the sub-section, however, provided that
every owner and occupier who sustained
damage in consequence of any entry or
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act done shonld be entitled to compensation f1'o111 the conncil "and the persons
to whom the permission is given," and it
further provided that in the event of the
council being required to make compensation, the persons to whom the permission was given should indemnify the
council. This seemed contradictory of
the first portion of the sub-section, which
provided that these persons were not to be
liable to any legal proceedings.
Sir HENRY CUTHBEHT remarked
that for the mere entry there was no
compensation given, but if it was accompanied by any damage the Bill was so
careful to protect the rights of owners
that it provided two remedies-olle against
the council, and one against the persons
authorized by the conncil to enter upon
t.he land. The owner, therefore, who was
damaged could make a selection whether
he would proceed against the councilor
against the persons who had really done
the damage. If he recovered against the
council, the council could then recover
from the persons to whom it gave authority
to enter. (Sir Frederick Sargood-" In
the first instance you say the persons shall
not be liable to legal proceedings for auy
act done.") 'rhe only act done would, be
the making of surveys. (Sir Arthur
Snowden-" Taking levels and making
surveys cannot do much damage.") Q'he
proviso to sub-section (3) was inserted
expressly to protect the rights of owners,
so that if any damage was done they might
receive compensation.
Discussion took place on clause 9, which
was as follows:(1) Where a municipal district in which
there is a drainage a.rea, adjoins a part of another municipal district, such part not being
a drainage area, the councils of the said
adjoining districts may agree in writing that
the council of the first-mentioned ·district may
in the said part of the adjoining district
exercise any powers ment.ioned in such agreement (other than the making and levying of
any rate) which under the provisions of this
Act are exercisable by a council in a drainage
area, and after the making of snch agreement
such first-mentioned council may (as nearly as
practicable) exercise such powers accordingly.
(2) The expense (including compensation) of
the exercise of such powers shall be wholly
horne by the council exercising the same, and
shall be deemed to be incurred by such council
in the execution of works within its own drainage area.

Sir FREDEIUCK SARGOOD observed
that the 1st sub-section provided that
where two municipal districts-one in
which there was a drainage area, and
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another in which there was not a drainage
area-mutually agreed the water from the
first municipal district might be carried
through the second, the whole of the expenses, includillg compe'nsation, were to be
borne by the first municipal district. 'J.'his
appeared to him to be hardly equitable.
The carrying off of the drainage might be
of advant.age to the second municipality,
and he thought that unless the two agreed
on the subject of cost and compensation
it might be left to the warden or the court
to determine the respective portions of the
cost to be borne by each.
.
Sir HENRY CUrrHBERT stated that
the intention was that if the council of a
drainage area wanted to construct drains
in any part of an adjoining municipality,
that work ought to de done at the expense
of the parties who required it for the
purpose of carrying off the water from
their drainage area. It was therefore put
in express terms that the cost shonld be
wholly borne by the 'parties who wanted
this right conceded by a neighbouring
municipality, and he thought it. would be
\vell to leave t.he clause as it stood, otherwise there might be endless disputes. The
second municipality would be very much
disinclined to allow the first municipality
to construct. drains through its district if
it. hacl to bear any portion of the expense.
On the other han.d, if the first municipality
offered to pay all the expense of carrying
its drainage through the neighbouring
municipality, it would be an inducement
to the latter to give it:3 consent.
Sir ARTHUi~ SNO\VDEN said he
thought the words "such part not being
a drainage area" imposed too great a
limitation. rrhere might be a drainage
area in the adjoining municipality, and if
there were these words would deprive the
municipality of the benefits of this clause.
He would suggest that the words should
be " whether it be a drainage area or not."
The Hon. N. THORNLEY observed that
if the first municipality had to carry
draillage through the second municipality
altogether a~ its own cost, he was afraid
there would not be very much drainage
under this Bill. On the other hand, there
was the consideration, why should muni·
cipality No. 2 be improved without its
consent~ The matter was surrounded with
difficulties immedia,telythe work was carried
beyond the boundary of the first munici·
pality. The second municipality might
have no objection to the first municipalit;y
carrying off drainage through the former's
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district solely at its own cost, whereas it
might strongly object to have the work
done if it had to pay any portion of the
co::;t, and the unfortunate part was that
municipality No.1 could not do anything
without obtaining the consent of municipality No.2.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD expressed
the opinion that the difficulty was not so
great as it appeared at first sight. In
clause 8 it was provided that if two drainage
areas were coterminous the respecti ve eOllncils might act in combination with regard
to the construction of any drainage works,
and the proportion of expense to be paid
by each .was to be agreed to before the
construction of the works. vVhy could Bot
the same principle be adopted in connexion
with two municipalities abutting, one of
which had a drainage area while the other
had not 1 'rhe municipality that wanted
drainage could go to the other and ask for
its consent. The latter might say "Yes,
provided you pay the whole of the cost,"
or, "Yes, we see that the drainage would
be of some advantage to us, and we are
prepared to pay a certain proportion of
the cost.. " If the second municipality
refused to pay any portion of the cost the
work could be carried out by No. 1 at
their own expense, but there was nothing
in the Bill to allow the second municipality to pay a portion of the cost if they
thought it just to do so.
The Hon. N. THORNLEY 1~en1arked
that honorable members were coi1stantly
speaking of drainage areas, and he would
like the Solicitor-General to define what
he meant by a drainage area. In his.
(Mr. Thornley's) opinion it meant a watershed-the whole basin of a district.
Did the Solicitor-General mean by drainage area only some small portion of a
locality, 01' did he mean the whole watershed of a district 1
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed
that a drainage area was defined, in sub.section (4) of clause 3, as follows : A drainage area shall be contained as far as
may be within boundaries which accord with
the natural flO'atures of the country, and in
fixing such boundaries regard shall be had to
the general contour of the country and the
facilities offered thereby for the drainage of
water therefrom.

A drainage area might extend for miles,.
or it might extend only for half-a-mile.
The whole of a municipality might be
within one drainage area, 01' there might
be three or four drainage areas within a
, municipality.
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The Hon. C. J. HAM said he thought
this clause might be postponed.
~rhe
qnestion raised ~Y Sir Frederick Sargood
seemed to be an Important one, and that
honorable member's suggestion was in
accordance with the principle on which
improvements were carried out in cities
and towns. If a right-of-way was inj urious to health, and one individual
owner desired that it should be formed
properly, that person could call upon th·e
corporation to form the right-of-way by
paying the whole of the cost in the first
instance himself.
Then, however, the
municipal authorities asse.ssed the amount
of benefit conferred on all adjacent owners
by the formation of the right-of-,,;ay, and
each person had to pay his part, so that
the person who originally moved in the
matter had only to pay his proper share
of the improvement. In the same way,
in connexion with drainage in the country,
it would be very unfair to make the party
that first moved in the matter pay the
whole of the expense.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked
that clause 9 was inserted specially to induce neighbouring municipalities to consent to munieipal districts in which there
were drainage areas carrying off the water
through those municipalities. In the case of
theconstruct,ionof a right-of-waymentiolled
by Mr. C. J. Ham, all the parties were in
the same municipal district. In this case,
however, it was desired to go outside the
boundaries of the municipal district, and
to ask a favour from the adjoining municipality. The adjoining mllnicipality might
not want any of these improvements made,
and it was to facilitate operations that
this clause was inserted,
Clause 9 was postponed.
Discussion took place on clause 12,
which was as follows:N otwiths·tanding anything in the two last
precelling sections contn,ined no council shall(a) exercise any of the powers conferred
by the said sections through or npon
any lands heing the site or curtila.ge
of any church or place of public
'lvorship or any cemetery, except
with the consent of the trustees or
owner thereof;· or
Xb) make any drain or water-course through
or upon or take and hold any land
or any easement in or over any land
heing the site or curtilage of any
110use or garden, yard, court, park,
plantation, planted walk, avenue,
nursery for trees, or vineyard, except
with the consent of the owner
thereof.
Provided that this subparagraph shall not apply to any
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land to an extent exceeding I acre,
snch acre, in the eyent of the parties
disagreeing, to be selected by the
Minister.

Sir FREDEIUCK SARGOOD observed
that he had not had an opportunity of
?Omparil?g t~is clause with the correspondmg sectIOn ll1 the Lands and the Mines
Acts, but he thought that the exemptions
there were wider. "VeIls, tanks, and dams
should certainly be included.
Sir HENHY CU~rHBEB,T said that he
thought the exemptions were sufficient.
If any damage were clone compensation
would have to be paid.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMvYADE remarked
that there was only to be a reservation of
1 acre, and he did not think that that was
sufficient. A cOllntry resident might have
a garden that covered more than 1 acre,
and he would not like to have a drain constructed through it. He begged to moveThat "1 acre" (line 20) be omitted, with a
view to the substitution of "5 acres."

'V

The HOll. J. A. ALLACE stated that
a drain cut through a garden or orchard
with the consent of the owner could not
do any harm whatever to the property.
Under the Mines Act, power was given to
cut a drain through any orchard so long as
it was covered in and the consent of the
owner was obtained. If they had not
this power, they might not 'be able· to
carry the drain along the [Jroper levels.
The Hon. N. THORNLEY observed
that, if dams were included in the exemptions, it would seriously iuterfere with the
effectiveness of the clause.
The dams
would be just in those spots in which the
water would be collected, and it was certain that the drain would run through t.hem.
If dams were exempted, the constmction
of the drain might be stopped altogether.
It should be sufficient to provide that the
owner shonld be compensated for any injury that was done.
The Hon. D. HAM said that at present
the drainage followed the natural channels.
If it was to be diverted from those natural
channels, the task upon which they were
ent.ering wonld be found to be a very
senous one,
'rhe HOll. F, S. GRIMvVADE remarked
that the old idea was that a man's house
-and he presumed that would iriclude
his garden-was his castle, and he would
venture to ·say that if Mr. Thornley was
a country resident he would not be satisfied with this reservation of 1 acre., He
would, therefore, press his amendment.
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The HOll. A. 'VYNNE stated that there
were very few large farms or grazing areas
in wllich there were not 5 acres around the
house. The orchard would occupy 1 or
2 acres. Then there would be a fowl run
and stables and other buildings. D nder
the Mines Act that was passed last session
it was provided that orchards, vineyards,
and gardens should· be exempted to the
extent of 10 acres. Now, it was proposed
to go down to 1 acre. The lcgislation
they placed on the statute-book should
run as far as possible on the same
lines. The reservation under this Bill
should be 10 acres, or at the very least 5
acres, and he would support the amendment.
The Hon. W. 1. ·WINTER-IRVING
observed that he agreed with Mr. Wallace,
and he did not think there was any
necessity whatever for increasing the
reservation. There were very few persons
who had an acre of land who would not be
glad to have a drain taken through it, so
long as it was covered over and they were
compensated for any damage that was
done.
The HOll. N. THORNLEY said he
knew from actual experience that the
owner of half-an·acre of land had stopped
the drainage of a large area of land. Years
ago the land at Condah Swamp was worth
only lOs. per acre; but since it was
drained it had been sold at £10 to £15 per
acre. (Sir Frederick Sargood-" But not
paid for.") The land was good enough to
pay for itself. Near to an outlet of one
of the arms of the Gondah Swamp, an
owner of land defied all the adjoining
owners to drain their laud through his
property, and he effectually stopped them·
from doing so. He did not think that
honorable members who were advocating
the amendment would approve of such a
proceeding as that. It should also be
borne in mind that this drainage referred
only to surface and storm water. (An
Honorable Member-" Is it not possible
to take a drain round ·5 acres of land 1")
Yes, bnt taking a drain round like that
might involve great expense, because
the drain might ha,'e to go through solid
bluestone, instead of through soil.
Sir PREDERICK SARGOOD observed
that the case cited by Mr. Thornley was
not on all-fours with the case provided for
in this clanse, which related simply to an
acre of land being the site or curtilage of
allY house or garden, yard, court, park,
plantation, plauted walk, avenne, nursery
Se8:sion 1898. -[60]
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for trees, or vineyard, through which fl,
drain could not be made except with the
consent of the owner thereof. He was
thoroughly with the honorable member in
the case he had referred to, because they
did not want drainage to be stopped under
such circumstances, but it would only be
fair to enable a man to prohibit a drain
being t.aken close to his house.
Sir HENRY CUTHBER~r stated that
when the Mines Act was passed Parliament
allowed certain interference with private
property, but went as far as it could in
preserving the rights of property-owners,
and prohibited milling 011 private property
within 100 yards of any house, garden;
or vineyard, &c. This clause simply provided that there should be no interferencewith a man's house and property to the-.
extent of 1 acre without his consent.
If they extended the 'exempted area to .
5 acres it might be said in future that the'
D pper House had made a great mistake·.
He could not see how a land-owner ,,·onld
be entitled to compensation except for the
easement ill case the drain was covered
and nothing offensi ve rose from it. (Sir
Frederick Sat'good-" Supposillg the drain
,vas taken close up to the house 1") The
owner was protected to the extellt of
1 acre. (Mr. Grimwade-" But the drtlin
might be taken close to his house.") Each
case wonld depend upon the surrounding
circumstances. It would be a mistake tOl
adopt the amendment.
The Hon. D. HAM expressed the·
opinion that it depended on wbat 'VetS on
the land as to whether 1 acre was a
sufficient area to protect. It might be a
dwelling-house or a lot of valuable outhouses. Moreover, the volnme of water
passing through the drains, and tho
, character of that water, would have to be
taken into account. A dl'ain might or·
might not be covered, and might or mighf
not be built of brick. Perhaps the sllb~
stitution of 2 acres would safeguard the·
outhouses.
The Hon. N. THORNLEY observed'
that the drain might be taken close to the
fonndatiol1s of a honse under this provision. It would be far better to adopt.
the words in the Mines Act, and provide
for a limit of 100 yards.
The Hon. A. 'VYNNE remarked that
5 acres were required for woolsheds,
stables, and outhouses on a large station.
It was idle to snppose they would make
covered drains in country districts. They
\\'ould probably be water channels 10 feet
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in the narrowest parts.
Besides, they
might be so constructed under this clause
as to subdivide a man's buildings. It
would be better to fix a limit of distance
from the buildings. Under the Mines Act,
~rineya,rds, gardens, and orchards to the
'extent of 10 acres were exempted. (Sir
Henry Cuthbert - "But that is for
:mining.") Yes, but under this provision
;a drain might be taken between a man's
.house and his woolshed, or between the.
:-stockyard and the woolshed. Hydraulic
,engineers could not determine whether
there would be floods any more than the
railway engineers, who had made culverts
,in parts of the country not wide enough
to convey flood-water, with the result that
land had been submerged. Farm and
:station buildings ought to be protected.
The Hon. J. A. VY ALLACE stated that
honorable members were overlooking the
fact that this provision was not only for
· any drain, but also for any water· course.
'If a drain was carried near to a d wellinghouse it would do more good than harm,
\ because it would take away the damp. If
: a water-race constructed for mining puripos€S was not allowed to be cut within
IlDO yards of a house many races would
never be made at all. Mining races wore
cut 2 feet wide. (Mr. Fraser-" But a
drain might be 20 feet wide-a 2-ft. one
\would be no use at all.';) That depended
'011 the depth of it.
It would be going
too far to require a drain or water· course
· to be kopt 100 yards from a house.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
!'Padmment ought to protect existing
rights. One drain in his neighbourhood
which was formerly 3 feet deep was now
about 30 feet deep, and that was what
'would happen if drains were made in
similar country. Anyone passing down.
Moreland·road would see a place where
.hUlldreds of pounds had been spent in
building retaining walls 20 feet in depth,
:and yet the water had got under the
foundations of thos~ walls. 'What protection was there for the owner in a case
· of that sort ~ If a 2-ft. drain was cut in
; soil of that kind there was no telling what
· depth it would go to.
The Hon. vY. 1. 'WINTER-IRVING
lnovedThat the w~rds "to an extent exceeding 1
i\,cre such acre, in the event of the parties disagre~ing, to be selected by the Minister,:' be
omitted from paragraph (b) of clause 12, WIth a
view to the insertion of the words" within 100
yards of the same, unless with the written coil.flent of the owner,"
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He said he thought that the adoption of
this amendment would meet all the difficulties and requirements of the case.
.
Sir FREDEIUCK SAHGOOD observed
that it would be ,,'ell to adopt Mr. 'WinterIrving's amendment, and afterwards recommit the clause for further consideration . .
The Hon. N. FITzGERALD.-Does the
amendment mean 100 yards from any
woolshed or stable ~
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that
the amendment would prohibit the making
of any drain or water-course within 100
yards of any gal'den, orchard, or house.
He would rather the clause was passed as
it stood.
Mr. ,,,Tinter-Irving's amendment was
agreed to.
The Hon. F. S. GRIl\HVADE asked
whether the Solicitor-General would consent to recommit these clanses ~ (Sir
Henry Cuthbert--" Yes.")
He, at all
events, would like to see them in print as
amended.
On clause 15, \vhich provided that councils might use water-courses through
private lands,
The Hon. F. S. GRIMvY ADJ;~ remarked
that this was a very arbitrary clanse. The
Bill did away altogether with the idea
that a man's house was his castle.
On clause 23, which was as follows : All drains, water-courses, buildings, machinery,
and works constructed by or taken possession
of by any council, or upon or connected with
any lands taken possession of and a.ppropriated
by any council IDlder the provisions of this Act,
shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be
deemed to be the property of and be nsed by
such council for the purposes of this Act,

Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD asked
how the clause would operate in the case
of a drain constructed by a municipality
through the land of an adjoining municipality 1 The municipality constructing
the drain would have to pay compensation,
and that meant that. the land and works
through the adjoining municipality would
be the property of the municipality constructing the drain. Would that involve
keeping the drain in good order ~
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said all that
was given under the clause \vas an easemeilt.
(Sir Frederick Sargood - "It
speaks of constructing the drain.") Property within a municipality's boundaries
was vested in that municipality. 1'he
municipality could not sell that property
to the drainage area council, but it could
be allowed to run its drains through .
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That would be arranged by agreement,
and the rights obtained in the adjoining
municipality would be the subject of
,contract under the seal of the two 11luni. 'cipalities. The duty devolved upon a
municipality of keeping ill order the
drains within its boundary, so that in the
event of any accident occurring, the municipality in which the accident occurred
was responsible. 'I'herefore, he took it
that this clause referred merely to the
work belonging to the drainage area
within its own district, and when a council went outside that district it acquired
I()uly the right to construct a drain and to
use it ..
The Hon. N. THORNLEY said that
there could be no objection to inserting
the words "or drainage area" in the
-clause. He begged to moveThat, after the word "Act" (line 5), the
words "within any drainage area" be inserted.

rrhe amendment was agreed to.
On clause 27, which was as follows : The construction by a council of any drainage
wOl'ks within a drainage area shall be deemed
and taken to be a work and undertaking for the
!improvement of snch area, for which the council
may, if it·think fit, pursuant to the provisions
of the Local Government Act 1891, with regard
to improvement rates, make and levy an improyement rate upon the rateable property in
,such area, to be exclusively applied for such
work MId llIndertaking,
'

The Hon. N. THORNLEY said that this
·clause .eontemplated imposing a.n improvement rate under Act 1423. That Act
made the sinking fund not more than £7
])er cent. per annum. Suppose the owner
,of land in a drainage area had to borrow
money, probably he would not be able to
.get it for less than 4 per cent. Adding
4 per cent. to 7 per cent., made the total
amount 11 per cent. That clearly was
not the intention of the Government. It
would place an obstacle in the ·way of the
working of the Bill at once. The Bill proposed to gi ve power to constrnct drains,
and this clause practically took away the
power. Under the vVater Act the amount
,of the sinking fund was only I! per cent.,
and under the Local Government Act it.
was only 2 per cent. He hoped that the
.solicitor-General would agree to make the
,amount. of the sinking fund 2 per cent"
otherwise it would be impossible for anybody to carry out '.vorks under the Bill.
No hLud could stand 11 per cent. interest
tin these times. (Sir Henry Outhbert"Say 3 per cent.") He would prefer to
make the amount of the sinking fund
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similar to that fixed under the Local Govemment Act. It was the lenders' lookout entirely to see that the security was
good, He begged to moveThat the following proviso he added to the
clause :-" Proyided that the amount to be paid
to the sinking fnnd shall be at least 2 per cent.
per annum,"

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed the
opinion that the suggestion of Mr. Thornley was a very valuable one. No one
would think of paying such an enormous
amount of interest as 11 per cent. per
annum. He thought that the proviso
might be adopted for the present, and
subsequently the Bill could be recommitted
in order that honorable members might
consider the bearing of the whole clause
together.
The HOll. J, M. PRATT stated that
there was just one advantage through
adopting the suggestion of :i\1:r. Thornley,
and that was that the proviso left it to
the borrowing council to make its sinking
fuud higher than 2 per cent., if it chose to
do so. The proviso would not allow the
sinking fund to be below 2 per cent., but
the council within its own discretion could,
if it chose, make the sinking fund more
than that amount.
The amendment was agreed to.
On clause 28; which provided, inte1' alia,
in sub-section (7), tl,S follows :The determination of the Judge shall be final
and conclusive, and shall Dot be removable into
or reviewed by any court whatsoever,

Sir FREDEHICK SARGOOD remarked
that in sub-section (7) a very considerable
power was given to the County Court
Judge. The sub-section provided that
there should be no appeal. from his decision, vVonld' it not be wise to give the
right of appeal 1
Sir HENRY CUTHBERrr remarked
that in many cases it was desirable that
there should be an appeal, but in other
cases, as, for instance, in regard to facilitating the drainage of land, it was just as
wen to obtain a decision at the least possible cost. If the Judge of theCountyCourt
had the parties before him, and determined
the case upon the facts, it would be a mistake to allow an appeal from his decision.
An opportunity was gi ven for hearing both
sides, and with a view of saving expense
there should not be the right of appeal.
The water authorities would take good
care to have their case presented to the
Judge. They had the funds at their disposal, and it might fairly be assumed they
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would not offer an objection unless that
objection was well founded and they had
good reason for it. It would be purely
a matter of fact that the Judge would
have to decide.
The Hon. A. WYNNE observed that a
County Court Judge was just as liable to
err as anyone else. He would· give an
instance in which, if a County Court
Judge's decision had not been appealed
from, it would have affected municipalities
to a very great extent indeed. The case he
referred to was the question of the rrramway Company's property. .The question'
came before one of the Judges of the
County Court, and he decided in a certain
way in connexion with the Tramway Company's valuation; bnt there was no doubt
whatever, according to the subseq nent
decision of the Supreme Court, that the
County Court Judge's decision was wrong.
The Judge refused to state a case, and an
application had to be made to the Supreme
Court to compel him to do so. It might
be the same in the case of the municipalities under this Bill. A County Court
Judge was liable to make a mist.ake, and
his decision should certainly not be conclusive and final.
Sir ARTHUH, SNOWDEN said that
he thought in the case mentioned by Mr.
vVynne there was a provision that the
County Court Judge should state a case.
Here there was no such provision. 'What
the Judge would have to decide upon was
whetherAny water or works vested in or under the
control, care, or management, or supervision
of any water authority will or may b~come injuriously affected, whether by pollutIOll, deterioration, diversion, diminution, flooding, or
in any manner whatsoever..
Up to a recent period County Court
Judges had no discretion at all with
regard to real property. He certainly
thought that in this case some right of
appeal should be allowed to the parties.
Sir FHEDERICK SARGOOD asked
whethet the Solicitor-General would be
willing to consider the point?
Sir HENRY CUTHBER1'.- Yes.
On clause 32, which gave power to the
Governor in Coul1cil to make regulations
for the purpose of giving effect to and for
the purpose of carrying out the provisions
of the Bill,
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD said that
he would like to call the attention of the
Solicitor-General to a suggestion which
had been made by the Municipal Association of Victoria. It was pointed out by
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the association t.hat section 22 of the
Drainage of Land Act provided that all
costs, charges, and expenses reasonably
incurred should be pa~d by the applicant.
rrhe association considered that this provision was inequitable, and it was recommended that the matter should be within
the discretion of the court. He merely
called attention to the matter. Perhaps
the Solicitor-General would consider it..
The postponed clauses were then taken
into 00nsideration.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD movedThat sub· section (2) of clause 9 be omitted,
and the following words substituted :-The
proportion or amount of the expense (including
compensation) of constructing such drainage
works to be contributed by each of such
councils shall be agreed upon, in writing, by the
said councils before the construction of the said
works. All moneys which any council so acting
in combination may so agree to contribute shall
be deemed to be incurred by such council in the
execution of works within it.s drainage area.
The amendment was agreed to.
Progress was then reported.
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES
AMENDMENT BILL.
Sir HENRY CU'l'HBERT moved the
second reading of this Bill. He saidBefore I point out the nature of the
amendments wpich this Bill proposes to·
make in the provisions of the Companies
Act 1890, relating to life assurance, I
may say that about a year and a half
since, in the session of 1896, this measure
received a vast amount of consideration
and attention from this House. vVhen I
introduced it on that occasion several
honorable members gave me the benefit
of their able assistance by proposing
certain amendments, some of which I
thought were very good. Many of the
amendments which were then suggested
by various honorable members will be
fonnd embodied in this Bill. In clause 2
it will be fc,nmd that we give a company
power to change its registration. Under
section 340 of t.he principal Act it is provided that every company registered
under that part of the Act should, at the
option of the company, be registered
either as a company having secured assets
in Victoria, or as a company not having
secured assets in Victoria. N ow, let us
first take the case of a company registered
without assets in Victoria. There is
no power under the principal Act, if at
any subsequent period that company
wishes to be registered as a company
with secured assets in Victoria, of enabling
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W·e propose,
by clause 2, to amend that defect in the
principal Act. Some alteration is t.hen
proposed in section 369 of the principal
Act, the marginal note of which is-" Interest of assured not liable to debts in
certain cases." We now provide what is
to be the effect of insol vency. First of all,
we provide that the property and interest
of any person in any policy or policies of
assnrance Oll his own life to the extent of
£1,000 of the total amount assnred by or
payable under such policy or policies shall
not be subject to be seized or taken in
execution under the process of any court.
So far, the clause now before us is in
accordance with the provision contained
in section 369 of the Act. Bllt we then
go on to provide that on the insolvency
of the policy-holder the property und
interest in his policy to the extent named
-that is, fl,OOO-shall not vest in the
assignee or trustee of his estate; and we
provide what is to be done in the event of
the policy having been effected within two
years of the insolvency. The insolvent
estate is not to suffer. All the premiums
paid during the preceding two years are
to be repaid to the estate. The next
sub-section of clause 3 deals with the effect
of the death of the assured. It states that
on his death, whether insolvent or not,
notwithstanding anything contained in his
will or any codicil thereto, his property
and interest ill the policy t.o the extent
of £1,000 shall not be assets for the payment of his debts, except those, if any, for
the payment of which he shall in such
will or codicil declare an intention to
make such property and interest assets;
but if he die within two years after the
date of the policy, an amount equal to the
amount of premiums actually pa,id in respect of the policy are to be assets for the
payment of his debts. By clause 4 an
amendment is proposed in section 370 of
the Companies Act. Under that section,
probate or administration to the extent of
£100 may be dispensed with in certain
cases. 'Ve propose, under this Bill, to increase the amount to£200. A slight change
is made in the wording of the section of .
the principal Act in this respect-that
we provide here that the amount may
be paid to the widow or next of kin.
vVe have already, under an Act passed
within the last t,wo years, provided that
where a man dies leaving a widow and no
children, the widow is to have a preferential claim 011 his estate to the extent of
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£1,000. In committee there is a small
amendment which will be necessary in
this clause. .As now printed it reads
"and other money payable in l'espect
thereof to his widow and next of kin."
It should read "widow or next of kin."
By clause 5 a slight amendment is proposed in section 371 of the prillcipal Act.
It is proposed to add to the end of that
section a sub-section which shall apply
to all policies issued, transfers registered,
surrenders made, and securities given before as well as after the commencement of
this Act. The new sub-sectioll will provide thatEvery such memorandum shall as between
the company and any person claimillg any
money assured by or payable under or in respect of the policy, including all bonuses, be
conclusive evidence for all purposes that the
transferee of such policy was at the time of
registering the transfer to him the absolute
owner of the policy, free from all trusts, rights,
equities, and interests, and legally entitled to
receive and give a discharge for such moneys;
and any discharge or surrender of or security
over the policy given to the company by the
transferee named in the transfer last registered
shall be valid and effectnal, notwithstanding the
existence of any trust, right, equity, or interest
in or in favour of any other person; and no
company taking from the transferee named in
the transfer last registered a discharge or
surrender of or security over the policy shall
be required, or in any manner concerned to
inquire or ascertain the circumstances uncler or
the considemtion for which such transferee or
any previons transferee thereof became such
transferee, or to sce to the application of any
money assured by or pa,yable under or in respect
of such policy, induding all bonuses, or of any
consideration, discharge, surrender, bonus, or
loan money, or except as otherwise expressly
provided, be affected by notice of any trust,
right, equity, or interest, any rule of law or
equity to the contrary notwithstanding.

I would call honorable members' attention
to the words "except as otherwise provided," that is, as to notice of some
equitable claim. 'Ve provide in the following clause as to what is to be the
effect of special llotice being given. N otwithstanding anything contained in the
principal Act, a company is not to be entitled to any protection under that Act if
it has received express notice in writing
of any trust., right, equity, or interest of
any person. vVe provide that if the company does not wish to be made a party to
the suit, as between contending parties,
it shall have the opportunity of
getting rid of the whole thing by paying the money to the Prothonotary.
I intend in committee to substitute for
the Prothonotary the Master-in-Equity.
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Where the company receiYes notice of
trust, and it does not know whether
that notice is well founded or not, and
it wants to avoid litigation, it may
do so by paying the amount due on
the policy to the Prothonotary, or, as I
shall propose, to the Master-in-Equity.
Then the money is to remain in court,
and is to be paid out to such person as the
court shall order. That will be a great
improvement on the .present law. In
clause 7, we provide that in the event of
the loss or destruction of a special policy a
substituted special policy may from time
to time, as occasion may require, be issuecil.
instead thereof,and all the provisions of
section 380 of the principal Act with
r~gard to the issue of a special policy
are to apply to the issue of each su bstituted special policy.
Clause 8 is
a very important one indeed, and
I am very glad that this House
has already given its sanctiun to
it. We provide there, that if in the case
of any policy of life assurance issued before the commencement of this Act, the
age of the assured is given erroneously in
any statement or warranty made for the
purpose of the policy, the policy is not
to be avoided by reason only of that
misstatement if it appears that such
statement or warranty was made in good
faith al?d without any intention to deceive.
And then we provide what is to be done
in that case in order to do justice as
between the company and the assured.
·When the mistake is discovered the proper
rate as laid down in the rate-book of the
company is to be charged as the premium
which that man has to pay. It might be
said, that inasmuch as the contract was
entered into on certain data, and there was
some mistake, the company could perhaps
apply to the court to set aside the contract
so entered into; but we say that if there
was no intention to deceive, the company
shall not be in the position of cancelling
their own policy, but that substantial justice is to be dOlle as between the company and the assured. That I consider a
very valuable addition to our life assurance
legislation. In the next clause we provide
that, in the case of a policy on the life of
any person granted after the commencement of this Act, the age of the assured
shall, if the company is satisfied that the
age is correctly stated, be indorsed by the
company on the back of the policy within
one year from the issue or grant thereof.
The House has already agreed to that.
Sir R enry Cuthbert.
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We then go on to provide that if the policy
be not so indorsed, the company must at
the time of the acceptance of the first
preminm, and of any premium received
within Olle year, give notice in writing to'
the assured, or to the bolder of the policy,
that, in order to avoid the cancellation of
the policy, it is necessary to gi ve the proof
of age, and when such proof of age is.
admitted, the company is to issue a
certifit;ate to that effect to the assured, or
indorse the admission on the back of the
policy. Then, if satisfactory proof of age is
not forthcoming within the twelve months,
and the company is not satisfied, it can
say-a ,Ve do not want to b~ any longer
bound by this agreement; this policy is to
be cl:\ncelled, you can take your business
elsewhere." vVe leave the compally to continu~ the policy or not as it pleases, but if
it does continue it after the twelve months t
it does so on the strict understanding that,
it is not to question the age afterwards.
The Hon. N. Fl'l'zGERALD.-l.'hey are to
be also entitled to retain the premiums.
paid during the twelve months.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-The company has insured the man's life for twelve
months, and have taken the risk, and
they are entitled to retain the premiums.
I think that the provision contained in
this clause will work most advantageously
in the interests of the public at large. I
do not see that the companies will suffer
under it, beCalli:5e I suppose that the greater
proportion of the lives that are insured with
our local companies at the present time are
the lives of Australian natives, and the
facilities for proving the age of policyholders are much greater now than they
were some 30 or 40 years ago. Cases have
been cited before us in whieh companies
have taken advantage of their position, and
have caused a great deal of unnecessary
delay in payillg the amount due on policies.
to the representatives of the assured, and
I think it is a step in the right. direction
that this clause should be adopted. It is.
not necessary for me to go at any length
into the reasons which induced this House
to give its general approval tn the various.
amendments which have been made in
this Bill. To· day, however, a gentleman
connected. with an insurance company
pointed out to me that a great deal of
extra labour would be caused to some of
the companies, and especially to the one
he represented, by the provision that companies must give notice as to the necessity
of proving the age on the occasion of the
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payment of each premium during the first
year. I asked him how it could cause
such inconvenience, and he put the matter
in this way. He pointed out to me that
in the system adopted by his company
prerniurns were paid by weekly instalments, and he produced a book to show me
how this was done. I was not aware, when
the Bill was before us on a previous occasion, that there was such a society as
this gentleman represented, and, looking
through the transactions of. that society, I
WfiS astonished at the wonderful progress
it had made within the last ten years.
For illstance, its anllual premium income
had increased from £22,378, in 1887,
to £226,659 in 1897. III a case like
that, if notice had to be given with each
of these weekly paymellts, it would, no
doubt, entail a vast amount of trouble,
and it was never the intention of the
framers of this Bill, or, I think, of this
House, to cause unnecessary trouble to the
companies. I think that in a case like
that it would be sufficient if the notice
·were given, say, once every quarter. "Vhen
we previously passed the clause we were
thinking of premiums which were paid
either quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly.
.An amendment might be passed to mf'et
the case which has now been presented to
us. It commended itself to my approval,
and probably the committee will assist
me in inserting a clause which will meet
the position of that society.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD.-I think
this Bill is a very fair example of the advantage of giving time to a subject. This
House, a year or two ago, had this subject
before it, and devoted an immense amount
of time to it, and I must do the SolicitorGeneral the j llstice of saying that be stuck
to his own Bill steadfastly, and we were
not able to wrest very much from him.
Ultimately, the Bill di~d at the end of the
session, because a, board appointed by
the Governor in Council was sitting at
that time to consider the same subject,
and it was thought advisable that, before
giving our final decision on the Bill, we
should know \Y hat the report of that
board was. tVe now find the Bill put
before us again, in a much improved form,
and in every instance, perhaps bar one,
improved in the directions which the
House urged upon the Solicitor-General
on the last occasion.. rrherefol'e, I beg to
compliment him on being prepared to
listen to the experience of members of the
House who were special experts in this
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matter. I need not d well upon the varions
clauses which have been dealt with by the
honorable gentleman, up to and including:
clause 7. rrhe House has already affirmed;
them on a previous occasion, and, so far as,
I can see, they are distinct improvements
on the present law. Now I come to clause
8. That was one of those points which
were fought most strongly two years ago,
and I see by a Bill which was brought
before this House some short time sillce"
that this clause really embodies the principle we attempted to secure on that occa- '
sion-a principle, luckily, which all the~
companies have practically carried out~
although they have not been compelled by
law to do so, namely, that in the event of
the company finding that a mall had
intentionally or unintentionally given a',
wrong Fl.ge, then in case of his de~th his:
heirs are paid the amount which they
would have been entitled to receive if the
assured' had declared his age properly_
That I thillk is absolutelyequitt1.ble. Theclause in the Bill, however, applies only to-I
policies which are now in existence. I am
utterly at a loss to understand why, if such
a provision ~s sound and equitable, it should
not be applied also to policies in the
fnture. If it is equitable ill the past,
surely it must be equally equitable in the
future. In this connexion I should like
j llst to read a few extracts from the report
of the Life Assurance Inquiry Board to.
which I have referred. It is dated 20th
November, 1896.
Under the head of
" Proof of Age/' it statesThe question of proof of age has been agitating the public mind for some time, and information on the point was sought from many of
the leading managers of life assurance companies. They were one a.nd all strongly averse
to the proposal to make the age uncliallengeable
after the expiration of twelve months from the
payment o,f the first premium, and they wel'e
eqlHLlly opposed to the suggestion to render the
policy void if the holder dill not prove his age
during the year following such payment. It
was pointed out that an avemge or 15 percent.---

The evidence I obta.ined at the timeshowed that the average was something:
like 18 per cent.
of the persons insuring understated their a.ges
-many perha.ps from ignorance, and others,
from unworthy l~lotives. The average understatement was stud to be about two years, but.
cases have been known where this time has
been very greatly exceeded. The adoption of
the proposal first mentioned is held to involve
the very existence of life assurance companies.
Many people overlook the fact that most of the
life assurance companies now in existence are
formed on the mutual pl'inciple,--
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I think I am justified in saying that every
life assurance company in Victoria is now
conducted on the mutual principle.
The Hon. J. M. PRAT'f.-No; llot
everyone.
Sir FItEDEItICK SAItGOOD.-The
report continues::a.nd that if one person he admitted at a
less premium than he really should pay under
',the tn,bles bf the company he is actually defl:auding othel's who are, in fact, his partners in
the business.
';£0

1ny mind, that puts the thing in a nut-

shell.
There may haye been cases where proprietary
compallies haye not dealt liberally in the matter
. 1)f proof of age, but, as stated, nearly all of t.he
.companies now doing business are mutual ones,
·and the managers have no selfish ends to serve
in insisting upon proof of age being given. 'Ve
'were informed tha.t not one of the mutual companies ever refused payment of a claim for mis:statelnent of age. In some cases, indeed, the
policies specifically st.ate that snch a misstatement 'will not invalidate the contract, and also
detail the steps which will be taken in the event
of such all error occurring. Some companies
pay the actual sum the premiums paid would
l1ave brought under their t~tbles) and others
.demand payment of extra premiums with interest. \Ye are of opinion that the former
l)ractice is the more equitable.
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than 25 years in obtaining proof, was surprised
to find that he was older than he had stated,
and gladly paid up the deficiency in his past
premiums with interest thereon. If proof of
age in this case had been waived the other
memhers would have been deprived of about
£150 to which they were entitled, and the
member himself would never have known that
he had caused them such loss. Advocates of
this pernicious clause have said-the companies
should not issue policies until the ages have
been proved. Now, the fundamental principle
of life assurance is that, to individuals, life is
nncertaill, and that delay in effecting an assurance may he fatal. How could any company
promulgate this indisputable doctrine, and then
interpose requisitions to prevent immediate assurance? . . . Every company is entitled to
be protected, not only against fraud, but also
against mistakes in the statement of their ages
by proposers. If a fraud is attempted by understating the age, there is no possible means of
detecting it, aud, therefore, when the evidence
submitted discloses an understatement of age,
it is the practice of all life offices to treat it as
a simple error, and the conditions of their
policies pro\'ide for its rectification on equitable
terms.

It appears to me that these few extracts

which I have read really state the whole
case. I have no desire to take up tbe time
of the Honse, except to say that 1 regret
to find that the sonnd doctrine laid down
in clause 8 is attempted to be set aside to
Then I have a few remarks here in an a considerable extent in clause 9 after the
article in :L?~e Australasian Insurance and expiry of the first twelve months. Clause
Banl.:inq Reconl of 19th July, 1898. It 9 states that if after twelve months the
has reference more particularly to the company has failed to obtain satisfactory
queonsland Insurance Act, which was proof of age it shall have the right to
referred to somewhat freely in this Honse cancel the policy and to appropriate the
. on the last occasion. The writer sayspremiums paid. To my mind there are
The correct statement of the ages of persons
two objections to that. ~rhe first is comas,;;ured lies at the very foundation of the
paratively speaking a small one. It relates
safety of life offices. If the ages be incoerect,
to the forfeiture of premiums. Of course
the yaluations made to ascertain the liability
we know that a company which has taken
. of the company are misleading, hence the provision, in all life assurance policies, that the
the yea.r's premiums \vill still be a conage must be proved. In no part of the world
siderable loser. It is perfectly well known
..except Queensland has such a provision been
that the first year's premiums actually
made.
leave a loss.
Further on, the article statesThe Hon. N. FI'l'zGEHALD.-Because of
It would be just as fair to provide that every
the
high commission.
man who had for a period of five years being
Sir FB,EDEB.ICK SAItGOOD.- Yes,
using light weights in selling, and loaded weights
the high commission and the expense of
in buying, goods should have the right to use
the same weights during the remainder of his
obtaining the business. The other objeclife, and that his customers should be compelled
tion is much more fatal. vVe desire not
to deal with him. It is the practice of all offices
only to encourage people to insure their
to ask for proof of age, and to inform poli~y
li "es, but also to keep on paying the
holders that the proof must be forthcoming before any claim can be admitted. A man has no
premiums. Life assurance is nl)t intended
personal knowledge of the date of his birth, but for the benefit of the person assured, but
he or his near relations and friends know where
to seek for this information, and the company for the benefit of those who come after
him. If the person assured meets with
must necessarily depend upon them for proof.
The experience of all offices is that in 20 per· too- many difficulties in the. early stages
cent, of the cases the ages of persons assured
of insurance I am afraid the result will be
are unclerstated, and in one case lately, a memthat in nine cases out of ten he will throw
ber of a mutual association who, although frethe whole thing up. Therefore, I think
quently reminded, had .procrastil1~ted for more
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that when it has been found that a mistake has been made in the age the eq nit)'
of the case call be fully met by providing
that all future policies should be dealt
with as is provided in clause 8 in connexion with policies now in existence. I
have pleasure in supporting the Bill, but
I hope that the HOllse will alter clause 9,
and place it 011 all-fours with clause 8.
On tho motion of the HOll. J. M.
PRATT, the debate wa:) adjoul'lleel until
next day.
'rhe Honse adjourned at twenty-six
minntes to ten o'clock.
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for those of modern bnilcl, fitted as stated for
" I " trucks, would be 7 tons. Maximum load,
10 tons.
4. The "QR" trucks, maximum load 20
tons, ayerage 12 tons 7 cwt. 2 qrs., a number
strengthcned to carry 26 tOllS; average 12 tons
11 cwt. :3 qrs. All fitted as above.
5. The only data to hand of the weight of
2ft. 6in. gauge stock is from catalogues, newspaper reports, &c., which mayor may not be
reliable, and the information given on the prints.
does not suffice to check same.
The vehicles now being designed for the vVangaratta and Whitfield line will weigh, approximately, as under : Low-sided truck, 4 tons-load, 10 tons.
High-sided covered truck, 5 tons-load,
9 tons.
These vehicles will be of steel, will be substantial and durable~ fitted with 'Vesting house
and hand brake to all wheels, continuous drawgear of sufficient strength to stand the pull of
engines of considerable traction power, awl continuous footboards. All the parts will have a
proper fa.ctor of safety, and the trucks, in addition to being built to carry continuously loads
of 10 tOllS, will ha,ve considerable cubical
cn.pacity for the carriage of light ll1?,teria1.

Railway Department: 'rrucks: Importation of Loeomo
tives: Students' Fares: Circulat· Lettera from Offieera :
Newport Workshops-Customs ShEd at \I"'illiamstown
~ir. KIRTON asked the Premier the
-Importation of Inferior Vinegar-Municipal Ovcrfollowing q nestiolls :-.:..
drafts Illclemllit.y Bill-Revision Courts-Teachers'
Residences-Late SiLtings of the Supremc Court1. Is he aware that an impression prevails
Telegraph Messengers-l\Iaffra Beet Sugar Company
that certain locomotives are to be imported
Bill-Lantl Settlement and Koo-wee-rup Reclamation
from America?
Works--Impol'ted and Locally-manufacturedlLoco2. Will he see that all locomotives that
motive Engines -- Crimes Act Alllendment BiII- \ ma.y be required are obtained from local
Merchant Shipping Act 189G Amendment Bill-:Ilaffra
manufacturers?
Beet Sug-ar Company's Machinery-Itailway Map.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
RAILW' AY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. LANGDON asked the Minister of
Ra,ilways the following questiolls : 1. vVhat are the average weights in tons
cwts. qrs. of the "I" waggons or trucks of
the present railway system?
2. vVhat is the maximum load such trucks
will carry?
:l The same with reference to the "H"
trucks?
4. The same with reference to the ,,' QR "
trucks?
5. Has his department reliable information
as to whether trucks constructed on a 2ft. (jin.
gauge principle will carry a greater or lesser
PTO rata load?

Mr. H. H. 'VILLIAM.S.-I have received the following answers to the questions : 1. The weight of "I" trucks mnges from 5!
tons to 6 tons; a fair avel'n,ge for trucks fitted
'with standard wheels and axles, \Vestinghouse
and hand brake, continuous drawgear, &c.,
would be 5 tons 15 cwt.
2. Maximum load, 10 tons.
:3. The weight of "H" trucks varies from
6 tons II cwt. to 7 tons 2 cwt.; a fair average

He said he trusted the Premier wonld remove the doubt which now existed on this
subject by giving a clear aHd unconditional
assurance that any engines required would
be manufactured in the colollY.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH obseryeel that
before the Premier answered the question,
he desired to ask \\' hy he (Mr. Murray
Smith) had llJt been grallted the privilege
wbich he had asked for of obtaiuing an
unopposed ret Ul'll wi th regard to the price
of loea.lly-manufactnred (md imported locomotives respectively? He had requested
tha.t the motion for the return might go
unopposed, and, as he had not received
ctny intimation to the contrary, he had
thonght that that course would be
followed.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-vVith regard
to the quest.ion j LlSt. put by the honorable
member for Ha wthorll, I may state that
it is usual not to pllt snch motions on the
unopposed list ulltil thc Minister knows
that the information can be given without
any trouble. It is uSLlal to allow the
motions to appear in print in the ordinary
list, anel then inquiries are made from the
departmcnt as to whether the information
call be readily supplied. If so, the motion
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then put in the llllopposed list. 'rhe
of Railways has been making
inq l1iries on the su bjeet of the honorable
member's motion, alld probably by tomorrow he will be able to give a definite
reply on the subject. "With regard to the
questions put by the honorable member
for Ballarat "\;Y est (Mr. Kirton), the
answers are as follow : ~Iinister

1. No.
2. It is proposed by the department to have
all the heavy express engines built here, but it
is considered desirable to import one of the
latest types of American consolidation goods
engine for use as pa.ttern for the construction of
others in the colony.

:Mr. KutToN.-Is that necessary 1
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The department think it is undoubtedly the \visest
course to have one actual engine imported
into the colony, so that those who have to
manufacture here can see the engine which
they hase to follow. I myself see no rea.l
objection to that course.
Mr. n URJ:{, asked the Minister of Rail·
ways the following questions : 1. Is he aware that the railway fares for
students travelling to technical schools h[l.\'e
been doubled?
2. Is it not a fact that owing to such cause the
number of students travelling by rail has been
greatly diminished, resulting ill loss <?f revenue
to the department?
:3. \Vill he, ill view of the trial given by the
(lepartment, arra,nge that the old rates shall be
reverted to in the interests of stlHlents and the
railway finances?
~i(r. H. R. vVILLIAMS.-I have received
the following replies to the questions:-

1. The rates previously in force were about
per mile return; the present rates are ld.
per mile return.
2. The number of persons t.ravelling by rail
on these tickets has diminished somewhat, but
the deerease in revenue has been very small, the
figures beingFor year ending 30th June, 1897,
£5208s.
For year ending 30th J nne, 1898,
£4968s.7d.
3. The fare to be charged had careful consideration before the alteration was made, and
it is considered to be in the interest of the
department that it should be adhered to.
~d.

:Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister of
Rail ways if he authorized the recent issue
to memberf; of the House of the circular
letters from the Engineer-in-Chief, Mr.
Rennick, and the Chief Mechanical Engineer, Mr. vVoodroffe; if not, by whose
authority ,yere the letters issued privately
to members, and what 'action did the
:Minister intend to take in the matter 1
He remarked th1.t in all his parliamentary
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experience it was the strangest proceeding
he had known for public servants to issue
pri vate circulars such as had been done in
this case. He referred especially to the
circular signed by the the Engineer-inChief, Mr. Rennick. That gentleman
charged two members of the Assembly
with not telling the truth when speaking
011 some railway matters.
(Mr. H. R..
"\Villim11s-" That is not so.") ~1:r. Rennick
deliberately used the words in the circular
"if half of wha,t they said was true't
-intimating as much as that t.hose honorable members were not. telling the truth.
Now, he (Mr. Graham) could refer to Mr.
Rennick's own evidence, given before the·
Railways Standing' Committee in 1894,
and from this it would be seen either that
the statement now made by that officer
in the circular bristled with inaccnracies t
or else the statement which he made
before the Railways Standing Committee
in 1894 was wrong. He did not wish to
raise allY discussion on the subject, but
he certainly thought that if this action by
rail way ofifcers was allowed to pass, the
next thing heard of would be of gentlemen in the Postal department issuing a
circular with regard to the telephone system, on \yhich there would no doubt be a
discussion on the Estimates, and probably
Mr. Smibert would be found sending out
pri "ate circlllars in the Sel,me way as Mr.
Rennick.
Mr. H. H. "\VILLIA:MS.-Honorable
members will be aware that when a debate
took place recently 011 the narrow-gauge
question certain statements were made,
and honorable members on all sides of the
House demanded explanations with regard
to certain matters. I saw the officers in
question with regard to the subject, and
in view of the fact that explanations
were asked all round the House, Mr. Rennick .and Mr. "\Voodroffe requested that
they should be permitted to forward me
an expla.nation of the matters referred to.
This explanation was forwarded to me as
Minister, a,nd. by my authority has been
issued for the information of honorable
members.
Mr. CAlIlERON.-vVill the Government
allow the members concerned to have an
opportunity of replyillg to those statements 1
Dr. MALONEY asked the Minister of
Rail ways how many men had been taken
on for employment at the Newport workshops from the 1st April, 1898, to the 1st
of August inclusi ve ~
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Mr. H. R. vVILLIAMS.-I have recei ved the following answer to the q uestionNumber of moen taken on between da,tes mentioned, 163; number of men dispensed with
during the same period, 56.
0

These are all temporai'y men. vYe have a
lot of rolling-stock which we wish to get
into a thorough state of repair for the
coming harvest, \V hich we hope to be a
bountiful one, and we are doing all we
possibly can to be in a condition to cope
with the harvest.
CUSTOMS SHED AT
·WILLIAMSTOvVN.
Mr. STYLES asked the Premier (in the
absence of the Minister of Customs) the
following questions : 1. Wha,t did the plant and machinery in No.
12 shed, 'Yilliamstown, cost, including erec-

tion?

2. \Vhen was it purchased?
:l 'When was it last used?
4. \Vhat is its present value?
5. Could it be utilized by any Government
department?
6. If not, what are the intentions of the
Honorable the :Minister with regard to it ?

Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-The replies
to the questions are as follow :1. The cost of plant and machinery in No. 12
shed, vVilliamstown, including cost of erection
thereof, and of the shed, was £l4,050, exclusive
of freight from England, and cost of landing at
Williamstown.
.
2. In 1877.
3. In April last.
4. The present value of such plant and
machinery is what they would fetch if offered
for sale, and can only be ascertained by offering
the same for sale.
5. No.
6. The intention is to allow these machines
to remain as at present in No. 12 shed, where
private firms may have the use of them on payment of rates per hour as hit,herto charged,
pending deeision as to their ultimate disposal.

IMPORTNrION OF' INFERIOR
VINEGAR.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Premier the
following q ues~iuns : 1. 'Yhat was the name of the importer of
the adulterated and inferior suhstance called
"pure table vinegar" which was the subject
of a paragraph in the daily press?
2. The name of the firm to whom it was
consigned, and the name of the' firm who
endeavoured to place it on the market?
3. "Vas the "vinegar" condemned as unfit
for use?
4. Is it the intention of the (iovernment to
permit the suhstance to go into consumption
on an alteration of the label?
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He remarked that if there \vasnot a lawnow
to pre,rent inj urious articles being placed
before the public, it was time the Government and Parliament took steps to pass
such <1, law. He felt certain that there
·was not an honorable member who would
not strenuously object to inferior and injurious commodities being sold to the
public.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The answers
to the h0l10rable member's questions are
as follow : 1. Virgoe, Son, and Chapman.
2. Virgoe, Son, and Chapman.

This firm
seld the Yinegar.
3. The yinegal' was not condemned as unfit
for use.
4. The Government has no power to interfere
further in the matter. As a matter of fact, the
marking has not been altered, but it has been
altogether obliterated.

I think it is only fair to this well-known
firm to read a letter which I have received
from tbem in connexion with this matter,
so that the answers and their letter may
gain the same amount of publieity. They
say in their letter- .
Referring to the vinegar about which we
understand a question is to be asked before the
House, we wish to state that the goods are
from England, consigned to I]S for sale and
return, and upon which we are paid a small
agency commission only. So far as the quality,
we know nothing. It is describf'fl to us by the
shippers, and we passed our entries E~ccol'flingly,
and it having passed the Customs authorities
(our only protection and safeguard) absohoes us
if needs be. Since this question has been raised
we haye, howev.er, ascertained that the vinegar's
only fault is its want of strength and that it
contains nothing dele.terious.

MUNICIPAL OVERDRAFTS
INDEMNITY BILL.
)11'. GRAHAM (in the absence of :Mr.
BROWN) asked the Premier if he would
introduce a Municipal Overdrafts Indemnity Bill at an early date 1
Sir GEORGE 'l'URNER-In view of
the difficulty that many municipalities
have had during the past year in collecting their rates, I think it will be necessary
once again to introduce a Municipal Overdrafts Indemnity Bill. That will be done
some time after the 30th of September.
REVISION COURTS.
Mr. T. S1HTH asked the Premier if
he could sce his way to bring about an
amendment of the Local Government Act
this session, whereby the power exercised
by municipal councillors of acting and
sitting as a revision court might be placed
oupon. other shoulders ~
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Sit' GEORGE TURNER-This if! a
matter which is dealt with in the Public
"Vork::; department, and they haw1 furnished me with the following reply : The rev.ision courts are over for this year.
The proposal will have consideration when
dealing with an amendment of the Local Government Act.

There is no bope whatever of dealing with
the subject during the presOlu session.
There are a large number of amendments
which have been asked for by local bodies,
and which have come to the knowledge
of the department, and we hope during
the recess tn have an opportunity of dealing with this question. I quite agree with
the honorable member that it would be
well, if at all possible) to devise some
other scheme of revising the municipal
list. The present system, although it has
been in opemtion for a number of years,
can hardly be satisfactory either to the
cOllncillori::l themselvei::l or to the ratepayers.
In most cases it is a mere perfunctory
maHer; no objections are lodged, and no
claimi::l are made, and the thing simply
goes by the board, no interest being taken
in it. I q \lite agree that greater publicity
should be gi ven to the fact of the revision
being about to take place1 and that, if
possible, some other tribunal than the
council should be called upon to rcviw
the municipal rolls.
1'EACHERS' RESIDENCES.
~fr. BO"VS ER aosked the Minister of
Public Instruction the following questions:- .
1. Does he intend to deal with the position of
the unclassified teachers this session?
2. Are thero teachers in the 6th and 7th
classes who are compelled to pay rent for
dwellings which they cannot use; if so, will the
Honorable the Minister determine whether rent
for (llHLrters that are too small, and therefore
not in a he~tlthful condition, should be charged
to the teachers?
~Ir. PEACOCK.-The replies to the
honorable member's q llestions are as
follow:-

1. Yes.
2. Female teachers in 6th ann. 7th class
schools who do not occupy the residences provided are charged half rent up to f) per cent.
of their incomes.
Male teachers, similarly
situated, in the 6th or 7th class, are charged
full rent lip to 5 per cent., and)' if in the 5th
class, up to 10 pel' cent. of their incomes. Residences in need of repair, which teachers desire
to occupy, are put in good order. Both male
and female teachers are allowed to sublet their
residences, up to the rent required by the department, and to retain the rent received. If
residences are reported by the Public \Yorks
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department as not habitable, no rent is charged.
As to residences beiug too small, some standard
of accommodation must be adopted, and this
is based upon the size of the school. As a rule
these small schools are in charge of junior
teachers, for whom the accommodation is either
quite sufficient or not required. There are some
exceptional cases, but it is found impossible to
suit every teacher's requirements; and if rooms
were provided for a teacher with a large family,
who might at any time he transferred, it would
probably be found by his successor as a hardship that he should be charged for a residence
considerably in excess of his requirements.

I may add that we have considerable difficulty in the department in connexion with
this matter, as we are not able to regulate
the number of children that a teacher may
have. "Vo try, however, to meet each indi vidual case as feLl' as we possibly can.
LATE SrrTINGS OF THE SUPHEME
COUHT.
Mr. FINK stated that he desired to
make a personal explanation. The previolls week, \vhen referring to late sit·
tings of the Supreme Court, he made an
erroneOllS statement. After alluditlg to
a late sittillg of the court which was held
at Bendigo, he stated that the sitting was
protracted to a late hour, notwithstanding
the protests of counsel. The latter statement was incorrect. He had since been
informed that there were no protests by
counsel, nor indeed by anyone else, and
he thought it only right tt) make this correction.
PETrrIONS.
Petitions agait.lst the Totaliz9.tor Bill
were presented, by Mr. BEN~ETT, from the
Congregational Church and Stallley-street
Church, Hichmond; by Mr. BOWSER, from
the 'Yesleyan Ch urches at "Vangaratta and
Eldorado; by Mr. DEAKIN, from the Presbyterian Church, Essendon ; by Mr. DOWNWARD, from the Presbyterian Church,
Phillip Island; by Mr. GILLIES, from
the Presbyterian Church, Toorak; by
Mr. GRAHAM, from the Bible Christian
Church, N umnrkah; by Mr. GURn, from
the Fre0 Presbyterian Church, Geelong,
and Fenwick-street Baptist Church, Geelong; by Mr. J. HARRlS, from the Baptist
Church, South Yarra; by Mr. 1. A. ISAACS,
from the Baptist Church, Beechworth ; by
Mr. McKENZIE, from the Presbyterian
Church, Alexandra, and Presbyterian Mission Station, Tallarook; by Mr. McLEOD,
from the "Veslcyan Chnrch and Baptist
Church, Portland; by Mr. MADDEN, from
the
., Congregational Church, Canterbury,
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and the Baptist Church, Murrumbeena; by
Mr. OU'l''l'lUlII, from the vVesleyan Church,
Maryborollgh; by Mr. RAWSON, from the
Independent Church, Kyneton; by Mr.
MURRAY 8l\IITH, from the Baptist Church,
Auburn; by Mr. THOMSON, from the Presbyterian Church, Penshnrst; by Sir
GEORGE TURNER, from the Baptist Church
(Crimea-street), St.. Kilda; by Mr. VALE,
from t.he Congregational Church, Ballarat; by Mr. 'YHEELER, from vVesleyan
Churches in the Daylesford Circuit; and
by Mr. H. R. 'VILLIAl\[S, from the Baptist
Church, Eaglehawk.
Petitions in favour of the Totalizator
Bill were presented, by Mr. BOWSER, from
residents of 'Yangaratta; by Mr. BURTON,
from residents of Stawell; by Mr. DUGGAN, from residents of Dnnolly; by Mr.
DOWNW.t\RD, from residents of Loch and
snrronndillg district; by Mr. KIRTON, from
residents of Ballarat; by Mr. McAR'l'HUR,
frOl'l1 residents of Villiers and Heytesbury. electorate; by Mr. PEACOCK, from
residents of Allandale; by Mr. SALMON,
from residents of Talbot; by Mr. TURNER,
from residents of Yan·am; a,nd by Mr.
THm[soN, from residents of Pensh lUst.
'rELEGRAPH MESSENGERS.
Mr. BROMLEY movedThat there be laid before this Honse a return
showing how many telegraph messengers there
are who who have pas:::ied the non-clerical and
telegraphy examinations, and the names of the
same, who are now performing operating or
clerical duties solely.

The motion was agreed to.
AUSTRALASIAN FEDERAL
CONSTITUTION POLL.
Mr. PEACOCK presented, pursuant to
an order of the Honse (dated August 4),
a return relating to the Australasian
Federal Constitution poll. .
SCOTTISH VOLUNTEER H,EGIMENT.
Sir GEORGE rrURNER presented, in
compliance with an order of the House
(dated August 11), a copy of all papers
and cOl'respondence relating to the formation of a Scottish regiment of volunteers.
MAFFH,A BEET SUGAR COMPANY
BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill
On clause 2, which was as follows : Notwithstanding anything eontained in the
Beet Sugar 'Yorks ActR, it shall be lawful for
the Governor in Council, ont of any money
raised under the provisiolls of the said Acts, to
advance by way of loan to the Maffm Beet
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Sugar Company Limited, hereaftet' called" the
company," a further sum of £13,000, hereafter
called the "further ,tdvance,"

Dr. MALONEY movedTha t the following proyiso he a.dded to the
clause :--" Provided that no employe of the
compfLuy shall be employed for more than six
consecutive days in any week, t,hat 48 hours
shall he a week's work, and that all overtime
shall be paid for at the rate of time and .1,
quarter."

He said he did not think that allY honorable member eit.her of that House or of
another place desired that men should. be
worked every day in the week, and for
every week in the month. He was sure
that another place, which recei ved so much
blame, would not sanction snch continuous
labour. 'When the originnl Act was before
the House he stated his views clearly. He
then said that the attempt to establish
the beet-sugar industry was a splendid
experiment, and that £100,000 was a.
small Sllm for the State to ad vance for the
purposE., subject, however, to propel' conditions of labour being imposed_ He understood now that the conditions of labour
at the Maffra Beet Sugar Factnry had. been
the reverse of fair. 'rhey had not been
either Aust.ralian or British, bnt rather
German. He had recei ved a letter from
a friend, for the truth of whose statements
he could vouch, ill which it was suid",\Te commence work at eight o'clock in
the morning,. and work till one o'clock.
'Ye have dinner from one to two. TheD
we work from two o'clock until eight
o'clock, or eleven hours per shift. The
day and night shifts are the same. There
are no smokos alld no rest., aml the
majority work on Sundays the same
hours as on week days." He might be
told that in this factory it was necessary
to keep the work continually going,but
his answer was that that could be done
by having three shifts of eight hOLlrs
better t.han by having two shifts of ele\·en
hours. He knew of no instance in connexion with any other indllstry in which
the men were required to work for snch
long hours, and every da,y in the week.
There were two shifts practically of tweh-e
hours on seven days in the ·week. That
. made 84 hours, less seveu hours in
respect of the intenal for dinner,
which gave an average for the week of 77
hours. He felt certain that the House
and the country did not desire that allY
man should be compelled to wod\: for
such very excessive houts, and he sOllo-ht.
by his amendment to settle the qnest~m.
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He recognised that it . was abwlutely
necessary that in this factory there should
be some Sunday work, but it was not
necessary that any of the men should be
employed for seven consecutive days.
There could be relays, and no man should
be reg uired to work for more than six
cOlisecutive days, each of them taking his
turn in doing Sunday work. An arrangement of that kind was mc"de by many
companies. It was the unwritten law of
the colony that 48 hours should be a
week's work, and they would make that
unwritten law a farce if they gave State
assistance to an industry in which the
homs of labour were so long. The acceptance of his amendment would not affect
the indUi~try in any way. All that would
be necessary would be are-arrangement,
and he hoped therefore that it would be
accepted. 'Vith regard to the other question of overtime, he recognised that in this
ind ustry it might be impossible al ways
to avoid overtime, but it should be paid
for at the rate of time and a q llarter. He
knew from experience that where that
condition had beep imposed the overtirne
had been reduced to a minimum. He be··
lieved tlu"t the honorable member for
Gippsland North did intend to advocate
the introduction into the factory next campaign of three shifts in elwh 24 hours.
The same thing was done in mn:ny industries, and there should be 11') difficulty at
all abont it. He desired also to call the
.attention of the House to a statement he
had received with regard to the enginedrivers omployed at the factory. An Act
had been passed requiring that certificated
,drivers should be placed in charge of
lengines, and the object of that was to protect life and property. It was not the
pnrpose of Parliament to protect life and
property only in the cities, and honorable
members would not agree with the view
that because the Maffra Beet Sugar Factory
was in a shire it was not subject to that
law. He had evidence which he thought
would satisfy the House that the engine,drivers employed were not certificated. It
might interest the House to know that
two German sugar-boilers who had been
-engaged did not prove to be altogether
satisfactory. The company had to send
to Melbourne for men to take the position of sugar-boilers, and they were able
to do the work. One of them, however,
resiglled becallse he was required to work
-seven days a week without extra pay, and
a German sugar-boiler took his place. He
Dr. lJa10.ney.
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had, however, to be instructed by the
Britisher.
Mr. HANCOCK said he had much pleasure in supporting the amendment. The
view was generally held by those who
were still in favour of the policy of
protection that in the future whenover
assistance was given by the State to any
industry it should be accompanied by
some measure of protection to the workers.
In the past highly-protected industries
had been able to come to the forefront
simply by sweating their employes, and
he personally had promised not to assist
any industry that would llot enter into a
pledge to try to improve the condition 6f
the workers. Those honorable members
who were fortunate enough to be present
on the occasion of the parliamentary visit
to the Maffra Beet Sugar Factory would
agree with him that eight hours a day
would be quite sufficient for any men to
work in such an atmosphere. The place
was large, but the temperature was very
trying indeed. 1'0 ask the men to work
for more than eight hours a day would, in
his opinion, be simply brutal. It was their
desire that the workmen of the colony
should be preserved from the sufferings
that appeared to have been inevitable in
the past in older countries. The sugarbeet industry came from a country that
was notorious for long hours, low wages,
and for military despotism. He wished to
see all these avoided, and if the sugar-beet
industry was to be established it should
be upon Australian and not upon German
lines. If it was necessary for the men to
work inordinate hours and for wretchedly
small remuneration the industry had
better go back to Germany. The Government had gone out of their way to
lend a large sum of money to the company, and the prospect was held out to
them that the industry would grow and
would give employment to a large number
of persons. He was therefore anxious
that the eight hours system should be introduced, and the committee sholild take
the opportunity now, when they were
being asked to sanction a further advance
to the company, of placing the amendment which had been moved in the Bill.
He was afraid that the German element
was too strong in the company. It was
considered to be necessary that the whole
of the machinery should be imported
from Germany, and that a number of
Germans
should be employed to
He regarded with
look after it.
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the gravest suspicion any attempt to
introduce German labour into the colony.
(Mr. Salmon-" More than one-third of
the shares are held irl Germany, too.")
Yes, and that was a reason ".' hy they
should insist on Australian conditions. If
this industry was to provide a field for
the investrnent of German capital, they
should, at any rate, see that it was conducted on Australian and not on German
lines. He was quite in favour of the
money being lent originally to the company. He was still friendly to the industry, but Parliament should have a
guarantee that the terrible' conditions
Huder which men worked in the manufacture of bl.'et sugar in Germanv were
not to be repeated here.
Mr. McAHTHUH, stated that the
amendment was really a very reasonable
one. The company was being assisted by
the Government, and in such a case protection of this kind should be given to the
workmen. ,Vhen any company received
assistance from the State, Parliament
should see that the employes were protected. He 'would be very much inclined
to advocate that as a principle in C011nexion with any protective system. But
they were not now dealing with the
general qnestion, or proposing to interfere
,,·ith the conduct of private business.
'l'he compauy was being assisted by the
Government in a special way, and that
was a reason why it should be dealt with
specifically. He had much pleasure in
supporting the amendment.
Sir GEOH,GE TUH,NEH, remarked that
he understood it was absolutely necessary
during the campaign that the Maffra
Beet Sugar Factory should be kept at
,vork for seven days a week. That
appeared to be admittec~.
Honorable
rnem bel'S did not desire that men should
be employed at a factory sllch as that for
an unduly long time .. but it had been
explained by the honorable member for
Gippsland North, who was ch~tirman of
the directors of the company, that it was
at the men's own reg uest that two shifts
were adopted instead of three. They
knew that t.hey could not possibly be
employed for full time, and that with two
shifts they would only be at work seven or
eight hours in each day. From a return
which he had seen, it was evident that the
men could not have been employed for
unduly long hours. He was not prepared to accept the amendment in the form
in which it was submitted, and would
U
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suggest that the following should be substituted for it : Provided that no employe ot the company
shall be employed for more than 48 hours in
anyone week without the permission in writing
of the Treasurer under some exceptional circumstances, and that. all overtime beyond such 4·8
hours shall be pald for at the rate of time and
a quarter.

The company had imported four chemists
and a number of foremen who would have
to be employed for more than eight hours
a day. It would be impossible to say that
the rule should apply to them, as they
were under special agreement. He would
have no hesitation in their case in giving
the necessary assent, but the circumstances
would have to be yery exceptional before
he would consent to the general body of
the men being employed for longer than
48 hours in Olle week. (Mr. Gray-" vVhy
not say six consecutive days.") Became
exceptional circumstances might arise that
would make it necessary for some of the
men to work for seven days. (Mr. Hancock
- " 'Would they be paid overtime for the
seventh day 1") Not uuless they had worked
more than 48 hours. (Mr. Gray-" The
men might be worked for seven hoursaday,
and for seven days in the week.") In the
senson the machinery had to be kept goin o.
almost cont.inually, and there was no doubt
that if the comp~my had full work for next
season, the mell would be put on three
shifts. The only objection to the amendment, even in the form in which he
suggested it should be put, was that the
company might require the men to work
thei.r fu]] 48 hours in four days. But
havlllg regard to the special circumstances of the industry, he did not
think the committee cO~lld 0'0 farther.
(Sir John McIntyre-" How ~llany davs
in the year do the men work? u")
He was informed that last season they
worked 61 days, and that the full season
would be about four months. (Sir J olm
McIntYl'e-" Have the men to leave after
that?") The whole staff of 180 men are
not employed in the factory during the
whole of the year. The amendment would
be fair to the men, and would do no injustice to the company. (Dr. Maloney""Would not you limit the number of
hours to be worked in each 24 hours? '')"
The honorable member had not proposed
to do that himself.
Sir J'OHN McINTYRE inquired whether the 180 men were only employed for
two months in the year ~
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Mr. :McLEAN observed that four months
,,,ould be an ordinary season, but in
America the factories worked up to five
months. He thought the climate of Victoria wOllld permit the Maffra Factory to
work for five months. He explained the
other evening why the men were put on
two shifts. Du:ring the last campaign the
company had only 9,000 tons of material
to operate upon, and if the factory lui.d
worked full time that quantity could have
been put through in one mont.h. 'rhe
men saw that they would only be able
to earn small wages, as there would
inevitably be many stoppages during the
first year. They, therefore, desired to
work in two shifts. The normal working
capacity of the machinery was 350
tons a day, but only about 150 tons were
put through in a day dnring the whole
campaign, which lasted 61 days.
The
men could not therefore have worked on
the average more than five hours in each
Of course, some days they did
shift.
work much longer, because the whole
shift was about ten and a half hours, but
those days were yery few. The amount
paid in wages averaged £400 a week, and
honorable members would see that t.he
men were very well remunerated for the
actual work they did. 'With reference to
the payment of overtime, he would point
out that the experts who had been brought
from Germany were receiving high salaries.
There were only enough experts for two
shifts, alld surely it was not proposed that
the company should increase these men's
salaries. (Mr. Stf1ughton-" You must
pay them all extra.") 'Yould t.he honorable member say that t.hey should give
additional payment for overtime to a man
who received £550 per annum, and who
was idle for two-thirds of the yead (Dr.
Maloney-" Is he paid £550 or at the rate
of £550.") All these men were paid
yearly salaries, and their actual work only
(Mr.
continued dming the campaign.
Hancock - "Are they shareholders ~")
There was an expert staff of nine, and
some of them had since they came to the
colony taken up shares. (Mr. Staughton
- " There is nothing in.it.") He did not
know why the honorable member for
Bourke 'Vest should make such an interjection. If the industry were successful
it would be of immense benefit to the
country, and if it were a failure the State
could only lose the difference between the
yalue of the assets and the two-thirds of
the advance.
The shareholders would
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lose their £31,500, and he would vent.ure to. say that most of those he
knew would, if they lost their money~
lose it like men. The State was not
going to any und no length in the
assistance it was giving to this industry.
The point to which he wished to draw the
'Treasurer's attention was that this should
not affect the salaried men, \V ho were
kept on for the whole year. So far as.
the day labourers were concerned, he
would be perfectly willing to meet the
views of the honorable member.
Mr. BROMLEY stated that, in supporting the alilendment of the honorable member for Melbourne 'Yest, he def::ired to
say he was inclined to think that some
of the statements made by the honorable
mem ber for Gippsland North last week,
wit.h reference to the rates 6f wages earned
by the men employed in the Maffra Sugar
Factory, were somewhat erroneous. The
honorable member told the House--no
doubt in all honesty-that the men were
earning Ss. per day.
(Mr. McLean"I said they were earning from 6s. 3d.
to 8s. 6d. per day-6s. 3d., 7s., 7s. 6d.,
8s., and 813. 6d.") Yes, for twelve hours'
work per day-those were the hours which
he understood the men were required to
work. Now, he (Mr. Bromley) had been
placed in possession of a communication
received direct from the factory, in which
the men asserted that their wages were, on
the . average, 5s. 6d. per day of twelve
hours, and that they had to work seven
days a week.
Mr. McLEAN.-Those who get 5s. 6d.
per day must be boys. A few boys were
put on by the· manager at lower rates than
those fixed by the directors, but only a very
few. I do not think more than four or five.
Sir JOHN McIN1'YRE.-'The Governmellt
gi ve less on the rail ways.
Mr. BROMLEY remarked that the
boys' wages "'ere very much lower in
proport.ion,
according to statements
made by the lllen themselves in contradiction of the statement of the honorable member for Gippsland North in
this chamber last week. As this factory
was subsidized annna11y, and heavily subsidized, by the State, it was but right to
call attention to the fact that the establishment was nearly all run and worked by
German labour, as far as the heads of the
management were concerned. In a British
community like this, that matter was worth
taking into consideration. There were men
here quite capable of rnnning the Maffra
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Sugar Factory, ~nd the. indus~ry co"?-ld
have been establIshed wIthout ImportIng
all the chief men and the machinery from
Germany. One principal canse of the loss
that had been incurred, he was informed,
was the extravagant outlay on the buildinas. The estimate of the cost of the facto~y buildings was £22,000, but in addition
to that there had been £25,000 laid out
for extra purposes. He was also told that
a. colonial firm sent in a tender several
thonsand pounds less than the tender
or the Germain firm for the supply of the
machinery used in this factory.
Mr. McLEAN.-That is on a piece with
all the other information you have mentioned; there ,,'as no slich tender from a
colonial firm.
The CHAIRMAN. --I may point ont to
the honorable member for Carlton that we
are discussing the q nestion of the rates of
payment and the hours. of laboUl:, and not
the question of purchasmg machmery.
Mr. BROMLEY stated that he had not
spoken previously on this Bill, and he
simply desired to point out why t.he
waO'es were kept down so low, why there
wa~ such a lack of capital, and why the
company was cOlltinually drawing Ol~ ~he
State. He intended to move an additIOn
to the amendment to· the effect that the
minimum rate of wages for adults be fixed
at Is. per honl'. As this Mutf'ra Sugar
Factory was a State-supported institution,
honorable members ought to see that its
employes \Yere properly protected, and
that they were not unduly sweated any
lOllO'er. Even accepting the figures of the
hOI~orable member forGi ppsland North, the
men worked twelve hours a day for 6s. 3d.
to 8s. 6d., and that was undne sweating.
The men themselves averred that their
average wage was about 5s. 6d. pel' day
of twelve hours, and that they had to
work seven days a week. He received that
statement direct; from the Maffra Sugar
Faetory from men working there, and be
thought the fjgures those men gave were
more likely to be reliable than the figures
quoted by the honorable member. for
Gippsland North, who probaJ:>ly ~'ecelved
them from the managers directlllg the
concern. He would cordially support the
amendment., Hind if he would be in order
in proposing an addition to it at this
j ul1cture, he begged to moveThat the following words be added to the
amendment of the honorable m~n~ber for Melbourne 'Vest :-" and that 11 mUUI11Ulll rate of
wages of Is. per hOllr be fixed for ad nIts."
Session 1898.-[61]
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Mr. ~:lE'L'HrEN.-'Ve had better shut up
the shop at once.

Mr. BROMLEY expressed the opinion
that, if the men had to work eight hours
a day, the lowest rate of wages ol~ght to
be at least Is. per hour; more espeCially uS
they were only employed during a portion
of the year.
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member had better move his amelldment
after we have decided the amendment of
the honorable member for Melbourne
vVest.
Dr. MALONEY said he yery gladly
accepted the suggestion made by the
Premier, and would alter his amendment
accordingly. He begged to moveThat the following proviso be added to
clause 2:Provided that no employe of the company,
except the chemists or foreme~, shall be employed for more than ten hOl~rs m anyone day,
nor for more than 48 hours III anyone week,
without the permission, in w:'iting, ?f the
Treasurer, under some exceptlOnal c1l:cnmstances and all overtime beyond such 48 hours
sha'!l b~ paid for at the rate of time and a
quarter.

Mr. SALMON.-vVhy not bring theMaffra Sugar Factory under the Factories·
Act~

Mr. LEVIEN observed that it was:
generally recognised that the Maffra Beet
Suaar CompanyallCl the industry in which
th:y were engaged had a great mallY difficulties to contend with, and it would be ~L
mistake for Parliament to add to those
difficulties in any way. As at present
worded, the amendment would apply to
all employes of the compauy inside t~nd
outside the fact.ory, except the chemists
and foremen, so that it would apply
to those engaged ill cultivatillg beetroot~ for the company.
W·as it really
intended that the amendment should
apply to employes engaged in the \\'ork of
cultivation in the fields 1 l'here was one
period of the year when weeding must be
prosecuted with considorable vigour, and
were those hOl1rs of labour and rates of
pay to apply to the people who did that
work ~ Surely it was hardly fair at this;
juncture to impose such onerous conditions
on the company 7 If proposals of this kincl
were wise, propel', and good, surely they
ouo'ht to have been brought forward when
th~ first advance was made, but if they
had been, he had no donbt the honorable
member for Gippsland North would have
shrunk from entering into the indllstl'Y.
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Would it not be sufficient to rely 011 the as well as others~the means to carry 011
Factories Act. for the protection of the this industry. rrhe amendment sim ply pro
factory employes, and leave those working posed that the industry should becondu0ted
outside alone~ (Mr. Gray-"The Factories on lines that were at least humane, or that
Act does not apply to the Maffra shire.") approximated to humane conditions. He
It could be made to do so he supposed. (Sir did not quite agree with the amendment
George rrurner-" The whole shire would of the honorable member for Carlton.
;have to be brought under the Act, and there (Sir George rrurner-" Hear, hear; it
,may be other factories to which it ought would never do, it would kill the whole
:nQt to be applied.") Parliament ought thing.") He would suggest to the honor, nut.to Ullllecessarily hamper the company able member that if the committee
at this stage. It would be unfair to im- adopted the amendment of the honorable
. pose the conditions of the amendment uri member for Melbourne West the Bill
. the company in the midst of all its trouble, would provide that men employed by the
(Mr_ Hancock-" 'l'hese conditions will company would not have to work in01!'di·assist t.he company, judging from past nately long houriS-. The llecessity for
experience.") The honorable member for having some money at the end of the
Carlton spoke of· the employes of the com- week would secure in those workmen fu
pany being sweated, but some little con- determination to have some reasonable'
sideration ought to be given to the public, sum per hour for thCilir labourr but to fix.
"who had a very substantial burden to bear that Slim now without a su1iJicient knowin connexion with this enterprise. 'Why ledge of tll.e amount @f skill required by
,not give the company a fair chance, and the people employed ilil this industry
;let its management have a froe hand, with- would be a mistake. It would be a pro. ill Teasonable limits~ (Mr. Bromley~ per thing to fix the :&.ours €If labour be
." The public do not want Parliament to yond whieh men shrn~ld not be asked. to
support a sweating enterprise.") No, work, becalllse if thi:s. i:mdustry eould not
neither did he; but the company must be be carried! 011 without unduly increasing
:allowed some reasonable latitude if it was the hours @f labour or those employed in
:to oonduct its operations satisfactorily, it, desirable as it might seem, to introduce
it here, it, would not be desirable to
'tbecause, jf Parliament interfered unwisely,
any success which would have been pos- establish it undeJT those conditions.
sible under ordinary circumstances would There had! been establisherl in this
. colony the principle" whicl;t t!b€y had not
h,E1 completely frustrated.
11r. TRENWITH remarked that he by any means made general in its ap'would like to point out to the committee plication, that (~ig'ht hours a day was
that the conditions proposed in the amend- a reasonalDle time to. reqcire men to
ment were in no way obligatory upon the work, and that more than e:iJght hours a
.company, unless the company accepte.d day was t@o long f,)r :men to. work. They
-.the assistance from the people of thIS had not 1een able t~. apply that principle
'Country provided for in the Bill. This with any degree @f genern]ity, but they
was a proposal to assist certain capitalists were extending it from time to time-on
to establish a new industry-a very proper somo occasimis by moral force, and OhlJ
,pr.oposal-and the honorable member ,for others by legislation, but always in the
Melbourne West very fairly desired to direction of shortening the hours of labour
attach to that assistance conditions which -and if they ,vere to permit this new
would protect certain work-people en~aged industry to be estabHshed under State
in thatllew industry. Wen, there dId not protection, and with State assistance, it
seem to him to be anything very extra- must not be established contrary to the
. ordinarv in that proposal. (Mr. Gi1lies~ principle they had struggled in favour of
" Perha"ps they may not accept gifts from so long.
Mr. STAUGHTON stated that it must.
: the Greeks.") Well, suppose they did
'not ~ (Mr. Irvine-" Why should you not be patent to honorable members generally
'apply the amendment to al~ protected il~ that the Government were asking Parliadustries ?")
He would lIke to see It ment to involve the country in supporting
applied to all industries, ~rotect~d or a polar bear industry. This industry ,vas
It was as
otherwise, but they had got thIS partIcular nothing more than that.
protected industry under review. rl'he if they were trying to establish a
Government proposed to furnish out of the company for breeding polar bears in
pockets of the people-the working people Victoria. (Mr. Hancock _'I Polar bears! ")
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Yes; and polar bears were an expen- The whole project was based on wrong
sive luxury, as this industry would principles from beginning to end, and, as
show in course of time. He quite agreed the letter which appeared in that day's
with the honorable member for Footscray, Ar.!J1ts clearl'y showed, it \. . as bound to rewho at la"t had come out in his true federa- snIt in failure.
tioiI colours, that there was a colony which,
The CHAIRMAN. - 1'he honorable
in the near futuro, would be federated with member is dealing with the general questhis oolony and New South Wales, and tion instead of with the amendment before
which grew sughr properly, and with white the Chair.
labour. He did not know the conditions
Mr. STAUGH'rON remarked that as
.as to the h011rs of work and the rates of
wages in the industry there, but the fa..ct long as the company was subsidized by the
remainod that in one portion of Australia State it ought to be required to observe
:sugar-makip.g was successfully carried on. the recognised honrs of work and the reBut the natural conditions in that colony cognised rates of pay to workn~en, but if
were favorable to the carrying on. of that principle was followed the company
the industry there, whereas the Govern- must go under. Nevertheless, as people
ment of this colony were trying to intro- of all classes were being required to
duce a polar bear industry in Gippsland. contribute to the funds bf the company,
'J'his company had been subsidized to the he thought those conditions ought to be
extent of £50,000, which was taken ont attached to the money voted by Parlia-of the pockets of the working men as well ment in support of the company.
Mr. GRAY expressed the opinion that
as out of the pockets of the rich, and, that
being the case, surely to goodl}eSS they it was reasonable for the Legislative As1)ught to impose 011 the industry such sembly to see that a company so largely
{}oHditions as to the hours of labour and subsidized by Lhe State was not permitted
the rates of pay as the democmcy of to sweat its employes. 'fhe honorable
this country had demanded in the past. member for Barwon said that the public
If the manufacture of beet sugar had. should be considered in this matter, but
been left to private enterprise, he would surely he did not mean to assert that the
have taken an entirely .different attitude public desired that sweating should be
(Mr. Levien-" No.") But
with regard to this matter, but he thought practised.
honorable members ought to express their sweating had undoubtedly been practised
()pinion as to whether it was worth in the past by this company, in view of
while carrying on this industry at the the long hours the employes were worked.
present time by the help of the people's The information supplied by the honor·
money, or whether it would not be better able member for Gippsland North himself
to let it drift, as he suggested the other showed that men had been worked eleven
night, and thus at once put an end to hours a day at the rate of 7~d. per honr,
this ridiculous speculation, As long as which proved conclusively that reasonable
wages hnd not been paid, and that unduly
the industry was supported by the State,
the conditions as to the rates of pay and long hours had been worked. It was
the eight hours a day limit ought to be therefore clear that the condit.ions contained in the Factories Act had not been
imposed.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-·The amendment complied with by this company, and they
is altered to ten hours now, following out ought to have been. If the Maffra Facthe wording of the Factories Act-not tory had been in the metropolitan district,
more than ten hours a day, nor more than those conditions would have had to be com48 hours per week, which is what the plied with, and certificated engino-drivers
Factories Act provides for women.
would have had to be employed, as they
Mr. STAUGH'rON said that as the ought to be. The amendment was pro-company only made £600 profit last . posed and supported in order to make it
'season, it was obvious that operations at clear that in the future the company
the factory must be carried on for a longer should only employ its men a reasonable
period, or the company would sustain a number of hours per day, and he trusted
}teavy loss.
The profit already made that the common sense of the directors
'Would disappear as soon as the company would lead them to see that it was in the
got to work again. That must be patent interests 'of the company to work the
t.o the honorable member for Gippsland men shorter hours and give them more
North, who was chairman of the con·cern. reasonable remunera,tioll.
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Mr. T. SMITH stated that the honorable member for Gippsland North dissented from some of the statements made
by the honorable member for Carlton as
to the rate of wages paid at the Maffra
Sugar Factory, and hinted that the information honorable members had obtained
in Melbourne was decidedly defective-that, in short, they had been misinformed.
But the figures given by the honorable
member for Gippsland North and the
figures given in a letter published in the
Argus of that day did not tally. (An
Honorable Member-" It is a faked letter;
nobody kt?OWS the writer.") The letter
was signed "Robert Falconer," and he
was going to ask who the man was. (Mr.
McLean-" Read this telegram.") The
telegram just handed to him was as
follows:Robert Falconer, signing the let.ter, to-clay's
Argus, must be an assumed name. Nobody
e\-er known here of that name.

That telpgram was signed by the manager
of the Maffra Sugar Factory.
Mr. LANGDoN.-That does not alter the
facts of the letter.
Mr. McCoLL.-Is what he writes true ~
Mr. T. SMITH remarked that the writer
of the letter might be a resident of Maffra
without the manager of the Sllgar Company knowing him personally.
(Mr.
McLean-" I have never known him
personally.") The honorable. member for
Gippsland North was an authority as to
residents of North Gippsland, but even he
might not know every resident there. He
could tell the honorable member that a
number of the people at Maffra, employes
at the factory, disagreed very much with
the honorable member's statements with
regard to the hours of labolu and the rates
of payment. In the letter he had alluded
to, which was signed by Robert Falconer,
of Maffra, and dated 13th Augnst, it was
stated thatThe wages paid ranged from 5s. for youths
to 6s. 3d. for men per day of twelve hours, a
few foremen of various stations being paid 7s.
6d. Contrast this with Mr. McLean's assertion
that men were paid 8s. 6d. and yout.hs 6s. :3d.
'Vith three days' work a week the majority of
the workmen, many of them married, received
18s. 9el. a week to live on.

N ow, the whole point, to hi~ mind, was
that these men only got employment for a
very few months in each year, and so far
they had not got full employment for
even two or three weeks cOllsecutively.
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That was why an effort was being made
to see that they got something like all adequate rate of pay. It had been suggested
and accepted that the chemists and foremen should be left out of this arrangement. vVell, there was a very good'explanation for those men being excepted.
Those gentlemen were engaged at so much
per annum, and if the factory only worked
one month in the year their salaries would
be all right. But the unfortunate workpeople who got,according to the honorable
member for Gippsland North, up to 8s.
6d. a day, and youths up to 6s. 3d. per
day, did not get that all the year roundonly for about one· third of the year at
most. Now, what were those people to
do for the other eight months of the yead
When he was at Maffra he was told that
those people had been led to go there,
certainly not anticipating o.nly three or
four months' work a year, .and they naturally asked what they were to do for the
rest of the year. They said that there
might be rough work on farms for such of
them as could do it., but that some of
them were not able to do it. (Sir George
Turner-" Surely that applies equally to
all men in their rank and station of
life 7") He did not know that it did. (Mr.
Methyeu-" It applies to their class of
men all over the country.") But there
was the difference, that Parliament was
not called on to subsidize the ordinary
farmer or the numerous people who got
their Ii ving in th e COUll try districts,
whereas Parliament had subsidized this
company, and was being a.sked to vote an
additional sum. And, as he said the other
night, Parliament would most assuredly
be called on to vote a still f~lrther sum to
the company. On these grounds, therefore, honorable members ought to have a
say in this matter.
rrhe tendency of
people cOllnected with industries in Germany was to expect men to\\'ork longer
honrs for lower pay than ,vas the rule in
this colony. Men who came from Germany
were used to paying people low wages, and
working them long hours, bnt it was the
duty of honorable members to defend the
working people of this colony, and take care
that the conditions of their labour were
made as favorable as Parliament could
make them. In the face of so mllch public
money being yoted to this industry, it was
the duty of honorable members to see that
the men employ.ed by this company were
paid something like a fair rate of wage,
and that could only be provided for by
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accepting the amendment as now proposed.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE asked whether
the Government had considered what the
effect of this amendment would he, supposing it were carried? He understood
that the £13,000 was necessary to carry
on the work of the company. (Sir George
Turner--"N 0; for money to be spent before
the campaign commences.") ""Vould this
amendment increase the expenditure 1
(Sir George Tnrner-" I do not think so ;
because, if they have a full seaSOIl, the
men will only work eight hours.") Have
the Government considered the point 7
Sir GEORGE rrUHNER.-1'he honorable
member for the district has no objection
to the amendment H.R amended by myself.
Mr. McCOLL said he would like to
point out that the amendment proposed
by the honori:lble member for MelbJurne
·West would be of very littlo use unless
the proposal of the honorable member for
Carlton were adopted; becansE', unless a
minimum rato of wage were fixed, the
company could fix any rate they pleased.
Another point was, that the 'l'reasurer
was to be the judge under exceptional
circumstances. How much more work
was to be put on the shoulders of the
Treasurer of this colony 7 It was not a
fair thing to provide that the Treasurer
was to be the judge of such a trifling
matter as when a few men in a particular
factory were to be paid time and a quarter.
H provision was to be made for what was
to be paid in a factory-mld he did not
intend to oppose that, though it might
PTeSS hardly on a company struggling for
its life as this company was-he would
like a provision to be inserted that a fixed
price should be paid by the company for
the beet growll by the farmers. (Mr.
Murray Smith-" And a fixed price for the
sugar also.") 'l'hat would fcllow as a
matter of course. The balallce-sheet submitted was only a etatement of profit and
loss, and it showed that the general
expense8 of the company, including salaries,
wages, &c., came to £436. He supposed
that inclnded the purchase of beet as \\'ell1
(Mr. McLean-" Oh, no; a. great deal
more than that has been paid for beet.")
If a. minimum wage was to be fixed for the
workmen, why should not a provision be
inserted stipulating what the farmer was
to be paid for his beet 1
Mr. RUSSELL remarked tha t, as there
was a proposal to protect the workers, the
Government and the shareholders should
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also be protected. Therefore, he' thought
it would be well to insert the following
amendment : The Government and shareholders sha.ll be
guaranteed interest upon their joint investment at the rate of not less than 5 per cent. per
annum.

Sir GEORGE TURNBH.-Does the honorable member propose to give his personal
guarantee for that?
Mr. RUSSELL said that if the Premier
would do so he (Mr. Russell) would be
prepared to go as far as the right honorable gentleman in that dit·ection.
Dr. Maloney'S amendment, as amended,
was agreed to.
Mr. BROMLEY said he had no desire
in any way to hamper the Maffra Factory,
but he thought a minimum rate of wages
should be fixed. He had considered the
matter during the debate, and thought
that perhaps a shilling an hour would
be a little too high.
He had endeavoured to fix a minimum rate in accordance with what the honorable member
for Gippsland North stated the company
was now paying. He did not see that
there could be any reasonable objection to
accepting such a proposition. He, therefore, begged to moveThat the follo\ving words be added-" That
a minimum rate of wages of lOd. pel' hour be
fixed for all adults working at the factory."

Those who had h~Ld an opportunity of
visiting sugar factories knew the exceedingly laborious character of the work that
had to be done there. The ~vork was exceedingly trying to the constitntion, and
the atmosphere in portions of the factories
was yery hot. Some minimum rate of
wages should certainly be fixed. rrhe rate
of IOd. per hour would only be 8s. 4d.
per day of ten hours, or 6s. 8d. for a
day of eight hours, or £2 per week of 48
hours. Provision for overtime had already
been :-nade in the amendment the committee had carried, and in a factory which
was so largely sub8idized by the State the
committee ought to see that the workmen
were properly protected. It had been
stated .bv the honorable member for
GipPslancl North that there had only
been one strike in the factor} on account of wages or hours.
He (Mr.
Bromley) learned direct from the factory
that four or five strikes had taken place.
He considered that his proposition was
fair and reasonable, and in accordance
with the rate of wages said by the honorable member for Gippsland North himself
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to be paid. If that were so there could he
no harm in the amendment, while, at the
same time, it provided a permanent safeguard for, the men, which could not be
overridden at the will of a majority of the
directors of the institution.
Sir GEORGE TURNER expressed the
hope that the honorable member for
Carlton would not· press his amend men t.
As had been pointed out, this was a
novel kind of industry, and the committee were hardly in a position to fix
what should be a fair minimum rate of
wages. If the amendment were carried,
he understood its effect would be only to
apply to adul ts, and thus an inducement
would be offered to the company to employ those who were not adults. He was
also informed that there were a number of
old men employed in light work in connexion with the factory, and the effect of
the amendment would be that these men
,"yould be employed no longer. rfhe committee had gone as far as they could
reasonably be asked to go in declaring
that, so far as the work .itself was concerned, the men were not to be permitted
It could
to work unduly long hours.
fairly be left to the directors or the
manager of the company and the men
themselves to agree as to what should
Therefore, he
be paid to the workmen.
would be very glad if the honorable member would not press his amendment. If
the honorable member did press it, a load
might be put upou the company which
might be heavier than it could bear in
working at'a profit. It would also be
very awkward for a number of honorable
members who were in favour of a minimum rate of wage, but who would have
to vote against this amendment; because
their votes would subsequently be turned
up and a bald account given of what
they did on a certain occasion, whereas, as
a matter of fact, they would simply have
to vote against the proposal under 6Xceptional circumstances. (Mr. GilIies"They can have the courage of their
opinions.") Of course they could do that,
but honorable members would be given
the credit fox what they did in' voting
against a proposal for fixing a minimum
rate of wage. (Mr. Gillies-" Why need
you ca.re about the credit 1 ") The amendment would place honorable members in a
false position.
Mr. SALMON stated that he really did
not see why the amendment should be
limited to those who were working in the
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factory. He thought that all the employes
of this company, which was highly subsidized, should be treated in exactly the same
fashion. It was just as hard for men to
work in the SUll as under cover. The
conditions of their work were always
arduous, and it was just as well that hOllorable members should recognise that
workmen had similar difficulties .to contend with though working nnder different
conditions. He had always held that the
Government should exercise supervi~ion
over the hours worked and rates of pay
in factories where Government assistance
was rendered. He would, therefore, be
very sorry to vote against the amend.ment. But he saw a fresh danger that he
did not know whether t.he Treasurer had
perceived, a,nd that was, 'that if this
amendment were carried an excuse would
be gi ven to the company to come to Parliament again and ~sk for further assistance. rfho company would be able to say
- " In consequence of the conditions Parliament imposed we are absolutely unable
to carryon," and a further appeal would
be made. rrhat was what he (Mr. Salmon)
did not desire to see.
. Mr. THEN'VITH remarked that he
would like to point out to the Premier
that this proposal could not materially
hamper the company if the allegations
made on its behalf were true. It was
alleged that the company was paying
Ss. 6d. per day. (Sir G,eorge Turner" That is the highest rate; the rates vary
from 6s. 3d. to 8s. 6d.") The amendment
only proposed 6s. Sd. as a minimum.
That was not a serious thing. It seomed
to him that a rl,1inimum ought to be fixed.
He had felt when the honorable member
for Carlton had suggested Is. per hour
that that was too much - that was to
say, not too much for a man to get, but
too much under the circumstances. Now,
6s. Sd. a day would not in vol ve a very
great rise. The honorable member for
Gippsland North had said there had
only been one strike in connexion with
the factory.
1'hat was one too much.
There should not have been a strike
at all. If this amendment were carried it
would not be necessary to strike. It would
simply be necessary to call in a policeman
to demand justice. That seemed a fair
thing. Men ought not to have to strike.
Men ought not to have to throw up their
work and endure hardship and trial in
order to get a reasonable consideration for
the work they performed. And if this
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proposal were embodied in the Bill no great
hardship would be done. If the company
desired to do what \vas right, the men
ought not to be compelled to make a sacrifice in order to compel them to do what
was right. The honorable member for
Talbot had suggested that this amendment
might be an excuse for the company coming
to Parliament again llext year. He (Mr.
Trenwith) quite agreed with that. A
hundred and one things might be used as an
excuse by the company for coming to P<trliament again. He would not be surpriserl
to see the compauy conling again, and he
had no intention of pledging himself that.
at a,ny future time he would not support
a dem(1,nd for assistanee. But he did say
tha,t if ever the company came, and \\' hatever theirexcllse\vas, it would be afairthing
to treat their representations llpOll their
merits. Their excnse on the present occasion seemed to him to be sufficient. Their
excuse rl)ight not be sufficient, and if it
were not Parliament would not be justified
in voting the money.
Mr .. NIURRAY SMITH remarked that
he did not wonder that this amendment
was somewhat embarrassing to many honorable members, but, so far as he was concerned, it did not distress him, because he
had always beeli opposed to the principle
of the minimum wage, being certain that
it could not be maintained without far
more being done than its advocates supposed. rrhe honorable member for Carlton
had, he (Mr. Murray Smith) understood,
proposed that the wages paid at the
l\1affra Factory should be fixed a,t 3J certain
rate. But there was something lleoessary
beyond fixing the rate of wages, and perhaps the present was as good an iusta,llce
as a.ny that could be mentioned for illusttoating the point. It was necessary, in
order that a rate of wage might be maintained, that the product should be able to
pay the rate; because if the product was
not able to pay the wage, then the mannfact0ry must close its doors, and the men,
instea~i of having work at a somewhat
lower rate, would have no work at all.
It was obvious that if Parliament insisted upon a manufactory paying certain
wages it must also, as the honorable member for Gunbower had said, see that not
only the men producing the beet-root
got ::t fair price for their produce, but,
further, rnust see that the manufacturer
got such a price for his suga.r as would
enable him to pa,y those wages and make
a living profit, or, at all events, pay'
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interest on his capital, and earn such an
amount on the investment as would make
it worth while to put capital into ito
Therefore, if Parliament fixed a rate of
wage, if they fixed it at such a rate as the
company was now paying and could a:fford
to pay, the provision was perfectly unnecessary; and if they fixed it at a rate
beyond what the company could afford to
pay the company must be on the horns of
a dilemma. Either they must pay less in
wages, or employ a different class of labonr,.
or close their factory. He understood the·
honorable member for Richmond (Mr.
Trenwith) to oppose the proposal some
time ago. (Mr. 'l'renwith-" That was. for·
the payment of Is. an honr.") The principle was the same. The honorable member said he would not vote for a regulation
rate of wages as long as the hours were
fixed. The rate of wages \vas to be left
elastic. If bot.h were fixed-if both a
minimum rate of wage and a limitation of
the hours of working were fixed by the
Bill-the system must break down.
Mr. :McCOLL said tha.t he intended to'
move an amendment in the amendment of
the honorable member for Carlton. The
honora,ble member simply applied his proposeil to the men working in the factory.
He saw no reason why those men should
be the ·only ones protected. It appeared,
from a letter published in that morning's
A?"gus, that very little beet was grown
bv the farmers round about Maffra. At
tl;e present time the company and two or
three other producers were growing some
1,100 acres out of 1,900 acres required.
Therefore, the company was required to
employ a large number of men in the field
gro\ving beet. His own belief was that
the company \Yould ultimately have to·
grow the whole body of the beet required
by the factory, at any rate, for two or
three years to come, and until the farmers
had got properly into the way of growing'
it. The trouble was that the advice given
when this industry was first illitiated had
been ignored, namely, that the first thing
to be done was to teach the farmers how
to grow the beet. Mr. Van de Veldt wrote'
a pamphlet abont beet-growing, and what
he said was that, unless the farmers.
were taught to cultivate the beet and
encouraged to grow it by the offering of
bonnses for the production of beet of
excellent qllalit.y, the industry would not
pay. It looked as if Mr. Van de Veldt's
words \Yere coming trne. If the company
were to employ a number of lllen in the
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field, why should those men be debarred
from this minimum wage provision? He
begged to moveThat the words "at the factory" be struck
and the words "for the company" sub.stltuted.
bl~t,

It had been said of those honorable mem.bers connected with the Trades Hall that
,their sympathies only extended to the particular class of labour of which they had
..knowledge. The amendment of the 1I0n·orablc member for Carlton went to show
.that that, statement was true.
Nil'. T RENWITH stated that the hon·ol'able member for Gunbower had men-·tioned the Trades Hall. r:rhe honorable
membcrs to whom he referred had for
,man,)' years desired to apply to agriclll'tural workers the same benefits as applied
Ito workers in factories, but they had beel!
,'contillllally met with the declaratioll that
It.hm'D were special circumstances surrounding agriculture, and they had deferred to
the opinion of those who claimed to speak
with a special knowledge of agriculture.
He cOllld assnre the honorable member
tthat lie would be delighted to establish
the principle that lllen working ill agricultural pursuits might not be employed by
agriculturists except under certain condit,iom:'. (.Mr. Staughton-" This is a special
.case; it is a subsidized industry.") But
,the State subsidized other industries. It
subsidized the butter industry very
largely. (Sir John McIntyrp.-" How has
,the State subsidized the butter industry 1")
The State had spent over £300,000 ill
bonuses to the butter industry. Honor--able members to whom the honorable
member for Gnnbower had referred had
,suggested the application of the principle
of the Factories Act to people employed
in butler factories, and they considered
that ultimately those provil'lions would
have to be applied to all classes of
worker;.; in order to bring about fail'
-conditions of labour. But they deferred
to the opinion of those who claimed to
know the special circumstances surrounding agricultural pursuits, and who assured
them that it. was impossible to carryon
agricnlture under the same conditiolls as
attached to manufacturing and industrial
pursuits in large centres. (Mr. McColl"The Factories Act does not deal with
wages.") It did in some instances. 'Vhen
the committee were discussing the Factories
Act it was proposed to make some of its
provisions apply to butter factories. That
proposition was opposed by the honorable
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member for Gllnbower amongst others,
and it was in deferellce to their contention, and cOlltrary to the views of those
who were supposed to represent labour,
that that proposal was not adopted .
He hoped that the honorable member for
Gunbower would not press his amendment .
It. was well known that farm labourers in
this cOllutry were not paid by the hour
but by the week, and the proposal wbich
the honorable member had submitted
would achieve no beneficial result. Those
with whom he (Mr. rrrenwith) had the
honour to be immediatel\' associated at
-the Trades Hall desired 'hy every means
in their power to improve the condition of
those who worked to Ii ve. They considered
that every man who contributed usefnl
: work was a benefit to society, and that
societ'y'should do what it could to have
The present
his condition improved.
amendment, howeve.r~ seemed to be inopportnne at the present time. Itwoulcl
not achieve a desirable end, and it would
tend to embarrass those who were moving
to that desirable end. If this amendlll.}cnt
were carried now it could llOt stop
here, aud he was sure it would hamper
and impede the devel<!)lpment of this particular industry. For his own part,. he
would very much like to see the principle
embodied in the amendment extended,
but he refrained from advocating tnat
course at tho solicitation of gentlemen who
spoke with authority 011 uehalf of country
interests. It was alleged that to press
t.his principle forward in connexion with
agriculture now, or a,t any time with too
great suddenness, would injure rather than
improve the condition of those who \\'ere
employed in that industry.
Mr. 'VHEELEH said he was sorry that
any attempt should be made to load this
Bill with conditions such as were contained
in the amendments lWW being discussed.
In a new industry like this every ellcouragement shonld be given to it during
its initial stages. They were attempting
to build up that industry on the ono hand,
and on the other hand they were proposing
to pile up conditions that would make it
almost impossible f0r the industry to become properly established. It wus absolutely necessary, that the loan proposed
under his Bill should be granted to the
compaqy, otherwise the company must
stO}!. rrhey had the assurauce of the
Premier that there was no chance of the
company carrying on unless the loan were
granted to it. But if they grant~d it on
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the conditions which wore now sought to
be imposed. it. would simply mean giving
the money with one hand and taking it
back with the other. He was somewhat
surprised that the honorable m~m bel' for
Gunbower should fleek to make a minimum
rate of wage for agl'icultlll'al labourer.:;.
If anything could block the company,
and stop it altogether, surely that ,vas
the vel'y condition to do it. It was
probable that the chief difficulty which
the company would have to face was
that of obtaining a sufficient supply of
beet, and every encouragement should be
given to the farmer.;; to grow beet.
If a
minimum rate of wage was imposed for
agricultural labourers, the farmers would
stop growing beet, and would go in for
grazing, at whi'ch they could make a
profit and live easily. If these conditions
were imposed, the farmers at Maffra would
simply perform theil' present coutmcts in
a perfunctory manner, and when the time
was up would cease growing beet altogether, and then the company would be
obliged to grow all its beet it8elf. He
hoped that the amendment would be
withdrawn, and that they would give the
company a chance to succeed.
Ml'. J. HAIUUS remarked that he could
not but think that the committee would
make a great mistake if it adopted the
amendment of the honorable member for
Gnnbower, although he admitted that in
principle there was no logical reason why
the farm labourer should not receive the
same proteetioll as any other cla8s of
labourers in the community. They were
now dealing, however, wit.h an industry
which needed every as'3istance they could
give to it, and they should not tra.mmel it
with labour conditions. It "'onld be
far better if all the conditions relating to
the houl'.s of labour and the rate of wages
were left onto Even if they agreed with
the honorable member for Carlton that
the men in t.he factory should be paid
IOd. an hour, they should not interfere \~'ith the rate of wages paid to the
men who grew beet, as was proposed by
the honom,ble member for Gunbo\\'cr.
~l'he hon(lrahle mem bel' must know that a
large amollut of labonr was required in
tilling the beet fields, lJot only ill sowing
the sE-ed, but in thinnin,g the young crops,
and weeding them. If this amendment
were carried, he (Mr. Harris) was' quite
su.re that it could be easily evaded.
Scores of boy::>, sixteen 01' seventeen years
of age, would be found working in the
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fields instead of ad nIts, and they could
do the work just as well. It was to be
hoped, therefore, that the amendment
would be withdrawn. He felt inclined to
vote for the amendment of the honorable
member for Carl tOll, although he would
have preferred that it should not have been
submitted. This beet·sngar industry might
, possibly become a big thing ill the future.
(Mr. Staughton-"Never.")
He (Mr.
Harris) could not see why the honorable
mem ber should say that \\' hen they remembered what had been done in California.
'rhe conditions here were just the same.
We had t.he same kind of Jand, and the
conditions of labour wore about the same
here as they were in California. At the
same time, it was to be regretted tha.t
this industry should ever have been started
if it had to come to the State for assistance. If he had been in the House when
the first advance was made to the company he should have voted against it,
because he considered that such an enterprise should ho carried on by pri vate en terprise and not by the State.
Mr. SALMON obserred that he could
not for the life of him see why any distinction should be made between a man
working in the fields and a man working
uuder eover. 'Vben the original Bill was
uuder discussion the h'onorable member
for Sandhurst (Mr. Hamilton) drew attention to the fact that in Germany women
were working in the beet-fields for 3~c1.
and 4~c1. per day.
He (Mr. Salmon)
did not anticipate that we would descend to anything' like that in this
colony, but he certainly thought that
when an ind nstry was subsidized as heavily
as this was, they shonld have some guarantee that the workmen cOllnected with it
would receive a fair rate of wage. It was
very unfair to draw a distinction between
men becanse they were working ill different
portions of the same property. An the
mell employed by this company were
entitled to equa'! protection.
Mr. LEVIEN said that be failed to see
that any distinction could properly be
drawn as to the rate of wages or time of
working betwecll the institutiolls which
were, as it was called, snb~idized by the
Government and other undertakings. 'rhe
so called subsidy whieh t.he Maffra Company received was simply a loan of mOl19Y
on interest secni'ed by a charge on the
whole undertaking. 'rhe water trusts
also received ad vances out of loan money,
and surely if a proposal of this kind
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applied in the one 'case it should apply in
the other. The amendment of the honorable member for Gunbower should be

withdrawn, because it was not exactly
practicable and might make it almost
impossible for the undertaking to be a
success. The honorable member would
surely not ~id vocate that those who were
employed in the country on fart~s or in any
other oacupatiolls should come under this
regulation. The honorable member should
now defer to the wish expressed by a
number of his fellow members, and refrain
from pressing the amendment. In principle, of course, there was a good deal to
be said for it, but it ought not to be
accepted in connexioll with this Bill.
Sir GEORGE TURNER stated that he
was obliged to regard this amendment
from the financial point of view. He was
not justified in allowing the Bill to be so
altered as possibly to injure the success
hereafter of this company. Personally,
he was an advocate of fixing a minimum rate of wage wherever it was
possible, and the Government had made
certain declarations with regard to contractors that they should be bound to pay
their employes a certain rate of wages.
They had also endeavoured to bl;ing, the
employers and employes in certain trades
together, in order that their representatives might formulate a fair remuneration for the work done in those trades.
But he thought this was the first occasion on which hOllorable members had
attempted to declare tha,t a specified
rate of pay should be given by one particular company to its employes. (NIr.
Trell\vith-" This is not the first case;
we did it in connexion with the building of a ra.il way by a coal company.")
rrhe amendment of the honorable member for Carlton proposed to fix the rate of
pay in the factory itself. The present
amendment attempted to extend the
minimum wage to the persons who
worked outside the faotory, and it
had beeri pointed out by the honorable
member for Richmond (Mr. Trenwith)
that the representatives in the House of
that class of persons thought that their
employers would be ruinecl if a particular
rate of pay were' fixed by the Bill-t.hat
it was an utter impossibility for the
persons employing them to comply with
this condition. He (Sir George'l'urner)
was obliged to look at the question from
that point of 'view. If the oommittee
carried the amendment of the honorable
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member for Carlton, as extended by that
of the honorable member for Gllllbower,
he would certainly have to seriously consider the position, and to confer with
those manc.tging the company to ascertain
whether 'this additional advance was OIle
that should be made by the Government
at all. In agreeing to make the advance, the Government had considered
the matter from the point of view of
the existillg state of aftt=tirs; and, although
a declaration h1,d been made that
the employes shollld work only for a
certain number of hours, he could not
see that that would increase to any appreciable extent the amount of expense in
connexioll with the working of the factory.
There could be 110 doubt, however, that
the proposals now before them, if carried,
would increase the working expenses very
materially, and he, therefore, looked upon
them as far and a way more serious than
the conditions they had already inserted
in the Bill. (Mr. Levien-" Unless YOIl
can also fix a rninill1um price for sugar.")
Yos; unless they could do what was an impossibility. He would, therefore, be 'glad
if the honorable member for Gunbower
,,,ould withdraw his amendment, because,
as other honorable members had pointed
out, it would be impracticable to carry it
into effect. He would also be glad if the
honorable member for Carlton would withdraw his amendment, but, failing that, he
would at least ask him to reduce the minimum rate of pay from 1Od. to 9d. per
hour. The minimum fixed for working men
in all contracts ,vas 6iS. pet· day, which was
9d. per hour. If that were fixed as the
minimum rate here, it would still be competent for the men to receive more if they
deserved it, and if the company could
afford to pay it. Ho had been in consultation with the honorable member for
Gippsland North, and they had agreed to
accept the amendment of the honorable
member for Carlton if it were limited to
those employed in the factory, and if the
minimum rate of pay were fixed at 9d. per
hour. (M1". Graves-" But the Bill relates
to all employes of the company, whether
employed in the faotory or in the fields.")
That was so with regard to the hours
of working, but power was given to the
Treasurer to allow the employ(s to work
for more than 48 houl'S a week in exceptional cirCllmstallces IIpon their receiving
extra remuneration.
(Mr. Graves-" A
large number of the company's employ~s
are already employed in the fields, and they
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Maffra Factory some time ago that the
people who had been employed growing
because the policy of the company should beet in the past did not know their busibe not to gruw the beet itself, but to have ness. vVhat struck everybody who saw
it grown by the farmers, \\1 ho, he believed, German beet was that all the beet was of
would be able to produce it much more precisely the same size. At the M.affra
cheaply than the company itself could do. Factory they could hardly see any two
H the suggestions he had just mctde \\"ere beets \vhich were of the same size: shape,
not accepted by the honorable members in or condition. He did not know whether any
charge of these amendments, he would be experts from Germany had shown their
forced into the position of reluctantly skill in the fields, but certainly the
opposing both amendments. If both or result was miserable.
The honorable
either of them were carried, he would ha.ve member for Gippsland North had exto consult with those who had the finan- plained that this was entirely due
cial management of the company to see to the bad season and the l!1te period
what the total effect would be on the at which the rain came. The fact re'vorking expenses, and then he would pro- mained that they were at present carrybably have to consult the Honse later on ing through a very costly experiment.
as to the course which the Government He believed that if this amendment were
carried it would lead to the work of the
should pursue.
Mr. HANCOCK said he certainly hoped company being carried out mor8 properly
that the honorable member for Gunbower and more economically than other\vifSe,
would not withdraw his amendr:o.ent, al- because if they attached a condition that
though he would be prepared to fall in a certain rate of wages should be paid, the
with the suggestion of the Premier that company would take care that they only
the minimum rate of pay should be re- employed men who could do the work
duced to 9d. per honr. If the men in the properly. For his own part he did not
factory, however, were worth 9d. an hour, believe that the adoption of these proposals
he certainly thought that the men who would hinder the progress of the Bill
worked in the fields were equally worth through another place, or really hamper
9d. vVhen the Bill providing for the the action of the directors of the company.
first advance to the company was before If honorable members were o.sking that an
the 'House, honorable members were given extravagant rate of wages flhould be paid,
to understand that the work of g-rowing then of course he could conceive_that the
the beets would be taken up entirely by objection raised by the Premier would
the farmers of the district. They were apply. But this was only a fair living
told that the soil was admirably adapted wage, whether a man lived in the country
for it, and that the industry would be of or in the town. It was disagreeH,ble work
such a remunerative character that there in the factory, and it was very disagreewould be no fear at all of any lack of able work outside the factory. A great
sugar beet. It seemed now that if the many of the men employed by the comThe company
company were forced to pay a fair rate of pany were living in tents.
wages to the people they employed it WiotS at the present time apparently was not
highly probable that they would say- sufficiently prosperous to be able to pnt
" '''vVe will stop growing the beet oursel ves, . up houses for its employes. If this inand give it up to the farmers of the dis- dustrv was to be carried on at all it
trict." He agreed with the Premier that should he carried on upon as fair and
this would be the best and most profitable equitable terms as possible. They should
course for the "company to pursue, and settle the matter at once. They should
the most profitable, also, for the farmers not drift back to the condition of Gerin the long fun.
They were told many so far as the mte of wages was
on the· former occasion t.hat, in the concerned. 'J.'hey knew that in California
opllHon of experts, this was going the wages paid were fixed according to
to be a magnificOl~t industry for the the rate ruling in the neighbourhood.
farmers of that district, who were to be Seeing that it was a settled portion of Ollr
better off than the farmers in any other policy that contractors doing Government
part of the colony. It was said that the work must pl.ty a lllinimum rate of wage,
growing of beet required special skill, and he did not think that that privilege should
that seemed to be the case, because it was he preserved' only for factory hands.
very evident to those who visited the All kinds of hauds should benefit by it,

It was to be hoped that they would decrease,
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otherwise there would be an aristocracy of
labonr; while the mall working in the
'refinery could claim his 9d. an hour, the
mall working outside in the field would
have to take what waf; thrown at him.
Every true advocate of labour should be
prepared to support a living wage, whether
for the worker in the factory Ot' the 'worker
in the field.
Mr. DO'VNvVARD said 110 did not
believe for a moment that this factory
would survive, even if it 'was allowed to
adopt sweating wages, and his reason for
supporting the amendment of the honorable member for Gun bower ,,'as because
he hoped, if it was carried, the Premier
would withdraw the Bill altogether. Apparently all the resnlt that was goiug to
be secmed from this £13,000 was the
payment of an overdraft which was very
badly seGlll'cd at present.
It was not
going to result in really establishing the
sugar industry.
The fact that the COI11pany was llOW proposing to grow its own
beet showed that all hope of its being
supplied by the farmers was practically
at an end. As to the ~~mendmetlt of the
honorable momber for Gunbower, he saw
HO reason why the men workiug inside
the factory should recei vo different treatlllent from the men working outside. If
the Maffra Company was going to put
in 700 acres of beet-root, as it now proposed, that \\'onld mean that practically
there would be far more labour employed outside than inside, and to make
a distinction between the two classes of
labollr wonld be utterly unjustifiable. In
fact, such feeling would be created if some
men were being paid good wages while
others' were paid sweating rates, that it
would be very difficult to carry Oli the
factory at all. He (Mr. Downward) had
been yery desirous of having some opportunity of voting against this Bill altogether, bnt it seemed as if no sllch
opportunity was to be afforded. (Sir
George Tnrner-" You will have an opportunity on the third reading.") '1'hat
was all he wished for. '1'he1'e had llot
been a word said to satisfy the Assembly
that the ady;mce of this ttdditional
£13,000 would place the company in any
better financial position. The Premier
himself had not attempted to show that.
'rhe company apparently would 110t be
able to pull throngh even if it got its
labonr as cheaply as it could, 'and it wonld
certainly como down very q nickly if it
was compelled to pay liberal rates of
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wages.
Under the circumstances, he
wonld support the amendment of the
honorable member for Gunbowel" in
the hope that it would end the matter, for
he thought the Premier would not go on
with the Bill if it was decided that a
higher rato of wages must be lJaid, not
only to men working in the factory, but
to those working outside. If that was
dOlle it would only mean that at the end
of the financial year the company would
have to come to the House again for
further assist.ance, and the reason then
given for asking such assistance would be
t.hat the HOllse had imposed conditions
as to the rate of wages which compelled
the company to pay more than they would
otherwise have paid. He trusted that he
would have an opportnnity of voting
agaillst the measure and rejecting it
altogether.
nfr. McLEAN observeu that, as he had
stated the previous week, he did not feel
justified in taking any part in this discussion except to give any explanations
necessary to remove misapprehensions.
There appeared to be a feeling all round
the chamber that the farmers would not
grow the beet. Now he might mention
at once that the reason more beets were
not grown by the farmers this year was
that the directors of tbe company did not
feel justified in entering into any contracts
with fanners until they saw that they
would be able to pay for the beet if grown.
The directors wonld nCIL even serve out
any seed until last :week, when they saw
there was a prospect of this measure
going through.
Sir JOHN" McIN'fYRE.-'Vas there not an
arrangement at the first. start that you
should have a contract with farmers to
grow beet ~
Mr. MeL EAN said there were contracts
'entered into last Jenr with farmers to
grow 1,200 acres, and nearly all of those
farmers were now growing beet. To show
honorable members that thero was a misapprehension with regard to what was
being done, he might mention that recently
a property was put up, consisting of 150
acres, for leasing in 10-acre blocks-that
was to say, fifteen blocks of 10 acres each
-ncar a mil way station, 6 miles from the
factory. The conditions of the lease were
that the land must be applied to the growing of beet, and that land brought at
auction from 25s. to £3 per acre per anllum
rental.
(Mr. Langdon-" Is there as
much acreage likely to be put into beet
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this year us last yeetr~") There would be our protective policy was to be maintained.
a, lot more. 'There was far more land The amendment did not mean that the
ploughed now for beet than there was last workers in the field would necessarily have
year. (Mr. Langdon-" I was there, . and
368. a week. He regretted to say that
I could not see it.") There were from the average wages in the country districts
1,900 to 2,000 acres at any rate this year, did not come up to that amount. It must
and the directors hoped there would be be remembered that there was a great
still more. (Sir George Turner-" Includ- deal of broken time, and in this industry
perhaps the men would only be workillg
ing your 600 acres 1 ") Yos.
Dr. MALONEY stated that he was as-' for four months in the year.
tonished that one honorable mem bershould
Mr. STAUGHTON remarked that he
actually have tried to differentiate between thought it must now be patenti to the honthe man who was working in the field and orable member for Gippsland North that
the man who was working in the factory.
this factory had been started on wrong
He (Dr. Maloney) recognised no difference lines. Similar troubles overtook those
between men who tilled the land and the butter factories which were started by
man who ,,-orked in the town, except that companies without having the comthe man working in the country had. plete co-operation of the farmers.
generally the hardest work. He felt sure Such factories had invariably proyed a
that the object of the amendment of the failure. (Mr. McLean-" I believe every
honorable member for Gunbower was not beet-grower is a shareholder in the
to block the Bill, but to remove the company.") Warning should be taken
stigma that there should be any difference from the failures- which had occurred
between the worker in the factory and the in connexion with the butter factories
worker outside; and, therefore, he (Dr. through the co-operation of the farmers
Maloney) would cordially support the not being secured. It was COIl tended by
amendment. It was mere nonsense to say the honorable member for Carlton, ·who
that the proposed protection of the had proposed the amendment, that as the
labourer would spoil an industry in which Government had subscribed money to
the State had already invested '£40,000. enable this company to manufacture beet,
Tho colony should be prepared to pay the Government ought to see that a liYing
£100,000, if necessary, to help in an wage was paid, especially as they were
experiment of this kiud. There was really domiuated by the gentlemen in the
no instance in the whole history of labonr corner. (Sir George Tnrner-"That
the world where the beet industry had is worn threadbare.") At all events, that
not proved a success when established, al- was the condition o~ things in discussing
though its introduction might have caused this proposal. He (Mr. Staughton) agreed
a great deal of trouble at first. Every with the amendment proposed by the
democrat in Victoria would support the pro- honorable member for Melbourne 'Vest as
posal that no distinction should be made to limiting the hours of work; but if a
between the treatment of outside and inside minimum wage was fixed for men who
workers. He did not treat as serious the were employed in connexiou with the
suggestion that the Bill would be with- growing of beet, the Government might
drawn if the amendment was carried. If as ,veIl throw up the whole Bill, in
the Bill were withdrawn it would mean view of the fact that the compauy last
that the Government ,,"ould haye to take year had a loss of £6,000 011 the year's
up this ind ustry themselves, because the transactions. It was all yery well for
establishment of the beet industry in this those honorable members who did not
colony was not goiug to fall throngh know the conditions of agriculture to
simply because a certain syndicate could advocate a minimum wage for persons
not carryon. The Government, having working in the fields. - The conditions
put £40,000 into the affair, would be bound under \V ~ich ngricnlture was carried on
to carry it on themselves. In his opinion,
were very different from those under which
the protective policy of the colony should the manufactnrer carried on his business.
not only be extended to the worker, but A manufacturer who sent in a tender
even the buyer should be protected, so knew what he would be paid and knew
that if - the price rose above a certain what he would have to pay his men, but
amount in the retail m:lrket it should the agriculturist was in a different posibe reduced. That was a thing which tion. A few months ago the farmer was
must come in the early future if . receiving nearly 5s. a bushel for his wheat,
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whereas the price now was only from 3s.
ld. to 3s. 3d. per bushel. Thus the
farmer could not foretell what he would
receive as the fruit of his labour, and was
therefore utterly unlike the man who took
a contract. It seemed to him that there
was some justice in the contention that if
the Government subsidized this company
for manufacturing beet, they must tell
the company plainly that they must get
rid of the beet-growing portion of the
business, and induce' others to take it off
their hands, otherwise the industry would
come to an end. He (Mr. Staughton) did
not know that it would not be an advantage to the community if it did come to
an end, but he did not want to bring that
result. about by a side-wind, and therefore
he did not feel inclined to support the
amendment.
Mr. J. A. ISAACS (Ovens) observed
that he intended to support the amendment of the honorable member for Carlton,
bu t he also intended to support the amendment of the honorable member for Gnnbower as well. He saw 'no reason why
they should discriminate between the man
'Who worked in the field and the man who
'Worked in the factory. The former was
entitled to just the same measure of proHe
tection from the State as the latter.
,did not regret having supported the mea:sure to establish this industry, becanse he
thought hOllorable members were justified
in passing a Bill to introduce into this
.colony the beet-sugar industry, which,
if it became fully established, ;,,,ould
be the means of giving employment to a
large number of people. He did not
.agree with the honorable member for
Uichmond (Mr. Trellwith) that they ought
mot to extend the same protection to the
.agriculturists as to the factory hands.
That honorable member stated that they
ought to deal with the conditions as they
found them. The honorable member used
that as a general argument with reference
to State interference with the agricultural
labourer, but he (Mr. Isaacs) would point
'Ollt that this was a special case. He agreed
with the honorable member that they
should deal with the conditions as they
existed, but what were the conditions here ~
The conditions were that a company had
·come' to the people of this country and
asked them for special assistance. The
people had given the company that special
,assistance, and however desirable it might
be to have new industries in our midst,
the introduction of those industries ought.
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not to be accompanied with the obnoxious
conditions of labour such as existed
in other communities, and which the State
here' protected our people against. If introducing new industries meant inol'dinately
long hours and inadeq uate remuneration,
theu such industries were not desirable.
In any industty that received assistance
from the State they were entitled to see
that the employes were properly paid and
that unduly long hours were not exacted
from them. He was sorry to hear the
Premier take up the position that if these
amendments weTe carried he would have
to fa11 back on the financial aspect of the
question.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It is my duty,
·before I allow State money to be advanced,
to see that I have some prob~bility of
getting it back again.
~lr. J. A. ISAACS (Ovens) said the Premier had iudicated that the passage of
these amendments would endanger t.he
success of the company, but he hardly saw
how that must follow. They had been told
by the honorable member for Gippsland
North that the wages of the men tanged
from 6s. 3d. to 8s. 6d. per day. Now, the
amendment of the honorable member for
Carlton merely meant a minimum rate of
wage of 6s. 8d., and he understood that
that honorable member would accede to
the wishes of the Premier and reduce the
amount to 9d. per hour. Then, the amendmen t ofthe honorable mem berfor Gunbower
would apply merely to adults who worked
in the field; and, as the honorable member
for Gippsland North had stated that there
were very few adults employed in the
fields in this work, the employes being
chiefly boys, he (Mr. Isaacs) could not
see how the amendments would l~rgely
affect the financial position. He regarded
the matter as a question of principle. He
considered that they ought not to draw an
invidious distinction between the men
who worked in the field and the men who
worked in the factory, and he submitted
that it was the duty of the State, when
giving assistance to t.his company, to see
that all classes of its employes were properly treated.
Mr. METHVEN remarked that he ,vould
like to see the proposal now before the
committee given effect to, both as regarded
the men inside the factory and those outside the factory, and he thought that if
it was given effect to it would not have
snch a drastic effect on the company as the
Premier appeared to think. That was his
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Opll1 1011, for this reason-because he now they would obtain them if a minibelieved it would be the means of driving mum rate of wage was not fixed. Unless
the company into the position, which he a minimum was fixed, both in the field and
thought all honorable members would like the factory, the company would get workers
to see avoided, of falling back on boys, as cheap as they could, and if they could
girls, and women to do their work instead get women cheaper than Ihell they would
of employing men. The result of the obtain them. It had been stated that the
amendment, if carried, would probably be factory was to a large extent owned by a
that the company would be found employ- German firm, and certainly if that German
ing women in the fields, as was done in firm had the power they would see that
Germany-a state of things which honor- they got the labour at the cheapest price
able members would not like to sec. (Mr. possible. (Mr. Methven--" The factory
Haneock-" They would h~ve to pay is partly owned by the Government.") He
them the same wages.")
No; there wished it was all owned by the Governwas no minimum wage fixed for any ment; it would be better for the country
class. but adult males, and if the amend- if the Government had taken up the thing
ments were carried the company's fields themselves and owned the whole show.
and felctory would be found swarming He had no hesitation in saying that the
with boys, girls, and evell women. He factory would be a success if it was procertainly thought that the workers in the perly managed, but if it was only to be
field were as mueh entitled to considera- managed on the ptinciple of the compar.y
tion as the workers in the factory. Their get.ting as much as they could out of the
work was really the more laborious of the Government, and making as much profit
two, and, therefore, they deserved at least for their shareholders as possible, it would
.equal consideration at the ha,llds of Parlia- be a failure, so far as any benefit to the
ment. He did not beIie,'c e1.t all in the colony was concerned. rl'here was no
system of the GoYel'llment stepping in doubt, however, that if the beet industry
and interfering with private enterprise, as was managed in the way it ought to be
had been done in this case; but, since it would be a decided success in' this
The honorable member for
they had entered jnto this partnership, he colony.
presumed that they would have to carry Bourke 'Vest had stated that if they inout their part of the contract.
It terfered "\vith the agricultural labourer
seenled as if it were impossible tv establish by fixing a minimum wage, the price of
any industry now without assistance from wheat might rise or faU accordingly.
the State. The wonder was how any in- (Mr. Staughton - "I said nothing of
The honorable member
dustry was established years ago without . the kind.")
State assistance, yet people seemed to get did say something to that effect.
along fairly well in those days.
The 'rhis company ""vas not working for an
amendments whieh had been submitted outside market, but for the home market.
had placed honorable members in rather a The sugar produced by black labour in
false- position. He himself felt bound to Queensland was subject to a high duty,
support the amendments, because he be- and hl~ was satisfied that this company, if
lieved that the minimum wage proposed to they could get the farmers to grow the
be given was none too large, and therefore beets, and the soil and climate Were suitable, would be able to make the ind ustry
he was bound to vote for it..
NIl'. SANGSTEH stated that he thought a success. It Was his desire that the Goit was very satisfactory to heal' honor- vernment should give them every possible
able member8 all round the chamber sup- encouragement, provided th~it conditions
porting the idea of a minimum wage in the were imposed to prevent success being
field as well as in the factory. The honor- achieved only at the expense of the
able member fo.l' East Bourke Boroughs labourers.
Honorable members on the
(Mr: 1\1ethven) had brought in. the old opposition side of the House voted against
plea that if a minimurn wage ,,,as fixed, the the proposal to make the Factories Act
old men would be knocked out, and old apply to the butter factories, but as the
women would be brought in instead. He honorable member for Gunbower had
(Mr. Sangster), however, submitted that mo"ved this amendment-and he assumed
that could not apply in the case of this com- that he had done so in good faith-·it
pany. (Mr. Methven-" Young women should be accepted. He hoped that the
would be brought in as well.") If tho Government would not withdraw the Bil1.
company eould get young women cheaper They were assisting this industry with
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State money, and they had a right to see
that the labourers were protected.
Mr. McARTHUR observed that the
amendment. did not affect the general
question of the minimum wage. It did
affect the question of the share the working men should get of any concessions
that were made by the State to subsidized
companies. In this instance a company
had applied to the Government for COlh
cessions that they believed would be for
their benefit, and they had obtained them.
The working men \~ould expect certain'
conditions which they cOllceived would be
for their benefit. It scarcc]y mattered
whether honorable members considered
that the minimum wage was of advantage
to the workingmen or not. It was sufficient for him at present that concessions
had been granted to a company, and that
the working men employed by that company were entitled to consideration. There
was no doubt that in their opinion the
minimum wage would be of benefit to
t4em. He would be sorry to do allY thing
to embarrass the company, bnt he should
like to see the principle established, that in
connexion with all subsidized or protected
industries the workilig men should receive
consideration. This was a case in whicb,
without regard to the general question of
the minimum wage, the minimum wage
might very fairly be applied.
He would,
therefore, snpport the amendment of the
honorable member for Gunbower in preference to that of the honorable member
for Carl ton.
Mr. BOvVSER said that he would have
voted against the Bill had he not recognised that this was an experiment that
was beibg made by the State, and had he
not thought that it would be a blunder to
pause in the middle of the experiment and
to lose the money that had been put. into
it. The Government were, as- a matter of
fact, committed to a reasonable extent to
this enterprise.
He either fears his fate too much,
Or his deserts are small,
That dares not put it to the touch
To gain or lose it all.

That in some degree was the spirit in
which the committee mnst at this juncture
regard the enterprise, although it would
not have been a proper spirit in which to
enter into it. He felt bound to support
the amendments that had been proposed,
but he could not escape from the conviction that they wonld in some degree
embarrass the company. He felt the
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more disposed to do so, because of tho
invidious distinction that it was sought'
to make between two classes of labour
employed at the hctory.
Mr. rrRENWITH stated that he desired
to protest against the assertion of the honorable member for Ovens that he had
sought to make a distinction between two
classes. 1'h8 honorable memuer, and those
who were working with him, had urged
the propriety of applying .conditions that
were necessary in the case of ind ustric!:> in
which aggregations of men were employed
He told the honto the agrictilturists.
orable member himself that, if the amendment were pressed, he \rould be delighted
to see it carried. If it was correct-alld
he was inclined to think that it was-that
it could be applied to the agriculturists
who were growing beet, then it could be
applied elsewhere, and it should be carried
to its legitimate and logical conclusion.
He should, however, haY8 preferred to
have seen the question dealt with, as the
factories were dealt with, in acomprehensive
measnre, covering all persons to whom it
could be made applicable. If, however,
the honorable member had submitted his
amendment in good faith, and not, as was
thought at first, with a view of placing
somebody in an awkward position, he
would be delighted to snpport him. From
the expressions of opinion that had come
from both sides of the HOllse, he had no
doubt that the amendment would be
agreed to.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE remarked that,
on the second reading, he took the responsibility of asking honorable members on
that (the op position) side of the House to
support the measure, and he did so for the
reasons that had been ad vanced by the
Premier. Nothing had been said that
would justify him in withdrawing from that
position. He was very much afraid that if
the amendments were carried they would
destroy the Bill. The Premier had intimated that he would have to withdraw the
Bill or to hold it back for furt.her inquiry.
Did honorable members desire that ~ He
admitted that the balance sheet that had
been submitted by the company was not
altogether satisfactory, but he supposed
that it suited the shareholders. He should
have liked to have seen a more explanatory
ba.lance-sheet. Still, they had the fact
staring them ill the face that the money
was wanted, and if the Bill was held back
its good effect would be to a htrge extent
d8stroyed. The Bill had been treated as
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one of urgency, atld it had been given,
precedence over other and more important
business. He would ask honorable members who were really desirous that the
company should have an opportunity of
making the industry a success, to set aside
their particular desires with regard to the
amendments, and to allow the Bill to be
passed. He had 110 interests, direct or iudirect, in the industry except in so far as'
it, affected t.he country as a whole. A
large amount of public money had been
invested in it, alld it would be a great
pity if they allowed it to collapse for the
want of the small additional acl vallce that
was asked for. He was satisfied that
the company would not be allowed to
bleed the ~tate fnrther. Some honorable members had hinted that if the
industry were thrown into the hands of
the Government they would carry it on,
but that was not a,t all likely. If this
Bill was not passed, he took it tha.t the industry would collapse, and he would ask
honorable members, no matter what their
opinions were with regard to the minimum
wage, not to vote for the amendments.
Mr. 'WHEELER stated that the bulk of
the labourers employed in the :factor'y
were, he apprehended, men. It was well
known that in Germany and in California
boy labour was largely employed in beetgrowing, with great advantage, not only to
the companifls, but to parents who had
families of boys, who could find work
in this way for several months in the
year. If the amendments were passed,
this company would not employ boys.
The boys would simply be left to run
about idle, and, perhaps, to find their
way into gaol. 'What better or more
healthy occupation could a boy have than
work in the fields 1 It. would be impossible
for t,he company, if the payment of a minimum wage were insisted on, to employ boy
labour. (Mr. Bromley-" The amendment
says' adult labour,' and that means men
of 21 years of age alld over.") If that
were so he would not obiect to the amendment, because he lw,d' always been in
favour of the payment of a fair living wage
to men. At the same time, he thought
that the suggestion of the Premier should
be accepted. The committee should not
agree to a ra,te of wage that the company
conld not afford to pay, and it should be
remembered that persons outside the
company and in the same locality would
have to pay the same rate. In his opinion
9d. an honr woald be fair and reasonable.
Ses:;ion 1898. -[62]
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.Mr. BROMLEY said he did not want
honorable members to be under any misHe would amend his
apprehension.
amendment as suggested by the Premier,
by substituting "9d." for "lOd.," although he considered that 9a. was rather
too Iowa, rate of pay. Still it would be
an advantage to attach to the Bill the
principle of the minimnm wage.
The
company would not be able to go below
the 9el. per honr, whereas, as he knew,
they did so at present so far as some of
their employes were concerned. If the
two principles of eight hours' work a day
and 9d. an hour as a minimum wage
were recognised, they would have arrived at a very satisfactory conclusion.
The State had largely subsidized this industry, and the working men as well
as the shareholders should receive some
benefit from the subsidy. They were taxpayers to the State, and they contributed
in a larger or lesser degree to the money'
that was ad vanced by the State to the,
company. He conld not logically oppose
the amendment of the honorable member
for Gnnbower. One Ol' two points had
been made against it, but still, holding the
views he did, he would have to vote for
it. One objection to that amendmcnt was
that the company were not growing all
their own beet. A large quantity of it,
was grown by farmers outside, and while
the men that were working for the company would receive the minimum rate o.f·
wage, those who were working outside
would not, although they would be doing
the same class of work. (Mr. Staplerou"That depends on the conditions of the
labour market.") The labour market \Vat;
liable to fluctuations, and at the present
time there was a surplus of labour., If
the labour market were overstocked, and
the wages outside were more than the,
minimum wage, the company would also,
have to increase their ra.tes of pay, as
the men would not otherwise work for'
them.
Mr. Bromley'S amendment was amende~
by the snbstitution of "9d." for" lOd.'"
Sir GEORGE rrUH.NER stated that he~
was glad the honorable mem bel' for Carl tOll
had accepted his snggestion, as that would
ohviate many of the difficulties that were
in his mind. He had again consulted tho
honorable member for Gippsland North.
He fonnd that a large amouut of boy
labour was employed outside tho factory,
and the amendment of. the hOllomble
member for GUllbower was not, thel'c:ore,
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so very serious. He was afraid it would the origitlal Act was introduced in 1895
have a result that many of them would by the Minister of Agriculture, he
regret. It would probably lead to boys cautioned the House that this industry
being employed in the place of many might become what was called a
adults. (Mr. McColl-" That would apply "stringer." He also urged the necessity
inside as well as outside the factory.") No, of proceeding cautiously.
He said he
not to the same extent. It would apply feared very much thttt the Bill would
inside to this extent, that elderly men simply prove to be the thin end of the
who had been employed doing the lighter wedge. He understood that the amount
.class of work would probably not be re- 'that had now been advanced by tho
tained, but younger and stronger men Government was £63,000. (Sir George
would be taken on in their places. If a 1.'urner-" That is so.") ,Vas the Trea'vote were taken on the amenqment many surer in a position to tell the committee
honorable members would undoubtedly be that that would be the limit, 01' was the
,placed in a false position, and, as the re- industry to be, as he anticipated in 1895,
duction in the rate from 10d. to 9d. ,vas a "stringer," as it might be owing to the
'after all the main consideration, he would ullcertaint.y of the climate and the diffi()fIer no further objection to it.
culty of getting the farmers to grow the
Sir JOHN McINTYRE remarked that beet ~ They had also to consider the fact
one did not get much encouragement that, if the colon ies federated, cane sugar
in following the Premier. The honor- from Queensland would be admitted free
able gentleman said a little while ago that of duty, and that cane sugar could comif the amendments were carried he would pete against beet sugar in any market in
,be compelled to withdraw the Bill for the world. (Mr. Trenwith-"Beet sugar is
further consideration. (Sir George Turner going ahead, and canesugar is going back.")
_", That was when it was proposed to fix The honorable member was generally well
the rate at 10d.") The Premier certainly informed, but in this instance he was misregarded the amendment as being very taken. In beet-root sugar countries the
:serious, but now, after he had been in con- price of sugar to the consumer was about
;sllltation with the oracle from Gippsland, 7d. a lb., whereas the price of cane sugar
the matter was all settled. 'rhat was an was a bout 2}d. a lb. VVere honorable
undesirable course of procedure. He was members aware that if beet sugar were
anxiolls that the Government should carry produced here it would be at an expense
the Bill, but in future he hoped the hon- to the people of 4s. 6d. a ba,g ~ Cane
orable gentleman would be kind enough sugar coming in from Queensland paid
to say whether he intended to adhere to a duty of £6 a ton. The sugar was sold
lthe measures he introduced or not. After retail in 70-lb. bags, and that meant a
.all, it appeared to be simply a question of protection to the company and at the same
counting heads. The Pre,mier said that if time a loss to the revenue on every bag
a vote were taken it would place many of sugar sold of 4s. 6d. If there was fedehonorable members in an awkward position, ration and this protection were withdrawn,
but surely they had the courage .of their was it the intention of the Government to
opinions. The honorable gentleman had go on supporting the industry ~ In some of
certainly taught him a lesson, and for the the beet Rugal' countries sugar was being
future he would, under similar circum- sold at as much as 10d'. The people in Victoria were getting their sugar for 2-~d., and
stances, keep quiet.
it would pay to sell it at ,2d. He was
Mr. McColl's amendment was agreed
always willing to support any proposal
to.
to give assistance to an industry that
The amendment, as amended, was would benefit the country, but was there
:adopted.
any prospect of this industry proving perOn clause 3, providing that the advance manent ~ There was in the colony a
,should be made by such instalments and monument of the failure of the industry.
in such a manner as the Treasurer might Every Olle who passed along the Great
determine,
Southern Line saw the building that was
Mr. GRAVES remarked that when the formerly the facto!yof Mr. Murray Ross.
Bill was before the House on its second (Mr. J. Harris-" That was 25 years ago.")
reading he was absent owing to serious Yes, but the beet-root sngar that was
indisposition.
He simply desired to made then was sold in Frazer's auction
say that when the Bill that was now room at £35 a ton, and eompeting with
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cane sugar. He did not intend to oppose
the Bill.
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
member is out of order in discussing the
principles of the Bill upon this clause,
which only deals with the method of advancing the money.
Mr. GRAVES said he most respectfully
thanked the Chairman for that information. 'What he desired to say was, that
this clause proposed a further ad vance to
the company, and he wanted to get from
the' Premier an intimation to the House
and the country as to how far these advances were to go. vVas this the last
advance to be made to the company ~ If
not, how much more was to be ad vanced ~
He asked for a limit to be fixed now, because the company had got a larger start
than it was entitled to. (Mr. Levien"The limit is in this Bill.") Then he
had nothing further to say on that point.
Unfortunately, through a severe illness,
he was confined to bed when this measure
was submitted to the House. Although
he would do nothing to stop the passing
of t.he Bill, he would like to be assured
that the country was not going to have
another Mildura, like a millstone round
its neck.
Mr. STAUGHTON observed that clause
3 provided that" Such further advance shall
be made by such instalments and in such
manner as the Treasurer may determine.'
Now, ,,·hen the Treasurer introduced this
Bill he made a statement that seemed
'Somewhat surprising to him (Mr. Staughton) at the time, and which, on further
inq uiry and further exami;nation of the
measure, seemed to him to be of the
utmost importance. The honorable gentleman did not tell the House at that parti·cular time, but afterwards, that the output
of the company \vas 150 tons a day, but the
-capacity of the machinery in the Maff'ra
factory was equal to dealing with 350 tons
of beet per day. (Sir George Turner-" I
.(lid not say that; the honorable member
for Gippsland North said it.") He apologized to the Premier; it was the honorable
member for Gippsland North who made
that statement. A question was asked as
to what the company wanted this money
for, and the answer given was that some portions of the machinery were equal to dealing with 420 tons a day, and that some
'of the money asked for would be to
strengthen the weaker portions of the
machinery and enable the factory to dea1
with 420 tons a day. That seemed to him
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(Mr. Staughton) a very presumptuous
thing in view of the area under cultivation.
The wildest hope of the honorable member
for Gippsland North at the present time
was to have 1,900 acres nnder cultivation.
So that the company would never have the
opportunity of dealing with 420 tons a
day. Enormous buildings had been erected,
and there had been a wild expenditure of
money on costly machinery-The CHAIRMAN .--'1'h e honorable member is going beyond the question. I must
endeavour to keep the discussion to the
clause before us or it will be endlesR. 'Ve'
have already decided, I may point out
again, as ·to the £ 13, 000 being ad vanced.
We are now simply deciding as to the
method of the ad vance. The honorable
member must deal with that question.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-The honorable
member can speak as to the application of
the money on clause 5.
Mr. STAUGHTON reh1arked that clause
3 referred to instalmen ts of the ad vance,
which would be used for 'certain works or
machinery, as approved by the Treasurer.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Clause 5 mentions the particular classes of work for
which the money is to be used, and it
will be quite competent for you to move
the omission of any item you like in that
clause.
Mr.STAUGHTON expressed the opinion
that he was in order in drawing attention
to the matter in question on clause 3;
but, as su~gested by the Premier, he would
postpone further reference to it until they
reached clause 5.
On clause 4, setting forth the conditiong
precedent to the payment of instalments,
Mr. SALMON asked the Treasurer if
the £2,000 worth of shares to be taken
up by the Brunswick Company would have
to be paid for in cash? (Sir George Turner
- " They are taking up 5,000 new shares.")
V{ould they pay to the credit of the company £5,000? (Sir George Turner-" Yes,
in cash, before I make any advance.")
'Vas that done in the previous case? (Sir
George Turner-" It was; I insisted on
the company paying for their shares in
cash.") He thanked the Premier for the
information. He would like to accentuate
the fact that the Brunswick Company was
not a colonial company, and had not its
head office, or anything else, in Victoria,
but was a German company, whose offices
and works were in. Germany. There had
been a good deal of misapprehension about
that.
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to obtain a certain amount of machinery
in order to enable the company to carry
on its work as cheaply as possible. The
The said moneys received by the company
honorable member for Gippsland North,
from its members or shareholders and such
showed more clearly and more ably than
further advance shall be expended, so far as the
same will extend, in the erection of proper
he could do, having practical experience
buildings for the sugar works of the company,
of the matter, that a very large portion of
in procuring the requisite machinery and plant
the machinery, which was estimated to be
.therefor, and fitting up and connecting the same,
able to deal with 350 tons a day, was
in providing all constructive works necessary
for the proper carrying on of the business of the
actually capable of treating 400 or 420
company, in procuring the necessary materials
tons a day, and that by making a few
for carrying on the business of the company, for
growing beets, for the necessary expenses of small additions to the receiving tanks, bins,
and receptacles of various kinds, and
managing and conducting the business of the
company, for liquidating any debts heretofore
strengthening certain portions of the mao
incurred by the company in carrying on its
chinery, at a total cost of £5,000 or
business, anel, generally, for the purposes of the
£6,000-01lIy a small portion of that
company as the Treasurer shall thirik fit.
amount being required to strengthen the
Mr. srrAUGHTON movedmachinery, and the larger portion to inThat the words" in procuring the requisite crease the capacity of the tanks, bins, and
machinery and plant therefor, and fitting up
otherreceptacles-therest of themachinery
and connecting the same," be omitted.
could be brought up to that capacity, which
He stated that the company still had would be a great advantage. The comthe machinery with which they carried on pany were perfectly right and justified in
their operations last season, but they making this request. They said-" 'Ve
were asking for an advance of £13,000, have to work night and day when we start
some of which was to be spent in enlarging. our campaign until it is finished. If we
the capabilities of the machinery so as to can only put through 350 tons a day, it
enable the company to deal with 420 tOllS takes us a certain time to complete the
of beet-roots a day. He trusted that the work, but if we can continuously put
Treasurer would accept this amendment, through 420 tons a day, we can comand compel the company to use the money plete the work in a shorter period of time,
for the other purposes set forth in the and the shorter the time the less expense
clause. No doubt the company would be of the campaign." The company would
coming to Parliament next session for then be able to show a far better result on
further assistance. If they could get the year'~ working. (Mr. Staughtonsufficient beet to enable them to keep the "They only put through 150 tons a
machinery going to its utmost capacity, day.") Because they did not get the
he could understand them asking for a beet-roots to deal with. (Mr~ Staughfurther advance to bring the capacity of ton-"1'hey will he in the same condithe machinery up to that point, bec'ause tion again.") Not necessarily so, unless
the progress then made would be so great they had the same misfortunes as they
as to give the company a good chance had last veal', which no one could
of success. Until the supply of beet was guard agai~st or foresee. If the whole of
assured, however, it would be ridiculous the machinery was worked full tinle at full
for Parliament to vote £4,000 or £5,000 speed the campaign could be completed in
more to the company to increase the a shorter period, and, as they were trying
capacity of its machinery. -While he the experiment of establishing the beet·
would willingly give the company a free sugar industry, the company ought to be
hand in connexion with every other matteI', gi ven a fair chance of showing exactly
he did not thillk the committee should what they could do. (Sir John McIntyre
leave it optional ,yith the Treasurer to _ I e Have you any estimate of the cost of
authorize the expendit.ure of further money that particular work ~ ") It would cost
in the purchase of fresh machinery, which about £6,000 altogether, but that snm
would not be wanted for fonr or five included a certain amount of work that
years. The Treasurer should not have must be done in any case. The present
that responsibility imposed on him.
bins in which the beets were put were
Sir GEORGE TUnNER said he hoped altogether too small and must be enlarged.
that the committee would not adopt the A certain portion of this money would
amendment. 'Vhen introducing the Bill haye to be spent in order to give the comhe point.ed ont that it would be necessary pany a fair chance of success. Honorable
Discussion took place on clause 5, which
was as follows : -
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members should bear in mind that some
of the money utilized for that purpose
would be mouey supplied by the shareholders. Even if the amendment was
agreed to, the amount to be advanced
would probably llOt be reduced.
If
the Treasurer was' satisfied that by providing this necessary machinery and other
necessary appliances the company would
be able to do the work in a far less time,
and thus save a large amount of working
expenses, it was only right that the mOlley
should be ad vallced.
Mr. S'l'AUGHToN.-Then give it in the
vote llext veal'.
Mr. ~ALMON stated that there was a
matter connected with the machinery tlu1t
he would like to bring uuder the notice of
the Treasurer. He very much regretted
that the head of the Government had not
thought fit to submit the papers connected
with the tenders for the machinery to the
Assembly, because he desired to make himself better acquainted with the facts of the
case. As far as he was aware, the 10,Yest
tender for the machinery was not accepted;
in fact, it was not even in the six selected
by the company's engineer, who, he was
informed, was at that time the agent for
the successful tenderer. (Mr. Staughton
- " vVhat 1") Mr. Salatney was then the
agent for theBrunswickCompany. He(Mr.
Salmon) had Reen a letter from the manager of the company in Germany, stating
that Mr. Salatney, now the engineer of the
company here, the gentleman who selected
the six tenders, was at that time the agent
for the Brunswick Company.
Mr. McLEAN.-rrhat is certainly not.
true. There is not a scintilla of truth in
the statement.
Mr. SALMON said he had seen a translation of the letter certified to by the
German Consul in Melbourne as being
correct.
Mr. McLEAN.-I saw the letter, too, and
I can ten the honorable member that Mr.
Salatney never had any communication
directly 01' indirectly with the Brunswick
Cornpany. He satisfied me on that point,
and offered to procure a letter from the
company indoraing that statement.
Mr. SALMON observed that it was a
great pity NIl'. Salatney did not secure that
letter. He (Mr. Salmon) had ,seen the one
letter, and he wonld like to have seen the
other.
(Sir George Tnrnel'-" Is 'the
letter yon speak of from the Brunswick
Company ~") Yes, from the manager of
the Brunswick Company, in Germany.
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(Mr. McLeau-" Does it state that Mr.
Salatney was the agent of the company 1")
Yes, and he supplied information to the
company.
Mr. McLEAN.--Mr. Salatney stated that
he was actillg for the Maffra Company, and
not as the agent of the Brunswick Company, as the honorablo member will find
if he will look at the letter again.
Mr. SALMON remarked that the
honorable member for Gippsland North
was mistaken as to the contents of t.he
letter in question.
The statement he
had mentioned st.ruck him as an extraordinary circumstance. Of course, if Mr.
Salatney denied that he had now, or had
ever had, any conllexion with the Brunswick Company, honorable members must
accept his statement, but it was an extraordinary thing that the lowest tender was
put aside by the engineer for the company.
The reasons given to the Premier for
that course being taken were simply that
the plant as scheduled was insufficient
to cope with the dema,nc1s of the Maffra
Company.
Mr. McLEAN.-It was insufficient for
the requirements of the Act; it was ultra
vires, because it was below the minimum
fixed by the Act.
Mr. SALMON stated that the tender
made out that the machinery was capable
of treating 300 tons of beet-root per day,
the minimum fixed by the Act. (Mr.
McLean-" 'Vhich the engineer selected
by the Premier proved that it was not.")
There was a paragraph in the tender which
offered the gnarantee of the Londoll Bank
that. large parts necessary to be replaced
in order to hring the machinery up to the
requirements of the company were to be
supplied frEe of charge. vVas that not so?
And yet the :Maffra Beet Sugar Company
decided not to accept that tender. The
Premier had stated that the tender of
the Bmnswick Company was accepted
because it was more favorable. Now, he
(Mr. Salmon) had no feeling in this matter,
which did not affect him persnnally,
except as a member of the House
who felt that it was his duty to see
that a transaction which involved thousands of ponnds of the taxpayers' money
was conducted in a way that was opell,
fair, and above - board. . The lowest
tenderer offered in his tender to bring a.ll
the machinery up to the requiremenl s,
and he (Mr. Salmon) could not help thinking that the offer of the Brunswick Company to take £9,000 worth of shares had
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a good deal to do with the acceptance of
that company's tender. (Mr. McLean" They were not asked to take shares until
after they had tendered and fixed the
price.") But were they not asked before
the tender was accepted.
Mr. McLEAN.-The Maffra Beet Sugar
Company were not in a position to accept
any tender until they could sell more
shares. vYhen they got the cheapest
plant they asked the successful tenderers
if they would be willing to take any shares,
and they said they would. They asked
.how many we wished them to take. vVe
said we desired them to take 9,000 shares,
and they took them straight away.
Mr. SALMON said the Government subsidy was based on that £9,000 worth of
shares. . It was a most extraordinary
proceeding.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-In what way?
You are reflecting on me now. I insisted
on the Brunswick Company paying £9,000
before I advanced Is. That company paid
their money as shareholders, and I see
nothing extraordinary in that.
Mr. SALMON observed that he saw
something extraordinary in it. At the
same time, he wished to point out that he
was not talking about the Treasurer, and
he trusted that the right honorable gentleman would remove from his .mind any
impression that might be there to the
effect that he (Mr. Salmon) was reflecting on his action in the matter. He
was talking about the Maffra Beet Sugar
Company, not about the Premier. (Mr.
McKenzie-" Was the lowest tenderer
asked to take shares 1")
No.
(Mr.
McKenzie-" Then the lowest tenderer
might have taken shares, if asked ~")
There were nineteen tenders sent in, and
the lowest tender was thrown out bef~re
any of the Government officers saw the
tenders left in. There were six tenders
selected by Mr. Salatn€y, the engineer for
the company, and the lowest was not
included.
Mr. McLEAN.-Therewas another better
tender than theirs, and we would have
accepted that other tender in preference
to theirs.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-They were out
of it under any circumstances. They were
not the lowest tendel'ers under any circnmstances.
Mr. SALMON remarked that he quite
believed, as the Treasurer had just said,
that the lowest tenderer was out of it
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under any circnmstance~. 'Vhat the Treasurer said was correct. It was £7,000
lower than the next lowest tender. (Mr.
McLean-" No, not £7,000.") .It was
the difference between £25,500 and
£32,500.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER.-I investigated
the rnatter fully from both sides, and
satisfied myself on t.he matter, whereas
you have got only one side of the story.
Mr. SALMON stated that he ,vas trying
to get the other side of the story as well,
and for that purpose he had asked the
Treasurer to lay t.he papers connected with
the tenders on the table of the House.
(Mr. McLean-" You or any other honorable members are perfectly welcome to see
the papers.'l) Then 'vhy had the notice of·
motion he gave for their prodllction been
placed at the bottom of the list ~ Before
he gave that notice he saw both the honorable niember for Gippsland North and the
Treasurer. The Treasurer told him that
the honorable member for Gippsland North
had the tenders, but the honorable member said he had only copies of the tenders,
and that the originals were in the 'frea·
surer's office.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--That is so.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE. - We will keep
back the third reading until we get them.
Sir GEORGE 'l"URNER.-I have not the·
slig-htest objection: I am not afra,id of
you investigating anything I have ever
done. I delayed the company six weeks
while I investigated that complaint.
Mr. THENWI'l'H.-And that is part of
the reason why the company ask for this
money.
Mr. SALMON said the assertion that
the failure of the company last season was.
on account of the action of the lowest
tenderer was adding insult to injllry, but
he would allow that to pass. He believed
that anything the Treasurer had done
would bear the strictest investigation.
He 'vas glad he had elicited the information that the engineer of the Maft'ra Beet
Sugar Company was not connected with
the Brunswick Company, because he considered that a most important matter, and
the statements which had been made re·
garding it reflected very seriously on the
Maffra Beet Sugar Company. It had been
openly stated that Mr. Salatney was the
agent of the Brunswick Company.
Mr. McLEAN.-If I had not used my
influence with Mr. Salatney he would have
made those people answer for their
slanders in the Supreme Court.
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:J,Ir. BURTox.-The same statement has
been made in my district, and one cannot
shut his ears.
Mr. SALMON observed that he would
leave that part of the question, and proceed to deal with the matter of the
necessity for fnrther machinery. The
reason why the lowest tende!; was not
accepted, it was said, was that parts of the
machinery were not in harmony, that the
machinery was not complete. Presumably,
therefore, the tender of the Brunswick Company was accepted because their machinery
was complete. And yet it now transpired
that parts of that mt"l,chinery had varying
degrees of capacity, that some portions
were capable of treating 300 tons a day,
other portions 320 tons, still other portions
400 tons, and even as high as 420 tons a
day. If that was a set of machinery that
could be considered in harmony, no
meaning was to be attached to the term.
The whole trouble which the Maffra
Beet Sugar Company had got into was
owing to their de:tling with t.he Brunswick
Compa.ny, and he believed they had wade
a tremendons error in taking a lot of
machinery that was not suited to their
req uirements. They were very ill-advised,
and had now to appeal to Parliament
to make the country pay the piper for
He would
their bad administration.
draw attention to the fact that, in addition to the cost of this machinery to the
country, there was also a loss of £8,000
by the remission of duty 011 that machinery,
and on the sugar prodnced by t.he company.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-'Ve are now dealing with the question of how we have to
spend this money, and not with the qnestion of remissions of duty.
Mr. SALMON remarked that he was
going to prove that this money should not
be spent in the way provided for in clanse
5. He had already dealt with the machinery portion of the clause, and he
would now deal with the portioll which
related to growing beet.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-But an amendment has been moved, and we have to
discuss and deal with that amendment
before we do anything else.
Mr. SALMON said he would show the
committee that the company's machinery
would not be able, under the most favorable circumstances, to give the return
which those responsible for it believed or
said it would give. Up to the present
time it had cost £74,832 altogether, and
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it was a question for the most serious'
consideration of every honorable member
whether Parliament was justified in going
in for any further expense for procuring
more machinery, which possibly in its turn
would be found inadequate. He presumed
that additional machinery would be obtained from the same company, and he
felt that the concern virtually belonged to
that company. He did not think it was
going to do any good as a separate company.
Unless the industry was brought
under State control, he believed it would
never survive. He felt that he was entitledto the information he had elicited about
one particular portion of the company's'
transactions, and he must express his
regret that the other information he asked
for with the best intentions had not been
supplied. The balance-sheet which had
been furnished to honorable members was
merely a statement. It did not give them
any idea of the expenditure 01' the revenue'
of the company, and the committee were·
entitled to have a balance-sheet from which
honorable members could draw deductions
and make up their minds. The information furnished to the committee ought to
be of the most perfect and complete
'character.
The amendment was negatived.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE expressed theopinion that the Treasurer was bound to
notice the statements made by the honorable member for 'ralbot. The right honorable gentleman had at once accepted
the position that before the third reading
of the Bill was passed he would lay on
the table the facts in regard to this contract. He thought that was a very
desirable thing to do. A somewhat serious
statement had been made, and it should
be replied to. He had not the slightest
doubt that the Treasurer had gone into
this matter thoroughly. (Sir George
Turner-" 'Vith the best expert advice'
I could get.") Snch a statement as had'
been made that evening should llot be
allowed to go forth without being contradicted, and he was confident that the
Treasurer would be able to contradict it
most satisfactorily. He observed that
one of the purposes to which this money
was to be devoted was for liquidating any
debts heretofore illcnrred by' the company that the Treasurer might see fit to
approve. The protection to the Government in that provision was undoubtedly
the Treasurer's power in the matter, but
on looking at the balance-sheet of the
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company he found that the whole of this
money, and the whole of the contributions
by the shareholders, would be completely
absorbed in paying off those past debts.
~Sir George 'l'urner-" I told you-£600
-On little debts and £4,500 in the bank")
Many honorable members thought that
it,his Brunswick Company carried on business in Brunswick, Melbourne.
Many
people were under that impression, and
therefore thought that it was a good thing
'to pay the company the money. He saw
, that a sum was due to the company, and
. supposed that the balance went for the
machinery the Treasurer had spoken of.
,(Sir George Turner-" And for growing
the beet and paying wages till the commencement of the campaign.") Then there
'would still be a liability for £14,0001
.~(Sir George Turner - "The Brnnswick
'Company will be practically paid off.")
'What was due to the company? (" Sir
'George Turner-" The amount now is
.£11,000.") 'Vhere was the money coming
from 1
'
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-There is plenty
of money.
Mr. LEVIEN said it would be a pity if
the bank were to step in and force the
hands of the Treasurer, or put the comvVas the Treapany into liquidation.
.Burer satisfied that the bank would gi\'e
time? (Sir George Turn'er - "I had
·a letter from the bank to that effect
:before I would move in the matter.")
'Yhat time would the bank give?
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--Until the com-pany gets the balance due to them from
-'the next campaign.
I insisted' upon
.having a letter from the bank before
moving in the matter. '1'he bank takes
its share of the risk the same as any. body else.
On clause 7, which was as follows :-.
The company shall repay to the Treasurer
t11e amount of such further advance out of the
net profits of the sa.id company as they arise, ·if
not required for carrying on the husiness of the
company and paying the debts of the company
other than the moneys due to the Treasurer,

Sir GEORGE TURNER said he desired
to recast this clause. It had been said
that the company, by getting itself into
debt, might put the Governmeut in the
position that they could not ask for the
repayment of this further advance. l'he
answer to that was that it wa,s a statutory
debt under clause 11, which the Government could enforce at any time independentl:' of this clause. TIle object of clause
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7, together with clause 10, \vas to make it
clear that the company was Hot to di vide
any profits anlollgst its shareholders until
it had paid this sum back to the Treasury.
However, to prevent any mistake at all,
alld to prevent the company from taking
advantage of <lny defect in the wording
of the clallse, he begged to moveThat all the words after the word" advance"
(line 2), be struck out, and the following words
substituted-" whenever required so to do by the
Treasurer, and the company ShetH not, until such
further advance has been fully repaid, incur any
debt or liability without the previous consent, in
writing, of the Treasurer."

The company would, therefore,in thefllture,
as in the past, have to sllbmit beforehand
its proposed expenditure to the l'reasurer
every month.
This provision would prohibit the division of any profits to the
shareholders until the debt was fully paid
to the Government. Furthermore. the company would be placed in the position that
the Treasurer would have ample control,
seeing that the Government had a representative at the meetings of the directors,
and knew what was going on from the
minutes.
Mr. LEVIEN asked whether the advance
made under this Bill was, as a matter of
law, distinct from the previolls ad vance, or
would reconrSt~ against the company be
for the debt as a whole 1
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-This is a distinct
ad vance, and we take the same rights in
regard to it as we have done in regard to
the previous advan0o.
Mr. Zox.-I think this provision is very
mnch safer.
The amendment was agreed to .
On clause 10, which was as follows :There shall not be divided amongst or paid
to members or shareholders of the company any
profits, or dividends, or bonuses, or any returns
of any kind. until the company has repaid the
whole of snch further itdvance and interest,

Mr. SALMON said he wonld like to ask
the rrreasurer if " any profits, or dividends,
or bonuses, or allY returns of any kind,"
included payments to the shareholders?
Would there be any payments to the
shareholders at all ~ (Sir George rrurner
- " As the shareholders r.mpply beet as
ordinary creditors, they will be paid.")
Was the machinery account to be paid, too~
(Sir George TIll'lJel'-" Yes, certainly.")
And t.he machi nery was supplied by the
shareholders~

Sir GEOHGE TUR~ER.-The Brunswick
Co'mpany will be paid off immeditl.,tely.
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On 'clause 11, which provided that the
further advance and interest should be
a debt due and pa,yable by the company
to Her Majesty the Queen, and that payment thereof might be enforced against
the company's works and all property and
assets, but so as. not to give a priority
over debts dne by the company to other
persons,
:Mr. McCOLL asked whether this clause
was to be understood as giving to the Government the ad vantage of priority, or
whether it placed all the creditors on an
€qual footing?
Sir GEOHGE TUHNEH said that the
clause placed all the creditors on an equal
footing. It sin,ply provided that the Government was not to have priority; that
was all.
On clause 14, which was as fo11ows:-Notwithstanding anything contained in the
Beet Sugar vV or ks Acts, the Treasurer may, if
he think fit" permit the whole or any part of
the sum of £10,000, part of the saitl sum of
£50,000, and also any of the mOIl6Ys of the company to he applied by the said company for any
purpose for which the said further ad vance is
applicable,

Mr. McCAY said he did not quite understand the object of the dause-or, rather,
he did not think its object was quite explained by the Treasurer. The whole'
object of the Bill, as he understood it,
was to provide for a further sum of
mOlley beillg granted for certain specific
purposes; but this clause "\vent 011 to
provide that some money aut.horized in
preYions Acts might be devoted to this
particular purpose.
As he understood
the Treasnrcr~ the right honorable gentleman se"id that this further advance,
together with the £2 paid for every £1
raised by the company, would be sufficient
for the special purposes to which the
further advance was applicable.
(Sir
George Turner-" This is to give me a
discretioll to advance ont of the £10,000
I hayc in band to enable the company to
carryon.") Theil it seemed to him (Mr.
McCay) that in the whole of this Bill the
most d nbious clause of all "\ras this clause
14. Of conrse, however, if it was only to
give the Treasurer a discret.ion which he
was not going to exercise--(Sir George
"rumer-" I am going to exercise it, to
enable the company to carryon.") He
(Mr. :McCay) had not understood that
the compauy were to have money which
was voted for a specific purpose diverted to new. purposes.
He had
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understood that only the new mOlley
was to be advanced for llew purposes.
But he now learned that money which had
been previonsly advanced for certain fixed
purposes was to be diverted from those
purposes, and applied to fresh purposes.
(Mr. Levien-" £, 10,000 will go for machinery.") This clause llOt only provided
for tiding the company over a certain season, but, as it seemed to him, even if ,l, bad
season had BOL occurred, the Bill would
have had to be introduced just the same.
The clause seemed to him. to be very
dubious indeed. (Sir George Turner-" I
must havo this in order to be able to work
the Bil1.;')
The clause cast a certain
amount of dOll ut, over the question as to
whether the company would have been
able to carry Oll even if there had not
been a bad season.
Mr. THENWITH observed that he
would like to know something about this
clause. He llnderstood that £10,000 had
not yet been ad vanced. He understood
from the Treasurer that that £10,000
would be used for the purpose of paying
off the Brunswick Company, because the
Maffra Company had obtained credit.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Becanse a portion
of the money the Brunswick Company
will pay in, ill conl1eXiOll with their 5,000
share::;, will be lIse(l to pay them. A portion of the £10,000 may be used to par
off the bank.
The provisions of the
principal Act will be carried out, but this
clause is to allow a temporary use of it till
the other money comes ill; that is the
only object I lla\'e.
Sir J"OHX NIcINTYHE.-"\Vhy introduce
this clause at all ?
Sir GEORGE TUBKEH.-I want it for
machinery purposes.
Mr. TREN"\VI'l'H said that if there were
a certaint.y that the extra share capital
could be raised, he saw no particular ob. jection to this clause, because it was practically taking funds that were available
for another purpose, and the money could
be reco.upcd from money which was possibly to cOllie in. There might, however,
be a hitch in getting in the extra share
capital. (NIl'. McLean-" It is all subscribed now with the exception of £1,500.")
The point that presented itself to him was
that, unless the whole of the share capital
was raised, this clauso was objectionable;
but he relied upon the assurance of the
honorable member for Gippsland North
that that capital was forthcoming. He
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had pointed out what appeared to him to
be a danger, but, having done so, he would
take no further action with regard to the
clause.
Sir JOHN McINTYHE expressed the
opinion that the honorable member for
Castlemaine (Mr. :McCay) was deserving
of very great credit for bringing the
danger vf this clause under the notice
of the committee. He did not see why
the clause should be in the Bill at all.
The original Act provided that the Government could deal with all the moneys
in a particular direction with regard to
machinery.
He understood that there
was about £6,000 to come out of the
£13,000 for machinery. It looked to
him that instead of giving the company
£13,000 to operate upon they were giving
the company £23,000, because the £10,000
already in hand, added to the £13,000 to
be granted under this Bill, made £23,000,
all of which could be used for the general
purposes of this Bill. He did not know
why the clause should be in the Bill at all.
He thought the Treasurer might be trusted
to deal with the maHer in any way he
thought advisable. (Sir George Tnrner" I surely can be trusted to deal with it if
the clause is in the Bill; the clause is necessary in order to carry out the objects we have
in view.") rrhe previous Bill stated the
objects for which the money was to be
voted, but now the money so voted was to
be di verted from its purpose. \Vonld the
same contribution be required from the
shareholders ill order to obtain this grant
as was required under the original Act?
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-Certainly j they
must pay £5,000 before I call advance
them £10,000.
:Mr. SALMON movedThat the following new clause be added to
the Bill :The person appointed by the Treasurer under
section 30 of Act 1440 shall be an officer of the
public sen ice of Victoria.

He said t.hat section 30 of the original
Act provided for the representation of the
Treasurer on the board of directors of the
company. Honorable members w~re informed by the Treasurer that the representati ve of the Government at present
was the manager of the local branch of
the Bank of Victoria, who was also the
representative of that bank upon the
board. But the bank was a creditor of
the company to the extent of some £9,000.
He (Mr. Salmon) had previously pointed
ont that that gentleman, occupied a
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somewhat anomalous position, inasm{lch as
he, as representative of the bank, was bound
to look a.fter the interest of that institution. He did not think it was ever intended that anyone holding the position
of bank manager should be the representative of the Government in this
affair. He saw from the press that the
Premier had stated that it would be yirtually impossible to SEnd an officer to
Maffra, and that there was no officer
available in the locality; but he (Mr.
Salmon) would point out that there \\'1;18within a short distance of Maffi'a a gentleman, namely, the Crown Receiver and:
Paymaster at Sale, who was an officer
admi~'ably adapted to fulfil the req uirements of this measure; and he trusted
that the Treasurer would not think that
he (Mr. Salmon) was doing anything
wrong or imputing anything improper to
the manager of the local branch of the
Bank of Victoria or to himself when he
said that it was desirable to make this
change. Thi.'l public "'ere certainly not
satisfied with the present arrangement.
The Attorney-General himself, when 'the
Bill amending the Companies Act was
under consideration, had expressed himself
as shocked that. there should be upon the
boards of directors of financial institutions
men who obtained advances from those
institutions, and were, therefore, interested
in the advances made. The committee
would agree \yith him that it was better
that the Government should be represented by a Government officer who would
be under the control of the Treasurer,
and one who could be brought to book for
any dereliction of duty, than by the
representative of a banking institution,
who owed a primary duty to the bank
whose represeutative he WH,S.
Mr. ZOX stated that he desired to accentuate what the honorable member for
Talbot had said, and he thought that the
Treasurer, with his business capacity,
would agree with him. Suppose that he
(Mr. Zox) was associated with one of the
banks, and was interested in the fillancial
position of the company. How, under
those circumstances, could he possibly do
his duty to the bank and, at the same
time, occupy an independent. position on
behalf of any other person? The bank
manager must necessarily owe a first duty
to the institution which he represented.
He sincerely hoped that the Treasurer
would be able to indorse the views expressed by the houor,able member for
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Talbot, and would accept the amendment.
However honest and impartial the bank
manager was, he would naturally endeavour first of all to prot.ect the iuterests of
the institution ,,,ith which he was connected, and that must be his first
concern.
Sir GEORGE TURNER said he failed to
see any reason whatever for this amendment. Any moneys due to the company
had to be paid into the banking account
of the company, and could only be
expended with the approval of the Trea·
surer, and the items of expenditure had to
be submitted to him in advance. If he
had had a responsible officer at Maffra he
would undoubtedly have appuinted him,
hut he found that the only available
Government officer there was the postmistress. He had made inquiries with regard
to the local bank manager, and felt that
that gentleman was one upon whom he
could rely to give him any information as
to what had occurred at any of the meetings of directors. (Sir John :McIntyre"Suppose he was not there at all ~") Then
he (Sir George Turner) would have had to
appoint somebody else. He could sec no
reaSOll for making the challge. He was
perfectly satisfied with what this gentleman had done, and saw 110 reason for
wishing to appoint anyone else. Seeing
that that geutleman had represented the
Government in connexion with the expenditure of the money advanced, there
was certainly no reason why he should
not represent the Government in connexion
with the further expenditure of £13,000,
which could only be expended under his
(Sir George Turner'S) supervision. Undoubtedly, if that gentleman were removed it would be casting a slur
upon him.
Honorable members eould
not get away from that fact. People
would say there must be some reason for
the Treasurer-having got rid of a man who
had beenactillgon behalf oftheGovernment
for a considerable time. It was all very
well for honorable members to say that
there was no such reason in their minds,
but the matter would be turned up some
years hence, and might be used to the detriment of the gentleman in question.
That gentleman had a thorough grasp of
the position, and had given every satisfaction as the representative of the Government, and there was no reason what.ever for changing him. (Mr. Gray-" Is
there any possibility of the interest of the
Government and the interest of the bank
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clashing ~") He did not sec that there
was any probability of anythil1g of t.he
kind occurring. rrhe interest of the bank
and the interest of the Government were
identical to a very large extent. Further
than that, no money could be expended
improperly, becanse mOtley could only be
expended after the items were submitted
to the Treasurer. He again said that he
could sec no reason for making the change,
and he would have.to oppose the amendment.
Sir JOHN ~1:cINTYRE observed that
he did not think there was the slightest
intention to reflect in the smallest degree
upon the gentleman who had hitherto
been acting on behalf of the Government.
(Sir George TUl'l1er-" I do not think
there was.") The honorable member for
Talbot was simply anxious that a Goyernment. officer, \\' ho ,,"ould be solely responsible to the Government, should be
appointed to act on behalf of the Treasurer
on the board of directors. The idea should
not be allowed to go abroad that the
amendment had been suggested because
there was a doubt aR to the hononr or
integrity or the capacity of the gentleman
who had been acting for the Government
in the past. It would be unfair to reflect
upon him in the slightest degree. The
idea in the mind of the honorable member
for Talbot simply was that that gent.leman would necessarily occupy a rather
anomalous position in representing both
parties.
NIl'. TRENvVITH stated that he thought
it would be a wise thing' on the part of
the honorable member for Talbot to with·
draw the amendment. It was not necessary to make a change. Of course if there
had been a suitable public servant In the
locality he i:::hould have been appointed,
but as there was not it seemed to be a very
clesirable thing that the Treasurer should
have discretion to appoint some person
whom be considered satisfactory.
This
gentleman happened to be cO,nversant with
the whole of the business, and any other
person appointed would not know so much
about it. It would be unwise to carry
the amendment. The power of appointing
a Government officer existed already, if the
Trea!:lurer chose to exercise it ; and, further
than that, it would not be wise to restrict
the power of the Premier in the matter.
:Mr. BURTON remarked tha.t if the
committee had been considering a Bill for
the establishment of this industry in the
first instance, he wonld have felt that
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there was some force in the contention of
the honorable member for 'ralbot, but at
this stage of the proceedings, when the
Government had got a gentleman representing them who had given every satisfaction in the past, lie thought it would
be a mistake to change the person
appointed by the Government, who was
fully conversant with all the difficu1ties of
the sitllatioll, alld was thoroughly acquainted with the business. He desired
to refer to something that had been said
throughout the length and breadth of the
colony-from the mallee to Melbournewith regard to the machinery of this company_ The rnatter he all uded to had been
the subject of comment in the country for
nearly a year. (Sir George 'l'urner-" Disappointed tencierers, is not it ?") r:rhere
was a bmlleh of a machinery firm carrying
on business in ~-lis (Mr. Burton's) electorate.
He had heard the rumours with regard to
the nlachiller,Y, but he thought there was
some hOllour somewhere, and he had
trusted to the r:rreasurer and those connected with the company to see that in the
machinery they got they would take care
that they were llot imposed npon. But he
thought that the statement which had been
made to the committee by the 'l'rea~mrer in
regard to .the machinery was very weak,
and, other sta,tements with regard to the
machinery havillg been published far and
wide, he thollght some further explanation
was necessary. A merchant holding one of
the highest positions in the town had made
disparagiug remarks, and had not been
proceeded against.
He (Mr. Burton)
really conld not understand it. If the
peraons concerned felt the pinch as honorable men shonld feel it., they should justify
their position. He was sorry the matter
had been mentioned, but he thought it
necessary to let the Premier know that
this ",J,s not <t matter which had been
hinted at secretly, bnt it had been talked
about in tho streets for twel \'e months
past. He referred to the matter of the
highest and lowest tendercrs for the
snpply of machinery to the company.
He hoped the honorable memb~r \\'ol,lld
withdraw his amendment. The committee
had swallowed the camel, and what ,vas
the use of straining at the gnat 1 By passing the amendment they might cast an
unmerited slur on a gentleman of the very
highest respectability.
:NIr. GILLIES said that he understood
the Treasurer required an officer to
attend the meetings of the company,
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and to superintend the interests of the
Government, but he did not gn.ther that
the Trea.surer was perfectly satisfied with
the present arrangement or that he would
select the manager of the bank if he had
another suitable ofi}cer available. If there
was no othor suitable persoll at, the present time available in the district, surely a
bank manager might be intrustecl to do
the work. No doubt he had a d lIal duty
to perform, and if the Treasurer had had
an opportunity of appoin ting some one
else equally able and el]llally impartial he
would do so.
Mr. E. D. WILLIAMS stated that in
his opinion the amendment was altogether
ont of place, and he thought the honorable member for Talbot when he reflected
on the matter would come to that conclusion himself. It would be very llnwise,
even from the point of view of the interests
of tho country, to make such a stipulation.
rrhe Treasurer had thought fit, under the
circumstallces, to appoint a bank manager
to take his seat as a kind of ex officio director at the meetings of the company, and
to watch the'iuterests of the Government.
As far as honorable members could gather,
this gentleman had every q ualitication
for the work. He was the manager
of the bank in which the accounts of the
company were kept. If the Treasurer had
appointed the manager of one of the other
banks there might ha\'e been force in the
amendmellt. The accounts of the company were placed before the directors at
their meetings, and they would come under
the observation of the manager of the very
bank that had to find much of the money.
(Mr. Salmon-" And he represents two diffel'entcreditors.")Thisgentleman wasaware
that the Government had a mortgage over
the property of the company, and was it
reasonable to suppose that he would make
any nnwise advallces to a company from
which the 1ank had no real security 1 As
to the wisdom of the Bill, be was not going
to say onc word at this stage. He had not
been able to say much in its favour, but
he would not say anythillg against it now.
He hoped, therefore, that the amendment
would be '\\'ithdra,wn, because he thought
that the bank manager was the best man
whom the Treasurer could obtain for this
work under the circnmstances.
Mr. McCOLL remarkecl that he did not
wonder that the Treasurer should hesit.ate
about making a change in the representation of the Government on the board of
directors of the company, seeing that the
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bank manager referred to had performed board of directors it would not be Ullhis duties satisfactorily. Bnt no slur reasonable under the circumstances. The
would be cast upon that gentleman if the only motive that actuated him in moving
committee expressed an opinion that some the amendment was to safeguard the
other person should be selected for the interests of this industry and of the Goposition. "Whoever the person was who vernment themselves.
Mr. J. HARRIS said that if the amendrepresented the Government in connexion
with a large undertaking of this kind he ment was pressed to a division, he would
should owe his first duty to the Govern- have to vote for it, but if the prophecies
ment, and should not attend the meetings that had been uttered that ll!ght \\'ere
of the board of directors in a dual fulfilled it would not matter whether the
capacity, having the interests of another gentleman referred to were kept in this
institution to safegllard.
"When tbe position or not. They had been told that
Companies Act Amendment Bill was before the company was bound to collap8e. The
the House the Government rigidly in- Treasurer had pointed out that the
sisted on depriving ban};:s and bank manager: of the Bank of Victoria \ras the
managers from having any connexion with only suitable person ,"dlOm he cOl1ld find
such matters as the Credit Foncier, in the neighbourhood, bllt he thought that
and it did appear to him that they even he must see the impropriet.y of such
were departing from a sound principle in an appointment. (Sir George '1'I11'11er::tppointing a person who occupied a dual "I said that if I had a suitable Goyernposition of this kind. If H, mistake had ment officer I \vould have sent him
been made in the first instance in making down.")
The honorable member for
this appointment should it not be rectified-1 Talbot had suggested that the recei '-er and
The position of the company was more paymaster at Sale should be appointed.
critical now than it was at the beginning, (Sir George Tllrner-" I should hayc to
and the Government should be represented satisfy myself that he ,ras competent to
by some one who was absolutely unbiased do the work.") He (Mr. Harris) could
and disinterested.
Common sense and not say whether that gentleman was comordinary business principles would suggest petent or not. He hardly thought that
the appointment of a Government officer honorable members should dictate to the
to fill the position.
Treasurer in the matter; at the same time,
Mr. SALMON obse:tved that he intended the views of the committee should be exto press his amendment to a division, be- " pressed. Many honorable members \\'ere
cause he regarded it as of very consider- of opinion that a. gentleman should not
able importance. There was no reason for be appointed to such a position who
the fear that had been expressed that the attended the meetillgs of the board of
gentleman referred to would feel that any directors in a dual capacity. He lIlight
slight had been cast upon him if the be as honest and a.s able a man as there
amendment were agreed to. He did not was in Victoria, but the outside public
know that' gentleman, and he was not would prefer to see the Government repreaware until the other night \vith which sented by some one who was totally disbank he was conne"cted. The Government interested.
had advanced over £60,000 to the com'1'he committee divided on the amendpany, and it should be represented by a mentgentleman who had only the one duty to
Ayes
19
perform, and who owed that dnty to the
Noes
43
Government. The Premier had stated that
he did ~ot see his way clear to send down
Majority against the amendment 24
an officer of the department. He would
certainly not be doing t.oo much if he
AYES.
adopted that course. On the contrary, it
Mr. MeKenzie~
would be a good innovation if he did send Mr. Bowser,
" Brake,
" Rawson,
down an officer from the Treasury deI " Russell,
" Downward,
partment who was cognizant of the work" Dyer,
Staughton,
ing of the company. No doubt there was
" Grayes,
" Sterry,
" J. Harris,
I "
\Vhite,
such an officer available. '1'he SIlCCCSS of
Kirton,
, " Zox.
the company depended upon its manage" Langdon,
Teller'5.
ment, and if a Minister of the Crown were
Mr. Cook,
" McColl,
appointed to attend the meetings of the Sir John McIntyre,
i "
Salmon.
v
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"
"
"
"
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"

"

Anderson,
Bennett,
Bromley,
13Ulton,
Duggan,
Forrest"
Gillies,
Graham,
Gray,
Grose,
Hamilton,
Hancock,
A. Harris,
1. A. Isaacs,
J. A. Isaacs,

Dr. ~Ialoney,
.Mr. J. W. Mason,
:McArthur,
)lcGregor,
:Methven,
:Murphy,
Murray,

Mr. O'Neill,
Ollttrim,
Peacock,
Sangster,
" T. I::lmith,
Stapleton,
Styles,
Taverner,
Toutcher,
Trenwith,
" J. B. Tucker,
Sir George Turner,
Mr. Turner,
, , Vale,
" 'Vatt,
" "Theeler,
'Vilkins,
E. D. vYilliams,
" H. R. 'Yilliams.
'l'ellers.
Mr. Bailes,
" McCay.

The Bill, having been gone through,
was reported to the House with amendmon ts,' and the amendments were considered and adopted.
LAND SETTLEMENT AND
KOO--WEE-RUP RECLAMATION
-WORKS.
:JIr. DOvVNWARD movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing -1. The total number of settlers under
the Settlement on Lands Act 1893 who lmve
received aid and blocks of la,nd from the commencement of the Act. 2. The total money
value of that aid in excess of the amount paid
back to the department ont of wages, or in any
other way. 3. The number who have received
aid that are still upon the settlements, and the
total amount received byt.hem in excess of money
repaid. 4. The total number of settlers who have
received aid that have abandoned the settlements, and the money value of the aid given
them in excess of the amounts paid back to the
department. 5. The number of abandoned
l)locks granted to new applicants, and ~he total
amount received by the department in respect
of the improvements upon the said blocks. 6.
The amount of rent that should have been
received by the department from the settlers,
and the amount actually received. 7. The
total cost of the reclamation works at Koo-weerup. 8. The amount paid in resppct of the
professional work of preparing plans, specifications, and surveys. 9. The amount paid in
salaries, including officers in the Lands department. 10. The amount paid in wages and by
contract for works done. 11. The amount paid
for material, goods, stores, cartage, and freight.
12. The total cost of earthwork, filling, and
cutting, and the average cost per cubic yard.
13. 'Yhat area of the swamp has been properly
,drained, and what area partially.

Tho motion was agreed to.
IMPORTED LOCOMOTIVES.
VALE moved-

)11'.

That there be laid before this House a return
showing the cost of landing, fitting for work,

Railway .Llfap.

alterations, and repairs during the first twelve
months afterwards of all locomotives imported
during the past twenty years.

The motion was agreed to.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE (in the absence
of Mr. MURRAY SMITH) moved-That there be laid before this House a return
showing all contracts entered into by the Railway department since 1878 for the supply.of
locally-manufactured and imported locomotives,
specifying prices paid.

The motion was agreed to.
CHIMES ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. BAILES moved for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Crimes Act 1890
and for other purposes.
The motion was a!!reed to.
The Bill was thell~brought in, and read
a first time.
MEHCHANT SHIPPING ACT 1896
AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. SANGSTEH moved for leave to introduce a Bill to amend the Merchant
Shipping Act 1896.
The motion was agreed to.
rrhe Bill was then brought in, and read
a first time.
MAFFRA BEET SUGAR COMPANY.
Mr. SALMON movedThat there be laid before this House a copy
of all papers regarding tenders for machinery
for Maffra Beet Sugar Company.

The motion was agreed to.
RAILWAY MAP.
Mr. McCOLL said that honorable members would see on the wall an old friend,
which might bring back some. melancholy
recollections, in the shape of a large railway map. As it stood now it was entirely
misleading, because the lines that were
shown upon it were lines that were projected many years ago. He would suggest
that those lines should be erased or painted
over, and that the lines proposed by the
Railways Standing Committee should be
shown, so that honorable members might
nnderstand what the new proposals were.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER stated that the
honorable member's suggestion was a good
one, and he would try to get it carried
out.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE remarked that
he understood the honorable me1nber for
Korong, in asking for the map, desired to
have shown the new classification of lands
under the Land Bill. (Sir George Turner
- " This map has nothing to do with the
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classificatio.n o.f land.") That was what
the ho.no.Nble member fo.r Ko.ro.ng had in
in view. (Mr. Langdo.n-" I also. asked
that it sho.uld sho.w the water schemes.")
It was very desirable, if po.ssible, that the
propo.sed classificatio.n o.f lands should be
sho.wn o.n the map.
~rhe Ho.use adjo.urned at twenty-eight
minutes past ten o.'clock.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Wednesday, August 17, 1898.
Petitions-Biennial Elections-Life Assurance Companies
Amendment Bill - Plural Voting' Abolition and
Women's Suffrage Bill.

The PHESIDEN'l' to.o.k the chair at
sixt.een minutes to. five o'clo.ck p.m., and
read the prayer.
PETITIONS.
Petitio.ns suggesting cert:tin amendments in the Immigratio.n Restrictio.n
Bill were presented, by Sir FREDERICK
SAHGOOD, from Abraham Davis, of Swansto.n·street, and other merchants o.f the
city o.f :Melbo.urne, and fro.m certain British,
fo.reign, and interco.lo.nial ship-o.wners trading to. this c0.10.ny.
.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD remarked
that the latter petitio.n was signed by gentlemen representing the largest amo.unt
o.f capital invested in any industry in this
co.lo.ny, and they had immense respo.nsibilities resting upo.n them fDr the safe
carriage o.f passengers and cargo..
BIENNIAL ELECTIONS.
The PRESIDENT anno.unced that he
had issued writs fo.r the election o.f members to. serve respectively fo.r the undermentioned pro.vinces, in the place o.f
members who. retire by ro.tatio.n :-Melbo.urue Pro.vince, in the place o.f the Ho.n.
C. J. Ham; No.rth Ya,rra Pro.vince, in the
place of the Ho.ll. N. Levi; SDuth Yarra
Pro.vince, in the place o.f the Ho.n. S.
Fraser; So.uthern Pro.vince, in the place
of the Ho.n. D. Melville; So.uth-·Western Pro.vince, in the place o.f Sir
Henry VV'rixon ; N elso.n Pro.vince, in
the place o.f the Ho.n. T. Do.wling;
'Vestern Province, in the place o.f the
Hon. N. Tho.rnley; No.rth-vVestern Pro.vill~e, in the place o.f the Hon. T. Co.mrie;
Northern Pro.vince, in the place of the
Ho.n. J. H. Abbo.tt.; "Tellingto.n Pro.vince,
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in the place o.f the Ho.n. T. D. Wanliss;
N o.rth-Central Pro.vince, in the place o.f
the Ho.n. "V. H. Em bling; N o.rth·Eastern
Pro.vince, ill the place of the Hon. F.
Bro.wn; Gippsland Pro.vince, in the place
of the Hon. E. J. Crooke; and So.uth.Eastern Province, in the pla,ce o.f the Ho.n.
J. Buchanan.
LIFE ASSURANCE COMPAN IES
AMENDMENT BILL.
The debate (adjo.urned fro.m the previo.us
day) was resumed o.n Sir Henry Cuthbert's
mo.tio.n fo.r the second reading o.f this Bill.
The Ho.n. J.l\L PRATT.-In addressing
myself to. t.he question o.f the principles o.f
this Bill, I desire, at the o.utset, to. say
that ho.no.rable members are pro.bably
no.t aware o.f the impo.rtance o.f what
is pro.po.sed by its vario.us clauses.
Many o.f the mino.r clauses, which were
traversed by Sir Frederick Sargoo.d last
evening, are in the right directio.n, and will
facilitate the transactio.n o.f the business
o.f life as~:nrance so.cietie8. But when we
co.me to. clause 9, which deals with the
questio.n o.f pro.of o.f age, we find that a
very serio.us inro.ad is made upon the
business o.f these l:locieties; because I shall
po.int o.ut that the attack really is upo.n
the mutual assurance so.cieties, and it will
be to. the interests o.f so.cieties co.nducted
o.n that principle that my remarks will be
addressed. This 1898 Bill is almo.st a reprint o.f the Bill o.f 1896, npo.n which much
discussio.n to.o.k place, and with regard to.
which so.me very valuable suggestions were
made. Amo.ngst others, a suggestio.n was
made as to. the question o.f paying claims
aneler po.licies, where an erro.r in age has
been made, on the basis o.f the amo.unt o.f
premium actually paid. Mr. Fraser was
the hono.mble member who.' suggested an
amendment in the Bill fo.r that purpo.se.
An amendment to. the same effect is included in this Bill, and it is one ·which, I
think, we can all agree with. It is desirable to. lo.o.k· back to. the circumstances
surro.unding the lapsing of the 1896 Bill,
and to. the causes why it fell thro.ugh.
Owing to. a questio.n arising abo.ut the
fo.rmatio.n, management, direction, financial po.sition, and affairs o.f the Mutual
Benefit So.ciety o.f Australasia, a board was
appo.inted by the Go.vernment in 1896 fo.r
the fo.llo.wing purposes : (J) To inquire into and report to His Excellency the Governor in Council upon the formation, direction, management, financial position,
transactions, and affairs of the Mutual Benefit
Society of Allstralasia ;
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(2) To consider and report. upon the desirability of any amendment in the law relating to

the registration, supervision, and control of
societies or persons transacting insurance business or busines~ of a like nature;
(3) To ascertain any matters which, in the

ol)inion of the board, will assist in regard to the
ab:>vc-mentioned subjects of inquiry and report.

I have in my hand a copy of the report or
that board. The larger portion ·of it is
taken up with an inquiry as to the particular benefit society I have mentioned.
vVith regard to that society I do not wish
to say anything. It was a &mall affair at
any rate, and I do not know whether
it is now in existence at all. But very
important evidence was taken by the
board.
Amongst other evidence, the
assura,nce societies carrying on business
in Melbourne were requested to form a
committee and to seud up to the board
such suggestions as they thought would
assist them in dealing with the subject. I
cannot but think that the recommendations
of that committee, which was composed of
all the leading actuaries and the representatives of every mutual society ill Melbourne--and its recommendations were of
a very valuable kind-haye been entirely
ignored in the framing of this Bill. I can
find no influence whatever of the recommendations of that committee in the Bill
But we do find
now placed before us.
in the Bill this 9th clanse, which provides
that any policy of life assurance issued
after this measure becomes law is not to
be challeuged as tc> the age of the assured
person after one year. How or why that
clause comes to be there I cannot understand. It is a matter of surprise to me.
Sir HENRY CU'l'HBER'l'.-Because this
House approved of it.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-But the Bill
did not become law--it lapsed. If this
Honse had approved of the measure it
would have become law.
Sir HENRY CU1'HBERT.-No, it requires
the approval of the other House.
The HOll. J. M. PRAT'1'.-Mr. Teece,
the manager of the Australian Mutual
Provident Soci(~ty; Mr. Graham, the
actuary of the Australian "\Vidows' Fund;
Mr. Stock, the actuary of the National
:Mutllal Society; Mr. Donaldson, the secretarv of the Australian "Widows' Fund,
were all well-known mell of the highest
character and responsibility-men whose
judgment and opinion in matters relating
to life assurance anyone would accept;
but, judging fro111 the way in which their
recommendations have been treated, one
U
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would imagine they had not any standing
at all.
The Hon. J. BELL.-'Vas the Life Assurance Inguiry Board's report adverse to the
report of the Life Assurance Societies
Committee ~
'1'he Hon. J. M. PRATT.-No. The
Inquiry Board partly approv:ed of the
recommendations of the committee in
their report to the Governor in Council.
The Hon. F. S. GRBIWADE. -Onlypartly,
and a very little part too.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-A great deal,
but, of course, dealing only with the Rubjects that pertained to them. A most
exhaustive inquiry was made by the Inquiry Board, a summary of whose report I
have here. I cannot help asking who has
desired this alteration of the law in C011nexion with the proof of age?
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.-The public at
large.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-The public
at large have nothing to do. with the
interests of members of these life assurance
societies. That is a fail' answer to that
interjection.
The Hon. F. S. GRI:mvADE.-'1'here is
the insnrance of the public at large.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-No; the
public at large are not insured.
The Hon. S. FRASER.-The members of
these 'life assurance societies are the
insured.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Yes, and that
is the distinction I want to Pllt before the
House.
The Hon. S. FRASER.-It is a partnership affair.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-There is
another fact I desire to establish, namely,
that this 9th clause is an nnprecedented
piece of legisl:1tion. It is unknown in
Great Britain and in the United States
the two countries where life assurance is
pnshed with all the vigour and intelligenco
necessary to make it a success. I want
particularly to impress this point on honorable members in dealing with the question as to how this 9th clause comes to be
in the Bill. The Solicitor-General says
that the public at large demand this
clause, but I cannot see it. How can the
pu blic at large demand it if they are
not in these life assurance societies at
all ~
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR.-·We mnst
protect the public..
The Hon. J. M. PRAT'1'.-·When you
use the word "public," you must mean
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persons outside these life assurance
:societies.
The Hon. J. H. CONNOR.-No, I mean
the persons assured.
The Hon. J. M. PHATT.-As the strong
recommendations of the Life Assurance
Societies Committee were indorsed to a
very large extent. by the Inquiry Board,
one would have thought the Government
would have paid some respect to those
recommen<iations, and would have embodied them in any amending Bill which
they deemed it necessary to snbmit to
Parliament, but the Goverml1EJllt did not
adopt any of the committee's suggestions,
but ignored them. The following letter
from Mr. John Donaldson, secretary to the
Australian "Tidows' Fund, to Mr. W". Law··
son, secretary to the Life Assurance Inq uiry
Board, will show that I am perfectly correct
in making this statement : The Australian \Yidows' Fund
Life Assurance Society Limited,
Melbourne, 13th October, 1896.
Dear Sir,-In accordance with your request,
a meeting of t.he representatives of life offices
was held, at which all the offices doing business
in Victoria, with one except.ion, were represented. A committee was appointed to consider
the whole matter and report.
\Vith the assistance of competent legal advisers a report was drawn up and submitted to
a subsequent meeting.
I have now much pleasure in enclosing the
report as adopted.
Yours faithfully,
JOHN DOXALDSON.

Mr. \Y. Lawson, Secr~tal'Y Life Assurance
Inquiry Board, Melbourne.

I desil~e to point out the immense importance of this question. It may appear
a trifling matter to say to the life assurance societies that they must either accept
the age of a person assured or cn,ncel the
policy at the end of one year, but it is
really a very serious matter to all concerned. Honorable members must hear in
mind that the life assuntnce societies are
the stake· holders in A.ustralia alone at the
present time of nearly £23,000,000 of
money, and this House is asked to pass
unprecedented legislation, quite contrary
to the legislation of the two countries I
have named, and, in a measure, jeopardize that £23,000,000 by introducing an
element of discord and uncertainty. That.
is what this Bill asks us to do. It is not
a question of a single premium, but it is
virtually a proposal for undermining the
foundation of these existing life assnrance
societies, whose managers, actuaries, and
directors are nothing more or less than
trustees for the whole of the policy-holders.
Session 1898.-[63]
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The H on. W". MCCULLOCH.-The life
assurallce societies are not reg uired to
insure people's lives unless they are satisfied. 'Vhy do they rush after people and
chase them up and down the streets 1
The Hon. J. M. PRArrrr.-"Then the
Minister of Defence ",vas ill business he
sought business, and these life assurance
societies have to do the same. Business
does not come to their doors; they have to
seek it. rrhere is no branch of business that
is more pushed than the business of our
life assurance societies; and that is a good
thing for this colony, and for Australasia
generally. This Bill proposes to admit
persons into a going concern 011 new COllditions without first obtaining the consent
of the present members of those concerns.
All the conditions heretofore have been
that each of these companies should
manage their OW1~ business in their own
way. But Parliament is now asked to tell
them that if a policy-holder cannot satisfy
a life assnrance society as to his age at
the end of one year, the societ.y must either
accept his own statement as to his age, or
forfeit his policy. Now, is that right or
desirable ~ Is it right to the society or to
the proponents? The forfeiture of a person's life assurance policy is a very serious
thing. A life t.hat may pass the doctor
to-day may, in twelve mouths, have deteriorated. You cannot assume that that life
will be just as good at the end of twelve
months as it was at the date of the medieal
examination, and it wonld be an injustice
to every person whose policy was forfeited
on accouut of clause 9. He would be a
year older for one thiug, and although it
is true he would. have had the protection
of his year's premium, every year that a
illan postpones the insurance of his life
increases the amount of the premium he
has to pay to cover the same sum. rrherefore we have no right to compel the life
assurance societies to say to these people
- " As you cannot satisfy us with reference
to your age, your policy is forfeited."
rrhe Hon. F. S. GRIi\fWADE.-"Why cannot
the man state his age correctly ~.
The Hon. J. M. PHATT.-Fl'om 15 to
20 per cent. of the proponents or policyholders have not becn able to state t.heir
age correctly at Ollce, but as time rolls on
they satisfy the societies on the point.
rrhis 9th clause will, of course, be of 110
effcct eventually, or of very little effect,
because our system of registration of births
is gradually arriving at the very same
position as the Government are st riving to
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reach by means of this Bill, so that every
year will decrease the effect of clause 9,
and the difficulty will run out of itself.
The Hon. D. MELVILlJE.-vVhy are you
troubling about the clanse then ~
The HOll. J. BELL.-The present legislation in Scotland has settled an that for
65 years.
The Hon. J . .M. PRATT.- Yes; and
this measure is proposed without any demand from the life assurance societies here.
Our societies have acted with th~ best intentions and with the utmost equity, and
yet a clause of this nature is being forced
on them.
The Hon. S. FRASER.-They cannot
refuse to do what is righ t; even if they
wished to do.
The Hon. J. M. PRArrT.-Quite so;
they are only trustees, and· have to do
. what is fair and equitable to every member. It is not a question of making profits
or dividends with the managers, actuaries,
and directors of these life assurance societies.
Every person whose proposal is
accepted is on the same level as every
other member as soon as he gets his receipt for his policy.
There is another
point I desire to imprc;:;s on the House and
the Ministry, namely, that these mntual
life assurance societies are connected
throughout the colonies. It is not a question of Victoria alone. If you force this
9th clause upon them you' will affect all
their business in the other colonies, because t.hey call 110 t favour or disfavour
members in Victoria any more than they
can favour or disfavour members in;New
South Wales or any of the other colonies.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD: --That is a good
point.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Yes, it is an
important point for honorable members' to
bear in mind, because the members of
these mutual life assurance societies
throughout Australia have all to participate in the same benefits, and if you force
these societies to comply with clause 9 in
Victoria, you force them to cornply with it
in all the other colonies. They cannot
help themselves.
Honorable members
know that most of the favorable features
of life assurance have come to us from the
mutual societies. Gradually, as time goes
on, this concession, that allowance, or the
other liberality h&.s come into force; and
do honorable members snppose that if this
provision as to the acceptance of the age
of assured persons or the forfeiture of their
policies at the end of a year had been of
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vital importance, or even of benefit to
the persons insured, the soci€ties would
not have been the first to adopt it
and put it in their prospectuses ~ Take
the question of the surrender value of a
policy being applied to keep it alive, of
wh.j.ch Colonel Templeton is the well-known
author, f:lnd deserves the highest credit for
the introduction of the system. Under
the old system, if an assured person did
not pay his premium-if he happened by
some mischance .to forgot to pay it in
time-his policy, on which he had paid
premiums for perhaps 30 years, lapsed,
although he could have got some equitable value for it before it lapsed. The
llew system put the policy-holder in this
position: That the surrender value of his
policy stood to his credit to be exhausted
in the payment of premiums before his
policy could lapse. rrhat is one of the benefits these mutual life assurance societies
have introduced, and is it not reasonable
to suppose that if t.his provision in clause
9 had been of so much importance to the
insured, the societies would have been the
first to establish it for the benefit of their
members ~ I have spoken of the committee that was appointed by the life
assurance societies to confer with and go
through the recommendations of the Inquiry Board. It may interest honorable
members to hear the names of the gentlemen who met to consider these matters t
and who sent in their report.. They were
as follows : Charles Salter, manager of Royal Insurance
Company; Leslie J. Park, A.LA., manager of
Colonial Mutual; A. F. Crombie, secretary of
Colonial Mutual; James Pull8!r, F.F.A.,
actuary of Colonial Mutual; E. J. Stock,
A.I.A., actuary of National. Mutual; John B.
Gillison, F.F.A., F.LA., manager of :Mutual of
Victoria; John Donaldson, A.LA., secretary
Australian vVidows' Fund; James Graham,
F.·F.A., F.I.A., actuary of Australian Widows'
Fund; H. G. Rudel, secretary Australasian
Temperance and General Assurance Company;.
J. B. Smith, F.F.A., actuary Australasian
Temperance and General Assurance Company;
G.
Phillips, actuary in New York of
Equitable Life Assurance Company; .·W. N.
Dewar, secretary of Citizens' Life Assurance
Company; Geo. G. McColl, manager in Victoria
Equitable of United States; A. B. Williams,
secretary in Victoria New York Life Insurance
Company; M. Rainsford, secretary in Victoria.
Mutual Life Association of Australasia.

"T.

Those are the names of the leading men
in the life assurance world in Australiamen of authority, standing, high intelligence, a,nd great ability. Those are the
gentlemen whom I shall presently quote
in another direction. I t will doubtless be
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of interest to honorable members to know
the strength of the life assurance societies
in Victoria. In reply to a letter from Mr.
Donaldson, the secretary of the Australian "Tidows' Fund, sent at my request,
Mr. Fenton, the Assistant Government
Statist, says the number of policies of lifo
assurance in force in Victoria in 1896
was 132,684, and the amount assured
£22,757,175.
The Hon.F. S. GRnnvADE.-But 132,684
persous are not the public of Victoria.
The HOll. J. M. PRATT.-No; but I
want to show honorable members the importa,nce of the subject to Victoria. The
fUilds held by purely Australian offices in
Anstralia-I do not take New Zealand
into this calculation-amount to neal'ly
£23,000,000. That is the fund which the
managers, actuaries, and directors of the
purely Australian life assurance societies
have to look after as trustees. I have liot
been able to get the details of the number
of life assurance policies, and the amount
assured, in the other colonies. The Australian Mutual Provident Society holds
£14,500,000 of these accumulated funds.
In view of the fact that we have accumulated all this money in these colonies;
in the interests of the people assured
it is onr duty to help the life assur::mce societies in every way we can, and
not throw difficulties in theil' way.
Therefore, I say that the suggestions of a
body of gentlemen like those whom I have
named ought not to have been ignored.
I do not wish to traverse the ground
so very ably covered last night by Sir
Frederick Sargood, but I may be pardoned,
in view of the fuller attendance to-night,
for going back to the report of the Inquiry
Board, and reading certain extracts to
impress honorable members.
Before I
do so, however, I desire to submit to the
House the opinions of the actuaries and
other officers of the life assurance societies
which I have condensed from the report,
in order that I may not take up too much
time. Mr. Richard Teece, actuary for the
Australian Mutual Provident Society,
thinks that making the proof of age indisputable after twelve months would
be a glaring instance of commercial immorality and a temptation to defraud, and
says he has never heard of people being put
to any unnecessary trouble with regard to
proof of age, because any reasonable proof
is taken. Of course, it may be asked
what is reasonable proon Well, here is
an extract from a little pamphlet issued

c
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by tho Australian 'Widows' Fund Life
Assurance Society:POLICIES NOT VOID THROUGH MISSTATE~IE~1~
OF AGE.

The directors are simply in the position of
arbitrators, and, while desirous of correcting all
mistakes against the society, they will retul'll
the difference of premium when it is proved
that the age has been overstated.
Proof of age must be fUl'llished before payment of H, claim, and while inability to produce
evidence ot age at the time of proposing will
not debar a man from the immediate a,dvantages.
of life assurance, the directors recommend, in
the interest of the policy-holder, that evidence
of age be fUl'llished prior to the issue of the
policy or as soon thereafter as possible.
The best evidence of age is a certificate of'
birth, but, if that cannot he procured, evidence
of the following nature will be accepted ;-Certificate of baptism.
Certificate of vaccination.
Certificate of confirmation.
Indentures.
Extract from an authenticated family
Bible.
A statutory declaration from father or
mot~ler,
from some person cOllJpetent
to gIve eVIdence on the point.
If none of these proofs is available, particulars
of any other proof should be forwarded for
inspection.

0:

That is the practice of this life assurance
society, so that the provision in clauRe 9
to compel them to accept the age given
by assured persons or forfeit the policies, which is what that clause means,,"
is not necessary, and is uncalled for.
The Hon. S. VVILLIAMSoN.-What is thepractice if a man dies? Is there never a
dispute as to his age?
The Hon S. FRAsEH.-I never heard of
a case in which the money was withheld
on that account.
The Hon. S. WUJIJIAlISON.-I beg your
pardon.
'
The Hon. S. FRASER.-Then you had
better state the case.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-On the death
of a person whose age is disputed any of
ihe~() societies is prepared to pay 75 per
cent. of the money, and to hand over the
other 2f) per cent. as soon as the society
is satisfied on the point. These societies
do not wnnt to detain the money in sUGh
a case. It is too paltry an amonnt to be
of any concern to such societies, but they
say to the claimants-" You must comply
with our regulations; you have had lots
of time, and plenty of notice in regard to
the matter." Nothing could be fairer or
more reasonable than the action of these
life assurance societies in such cases. Any
reasonable proof of age is taken.
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The Hon. S. FI-tASER.-That is the practice every day of the yenr.
Sir HENRY CU'l'HBF.R'l'. - An assured
person may have paid his premiums for
25 years and then have his age disputed.
The Han. J. M. PRATT.-But whose
fault is that 1 It is not the fault of the life
assnra,nce society. rrhe representative of
the insured person is not injured, because
75 per cent. of the money is paid on proof
of death, and the other 25 per cent. is held
in sllspense until reasonable proof of age
is given. The evidence of the gentlemen
who are the custodians of the £23,000,000
in Australia is about as strong as it
is possible to put before the House. Mr.
·George 'Vi11iarn Phillips, actuary of the
Equitable Society of the United States,
who happened to be all a visit to this
colony, in relation, I suppose, to his society,
was examined. He is the actuary of this
• Immense society, which does business all
over the world. He says that discrepancies as to age are sometimes very great.
His company does not make inquiries as
to age when a proposal is accepted unless
there is some special reason, and it is not
part of the contract that the age is accepted
when the proposal is made. The assurer, he
very properly says, is the only party to
the contract who can know his age, and in
the policies of the Equitable Society there
is a statement to the effect that policies
are not invalidated by reason of misstate'ment of age. Mr. Phillips thinks'that as
regards age one case in fifteen is wrong.
Others say that one assured person in
-eighteen gives the wrong age, and some put
it at one in twenty. Honorable members
will therefore s~e that it is a very serious
question. I do not say that proponents
give the wrong age for purposes of fraud,
but the fact that Mr. Phillips, who is
connected with one of the largest life
assurance societies in the world, believes
that the wrong age is given in one case
-in fifteen proves the importance of the
.quest.ion.
The Hon. S. WILLIAMSON.-All the
time the companies accept the premiums,
.Hotwithstanding that they have not been
satisfied as to age.
The Hon. J. M. PRATrr.-I would
rather the honorable gentleman would
reserve his remarks until he. addresses
himself to the question when making his
-contribution to this debate. I venture to
say that not a dozen cases have arisen in
which money has been withheld on account
of misstatement of age.
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The Hon. S. FRASER.-'Ve never hear
of them.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-One would
suppose, judging from this Bill, that there
were a large number of such cases, but in
the society with which I am connected 1 do
not think there have been more than two
cases of deferred payment-the case of a
man who died in California, and of another who was drowned in the Red Sea.
Now, if that is the general experience in
connexion with life assurance societies,
why raise the question in this Bill, and lead
the public to entertain the suspicion that
the societies retain 25 per cen t. of the
money when evidence of age is not avail·
able ~
. The Hon. S. VVrLLJAMsoN.-You are
only speaking for one office.
The Hon. J. M. PRA'l'rr.--I am here to
speak for them all. Mr. George Guthrie
McColl, manager for Victoria of the
Equitable Assurance Society of the United
States, says he has never heard of a policy
having been disputed on the question of
age, and. the company having declined to
pay. He does not. agree with the proposal
to make the age unchallengeable after
twelve months, because he thinks it would
be a drawback on insurance generally.
He is afraid that some companies would
admit age in a more lax manner, which
would .be, of conrse, detrimental to the
societies, and he states that a society
might easily be wrecked if understatement of age became general. Mr. John
B. Gillison, actuary and manager of the
Mutual Assurance Society of Victoria,
says he does not think any period can be
fixed in regard to the proof of age, as the
onus 'of proof cannot be thrown upon the
offices. He thinks that the proposal to
provide that, unless proof of age be furuished by the insured within a specified
time, the company may declare the policy
void, is undesirable. Such a provision, he
says, would destroy the value of many life
policies as security in financial transactions, and many people would not insure 011
account of the risk of losing the premiums.
Mr. Gillison thinks it the best plan to
leave the matter as it now stands. He says
the proportion of understatements of age
is about 15 per cent., and the average
understatement two years. There are
very few overstatements, and when the
age is proved the companies refund the
extra premiums paid. Policies," he adds,
"are not made void in con seq nence of
error in age." Then Mr. James Graham, the
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actuary of the ·Widows' Fund, says that- an amendment of the law in the direction
"Each company states in its prospectus, indicated would be an injustice to those
whieh is widely distributed, that proof of who give a correct statement. If by the
age will be required. It is impossible to time probate is obtained proof of ago canlegislate for people who will not take care not be given, it is the common practice to
of themselves. In his society the policy pay four-fifths pending proof." I have
distinctly states what will be done in the also a statement from Mr. Archibald B.
event of understatement or overstatement ·Williams, secretary for Victoria of the New
of ago. There is no great difficulty in . York Life Insnrance Society.
obtaining prJof of age now. 'rhere may
The Ron. W. McCuLLocH.-Take it aF.."
bo a few cases of old peopltl where it is reacl.
The Hon. J. M. PRA'rT.-It is much·,
difficult. Statement of age is made and
signed by the assurer. In many cases to the same effect as the others, as also is
agents do their best to get proof of age at the st.atement made by Mr. Henry George
the time of as:-;urance. His society has Rudd, of the Temperance and General
had very few disputes in regard to age. . Mutual Society. These are the opinionB'.
They have been amicably adj I.lsted. He of gentlemen who hold positions of the:
thiuks, iu the interests of all concerned, highest trust, aud whose duty it is to loolli
that it is ad visable that tho assured should after the interests, not only of the comprove his age as soon as possible.; but, in panies, but of the insured, and ·yet, in
the interests of the assured himself, it defiance of their unanimous opinion, clause
is wrong to say that if he does not 9 has been inserted in this Bill. There is
prove it within a, certain time his policy another point to wllich I desire to can
shall be subject to forfeiture. He does attention. I know that life insurance is.
not kno.w of any case where payment has not a very interesting subject, but it is 'of
been refused through want of proof of age. the very greatest importance, and it should'
Tho effect of t.he suggested law would be claim our attention. Mr. Graham was
to com pel life assurance com panies to examined before the Inquiry Board, and
refuse the second premium in some cases he was asked what would be the effect
-such as those where disease occurred of a general understatement of age. He
dnring the first twelve months. "That," took the case of a society having 1')2,284·
~lr. Graham adds, "would be a serious loss
memqers, and of course it was a hypotheto the assured, and render his position tical case. A large diagram was placed.
worse than it is at present." Mr. Edward before the board to illustrat,e what the
James Stock, mlOther eminellt actuary in effect of an understatement of five years.
the cit.y, now connected with the National in the age of 82,284 members would be,
Mutual Association, says-" If the neces- all of them entering at the age of 40,
sity for proof of age be done away with declaring their age to be 35, and insuring
the existence of every life assurance COUl- for £100 cacho The diagram showed thepany in the country ',:,i11 be imperilled. position in which the society would stand
The propo~al that proof of age shn11 be at the end of a period of 34 years. It·
furnished within twelve months wonld be wonld be absolutely insolvent. The disa great disadvantage to the assurer. He parity between the amount that should
does not know of any conntry whore such have been paid and the amount actually
a law exists, and does not think it is paid would gradually increase until at
needed at all. Companies do not act the end of 34 years the society wo!~ld
unfairly to the assured; each compallY have nothing left, although there
is practically a co-operative societ.y. Ac- would still be a large body of policyceptance of a wrong statement of age from holders wbose claims remained unsettled,
one member means an injustice to all the and who would get nothing. Honorable
ot.hers. He thinks amendment of the law members may say that this is stretching
rendering it imperative that proof of age the point rather too far. I have had a
shall be furnished within specified. time table prepared which puts the matter in
would be very mischievous. It would be a smaller compass, and in perhaps a more
injurious to the insuring public, and the interesting form.
societies would protect themselves against
The HO~l. J. S'l'ERNBERG.-The case' you
it by refusing to accept a second premium gave us could never happen.
In his company,
unless age was proved.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-It could be
out of 2,430 claims, in 359 cases there reduced to any extent, and the result
was a misstatement of age. He thinks would still be the same. I asked Mr.
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Graham if he could furnish me with a
table. I saw that honorable members
'would at once say-" 'Yhat is the use of
,assuming that 82,000 members have
understated their age by five years?"
'The diagram was regarded by the Inquiry
Board as being of the highest importance,
because it did show ill a striking alanner
the disaster that would follow from any.
wholesale understatement cf age.
Sir HEN"RY CU'l'HBER'I\--'Yhat was the
rMe of interest obtained on the accumulated fundR ~
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-I am hardly
prepared to discuss that question, but, for
argument's sake, I will say that the rate
of interest was 3 per cent. V\Tith the premiums and the interest certain results
should be obtained. That is, there should
be sufficient funds to meet every claim,
.and if the rate of interest were 3~ per
-cent. there might be sufficient to enable
tho com pany to grant what we call
bonuses.
Sir HENRY CU'l'l-IBER'l'.-But you do
not know the basis on which the diagram
was prepared.
The Hon J. M. PRATT.-I have stated
the basis, but I desire now to show that
'the same principle applies even if we take
a lesser number of members. The table
that bas been prepared shows the progress
of a -life insurance fund constituted ,by
20,571 members aged 40 years, and insuring their lives for £100 each.
The Hon. C. J. HAM.-vVho prepare~
,that table ~
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-It was prepared by Mr. J'ames Graham, the actuary
-of the ,Vidows' Fund.
The Hon. S. FRAsER.-An actuary from
home, and a thoroughly reliable man.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-I may be
tiring the House, but this matter is of
snch serious importance tha,t I think it
should be fully discussed.
The table
shows that in the first year if the ages are
all correctly stated, the funds in hand will
be £29,113. That represents the amount
received in premiums less necessary expenses. If, on the other hand, every man
statos his age as 35 instead of 40 the funds
in hand will be £20,925, so that there
will be a deficiency at the end of the
year of £8,188.
The table gives the
figures for ear.h year, but I will go on to
the fifth year. If the ages are all correctly stated the funds in hand then will
be £149,000, whereas if every man states
his age as 35, instead of 40, the funds in
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hand will be £105,550, or a deficiency of
£43,450.
Sir HENRY CUTHBER'l'.--That is assuming that everyone of the 20,000
members has understated his age by five
years.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Yes, but the
principle is the same whatever number
you'take. At the end of ten years, if the
ages are all correctly stated, the funds in
hand will be, £292,831. If every man
has stated his age as 35 the funds in
hand will be £199,003, showing a deficiency of £93,828. At the end of twenty
years, if the ages are correctly stated,
the funds in hand will be £517,682, and
if every man has stated his age as 35 the
funds in hand will be £298,286" or a
deficiency of £219,396. At the end of
30 yearR the funds in hand ought to
be £522,289, but there will only be
£136,949, and the deficiency will then
amount to £385,340. At the end of 34
years the funds in hand should be £439, 688,
whereas they will be in debt to the extent
of £25,755, and there
be a deficiency
of £465,423. rrhere will still be a number of claims to be met, and the society
will be insolvent. If 7s. 8d. per annum
more had been paid by each person insured, the funds would have been sufficient
to meet all engagements, and there would
have been money in hand to meet the
claims of the 7,067 survivors of the original 20,571 members.
The Hon; W. McCUlJLocH.-This Bill
will protect the unfortunate companies.·
The Hon. J. M. PHATT.-I do not
know how it will protect the companies.
I have endeavoured to show how important
are the provisions of this Bill relating to
the proof of age, and to indicate the view
that is taken of them by the representatives of the different societies. Age is the
basis of entrance into all life insurance
societies. If the age is misrepresented, an
element of weakness is at once introduced;
and 1 say that, in the face of the statements I have read and of the figures
I have submitted, the committee should
not pass clause 9 of the Bill. The Legislature should seek to strengthen these life
insur.ance societies. 'l'hey have done very
well in the past. They have met all their
engagements and have acted equitably and
liberally, and why should a provision be
placed on the statute-book that would
have the effect of disturbing all their
calculations ~
The insurance societies
recognise that the Bill would confer some
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benefits 11~lon them, but they would rather
lose those benefits than have it passed
if clause 9 is retained, because of the
disaster that might ensue from it. Ihave
given not.ice of some amendments to the
Bill, anq I mfty inform the House that
they t\,re nothing more nor less than the
recommendations of this life assurance
committee.
'l'hey were sent in to the
board, but no notice was taken of them.
I might say more on this sllbject, but I
will not detain the House. I have tried
to place before honorable members the
. facts of tho case, and I trust that clause 9
will not. be passed. I declare that it
would be most injurious, not only to the
societies, but to the general body of insurers in thi8 colony.
The Hon. C. J. HA:;\I.-You would not
propose to modify it' in any form 1
'l'he Hon. J. M. PRATT.-No, not in
any form.
The PRESIDENT.-I would suggest to
the honorable member that he could deal
better with the details of this subject in
committee.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT.-Yes, and I
will not detain the House further.· The
amendments of which I have given notice
are open to criticism and to alteration,
but they merely carry out the recommendations of the life assnrance committee . . "Ve should consider the great
benefits that the community derives from
these life assurance societies, and we should
seek, if possible, to strengthen them. Their
views have not been properly brought.
forward. The Inquiry Board's report has
,virtually been ignored, and very little attention has been paid to the recommendations of the life aRsurance committee.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-It is my
intention to support the Bill, but I reserve
to myself the right to vote for any amendments that may be proposed in committee. '
The Bill is drafted on the right lines, and
I think tha,t clause 9 in particular will be
beneficial. It will compel the companies
to satisfy themselveR regarding the age of
any person proposing to insure before they
issue a policy. In the country districts
there are many men who came out here in,
the early days, and who were not quite certain as to their exact age. They accnmulated a little money, and then insured
their lives. In doing so they gave what
they believed to be their correct ages, and
they were accepted. 'fhe object of th(~ insurance was to make a provision for their
wives and families, but on the deoease
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of any such person the policy is contested, owing to the absence of any definite
proof of age. If the man himself was not
in a position to furnish evidence as to his
exact age, how could those who were left
behind him be expected to do so 1
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD.-They freq ueutly do so.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-It would
be far better to require the cOlllpanieseither
to refuse to grant the policy, or to accept the
evidence of age supplied, even if in doubtful cases they charged an extra preminm.
'When a person who is insured dies they
should not be allowed to contest the policy
simply on the ground that the age has not
been proved. As honorable members know,
it is the working classes who, to a large
extent, take out these small policies,. and
if a man dies his widow and children
are dependent on his insnrance. Why
should 25 per cent. of the amount of the
policy be retained until the company is
satisfied as to the age of the deceased ~
The Hon. N. FI'l'zGERALD.-Some companies retain a larger amonnt.
The Hon. J. S'l'ERNBERG.-Yes, and
in my opinion clause 9 will have a very
good effect. It will compel the companies
to satisfy themselves as to the age of the
person insured, and will prevent them
from raising difficulties after the person is
dead. The life insurance companies will,
I believe, be placed in a firmer and better
position, and the insured will be benefited.
The Hon. G. GODFREY.-There are
several clauses in this Bill that will be of
considerable advantage to insurers, and
that will remove the possibility of many
technical objections. Clause 8 is an
especially vahiable provision. In fact, I
think it would serve the purpose that is
sought to be served by clause 9, as it
practically makes policies unchallengeable
and enables any error in a statement to be
rectified. I am inclined, therefore, to take
the view that clause 9 is not req nired at
all. But if clause 8 were not in the Bill
I should certainly support 'Clause 9. I
regard clause 8 as the most valuable provision it contains.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD.-If it is made
to apply to all policie~.
The Hon. G. GODFREY.-Yes, it can
be altered in committee so as to make it
apply to all policies. I think that clause
4 will require some amendment, because
it does not' quite harmonize with recent
legislation. It provides that a policy of
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£200 may be paid to a widow or next of
kin. The words" next of kin ". should be
struck ont, and .the word ., children" substituted. The money should not be paid
to any other next of kin in preference to
the creditors. The other clauses of the
Bill really are technical, but they will be
beneficia.l, and, taking the Bill as a whole,
I think it will provo to be a useful piece
of legislation.
The HOIl. J. BELL.-The Bill has been
brought in this session to redeem a
promise that was made by the Solicitor-General, and ~ must say that it
is a great improvement on the previous Bill.
The pl:ovisions reserving
£1,000 to the family, and enabling
a widow or next of kin to obtain payment if administration is not taken out
within three months, will prove to be
good and useful. Clause 9 appears to be
the cause of all the trouble. Mr. Pratt
has dealt with the question fully and exhaustively. He is conversant with all
life insurance matters, and I have no
doubt that he has carefully considered
everything that he has said. I do not
think, myself, that there is any neces~ity
for clause 9, if clause 8 was made to
apply before as well as after the passing
of the Bill. r:ehe clauses that precede
clause 9 are valuable, and if we stop at
clause 8 I think we shall meet the whole
difficulty. In these days we have registers of births, deaths, and marriages.
But, at aU events, I know that in Scotland
in my time there was a register of births
in connexion with every parish church, and
I have no dOll bt that the same condition
obtained in other parts of Great Britain.
Sir HENRY CU'l'IfBER'l'.-Then clause 9
could do no harm.
The Hon. J. BELL.-It is not wanted,
because the insured could get a certificate
of birth by writing for it and paying a
shilling.
I trust that the honorable
gentleman will not insist on clause 9. If
it is struck out I think that the Bill will
be perfectly satisfactory.
The Hon. F. S. GIUMWADE.-This
Bill is the outcome of very considerable discussion in this Honse, and in the main I
think it is a very good Bill. The first
three 01' four clauses are particularly useful.
Clauses 3 and 4 were thoroughly
thrashed out here two years ago.
It
appears to me that clause 8 will meet
every requirement so far as the understatement of age is concerned~ Clause 9
may be said to be in contradiction to
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clause 8. I do llOt see the ad vantage
of it. I do not propose to follow 1I1r_
Pratt. He has given us a very full and
able statement, but the cases he put
were entirely hypothetical, i:1,lId certaiuly
they could never occcnr.
It appears
to me that clause 9 will offer an incentive or inducement to people to understate their age.
It is said that 15
per cent. or 20 per cent. Jf the people
who are assured make a mistako abont
their age. That may have been the case
in past year~, but we have llOW snch
reliable registers and such full data to go
upon that there are ample facilities for
ascertaining what the true age is. If 11.
man does make a mistake and nnderstates
his age, I think clause 8 deals with the
matter most fairly. It states that if the
perSOll assured is found to have understated his age, his representatives are to
receive the amount which t.he premiums
actnally paid would buy if the age had
been properly stated at the outset. It
seems to me that that is as simple, fair,
~nd equitable a provision as can be
devised.
Sir, FREDERICK SARGOOD.-The man's
representatives get all that he has paid
for.
The HOll. F. S. GRIl\fWADE.-Yes;
and no man or his representatives are
entitled to have anything morc. I shall
vote for the second reading of 'this Bill,
hoping that in committee we shall be able
to expunge clause 9.
The Hon. S. FRASER..-I regard tl~is
Bill as a good measure with the exception
of clause 9. I am pleased to see that an
amendllDent in the law, which I moved
myself some time ago when this Bill was,
before us last, has been adopted wit.h slight
alterations, and is lIOW practically embodied
in clause 8. In my humble opinion t.here
·is ample scope for still greater amendments in onr life assurance law than am
made by this Bill. I tried myself some
years ago to have an amending Act passed r
but the question of life assurance is a very
intricate one, and there are few who understand it. In saying that, I make no
reflection upon anyone, becanse it requires
close study-very close study, indeed-in
order to understand the many phases of
life'lssurance. Indeed, the actuaries themselves are sometimes at fanlt in many
matters, and it is therefore no reflection 0;1
laymen in this House or elsew bere to say
tha.t they do not understand the intricacies
of life assurance. I shall address myself
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. chiefly to clause 9, but in committee I intend to propose an amendment in another
clause to still further compel the companies to go on safer lines. The danger
to be apprehended in conllexion with life
assurance is that there is so much competition among the companies that there
is a great risk of their trenching upon the
safeguards by which the business should
be surrounded.
The Hon. K MILLER.-High commissions.
'rhe Hon. S. FHASEH.-Yes, in many
cases the whole of the premiums for the
first year and more are paid to the agents.
I t may be said that that is a matter for
the companies themsel ves; still, unless life
assurance business is protected, this danger
will go on and on, and some time or other,
as surely as we are legislating here, there
will be trOll ble.
If that happens the re5ponsibility will not be at my door, becanse I was met "'ith very strong opposition when I sought to introduce legislation
to guard against this danger, and which I
believe would have done an immense
amount of good to life assurance in this
part of the world if it had been adopted.
However, I am not going to attempt that
again, but when we get into committee
I will try to have passed one or two new
clauses which I introduced before, and
which, I believe I am right in saying, were
adopted in the last Bill.
I hope that the
Solicitor-General will not see any objection
to them. The clauses I refer to are those
marked Band C in the Bill of 1896.
SirFREDElUCK SARGOOD.-Those amendments were passed subject to further consideration.
Sir HENRY CUTHBER~'. - 'Vhat were
they ~
The Hon. S. FRASER..-I shall read
them. Clause B was as follows : The following shall be added to the questions
nnder the 21st schedule to the Companies Act
]890, and shall be deemed to be and may be
cited as the tenth question under the 21st
schedule to the Companies Act. 1890:Give specimens to three decimal places of the
net premiullls valued for policies of £100 under
whole life and endowment assurance respectively; as set forth in the following table,
namely:-

And then the table was set out. Clause C
prvvided thatThe seventh question nncler the 22ncl schedule to the Companies Act 1890 is hereby
repealed, and in lien thereof the following shall
be lleemed to be and may he cited as the
seventh question under the 22nd schedule to
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the Companies Act 18!)o :-The total amount of
immediate annuities on lives, distinguishing the
number, amounts, and sex for each year of life.

I feel that if these provisions are added
to the present Bill they will be a still
further safeguard, a.nd will make it compulsory on the part of offices now doing risky business, and cOlltinuing to do
risky business, to show their true figures,
and disclose the real position of their
affairs. N ow I will refer to clause 9, to
which seyeral honorable members hftve
already alluded. As we. all 1010"\\", lifo
assurance business in this country is conducted mainly upon the mutual principle.
Let us suppose, for the sake of argnment,
that the members of thi~ HOllse are joined
toget her as members of a lifo assurance
society.
Sir HENRY CU'l'HBEH:r.-'Ve will all be
directors, of course.
The Hon. S. FHASER-No, ,ye would
not be directors, but memucrs, and the
Solicitor-General hirnself would be chairman of directors, and wonld look after Ollr
interests. W' ould it not be very unfair if
half-a-dozen members were to understnte
their age by three or four years ~ "~ould
that not be very unfair to those who correctly stated their a.ge, and would it not
be right and proper that the others should
be compelled to give reasonable evidence
of their true age ~
Sir HENRY CUTHBER1'.- Wit.hin a. reasonable time.
The Hon. S. FHASER.--E.xactly. 'Ve
would be entering into a. mutual contract.
Clause 8 very propcrly deals with that,
c\'lld in a reasonable way, and nothing
more is wanted. I have been a, director
of the Australian 'Widows' Fund for many
years, and I take a deep interest in the
business, as I hope I take an interest in
everything with which I am connected.
And I say here that I hayc lleyer 11.:110\\,11
a case of dispute as to age in our society.
I believe I could say the same of the
Australian Mutual Provident Society.
'rhe experience of such societies invariably
is that there is no dispute as to age, for
the simple reason that almost any }A)rrn
of reasonable evidence is accepted. A
simple declaratioll from a well-known
friend that he has known the assured in
his youth is often taken, and, as Mr.
Pratt has stated, the baptismal register or
any other satisfactory evidence is regarded as sufficient. I say that there is
a contract between the company and the
person assured. A man comes to an
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insurance company and wants· to insure of age that is required by the society.
his life, probably because he wants to get vVhy, therefore, should we put the onus
married.
. on the society of proving what the man
The Hon. N. FITzGERALD.-Oh, he himself should prove 1 It is the same as
does it before then.
though a man were to insure his property
The Hon. S. FRASER.-Sometimes he from fire and state the property to be
does, but that is a very common reason worth £5,000 when it is not worth £2,000.
why young men wish to insure their Ii ves. ",Vould it not be <1, gross injustice to compel
The Hon. F. S. GRDIwADE.-And a very the society to C0111e under all sorts of disgood reason, too.
abilities because the man insured tried
The Hon. S. FRASEH.-Yes;sometimes ·to cheat it ~ I hold that there is no
the young lady will insist upon it. rrhen necessity for the clause at all. rrhings
he h1;1.s only to giye proof of age, and it is have gone on for a quarter of a
noted on the policy as having been ad- century here, and for still longer
mitted, and there is an end of it. If, as I elsewhere, under the law as it exists
say, there is no difficulty at the present at the present time without any real
time, and no disputes arise and no loss is difficulty arising, and I see no necessity
occasiolled ~to anyone, are we going to for its al teration in this respect. Any
bring in a new principle that has been such alteration will be vicions in the
adopted in no other part of' the world? extreme, and will endanger many life
For I say that in no other part of the assurance societies.
earth has this principle in clause 9 been
~'he Hon. N. FITZGERALD.--I did
not intend to take part in this debate,
adopted.
The Hon. N. FI'l'zGERALD.-But we are but the remarks which have just fallen
pioneers of legislation.
from Mr. Fraser compel me to do so. My
The Hon. S. FRASER.-I believe in honorable friend referred to the debate
pioneering, but on safe lines. I think this which took place in this House two years
is pioneering ill the wrong direction. I ago upon this subject. I took a promihope that the House will pass clause 8, nent part "in that debate, and. I feel
and will agree with me that nothing more bound in consistency to explain my views
is wanted. If it be true that 15 per cent. upon this Bill. Mr. Fraser has said a
or 20 per cent. of the persons whose lives good deal about the injury that would be
are assured understate their age, whether done to societies, and so OIl, but what is
throngh design or want of knowledge, in my miud is this. The honorable memwhy should the society be made to pay ber, I believe, in conj unction with every
more than it honestly ought to pay? If well-meanillg lllall in this country, desires
the society pays more than it onght to that the practice of life assurance shall
the mall who nnderstates his age, they be as general as possible. Every body
take it out of the pockets of the honest admits that. Everybody admits that the
men who have stated their age correctly. practice in the past has been to give a
Is this House going to insist on such handicap in favour of the life assurance
a wrong being done ~ If 80 per cent. companies when, as is very often the case,
state their age honestly, are we going to it is difficult to prove the age of the
aHow the 20 per cent. who understate assured.
Legislation has been found
·their age to take money out of the pockets necessary on that point. . My honorable
of the 80 per cent.? I sa.y that the whole friend might say that there has been
principle of sneh a thing is unjust. rrhe no complaint on that score in the
careful and honest people are to be made past and no scandal. Insnrance comto suffer for those who are careless or panies are too wise in their generaindifferent, or possibly in some eases dis- tion to make scaudals about these things;
honest. I say that unless correct proof but insurance companies are very ·wise
of age is insisted llpon life assurance com- indeed in insisting that their interests
panies must undoubtedly come to grief. shall be well protected. Injustice has
~'hese societies are now conducted with
been done in this respect, as I endeavoured
such close margins that if the persons to prove two years ago on the fioor of this
insured understate their age to the ex- Home. Over and over again difficulty has
tent of a couple of years, in- twenty years' arisen as to the age of the assured.
time the soci~ty lllust come to grief. 'rhe Clause 8 provides to some extent for that.
man who understates his age is not injured. I confess that if I were to be asked how I
He has only to produce the simple proof should frame the Bill I should have left
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out clause 8 and put clause 9 in. Of
courae, I quite agree with Sir Frederick
Sargood and other honorable mem ben;
who ba ve pointed out that insurance compallies in this colony are in the main
mutual companies, and that by understating his age the member of ·such a company is practically robbing his partners.
That goes without saying. Consequently,
if the managers of these companies can
make good the loss sustained by the company, whether by inadvertence or intention
through a misstatement of age, they are
justified in doing so. But the whole q uestion, to my mind, is, does clause 8 meet the
\V hole difficlllt.J 1
Sir HENRY CU'l'llBER'L'.-Clause 9 is quite
diff€rent from clause 8.
The Hon. N. FITZGEHALD.-Yes;
but clause 8 appears to me to meet the
whole difficulty, Ham ely, that companies
have taken ad vanlage of difficulties in the
way of proving age. I have known them
to wi th gold 35 pel' cent. of the insurance
money until the insured or his representatives have been able to give proof of age.
rrhat is why, t\':o years ago, I insisted on
the floor of this HOl~se that we must have
some legislation to compel companies to
be more reasonable.
If legislation is
threatened which makes these companies
more willing to meet what j llstice and
public opinion demand, then the companies are always ready to do it; but they
only do this when pressure is put upon
them. It has been a notorious fact-I do
not know whether I am speaking within
the knowledge of honorable members, but
I kllow rllyself-that gross injustice has
been donc to persons insured and their
representatives, because there has been a
blank in the policy as to the age .. I quite
agree that c~(,se~ of thif? kind will tend to
become fewer and fewer.'rwenty-fivc years
ago nearly all the people who in::;ured their
lives in this colony were, so to speak, imported people, but now that the Australian
natives form a large portion of the comm unity there will be much less difficulty
in giving the requisite proof of age.
Difticlllties have arisen in the past, because the old people were born in places
where the records were imperfect, and it
was difficult to get confirmatory proof of
the age of persons assured. For my part, as
I have said, 1 would rather see clause 8 out
and clanse 9 in. vVe know that there is immense competition among these societies,
and that, as Sir Frederick Sargood has .
told us, the whole of the first year's·
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premiums are not sufficient to compensate
the company for the risk they rUll by illsuring a man for that period. That is
perfectly true, and why ~ Because insurance companies, like every other body of
traders in this country, fight for business,
and have to pay high commissions in order
to secure it. Bnt is there any other business which asks for legislative protection
against the high charges in the first year
of their transactions, and which, simply
because t.hey desire to get business, give a
big commission?
The Hon. S. FUAsER.-You forget the
doctors' fees.
'rhe Hon. N., FITZGERALD.-The
doctors' fees are a mere bagatelle. The
honorable member knows more about insurance bnsine~s th.:1l1 I do, but I know
that the first thing that is clone is to give
the agent a big commission, and he gets
it out of the first year's premiums. Because that commission sometimes exceeds
the first year's premiums, we are told that
we must be considerate to the company;
but we forget that the company paid that
commission in order to secnre business
which is to extend over the whole
life of the person assured, and does not
stop with the first year. 'Vhy is
an insnrance company to be treated
differently from any other trading
concern? If the company during the
year cannot get confirmatory testimony
of the actnal age of the person assured,
then what is it to do 1 According to this
Bill, the society is to be able to say-" 'Ve
will keep the premiums you have paid,
and unless you give us confirmatory evidence as to your age this contract is void."
Then, if the assured cannot get that confirmatory evidence, the contract is at an
end. I admit that clause 9 is just in the
abstract, but the feeling ill my mind is
that we should not give such a heavy
handicap to life assnrance companies. If
you gi ve these companies snch power, and
they can say to the man insured-" If at
the end of the first year yqu do not furnish satisfactory evidence of your age we
will decline to go on with your insurance,
and the policy will be void," what I am
afraid of is that the man will say--" Very
weil, do it; I will forfeit the money I have
paic1." Tn that" case the great benefit
of life assurance to this man's friends
and relatives ",vould be lost. It is because of this that I told the SolicitorGeneral that, though I approved of
the principle contained in clause 9,
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I consider that it will be hostile to the
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not apply equally to policies that are
interests of life assurance to pass it into granted ill the futnre.
law. I join with other honorable members
'1'he Hon. E..MILLER.-I think that
in regardillg life assurance as the best way the greater part of this Bill is very good
of inducing people to make provision for indeed, but there are some clauses which I
those who are to come after them, and I object to, and we should not forget that
consider, that clause 9 would have the in trying to do a little good we may do
effect of discouraging them from doing so. a great deal of harm. Clause 4 provides
that upon the death of any holder of a
The HOll. J. C. CA~fPBELL.-I thill k
that if there was ever a clause in a Bill policy upon his o\\'n life for a sum not
which opened all avenue to fraud it is exceeding £200, if no probate of his will
clause 9 of this Bill. I speak as a share- be taken out within three months after his
holder in one or two of these life assurance death, the company can pay the amount
of the policy to his widow and next of kin.
companies.
The Hon. S. FRASER.-A member, not a ~rhat is a very useful provision, but I think
the limit fixed-£200-is too small, and
shareholrler.
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-I con- should be increaseel. I take a great deal
sider myself a shareholder. I consider of interest ill life assurance, and induce
that this clause opens the door to fraud,
man~T people, espcially m'y own employes.
because if a man goes to an insurance com- to inslll'e. MallY of these are married
pany and gives his wrong age, that is people; anel as they progress, and have
indorsed Oll the back of the policy, and children, they generally insure their lives.
under this clause the company, aftcr twel ve I considcr that they ought to insure to the
months, would not ha\'e the slightest extent of about £100 f01: each child. In
chance of having the mistake corrected.
this prolific country a family of two is conThe Hon. 'W. MCCULI~OCH.-If he does sidered small-often the family extends to
not sc~tisfy the company as to age they can eight or nine, or perhaps ten-and why
cancel the policy.
should we not increase the amollnt in this
The HOll. J. C. CAMPBELL.-That is case to, say, £1,000 ~' ]f that inm'case
all very fine, but what about the unfortu- were made, I would confine the operanate man who insures his life 7 The fact tion of the clause to the widow and
that vcry slight evidence of proof of children, and not apply it generally to
age is required by t.hese insurance com- the next of kin. Clause 6 provides for
panies is in itself sufficient, to my mind, com panies in certain cases paying money
to make clause 9 unnecessarY. It will be into court. 'Now, that sounds very well,
quite sufficient if we ke~p" to clause 8. ,but ,yc know that when money gets into
I was one of the first persons to insnro my court the heirs freq uelltly have considerlife with a Victorian insnrance company.
able difficulty and expense in getting it
The Hon. N. Fl'l'zGERALD.-They never out again. Howeyer, perhaps, taking the
made much out of you, then.
clause altogether, there cannot be any
The Hon. J. C. CAMPBELL.-They great objection to it. Mr. Pratt has
made a good deal out of me. They asked reminded us that life aSSl1mnce companies
me to get a copy of the register of my hctve now to deal with a huge amount of
birth. '1'here was some difficulty about money. In Victoria alone, he pointed
that, and when I went to the company out, the life assurances amount to
and told them so they said-" Y Oil can £23,000,000, an enormous sum, which will
get your father or mother to state have to be paid by degrees. 'Ve as legisw hat your age is, or a copy of all entry lators therefore should be very careful
in a family Bible of the date of your indeed how \\'e interfere with th~ mana~e
birth, and we will accept it."
This ment of these institntions. If we pass
I did, and the company accepted the claudes \V hich the princi pal people conproof and indorsed the policy.
Other nected \trith assurance companies teU us
companies in whieh I insured myself after- are wrong, and will interfere with the
wards followed the same course. I hope payment of this huge liability, we shall
that clause 9 will be erl1,secl from the Bill. be acting in a very ill-advised- manner.
Clause 8 meets the case so far as it goes, Then I come to, perhaps, the most imbut it needs to go a little further. At portant clauses in the Bill-clauses 8 and
present it is merely retrospective, and 9-referring to age. Clause 8 provides
applies only to policies that are at presellt , that any policy of life assurance issued
in existence. I see no reason why it should before this Act is not to be a.voided on
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account of a misstatement of age if the
statement was made in good faith. I do not
see much objection to that, because there
is really BO chance of any life assurance
company ever tryillg to avoid a policy on
any sueh ground. A life assurance compallY has to court popularity. It has to
be liberal in 'its dealings with the public,
otherwise it would· very quickly have
to shut its doors. Clause 9, however,
appears to me to be a very dangerous
clause indeed. It provides that a policy
of life assurance issned after the passage
of this measure is not to be challellgeable
on the gronnd of age after one year.
'rhat, in my opinion, is too short a period
altogether. The time is too brief to allow
the assured to give sufficient evidence of
age, and the provision would also be dangerous for the company; in fact, they
may have to cancel the policy altogether,
as the clause enables them to do. One
reason why "'e should be careful in dealing with life assurance policies is that a
number of policies are issued in connexion
with financial business. Now, if clause 9
were passed, enabling policies to be call. celled within one year, a policy wonld be
of no use ·whatever as a security. A number of advances, however, are made to
people, and with great benefit to them, in
cOllnexion with insuring their lives, but
an insurallce policy, if this clause were in
existence, would be of very little value
as security, for the first year at all events.
I have had a great deal of experience in
connexion with a proprietary company,
and I may say that we have never had any
difficulty in connexion with evidence of
age. Mr. Campbell has also stated that
his age was admitted on his own declaration. If a certificate of birth cannot
be produced, an extract from the family
Bible 01' some other reasonable evidence is
accepted. In fact, if a mall has been
insured for several years the company will
generally ta"ke his own declaration. 'rhere
are no new proprietary companies now,
and in mutual compallies there is not
lUuch object in being too strict with regard
to the proof of age. Mutual companies
work for the benefit of all their members,
and they will take any reasonable evidence.
We must also remember that every man
who insures has to undergo a medical examination. In that examination the doctor asks what his age is, and informs the
company whether he looks older or younger
than his stated age. This affords the company additional evidence to enable them
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to elecide whether the age gi "e.n is correct
or not. A great deal has been said by
honorable rnembers about companies, in
cases of eleath when they are not satisfied
about the age, paying only 75 per cent. of
the policy, and withholding the other 25
per cent.; but I think such cases are very
rare indeed. No company would dare to
behave in snch an illiberal manner unless
there was some ground for suspecting
fraud. Claims as a rule are paid very
quickly, and companies act most liberally.
,Ve ought to be very careful indeed before
we interfere with them in the conduct of
their business.
'l'he Hon. D. MELVILLE.-But for the
fact that I took some part in the discussion
on this Bill when it was last before the
Honse, and spoke very strongly on the
question, I wonld not have even desired to
take part in the present debate. My own
impression for the moment was that we
had dealt with this matter, and that the
Bill was law. \Vheli we examine the
measure the Bill is found to consist to all
intents and purposes of the 9th clause.
Sir HENRY CUTlIBER'l'.-That is the crux
of the whole thing .
The Hon. D. MELVILLE.-However
hcmorable members may praise the Bill
and ta,lk about it being perfect, it is
curious that when they come to the real
Bill-the 9th clause-they are found to
be against it. 'l'his fact raises the curious
question: How is it that all the gp.l1tlemen who are . such splendid reasoners
outside of insurance business arrive, if
they are connected with insurance companies, at precisely the opposite conclusion
to those who have nothing whatever to do
with insurance matters 1 Sir Frederick Sargood will bear me out when I say that in
all other business and commercial transactions, especially ,vith regard to goods,
a time limit is imposed for finding out
faults.
I believe the Solicitor-General
will also say that in matters of real property and conveyance the same principle
applies-that however large and important
the transaction, yon must, within a given
time, state all the faults, or else your plea
will not have any effect. To-night :Mr. Pratt
has told us at some length how great the
insurance companies are, what enormOllS
business they do, and how perfect are all
the people connected with them, and then
he went on to argue, apparently, that.
because they aTe so great and perfect they
should continue practically to take the
la\v int.o their own hands, as they have
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been doing hitherto. Now what does this
Bill ask ~ Simply that when a man assures
his life twelve months are allowed within
which to find out his age. Is there anything nnre(~sonable in t,his ~ Honorable
members have told us that companies now
will take almost any evidence-not only
the registration of birth, but a baptismal
certificate, or even a man's own declaration, or an entry in the family Bible.
N ow, I would ask those honorable members whether they are likely to get better
evidence the second year or any subsequent year than in the first yead Do
not the difficulties of obtaining evidence
increase year by year, until at last every
possible shred of chaBce of getting evidence disappears through the course of
time ~ Yet, what do the insurance companies, with their perfect wisdom on which
Mr. Pratt held forth, ask? They ask us
to allow them to wait, as they have been
doing, till a man dies, and then to ask his
heirs to furnish them with proof of age
after the person who could have afforded
the best evidence, or could h9:ve best
put the company in the way of' obtaining evidence, has disappeared. Take, for
instance, the case of a respected clergyman whose death was reported in to-day's
newspaper. He died at the age of 99
years. So that it is 99 years ago since
his birth or his baptism was registered.
According to the arguments of the opponents of the 9th clause of this Bill, the
companies should be allowed to wait in
such a case until the man died, and then
require his heirs to go back all that period
of time to obtain proof of his age. Surely
that is a very unbusiness-like mode of proceeding. One honorable member stated
that 15 or 20 per cent. of persons who
insure give a wrong age. That is a
heavy charge if.it is put as a charge of
fraud.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD.-lt is not
necessarily fraud.
The Hon. D.·MELVILLE.-Even if it
is not put as a charge of fraud, if anything
like such a percentage of wrong statements
of age takes place the fact almost compels
the Government to submit such a clause
It
as the 9th clause of this Bill.
renders it necessary that there should
be some limit of time imposed within
which the age should be inquired into.
. There are very grave charges made indirectly. It is said that· there will be
trouble by-and-by.
Can anything be
stronger than these innuendoes as a rea~on
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in f,"\'vonr of this Bill ~ The Government
say-" If it is true that there will be
trouble by-and-by, we will take charge of
the matter ourselves, and wil) say that
you must complete your investigation in
the first twelve months." I do not know
whether it is tme that from 15 to 20 per
cent. of the ages given are incorrect. But
if it is true, that is all the more reason
why assurance companies shollld take care
to get the ages of the insured properly
certified within the first twelve months.
Common sense forces us to the conclusion
that if proof of age is to be furnished it
should be obtained as quickly as pussible.
It is all very well to rely upon the high
character of the directors of aSl:lurance
companies at present, but we do not know
that the sharpness of competition will
not develop a new class of men sharper
and keener than directors at the present time, who will refuse to make
any concessions 111 the event of a
A man who is
mistake being rnade.
dead cannot be recalled to give evidence
in his own behalf as to his age.
You can cal] spirits from the vasty deep,
But will they come when you do call for
them?

The insurance companies would be able
to manage things in their own 'vay.
I do not think we should strike this
clause out.
I am amazed at the ex-·
traordinary way in which this matter has
bee11 argued by the perfect men who are
supposed to manage assurance companies.
I have been struck by a remark which Mr.
Fraser made. When that gentleman shakes
his wise head and says-" There will be
trouble with these associations by-andby," ,,,hat does he mean ~ What trouble
is there to be ~ I suppose he means not
so far as his own company is concerned"It is not our company, it is the other
fellows."
The Hon. S. ~"'RASER.-I do not say
whose company.
rrhe Hon. D. MELVILLE.-That is
what I am chargillg the honorable member with. If there is to be trouble in the
future it is the duty of the Government to
be the final arbiter. Honorable members
who are directors of assurance companies
have been perfectly unanimous. The debate has been one-sided. It has been a
case of "Vve are seven." Now, I have
received some communications from life
assurance companies on this subject. I
will read what one of them says. The
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N ation.al Assurance Company sends a document to me in which they sayThat there is or ought to be some place in
human existence which is entrenched round
and sacred from authoritative intrusion, no one
who professes the smallest regard for human
freedom and dignity will call in question.

But that is \V hat this clause says. It
fixes a. limit. If the assurance people wish
to act in aceordance with the spirit of
that quotation they should accept the
9th clause. And a man should know
that when he dies the companies will not
torment his heirs and assigns. I hope
the House will stick to the 9th clause.
Sir ARTHUR SNOWDEN.-I think
that if we wanted anyone to prove that
black was white we could not find anyone
to do it better than Mr. Melville. I rise
to support the second reading of this Bill,
because I think that in many respects the
provisions are very good indeed, and that
it is a very desirable Bill Lo pass. I shall
confine my attention to the 8th and 9th
clauses.
I think t.hat every necessary
provision on behalf of the assured and the
public and t.he life assurance companies
will be affected by the suggested amendment of clause 8, making the Bill both
prospecti ve and retrospective. 'Vith regard to clause 9, Mr. FitzGerald put the
matter very accurately. He said that it
was desirable that the assurance companies should always admit the age,
whether any proof was afforded or not;
and he thought it desirable that a policy
once issued should be irre\'ocable-that
was to say, should not afterwards be disputed. If clause 9 were passed as it·
stands in the Bill it would have a most
disastrous effect upon life assurance generally. It would act distinctly as a scarecrow. A man who assures his life knows
his own age better than anyone else can
know it. If he does not know how he can
get proof of his age, who is to know ~
Sir HENRY CU'fHBERT.-Do not assure
him then.
Sir ARTHUR SNOvVDEN.-Does the
Solicitor-General' want to damn life assurance, because, if he does, the clause, as
it stands, would have that effect ~ Life
assurance is based on contract. The
basis of that contract is a table issued
by the life assurance company.
The
company depends upon the statement of
age of the assured, and the onus of proof
of age clearly and distinctly, from the
initiation of the contract, during the continuance of it, and at the conclusion of
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it, is based on the good faith that the
assured has correctly stated his age. The
assured has every opportunity at any time
during the currency of the contract to
furnish proof. I know it is said that before the assured is entitled to his money,
he will have to furnish proof of his age.
Look at it in any way you like, argue as
you will, twist it as yon may, the contract
is based 011 age, and the onus of proof of
age clearly lays upon the assured. I shall
vote against clause 9.
. 'l'he Hon. A. 'VYNNE.-I do not understand the attitude of some honorable members with regard to this Bill, which has been
discussed so fully. It has often been said
that the trend of modern legislation is to
make people honest. 'Ve have been legislating in connexion with the Companies Act
lately to that effect, and have laid it down
that when a' prospectus is issued in which
the directors make statements they are to
be liable to imprisonment and to suffer
all kinds of pains and penalties if the
statements they make are not true. Further, in the Sale Gf Goods Act which we
recently' passed there are a few words
which I would like to quote.. They are as
follow:A thing is deemed to he done in good faith
when it is in fact done honestly, whether it be
done negligently or not.

I say that the trend of legislation should
be on honest lines and not to encourage
people to dishonesty. If you say that
people can tell a deliberate lie in making
a contract, and that the other party is to
be punished by being madtl to pay extra
on account of that lie, and if also you
compel tho policy-holders to suffer, you.
surely make a great mistake according to
the lines on which modern legislation is
conducted. It is departing from the
principle that has guided Parliament in
the past. 'Ve are always talking of compelling people to be honest by legislation,
and it is a great mistake to teach them to
be dishonest by legislation.
The Hon. "V. McCULLOCH.-I am
astonished that there should be such objection to clause 9. 'Vhat could be simpler
than that if I go and assure my life-The Hon. A. WYNNE.-And say you
are 40 when you are 50.
The Hon. W. McCULLOCH.-"That
could be fairer than to say that if the
company accept my statement as to my
age and I do not furnish them with proof
within twelve months the contract.is to
stand ~
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The Hon. A. ·WYNNE.-vVhy not satisfy
them in the first instance 1
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH.-There
arc twelve months in which to do it.
rrhere is a cla.use in assurance policies to
the effect that the assured must satisfy
the company as to his age before the
money will be paid. N ow, we know perfectly well, at all events in the country,
that there is such competiti!=>Il between
the companies that their agents drive about
in buggies all over the countl'y with doctors
and try to induce people to assure. They
come to a township or a station and try
to persuade every man they can get hold
of. They make all sorts of promises. A
mall states his· age, and does not think
anything more about it, but he pays his
premium year after year, and, at the end,
his poor widow and child ren arc called
upon to prove his age, which perhaps they
are not able to do.
Sir FREDERICK SARGooD~-They get
exactly what he has paid for.
rrhe Hon. A. "\VYNNE.-In 999 cases out
of every 1,000 people can give proof of
their ages.
.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH. - It is
all very well to speak of the character of
the corcpanies doing business in the
country. No doubt they are straightforward. I?ut there are foreign companies,
and it might suit their purpose not to pay.
The Hon. J. C. CA:MPBEI~L.-11hen people
should not insure in foreign companie\'5.
rrhe Hon. "\V. McCULLOCH.-I do not
see why the compallics should not take the
risk.
The Hon. N. Fl'rzGERALD.-It is not
what the companies think, but what effect
it 'will have upon life assurance as a principle.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH.-I do not
think it will have any bad effect. I think
a much worse effect is produced by the
knowledge of the amount that is paid to
canvassers. I have known, in some cai::!es,
that as much as two years' premium goes
to the agent. I was told on one occasion
by an agent that if I would assure with
him he would pay me half his commission,
which was something like the amount of
the first year'8 premium.
The Hon. N. FITzGERALD.-He must
have thought you were a bad life.
rrhe Hon. "\V. McOULLOCH.-If the
contracts are honestly made I do not see
why the life assurance companies should
oppose the Bill, which is introduced in the
interests of the outside public. Many
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people who assure their lives do not trouble
to look into the matter again. It is all
very well for men of business in the towns
who take the trouble to look into such
things, but there are many people who aro
not so business-like, who do not look into
the matter any further, and then their
wives and children are made to suffer.
The Hon. D. HAM.-I mnst say that
the Government have brought in this
Bill with the best intentions to remove an
evil; but we must be careful that in removing that evil we do not create two or
three more. I have read the Bill carefully. vVith regard to clause 4, I agree
,,,ith Mr. Miller that if the Government
can see their way to make the amount £500
instead of £200, it would be very much
better for the assured and for the widows
and orphans. "\Vith respect to clause S,
I think that it ought to be our endeavour
to help people to assure. N ow, a case of
this kind may ari~e: A man may desire
to assure his life, and at the time he
assures he may be perfectly healthy.
But within twelve months he may get a
disease, through no indiscretion on his
part; and, at the end of the year, he
may not be regarded as a good life
for the company with which he had assured, or fO'r any other assurance company.
If the society chooses to cancel the policy
it may do SQ. Now, Mr. 'Wynne says
that the object of legislation is to make
men honest; but there is an old adage
which tells us that a woman is not made
virtuous, 1101' a man honest, by Act of
Parliament. If a man who was insured
could not prove his age, and was not in
good health at the end of the year, the
society in which he was insnred might say
- " rrhis is not a good life, and as he has not
brought evidence of his age we will cancel
his policy." And that man would have-no
claim on the society. Now, if ever the man
wanted life assurance it would be then,
and yet he would have lost his chance
of assurance because he was not able to
prove his age, and could not pass the
doctor to insure again. rrbat man would
be left out in the cold. There, I think, is
a difficulty which the Minister in ebal'ge
of the Bill should try to meet. If a company enters into a contract to assure the
1ife of a person for a certain amount, that
contract should be carried out.· Otherwise, the door will be opened to fraud,
if the parties concerned choose to perpetrate fraud. Men who have not been
able to prove t heir exact age may be
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depri ved of their assurance policies if
they are in indifferent health at the
end of the year. 'l'hat is a point we
ought not to overlook, and I hope that in
committee clause 8 will be so amended as
to satisfy the Government that clause 9 is
reall] not needed. 'Vith that amendment
in VIew, I shall ,"ote for the second reading of the Bill.
'rhe motion was agreed to.
The Bill was theu read a second time,
and committed.
On clause 3, which provided, inter alia,
thatThe property and interest of any person
in any policy or policies of assurance on his
own life to the extent of £1,000 of the total
amollnt assured by or payable under such
policy or policies shall not be subject to be
seized or taken in execution under the process
of any court,

The Hon_ J. M. PRAT'f moved'l'hat "£1,000" be ojllitted, with a view to
the insertion of "£2,000_"
.

He remarked that this would bring the
law of Victoria, into line with the law of
South Australia in this respect.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said he
hoped tha,t thehol1orable member would not
press the amendment.. He did llot think
the commercial world would approve of
extending the protection of life assurance
policies to £2,000 in such cases_ vVhat
were the reasons for the amendmelit 1 A
man who thought it sufficient to insure
his life for £1,000 might, with a view to
deprive his creditors of their just dues, insure his life for £2,000 if this amendment
became law, although he was really not
in a position to pay large premiums.
The committee would be going on wrong
lines in increasing the amount to £2,000.
The Hon_ F. S. GRIMWADE expressed
the hope that the honorable member would
withdraw the amendment. (M!'. Pratt" I do not desire to press it.") 'llhen he
had nothing further t.o say.
The amendment was withdra,wn.
Discussion took place on clanse 4, which
was as follows:For section 3iO of the Companies Act ] 890
there shall be substituted the following section,
namely:370. Upon the death of any holder of a policy
upon his own life for a sum not exceeding £200,
if no probate of his will or letters of administration to his estate be taken out within three
months after his death, the company may pay
the amount of sneh policy and all bonuses and
other money payable in respect thereof to his
widow and next of kin in accordance with the
provisions of the Statute of Distributions, and
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the receipt of such widow and next of kin shall
be a valid discharge both at law and in equity
for the same.

. The Hon. E. MILLEn, remarked that
£200 seemed a very small amount, and it
would be a great benefit to the widow of
a deceased policy-holder if it, was increased
to, say, £500. He begged to moveThat" £200" be omitted, with the view of
inserting " £500. "
.

The Hon. J. M. PHA TT stated that he
had a prior amendment to propose. He
had gi ven notice of his intention to move
the following new clause in lieu of clause

4:A. Upon the death of any person entitled
to a policy upon his or her own life for a sum
not exceeding £200, irrespective of bonuses or
other moneys payable in respect thereto, if no
probate of his or her will or letters of administration of his or her estate be taken out within
three months after his or her death, the company
may pay the amount of such policy and all
bonuses or other money pltyahle in respect
thereof to the widow or widower of such deceased person (as the case may be), or to any
adult child of his or hers, or if such deceased
perf:!on be a minor to either parent of such
minor, and the receipt of such widow, widower,
child, or parent shall be a valid discharge both
at bw and in equity for the same.

He, therefore, begged to moveThat the words" holder of" be omitted from
clause 4, with the view of inserting "entitled
to."

The object of the amendment he desired
the committee to adopt was to get rid of
the next of kin-he did not bother about
them-and bring in the widower. Either
surviving parent was entitlecl to the beneHe thought his
fit of this provision.
amendment would commend itself to the
committee. It was one of the alterations
suggested by the Life Assurallce Board.
He was perfectly willing to adopt Mr.
Miller'ssllggestion, and increase theamount
to £500.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT expressed
the opinion that the dnlftsman had rightly
used the words" holder of" in clanse 4,
following the language of the principal
Act. The person who was entitled to the
policy took it by transfer and became the
holder of it. Clause 4 was proposed to
do away with the diffieulties surrounding
section 370 of the Companies Act, which
provided that in the event of a man's
death the money for which he was insured up to £100 could be paid to his
widow or "any adult child" without
probate of his will or the taking out of
letters of administration. Now, if there
were three children the company would
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have the power to pay the money to any
one of the three. (NIl'. Grimwade-" To
the first who applied 7") Clause 4 w~s
proposed to take away that. large power
from the life assurance companies, and
it provided that the money should be dis·
tributed among the children in accordance with the provisions of the Statute
of Distributions. That was a very old
statute under which they had been working since the time of Charles II. It was a
well-recognised la\\'. Under the clause ill
the Bill there would be no discretionary
power in the life assurance societies to
select anyone child in preference to
another to be the recipient of the money,
which would be distributed equally among .
the children. It would be a great mistake
to adopt Mr. Pratt's amendment, under
which the companies would have power of
selecting any particular child, and if there
were three children one might be chosen
to the deprivation of the other· two~
There was something in the suggestion
that they should insert "or widower."
That was new, but would· it be wise to
provide that the whole of the money
accruing from the policy of a wife at her
decease should be paid over to the
widower~

The Hon. S. FRAsER.-Why not ~ He'
provides for his family.
The Hon. F. S. GRIM:WADE.-Supposing
the children were by a former husband?
The Hon. S. FUAsER.-Then there
should be a trust established.
Sir HENRY CD'l'HBERrr stated that
the words "or widower" were recommended by the Inquiry Board. The
principal Act 'ras passed at a time when
married women had not such large powers
as they now enjoyed. They could now
possess property, and one could well understand that a married woman who owned
proper.ty might contribute the larger POI"
. tion of the money that kept her policy
alive. In that case it might not be altogether just to allow the ,,,idower to receive
all the money, to the exclusion of the
children of the deceased, possibly by a
former husband.
The Inquiry Board
recommended that the "£100" in the
principal Act should be increased to
" £200," and that had been done in this
clause. In his opinion that was far enough
.
to go.
'1'he Hon. G. GODFREY expressed the
opinion that the words "next of kin"
should be altered. If there were 110 children the next of kin might be some remote
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relatives, and it would be wrong to let
them take away from the creditors of the
deceased a right which was never intended
to be taken from them. Creditors were
not to have any interest in a life assurance
policy of a deceased debtor up to £1,000,
but if there were no widow and no children,
that money should properly go to the
creditors in preferEmce to distant relations
of the deceased. The protection of a
life insurance policy against creditors was
never intended to bm18fit any others than
the widow and children of the deceased
policy-holder. (Mr. Fraser - "And it
should be confined to them only.") If
they left the words "next of kin" in the
clause, they would act contrary to the
spirit of all legislation in reference to this.
particular matter up to the present time.
He agreed with the Solicitor-General that
it was necessary to ·surround the payment
of the money beyond the £200 with t.he
legal protection of probate or administra,..
tion. Mr. Miller had suggested that the
amount should be increased to £500, but
that would be a dangerous change to make.
In the case of a family of three children,
both of whose parents were dead, the adult
ohild might be allowed to receive the insurance money for the benefit of all the
children. He threw out that suggestion
for the consideration of the Solicitor-General, who, he hoped, would redraft the
clause so as to avoid the injustice that
would be done to creditors by leaving
in the words" next of kin."
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that, as.
he understood section 369 of the principal
Act, the money assured by any person to
the extent of £1,000 was protected from
his creditors. The £200 mentioned in this
clause was only a portion of that £1,000.
It was never intended that any portion of
that money should go to the creditors.
If iil place of having a policy for £1,000 a
. man had a policy for only £200,and he died
and no person took out administration, he
held that, under section 369 of the principal Act, the £200 would not be liable to
any of his debts.
'The Hon. G. GODFREY said that he·
was sorry that he could not agree with the·
Solicitor-General. It never was intended
-the provision referred to being for the·
benefit of the wife and children simplythat the proceeds of a policy in a case in
which a man died intestat.e should be
removed from the reach of the creditors
and given to the next of kin other than
the children. He apprehended that if the
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policy was for £1,000, and there were no
widow and children, the money would be
divided among the creditors, and not
among the next of kin. The object of the
section was to protect only the wife and
children.
Sir ARTHUR SNOvVDEN stated that
he agreed with the Sol icitor-General ; and
he thought that the clause would be
improved if, after the word" widow," the
words were inserted" or any adult child,"
instead of the words "and next of kin."
If the wOl'ds "next of kin" were retained,
it would be open to any person to apply
for the payment of the policy, and the
insurance company might be in tl, difficulty
to know what to do.
rL'he Hon. S. FRASER remarked that
it did not appear to be right that so large
a sum as £1,000 payable under an insurance policy should be given to the
next of kin other than the children of the
deceased person, and that the creditors of
the deceased person should be debarred
from obtaiuing any share of it. (Sir
Henry Cuthbert-" That is the law.") It
certainly was not a very wholesome law.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT observed that
he Was satisfied with the Solicitor-General's
explanation, and he would withdraw his
amendment.
r:ehe amendment was withdrawn.
'rhe Hon. J. M. PRATT moved~
That, after" £200," the words" irrespective
of bonuses or other moneys pa.yable in respect
thereof" be inserted.

The Hon. F. S. GRIMvVADE said that
it would be a mistake to force any persoll
to take ont prohate simply for the bonuses,
:md the amendment should not be carried.
If the policy was for £200 the bonuses
should go with it.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT movedThat after the word "his," line (7), the
words "or her" be· inserted.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that
the committee could not deal with this
amendment until they decided whether
it would be wise to insert after the word
"widow" the words "or widower." There
might be a great diversity of opinion
as to whether it would be advisable to give
the widower the same privilege as it was
proposed to give to the widow. The
. amendment had been recommended by the
Life Assurance Inquiry Board, and he was
inclined to think that it should be accepted. On the other hand, however, it
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might be pointed out that· there would be
a possibility of the money being paid to
a man who would not look after the
children.
The Hon. F. S. GIUMW"ADE remarked
that the woman might marry a second
time, and the second husband 111ight get
the money, when the children ,,'ould be left
out in the cold. In that way great injnt;tice might be caused.
The Hon. S. FH.ASER observed that
what had been said by Mr. Grimwade ins
regard to the widower might also apply
to the widow. She might be a second'.
wife and not the mother of the children, and
yet she would get the preference as against
the children.
The amendment should
be accepted. The widower might be in a
necessitous position.
(Mr. Grimwade"What about the children? ")
rn1e·
children would have to be snpported by
the responsible parent. (Mr. Urimwade
~"He might get the money and "clear
out.") They were not legislating now for
exceptional cases, but for the average man
and woman. The Life Assurance Inquiry
Board had recommended this all10ndment y
and it should. be accepted.
The Hon. 'V. McCULLOCH said that
in his opinion it would not be ad ,'isable to
make the amendment. There were numbers of men in the colony who did not
look after their children at all; but if this.
provision were made, and snch a person
found that he had an opportunity of
claiming the' amount left under a policy,
he \vould do so, and the probability was·
that he would squander the money. The
committee should not take too much
notice of the recommendations of the
board. The insurance companies simply
wanted to be relieved from any difficulty
in regard to matters of the kind. He
was afraid that great injustice would be·
done to children if the amendment was.
made.
Sir ARTHUR SNOWDEN stated that
the clause was a piece of experimental
legislation, It was feared that if the
widower got hold of the money he might
make an improper use of it, but there was
a greater fear that the widow, if she obtained the money, would make an improper
use of it. His experience in connexion
with intestate estates was that women
were much less thrifty than men .
The Hon. D.· HAM remarked that if
there had been a second marriage, and the
money went to the widow, the children of
the first marriage might be deprived of
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vVould it not be neces-

sary in such cases to create a trust 1 The
interests of the children should certainly.

be safeguarded.

rrbe amendment was agreed to.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT movedThat the word" and" (line 11) be omitted,
with a view to the insertion of the words" or
the widower or the."

The amendment was agreed to.
The clause was also consequentially
amended.
Discussion took place on clause 8, providing that a policy of life insurance
" issued or grallted. by any company before
the passing of this Act" should not be
avoided onlyowing to a misstatement of age
if the misstatement was maue in good faith.
The Hon. G. GODFREY moved-
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'1'he HOll. J. M. PRATT llJoved the iusertion of the following new clause ;A minor o,-e1' the age of eighteen years may
effect a policy or policies of assurance on his
own life, and may borrow money on the security of any policy or policies whether effected
before or after attaining that age, or before
or after the commencement of this Act, and
may sell, mortgage, surrender, release, assign,
or transfer the same, and may give receipts
and acquittances in respect of anything clone
under this section, and may make a will
effecting, bequen,thing, or disposing of such
policy or policies, and may do anything authorized by this section in the same manner and
as effectually as though he were of full age.

He said that this clause enabled a minor
who had reached the age of eighteen to
insure his li~e. It. gave him anot her opportunity of exercising thrift. By section
14 of the Building Societies Act a minor
without limit of age might be a member
That, after the word "before," the words
of such a society. By section 15 (8) of the
" or after" be inserted.
Friendly Societies Act a miuor over sixHe observed that the object of this was teen might become a member of a friendly
society. By section 14 of the Trades
-to make the clause apply to all policies.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that he Unions Act a minor over fifteen might
had already gi ven notice of an amendment become a member of a trade union. A
to omit the word "before" and insert minor without limit of age might also be a
." after." There was some objection to the depositor in a Savings Bank or Post-office
,clause being retrospective. There was Savings Bank. By section 43 of the Land
·011e mutual life insurance office that Act 1890 a minor might select la.nd, and
objected to having their contracts inter- by section 24 of the Married Women's
fered with. He did not intend, however, Property Act a female minor of eighteen
to press the point. He merely brought or over might sett.le her property with
it under the notice of the Solicitor- the consent of her parents and intended
husband. If a minor were empowered to
.General.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT stated that insure his life, he should be enabled to
By section 5 of
the amendment was a very important one, dispose of the policy.
because, if it was carried, Mr. Godfrey the Wills Act no will made by a minor
might then with some force urge that would be valid at present.
'1'he Hon. F. S. GRIMW'ADE said he
there was no necessity to retain clause 9.
:Some honorable members might object to hoped that this clause would not be
parts of clause 9, but might think that carried. It would be very unwise indeed
·other parts of it were good. If clause 8 to give such power to young lads. It was
were carried as it stood it \"ould not inter- true that minors could become depositors
fere with the right of the companies to in- in Savings Banks, but they could not deal
sist on satisfactory proof of age. 'rhe with the money. (Mr. Pratt-"Yes, they
.question was one of sllch importance that can; they caD put it ill and draw it out.")
he would like to have clauses 8 and 9 Then he (Mr. Grimwade) was mistaken.
·postponed until there was a fuller House. At the same time, he cOllsidered that
Both of these provisions were very fully young men in this colony were already
discussed two years ago, and the senior quite advanced enough. In some respects,
member of the House (Mr. Service) took perhaps, they were too advanced. It would
an active interest in supporting clause 9. be very uIlwise, in his opinion, to allow
(Mr. FitzGerald---" Clause 8 was not in a young lad of sixteen or seventeen to
the Bill then.") Mr. Service was a strong insure his life and to mortgage the policy.
a.dvocate of clause 9. He hoped that on I t would really be placing temptation in
Tuesday next they would be able to dis- , the way of young men to raise money.
cuss the clause with a fuller attendance of He was surprised that so prudent a man
as Mr. Pratt was ill most affairs should be
honorable members.
so imprudent as to advocate a clause of
The clause was postponed.
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this sort.
(Sir Henry Cuthbert-" He
wishes to push business.") He (Mr.
Grimwade) did not think that the honorable member wished to do that., bnt at all
events this would be a most ullwise piece
of legislation.
Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD remarked
that he thought it well to call attention
to the fact that this clause was passed by
that Chamber in the Bill of 1896. At that
time he opposed the clause so far as it
gave a minor power to mortgage his policy.
He agreed that every encouragement
should be given to young men to insure
their lives, and he would also allow them
to make a will disposing of the policy, but
they ought not to have the power of mort··
gaging it. If Mr. Pratt would limit the
clause in that way, he would be glad to
support it.
The Hon. G. GODFREY sa,id be considered that the remarks made by Mr.
Grimwade were strongly in favour of the
clause. Everything that encournged young
men to be provident should be supported,
and that could not be done in a better
way than by encouraging them to insure
their lives.
The Hon. D. :MELVILLE remarked
that there was always a suspicion where
insnrance companies were so active that
their desire in these In.attel'S was to bring
grist to the mill. It looked as though the
whole design of the clause was to bring
business to insurance companies. (Mr.
Pratt-" And what better 1 ")
There
were better ways in which the money
might he employed by minors. If they
insured their Ii ves at that early age they
would diminish the funds with which they
might afterwards carryon Illlsilless. If
the money were put into a. Savings Bank
it could be used by-and·by in business. If
they were prepared to say that a youth of
eighteen was to be regarded as a full mall
in every respect then by all means let
them say so, but why should they enable
a young ma,n to insure his life and to deal
with the policy when they would not allow
him to vote 1
The Hon. J. STERNBERG foItated that
he objected to the clause, because he considered that it would have a most dangerous tendency. 'rhey had an Act of
Parliament prohibiting youngsters from
borrowing money ~whilst they were under
age, and preventing them from incurring
liabilities until they came of age, all:} he
hoped that the mover of this clause would
not insist upon it. The youug men did
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not seek such a power, and it would be
dangerous to give it to them.
The Hon. E. MILLER said he thought
it right that they should allow yonng men
to insure their lives without being placed
at any disadvantage in doing ::;0. One of
the latest phases of life assurance was the
system of keeping policies afloat by applying the surrender value to the payment of
premiums, and uuless they allowed a youth
to mortgage his policy the insurance company would be unable to advance money
011 the surrender value, and the policy·
must lapse. He agreed with the viewwhich had been put forward by Mr. Pratt
in support of the clause.
The HOll. J. A. vVALLACE observedl
that he could not see what objection there·
was to the clause. 'rhey shoGld give every
encouragement to young people to insure··
their lives. 'rhere was little danger of the'
policies of minors being mortgaged before'
they reached the age of 21, because if the
policy were taken out at the age of 18
there would be very little to mortgage
during the next three years. So far as he
was concerned, he would allow boys and
girls to insure their lives at ten years of
age.
'rhe Hon. D. HAM said he agreed that
every facility shonld be given to people,.
both young and old, to insure their 1i ves,.
but he certainly would not encourage·
them to mortgage their policies before·
they were 21 years of age. It was a
common practice for parents to pay the. .
premiums for their children so as to en~
courage them to be thrifty, and it wouldJ'
be dangerous to give a youth in such [1,.
case the power to mortgage his policy. It
would be a temptation to him to betray
his trust.
The Hon. N. FITZGERALD remarked'
that in the case put b'y the last speakel1of a, father who insured his son's life thofather \vould take very good care to l(eep'
possession of the policy, und, conseq nentl y,.
the son would not be able to mortgage it.
He would. ask the committee to remember
that the whole object of the clause was to
ellconrage thrift. If a young man insured
his life, he showed thereby that he had
the forethought to think of the future.
It might Le that his first step of advancement in life was the putting aside of a
certain portion of what he earned in order
to provide for the future. 'Why should
they not advance a step furthel' in the
encouragement of that principle ~ '''hy
shou Id they suspect that the young
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men of this country would be guilty of
,such conduct as was suggested by Mr. D.
Ha.m ~ The honorable member did not
intend it, but his words certainly cast a
great slur on the young men of the colony.
(~lr. D. Ham-" Nonsense; nothillg of
the sort.")
Then he (Mr. FitzGerald)
wonld apol()gize, bllt certainly that was the
drift of the honorable member's argument.
It was not likely that during the three
years between eighteen and twenty-one a
young man whose life was insured WOllld
desire to mortgage his policy, and if he did,
there would really be nu interest to mortgage. Until a life insurance policy was
three years old there was no interest in
it UPOl; which any money could be raised.
(Mr. Grimwade-" Then what is the use
of this clause? ") The only effect of the
clause was that the minol' was not to be
regarded as a minor quoad life insurance.
If it were flattering to a young man's
feelings to say that he was not a minor
in regard to life insurance, they might as
well flatter him and encourage him to
.begin a I ife of independence.
The Hon. A. 'WYNNE remarked that
he did not see the slightest objection to a
youth of eighteen insuring his life, but
honorable members should remember that
the mature wisdom of the ages had fixed
21 years as the time at which a young
man came of age. At the present time
a mil1l)r was able when he came of
age to repudiate any contract which he
had preyiously made. It often happened
that a, young man with good expectations
got into scrapes, and fell into the hands of
money lenders. 'l'here were money lenders,
especially in England, who would discount
bills for young fellows of this class to the
,extent of £30,000 or £40,000, when the
.amount borrowed was perhaps only £2,000
or £3,000, trusting to their honour to pay
the bills when they came of age. If this
clause were passed, it would put a very
clangorous power into the hands of these
people. There would be nothing to prevent a young man of eighteen from
mOl'tgagiug his policy of life assurance,
and of entering into a covenant in that
mortgage to pay any money that the
monoy lender liked to claim upon reaching
the age of 21. The policy might be for
only .£ 1,000, but there might be a covenant in the mortgage whereby the young
man bouud himself to pay £100,000, and
that covenant could be enfore-ed when he
came of age. (Mr. Fit.zGerald-" How
could he mortgage the policy for more

than it was worth ~") He could mortgage
it for any sum ,he pleased. The mortgage
of the insurance policy would only he a
blind to cover the covenant for the payment of a larger amount. The mortgage
would be a binding document, and the
young man could be sued upon it as soon
as he reached the age of 21. (Mr.
Fi tzGerald -.,.." He could 1l0t be sued for
more than the alllollnt of the policy.")
Certainly he could; he could be sued for
the amount he had covenanted to pay,
just in the same way as a man who obtained £20,000 by mortgaging a house
worth only £5,000 could be snerl for the
balance. He was, therefore, afraid that
if this clause were pas,sed it might be used
for immoral or improper purposes.
Sir ARTHUR SNO'WDEN expressed
the opinion that there was no lJecessity
for this clause, unless it were modified in
the way which had been fo3uggested. He
quite agreed that they should encourage
young men to insure their lives, but they
should not do anything which would encourage a young man to have his first fall
in life. The clause as it stood was, in his
opinion, a dangerolls one, and one that
might lead to the ruin of a groat many
young fellows. Ho agreed with Mr. \iVynne
that the power of mortgagiLlg the policy
would have a mmt peruiciolls and dangerous effect, and he would strongly oppose
its insertion in the Bill.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE stated that,
after hearing the opinion of the legal
members who had spokeLl, he considered
that they were perfectly right. He had
supported the clause in the first, instance,
but ho could now seo that the power of
mortgaging the policy' would be a dangprous one to place in the bands of young
men, and might be used in the manner
suggested by Mr. "Wynne. Therefore, he
hoped that Mr. Pratt would withdraw the
clause.
The Hon. J. M. PRATT said that before
withdrawing the clause he wished to point
out that many of the arguments which
had been adduced against it would apply
equally to the case of a building society, in
which at tho present time a minor could
hold shares and transfer them or do anything he liked with them. (Sir Arthur
Snowden-" He cannot transfer them.")
By section 14 of tho Building Societies
Act, a minor might become a member of
a building society. (Mr. 'Wynne-" He ,
may hold shares, but he cannot transfer
them until he is 21.") At all e\'ents, a
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minor could be a depositor in a Savings honorable members, he would fix the
Bank, and withdraw the money when he second reading of the Bills for Tuesday,
pleased. Of course, a new aspect of the 6th September.
The PHESrDENT.-I wonld point out
<] uestion had been presented by Mr. 'WYllne,
and he (Mr. Pratt) had no intention wha,t- to the Minister of Defence that the writs
.ever of pressing the clause. He would which ha,ye been issued contemplate eleconly add that he himself came to this tions taking place on the 8th of Septemcolony before he was eighteen years of ber. It is quite possible that a number
age, and he was qnite able then to look of members, if their elections are opposed,
after himself, and he kpew that many hon- might not be in a position to take part in
Ol'able members had been in a similar the debate on the day named.
The Ht)l}. N. FITZGERALD observed
position.
Sir 'WILLIAM ZEAL observed that that it wonld suit the eonvenience of honthere were hundreds of policies in this orable members if the Minister of Defence
country on the lives of young people . fixed the date for taking the Bills referred
under the age of 21, and tbis was one to a week letter than the 6th of September.
The Hon. vV. McOULLOCH intimated
of the most admirable features of our life
that he would give notice for a call of the
assurance system.
The Hon. D. HAM stated that he had House for Tuesday, 13th September, to
encouraged his own children to have their dea.l with the Bills.
The House adjourned at five minutes
lives insured, and everyone of them had
past
ten o'clock, until Tuesday, August 23.
done so. Of course, he had at first to pay
the premiums. He felt that the positioll he
had taken up in regard to this clause had
been thoroughly justified by the discussion
LEGISLATIVE ASSElVIBLY.
which had taken place.
The clause was withdrawn.
Wednesday, Aug~tst 17, 1898.
Progress was t.hen reported.
PLURAL VOTING ABOLITION AND
-WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE BILLS.
The Hon. VV. McCULLOCH said he
desired to inform the Honse that he intended to proceed with the second reading
of the Plural Voting Abolition Bill and the
Women's Suffrage Bill, on 'rl1esday, 30th
August, and he intended to give notice for a
call of the House for that day. '}.lhese
two Bills were of snch great importance
that he was very anxious that all honorable members should be present when
they were dealt with.
The Hon .. N. FITZGERALD remarked
that he would ask the Minister of Defence
to fix the date at least a week later. He
and other honorable members had entered
into engagements whivh would nevessitate
their absence from the House on the particular day mentioned by the Minister.
The practice hitherto had been not to send
up very important legislation so early in
the session, and therefore honorable members who had business enga.gements in
other colonies arranged to carry them out
in the earlier part of the session. '}.lhey.
could not well alter those engagements
now.
The Hon. ,V. McCULLOCH stated that,
as he was anxious to meet the wishes of

Vaccination-Australasian Fectemtion-Testing of Boilers
-Furniture Board-Presentation of Petitions-Australasian Fedemtion-Wineries-Telegmph Opemtors
--The Budget: First Day's Debate-Totalizatol' Bill.

The SPEAKER took the ehair at half-past
four o'clock p.m.
VACCINATION.
Mr. COOK asked the Chief Secretary
the following questions : 1. Is it true that the police are still serving
notices on, and instituting proceedings against,
parents and others for non-compliance with the
vaccination law, notwithstanding the recent
Supreme Court decision as to the invalidity of
the notices?
2. 'Vill he cause an instrnction to be given to
the police to cease such unnecessary work, and
so relieve a number of persons from petty
persecution?

He remarked that by a recent Supreme
Court decision all the notices that had
been issued up to that time were held to
be invalid. '1'he persons to whom he referred in his questions were the persons
on whom the bad notices were served.
The Health department were, he understood, amending the notices and sending
them out to these persons, which would
simply have the effect of subjecting them
to unnecessary trouble and annoyance.
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Mr. PEACOCK.-The answers to the
honorable member's quest.ions are as
follow:1. It is not true, so far as is known, that the
police are instituting proceeclingsagainst parents
or others for non-compliance with the vaccina,tiOll la,w where the not.ices are invalid on
account of the defects which made the notices
in the case referred to had.
2. No iustrnction is necessary, as such instruction has already been given and appeared
in the Police G'.1,zette of 6th J·uly.

Mr. COOK asked the Minister of Health
the following q llestions : -

Fede1Yttion.

drawn for that purpose by the able and dis..tinguished Convention, recently dissolved, have
failed to meet with the approval of the electors.
My advisers propose to submit for your consideration a series of resolutions specifying the
amendments which they deem of urgent importance. This will be the first business introduced.
"1'hen those resolutions have been
dealt with, it will become the duty of the GoYerl1lncmt to open up commuuication with the
other Cabinets of Australia and Tasmania, in
order that the views of this colony, and also
the suggestions, if any, from other colonies,
may be dealt with in a manner found to be
most generally <Lcceptable.

It appeared to be assumed in New South
W'ales that Victoria was prepared to
accept amendments in the Bill drafted by
the Federal Conventioll. '1'0 those who,
like himself, thought that allY departure
from that Bill would mean imminent
danger to the whole federal canse it must
be apparent that if they allowed, by their
acquiescence, whieh had continued for a
Mr. H. R. WILLIAMS.-The answer~ long time, the politicians alld the people
to the honorable member's questions are of New South ",Vales to believe that they
\Yel"(~ willing to accept amendments in the
as follow:Bill they would be left in a position which
1. There is no information that the amended
it would be very difficult to resist, and the
vaccination notices are being served otherwise
cause of federation would, in consequence,
than in accordance with the provisions of the
Health Act. The notices must be served on or
suffer.
within 21. days after the registration of the
Sir GEOH,GE TUHNER-vVe have an
hirth, and it is presumed this proyision of the
along allowcd the conduct of the proceedHealth Act 1890 (section 204) is being observed.
ings with regard to federation to rest with
2. The Law department has taken responsibility for the form of the notices, and there is
the colony of New South ·Wales. For us
110 reason to believe that the amended notices
to take any steps whatever in connexion
are not pr.opedy clra.wn up.
with the matter, ulltil we have given
3. '1'here is no need. A notice served on or
the fullest opportunity to the sister
within 21 days after the registration of the birth
would be served in accordance with the Act.
colony which has stood out from the F.;deration to show exactly what she is preAUSTRALASIAN FEDEHATION.
pared to do, would be a very grave misMr. IHVINE asked the Premier whether take indeed. I do not propose to express,
he intended to afford the House an early and I have refused all along to express,
opportunity of considering \\' hat further any opinion in regard -to what has oeen
steps were to be taken with the view of done in .New South vVales. I think it
giving effect to the will of the people of would have been most injudicious if I had
this colony, as expressed at the recent done so. ",Vhen we learn what the Gofederal poll, and of determining what atti- vernment and the people of that C!olony
tude should be adopted in allY negotiations are prepared to do, we shall be able to
for that purpose with other colonics 1 He deal with the matter, and, of course,
remarked that he desired to say a few before the Government take any action
words in order to show the necessity for whieh will in any way bind the colony
bringing this matter forward at this par- Parliamellt will have the fullest and most
ticular juncture. rrhe following was a ample opportunity of discussing the whole
paragraph from the Governor's speech at question.
the opening of the New South 'Wales ParMr. IRVINE said he deemed it tn be of
liament, and it spoke for itself : EO much importance that the House should
have an opportunity now of expressing its
The events of the general. election have shown
in a manner not to be mistaken the emphatic
views on this subject that he proposed,
desire of the people for a speedy accomplishwhen the opportunity arose, to move the
ment of federal union.
adjournment of the House with a view to
At the same time, it has been made equally
its discussion.
clear that some of the provisions of the Bill
1. Is it true that amended vaccination notices
are being served on persons who ha ve been pre-·
viously served wit,h notices not in a.ccorda.nce
with the provisions of the Health Act?
2. Is it, not true that the amended notices are
not in accordance with the requirements of the
Act?
3. YVill he cause the further issue of such
notices to persons previously served to at once
cease?
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The SPEAKER.-It will be necessary
for the honorable member, in order to
comply with the standing order, to give
notice in writing of the subject on which
he intends to move the adjournment of
the Honse.
Mr. IRVINE said that he would do so.
TESTING OF BOILERS.
Mr. McGREGOR asked the Minister of
Mines the following questions :1. Is it true that he intends charging mineowners the snm of two guineas per year for
testing each boiler?
2. If so, will he explain the ground for such
a charge?

Mr. FOSTER.-The answers to the
honorable member's questions are as fo1low:1. It is not true that two guineas a, year is to
be charged to mine-owners for testing boilers.
That amount is only charged for testing a lIew
boiler before it is used, which may be done by
any engineer holding the required licence, and
not necessarily by a mining inspector.
2. The fee of two guineas is considered a
reasonable one for performing the work, and has
been fixed by regulation under the Mines Act
1897.

FURNITUHE BOAHD.
Dr. :MALONEY asked the Chief Secretary the following questions : 1. Is it a fact that he has refused to give the
l!'urniture Boaed information in regc:.rd to persons working helow the minimum wage?
2. In view of the sole power to give individuals a minimum wage being placed in the
hands of the hoard by an amending Act of Parliament last session, will he prosecute persons
employing individuals at a rate below the minimum wage?

Mr. PEACOCK.-The answers to the
honorable member's questions are as follow:1. No; but I understand that the Chief Inspector of Factories has declined, and I think
properly, to give information to the board in
regard to cases where I have not thought fit to
prosecute.
2. It is doubtful whether the amending Act
referred to gives special boards the power to fix
a special minimum wage for an individual
worker; if it does give that power it could be
only carried out by the board mentioning the
flames of the individuals in its determination,
which must be published in the Government
Gazelle, and conspicuously posted in every factory and given out to every outside worker.
It would be most objectionable, and, in fact,
cruel, to give snch puhlicity to the names of
male and female workers who, hy reason of age
or infirmity, are unable to earn the ordinary
minimum wage, and are allowed to work for a
lower wage.
The sole power of allowing individ llals to
work at a special wage has not been given to
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the boards, as Parliament has specially enacted that no prosecution shall take place for a
breach of the Fadories Act except wit.h the
authority of the responsible Minister, and it is
the duty of the Chief ~ecretary when any case
of an old or infirm worker being, or proposed
to he, paid less than the minimum wage is
brought under his notice, to consider whether,
in the exercise of his discretion, their case is
one where, in the interests of the workers and
of humanity, ~L prosecution should take place.
For the reason that it would be cruel to gi\'e
any sort of publicity to the names of workers
who have been allowed to accept less than the
minimum wage, I should, if asked by auy
special board for the names, decline to give
them.
Instances in which men employed in the
furniture trade have been allowed to work at
less than the minimulll wage are the following:
-One old man, 70 years of age, another 60, both
employed out. of charity and on accollnt of their
long senTice, 35 to 40 years with the firm; <1,
short-sighted man aged 68, <), man 73 years old,
a man lame and suffering from rheumatic gout,
a mall ill for two years, a one-armed man, two
feeble old men 67 years of age, a man 53 years of
age paralyzed on one side.
I consider it would be inhuman, and would
bring odium on the Act, if I were to require
men such as these to go before the board, and
not permit them to work until the board had
inquired into their cases, put their names in a
determination, and had it printed amI published in the Gazette, and seut round to all the
factories.

I mn,y say that there has been a good
deal of correspondence between the Furniture Board and the Chief Inspector, and
that the whole matter has been submitted
to me 'at the different stages. I have
thoroughly and heartily approyed of
everything that has beei1 donc.
Dr. MALoNEY.-'l'he men yon have
men tioned should receive pcnsions, and
not be asked to work at all.
PETITIONS.
The SPEAKEH.-A number of honor·able members have petitions to present.
The practiue heret.ofore has been to present one petition at a time. I uuderstand
that S0me honorable member::; have as
many as three or four petitions, and I
shall be prepared to receive them all at
the one time. In that way we may a,yoid
unnecessary delay.
Sir GEORGE TUHNEl{ remarked that
it would be Eimplel' to hand in the petitions,
to allow the Clerk to make a list of them,
and to have the list read.
rrhe SPEAKER.-I think so, and I
shall be willing to take that course.
Mr. MUHRAY said it was hardly fair
that the p8titiol1s in favour of the Totalizator Bill should be presented in the
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man11er suggested, because they would not
l'ecci ve the prominence that had been
given to the petitions against the Bill.
The SPEAKER.-I shall read the list
of the honorable members who present
petitions for and against.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE remarked that
ho would ask tho Speaker to consider
whether it was desirable to depart from
the practice of the past.· Honorable members had received 1:t number of petitiollS
from their constituents, and they ·wollld
prefer to present them in the ordinary
way.
rrbe SPEAKER.-Very well.
Petitions against the Totalizator Bill
were presented, by Mr. AUSTIN, from the
Primitive Methodist Church at Beaufort;
by Mr. BnO)[LEY, from the Baptist Church
at X orch Carlton, and from the Independent Church at Carlton; by Mr. COOK,
from the Independent Chu:rch at Brunswick; by Mr. DEAKIN, from the Baptist
Church at Athol-street, Moonee Ponds;
by Mr. FINK, from Cairns Memorial
Chnrch, East Melbourne; by Mr. FORRES']',
from the vVesleyan Ohurch at Colac; by
Mr. GRAY, from the COrigregational Church
at ·Windsor; by Mr. GURR, from the Free
Presbyterian Synod of Victoria; by Mr.
KEYS, from the Congregational Church
at Surrey Hills; by Mr. MCCOLL, from
the vVesleyan Churches at Kerang East
and Koroop, the Macorna North vVesleyan Church, and the Kerang 'Vesleyan
Church; by Mr. McKENZIE, from the
Presbyterian Church at Broadford; by
Mr. :YIcLEOD .( for Mr. Thomson), from
the 'Yesleyan Met.hodist Church ~l.t Dun·
keld; by Mr. MADDEN, from the 'Yesleyan Methodist Church at Kew; by
Dr. MALONEY, from the vVesleyan Methodist Chun:h at Carlton, and the Baptist
Church at Tatura; by Mr. MORRISSEY,
from the U llited Free Methodist Churches
at Mooroopna; by Mr. OUTTRIM, from
the Congregational Church at Maryborough; by Mr. RUSSELL, from the Presbyterian Church at Linton; by Mr.
RUSSELI~ (for Mr. Moule), from the Baptist
Church at Brighton, and the Presbyterian Churches at Brig'hton Beach and
Sandringham; by Mr. '"'MURRAY S)IITH,
from certain citizens of Hawthorn and
members and adherents of Augustine
Church, Hawthorn; by Mr. STAUGHTON,
from the Bishop and Clergy of the Church
of England in the Diocese of Melbourne;
b,Y 111'. 8'l'YLES, from the Baptist Church at
'Villiamstown; by Mr. TAVERNER, from
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the Baptist Church at Beulah and district,
and the Presbyterian Church at Donald;
by Sir GEORGE TURNEH, from the Congregational Church at East St. Kilda; by Mr.
E. D. \VrLLIAMs, from the Congregational
Church at Castlemaine, and the churches
at Chewton and Sutton Grange; and by
Mr. \VHll'E, from the Baptist Church at
Albert Parle
Petitions in favour of the Totalizator
Bill were pre~ented, by Mr AUSTIN, fron::).
residents of Terang and district, Beaufort
and district, Camperdo'lYn, and Mortlake;
by Mr. BAILES, from residents of Bendigo;
by Mr. BRAKE, from re15ident.s of Murtoa,
Horsham, and Rosebrook; by Mr. BROWN,
from residents of Enroa und Longwood; by Mr. CAMERON, from residentR of
Healesville; by Mr. CIHRN8IDE, from
citizens of Victoria; by M1'. DEAKIN, from
residents of Melbourne and vicinity; by
Mr. DOWNWARD, from residents of Grantville and Bass, Crallbourue, Hastings, and
Paken ham; by Mr. PEACOCK (for Mr.
Duffy), from residents of Lallcefield,
Riddell's Creek, and Carlsrllhe; by Mr.
DYER, from residents of vVarracknabeal; by Mr. FORRES'!', from residents
of Coroorooke, Beeac, Birregurra, Colac,
and Beech Forest; by Mr. GRAHAM,
from residents of Nathalia and district;
by Mr. GRAVES, from residents of Bonnie
Doon and Maindample; by Mr. A. HARRIS,
from residents of Gippsland Central; by
Mr. 1. A. ISAACS, from residents of Chiltern; by Mr. J. A. ISAACS, from residents of Victoria; by Mr. KENNEDY, from
residents of Burramine, &e., Muckatah, and
Cobl'am; by Mr. KEYS, from residents of
the Berwick district; by Mr. KIm'oN, from
residents of Ballarat; by Mr. LANGDON,
from residents of Korong, 'Vedc1erburn,
and Boort; by Mr. LI£VIEN, from residents of Drysdale; by Mr. MORRISSEY,
from residents of Echnca; by Mr. MURRAY,
from residen ts of W arrnam bool, Tarrengower, Heyfield, 'Vickliffe, Stuart Mill,
BaHan, Cunninghame, Dimboola, Melbourne, and Koroit ; by Mr. MuARTHUR,
from residelits of Garvoe, Puruim, Cooriejong, and Dinslow; by Mr. MCCAY, from
residents of Malmsbury, Redesdale, Barfold and Emberton; by Mr. MCCOLL,
from residents of Rochester and Kerang;
by Sir JOHN McIN'L'YRE, from residents of
N ewstead; by Mr. McLEAN, from residents
of Newry and Bairnsdale, &c.; by Mr.
McLEOD (for Mr. Thomson), from residents of Hamilton and district; by Mr.
McLEOD, from residents of Myamyn
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and Heywood; by Mr. MCK.ENZIE, from
residents of Broadford, Granton, Buxton,
Marysville, and surrounding district; by
Mr. O'N EIJ~T~, from residents of Bendigo,
Elmore, and Raywood; by Mr. HAWSON,
from residents of Trentham and district,
Lauriston, and Kyneton; by Mr. Sl'APJ~E
l'O~, from residents of the shire of Meredith; by Mr. S'l'EHRY, from residents of
Bendigo; by Mr. RUSSEL1~, from citizens
in the electorate of Grenville; by lV[r.
SHIELS, from residents of Merino, Coleraine,
from the Race Club, Coleraine, from
residents of Casterton, Sandford, &c.;
by )1r. SPrERS, from citizens in the· electorate of Windermere; by Mr. STAUGH'eON,
from residents of Gisborne, and from certain citizens of Victoria; by Mr. S'l'YJ~ES,
from residents of 'Williamstown; by Mr.
TAVERNER, from residents of vVycheproof
and district, and of Birchip and district;
by Mr. 'l'URNER, from residents of Stony
Creek, "Tarragul, Drouin, &c.; and by
Mr. 'YHEELER, from residents of Glenlyon
and Daylesford.
Mr. J. HAH.RIS said he would suggest,
in view of the debate that was to take
place on the 'Totalizator Bill that evening,
that the Clerk should be asked to make an
estimate of the number of persons \\' ho had
signed petitions for and against the Bill.
That information 'would help hvnorable
members somewhat ill deciding the question.
The SPEAKER.-I should have been
very glad to have had an estimate of
the numbers prepared, if the honorable
member had mentioned the matter a few
days ago, but I am afraid it is rather too
late no\\'. T he officers of the House have
to do their duty in the chamber, and I do
not think they should be called upou to
undertake a task of that kind suddenly.
If honorable members choose to refer to
l1ansanl, they can see tbe number of
petitions, that have been presented for and
agaiust the Bill.
AUSTRALASIAN FEDERATION.
IH.VINE.-I desire to move the adjonrnment of the House upon the subject
of the urgent necessity of some definite
understanding being arrived at as to the
attitude to be adopt.ed by this colony in.
reference to the suggested amendments in
the Federal Constitntion.
rrwelve members having risen'in their
places (a8 required by the standing order)
to support the motion,
~{r.
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.Mr. IRVINE said-I know that the House
will require me to give some solid reasons
for bringing this question forward at this
particular time, and I think when I have
endeavoured, as I shall do, to state what
my reasons are, I shall show that, from my
point of view, at all events, and the point
of view of those who think with me, there
is an urgent necessity at the present time
that the attitude of Victoria with respect
to federation should be more definitely
ascertained than it is now. The answer
which the Premier gave to my question
amounts to this: rrhat the colony of Victoria and the Parliament of Victoria must
await events in New South vVales-thatwe
must wait to find what kind of federation
political parties in New South Wales are
willing to give us. Now, that maybe a right
view, but it is certainly not the view which
I take.
I think that we have already
drifted, to a certain extent,into a false position, and that unless ""ve pull up suddenly
and show that Victoria, as a colony, has a
definite object in regard to federation and
the Comlllomvealth Bill, we shall find ourselves in an even more false position, from
which it may be impossible to retreat. A
good deal of the difficulty in which we
fiud ourselves arises from the attitude
taken up by the Premier after the 3rd of
J nne, in the reply which he made to the
overtures of l\il'. H.eid for a conference of
Premiers, and for negotiations as to the
amendment of the Bill. For my own part,
I cannot help regarding what was done on
that occasion as a gross political blunder,
and I shall endeavour to show why. It
is not necessary for me now to go into
the whole of the federal question, and
to point ont the immense amount of
trouble that has been gone to in connexion with the Com mOll \.,·ealth Bill.
First, there was the passing of the Federal
Enabling Act; next came the election
of delegates to the Convention; then the
Convention was called together, and held
three lengthy meetings, at which thewhole
nmtter was thoroughly thrashed out; and
finally the matter was submitted to the
people. But; putting all that aside, Jet
me ask what was the position on the 3rd
June when that vote was taken ~ vVe
know, in the first place, that the Commonwealth Bill was carried by overwhelming
majorities in Victoria, South Australia,
and Tasmania.
It was also carried by
a substantial majority in New South
'Vales, though not by the st.atutory maI jority required by the local Act.
Mr.
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Barton was the leader of the party
\V hich had
that majority, and if you
consider for a moment what his position
was and what Mr. H,eid's position was at
that moment, I think you will see that,
from the point of view of Victoritt,' tho
position taken up by our Premier was a
political blunder. Mr. Barton at that
time occupied what I might call, in military language, an entrenched camp. He
had taken up the strong and, I think,
invulnerable position of sayillg that the
Commonwealth Bill was the only form in
which federation was practicable at t.he
present time.
An HONORABLE :NLE.\IBER.-\Yhat has he
said since?
Mr. IHVINE.-I will answer that in a
moment. Mr. Barton was in that position, and at the same time he had a very
substantial majority at his back. Now,
:Mr. Reid was at that time in a verv
peculiar position in New Son th \Vale~,
He saw that Mr. Barton was at the head
of this enormous uumber of electors, nnd
that he was gaining ground every d;l,Y,
and that there was a large majority in
favour of the Bill, and nothing but the
Bill - becanse that fact must be borne
in mind.
He then saw that unless he
could make Mr. Barton eome down
from that ent.renched position, from that
fortified place which he occupied, his
OWll political fortunes \yollld be in considerable jeopardy. Aud then Mr. Heid
performed what I think was a very clever
piece of political strategy. He proceeded
to invite the Premiers of the other colollies
to entcr into negotiations to bring about
amendments in the Federal Bill whieh
might renrler it acceptable to the eolony
of New South ·Wales. Mr. KingstolJ, the
Premier of South Australia, saw through
the trap, and at once gave the reply-the
only reIlly which I think should have been
given, apart altogether from questions of
policy-that he could not enter into any
snch negotiations. He said, in effect"This Bill was deliberately put before the
people of my colony, and they gave their
sanction to it byanoverwhelming mujority,
and I cannot touch it. I have no mandate
to enter into negotiations for any amendment of this Constitution." That was a
strong clear open course, which would
have immensely fortified, in my opinion,
the federal party in New South 'Wales
if it had been followed by Victoria as
well as by South Auatralia. Sir Edward
Braddon, the Premier of ~rasmania, adopted
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a similar course. Our Premier, howeverno doubt with the best intentions and
with every desire to further the cause of
federation-took another course, and a
course which I canllot help considering an
nnwise course. It is true that he said"I am not going to enter into negotiations at large for alterations in the Bill.
I want you to state distinctly the amendments you desire." He said, moreover,
- " I am not going to consent to nny
amendments until they have been first
submitted to the people of Victoria."
These, of course, were perfectly sound and
reasonable conditions, but the effect of the
whole thing was this: That he held himself
out, and he held the colouy of Victoria out,
as being ,villing under certain conditions to
enter into negotiations for the amendment
of the Constitution Bill.
An HONOHABLE MEMBEH.---Quite right,
too.
Mr. IRVINE.-I think I can show
what the result was. As I say, the right
honorable gentleman had no mandate or
authority from the people of this colony,
or the Parliament of this colony, to hold
ont the colony as being ready to enter
into any negotiations whlltever. HiR acti0n,
I say, was extremely iruprndellt from a
politieal point of view. The immediate
result of it was to force Mr. Barton to
evacuate the strong position he had
hitherto occupied with great success, and to
come down into open gronnd, where, as
Mr. Heid knew full well, in a rough and
tumble in the open country,Mr. Reid would
get the best of it. rrhe result was that the
majority which was behind :Mr. Barton
when he said that he would take the Bill,
and nothing but the Bill, wa::; turned into
a substantial majority against. him.
Mr. FLNIC-SO fa.r as the yotes were
concerned, the Barton majority was increased at the election.
Mr. IHVINE.-That was perhaps because a large number of people voted at
the general election, as they always do.
Mr. BrwMLEY.-Other issues were mixed
up with federation at that election.
MI'. IH.VIN.K-I doubt whether that
was so; but, in any case, the result was to
bring in anum bel' of elements which were
ill the result adverse to the cause of federa.tion. Thefinalresult is no\\' that thestra.tegy
of the Premier of New South \Vales bas been
eminently successful. It has not given him
a large majority, but it has taken him out
of a position in which he was in a minority.
How that C011cerns us immediately is this:
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I submit, with very great respect to the
Premier, that he had no authority to hold
the colony out as being ready to enter
into negotiat.ions for the amendment of
the Constitution which received the sanction of the people of this colony. A clear
course is open under the Federal Enabling
Bill as to how we should proceed with the
Bill. After it has been voted upon by
the people a resolution has to be passed
by this HOllse, if we consider it desirable,
to forward the measure to the Imperial
Parliament. If such a resolution were submitted, the matterwollid be properly before
the House, and the House would have then
had an opportunity of expressing an opinion
as to whether, in the case of there being
only three colonies in which there were
the requisite majorities for the Bill, it
was prudent or expedient in the interests
of this colony that the measure should be
forwarded to the Imperial Parliament.
'Ye have not had that opportunity, and
no doubt it will be said that it has been
necessary to wait in order to see whether.
New South 'Yales could come in. But,
unfort:unately, it is not mere1y a qnestion
of waiting. I do not think it would have
done milch harm to the federal cause to
wait to see whether New South 'Yales
could get the requisite majority. But it
is quite a different thing to hold out a
distinct intimation to the politicians and
people of New South vVales that we are
perfectly willing to accept any amendments which they may propose.
Mr. T. S~nTH.-'rhat is what. we have
been doing for the last twelve months.
:Mr. HANcocK.-Federation at any price.
Mr. IRVINE.-I must say that I have
taken this matter up after very mature
consideration. It seems to me that the
action taken by the Premier has been disastrous in its results. A most diatinct
announcement has now been made by the
Premier or Government of New South
'Vales to the people of that colony-" vVe
are going to recast this Bill, we are going
to throw it into the melting pot."
Mr. HANCOcK.--Hear, hear.
Mr. IHVINE.-The honorable member
cries" Hear, hear," because he is opposed
entirely to the Commonwealth Bill. It is
an indication that the party in this colony
who are totally opposed to this form of
federation ·are in favour of the attitude
now taken up by the Government of
Victoria.
Mr. S'l'AUGHTox.-They want to break
it up.
I
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Mr. IRVINE.-Of course it will serve
the interests of the 22,000 minority who
voted against the Commonwealth Hill in
this colony, that we should hold onrselves
ont to the politicians and people of New
South W· ales as being ready to accept any
amendments in the Bill. But in the W.lterests of the federal party in Victoria-Mr. HANCocK.-Are they anybody in
particular ~
Mr. IH VINE.-They were five to one
of those who voted on the Rill. They
may not be anyone in particular, but
they comprise a. good many people in
general.
Mr. J. B. TucKEu.-Forty per cent. of
them did not know what they were voting
for.
Mr. .IHVINE.-I did not want to
occupy the time of the Honse so long,
but I feel very keenly that we have
arrived at a critical juncture in the
history of this particular federal movement. 'Ye have either to take a step
now, or we have to go on drifting in the
course in which we have been drifting
for so long. If the Premier would bring
the matter before the House, or even
himself give more definite assurance that
no negotiations whatever will be entered
into tending to the alterati{)ll of the Constitution without giving this House an
opporLunity of discussing them, then we
shall be on comparatively safe ground, and
I "think there would be a much better
chance of getting the adherence of New
South "Vales than if the whole matter is
re-opened. On the other hand, if we do
nothing now, we have the most distinct
announcement made in the Parliament of
New South 'Vales that practically the
whole question is to be re-opened. I do
not know exactly on what authority the
gentleman who framed the Governor's
speech in New South Wales asserted that
the Bill had, to use the language of t~e
speech, "failed to meet with the approval
of the electors." It certainly met with
the approval of a large majority of the
electors in that colony, but they now say
that they are not going to have this Bill.
Mr. PEAcocK.-The New South 'Vales
Parliament has not said that. It is only
a statement in the Governor's speech.
Mr. IRVINE.-I said that it was in the
Governor's speech, but surely the Governor
acted upon the advice of his responsible
Ministers in making the statement. I
said that I did not know on what authority or for what reasons the statement
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Mr. IRVINE. - Now, I, for one, whateyer
was made. I would urge on honorable
members who are anxious for the success my vie·ws may be on fiscal questions, feel
of the cause of federation and the cause that if a proposal is made to strike out the
of the Federal Bill, which is the only Braddon clause it will be practically strikpractical form of federation before these ing out one of the most essential condicolonies at the present time, to consider tions in the bargain which w~s entered into
by the people of Victoria. I have not
w~ethel'. we should allow the Government
of New South 'Vales to come and say- touched the question of the capital, be"vVe are going to sweep away this Bill cause I think it if:! better to leave that
altogether, and suggest some new form of entirely apart. The other amendments
federation. 'Ve intend to ask the Pre- are quite sufficient to show that we should
miers of the' various colonies to meet us, be really giving up the form of federation
and see if we cannot model some other embodied in the Commonwealth Bill, and
Bil1." I would really urge upon honor- would be going in for something entirely
able members the important question different.
whether we ought not now to take up
Mr. Sl'AUGHToN.-That is what the
some definite position in regard to this opponent.s of federation want.
question, whether we ought not now really
Mr. IRVINE.-Yes, it is exactly what
to intimate in some way that the colony the opponents want. I say that if this is
of Victoria is not prepared to throw allowed to go on any further, and if we do
. away the Constitution on which so not take some step at this particular point,
much labour has been expended, and to we may as well throw the Bill to the winds
start afresh and try to make a new one. altogether and start afresh from the beginIt is all very well to say that the amend- ning, have a new Convention, go through
ments proposed relate only to the striking ·the whole thing again, and see the labours
out of the "Braddon blot" and a few of the last C::mventioll utterly thrown
other matters, including the three-fifths away. I feel it my duty to bring this
majority. ·Why, to strike out the pro- matter forward, because I say that, unless
vision as to the three-fifths majority we take up some definite attit.ude, and
alone, as honorable members must see, have an opportunity of saying in some
·would be to give the go-by to the whole way, for the people of Victoria, that we are
compact entered into between the various anxious to enter into this federation on
colonies who took part in the Federal the lines laid down in the Commonwe~lth
Convention.
Bill which has been sanctioned by the
Mr. HANCOCK.-Hear, hear.
people, but are not willing to allow that
Mr_ IRVINE. - I am glad that the Constitution to be tampered with, or to
honorable member for Footscray again allow amendments to be made in all
says "Hear, hear," because it indicates directions and from all quarters-then it
the strength of .q:ly argument. Then look seems to me that the cause of federation,
again at the Braddon clause. Personally for a considerable time, at all events, will
I wa,s always opposed to that provision, be pretty hopeless. I sincerely hope that
because I am a free-trader, but when you my anticipations in that respect are wrong.
come to consider the position of the I should like to think so, but I cannot
people of Victoria in regard to this Bill, help thinking, looking back on the hisit must be remembered that at every tory of the movement, and especially on
meeting in Victoria at which protection- the events that have occurred during the
ists were present they were urged to last two· months in New South vVales,
support this Bill, because they were told that that will be the inevitable result
that the Braddon clause gave a guarantee unless we take up some definite attitude
that the existing policy of protection at the present time.
would, to some extent, at all events, be
Mr. SHIELS.-Do you think you could
maintained in the Commonwealth.
revive
the Common wealth Bill now 1
Mr. BROMLEY.-'Vhere was that said 1
Mr. IRVINE.-I think so; it is not too
Mr. IRVINE.-I saw it urged in a numc
ber of reports at various meetings, espe- late. The Convention, of course,cannot be
cially in the country, and I think honor- revived.
nil'. HANcocK.~Thank the Lord for
able members will bear me out in saying
that the Braddon clause was undoubtedly that!
Mr. IRVINE.-But I think the Bill can
used as an argument in that way.
. be revi ved. I can see no reason at all
Mr. GRAy.-Yes, many times.
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why it should not be. How is the Parliament of Victoria in any way pledged
against the Bill ?
An HONORABLE ME":lIBER.-How is the
New South "Tales Parliament pledged 1
Mr. IRVINE.--It is not· pledged; but
that is a very pertinent que&:tion. Supposing Mr. Reid could show that the
representatives in the Assembly in that
colony are pledged not to accept federation unless they get distinct and definite
alterations in this Bill, that might be a
strong argument, but he has not done so.
The party which supports Mr. Barton have
not given a pledge not to accept federation unless they get these amendments.
That was the attitude now of Mr. Heid
himself and a number of his followers.
Mr. SHIELs.-Has not Mr. Barton taken
up that position also 1
Mr. IRVINE.-N 0, I thillk not. He
has said - "I will endeavour to get
the Bill amended in these particular
directions;" but he has never for one
moment attempted to place a pist01 to the
heads of the other colonies, and to say to
them that he must have these amendments, and will take nothing less. In his
sp'eeches, Mr. Barton has pointed out the
amend men ts which he desires, and whieh
he will endeavour to obtain, but he says
that he will never put forth a pll1.card~
"This or nothing." I think, therefore,
that the majority for the Commonwealth
Bill in New South 'Wales is practically unchanged. Mr. Barton is willing to accept
federation on the terms contained in this
Bill if he can get no others.
Mr. WATT.-If that is so, then your
fears are groundless.
Mr. SHIELS. -Surely that is not Mr.
Barton's position. He has receded from
his first position, and has supported the
three amendments which Mr. Reid seeks
to obtain.
Mr. IRVINE.-I do not desire to dispute that.
Mr. Barton has supported
those amendments, and he will endeavour
to obtain them, but I do not believe there
is any speech of his in which he has said
for one moment-" If you do not give us
these amendments we shall not enter into
the federal compact." 'That being so, we
have to seriously consider our position.
VV' e are undoubtedly in a difficult position
in this matter; there is no doubt' about
that. But I do not desire to enter into a
discussion now as to what attitude we
ought to adopt. I have a very strong
opinion that the safest attitude, the only
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real safe attitude, for federationists here
to take up is that we cannot alter this
Bill at all, and I think very strongly that
the result of taking up a definite attitude
uow would be to bring federation a great
deal nearer than it is. I will not take up
the time of the House longer. I trust
I have given sufficient reasons to shm\" the
urgc-mcy of this matter, and the very
critical situation in which the federal
cause has been placed by the attitude of
the Government of New South 'Vales, and
the action of our Premier with regard
to it.
Mr. HAMILTON.-I am one of those
who stood up with the honorable member
for Lowan to have this question discussed,
but I did so on very different grounds and
from very different motives to those which
have been expressed by the honorable
member. I have held the opinion for a considerable time that the Victorian LegislativeAssembly was taking this matter rather
more quietly than the people desired, and
rather more quietly than was desira,ble in
the interests of federation. The honorable
member has said that we should not seek
to alter the Commonwealth Bill. 'V ell ,
sir, I would like to point out, with very
great respect to the honorable member,
that that is not a matter for this Parliament to decide: It is purely a matter to
be decided by the people themselves. One
of the amendments ,vhich have been submitted by Mr. Barton and Mr. Reid is that
the three-fifths majority clause should be
abolished, and I would point out to the
honorable member for Lo\van that if that
clause had not been in the Bill at all a
much larger majority would have voted for
the Bill in Victoria. That is unquestionably the case, because there are a considerable number of people who did not like
that clause, and would have worked more
assiduously for the Bill if it had been left
out.
Mr. IRVIKE.-There is such a thing as
loyalty to the other colonies.
Mr. HAMILTON.-I agree with that.
I also agree that there should be a feeling
of loyalty not only to the other colonies,
but also towards the Convention, and it
was this feeling of loyalty which induced
many people to vote for the Bill who probably would not otherwise have done so.
There is another point which perhaps has
also been lost sight of, and that is that 50
picked men from these colonies sat for
many months, and bad the whole of the
best information at their disposal, and
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they did their utmost to come to an agreement on which the whole of the colonies
could federate. Now, that is a fact which
no one will attempt to deny, and I do
think that an enormous number of people
had just sufficient trust in these picked
men to say-" What they think is best
we think is best. ,Ve cannot go into the
whole of the intricate details that have
been gone into by the Convention, and we
are compelled to take th.is Bill on trust."
Mr. HANcocK.-That is where they
made the mistake.
Mr. HAMILTON.-That is a matter
of opinion, and the honorable member's
opinion, I think, is wrong. During the
speech of the honorable member for
Lowan, the honorable member for Melbourne South intcrjected that 40 per
cent.. of the people who voted for the
Commonwealth Bill did not know what
they were voting on.
Surely that is
an extraordimuy statement to come from
one who claims to be ~t democrat. I am
one of those who have consistently and
for many years advocated the adoption of
the referendum, but if 40 per cent. of the
people on a question like that do not
know what they are voting about, then
the referendum wi.ll have to go by the
board altoget.her. But I do not agree with
the honorable member. I say that, so far
as the leading principles of the Bill were
concerned, the people did know what
they were voting for, let those deny it who
may.
Mr. HANcocK.-You mean the misleading principles of the Bill.
Mr. HAMILTON.-It. is not a difficult
matter to mislead the honorable member,
at all events. The principles of the Bill
to which I refer are the principles of democracy and of liberty which the liberals
in this colony have fought for for many
years, and I say that the peoplf. understood them thoroughly and voted for
them. Now, with regard to the statement
of the honorable member for Lowan, that
the Premier, in his opinion, made a political blunder in asking Mr. Reid to formulate 'definite amendments-Mr. IRvINE.-I did not say that the
Premier committed a political blunder in
asking Mr. Reid to formulate his amendments. He committed a political blunder
in holdillg himself open to negotiations at
all.
Mr. PEAcoCK.-That is where he was
right.
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Mr. HAMILTON.-I submit that that
practically means the same thing. Mr.
Reid, with great respect to that gentleman,
was fishing about for some method of
escape. A referendnm had been taken
in New South Wales, and a majority of
the people had voted with Mr. Reid
when he voted ' , Yes," and against Mr.
Reid when he voted "No," because there
has since been considerable doubt as
to which way Mr. H.eid did vote. If he
voted " Yes," he certainly spoke "No" all
through the referendum debate. Finding himself in that fix he desired some
method of escape, and he snbmitted to the
various Premiers of the colonies the point
as to whether they would agree to amendments ill the Bill. The other Premiers immediately took up adignified stand and said
-" No, we will not submit to anything of
the sort. Onr people have supported this
Bill in its present form. They have said,
by a popular referendum, that the Bill is
the Bill they want. Therefore, \\'e of
ourselves could not dare or presume to do
anything of the kind you suggest." Our
Premier, I think, took up a very proper
attitude. He did not attempt to stand on
his dignity, which he could have done, but
he asked-" "Vhat are your amendments 7
Formulate them." And if there was anything calculated above all others to checkmate Mr. Reid it .was that very action.
If Mr. Barton was put in a false position
by it that .was Mr. Barton's fault, not Sir
George Tnrner's. Mr. Barton was not afraid
to sav that he favoured certain amendment~.
If he did not conscientiously
favour those amendments then he ought
not to have said that he did; and if he did
conscientiously favour those amendments,
then he ought not to have snpported the
Bill as it stood. Now, I thiuk it is perfectly clear to all those who profess to have
democratic leanings that nobody seriollsly
objects to the elimination of the threefifths majority. I, for one, certainly do not.
It was put in largely on the advice of Mr.
Reid himself, and he voted for it and spoke
for it. Mr. Carruthers, the Minister of
Lands. also did the sarne thing. Then
they went back to Sydney and threw it
all overboard. ,Vhy, it is not for us to
say.
Mr. I. A. ISAAcs.-Not Mr. Carruthers.
Mr. HAM.ILTON.-I seriously think
that if such an amendment were submitted, the people of Victoria would, quite
as unanimously as they did before, accept
the Bill with that amendment in it.
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Mr. IRvINE.-And throw over the smaller . additional colony would come in-Queensland-and Queensland is in the position
colonies.
Mr. HAMILTON.-vVhy, sir, the other of being an extremely conservative colony
colonies-take South Australia for instance, owing to the restrictive nature of its fran01' Tasmania, or indeed any civilized coun- chise. There is every probability that if
try th:lt is accustomed to liberal govern- ten delegates came from Queensland they
ment-do not require a three-fiftbs ma- would be of a strong conservative tendency.
jority in their own in tarnal affairs. 'Ve Now, add even six or seven conservative
do not ask for it here. They do not ask delegatE'S to another Convention, tlnd you
for it in the Legislative Council. 'l'his would not get as good a Bill as YOIl got
three-fifths majority proposal was put before-you would get a worse Bill.
Mr. HANcocK.-Then it would not be
in, it seems to me, to satisfy some fad of
the moment, arid without proper or due accepted by the people.
Mr. HAMILTON.--It might not be
consideration.
accepted-a
resnlt which, I think, would
Mr. IRVINE.-It 'was a stipulation insuit the honorable member remarkably
troduced for the betlf'fit of the smaller
well, because he docs not want federation
colonies.
at all.
Mr. HAM:rLTON.-Bnt a three-fifths
Mr. HANCOCK.-You know that is not
majority does not necessarily benefit the true.
smaller colonies. The clause regarding
Mr. HAMILTON.-I say it is true, beeyual representation does benefit them, cause I have heard the honorable member
but it is a very wide assertion to say that
say so on the floor of this cham bel'.
the three-fifths majority proposal benefits
~Ir. HANcocK.-I have never said so.
them.
Mr. HAMILTON.-I will get Hansw'd,
Mr. McKENzIE.-The three-fifths ma- and prove it.
jority gives the smaller colonies greater
Mr. HANcocK.-I wish you would.
power in the joint sitting; and to that
Mr. HAMILTON.-I£ the honorable
extent it would benefit them.
member has altered his opinions, of course
Mr. HAMILTON. --. The honorable I will withdraw the statement.
member for Lowan spoke of the result of
Mr. HANcocK.-I have llOt altered my
our Premier'!:) att.itude-that it had forced opinions.
the New South vVales people to believe
Mr. BANGSTER.-You have altered your
that Victoria would accept federation at own opinions two or three times.
any price. Now, I cannot help thinldng
Mr. HAMILTON.-I am not aware of
that it had precisely the opposite effect. having altered any of my opinions, but
It showed that the Government of this even if I have altered an opinion, there is
colony were prepared to negotiate, but that nothing wrong or criminal ill altering an
befor~ they were prepared to negotiate opinion, when one's convictions lead him
they must first learn the terms on which
t.hat way. I repeat that I have heard the
the negotiations were to be conducted. If honorable member for Footscray say on
we took up the attitude that we were not the floor of this House that he was not in
prepared to negotiate at all, that would favour of federation.
be a different thing, but I do not see why
Mr. HANCOCK.-I repeat that I have
we should be absolutely committed to any never said so.
one oJ.' even a dozen thing~ in that Bill.
Mr. HAMILTON.-U the honorable
'l'hen honorable member!:) speak of another member says that he did not say so, of
Convention, and some honorable members course I will accept his statemen t, and
in this (the Ministerial) corner seem to withdraw my remark, but in that case my
imagine that another Convention would ears must have deceived me verygrievously
bring about better results.
indeed. However, so far as the Convention
Mr. HANCOCK. - They could not be Bill is concerned, I say again that if another
worse.
Convention were brought together, say in
Mr. HAMILTON.-I ,,,ould point out two or three years' time-and I do 1l0t
how another Convention could bring about think that any colonial Government would
worse results very easily. If another Con- justify the great expenditure necessary for
vention were cHJled-and this is where I another Convention in less than two or
think uegotiations may be profitable to three years' time--there is every probaus - if another Convention were called bility that instead of I;etting a better Bill,
under another Federal Enabling Bill, an we would get. a worse one; that is from a
Session 1898. -[65]
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democratic stand-pain t, because Queensland
would certainly come in. We have no
guarantee as to what Queensland's representatives would do, but judging from her
past actions it is highly probable that she
would send a more conservative delegation
than that from any of the other colonies
except vVestern Australia. In the event
of that occurring, I say that the division
lists would, on everyone of the great
liberal principles which are embodied in
the Convention Bill, be turned the other
way about, and a worse Bill from a democratic stand-point would be the result. In
view of that consideration, which I hold
honestly, I say that it is better, if negotiations can be opened up, to improve the
Convention Bill in the direction indicated
-by eliminating the three-fifths majority,
and one or two other things which I need
not mention just now. It would be better
to take that Bill with those amendments
than to run the risk and incur the enormous expense and trouble of another
Convention. I do not desire to say
anything further except one thingthat I feel that the discussion of the
federal question in this House would
satisfy a very large number of people in
the colony who feel and desire that their
representatives should express themselves
on the present complicated position.
Mr. HANCOCK.--I do not wish to take
up much time over this question. I simply
want to crave the pardon of the Premier
for saddling him with my approval. Of
course I quite recognise that the fact that
the Premier's policy is acceptable in my
eyes would be q \lite sufficient to make
honorable members on that (theopposition) side of the House say that he is playing into the hands of the anti-federalists.
Now, 1 may say that, neither in this
House nor in any other place have I ever
said that I was opposed to federation. On
the contrary, I have al ways expressed the
opinion that under a proper scheme, a just
scheme, of federation, our position as a
colony would be considerably improved.
Mr. IRVINE.-Only you never liked any
particular scheme suggested.
Mr. HANCOCK.-Up to the present
moment I do not believe in the people
who have been intrusted with the matter.
The Convention Bill is as good a Bill as I
should have expected from the people who
were appointed for the task of framing it.
I desire, first of all, to clearly point out
that I consider that Sir George Turner's
reply to Mr. Reid was both diplomatic and

honest., and it was certainly calculated to
hoist Mr. Reid with his own petard. Had
Sir George Turner replied in. the same
strain as the Premiers of South Anstralia
and Tasmania there would have been a
how I of indiguation frolll the occupants of
the benches opposite. It "'ould be said
that his action was discourteons and unwise-that he did not display a shade of
diplomatic ability in his reply., But by
simply asking Mr. Reid to present his
supposititious amendments, our Premier
asked Mr. Reid to do a thing that he was
not able to do at that time. He was not
in a position then, before the elections, to
state plainly what his real objections to
the Convention Bill were. Therefore, I
consider myself that it would have been
a grave mistak~ had Sir George Turner
followed in the wake of the other Premiers, by declining point-blank and in a
most discourteous way to re-open negotiations. I do not wish to enter into a
debate upon the merits of the Convention
Bill, and I may say that to a great extent
I indorse the interjection of one honorable
member, that a large number of the
majority who voted for that Bill did so
from the simple fact that they did not
understand the measure. I do not refer
to the 20,000 who voted against it. The
feeling among the very large majority who
voted for the Bill, as I have heard many
of them say, was that as the country bad
sent these men to draw up a Constitution
it would be disloyal to refuse to accept
their work. Now, I say that that was
buying a pig in a poke with a vengeance.
The Convention was instrncted to draw up
a Constitution, but it was by no means
supposed that we were necessarily bound
to accept t·hat Constitution. The advocates
of federation, however, were quite prepared to shut their eyes altogether, and
to say_ClyVe will take the Bill as it
stands; we want federation. Things cannot be worse than they are, and let us
have the Bill." The 20,000 people who
voted against the Bill were men, at any
rate, who were in the position of defining
what their objections to the measure were.
rrhey, at all events, showed that they had
a knowledge (If something that was contained in it; but a very large number of'
the people who voted for it had not the
slightest idea of what it contained, or of
what would be the effects of the measure.
rrhere has been a general election in New
South Wales since then, and, I ask, has
it been such a great triumph for the
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supporters of that Bill ~ Has New South certainly myself hope, for the sake of the
'Vales spoken as one man in favour of: the morality. of this side of the House, that we
acceptance of the Bill ~ As the ,result of shall never indorse anyt.hing of the kind.
that election, the New South vVales Par- I want to say a word in defence of the
liament will, at any rate, have the oppor- referendum. 'We ,vere told by the honortunity of discussing the measure. Now', able member for Sandhurst (Mr. Hamilthis ParI iament never has had an oppor- ton) that it was casting a great ..reflect.ion
tunity of discussing that measnre.
upon the people of this country to say
Mr. S1'AUGHToN.-Only twice.
that they did not understand the Com'ellMr. RANCOCK.-It has never had an tion Bill; but I will ask honorable memopportunity of disoussing the Convention bers whether, if they went into any
society, however learned, they did not
Bill.
Mr. Zox.-The people voted on it.
find very close arguments as to the real
Mr. HANCOCK.-The people voted meaning of clauses in that Bill't It
upon a measure which was treated in a was drawn up in the usual legal manner.
way in which no other measure has ever Every clause of it was simply worked out
been treated in, any country in the world. for the lawyers of the future. Everyone
The idea, of drawing up a COllstitution-a of those clauses could be read in two or
peaceful Constitution, mind :you, not a three different ways, according to the
Constitution with the enemy thundering ingenuity of the legal mind. And then
at the gates-and then asking the people that Bill, with 127 clauses in it, was thrown
to vote Aye or No on a measure contain- hoI us-bolus to the people simply to say yes
ing 127 clauses~
or 110 to it. They were not asked to give
Mr. STAUGH'roN.-'Vhat is your objec- an opinion upon this point or that point-tion?
"Wiser heads than yours," it' was said~
Mr. HANCOCK. - I ha,r.e not the "have settled these questions "-bllt they
slightest doubt that all members of the were simply asked to shut their eyes and
squat,ting class will believe in that Bill. open their mouths and take what the ConIt was the quintessence of conservatism- vention sent them. I say that that was a
of conservatism of the worst character- very unfair way of trying the referend um
because all the way through, there was a' as an experiment for the first time. To
sufficient pretence of liberalism to enable have a satisfactory referendum there must
the conservatives to claim that it was· a be some clear question submitted. rI'he
radical measure. It was a case of rubbing question set to the people was not-" 'Will
off as you go on. If there was any por- . you have federation 1 Yes or no;" that
tion of the Bill that was liberal 'or demo- would have been' a clear question on which
cratic, there was always a clause artfully to take a referendum; but the question
inserted later on by the legal gentlemen, asked them was-" 'ViII you accept this
who can always manage to frame a clause Bill of 127 clauses that are not underthat will upset any little good that might stood by the framers of it 1" I say it was
be contained in any prior clause. A an unfair thing to submit a measure of
favorite way of beginning clauses was- that character to the people, and then to
"Until Parliament otherwise provides~" say that the result showed the failure of
I have no hesitation in saying that if that the referendum.
Bill was thoroughly understood you would
Mr. IRVINE.-Would you mind drafting
never get anything like the SRme majority a simple Federation Bill 1
for it again,; and therefore, although I
Mr. HANCOCK.-If the people of this
do not believe in the tactics adopted by country were to appoint me to do that
Mr. Reid-I never have believed in them there is not the slightest doubt but
-at the same time Providence sometimes that I should rise to the occasion.
places its work in very peculiar hands and Whenever the time comes the man is
selects· very peculiar instruments; and, in there; and I may say this, that I should
this case, Providence selected a most not consider myself entitled to a seat in
curious instrument in the form of Mr. this House if I could not draw up a much
Reid to do really good work. We have better Bill than the Convention Bill. I
had members of this House and members certainly would make it much clearer, at
of the Convention who have stated that any rate, and I would eliminate a large
the end justifies the means. Now, if hon- amount of the verbiage. Further, I would
orable members on the opposition side are not endeavour to perpetuate the principle
going to accept a dogma of that kind, I that two millions and a half of people
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wer8 to be regulated by a million. I would
not have the principle of one man one
vote nullified by giving the people in 0110
state ten times the voting power of the
people in another state. I would not
have a Constitution that would really
require a..revolution to alter it. I would
not depart so far from the British Constitution. I would make the British· Constitution the model. rrhe Tmperial Parliament is called the Mother of Parliarnents, and why not have followed the
Constitution of the mother country, which
has taken centuries to mature ~ Instead
of that, however, we must have a brand
new colonial-made Constitution. For my
part, I think it would be the very worst
thing for us if the people of New South
Wales were to ask us to accept the Con-vention Bill in its original state-if hono1'.able members are not prepared, and if the
people of t.his colony are not prepared, to
llisten to the views of the people of New
. South 'Vales as expressed by their majority
in the Assembly. Because, if a message
should come from New South Wales, it
-would only be a message of the majority;
the minority will have no voice in any
message sent to this House, and it will
have to bo a majority that will propose
the amendments. It is a very nnwise
thing for honorable members to seek to
force the hand of our Government at a
time like this. You cannot have federation without New South vVales, and New
. South vVales, by a constitutional majority
in the Legislative Assembly, has stated that
it does not want the Convention Bill.
The opinion of Tasmania, no doubt, is
very important to rrasmania, but the huge
advantage which Tasmania and the other
smaller colonies would have secured considerably discounts their majority in
favour of the Bill. I hope that this House,
before the discussion has finished, will
express its hearty approval of the way in
which Sir George Turner replied to Mr.
Reid.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I have lived
long enough never to be surprised at any
inconsistency or any contradiction on the
:part of my friends on the left. But if
·any room were left for such a feeling, I
:should certainly wonder to hear those
gentlemen, in the first place, violently
denouncing and refusing to accept or
listen to a measure accepted by an enormous majority of their fellow countrymen,
and, ill the second place, bearing their
testimony to the value of the referendum
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by telling us that, on the first occasion on
which we have used it on a great subject,
fully 40 per cont. of the whole number who
voted did not understand the subject on
which they were recording their votes.
The honorable member for Footseray says
he is in favour of federation, but I think
he is like the Scotch lady, who said she
was only in favour of love in the
abstract.
He is in favour of federation
as a name, but he is uot ill favonr of
any kind of federation which could
be put into words or formed into a
Constitution. But we are not now discussing the merits or demerits of the Convention Bill. What my honorable friend, the
member for Lowan, wished to call attention to was the unsatisfactory, and, indeed,
I think, the discreditable, position in which
Victoria has b6en placed, largely owing
to the unfortunate step which, no doubt
with the best intentions, the Premier took
on that occasion when Mr. Reid was, as
the honorable member for Sandhurst (Mr .
Hamilton) has rightly said, casting about
for some means to escape from his unfortunate position-a position, I think, about
as unfort.unate, and I might almost say as
contemptible, as any distinguished public
man has ever occn pied in Australia. Mr.
Reid had, in the first place, posed as an
advocate of federation. After having, as,
indeed, my right honorable friend the Premier of this colony did, put forward certain
misgivings and certain things which he
wonld rather have seen altered, he, nevertheless, at the close of his first speech,
undertook to commit himself heartily to
federation. Now, in that he went pa1'i
passu with our Premier. But look at their
subsequent attitudes. Sir George Turner,
after having honestly accepted the Bill,
whether he liked all the particulars of it
or not-as I dare say he did not; neither
did I-but having honestly accepted it
he proceeded to do his very utmost
to insnre its success.
What, however, was the conduct of the New
South vVales Premier ~ He went about
through the length and bread th of that
colony, not ouly using the arguments of
the opponents of the Bill, but absolutely
furnishing entirely new arguments against
it, constructed altogether out of his own
head.
Throughout the whole campaign
his tone was exactly that of the man who
cried-" Don't nail his ears to the pump.';
He professed to be a friend of federation,
but never uttered a word after his first
speech that was really in favour of it.' No
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wonder then, when he saw that the three
other colonies, by overwhelming majorities, had sanctioned the Convention Bill,
which he himself had had a great hand in
framing', and which a substantial majority
in his own colony also approved of-no
\vonder he felt in an awkward position.
He cast about, as the honorable member
for Sandhurst has said, for some mealls of
escape.
He hurled himself against the
Premier of South Australia, only to receive a dignified and positive answer. He
made a similar attempt on the Premier of
Tasmania, only to be met with a similar
reception from Sir Edward Braddon. But
I am sorry to say he found one yielding
surface. He found in the person of our
good-natured Premier some one who would
listen to him; and I think the fact that
our Premier undertook witllOut really, as
Mr. Killgston has s<:"tid, any malldate from
the people of the colony, to enter into
negotiations with Mr. Heid-to that fact,
I think, may be traced the whole mischief
which has occulTed since. Because what
did it do '/ Mr. Barton, at that time, occupied an impregnable position. As leader
of the COllYention, he said-" This is the
Bill of the Convention, of which I was
head. I champion this measure." But
when om' Premier had ulldertakei) to
confer, not with Mr. Barton, the real
leader of the movement, but with Mr.
Reid, its concealed enemy, he at once
inj ured t,he position \V hich Mr. Barton occupied ; and hence we may trace the fact
that Mr. Barton was unable to maintain his
position. He had to follow, and unhappily
to a certain extent, to lead, Mr. Reid in
suggesting c(~rtain amendments in the Bill.
:Ylr. Reid made a speech a short time after
the Premier of this colony spoke, and the
sound of triumph was in every line of it.
He poillted out how the great colony of
Victoria was willing to negotiate with
him, and he already assumed that Vict.oria was willillg to inake amendments in
the Common wealth Bill; and that was
interpreted, not by Mr. Heicl himself,
perhaps, but by the lower body of his
adherents, to mean that this colony was
in such dire straits that they would submit to whatever changes in the Convention Bill were proposed to be made by
New South -Wales, and that indeed Victoria would be obliged to consent to them.
1'herefore, the result wa::> that the conduct
of the federal movement in New South
vVales was taken away from the mn.l1 who
honestly believed in federation, and would
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have fought for it to the very best of his
ability, and placed in the hauds of a man
who is an euemy to federation, and who
always has been; who, if you assented to
everyone of his proposals to-day, would
bring forward a fresh set still more
burdensome the next day; and who doe::>
not mean honestly by the cause he
undertakes to advocate. I say agaiu, with
regret, that I belie\'e my right honorablC'
friend the Premier made a great mistake·
in consenting to negotiate; and it is timO'
that Victoria should formulate distinctly
what she means t.o insist upon, and what
amendments she intends to adopt and to.
refuse. vVe should not wait, cap in hand,
until New South 'Vales has told us on,
what' terms she means to have federation,
assuming that we will follow in her foot~
steps without the slightest trouble.
Sir GEORGE 1'U~NER.-I think my
task in replying to the honorable member
for Lowan has been considerably Ie3sened
by the very effective reply given to the
mover of this amendment by the honol'able member who seconded it. If my honQl'able friend, the member for Lowan, has
been burning with indignation since I
took up a certain position in the interests
of this colony-if he felt that I had no'
authority for what I did, if he felt that I
acted improperly, if he felt that in the
action I took I was wasting time-why
did not he take the responsibility at the·
propel' time to challenge my action ~
Mr. InYI!'.m.-In what way? Write to·
the llewspapers ~ The Honse was not sitting.
Sir GEORGE TUnNER-Now, I dia
not interrupt the honorable member, and
I hope he will allow me to proceed.
The SPEAKER.-And I ::>hould intol'1l.l
the Premier that he has only a quarter of
an hour in which to conclude the reply.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER.-I shall not
need a quarter of all hour nor anything like
it. I say that if the honorable member for
Lowall was so burning with indignation at
my action, he had an opportunity of doing
constitutionally what he is attempt.ing to
do now-of asking this House to censure
me for the course I took. This mattel'
\Vas deliberately referred to in the Governor's speech which was submitted to
Parliament at the beginning of the session)
and it was referred to by the mover and
the seconder of the address in reply, both
of whom approved of my action and the
action of the Government, which, 11(;\\ eyer,
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was challenged by the leader of the Opposition. Then the matter died out. But if it
was snch a burning question, if I had taken
such action as had sold the best in terests
of the colony of Victoria, why did not the
honorable member and those who support
him on this occasion accept the responsibility and challenge my action in a proper manner? I knew that I was acting
with a full sense of responsibility in my
position as Premier of this colony, and I
was prepared to take that responsibility;
and if the Honse thought that I was wrong
in what I did-and I still think that I was
right-I should hcwe been prepared to give
way to others who Ithought they would
have done better for the colony than I
was able to do.' Now, we are told· that
the people accepted the Commonwealth
Bill. I say that the people cared very
EttIe about the Bill. That is to say, the
majority of the people of this colony who
voted in favour of federation-in favour
of the Common wealth Bill being accepted
-were honestly in favour of federation,
and considered that the Bill presented to
them was the best means whereby the
colony could get it; but when they voted
for it they troubled themselves very little
about the details of that measure. They
said-" We are anxious that the colony
of Victoria shall be federated with the
other Australian colonies," and they did
as I did. I did not agree with all that
was contained in· the Bill. . There were
many points that I was strongly opposed to.
I was not going to rush
away immediately and say - "I am
going to accept federation at any price; "
but during my illness, and since, I
had an opportunity-and I took the
fullest opportunity-of reconsidering the
whole subject and obtaining all the information I possibly could for the benefit
of the people; and then, having carefully
studied the subject, I saw what my duty
was, and I came to the conclusion that
although there ,vere dis ad vantages to the
colony from accepting that Bill, there were
connterbalancing advantages, and that,
tll ere fo l:'e , I could honestly throw in my
vote with those who favoured the adoption of the BilL And I did so ; and ever
since, when I had an opportunity, .I have
recommended the adoption of the Bill. It
is said that my action has apparently
ruined the federal movement. Now, what
have I done ? I got a request from the
Premier of the mother colony-the gentleman to whom we had all a(;quiesced in
Sir George
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giving the conduct of the movement all
through-asking me whether this colony
was prepared to confer with regard to
certain proposed amendments in the Com-

mon wealth Bill.
Mr. IRVINE.-vVhat was the date of
thad
Mr. r. A. ISAAcs.-A long time before
the Governor's speoch.
Sir GEOH,GE TURNER-I do not
know what my honorable friend means by
asking for the date, but the declaration of
my action was made while the Honse was
not sitting and a long time before the
delivery of the Governor's speech. Surely
my honorable friend does not suppose
that, with all the duties I have to perform,
I carry in my head the dates of communications I may receive from my brother
Premiers on this and other subjects.
Mr. IRVINE.-vVas it after the letter
you wrote to Mr. H,eid?
Sir GEORGE TUH,NEH,.-The application came from the Premier of New
South 'Vales, and I replied to this effect"Tell me what your proposed amendments
~tre." I had mv own idea as to what was
going OIl. I l;ad my own idea of the
object. of the proposed conference, and I
had my own idea-which was the right
one-of what would have been the effect
of my refusal to join it.
I had no doubt
that throughout New South Wales the
refusal of Victoria to again confer would
have been held up to the disadvantage of
the federal cause, and WOUld have changed
many votes. The gentll-lman in charge of
the Bill there-the Premier-would undoubtedly have said-" Even the colony
of Victoria would not meet us. They are
afraid to see us alld discuss these amendments which I am going to suggest, and
which are in the interests of New South
Wales. Victoria is afraid to meet us!"
That was what actuated me. I say that
anyone holding the responsible position I
held at the time and hold still, and knowing the difficulties that might arise from
the reply I gave, would unhesitatingly
have given the same reply.
Mr. DEAKIN.--Hear, hear.
Sir GEOHGE 'l'URNER-I said, in
addition to that, that I would not bind
the colony of Victoria to any amendments,
but that if amendments were agreed to by
New South 'Vales, that colony mnst show
her honesty and her desire to enter into
federation on the amended proposals by
approving of them; and I said that then
I would ask the people of Victoria to say
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whether they were prepared to accept the
position with the amendments in the Bill.
I have no hesitation in saying that if I
was fa.ced with the same position again today, in spite of all that I have heard
against what I did ill the interest of my
native land, I would do exac.:tly the same
as I did on that occasion.
Mr. MUItRAY S~[['l'H. - Y01l would do
'wrong, I am afraid.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-My honor-'
able frierid the member for Hawthorn
appears to think that because I said that
I wanted to know what the amendments
desired by New South 'Vales were, I was
prepa,red, when I knew what they were, to
approve of them, and that I put Mr: Barton, whom we all respect, into an improper
position. How on earth I have done that
I cannot see. All that I .can say is that I
have a greater respect for Mr. Barton than
to believe for one moment that the position
he ha~ taken up-the apparently improper
position that he has taken up, as some
think-in giving up his entrenched camp,
is because I said I was prepared to meet
and discuss the matter. I say that if he
has done that for such a reason he is not
the gentleman I believe him to be, and not
worthy of the position he holds as the
leader of this movemellt in the Australian
()olonies.
Mr. IRVINE. - It was the only course
open to him.
Sir GEOHGE TUHNER.-The only
()ourse open to him 1 Heally, I cannot
(liscuss it with the honorable member. It
seems to me that my honorable friend says
- " ThiR is the Bill we are going to have;
whether the people of New South vVales
like it or not, -the people of Australia
have to federate under this Bill or not at
all." Now, we are asked to say that the
House should declare what attitude is to
be adopted by this colony with respect to
the suggested amendments. But I want,
first of all, to know from an official source
what those suggested amendments really
are. I have seen a lot in the papers about
the proposed amendments, bnt I know very
well how paragraphs often get into the
papers. They do not, probably, representexactly what is in the mind of the Premier at
all. Perhaps he puts the paper~ on the
wrong scent purposely very often. Are we
going to say before we have seen the
amendments that we are going to have
the federation of these colonies under this
Bill and this Bill only, and that if we
cannot get that we will not have federation
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at all ~ I am not prepared to say that at
any rate. I say this, unhesitatingly: I am
prepared, so far as 1 am concerned, to
federate, and I am prepared to ask my
fellow eolonists to federate, with the
other colonies under the terms of the
Commonwealth Bill, or under the Bill
with amendmeuts, so long as they are
fail' and just to Victoria and to the whole
of the Australian colonies. And if it
is necessary to have anotherConvention, or half-a-dozen other Conventions,
I say that I am perfectly prepared to ask
this House to have those Conventions, in
order that in the long run we may be able
to thrash out amongst us the best proposals
and those most acceptable to the colonies.
I am not going to stand hard and fast
by the proposals of the last Convention,
because I know that if I do so I am taking a
step which is diametrically opposed to the
best interests of the cause of the federation
of the whole of these colonies. I do not
know that there are any other points that
have been raised to which I need reply.
I regret that this motion has been brought
forward, because I believe it will do more
inj ury than it can do good. Nothing
can result from it. A mere motion to
adjourn the House is a useless motion, unless, of course, the House is prepared to
adjourn, knowing what the result will be.
The proper course for the honorable member to pursue was to table a motion
at the proper time, challenging the action of the Government; because if
the speech made by my honorable friend
the member for Lowan gives us his true
views, and I have no doubt it does, then
the Government should not have been
allowed to remain any longer in charge of
the affairs of the colony, including the
federal movement.
Mr. IRVINE.- vVeentreated you to
allow the matter to remain over until
after the New South Wales elections.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-Then what
were we to do ~ The proper course, undoubtedly, was to wait until after the
New South Wales elections, in order to
see what the Parliament of New South
"Vales was prepared to do in connexion
with the federal movement; and, until
the Parliament of New South Wales has
told llS what it is prepared to do in connexion with the federal movement, I do
not intend to take a single step, or
to ask the House to take a step, in
that direction. If the Parliament of
New South Wales formulates its demands
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for federation at all under any circumstances, then I am prepared to confer with
my brother Premiers; or to see if I call
justifiably come to this House and ask that
the three colonies which have accepted the
Commonwealth Bill should federate under
it j or to see if amendments which are
acceptable to all the colonies are likely to
be made.
But if the amendinents demanded by New Sonth vVales are such as
are unj Llst to this colony, then J am prepared at the proper time, in spite of what
the honorable member for Hawthorn has
said about my easy-going good nature, to
put my back up and say that, in the interests of Victoria, I am llot prepared to
carry out my easy-going principles to that
extent. I am prepared to meet anybody
selected by the other colonies for the purpose of fairly discussing terms; but,
having done that-having exhausted every
possible means of arriving at a bargain
fair to all the cOlonies-having done my
best in the interest of the colony of Victoria-'-I am going to ask this House to say
whether they are willing to ratify my
action.
Mr. MuKENZIE.-I think the Premier
has scarcely done justice to the honorable
member for Lowall in dwelling as emphatically as he has done on the statement that
the honorable member should have met
him with a vote of want of confidence, or an
amendment npon the address in reply. At
that particular time it was well known that
the Premier and the Government, and other
federationists, urged very strongly that no
question referring to federation should
be discLlssed in consequence of the elections takiug place in New South 'Vales.
rrhat view was strongly emphasized, and
therefore I think that the Premier has
scarcely been fair to the honorable member for Lowan. I rose to support the honorable member when he desired to move
the adjournment of the House, although
I felt that it was a very risky thing to
start a debate upon this question. 1 fe]t
that this is a question which, under present
circumstances, might be left in abeyance,
except to emphasize one particular matter j
and that is that as it appears that an impression is gaining ground in New South
Wales, or, at all events, that some interested
parties are trying to impress the people of
New South "Tales and the newly-elected
members with the fact that Victoria is
prepared to accept federation at any price,
it is well, I think, that their minds should
be disabused on that point, and that they
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should understand that Victoria is not
prepared to accept federation at. any price.
Although there was a heavy vote cast in
favour of the COllvention Bill in Victoria
it does not follow that the people of
Victoria are prepared to fllltke any concessions beyond what is contained in that
Bill. I am glad that the Premier has
made a statement to the effect that
he would nut be prepared to accept
federation at ·any price. I think that that
state men t will have a very beneficial effect.
And I desire, in justice to the Premier, to
state that I differ from the criticism of my
honorable friends on this (the opposition)
side of· the House as to the action which
he has taken.
Mr. DEAKTN.-Hear, heal'.
Mr. McKENZIE.-I felt that nnder the
circumstances he did what was the right
thing. I fully approved of his action at the
time, and I have seen no reason to alter my
opinion. I think that in agreeing to meet
Mr. Reid in conference, he took away from
that gentleman one of the very ~,trongest
arguments he had iu support of his own
views.
Mr. MURRAY S~uTH.-And supplied him
with another.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The argumeut was
that, if Victoria was so anxious to obtain
federation, t.hat was because ~he was getting so very much the best of tho bargain.
That was Mr. Reid's argument. But when
the Premier of t.his colony agreed to meet
Mr. Reid in conference, he cut away that
argument from that gentleman to a large
extent. If the Premier had refused to meet
Mr. Reid, thatgentleman would have argued
-"This Bill is so favorable to Victoria that
the Victorian Government refuses to confer
for fear they may lose this Bill." Under
the circumstances, I think that the action
of the Premier was justified by the then
existing conditions. The only thing that
might possibly do any harm was by Mr.
Reid and his supporters tUrIling round
and pointing to the Premier's willingness
to confer, and making capital out of it. by
saying-" rrhat proves that Victoria is willing to accept federation on any terms." I
think that this is a danc:erous discussion.
Honorable members feel very warm on
the subject, and under such circumstances
may say something that may do a great
deal of harm. I think it will be a wise
thing for honorable members to calm
down and remember that the time for
fighting, if it does come, has not arrived
yet. 1 should like to see the discussion
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brought to a conclusion without any reo
criminations or reflections on the past. I
think it would be well to allow the matter
simply to calm down, and now that we
have expressed our views, and that the
Premier has stated his position, the debate
might be allowed to come to an end. I
almost apologize for intruding, but I
thought it was just as well to state that
I approved of the action of the Premier,
and have never seen occasion to disapprove
of it since.
Mr. FINK.-I quite agree -with the
honorable member who has just resumed
his seat as to the futility of this discussion,
because it is only a discussion of a diplomatic situation. So far as regards the
criticism of the honorable member for
Lowan, he is under the advC),ntage of being
wise after the event, which is the very
easiest form of criticism. The Premier's
action in regard to his reply to Mr. H.eid
was canvassed all over the colony and in
Melbourne-most inten8ely canvassed by
the leaders of the federal party; and it
was universally approved of and hal:; been
approved of ever ~ince.
Mr. IRVINE.-Do you state that as a
fact ~ Because I think most of the popular leaders have expressed no opinion.
Mr. FINK.-I am, as an individual, a
member of a very large body known as
the Australian Federal Lea,gue, which
includes Members of Parliament of all
shades of opinion, and leading citizens
belonging to various political parties. The
Premier's action was almost unanimously
approved of by that body-in fact, I may
say unanimously; and the whole weight
of public opinion went in the same d~rec.
tion. An attempt is made to back up
this attack upon the Premier's past policy
bv a calculation that it has influenced the
l;ader of the federal movement, Mr. Barton, adversely to the federal cause, and has
ad versely affected the trend of federal
feeling in New South "Vales. But whether
that feeling be measured by votes or by
the strength of lJolitical parties in New
South "Vales, that criticism is inevitably
wrong; because whereas the last Parliament was almost wholly adverse to federa·
tion on the lines of the Commonwealth
Bill and the federal movement-and that
fact wa~ sufficiently indicated by the
Parliament fixing a very hLrge minimum,
and almost unanimously increasing that
minimum by snch a strong majority that
the Premier, whatever his opinions were,
had to bow or else vacate office-yet we
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find that the new Parliament is much
more strongly federal than the former one
was. We find, moreover, that about
72,000 peopie voted for the acceptance of
the Commonwealth Bill at the referendum
in New Sou th Wales, whilst at the last
federal elections the supporters of MI'. Barton managed to secure 90,000 votes,which
was a yery clear gain ill their direction,
whilst therewasa loss of 15,000votes on the
other side.
Certainly theRe facts show
that the action of our Premier has not in
any way diminished the public support
given to the Bill in New South 'Vales.
Indeed, it is quite obvious, seeing the
strength of Mr. Barton's party in the New
South 'Vales Legislative Assembly, and
seeing also that the H.eid party has to a
large extent proclaimed itself federalist,
that the action of the Premier coulcl not
have had the effect which the honorable
member for Lowan thinks it had, or otherwise the majority of Mr. Hejd would have
been still larger than it was before. 'Vhat,
do we gather from these facts 1 "Ve gat.her
that federation is a growing cause in New
South "Vales. That coloBY has hitherto
lag-ged behind. It has not ta.ken the same
interest as Victoria has in the fed era!
cause. But it is rapidly overhauling us'
in federal fep-ling. I am 1l0t going to disCllSS the action of Mr. H.eid, because I
think it wonld be nnwise to do so; but, in
my opirlion, ill challenging the cond nct of
the Premier, the honorable member for
Lowan has not shown a very strong case.
frhe Premier at the beginnillg showed him·
self to be extremely cautious and critical
with regard to the Common wealth Bil1,
allhongh, subsequently, he warmly advocated the measure; and, having clone
that, he has thrown himself ii1to the
movement in a thoroughly warm-hearted
manner.
Mr. IRVINE.-No one disputes that for
a moment.
Mr. FINK.-But it is right to repeat
it upon this occasion in order to emphasize
the fact that the Premier has done no·
thing whatever that has not tended to
strengthen not ollly the position of Mr.
Barton, but of the whole federal mo\'ement in New Sout.h Wales.
Mr. J. B. 'fUCKER-I rise to make a
little explanation in regard to an interjection that I made when the honorable
member for Lowan was speakillg. I then
interjected that, in my opinion, there was
not 40 per cent. of those ·who voted for
the Federal Bill who really understo')d'
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the Bill. Now, I think I am perfectly
j ustitieu in asserting that again. 'When
we bear in mind that the members of the
Convention themselves were continually
contradicting ea<.:h other as to the meaning
of different clauses of that Bill, and that
a large number of solicitors and barristers
outside were continually wrangling over
the question, and were prepared even to
put down wagers to bctCktheir opinions, and
to get cl,rbitratol's to settle their differences
afterwa,rds, it appears to me to be absolute
proof of what I stated. Seeing that those
gentlemen did not understand the Bill,
how was it possible for 80 or 90 per eent.
of the laymen outside to understand the
main clauses of the Bill? '1'herefore, I
feel quite j llstified in saying that there
was not 40 per cent. of the people who
voted for the measure who thoroughly
understood what they were voting for.
I am prepared to stand by that assertion, and to further assert that the
Premier, in his speech, really bore out
my assertion, when he said he believed
there were hundreds of people who .voted
for the Bill because he had announced his
determination to do so. I would like to
say, further, that I am in thorough accord
with the Premier in the answer he gave
the Premier of New South 'Vales; and I
think the major portion of the federalists
throughout the colony are in accord with
the Premier in the reply he sent to the Premier of New South 'Vales. I think that
this motion for the adjonrnment of the
House, in order to debate the question, is
a very ill-ad vised proceeding at the present
time. Although I opposed the Bill when it
was before the country, I claim to be as
much a federalist as any man in this HOllse
or out of it, believing that federation will
be for the benefit of Australia as a whole.
I do believe that had the poll been taken
in New South 'Vales three or four davs
after the poll was taken in Victoria the;'e
wonld have been a very different tale to tell
now, and one that would not, in my opinion,
have favoured federation so much as the
vote that was taken in New South 'Vales.
I am inclined to think it would have been
the other way about.
Mr. BnowN.-';Yhat about the result of
the general election?
Mr. J. B. TUCKER.-I am satisfied that
there were a number of young hot-headed
supporters of federation in Victoria who
were prepared to -show the great advantages that would accrue to this colony
.from federation, and who traveUed from
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one end of the country to the other to do
so, without giving any consideration to
the other colonies; and I am prepared to
say distinctly that had t·he vote been
taken in New Sou th vVales after it was
taken hei'e, and had the utterances of
those yonng gentlemen been published in
the newspapers 0f New South Wales, it
would have made a vast difference indeed
in the result of the poll. However, I am
pleased to see the way in which the Honse
ha~ taken this motion for its adjournment,
and I am glad that, at all events, the
Premier has been able to seet-hat he bas
far and away the majority of this House
in support of the action he took, because
I believe that his action in the matter was
not only diplomatic, but the best action
that could possibly have been taken under
the circumstances.
'rhe motion for the adjournment of the
House was neg<.itived.
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
Mr. BROMLEY said he desired, as a
personal explanation, to correct an error
in the report of his speech on the Maffra
Beet Sugar Bill published in that morning's newspapers, with reference to the
figures he quoted on r1'uesday as to the
expense that had been incurred in erecting
the MafTi'a Beet Sugar Factory. He·stated
that £22,000 was originally estimated to
be spent on the buildings, and that an
additional £25,000 was also spent; but
the morning ne\vspapers reported him as
saying that the actual expenditure on the
buildings was '£25,000, instead of £47,000,
as it should have been. He wished to
correct that mistake, because it made a
material difference to the argument he
used in speaking on the Bill.
WINERIES.
Mr. TAVERNER, pursuant to an order
of the House (dated July 1.2), .presented
a return relating to wineries under the
bonus system.
'TELEGRAPH MESSENGERS.
Sir GEORGE TURNER, in compliance
with an order of the House (dated Augnst 16), presented a return relating to
telegraph messengers.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
The House then resolved itself into
Committee of Supply for the purpose of
debating the Budget submitted by Sir
George Turner on July 26 .
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The CHAIRMAN.-I want honorable
members to debate the question generally
on the first item in the Estimates. After
that, I shall expect honorable members to
keep strictly to the item under discl1ssion.
Sir JOHN McIN'rYRE.-I approach
the debate on the Budget with consider·
able trepidation, and not only because of
the ml1ltitude of matter one has got to
consider, which is something enormous. I
do not think we have ever had such a
supply of figures and material before in
connexion with any other Budget speech
ever made in the House. Very exhaustive
indeed is the infurmation supplied by the
Treasurer, but I feel it is enough to make
one quiver and shake when we find that
the morning after the Budget speech was
delivered one of Ollr morning papers headed
it in this extraordinary manller-with
great tadpole heac1ingsThe Budget.-The Days of Deficits Ended.A Surplus of £lS5,OOO.-Retllrn of Prosperity.
-Bold Public 'Works Policy.-Large Loan Expenditure.-Railway Construction to be Resumed.-Aid to Rural Industries.-Illcreased
Mining Vote.

Of course, they should have ended with a
great. hurrah and a flourish.
Mr. TAYEHNEH.-Oh, the country will
do that.
Sir JOHN McINrrYRE.-:-The cOllntry
has not done it yet. This is the usual
tadpole business of American journals.
You have the whole of the subjects contained in the three or four columns of
the report, given at the top of the report.
",Vhat possible room, in face of this
approval of the Budget by the press, is
there for adverse criticism? Possibly llOt
any, but I think, before I finish, I may be
able to show that the Bud~et is not all
that it has been represent~c1 to be, and
that we should not fall down and worship,
not only the Treasurer himself, but the
Budget as a whole. Of course, I cannot
help congratulating the Treasurer on the
excellent speech he made on the occasion,
and on the very excellent quantity of
matter he gave us to digest, but I would
like to say that the right honorable
gentleman showed unnecessary temper
towards myself ill one part of his speech,
although at the end of his statement he
did somewhat withdraw what he had said
in consequence of an interjection I had
made during his remarks. Now, there was
no need for that heat, but it appears to me
that the Treasurer frequently shows that
heat towards myself, and forgets that I
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occupy a posit.ion of some importance, at
all events, in the House, and that I should
not be continually talked to as he talks to
me when I choose to rnake a remark which
I conceive to be in the interests of the
country. On that occasion I had not the
slightest intention to offend in the way 11e
took it. However, in a remark at the end
of his speech he withdrew any feeling he
had in the matter. I trnst he will not
take anything I say to-night in that personal way, but as said in the Jight of the
interests of the country, and that he will
allow me to speak without such interruptions. I know that in his heart of hearts
he has a little warm corner towards me,
notwithstanding that he is somet.imes
irritated, and, under these circumstances,
I ask him to be kind to me to-night
if I say something that is not to
his satisfaction.
The Treasurer commenced his first Budget speech by
stating that dnring the time he had
been in the House he had listened to many
Budget speeches, but there was a great
difficulty in followillg them, namely, the
mult.itude of complicated figures given
by the Treasurer when speaking. To
overcome that difficulty he prepared this
immense Budget of printed matter for us,
which I have here, and it is very useful
indeed. Of course, he forgot to say on
that occasion that this idea 'was originated
-at least in the detailed form it has assump.d-by his predecessor, the honorable
member fo'r Melbourne, who, when Treasurer, supplied important information in
this form. I believe the present Treasurer has detailed that information considentblv. But the reason I refer to the
matter ts this: I wish to sllggest that in
future the Treasurer should circulate this
document, containing masses of figures,
among honorable members a day or two
before the Budget speech is delivered, if
there is nothing in the way of fresh taxation in them. It was utterly impossible
for most honorable members to follow the
figures of the Treasurer at the speed he
delivered them. This hint might be acted
on in future, unless there is some objection to that conrse being adopted. It
would be of great assistance to honorable
members, and, at any rate, I think the
suggestion is worth some consideration.
·Now, let me risk what I may call a retrospectivtJ view of the financial position of the country. The Treasurer, in
moving his no-confidence motion against
the late Patterson Government, four years
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ago, finished his denunciation of that
Government in the following words : I believe, sir, that as soon as we remove the

Patterson Government from the Treasury bench

confidence will be immediately restored, money
will roll into the Treasury, and we will have
no more deficiellcies and no mote deficits.

Mr. rrAYEHNER.-It has come true.
Sir JOHN MclNTYHE.·-'l'hat statement was Blade in face of the fact that the
year 1893 saw the most terrible collapse
in our banks and financial institutions
that has ever occurred in this colony, or
is ever likely to occur agaill, and also in
face of the fact that during' the year the
Patterson Government had reduced the
expenditure by over £1,000,000, and had
only left a deficit of £580,000. I might
say, in passillg, that eyell that deficit was
inflated, as was proved at the time, and
for the reason that the Treasurer desired
to show, as he said in the flountry, that
there was a deficit in ollr funds of something like £600,000. I think I showed
him, on that occasion, that no such deficit
existed, but it suited the honorable gentleman to utilize the figures for that pllrpose.
Now, let us see how this prophecy of no
further deficits has worked out, and how
the money to save them has rolled into
the Treasury. The Treasurer has had
deficits every year since, although one
t~~x he imposed was our famous income
tax. Now, he has had four years of office,
and that tax alone has givelJ him
£673,000, or £100,000, or thereabouts,
more than his stated deficit at that
time. Looking over the statement of our
accounts, I think I am right in saying that
not only did he get all that money, but he
has expended £644,025 more in the way of
additions to our national debt. Of course,
it stands to reason that we should all feel
delighted with the statement that we have
nearly got rid of cleficits, but they are not
quite got rid of-they are not quite gone
yet. The total revenue last year, according to the figures we have before us in the
Treasurer's statement, exceeded his estimate by £83,468, and nearly£26,000 more
than tbat amount was recei ved from probate
duty alone. The Treasurer ha4 a bad harvest, as far as the prod nee of the country is
concerned, but he had an excellellt haryest
from death. Some of the richest people in
our country for years past died during last
year, and, consequently, large sums were
paid into the revenue as probate duty.
That was a valuable asset for us who are
left. The Treasurer seemed to be rather
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pleased than otherwise that he got snch a
large amonnt from that source, but I do
not think it is a very desirable source from
whit;h to get revenue, because it is like
"killing the goose that lays the golden
eggs." rl'llOse rich men who died last year
contributed very largely to the re\'enlle
in the shape of the income tax. Their
money has been distributed amongst a lot
of people-I do not know how many-but
in future each of t.hose persons who have got
a share of that money will be able to claim
the exemption of £200 from the income
tax, so that, after all, t.he Treasurer, or at
least futur€ Treasurers, may find that this
large number of deaths of rich people,
although of immediate advantage to the
revenuE', was certainly not good for the
years to come. But whatever the success
of the present Government as a Government may be, let. us look at the facts alld
see what prosperity we have met with
during their regime, as far as our population goes. 'When the present Government
came into office, the population of this
colony was 1,170,330. rrhe increase of
births over deaths since then \YaEl 130,295,
so that without any outside aiel the total
population of Victoria now should he
1,300,625. According to the latest popnlation return, published in last Snturday's newspn.pers, our population is only
1,16v,424, thus showing alossof 131,201.
N ow, I belie\'e it has been reckoned-I do
not know who made the calculation, but
I believe there is some trllth in the st atement-that every adult is worth to the
State £250, and no doubt it is mostly
adults we have lost. Estimating our loss
on that basis, it amounts to £32,800,~50.
Mr. OU'l'TRIM.-How many of those
people died 1
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-That is the
decrease of population after allowing for
the increase of birthg over deaths.
Mr. OU'l''I'RIl\L-That is a queer calculation.
Sir JOHN McINTYILK-'Ve should
haye had a popUlation of 1,300,625, allowing for the natural increase of births over
deaths, and without any help from outside
sources, and, therefore, we have lost
131,201, which, calculated at £250 per
head, shows our loss to be £32,800,250 in
consequence. Now, I am not gOillg to say
that the Ministry caused all this loss, be·
cause certain fields of enterprise took away
a lot of our people who could not baye
been kept here. Bnt there is a startling
fact. 'Vhat is the val ue of making up
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our deficits if we are to lose our population
to such an extent as that ~ ·Whatever
this Governmc:.'nt may have done in the
way of reducing our deficits, they have
done equally as much in the way of reducing our population.
Mr. DUGGAN.-'Vhat was the cause of
that loss of p'Jpulation ~
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The bold
policy now pursued by the Government
should have been pursued three years
ago.
Mr. DUGGAN.-The loss of population
was caused through Western Australia
getting gold.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The position
of t.he matter is that if everyone of those
130,295 Victorians had gone to vVestern
Australia the population of Western Australia, would have been about 250,000
instead of 140,000. The other colonies
and other parts of the world have given
population to vVestern Australia. During
the same period as we have lost so many
of our people the population of New
South vVales has increased by 191,000.
There was competition with vVestern
Australia and Klondyke then, just as
there was afterwards, and the fact remains
that the Government have not succeeded
in keeping the population here. Perhaps
they did not want to have men walking
about the streets of Melbourne idle, and
were rather pleased that they should go
away. I do not think that that was at
all a desirable thing. There is one point
to which I would call special attention.
It is that recent statistics show that the
population of Melbourne and the suburbs
is larger now than. it was in 1892. It
would appear, therefore, that, notwithstanding the encouragement that has been
gi ven to settlement in the country, some of
the country people are leaving and going
toother lands. If the Government had initiated the bold policy of public works that is
being pressed upon them now two years
ago at least, as they could have done, the
Joss of population might have been prevented. No credit is dne to the Government f(Jr entering upon this policy now,
when they are supposed to have a surplns,
which, as.! will show presently, really does
not exist.
Mr. DUGGAN.-W·hat about the mandate of the country ~
Sir JOHN McIN'rYRE.-The mandate
of the country was that we should square
the finances. The Treasurer promised to
square the finances in his first year of
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office. He has been in office now for four
years, and that result has not yet been
achieved.
Mr. McCAY.-That is the fault of the
Opposition.
Sir JOHN McIN'fYRE.-I do not wish
to notice these interjecGions, but I may say
this, that the Opposition have rendered the
Go,;ermnent every af'lSistallce in their endeavours to give effect to the mandate of
the country. The loss of population is not
only a serious matter to us, but notice is
being taken of it at home. In an English
lleWf'lpaper that arrived by the last mail I
find this statement :~
In the matter of population Victoria is going
backwards. During the quarter ended :Ust
March last there was a decrease of 5,314,
though the natural increase during the three
months was 2,292. The loss was mainly attributable to emigration, 7,606 persons having left
the colony more than entered it .. The majority
of those who left were males. ",Vhen the year
began the popUlation of the colony was
1,176,248, and on 31st March it '\vas 1,170,9;H.

The publication of statistics of that kind
in the home newspapers in regard to our
population is llot at all conducive to our
welfare, and will not assist llS ill attracting
to the colony people to help us in developing our great natural resources.
The
Treasurer, whilst admitting that there
was a debit balance of £64,436, went on to
state that if the £250,000 representing
the bonds were left out of the calculation
there was an actual surplus of £185,564.
To say the least of it., a statement of that
sort is misleading. As a matter of fact,
the rrreasurer, in preparing his estimates
last year, took into account the payment
of this £250,0000ut of revenue, and, therefore, he should not place it on one side
now in order to show a surplus when there is
actnallya debit balance of £64,436 .. There
is no way of avoiding that conclusion, and
what is the meaning of the tad pole statement that there is a surplus~ The surplus
does not exist, and the Treasurer knows it.
Is the Treasurer going to treat the new
and extraordinary expenditure in the same
way ~ 'Vhat abaut the £25,000 he is
putting on the Estimates this year in consequence of. the Act we passed two years
ago, and what about the proposal to
hypothecate the reycnue in future to the
tune of £25,000 or £30,000 a year~· Is
the Treasurer to provide for that expenditure in the same way ~ If so, he will
include it in his estimate of expenditure,
but will exclude it. from his fina1 bah\llce,
and i.n that way he may be able to show a
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surplus.
The plea the Treasurer has time is not opportune. In face of the
raised will certainly be applicable to any prospect of federation, it would be better
further expenditure that is of an excep- to allow it to stand over for the present.
tional nature. The Government mnst If we are not to get federation for a few
not suppose for a moment that I, or any years, the matter may be dealt with
honorable member on this side of the soon. But I have an impression that
House, delight in making t~ese remarks. federation is nearer than some of us sup",Ve would rather be in a position to con- pose. I would ask the Treasurer HOt. to
gratulate him on having. a credit balance. take any action at present with a view to
That is what the country desires. But the consolidation of our debts, because
the country should be disabused of the if we get federation a· proposal ll1ay
idea that he is in that positioll now. ",Ve be made to unify the debts of all
must go slowly even yet. The big pro- the colonies.
That. is not quite on
posals the honorable gentleman has the cards yet, but there is a dismade need not be' provided for from posit.ion to move in that direction.
revenue.
There are a large number The interest of the Budget centres princiof the items that he intends to pally on the proposed loans, and on their
charge to revenue that might fairly be expenditure. Before dealing with this subcharged to what is called the loan account. ject, I would express my appreciation of
I was pleased to hear the rrreasurer inti- the wisdom of the Treasurer in not
mate that the question of the income tax reckoning upon any large increase in the
is to have fair consideration at his hands. revenue this year. He cannot fairly
It is a tax that he must admit should anticipate the death of many milliollaires,
receive yearly revision, but he only hinted and it was from that source that he
at the possibility of his being able to deal got the nominal surplus for last year.
with it in a generous way. It is a very He is quite right in assuming that the
heavy tax on many, and it is not fair to income for this year will not be much
all. I hope that the honorable gentleman more than it was last year. vVe may have
will introduce a Bill that will have the an excellent harvest. We all fervently
effect of making the tax more popular than pray that we may. The country certainly
it is at the present time. The administra- wants it. But it will have to be a very
tion of it has not given satisfaction to the good harvest indeed to give to the revenue
country. There are very many complaints. as much money as was received last year
Commnnications have been sent out by from probate duty. I therefore appreciate
the Income Tax-office, with a view of the Treasurer's desire not to inflate his
getting a few pennies, that must have cost estimate of revenue for the coming season.
the country a good deal in the way of It will be a pleasant thing for whoever occuIn . pies his position at the end of the year if he
clerical labour and postage stamps.
dealing with the question, the Treasurer has a large surplus of revenue from legitishould endeavour to make the tax less mate'sources, and not f.rom the source from
obnoxious to the people. Many complaints which the nominal surplus for last year
have been made to me that 1 have not was obtained. I observe that the Treasurer
thought it desirahle to bring under the has made no provision on the Estimates
notice of the House. A more just tax for the discontinuance of the percentage
does not exist than the income tax, be- reductions of the civil servants. There is
cause it compels everybody to contribute an element of unfairness in the action of
in proportion to his means, but the ad- the Government in this matter. I have
ministration should be made less objec- received, as probably other honorable
tionable. It is, I believe, more objection- members have done, a circular from the
able here than in any other country, United Public Service Association, in
and I trust that the Treasurer. will which an extract is given from the de·
give the matter his special. attention. bates in Parliament. The circular saysI now come to the question of the conWhen the Percentages Act (No. 1473) was
solidation of our debts. The Treasurer
before the House, Sir John McIntyre endeadid not say determinately that he would voured to move the Premier to alter the prodeal with this matter, but he hinted at posal to continue the percentage reductions
the possibility of his having to do so. The from three years to a period of twelve months.
question is a very important one, as by The Premier replied-" If the revenue does improve in the meantime, it will be quite compethe consolidation of our debts a very sub- tent for Parliament to say in two years' time
stantial saving could be effected. But the that they will forego the rest of the reduction
Sir John McIntyre.
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at once;" and, further-"If we do improye in
the meantime, no doubt Pa,rliament will deal
generously with the service. "-(H(~n.sard, 17th
December, 1896, pages 46,49-50.)

That is to a certain extent a pledge to
which the honorable gentleman is committed, and unless the amoullt involved is
very considerable,. he ought to try to make
the uecessary provision.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I caunot resist
an interjection. Yon tell me that I am
not likely to get an increased revenue, and
yet you ask me to provide an additional
£50,000.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE. - There are
items in the Estimates of Expenditure that
might have been omitted. The fact that
there is not likely to be auy large increase
of revenue this year is no justification for
refusing to do the right thing. I have
shown that the Treasurer has practically
given a pledge, and I think that he should
make provision to discontinue the percentage reductions, even if that should
lead to a small deficit. He anticipates
having a surplus at the end of this year of
£33,000. ·Why could he not utilize that
money in this way ~ It is not desirable
that any Treasurer should be left with a
very big Rurplus, because claims are immediately made upon him which he cannot
resist, a nd the money is very soon got rid
of. If the Treasurer had been wise he
would have appli~d the £33,000 to this
purpose, and would have been content to
show a fair balance. ·With regard to the
new loan proposals the rrreasurer :seems
to favour borrowing in the local market.
I trust that he will very carefully consider this action. Is it desirable that we
should borrow to any great extent in
the local market at the present time.
The Treasurer favours borrowing here
simply because money is cheap. I do not
know that it is any advantage to the
colony to get cheap money. When we
paid more for our money- t.he colony was
much more prosperous. Wre used to say
then that if we could get money at 4- or 5
per· cent. we should be all right. Now we
are getting it at 3 per cent., and the
Government think they can with ease raise
all that they want at that rate of interest.
I do not think that this is a condition of
affairs that indicates any great confidence
on the part of the people in the Government. Some of the banks are obtaining
money on deposit at 2~ per cent. The
fact that money is so cheap is a proof, to
my mind, that those who have capital
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have not sufficient confidence in the
Government and in the colony to invest
it in the development of our manufacturing and producing iuterests. People
would not leave their money in the
banks, or in the hands of the Government,
if they had not some doubts as to the
future. I do not" Imow that it would be
desirable for the Treasurer to take any
large sum of money out of circulation.
He proposes to raise £1,000,000 locally,
but that would not be wise at all. So far
as the money he requires for raih,'ays and
public works is concerned, it would be
much better to apply to the old country
for it. The amount is £1,800,000, and
good would be done if the Treasurer would
say· straight out that he does not intend
to go to the local market for that
money. Of course the idea is that, by
raising the money here, we may save interest; but there are many other aspects
from which the question should be viewed.
I am confident that, if those persolls who
have means knew that the Treasurer did
not intend going into the local market for
this money, they would be much more
likely to invest it in developillg our local
resources. I agree that the future should
be called upon to contribute towards the
cost of the works that \\'e are now proposing to carry ou~. I have always snpported that idea, and I think it is hir and
just. These works will be valuable assets
that will remain. It is all nonsense to
talk about our assets not being this
and that. As a matter of fact, we
are not in debt at all.
"\Ve have
property that is worth millions more
than our debt, and this property is every
year improving. III a few years we shall
have a magnificent property in our railways, bad as they are at the present time.
Our creditors are thoroughly secure, and
we need have no hesitation in charging to
the future a part of the cost of the works
we are now proposing to construct, as
all those works will undoubtedly be of
benefit to those who are to" come after
us. I do not think that the proposal to
set aside £25,000 or £30,000 a year out
of revenue for the purposes of these works
is altogether wiRe. By doing that the
Treasurer is not asking the futnre to contribute its share. It would have been
better to have said that Ilone of the money
should be taken out of revenue, at any
rate for the next ten years. "Tith regard
to our rail ways, the large sum that is req uired for rolling-stock shows how costly
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has been the starvation policy pursued speech. I now come to the question of
by the Government. This was pointed the proposed new expenditure. On the
out at the time when that policy was first page of the document circnlated
initiated, even by honorable members Oll £257,036 is set down for new railways.
the .Ministerial side of the Honse, but The Treasurer told us that that is all
it was denied that the railways were that is likely to be expended on new railBut what do we find ways during this financial year. I do not
being starved.
now? In the years 1892-3, 1893-4: wish to say anything that will irritate the
and 1894-5, we expended on rolling-stock honorable members who represent the
only £69,071. vVe then got to a stand-still, northern suburbs, but it is evident that
but, as the rrreasurer told llS, the pressure the Northern Suburbs line is to stand
brought to bear was so strong that the over. The cost of that line lllay come
Government had to agree to new rolling- out of the £622,334 set down for new
stock being provided. In 1896-'7 we rail way lines and llew works, but
voteel for this purpose £69,851. 'Ve are no provision is made fot' it this year.
now asked to provide £386,100, and that is The honorable members who reprefor rolling-stock alone. In other ways this sent the northern suburbs are strong
starvation policy mllst have had a most supporters of the Government, and 1 am
inj urious effect. On page 47 of the papers afraid they will have to continue to be
distributed by the Treasurer there is a good for a considerable time. The Treastatement of loan expenditure during the surer was irritated with me the other
financial year ending 30th June, 1898. night when I referred to the item of
1'he expenditure on the rail ways ·was £202,000 for the new station at Flinders£236,488 Is. 10d., and the proposed ex- street. I asked myself the question, can
penditure for the current year shows an it be possible that snch all expenditure as
in~rease of £82,702.
I am not go'ing to this is proposed in the face of the fact
attempt to estimate the cost of the starva- that the country wants railways in all
tion policy that has been adopted, but if directions, and that the northern suburbs
all the items were added together the to.tal have for years been demanding rail way
would be found to be enormolls. vVe are communicat.ion ~ The 1'reasl1rer is devot ..
asked to sanctiou an expenditure of over ing to this purpose as much money as
£130,000 a year for th~ next three years, would, at all events, have given the northat is, according to the Treasurer's own thern suburbs one line. He was angry with
statement.
If the proposals now sub- me for making the remark I did, and said
mitted had been brought forward two that I was raising the c·ry of town against
years ago we should not have had country. If ever there was a time at which
to incur this great expenditure now. that cry may fairly be raised it is now.
A. very serious loss must have been The proposal is one that must be very
caused owing to the rolliug-stock carefully considered, and for this reason.
having been allowed to fall into vVhen the question I)f the Flinders-street
decay. There is no getting away from station was last before the House the exthat.
The present commissioner, no penditure was to be £100,000. The matter
doubt, realized the situation, and deter- was referred to the Railways Standing Commined at once that the rolling-stock aud mittee, and they, no doubt much to the
the Jiues should be put in good order. I disgust of the Government, condemned the
dare SeLY that he has made a good hole in work. Now the expenditure is increased
a million by this time, in consequence by over 100 per cent. Of course, it is
largely of the starvation policy pnrsued proposed to erect goods sheds, but honorable members will see that it would have
by the Government.
Mr. H. R. VVrUIAl\1s.--Your Govern- been a good thing if the House had agreed
to the first expenditnre of £100,000. They
ment closed np the workshops.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-'l'he figures had no idea then that the expenditure
for the last year we were in office show would be increased to £202,000. How is
that we kept the works fully employed, so the difference to be accounted for ~ There
far as rolling-stock was concerned. The must have been some extraordinary alterapresent Government brought the expendi. tions made in the plans. 'Ve were told,
ture on rolling-stock down to nothing. I in the first instance, that the plans were
have given fair quotations from the absolutely perfect, and that t.hey could
statements that have been placed before not with advantage be altered in any·
the House and from the Treasurer's own way, and yet we have now £102,000
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world. Of course, in British communities
horse-racing occupies a position in the
estimation of the public which it does not
hold iu other countries. It is true that
horse-racing is making its way in the continental countries of Europe, but here it
becomes the more imperative duty of the
State to exercise some control over the
sport when we consider the ,yay in
which the State has subsidized racing
in this country by endowing the clubs
with the courses upon which they race.
Racing in the old conntry is the pastime
more of the classes; here it is the sport
of the masses. From our very earliest history-from the inception of colonizat.ion·
in this conntr,Y-provision was made for
"Vby, Melbourne hardly
horse-racing.
counted its age by more than. weeks when
the settlers held a race meeting, not at
Flemington, but on a spot which is now
all built over and is part of the city itself.
I was much struck by reading some remarks
of Mr. Gladstone on the question of racing.
'rhe other night the opinion of ~Ir.
Gladstone was quoted upon the system of
proportional voting, and a very clear and
very good opinion he gave upon that; in
fact, there were very few matters which
that great statesman ~eferred to that he
did not adorn by the expression of his
views. This was a speech which he
deli vered on a motion in the House of
Commons for an adjournment over Derby
Day, and it shows how that eminent
statesman saw with very clear vision that
it might ,possibly be right for Parliament
to legislate for the lessenillg of the evils
that surrounded racing in the old country.
I shall also read some remarks made by
Mr. Hughes, the author of 1 '0m Brown's
School Days, to whom most.of us owe a
debt of gratitude for many pleasant
moments. These statements, especially
that made by Mr. Hughes as to tbe evils
attendant upon race-COllrse betting, apply
TOTALIZATOR BILL.
with equal force to racing in this country,
Mr. MUHHAY moved the second read- and there is 1.he more incumbent duty
ing of this Bill. He said-I do not think upon this Parliamellt to take cognizance
I can be charged with auy inconsistency of the evils of racing, and to make an
of opinion on this question of the totaliza- honest endeavour, if it feels it cannot
tor. I have stuck to it very faithfully, in abolish them, to, at any rate, try whether
t.he cOHscientious Lelief that it will be n. it cannot lessen and minimize them. I
very good thing for the country. I look shall give first what Mr. Gladstone said.
upon it that in Australia, much more than The article from which I take the extract
in auy other part of the world, some legis- stateslation is demanded from the State in this
The late Me. Thomas Hughes, in his day,
directioll, because we hu.ve racillg in Ans- took
up the cudgels, and opposed the motion
tralia under different circumstances to in Cremol'ne's year. Mr. Gladstone then made
those which we find in other parts of the a memorable speech upon the position of the

added to the expenditure.
Is it the intBntion of the Government to submit this
new proposal to the Rail ways Standing
Committee ~ If it is, I hope that the
result will be the same as before. The
Government talk of erecting a row of
shops in order to obtain revenue, but that
is obviously unfair, because it means that
the Govel'llment will compete with property. holders on the other side of the
street who have paid thousands of pounds
for t.heir frontages. There should only
be in connexioll with a rail way station
such shops as are necessary for the public
con \"enience, that is, for refresb mentrooms, and other such purposes; and I
thillkthat this part of the scheme will
receive very considerable criticism from
honorable members. I am sure that
honorable members representing tOWll and
country will feel that so large an expenditure should not be incurred unless the
work is thoroughly justified. There is
just ground for complaint that nothing
is being done to improve the Spencerstreet rail way station. The people who
travel from the country districts to Melbourne should receive first consideration.
Any day one can see dozens of country
people sitting for hours at the Spencerstreet rail way station, and the accommodation there is no better than it is at the
Flinders-street rail way station, 'where the
people just jump on or off the train as
they would jump 011 or off a tram-car, and
have not to wait at all. At Spencer-street
one often sees women and children hanging a.bout waiting for trains, and I say
that no class deser-ve more consideration
at the hands of the Railway department
than those who travel to and fro from the
cou n try districts.
The time for taking business other than
Government business baving arrived, the
debate was adjourned until next day.
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turf, full of weight 'and significance at the
present moment. "\Yhat I hold to be the case
is this," he said, " The House agrees with my
honorable friend the member for Frome (Mr.
Hughes) in his denunciation of the foolish,
mischievous, n.nd, I will s,'\,y, ruinously vicious
practices associated with what the House, notwithst.:'tllfling, believes to be in itself a noble,
ma,nly, distinguished, and, I may say, an
historicn.lly national sport. The House is disposed, in looking at this sport, to feel that it
is not bound to take cognizance, and it is not
expedient to take cognizance in connexion with
sueh a motion as this, of those allURes which,
though to be deprecated, are not of necessity
essentially associated with the sport itself.
But, if we are to take cognizance of these
abuses-if we are to take our stand upon
putting down these practices, which are of so
vi;::ious and detrimental a character-we should
do something more decided than merely decline
to adjourn to-morrow. ''"' e shou lel endeavour
to make these practices the subject of some
aggressive action ill our l~gislative capacity.

Now, these were forcible words from Mr.
Gladstone upon the question as it stands in
England, and they have an equally forcible
application-as true an application-under
the circumstances of racing in Australia.
Mr. Hughes goes very much further than
Mr. Gladstone did. He was opposing the
motion for the adjournment of the House,
and he gives us some of his own experiences
in connexion with racing in England; and
racing here, I suppose, is neither any
better nor very much worse than it is in
the old country.
He is reported as
follows : Horse.racing had given to the British nation,
in his opinion, a system of gambling the most
corrupting, the most insidious, and, therefore, the
most mischievous and abominable that had ever
cursed any country. "In my own experience,"
he said, " I have known hundreds of instances
in which this system has been the absolute ruin
of young men in this country. J have had to
raise for different families no less than £20,000
for youngsters who have lost it in gambling on
the turf, and all that money has gone into the
pockets of some of the greatest rascals unhnng."

These are the words of Mr. Hughes. As
I said before, they have some application to the surroundings of the' sport in
this country. It might be as well before
proceeding further to consider the nature
of the opposition that is railled against this
proposal of mine. We are aware that some
considerable interest has been taken in the
question throughout the country. We
have had evidence of that in seeing the
numerous petitions that have been floating through the chamber. I myself this
afternoon presented sixteen or seventeen
-one of them very numerously signed
-and I have examined some of the
petitions on the other side of t.he
Mr. Murray.
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question. Now, what a peculiar combinat.ion we find opposing the passing
of the Totalizator Bill. 'Ve find certain
religious bodies working together with the
bookmaking fraternity-the layers of the
odds. They do not work together for the
same reasons, of course. There are two
entirely differen t reasons that operate in
the case of these two parties. The bookmaker knows that by the passing of this.
measure his avocation to a very large extent
will be gone. He does not care one iota
for the moral aspect of the question, but
he is astu te enough to make use of those
Hence we find the
parties who do.
clergymen of certain denominations, with
much zeal, but really, to a large extent,
ignorant of the real facts of the question,
in combination with the other party trying to oppose the passage of this Bill.
Now, from what churches do we find the
objections to the Bill emanating? Chiefly
from the Presbyterian, the Baptist, and
the Wesleyan bodies. There are one or
twopetitiol1s from Congregational churches,
and there is one from the members of one
of the Churches of England in favour of
the passage of the Bill.
Mr. McKE~zIE.-And one from the
Bishop of Melbourne, representing the
whole Diocese of Melbourne, against the
Bill.
Mr. MURRAY.-I dare say there are
some lay members of the church whose
opinion on this question I would take before that of the Bishop of Melbourne, much
as I respect him. This is probably one of
those things that he has not inquired into.
I had a look at several" of these petitions.
One was from a Presbyterian church in
the neighbourhood of Melbourne. I know
the pastor of that church very well. At
one time he was a fellow student of mine.
He afterwards joined the church. I have
no doubt that his association with me was
a very good preparation for the spiritual
d llty he undertook to perform.
Mr. MADDEN.-You taught him ,,,hat
to avoid.
Mr. MURRAY.-But, of course, like
some other clergymen, celibacy is not a
distinctive feature of Presbyterian pastors.
He got married, and, as he,was a clergyman, I Heed not add that he has his quiver
full. Now, I find that a great number of
the names which appear on the petition
from his church are those of members of
his own family. Some of them, in fact,
must be mere infants, and if they wrote
their own signatures, then the days
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of miracles are not yet passed. There the moral welfare 6f their flocks as much
yon find the names of children of tender at heart ~tS eit4er the Presbyterians, the
years, you find the names of the only Wesleyans, or the Baptists, and from these
irreconcilable-the elder of the church- bodies there has been no outcry and no
and you: find the name of the pastor objection taken to the Bill, because they
himself, but you do not find the regard it in the proper rational and reanames of prominent and influential mem- sonable light that while you cannot exbers who ha,ve a knowledge of the evil. terminate the evil it is a step in the right
They pLl t their names to petitions on the direction towards l.essening it. I hold
other side. On the other hand, take the that this accounts for the silence of these
case of the petitions which have been pre- bodies, and for their making pract'ically U()
sented in favour of the Bill. I shall take objection to the Bill. The ad herents of
the case of the petition from Warrnctmbool, those churches, though, have very largely
which I presented this afternoon, a thor- expressed their sentiments in f<Lvour of'
oughly representative petition. It had the Bill by signing the petitions which
between 800 and 900 signatures to it, all have been presented in this Chamber in
of them those of men of full age, and I support of it. Thus, sir, you have on the·
think, with the exception perhaps of haIf- one hand those with a clear know ledge
a-dozen, all of them electors of the colony. of what horse-racillg is, and of the
That was a strong expression in favour of evils attendant on the' sport, all dethe Bill by those who carry weight when claring in favour of the Bill; and,.
they give their opinion. Then, sir, just on the other hand, you have. simply
consider the position of the churches. I these misguided but, I believe, honest
say thi:tt the most influential members of people who are opposing it, who have·
tl;e Presbyterian body do not support no actual knowledge through personal
their clergymen in the view that they take experience of the pastime. Of course, a
on this question. r shall take the petition new firm comes into existence whenever
which I presented last week from the this Bill is introduced-the firm of Isaac
Presbyterian Church in Warrnambool. It Moses, Joseph Nicholson, and Co. And I
is a numerous congregation-an influential may say that I do not know if the bookcongregation-and there were only 70 makers have ever been as inaccurate as
names appended to that petition. Of those the Rev. Joseph Nicholson has been in
70 names, fully one-third were the names the statements which he has disseminated.
of ladies, some of them the names of He has ~hown in his public statements a.n
yonths, with the clergyman himself, and a absolute disregard for the truth, and
few others, who based the whole of their sometimes a disregard for the truth in the
opposition to the Bill upon the one argu- very worst fashion, where he states only
ment that it would legalize vice; and I sup- half the truth. 'What does he say ~ He
pose the pastor had used the great influ- has made the statement that in one year
ence which a pastor is supposed to wip-ld, £2,500,000 had gone through the totaliand the officers of the church ~tS well, to zator in New Zealand.
get as many signatures as they possibly
Mr. MADDEN.-N 0, I am responsible for
could. We may assume that they did that. I stated that in this House four
so, and after all their efforts they could years ago; but I was under a mistake.
only get out of a large congregation 70
Mr. MURRAY.-Bllt the Rev. Joseph
signatures, including those of boys and Nicholson made use of it. He should
girls and others who know nothing about better inform himself when he is posing as
the conditions under which racing is an authority on this question. I should
carried on in this country. . I have said advise him not to be guided by the honorthat those who have signed the pet.itions able member for Eastern Suburbs or he·
against the Bill are principally the mem- will sometimes find himself very far out ..
bers and adherents of the Baptist, the . £2,500,000! That is just about onePresbyterian, and the Wesleyan bodies. third of the truth. The amount passed
These, chiefly, are the people who have through the totalizator in New Zealand
been trying to influence this Assembly was only £850,000. This is a very large
against the Bill. But there are two sum, I admit, and Mr. Nicholson endeavours
churches more numerous in their mem- to show, as othp.r writers have done, that,
bership than any of these. I allude to since the legalization of the totalizator, turf
the Anglican Church and the Roman gambling has increased in New Zealand.
Catholic Church. I suppose they have They take the returns of various years
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in that country as to the amounts which
have annually gone through the totalizator, and they certainly do I:lhow an
increase, bnt it is an increase that is very
easily accollnted for. ·What do we find
the totalizator has done there ~ The bookmaker has had to leav8 New Zealand. If
the honorable member for Footseray were
to go to New Zealand now he would not
enjoy himself on the race-course. . vVe
would not see him there with a satchel on
,his back ready to accommodate you with
;splendid odds.
Mr. HANCOCK.-I would keep the money
.in my pocket.
Mr. MURRAY.-1'he bookmaker's "0.{!ation is now lost in New Zealand, but
for a tilne he did contelld against the
totalizator, and until within a few years
ago a considerable amount of betting was
done through the book-makers that is now
. dOlle through the machine. But, further
than that, I believe that, if we could get
at it, the actual volume of turf gambling
in New Zealand is no greater now, allowing
for the increase of population, than it was
before the totalizator was legalized. rrho
population of New Zealand has inoreased,
the book-maker has gone, and the cir. cnmstances of the country have improved.
·The people have more money to spend.
It is one of the truest and most reliable
indications of the prosperity of a country
when you find that the people have plenty
·of money to gamble with and to spend in
·drink. It is unfortunate, of course, that
they should spend it in that way, but
·these are indications of a prosperous condition of things. And there is no doubt
that if there is any betting some of it
may be attributed to that cause, namely,
that the people have more money to spend
and go more frequently to the races to
invest it. N ow, another objection has
been taken to the BilL It is said that i.t .
will give boys and girls encouragement to
.gamble. It is said that because the State
Jegalizes these machines, it will be argued
that the State has put its imprimatur
.on gambling, and that young Australians
will believe that the State considers that
it is a proper thing for people to gamble.
That is an argument that will not hold
water. It is, I think, one of the thinnest
arguments that have been brought forward
ill opposition to anything. We might as
well say that the State licenses hotels for
the purpose of promoting drinking h::tbits
in the community. It does nothing of
the kind. It. licenses hotels for the
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purpose of controllilHt them. Yuu know
the story of the t~mperance lecturer
in Dublin who felt very strongly on
this subject.
Most temperance lecturers do feel strongly on that question.
They denounce intemperance in one direction, and they display it themselves in
another. But this man had a fine flow of
oratory which is only to be found in Irishmen, and, of course, he had to bring in
something about the brutal Saxon as well
as about the drinking habits of the Irish
people. He was trying to dissuade the
people from drinking, and he pointed out
to them that they contributed very largely
to the· revenue of their oppressors-the
English Government-when they resorted
so frequently to something stronger than
water to quench their thirst. They were
themselves to blame, he said. "The English Government," he told them, " does not
come and take you by the collar and drag
you into a house, and compel you to drink
whisky." And then some fellow in the
audience shouted out--" No; I wish to God
it did." 'Ve do not do anything like that
under this Bill, and I should like to know
why, if the totalizator is legalized, the
youths and maidens of this country will
indulge in gambling more than they do
under the existing condition of things ~
Do they not gamble now? Do they not
gamble to a very considerable extent?
They do gamble, and they gamble in
'various ways. N ow, they could only bet
on the totalizator by going to a race-course
and betting there. But what do we find
existing at the present time ~ There are, I
know, many considerable bettors who regularly invest amounts that in the aggregate would come to a large sum. There
are the" tote" shops. We know that shop
betting has not been suppressed, and that
no very strong effort has been made to
suppress it. '1'he people have these shops
actually at their own dOOl;S, and they can bet
there if they choose to do so. Many of
them do it without going to a race-course
at al1. Now, I hold that if they have to go
to a race-course to bet that is a very much
healthier, more open, and less insidious
way of betting than the methods which
are practised at the present time. If you
say that it is wrong to give encouragement in any way to the youth of either
sex to bet, J am q \lite prepared to insert
in the Bill a provision making it illegal
for either a boy or a girl to bet under
the age of 21 years, and to make it a
punishable offence for anyone else to
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bet on their account.
I believe that
to stop either youths or older people
from betting if they are so inclined
would be an impossible task, but there
would be no harm in making it more
difficult for youths to do so. As I say,
there is nothing inherently bad in ho1'seracing itself, althollgh, mind you, we mllst
never forget that it had its origin to some
extent in avaricious motives. Before they
had clubs as they are constituted now,
and before races were subsidized by
stcLkes to a considerable amount, it was
on8 owner backing his opinion as to the
qualities of his horse against the opinion
of another owner as to his horse. It
is in match-making and wagering by
owners tha,t we find the origin of betting.
The sport of racing had been in existence
many years in Great Britain before we
found the development of the book-maker.
There had been plenty of men who
habitually \vagered large sums, but had
not followed book-making as a profession.
Now, I am making no charge against the
book-makers. I believe that mallY of them
are j LlSt as honorable men as you will find
in any other yocation. They pay prompt.]y
-of course, 110 one would bet with them
if they did not, so that there is not much
merit in that-but we very rarely heal' of
a defaulting book· maker. Of courso, bookmaking is u: very good game, and they are
able to pay. Bll t" eandidly speaking, I
think that the blllk of the book· makers
may be regarded as fairly honest men.
At ·the same time, there are some who
are as unscrupulous as any of those rasca.ls
that are unhung about \\'hom Mr.
Hughes talked in England. 'Ve have
llever had any t.urf scanded withont
there hewing been a book-maker at the
bottom of it. I have only to -recn,}l
to honorable members' recollectiolls certain circnmstances which occurred at the
last Spring meeting in Melbourne, in
connexion with wbich sume very prominent. turf men have been banished
from the turf on account of their operations.
Mr. MADDEN.-vVho instigated that inquiry 1
Mr. MURRAY.-I do not know, bnt I
think it was a very propel' inquiry. At
the same time it was a book-maker, or two
book-makers, who rendered the inquiry
neccs8ary. I must say that as a body the
Y.R.C. performs its functions fairly well.
I know that the members of it have an
honest desire that it should do Sf). That
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is one of the reasons, of course, why I
accepted it as the only recognised tribunal
under which this measure could operate
safely. Honorable members will have a
dear recollection of the speech that was
delivered on the last occasion when I
submitted this Bill by the hon~rable
member for Eastern Suburbs. The whole
burden of his al'gnment appeared to be
that it would be wrong to legalize tho
totaliza.tor, because it would take away the'
chance of an owner, by betting, largely
reimbursing himself for his expense-that
it would take away from him the chance·
of scooping the whole pool. Now, I say
that the mercenarv horiSe-owner who ha~.
no real instinct of ~port ill him, but simply
races that he may make money, is a
man who does not deserve a moment's·
consideration from this House, and I
don't thiuk that he will get it either..
Because what does this man do r He,.
perhaps, has run bis borse a score of
times ostensibly to win, but really not to
will. He has been a non-trier; he has
resorted to all sorts of tricks and dodges
with which racing men are familiar; he has
thrown dust in the eyes of the handicapper
until he has got his horse in at a nice light
weight" at which he is about a cert.ainty
to win. But in the meantime the poor
unfortunate public have been properly
bled when the horse has been a non-trierby backing him, perhaps, right through
the whole series of his failnres- until the
owuer comes in and gets on before the·
public. And whose moncy is it then, r
ask, with which the book-maker pays the'
big winuings of the successful owner 1
Mr. MADDEN.-Do yon insinuate that r
supported such a state of things 1 YOUi
are generally very fair.
Mr. MUHRAY.-I am statillg what are
facts·-what can be inferred from the honorable member's argument, and what does
occur, as he is perfectly well aware.
Mr. KENNEDy,-A verymmaloccurrence.
Mr. MURRAY.-Meanwhile, the unfortunate pnblic backer has been suffering
the whole time. I submit that. the argllment that the totalizator will destroy the
success of the big bettor does not deserve
much consideration from this Assembly;
because it is the mercenary instincts of
men of his class that really do more to
assist the book-maker, when he is not a
ver,Y particlllar book-maker, in making a
profit out of the public than anything else.
'1'he honorable member for Eastern Suburbs also contended that the totalizator
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is likely to injure the breeding of horses.
'That is a large industry, and there is
room for a great deal of growth in that
industry still; but why giving larger
stakes-which clubs would be enabled to
do if they had the totalizator-would be
likely to make the industry of breeding
and rearing horses a less payable industry
I certainly cannot understand.
If you
have an animal with which you can win
£10,000 worth of stakes, surely he is
much more valuable than if you can only
win £5,000 with him. Aft.er all, a very
small increase in the pres0ut stakes is all
that would be required to enable the
moderate owner to do without betting at
all. If yon were able to double the present stakes without doubling the price of
the horse, the moderate owner wonld \Yin
,enough in stakes to render it unnecessary
for him to bet. He would have no
inducement to -square his horse; he
would not want to get on before
the public; he would not need to
.blind either the layer, the public, or
the handicapper, or anyone else; he
would be always running for the sta.ke.
I speak of the gTeat bulk of the owners.
"Of course, there are owners whom nothing
,yonld. make honest, and the only course
to follow in regard to them would be to
purge the turf of them alt.ogether-not
by illflictillg short sentences, but by
banit:;hing them for the rest of their
natural Ii \'es.
Mr. MADDEN,-'l'hat is just the sentence
we gave in the case you referred to.
Mr. MUB.RAY.-No doubt it will
gladden the honorable member's heart to
know that I thoroughly approve of what
the V.B..C. did on that occasion. I only
regret that they have not done it oftener.
'l'hen it is proposed in my scheme to give
a certain perl:entage of the money charged
HS commission to the charities, and I confess
I do not see anything immoral in that. I
do not think that the charities, either
here or anywhere else, are so squeamish
::1,8 to think of refusing money on l:1.Ccount
of the source from which it is derived.
Baron Hirsch, who raced largely, and
sometimes won largely, used to hand over
the w hole of his winnings to the London
charities, and we never heard one protest
entered by them against receiving the
money; on the contrary, they welc()med
it, and that money was derived from a
similar source to that from which we propose to obtain money for the charities
here. If allY evidence were required to
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show that the charitable institutions here
are not different from what they are in
London, we had it the other night, when
we devoted a portion of the Licensing Fund
to the purpose of assisting the charities
in their neuessities. I have not heard of
any of the charities refusing that money.
They look upon it as a very welcome and
a very proper addition to their finances.
But how was that money obtained 1 From
the licensing of public-houses; from fines
paid for breaking the law by selling after
hOllrs, and other offences of that kind.
It was really to some extent a tax upon
crime from which they received that
money. ,\Vhat harm can there be in the
charities taking money derived from the
totalizator ~ Very few men· now bet beyond their means. I look upon investing
upon the turf as a perfectly harmless kind
of pleasure when one does not indulge in
it too heavily. It is merely an addition
to the other recreation which we enjoy on
the race-course. Besides, this is a contribution which backers are quite prepared to
hand over to the charities, alld it is quite
right that the charities should get it. In
fact, my proposal would make every fellow
who invests his money in the totalizator a
kind of ministering angel-bringing comfort to the brow wrung with pain and
anguish. It will do very much more than
that. What condition are our charitable
institutions in no\v, and what hope of true
relief have they got from the Treasurer?
He holds out none whatever, and it is ques·
tionable iF'they will even be able to draw
on the Licensing Fund for very long. It
was indicated when the Licensing Act Fund
rrransfer Bill was before the House that
it was likely that a considerable drain
\vould be made upon it in the llear future,
and· I see that even in vVarrnambool itself a movement is taking place to reduce
the 25 hotels that exist there to the statutory number of fifteen by meallS of local
option. That would mean a very considerable d rain on the fund, so that it is quite
possible that next year the charitable
institutions will get no money at all from
this source. I would like to ask honora hIe members whether, as representatives
of the taxpayers of the colony, they are
prepared for an additional tax to raise the
funds that are necessary for the proper
snpport of the charitable institutions of
this colony ~ Do they think they are
justified in refusing to accept this assistance, which is voluntarily offered, and which
will tax no one who does not choose to tax
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himself ~ I think my proposal deserves
very grave consideration from that point
of view alone. As to the amount which
will be raised annually, either for the
racing clubs or for the institutions that
are prop0sed to be benefited, it would be
the wildest conjecture for me to attempt
an estimate; but I have received some information to-day from the secretary of the
V.R.O., which I will give the House.
I find that that club licensed last year 223
book-maket's-120 on the hill, and 103 in
the paddock. N ow, each of those bookmakers keeps a clerk. Some of them
keep a good many things besides clerks,
and the public keeps them. The public
is getting tired of keeping them, and the
public has a· right to throw off the burden
if they can. I should think it would not
be a large estimate to say that these
book-makers take annually from the public
£500 each. This would mean for the
200 odd book-makers £100,000 derived as
their profitsirom betting on the Melbourne
course alone. We know that many of
them live expensively, and all of tbem
seem to live pretty well. So that I do
not think it is too high an estimate to say
that annually the public stupidly permits
itself to lose money to the extent of
£100,000 to these gentlemen. Now, I
would ask honorable members, is it better
to let the book-makers, as a body, have
that £100,000, or to pay it into the
coffers of the racing cl ubs, and assist the
charitable institutions with it ~ It mnst
be remembered that it is only nnder considerable restrictions that I propose to
legalize the totrtlizator, and it cfl,n only be
used in comparatively few places throughout the colony. Now, the amoLlnt that
went through the tot.alizator in New Zealand last year was £tl50,000, and I hardly
think that more than double that amount
would be put through here, although when
yon have large cet).tres of population with
such attracti ve meetings as some of those
held at Flemington, where yon get the
people aggregated to such a large extent,
there is al ways heavier betting than there
is in New Zealand, where the population is
distributed pretty evenly throughout the
whole of the colony. Making every allowance
for the greater number of persons who are
engaged in the sport here, and also giving
·conRideration to our larger population, I
do not think it would be an est.imate ,vide
of the mark to say that something under
two millions of money would go through
;the machines here mmually. I believe that
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the volume of money now represented by
betting with book-makers is equal to that.
I will not take it upon me to say whether
the substitution of the machine for the
book-maker is calculated to reduce betting
or Hot, but this, at any rate, I do contend
-that it will go a long way towards
the purification of the turf. Again, we are
told about the bad moral effect which
will he produced by legalizing gambling.
Well, if yon will turn up the statistics
of those colonies where the totalizator has
been legalized for a number of years, you
will find that they compare very favorably
with ours so far as crime is concerned. I
think it is the colonies where the totalizator is in use that have the lowest criminal
record of the lot. Indeed, I believe that
at the top of the li'St, so far as crime is
concerned, stand New South Wales and
Victoria, while below them figure Tasmania, New Zealand, and Sou th Australia,
where they have this moral curse, the
totalizator, at work, and have had it for
many years.
Mr. McKENzIE.-Have you any statistics to show whether those colonies have
grown better or worse since the totalizator
was introduced in them ~
Mr. MURRAY.-Their crime statistics
compa're favorably with ours, so that I am
justified in the assumption that the totalizator has done them no moral harm.
Mr. McKENzIE.-'l'heir criminal statistics might have been favorable as com~
pared with ours before the totalizator was
introduced.
Mr. MURRAY.-But according to our
clerical friends we are going straight to
the devil if we legalize the totalizator. It
is not long since one gentleman, who was
an active opponent of this Bill, was orating powerfully on behalf of federation,
and curious to say he did not think anything of the bad moral effect that would
be produced upon us by our having to
associate with those totalizator-cursed
colonies.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-vVe might
improve them by the association.
Mr. MURRAY.-If you bring a' good
man and a bad man together the chances
are very much in favour of the bad man
influencing the good man, and the good
man having no effect whatever on the bad
man. Now, some of those very men who
oppose this Bill have been extremely
anxious to have us united with those
demoralized colonies that are wicked
enough to use this machine as a system
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of betting. I may also mention that
Victoria, I believe, unless we speedily
legalize the totalizator, will soon stand in
the unique position of being the only A ustralasian colony that has not legalized it.
Mr. KIR'l'oN.-Did you notice that the
Premier of New Zealand has proposed the
abolition of the totalizator there?
Mr. MUHRAY.-If I were a betting
man I would not mind betting the honorable member that the New Zealand
Premier will not carry that proposal.
On several occasions the statement has
been made that the people of those colonies
were tired of the totalizator and wanted
to abolish it. But what are the fact.s ~
Mr. McKENZIE.-One fact is that the
New Zealand Premier is bringing in a Bill
to abolish the totalizator, and he knows
how the cat jumps.
Mr. MURRAY.-'Yho has said so 1
Mr. McKENZIE.-The Age.
Mr. MUHRAY.-vVe have an illustration nearer at hand. 'Vhat does our friend
the Rev. J osoph Nicholson say ~ I have
always regarded the name of Joseph, ever
since I read of that little occurrence that
happened on the banks of the Nile with
Potiphar's wife, as the personification of
piety. Joe Nicholson, Joseph the son of
Jacob, and Joe Kirton-I cannot blame
those gentlemen a bit for their names,
they did not choose their names, it
was their fathers or mothers who chose
their names for them; but if they had had
different llames, how different they might
have been. If they had been called Jack,
for inst.ance-we never associate the name
of Jack with much piety. Had the honorable member for Ballarat vVest heen
called Jack Kirton, I believe I would have
had him supporting this Bill instead of his
being against it, as I am afraid he is. But
what does theRev. Joseph Nicholson tell us 1
-and t.his is an instance of his dealing most
unfairly with the matter in a statement
of so-called facts. He quotes the opinion
of Sir Richard Baker, a man who is recognised as an authority on racing, and who
is president of one of the principal racing
bodies in South Australia. He gives ,videspread circulation to an opinion of Sir
Richard Baker that was expre&sed about the
first TotalizatorAct which they had in SOl1 th
Australia, and which was repealed in 1883,
another Act being passed in, I think, 1888.
rrhe Rev. Joseph Nicholson makes no mention of any later opinion expressed by Sir
Richard Baker, whereas the fact is that
that gentleman in his latest expression
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of opinion states as his strong conviction
that the lega1ization of the totalizator, as
they have it now in South Australia, haB
done a great deal of good in purifying the
turf. 1 believe it would have a similar
effect here. Again, what do we find other
members in South Australia saying 7 There
is Mr. Howe, for example, \\' ho used to
strongly oppose the Totalizator Bill.
vVhat does he propose now? To extend
its operation, to include some other clubs
within its scope. That shows that he must
have changed his opinion on the subject,
and I have no doubt that the opinions of
some honorable members here, if they
were familiarized with the working of the
machine in South Australia, would be
changed also. 'Yhat has been the opinion
e¥pressed by all who have gone to South
Australia and seen the working of the
machine there 1 It has been entirely
favorable. I do not think any honorable
member who has gone over there unbiased,
and has seen the machine at work on the
race-courses of South Australia, but has
come away with the impression that the
system of betting in operation there is
many times better than the one we
have h6re. As to the percentage to be
deducted, I have proposed a sliding scale,
leaving it optional to the clubs l1l)t to
charge less than 5 per cent. or more than
8 per cent. It will Hot be necessary, as
has been pointed out in the press, with
the large volume of bettiug here, for clubs
with a large amount of public patronage
to charge as high a percentage as country
clubs with smaller attendances; so that
there would be a good range to work upon
between 5 per cent. and 8 per cellt. But
if honorable members think the minimum
too high, or the maximum not high enough,
I am not wedded to these exact amoun ts.
I am q nite willing to change them. After
all, this would not be a very considerable
tax upon the people. Even if YOll take
the higher percentage it is lower than they
charge in some countries. The charge in
some other places is from 7t to 10 per
cent.
An HONORABLE MEMBER-It is 10 per
cent. in Vol estern Australia.
Mr. MURRAY.-But in vVestern Australia and some of the other colonies they
have done what I do not propose to do
here, and it is in that direction that the
great danger exists. In 'Yestern Australia
they allow proprietary clubs to use the
machine, and in South Australia it is used
by some semi-proprietary clubs; but as
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far as this Bill goes, the totalizator cannot
be run for the benefit of any individ ual.
It is definitely prescribed how the money
shall be expended. Now, it has been suggested to me-and I am quite "willing to
accept the suggestion-to limit the time of
the operation of the Bill. I am willing to
enlarge the scope of the measure, and to
limit the period of its operation to two or
three years. Then, at the end of that
period, if it is found to have had the evil
effects which are foreshadowed by the
mournful forebodings. of our cierical
friends, it will have no chance of being
re-enacted.
Mr. DUGG.AN.-Yon cannot repeal the
harm done in the meantime.
:Mr. MURRAY.-It has not operated in
an evil way in the other colonies, and I do
not think it is likely to be attended with
any worse effects here. I must complain of the misstatements and the wild
inaccuracies that are made as to the effect
of the totalizator in other colonies. I hold
that it is a pernicious principle to allow
the totalizator to be run for pri vatc ad vantage, because under those circumstances
it is likely to be followed by evil results.
I may say that there are some clubs
under the V. H. C. which are proprietary
clubs. They carryon in the neighbourhood of Melbourne. Large sums of money
have been invested in them; they are respecta.bly conducted, and I think they are
entitled to ·some consideration. I think
they may be regarded as having vested
interests. On the last occasion that I
introduced this Bill I said I was prepared to make an exception in their case.
They are all in the neighbourhood of Melbourne, are all well known, and all properly conducted. I mention my opinion
that they are entitled to some consideration, because I do not want to be unfair
to them. They complain, with some show
of reason, that this Bill would be unfair to
them, because its passage would. snuff
them out of existence.
Mr. HIGGINs.-Do you mean that you
will exempt those clubs from having the
totalizatod
Mr. MURRAY.-I think I have detained
the House long enough. Indeed, there is
nothing new to be said upon the question.
vVhat I have said to-llight lws been said
before, probably very much better. It is
not six years since we carried this measure
through the Assembly, but it was rejected
in another place. Since then many hOllorable members of the Legislative Council
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who voted against the Bill have expressed
their regret at having done so. They have
said that they believe that it would be a
moral benefit to the communit.y if it were
passed into law. I believe that it would
in its operation remove many of the grave
objections that can be brought against
-racing now. It would, I maintain, raise
Ulld purify the turf-more especially the
Flemington turf; and even the Rev.
Joseph Nicholson or Bisbop Goe might
then without any impropriety or prospect
of harm visit Flemington and come back
with their morality unimpaired.
The
Flemington meeting would then be the
most respectable large gathering held in
these colonies. We must not forget, too,
that the sport of this colony l)lays a very
large part in its progress and prosperity.
If we consider the large sums of money
which are inve!:;ted in horse-breeding, and
the amount of land which is devoted to
the rearing of horses, and the amount of
labour, time, and material that goes in the
equipment and preparation of horse-racing,
if we consider that annnally millions of
mOHeyare involved in this sport by way
of its cost of maintenance, and in other
directions, we can see that it has a great
claim to the consideration of this House;
and anything that is calculated to advance
the great industry of horse-racing, taking
no higher ground, has a strong claim to
the favorable consideration cf the Honse.
·With intelligent management there is, I
believe, ,,1, great Jutnre iil this great industry of horse-racing. Notwithstanding
what has been said-in some cases with
some measure of truth-that our horses
have deteriorated, and they certainly
have done so in many respects, I
believe that at the present moment we
are producing more horses and of a
higher type than we ever did before.
"Ve have lately had quite ,1, run upon the
Australian race-horse in the horne of h01'seracing, the mother country, and I do not
know that we have ever had a better ad vertisement for Australia than in sending
horses like Carbine and 'l\'en ton to England. And be it remembered that those
horses were bred in the lanel of the totalizator. r:rhe totalizat.or will give such an
encouragement, such a stimulus, Ruch
assistance to the horse-breeding industry,
as will be of very general and widespread
benefit to the country. 'l'herefore, in
moving the second readillg of this Bill, I
urge that the passing of it cannot be shown
to be, and is not likely to be, inj urious to
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the country. On the contrary, I urge that , industry this is, to give a Jist of names of
it will give us better horses, it will give us illustrious horses whiuh have been sent
better stakes, and it will give us a better abroad, and that proves my statement
class of men connecting themselves with absolutely. The list is a long one in rethe sport of horse-racing. rrherefore, at spect to number. All these horses have
any rate, the totalizator is entitled to a gone to England, India, or America,
fair trial at the hands of this Parliament.
and have all done well, to the great
Mr. MADDEN.-I have to thank the glory of Australia. They are: Carbine,
honorable member for 'Varrnambool for Carnage, Aurum, Malllma, Ringmaster, Acthe very effective and forcible speech he mena, Form, Paris, Merman, Essex, Ebor,'
has given us, .and for many argu- Kirkham, Trenton, Mons Meg, Survivor,
ments he has brought forward, which will Emmalea, Quiver, Georgic, Galway, and
greatly assist me in the case I have to Newhaven. There are a great many
lay before the House. I desire to say in others that have been sent home, but
the beginning that I do not agree with these are the horses which had done rethe hOllorable member when he assumes markably well until they left Victoria.
that, the totalizator is the embodiment But I say that if we are to continne to
of the tbree cardinal virtues ~ faith, send horses of a high character to England,
hope, and charity. A man going to the there is only one guarantee that the buyer
totalizator no doubt has faith that he will will take, and that gnarantee is the perbe paid if he wins; he has hope that he formances of the horse on the raee-course.
will win; and the charity goes without No matter how well bred the horse is, or
saying. 'Now, I am going to oppose this how handsome he may be, they will have
Bill on three separate national grounds. nothing but the proof of how the horse
First of all, I oppose it Oll the ground tbat has galloped, and whether he can carry
it will kill a magnificent industry and in- weight and stay. These are the characte'l'jure the production of first-class thorough- istics on which they depend, and to get
bred horses, for which Australia has a horses of that character we must keep up
world-wide reIJutation now, and for the our stakes. I say, contradicting the honprodnction of which Victoria is eminently orable member for'Varrnambool, that it
suited. In the second place, I oppose it is impossible to keep up stakes where you
because it would encouruge and promote have the totalizator. That statement I
the evil of gambling to an unlimited ex- will undertake to prove. The honorable
tent, as has been the case everywhere the mem bel' said that the totalizator would
totalizator has been legalized. And, in the increase stakes. I will prove on t.he very
third place, I oppose it because it would , best aut.hority, not giving any theories,
establish the principle that it, is right to that it will decrease stakes, and has done
legalize a vice in order to enable part so wherever it has been tried.
of the profit from that vice to be acMr. BUR'L'oN.-In South Australia, for
cepted to assist our cbaritie8. I undertake instance 1
Mr. MADDEN.-That is the very into prove all these objections, but I contend tbat if I maintained anyone of them stance I propose to give. But before I
the Bill ought not to become law. Now, leave this branch of the subject I would
the honorable member alluded to our like to answer those who contend that it is
horse-racing in Australia, and I may say a mistake to allow the best of our horses
that every honorable member knows that to go out of Australia. People who think
Australia is being looked to more and this make a great mistake, for the better
more by the nations of Europe as the the horses we produce for sale the better
land of the regeneration of the thorough- we shall import, and the more attention
bred horsfl. They recognise that in the will 'be given to retaining the stout blood
essentials of constitution, temper, legs, imported into Australia ,by the early
and feet the Australian horse is pre- settlers. If a horse gets into the front
eminent, and we have seen that whenever rauk here it is, as I have said, only a
a horse proves himself to be in the front question of weeks when it will be bought
rank here it is only a question of weeks to go out of the country; and when we
when he will leave our shores for Eng- import horses, as we see enterprising cololand, India, or America, to race in the best nists doing, we keep up the blood of Ausraces, and to ornament the highest class tralian horses. Mares of the blood imported
studs there. I propose, in order to show into this colony years ago by enterprisillg
honorable members what a very important colonists give good results when crossed
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by horses recently imported, and this is the
very straiu which horse-masters in England desire to strengthen by the infusion
of Australian blood. In support of this
statement, I would remind honorable
members that the best colt of last
year and the present first favorite for
the Derby is Bobadil, who is by
the imported St. Simon horse Bill of
Portland out of She, by Nordenfelt, by
Musket; and that one of the first favorites for the Caulfield Cnp (\¥ayfarer) is
by the Isonomy horse Pilgrim's Progress-imported by the present Minister
of Defence-out of Vi miera, by \¥ ellingNow, here we have
ton, by Panic.
the produce of two recently - imported
horses 'crossed in the good stont Musket
and Panic blood coming out just as good
judges expected. This is a similar cross
to that for which the Duke of Portland
bought Carbine and Trenton. He desires
to cross these stallions of the :Musket
blood on the fast but flighty St. Simon
mares, and I hope and trust his experiment will prove as successful as the cross
of St. Simon and Isonomy horses here bas
been upon the stout and staying blood of
Australian mares. To prove the success
of the cross here we must race our horses,
and people will not im port valuable
horses, aud go to the trouble and expense of breeding from them, unless
they are satisfied that there will be a
market for the produce when ready to
l·ace. If we decrease 0111' stakes \\'e simply
kill 0111' market, because if a man cannot
win money with a colt he will not buy
him, and the breeder will not breed him.
And that is the way to kill this noble industry. Honorable members will remember what an important industry this is
when I point out that Carnage, one of the
horses I have' already mentioned~ has
recently been sold to the Russian Government for £10,000. The Russian Government does not want to breed race-horses,
but it wants the stoutest and best blood
to breed sires for its cavalry horses; and
when the Russian Government pays
£10,000 for a horse like Carnage and
£20,000 for the Irish horse Galtee More,
it gi ves us an object-lesson as to the val ue
of first-class horses which we mnst llot
ignore, and shows what a noble industry
we hc;l.ve at command if we do not spoil it.
:Mr. TOU'l'cHER.-The Russians are always ready to go in for ." carnage."
Mr. MADDEN.-But remember what
kind of cctrnage. The Russians might.
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some time like to ?e cuttillg the honorable
member's head off and mine, and that is
not what we should like to see them prosper in. I have already intimated that
the tutalizator does decrease stakes. '1'he
hOllorable memberfor Stawell has asked me
what about South Australia 1 It is exactly
the South Australian experience that I
am going to gi ve in order to show that
the machine, which has there had the
fairest and fullest trial, has decreased
stakes. But before I do that I will read
a short extract from the Australasictn,
which is supporting this measure. The
AustTalasian saysIn South Australia the S.A.J_ C. has created
a surprise by cutting down stakes. \Vhy this
has been done has not been explained. Outside
critics can find no excuse for the committee's
action, and so far the committee have not condescended to explain their reasons.

I must fall foul of the AustT(d(~sictn there,
because the South Australian Jockey Club
gave most ample reasons.
Mr. MURRAY.-You cut down the Melbourne Cup stakes from £10,000 to
£3,000.
M1'. MADDEN.-vVe made a mistake
ill giving a· prize such as was not given
anywhere else in the world, and now we
have the largest stake out of England,
and we have this year raised our stakes
liberally. The honorable member's education is not complete.
Mr. MURRAY.-I do not think it will be
improved by listening to )10U.
Mr. MADDEN.--I \vill rea.d an extract
from the South Australian Jockey Club's
report and balance-sheet, pnblished at the
end of the racing year, and signed by Sir'
Richard Baker. I suppose we may take his
word for what is stated in that report. I
find there this statement:Additions to the totalizator buildings, and
40 ne..,,' totalizator machines (to meet requirements in the 5s. section of the machine, which
has been instituted this year).

Forty new machines, and they had 108
before! Here we have 148 machines on
the principal Adelaide course. But they
sayYour committee regret to report a continuous shrinkage in the re\'enue received from
racing direct. The four race meetings held
during the year have resulted in a pro forma
profit of £2.216 2s. ld. as compared with
£3,164 16s. let received f1\>111 the same source
during the previous year, the decrease being
mainly attributable to the falling-ofi' in the receipts frolll the totalizator. 'l'he meetings have
not been debited with a proportion of salaries
and working expenses for the year.
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Mr. DUGGAN.-There is a decrease.
Mr. MADDEN.-There is a decrease
shown there, but I will show that the
stakes have decreased and the betting has
increased. If you increase the betting
machines and decrease the stakes that
only shows that anything is good enough.
to gamble with. And that is what has
happened in South Australia.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Is Sir Richard Baker in
favour of the" tote" or not ~ There is a
difference of opinion.
Mr. MADDEN.-He does not r:>av in this
report whether he is in favour of ot' not,
but he was again.st it originally. He has
expressed himself both against it and for
it. "\Vhile we are on this subject of the
decrease of the stakes, I should like to
lay before honorable members the official
programme of the South Australian
Jockey Cl ub. There are some honorable
members I know ·who nre conversant with
racing, and others who do not kllowanything about it. But here i::; a programme,
and I find that the total stakes have been
reduced this year by 15 pel' cent., and
that all entries and acceptances go to the
clllb which further reduces the st::tkes.
I find that the raccs which have suffered
most heavily are the fiat races of a mile
and over, and the 3-mile steeplechase.
They have suffered to the extent of 25 pel'
cent. But the short races are left mnch
as they were, and an addition of £25 is
added to the short steeplechase. So that
these are the class of races that bring
money to the totalizator.
The races
which succeed in South Australia are 5
and 6 furlong scrambles, alld they are all
handicaps.
This programme does not
contain a single weight-for-age race except
the Derby, for three-year-olds, and a halfmile flutter for two-year-olds.
The sort
of racing which ruins men and ruins horses
is the racing that the totalizator favours
in South Australia. "\Ve do llOt wish to
see our boys taught to gamble and
our horses ruined by introducing such a
programme as that into Victoria; for this
is the very class of racing which most encom'ages gambling and does the most injury to thoroughbred horses. Now I shall
have to change my locality and quote
from another Melbourne paper.
Mr. BUHToN.-Keep a little longer in
South Australia, and tell us what the
Adelaide Hacing Club has done.
Mr. MADDEN.--I could· go into tl18
whole thin~, but ex ~tnO d'isceomnes whereever the totalizator is.
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Mr. BURTON.-YOll only dealt with one
club.

Mr. MADDEN.-And that was the
principal club, the experience of which, I
submit, is against the totalizator. Now,
the Age says"Tith regard to South Australian experience
of the totalizator as compared with the hookmaking system, which was finally suppressed
by Act of Parliament last year, the Chief Commissioner of Police (Mr. Madley) points out in
a report recently issued that since 1888 the
totalizator has been in use at all the principal
race meetings, and" seems to have lost none of
its popularity with the racing public, as the
use of the a.utomatic machines and strict police
supel'vision aSsure absolutely fair working.~'
l3etting is legally restricted to the totalizator,
and though the book-maker is not yet as extinct
as the doclo, we are told that "there is now
virtually no open betting at race meetings."
Mr. Madley declares that the racing clnhs lUl.Ye
hU'gely benefited, as will be seen by the costly
additiolls to the race-courses and the higher
prizes now offered for competition. Another
virtue claimed for the totalizator is that race
meetings are conducted in a much more orderly
manncr than previously, "and the noise and
excitement of the betting ring have disappeared."
The Chief Commissioner of Policc would not
pledge himself to a definite statement as to
whether the introduction of the totalizator has
01' has not increased betting, because there are
no records by which a comparison can be made.
"But," he says, "the machine has certainly
done away with forward betting. and no case
uf embezzlement or offence of a similar nature
. has come nncler my observation since taking
office which could, dirEl.:tly or indirectly, be
traced to totalizator betting."

That is the end of the quotation, and t hc
Aye proceeds : No higher testimony to the value of the
totalizator as a moral agent in checking the
evils of unlicensed gambling conld he aflorded
than is gi"en in this closing sentence of Mr.
MatHey's yaluable report.

I thought that a yery importaut report,
und I wrotc to Adelaide .to get a copy of
it, but I wa.s officially informed that no
such report had evor been published.
But an honcrable member has handed me
a copy of the South A ustn~l'ian Reg£ster
for 1st October, 1897, in ·which I find in a
leading article the following statement : Gam bling has been well characterized as "an
express train to ruin. " 'Ve recently called attention to the special significance of the warning uttered by the Commissionel' of Police concerning the manner in which the epidemic of
hetting was undermining the morals of young
people, particularly in the city. Many petty
larcenies are regarded by him as direct results
of so-called" in vestments" by youths in horseracing possibilities and in favorite games of
chance; and among young girls the effects of
these "investments" are often even sadder
to contemplate.
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Mr. RUSSEIJIJ.-Is that from the totalizator ~
Mr. MADDEN.-I do not know. W' e
are told that the totalizator does no harm,
bnt the Adelaide paper says what I have
quoted, and, as I have informed honorable
members, I have learned that a police
report sncb as the Age quotes has ilever
been published.
Now, the Austntlasian
says that the totalizator will increase
ra~ing, and has increased racing in South
Australia. Undonbtedly it will. It has
induced a vast llumber of mushroom clubs
to start racing in order that they may use
the machine; and if honorable members
like to turn to the :r~lrf Register-and I do
not intend to inflict on the House any
qnotations from it-theywill see that what
is true of the S.A.J.C. is true of every
club in Sonth Australia and Queensland,
and I believe of a good many in New
Zealand. But I have not had time to go
into that. vVith regard to Queensland
and South Australia I am positi ve that the
totalizator has had the effect of decreasing
stakes and increasing the number of mces,
and of course the racing being handicaps
any sort of wretch will do to race with.
As the races are all miserably short, and
are all handicaps, a mere split-the-wind
wretch, IJot fit to carry a man's boots, is
just as valuable and as fit to race there as
Carbine or Aurum. In any country where
they have the totalizator they do
not want horses, they only require
phizgigs to gamble with. Book-makers
are not allowed to bet in South Australia,
and therefore owners have to depend on
stakes and on the totalizator. As no man
can back his horse to win a considerable
stake in the tote, owners are driven to
depend on the stakes for all expenses, and
when stakes have to be reduced year by
year in spite of the st.renuous efforts of the
clubs to extenrl the operation of the tote,
the disappearance of high-class studs is but
a matter of time, and a very short time,
because it is evident that if the owner is a
well-known man, and he pnts a good sum
upon his horse in the tote, the pu blic will
rush him, and he will get very little dividend. 'Vhat I have said is a fact in
Queensland, where racing is rnined and
thorough bred horses .are almost valueless
through over-racing and over-gambling
iriduced by the tote-and this in a colony
most. eminently fitted for producing excellent horses, a colony which sent us Le
Grand, Megaphone, and Battalion. And
thoroughbred horses will cease to be bred
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here if we pass such a law in Victoria.
Of course people will breed horses in
Queensland so long as they can get a
market for them here and in New South
'Vales, but that is all. It has been thrown
in my teeth that the totalizator has not
prevented the product.ion of good horses
in New Zealand, and that those two great
horses, rrrenton and Carbine, were bred in
New Zealand. But they could not stay
there. They came here. I should not be
so silly as to contend that the breeding of
horses would be stopped in those colonies,
while they have Victoria and New South
'Vales to depend upon for a market. The
tote is very bad, but it does not take the
nourishment out of the grass or the lime
out of the water; and land that grows
good oats will grow good horses, if the
blood is right and the breeding is attended
to.
But, if we spoil our market for good
han,es, they will cease to be bred, as it 'is
more expensive and risky to breed a good
horse than a duffer. Now, I was asked to
compare racing under the V.B..C., where
all these Ii ve book-makers are conducting
their business, with racing under the
S.A.J.C., which occupies in South Australia
the same relati ve position as the V.B..C. occupies here. vVell, I have given the House
the results of racing uuder the tote in
South Australia. vVe in Victoria have come
out this year with a large credit balance.
vVe have increased our stakes. On the motion of the honorable member for Grenville,
we lengthened our distances. We have
strengthened our position in every way,
have formed a reserve fuud, and are the
most prosperous of all the Australian
colonies with respect to racing at present.
The consequence is that horses are brought
here from all parts of Australia to race,
and remain here. And I ask why should
we change such a prosperous condition of
things as this undoubtedly is, and rush
into the adoption of the machine, which is
proving so disastrous to Ollr neighbours?
Mr. 'l'oUl'cHER.-Is not the V.R.C. committee in favour of the totalizator 1
Mr. MADDEN.-There are twelve members of that Gommittee, and it is trne that
I am the only one who has opposed the
totalizator. rrhe other members of the
committee have supported it.
Mr. MURRAY.--You have met the eleven
obstinate men.
Mr. MADDEN.-But I have this faith
in them that they are all straight honorabl'J men, and I believe that I shall be able'
to convert them.
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Mr. MURRAy.-Not by what you are
saying to'·night.
Mr. MADDEN.-Now, I do not want to
labour this caBe at all, but if the honorable
member for Warrnambool will take the
Victorian, Racing Calendar, published by
the Y.R.C., he will find in it this wonderful difference between Victoria and South
Australia. Here we have races of all
distances to suit all horses. The greater
portion of them axe races over a mile.
Fully one-third of our races are weight-forage races. VVe have 24 races in the Spring,
and eight of them are weight-for-age races.
Every race is a sweepstake. vVe never
take from the owners any contribution.
They race for their own mo"ney as well as
for the rich stakes we provide, The
handicaps, of course, are s"\yeepstakes.
That is to say, we do not collar the entry
and put it into the funds of the club. We
make a stake, add so much money to it,
and the entries are also, given to the
stake.
An HONORABLE ME~IBER.-,,\Vhat about
the hall(~licapping ~
Mr. MADDEN.-I am not a handicapper, and I cannot say anything about
that, but I can tell you that the racing
programme of the V.R.C. is framed to encourage the best breed of horses, and to
encourage owners to bring them and race
them here. And that is the reason they
come here and stay here. That is the
reason we can breed them for England
when they are wanted there. The honorable member for Warrnambool said that
this Bill would not increase gambling.
rrhat is one of the' most important parts
of the whole contention, because gambling
'is the besetting sin of Austra1iansyoung and old. ' Now, I say that if
the honorable member would only recollect that the first considerable population of Australia was brought here
by the discovery of the gold-fields; that
they were a very bold venturesome
speculative people, eager to risk anything
to obtain the gold, he would see how inherent the spirit of gambling is in our
people. The spirit of speculation that
those early settlers brought with them has
never died out-it is here to-day. It is
argued that by licensing the totalizator we
will be utilizing that speculative spirit for
the benefit of the charities, and that it is
right and proper ;we should do so. But
still we must remember that gambling is
a vice, that it is a vice which has led to
great disaster, to very terrible resul ts at
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times, that it is a vice which should be
made as difficult and as abhorrent as possible; and that it is a vice which we ought
to curb and control in every legitimate
way. 'Ve should l(')se no opportunity of
pointing out the evil which that vice has
done, and is likely to do, and we ought
certainly not to lose any object-lesson
which will, help us to warn our boys
against the evils of gambling. And the
very best object-lesson we can give a
boy is the book-maker. Now, I do not
take back one word of what I said
four years ago as to the necessity of the
book-maker to horse racing. I have not
altered my opinion-that the book-maker
is a necessary evil to horse racing-in the
slightest degree. I still say that without
the book-maker you cannot, unfortunately,
keep good horses.
Mr. KENNEDY.-A great many people
cannot keep good horses with the bookmaker.
Mr. MADDEN.-I admit that many
men have made mistakes on the turf, and
have thereby been ruined, but knowing
that the tnrf has brought our horses to
what they are to-day, I still hold to the
opinion I expressed four years ago, in spite
of the abuse that has ever since been poured
upon me in conseq nence of that expression
of my views.
. Mr. KIRTON.-Do you get good men to
be book-rnakers ~
Mr. MADDEN.-Jf the'honorable member will apply for a book-maker's licence I
will undertake to get it for him, and he is
as good as they make them. But while I
still assert that the book-maker is a necessity of horse-racing, I also say that he is
an object-lesson wbich callnot be mistaken.
If parents will make use of the book-maker
as an object-lesson, if they will only take
the trouble to point out to their sons, as
my father often did to me, what a foolish
thing it is to gamble on racing, they will
do much to repress the gambling spirit.
My father never put it to me that it was
wicked-he did not preach to me, and say
it would send me to this place or the other
place,but he pointed out that those who
lay \"\Iagers with the· book-makers get the
worst of it, that it is, therefore, a foolish
thing to gamble on racing, and so maintain
a lazy idle class of 'men, parasites on the
public, men who live in the best style on
the money other people earn. Jf parents
generally would adopt that course they
would do their sons the best possible
service.
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Mr. KIRToN.-Did you always follow
your father's advice ~
Mr. MADDEN.-Unfortunately, I sometimes did not do as I was told; but I have
learnt since that my father was right, and
I do not bet now.
Mr. HIGGINs.-Then your father was
spoiling the breed of horses.
Mr. MADDEN.-We always maintained
horse-racing.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Bllt I understood you
to say the book-maker was essential to the
good breed of horses.
Mr. MADDEN.-No. I said that betting is an inherent vice, and that, in spite
of what my father or any other body's
father may say,' people will bet. I, his
son, did bet when he did not approve of
it.
Mr. HIGGINs.-Then you kept up the
breeding of horses.
Mr. MADDEN.-The honorable member does not understand this matter, like
a great many other things. I can perfectly well understand people who support
the totalizator being galled to see this
parasite race of men-the book-makersdoing nothing, living very well indeed on
the public, and some of them proving
highly ullscrupulous. I can understand
their disapproving of that, but why do they
not point it out to their sons, and show
them what a one-sided affair betting with
a book-maker i~ ~ They would do the
State and their own children more service
by adopting that course and abstaining
from bettingthemselves than by supporting
the totalizator.
Mr. KENNEDY.-But you have just
shown us that parents do not always have
dutiful sons.
Mr. MADDEN.-No; parents do not
always have dutiful sons, alld I do not believe the honorable member's father had a
dutiful son in him. It has been said that
I am the champion of the book-makers, but
I do not think that any book-maker will tell
you that.. The book-makers find as much
fault with me as with any member of the
V.R.O., because when they are guilty of
any offence against the regulations, I show
them no mercy. A case occurred at our
late Spring Meeting-the Parthenopens
case-in connexion with which I originated an inquiry, which resulted in
two fraudulent book-makers, leading men
on the turf, being wiped ont for
life.
And that is the treatment I will
try to serve ont to every fraudnlent bookmaker that I catch while I remain a
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member of the committee of the V.R.O.
That is the only way by which we can
keep those people in their propel' place.
But what chance would a father have of
persllading his boy that gambling is .an
evil if he had the totalizator to deal with
instead of the book-makers ~ He might
lecture the lad on the abstract evils of
gambling, but the boy would be able to
retort that the assembled Parliament of
Victoria was likely to know more of the
subject than his father, and that Parliament had legalized the totalizator.
Moreover, he would also be able to say
that his father had always inculcated the
duty of charity, and that in the totalizator
there was a ready· means of doing charity
for certain, and of possibly making a little
money as well. N ow, our colonial boys
are precocious, and I think that that is
about the answer a father might fairly
expect from his son who desired to bet,
if we legalize this gambling machine.
Mr. KENNEDY.-Does not Parliament
practically legalize the book-maker now ~
Mr. MADDEN.-vVe take a toll from
the book-maker to contribute to the stakes
which we provide to induce the entry of
good horses to run for those stakes. Vve
know how to do that, and we kllow that
this pr~posal is not the way to do it. I
contend that to accept charity from the
ptoceeds of a legalized vice is bad in principle.
I go further a great deal than the
honorable member, and say that. every
argument that has been used in support
of this Bill for legalizing the totalizator
because it would help charity is equally
applicable to the licensing of brothels, and
accepting a share of the profits to benefit
our chari t.ies.
Mr. MURRAY.-Some of the leading men
in some of the churches own such houses t
at any rate.
.
Mr. MADDEN. - Lewdness is an inherent vice just as gambling is an inherent
vice-as inherent as original sin. It has
existed as long as mankind has existed,
and will continue to exist as long as men
are men. It has to be recognised by
statesmen, and every effort has to be made
to keep it in check and under control so
as to limit the injury it dges, as far as.
possible; but who would dare to suggest.
that any share of the profits of that
vice should be taken in support of our
charities ~ Who would listen to snch a
proposal - that we should protect our
pockets, and take the profits of a devastating vice like that, in order to save us
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from responding to the ~lecessary calls of people to be as clever as you. If I
were to give you my arguments against
chl:lrity~ Would any decent man touch
a shilling of the proceeds of lewdness to the totalizator, you would 110 doubt be
as~;ist charity ~
And yet the two cases able to use them in writing a series
are. identical. Gambling and lewdness are of articles which your newspaper would
both inherent vices-both ought to be con- publish before I spoke on the subject
trolled and held in check, and kept under again, and when I came to take part in
foot as much as possible. But this Bill the debate in Parliament on the 'l'otalprovides that we will take some part of izatol' Bill your newspaper would allude
the profits of gambling to assist our to what I said as arguments which your
cha,l'ities; and if it would be right to pass paper had suggested, 'without mentioning
this Bill no objection could be brought that the arguments were obtained at an
against a Bill containing the other pro- interview with me. Therefore, I do not
care to discuss this subject furthe.r with
posal I have menticned.
:Mr. TOU'l'CHER.-You are not con- you."
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Quite right,
taminated uy being a member of the
V.R.C., even though it controls such a vice. too.
Sir JOHN McIN'l'YHE.-All old dog for a
Mr. MADDEN.-What has that to do
rough road.
with the totalizator 1
Mr. MADDEN.-He then said-" There
Mr. TOU'l'CHER.-You say that racing
is one statement you made, and as to that
and betting are vices.
Mr. MADDEN.-No; not racing, but you will, of course, answer my question.
betting. The honorable member dues You said that £2,400,000 went through
not, apparently, distinguish between the the totalizator in New Zealalld in a year,
two things. I am as fOlld of racing as when you spoke on the subject before."
any man, and would walk fron1 here to I admitted that I did make that statement. He asked-" Can yon tell me the
Ballarat to see a good steeplechase.
Mr. TOU'l'CHER.-But, as a member of source from whioh yon got that informathe V.R.C. Committee, you license book- mation ~" I said-" I do not remember
the source, but I believe it to be authenmakers.
Mr. MURRAY.-And .say that racing tic, and if I call find it I will send it to
cannot exist without book-makers. •
you." A little before that I said-" You
Mr. MADDEN.--I admit both those would use my argnments ill the Age, no
statements. The book-makers make money dou bt, now, bu t the Age is not al \Vay~
out of the gambling spirit of the people, consistent in its policy, and it might
but they have to pay toll, which helps the change on the totll,lizator as it changed on
committee to offer good stakes and attract federat.ion, and although the country is
good horses to the race meetings of the against the totalizator now it might be for
V.R.C., and thus the breeding of good it by-and-by." Then he went away, but
horses is encouraged. ':Ve insist that the before he departed he told me his name
book-makers shall contribute a part of was Fox.
their winnings from the public to increase
Mr. MURRAY.-Do you think he was
the stakes which the horses run for. Now, connected with the Age?
Mr. MADDEN.-I do not know.
I want to give a word of advice to young
Members of Parliament, and it is to
Sir JOHN McIN'l'YRE.-Perhaps he gave
beware of the newspaper man. About you a misnomer-a 1W]n de plume .
six or seven weeks ago, a gentleman from
.Mr. MADDEN.-I would like to poiut
the .Age newspaper called at my office, out to the House that this Bill is not the
and, after introducillg himself, he asked same measure as was introduced into this
me if I still intended to oppose the Honse before. The old Bill provided that
Totalizator Bill, as I· had dOlle in the the totalizator should be under the control
past. I asked him why he made that of the V.R.C.and the Governor in Council,
inquiry, and he said-" Because the Age but the Governor in Council is left out of
is also opposing the totalizator here, and I
this Bill. I can only look npon that
would be glad if yon would give me some omission as a sop to secure tho second
hints which would assist me in writing . reading of the Bill. The honorable meman arbcle or two on the subject." I said- ber for Warrnambool recognised that the
'.' You gentlemen of the press who inter- Governor in Council has not that intimate
view people are very clever, but you must knowledge of horse-racing that would make
remember that you are educating other the Bill popular with racing men.
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Sir JOHN McIN'l'YRE. - The present
Go\'ernor has.
Mr. MADDEN.-Therefore, the honorable member now proposes that the
totalizator shall be under the control of
the V.R.C. alone. Bllt there are honorable members ill this HOllse who have
unregistered l'Ctce-courses in their electorates, and who would take very good
care indeed, if the Bill goes into committee, that the coutrol of the totalizator
is not left ill the hands of the V.H.C. I
do not need to particlllarize those raceconrses, but the honorable members in
question ",yould see that the managers of
those race-courses had a right to say,
in some shape or form, whether the
totalizator should be used on those racecourses or not. To show the general prevalence of the spirit of gambling throughout
Victoria, I may mention tha,t there are
322 registered clubs in the colony racing
under the rules of the V.R.C., and there
are also some unregistered clubs racing,
as far as I am aware, without any rules at
all. Now, everyone of those clubs eagerly
desires to be allowed to nse this gambling
machine, and no doubt the experience of
the totalizator he1'e would bo the experience of the machine in South Australia,
namely, that other clubs would arise who
would also want to use the machine, beca,nse it is so easy to obtain funds to race
for by means of the totalizator. Now, is
it possible that these clubs could use the
totalizators without greatly increasing the
area and enconraging the spirit of gambling throughout the colony? I appeal t;)
the honorable member for Ripon and
Hampden to say whether what I am now
going to state with regard to racing in the
country is not an absolute fact 7 People
at the country races do not bet much on
horses, because they cannot trust the
peripatetic book-maker, who gets up bogns
protests with a view to postpone settlement, when he loses, so tbat he can slip
away from the rcl.ces, say, at Ararat, and
go to Collingwood, where he resides.
Mr. WUJKINS.-No, not to Collingwood;
there is nothing of that sort there.
Mr. MADDgN.-'Vell, we will Stty to
Jericho, beyond the Jordan, although I do
: not know whether there are any bookmakers there or not. 'rhe unfortunate
men who have handed their money to him
cannot pursue him, and, although the decision as to which hone won the race may
be in their favonr, they nevertheless lose
their money. Men who have been trapped
Session 1898.·-[67]
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that way do not usually bet with bookmakers ttgain, but if they have their own
totalizator on their own race-course, run
by men whom they know and trust, is it
not absolntely certain that men who arc
fond of horses, and who are of a speculative
turn, will put a bit on every race when tbey
know that they will get paid if they win ~
'rherefore, the experience here will certainly be the experience of New Zealand,
and the totalizator will largely illcrea,se
gambling in this colouy. Moreover, there
is a system in force in N tlW Zealallcl \\' hich
would undoubtedly come into force here.
The honorable member for 'Varmambool
said that people cannot; bet on a totalizator unless they go to the races; bnt in
New Ze[Llund they have commissioners
who go ronnd to shops collecting money to
put on the tote. They will take any sum
and place it as directed, and they canllot,
he reached by any present ·law. Women,
clerks, and boys club their money together,
a,nd the commissioner puts it on the borses
they select.
Those commissioners are·
honest, because it pR.ys them to be honest ..
They find it is profitable to be honest to
thei!' patrons. 'fhey go to t.he races and
bet on the totalizator as directed, aud
they thus increase the area of gambling
enormously; in fact, the evil of gambling,
is eatiug the very heart out of the people·
in populous places in New Zealand. I
ha ve here a q notation from aNew ZC:l.la ncli
paper proving absolutely that that is the
experience of the tota1izator there, bllt I
do not desire to weary the Honse by
read ing too many extracts.
Another
specious argument is that we shonld
give the machine a trial for a year or
two, and see how its gets on here, but I
cannot see why we shollld do that at
all, in view of the fact that it has been.
tried by Ollr neighbours with snch disastrolJ..s results. I bctve showll that. racing
in Victoria is in a mOHt perfectly healthy
state, that we control the book-maker::;"
give good prizes, and encourage good
horses, which shows that Ollr pr)licy has,
the right effect. I have shown thc effect
of the totalizator on racing in Son t h
AusLralia, and why should ,ye give this.
machine a trial here whell it" is an ox-·
posed fraud wherever it has been tried
before ~ I will not detain the H oLlse an v
longer. I have been quoted and aUl1sed
as opposing this Bill for very 111ll\'orthy
objects; bnt I assure the HOllse that L,
oppose this Bill beuause of the IO"L' I
betu' for Victoria, and its people; I (lPPOSQ
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this Bill because I believe it to be the
highest privilege of a statesman to help
to form the national character; and I
oppose it, above all, because I feel I
am right in doing so, and that honorable members will live to admit it.
Mr. KIRTON.-This is an extremely
important question, and as the honorable
member for Warrnambool, who has introduced the measure, desires to see it
fully discussed, I have very much pleasure in movingThat the debate be now adjourned.

The House divided on the question that
.the debate be now adjournedAyes ...
33
39
Noes •..
:Majol'ity against the adjourn- l
ment of the debate
...

r6

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
:,
"
"
"

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

'Bowser,
Brake,
Bromley,
Brown,
Craven,
Deakin,
Graham,
Graves,
Gray,
" Grose,
'" Gurr,
" A. Harris,
" ~r. Harris,
'" Irvine,
'" I. A. Isaacs,
J. A. Isaacs,
" Kirton,

"

Levien,
McGregor,
McKenzie,
J\icLean,
Moloney,
Outtrim,
Murray Smith,
Staughton,
Sterry,
Vale,
Wheeler,
W'hite,
E. D. "Williams,

Zox.
Tellers.

Mr. Bailes,
" Hamilton.
• NO,ES.

Mr. Anderson,
" Austin,
Beazley,
Burton,
" Canleron,
" Chirnside,
" Downward,
" Duggan,
," Fink,
" Forrest,
, " Gillies,
Hancock,
Kennedy,
" Keys,
" Madden,
" Mason,
" McArthur,
" McCay,
Sir John McIntyre,
Mr. Methven,

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Morrissey,
Murphy,
Murray,
O'Neill,
Rawson,
Russell,
Sangster,
Spiers,
Stapleton,
Styles,
Taverner,
Toutcher,
A. L. Tucker,
J. B. Tucker,
Turner,
vVatt,
'Wilkins.
7'eller,~.

Mr. Cook,
" H. R.

v" illiams.

Mr. RUSSELL.-With some of the
arguments of the honorable member for
}~astel'n Suburbs I cannot agree.
He referred to country betting as though it
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were almost non-existent at present.. That
is not correct, because not only do the
country people bet at the local race-courses,
but they send their money to Melbourne,
and to other places, to back the horses
they fancy at the different race meetings.
The honorable member also alluded to
horse-breeding. We have only to look
around the colony to see that horse- breeding is deteriorating, especially in regard to
the useful classes of horses that are most
required. 'rhe thoroughbreds are, perhaps,
holding their own, but not the class of
horses that ate us.ed for riding and driving
purposes. As to the backing of ,horses, an
owner will soon find out that if he relies
upon that he must go to the wall. We
see instances of the kind eyery day among
the racing men of the colony. In respect
to the stakes given, I think that Adelaide
compares very favorably with Victoria.
We know that Victorian horses go to
South Australia to compete at the races
held there. Two Victorian horses ran for
a stake of £1,000 in the steeplechase at
Onkaparinga. There is no more useful
class of horse than the steeplechaser, because, if he is fast enough to run in such
races, he is a useful horse for other purposes. I belieye that we should havo better
stakes with the totalizator than we have
with Ollr present system. The honorable
mem ber also mentioned several horses that
have been sent to England. The best of
those horses was Carbine, which was bred
in New Zealand, where the totalizator has
been introduced.' Tbere are 223 licensed
book-makers, and the revenue received
from them by our leading racing club
is £22,575.
How can the honora.ble
member consistently COD sent to the
legalizing of that nllmber of book-makers,
and object to the legalizing of the totalizator ~ At all our race meetings betting
is carried on freely. I had the honour, today, of presenting several petitions, some
for and some against the totalizator. I
have every respect for those who do not
approve of the introduction of the totalizator, but still I think that in many
instances men signed petitions against
the totalizator who did not understand
the subject. They did not appreciate the
effect the Bill would have if it were passed.
'In my opinion, it will bring betting within
reasonable bounds. I regret that there is
so much gambling, bnt if we had the
totalizator, we should not haye the ring
to give encouragement to betting. Vve
might at a dny's race meeting see a little
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more betting, because, as we know, it is
now the practice of backers to back
horses in advance, in order to get
fair odds. In betting through the
totalizator, they will get fair odds,
and then there will be the other advantage that ,a small percentage of the receipts will be gi ven to the charities. The
breeding of horses should be one of ollr
greatest industries. There is no country
that is better suited to horse-breeding than
Australia, and we might not only send
()ur horses to India and :B1ngland, but to
many other parts of the world. I intend to
vote for the Bill, because I believe that the
introduction of the totalizator would bring
gambling within reasonable limits. If I
thought it would have the effect of increasing gambling, I should vote agaillst
it.
Mr. HANCOCK.-I shall certainly oppose the Bil1, although it may seem strange
that I should do so, being a punter of
,some 40 years' experience.
Sir JOHN McIN1'YRE.-'-You must have
st.arted very young.
Mr. HANCOCK.-Yes, and I think I
shall finish very old. It may seem rather
'strange that I should vote against the Bill
on.the ground that it will have the effect
of extending gambling. There is an old
:saying that an ounce of example is better
than a ton of precept. I can understand
anybody thinking that I am inconsistent
in wishing to be allowed to speculate on
horse-racing myself, and in wanting to
·check the gambling spirit in others. My
experience has been that the pari-rl~ut~tel
or the totalizator, by whichever name it
has been called, has always had the effect
·of encouraging gambling amongst a class
to whom I deeply regret to see it extended.
It was introduced many years ago on the
English race-courses, under the manage, ment of the firm of Messrs. Holler. They
went about from race-course to race-course,
but after an experience of two or three
'years it was fonnd to be necessary to prohibit the use of the machine, because of
the large number of poor persons who
were tempted by the large dividends paid
;at times to invest their 28. 6d. or 5s.
The Jockey Club of England was instrumental in getting the use of the machine
abolished. Then it was t.aken over to its
natural home, France, where it still
flourishes. In 1868 it was introduced on
'::1,1.1 the race-courses in France, and, at the
-same time, agencies were started in the
busy streets of Paris. An attempt was made
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to abolish the machine, but the Emperor
Napoleon said that what was right at St.
Cloud could not be wrong at Montmartre.
The reslllt is that in France, at the present time, you can see poor people putting
their fi ve SOilS together j lIst fur the sake
of ha viug a franc share in the pctri'mutuel. Poor people have been led in this
way to starve their children, and the
most terrible sufferings have been occasioned. Gambling of that kind has not
spread to such a dire extent in the A ustraliau colonies. I have seen the totalizator
at work in Hobart and in South Australia.
A few months ago I was in South Australia,
and I met the secretaries of two trades
unions and the secretary of a friendly
society. A.ll three, although they would
not be classed among the goody-goodies,
begged of me to do my level best to prevent the introduct.ion of the totalizator in
Victoria on account of the great misery
that it was causing. Men were dropping out
of the trades unions and friendly societies
not only through the habit of indulging
in betting themselves, but owing to their
wives and children having recourse to the
totalizator.
Honorable membel's who
speak about the reduction in gambling
in South Australia mllst have very short
memories. It is only about twelve years
ago that the Adelaide Cup was rnn in
Melbourne because they could not affor~
to race in South Australia. Morphettville was a wretched course thell, now iti
is rapidly becoming a 'second Flemington.
The appointments are simply magnificent,
and of course that is a very nice thing for
the racing club. I am not surprised that
petitions should have been sent in for the
Bill by so many country' racing clubs.
Snch a club is often the village publican,
who has the course in his back-yard. The
honorable memberfor vVarrnambool showed
bad taste in sneering at the efforts of the
people belonging to the various religions
denominations who sent in petitions
against the Bill. They are opposed to
gambling in every form, and, as we know,
if there is misery among the working
classes they make the church-going people
their confidants, and the church-going
people may be said to have exclusive information on this subject. The working
classes do not go round tellillg the -village
publicans their troubles.
The persons
who have signed these petitions are, I
believe, thoroughly conscientious, and to
say that the petitions are the work of the
parsons and their sons is unfair. Many
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men in my own district, who did not vote
for me and never would, are doing their
level best to defeat this measure, and they
are men in whom I have every confidence,
excepting in so far as their political
opinions are concerned.
Mr. MURRAY.-You expect that they
will support you after this?
Mr. HANCOCK.-No; but I think that
they are right, and shall certainly assist
them. In South Australia the volume of
betting has certainly decreased, but the
area of bett.ing has largely increased.
That can be very easily proved. It has
been stated that the totalizator restricts
gambling, and that it kills the book-maker.
Does it kill the bookmaker ? No; he
becomes the owner, and he is then put
into a much more dangerous position.
Mr. MURRAY.-T-Iow many book-makers
own horses in South Australia ~
Mr. HANCOCK.-A number of them.
Mr. MURRAY.-Can you mention one
book-maker who owns a horse?
Mr. HANCOCK.--I am not going to
make any invidious comparisons by mentioning names. The honorable member's
statement that if there ever was a scandal
a. book-maker \Vas to be found at the
bottom of it is not correct. A few years
ago \\'e had the greatest scandal that
probably ever occurred in connexion
with racing in Victoria, and the persons responsible for it were a number of
unscrupulous owners and trainers and
jockeys who united against the ring. I
do not stand here as the champion of the
ring, but it is unfair to denounce these
people. I look upon the avocation of the
book-maker as one that I could not praise
in any shape or form, but, as the honorable member for Eastern Suburbs has put
it, the book-maker is a necessary evil. I
would rather lose my money to a man than
to a machine. 1'he book-maker takes his
chance1 and he very often loses. The
machine has all to win and nothing to
lose. That is not the kind of betting t.hat
I favour. Out o~ every £1,000 that is
put into the totalizator £80 is to be
retained. For what 7 To beautify the
course. That is very nice. We all like
to go to race-courses that have elegant
appointments.
The introd uction of the
charities is only an attempt to secure
advocates for the Bill. If it were really
intended
to benefit
the
charities
why .should we not deduct for charitable purposes 5 per cent., and give

r.
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the clubs only 2 or even 1 per cent 1
After taking their full share out, they
simply throw the odd coppers to the
charities. In New Zealand, 1 per cent.
is handed, not to the charities, but to the
Government. A very great addition that
is to their revenne! If you are going to
get revenue from such sources as that, we
might as well say that we shall have a
" two-up" club under the patronage of
the Government; or we might go still
further, and take a tax from the gentlemen
who hang around the Stock Exchange. If
you want to find the canses which lead
to the rnin of people, you must not confine your attention to the betting ring.
More people have been ruined through
the influence of the Stock Exchange
than through the betting ring.
",Ve
are to have this hysterical legislation,
simply because we are told that in
the past a few wretched boys have gone
pilfering.
I say that if you want to
encourage that sort of thing, vote for
this Bill. A few months ago there were
such crowds of people at; the tote shops
in Collingwood that the trams had to stop.
vVomen went in there and left their perambulators on the footpath. If we pass
this Bill we lllay as well, at the sa-me
time, give the gentlemen who keep these
tote shops permission to carryon their
business. Let them give a certain percentage to the charities, and that will
make it all right. No doubt, in a little
time, they will be able to build a shed for
the perambulators.
Mr. MUURA Y. - ""There are the police 7
Mr. HANCOOK.-Do not ask me where
the police are-ask me something easier.
I know that both the members for that
district spoke about the neglect that was
shown by the proper authorities, and that
the Goyernment of the day spent hundreds
of pounds in trying to suppress these tote
shops.
Mr. T. A. ISAAcs.-Theywere prosecuted;
but the law was not strong enough, and a
Bill is now being drafted to make the law
stronger.
Mr. HANCOCK.-Al1 I say is .that what
is right at Flemingtoll cannot be wrong at
Collingwood. If we are to have these
machines introduced,! object to their being
confined to the three princi pal race·courses.
The honorable member for ",VD.rrnambool
says that he would be quite prepared to
allow the same privilege to respectable
su bl1rban pro·prietary comses. \Vell, that
is vel'y kind of him, I am sure. But why
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did he not put it in the Bill ~ The honur·
able member speaks about EH,rly Melbourne, and says that as soon as people got
here they formed racing clubs.
Mr. MURRAY.-That was a lung time
before you got here. That was when you
were associated in London with Dickens
and Sab, and gentlemen of that sort.
Mr. HANCOCK.-vVell, I do not think
that r improved myself when r came out
to associate myself with the honorable
member for "'\Varrnarnbool. The honor·
able member stated that the first thing
the early settlers did to celebrate their
arrival in the colonv was to form a
racing club. Of cou;'se that was their
peculiarity.
Sydney Smith said that
Englishmen were so fond of dining, that
if England were destroyed by an earth·
quake, you would find some people
celebrating tho event by a dinner
amid the rnins; and I suppose something of the snme sort prompted people
to form a racing club out here. They
had to have some kiud of sport, because
they could Dot indulge in the usual sport
of the new-comers by chasing the natives.
But I want to point out that these early
racing clubs obtained grants of lalld from
the Government. The proprietary clubs
had to purchase their land, and now this
very logical Bill is to gi ve every little
twopenny-ha'penny clnb in the country,
which may not have more than one meeting a jear, but has been coaxed by the
V.R.C. to send representatives down to
Melbourne-these dubs are promisod the
totalizator, \\' hile the propriet.ary clubs,
which spend. thousands of pounds every
year, are not to have it. I had no sympathy
whatever with the multiplication of racecourses d nringthe boom period; but there is
the fact that mon ha,Ye in vested thousands
of pounds in these proprietary courses,
and now YOLl Wltllt to refuse them a licence
for the tota,lizator and thoroughly ruin
them. Tho honorable member for 'Varr·
nambool say~-" Just let me get tho
measure passed, and I will include them."
I do not know what he won't include ill
order to get the Bill passed. Then he says
- " Let us try the experiment for three
years.)) That is the ~~tme kind of cry
that was raised in South Australia. Every
year there the opponeBts of the totalizator
try to stop it; but they find that a strong
influence is brought to bear against them
in consequence of the widespread nse of
the to~a1izator, and that prevents it being
stopped. Now, I was anxious to find out
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how the totalizator worked in New Zea·
land, aBd I wrote to Mr. Seddon, the
Premier, asking for his opinion on
the 4uestion. He replied that, as he
intended later on to move in that direction, he preferred that I should not
ask him just then, and he referred me
to another gentleman. I wrote to that
other gentleman, 1\11'. Carnell, a member
of the New Zealand Parliament, and this
is the statement which Mr. Carnell sent
to me;It was legalized many years before the concession to the charities was adopted, in order
to preserve the monopoly. Scarcely a session
has passed in the last seven years without
strenuous efforts being mane for its total repeal.
Churchman and layman alike have never ceased
opposing it. I think in 181)5, in a full House,
the majority in favour of the machine was three.
One consequence is that the whole country is
stndded with racing cluhs; capital steadily
shrinking, especially in Otago, the trading class
suffering most. Seventy per cent. of the community are against its continuance, but unable
to carry out their aspiration, owing to various
causes, chief of which is the apathy displayed by
the voters at general elections, and the immense
political power wielded by the metropolitan
and country race clubs, who vote en bloc for
those who support the totalizator. To show
how gambling increases by leaps and bounds
under its auspices, the following extract is
applicable, coming from official documents:" As showing the increase of totalizator betting
during the last eleven years, it may be men·
tioned that the investments at the Auckland
Racing Club meetings for the past season were
£101,926, as against £4:3,430 in 1887-8; Canterbury Jockey Club, £86,457, as against
£55,956; \V ellington Racing Club, £5R,170, as
against £19,556; 'Vanganui Racing Club,
£38,:328, as against £12,653; and the H,twke's
Ba.y Ra,cing Club, £37,5]6, as against £22,066."
On this showing comment is needless. Mr.
Carnell's last mot.ion for its repeal, which was
defeated by a bare majority, contained the
following clauses:"']~hat we are convinced that by its use
incalculable damage is produced in this colony
by fostering the immoral habit of gambling in
both old and young.
" That it has helped to fill the coffers of the
racing clubs, and to pay the expenses of racing
studs, at the cost of tradesmen and others,
whose debtors have spent ill gambling the
money which shoulo go in paying their just
debts; and it has, by the large amount of
revenue which is derived by its use, made
racing of such frequent occurrence that this
colony is overrun by a most undesirable class of
people, which has a most demoralizing effect on
the colonists, more especially on the young. "

Mr. TAVERKER.-vVho is that from ~
Mr. HANCOCK.-From Mr. Carnell, a
member of the New Zealand Pa.rliament.
Mr. TAVERNER.-Do you know him 1
Mr. HANCOCK.-He was oyer here
during the COllvention. I may say, sir,
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that the tendency of the totalizator is not
that we shall have straight running.
Its tendency is just the reverse.
I
am pleased to say that, although we
have two members in this House who
are owners of race-horses, neither of them
bets. The honorable member for Eastern
Suburbs, who is a member of the V.R.C.
committee, does l10t bet, and Mr. Croker,
another member, does not bet either.
But I think I am correct in stating that
every other member of the committee of
management of the V.R.C. does bet. I
say it is unfair to give a huge monopoly
to a committee of that kind, where we
find that only about one or two of the
whole committee are people who are
above suspicion, because, the moment a
man begins to bet, we know what a
demoralizing effect it has upon him. I
know it has been one life-long struggle
with myself to keep straight, but I have
succeeded. Unfortunately, I have not had
it in my power to be anything else. It
has been my privilege to pay all through
my life, but at the same time I do not
squeal. I am not at all sanguine that
we shall have straighter running under
the totalizator. I know this very well,
that if I meet the owner of a horse, however different that gentleman'S opinion
may be on politics, I can go up to him
and say-" Has your horse got any chance,
Mr. So-and-so 1 " Then, perhaps, he will
say-" Well, yes, it is worth while to put
on half-a-sovereign." He puts his money
on, and be tells me to do the same.
Sometimes it comes off, and sometimes it
does not. Now, what was my experience
with the totalizator in Soutb Australia 1
I went to a well-kno\vn owner, a gentleman of great probity, and I said-" Do
you think you have got a chance, sir 1"
He said-" No, I am only just running to
swell the field, that's all.
I am not
accustomed to run for the public." I left
that man, knowing what to avoid, and
I put my money on something else, and
then to my horror this horse which was
only run to swell the field won the race.
Now, you can see the terrible state of
degradation to which owners of horses
would be brought if the totalizator were
adopted here. They would have to deceive their best friends, because their
pockets would be affected if they did
any thing else.
People speak of the
honesty of totalizator running, but
only the other day an instance was
mentioned in which two Victorian horses
Mr. Hancock.
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were sent over to South Aust.ralia, and
what was done? All the Melbourne people
were ad vised to back one of· the stable,
and the other one, which was never
mentioned, won. That 'was the effect of
the totalizator. Now, sir, I believe that
up to the present moment the turf in
Victoria has heen as pure as the turf in
any country in the world. Of course, the
two examples I have mentioned only form
exceptions. I think myself that wherever
you have betting you are bound to have
" cronk" practices.
Mr. STAUGH'l'ON.- What ~
. Mr. HANCOCK.-That is a sporting
term. I do not know that it is known in
conllexion with squatting. As a matter
of fact, I believe that at the present
time the Victorian turf can hold its own
with the turf of any of the colonies.
But the moment that you take to the
legal ization of the totalizator and the
legalization of betting it will be different. It is no good running in a
poor wretch who opens a tote shop or
a poor barber who has a few wagers
if you are to allow a wealthy club to
have such a huge monopoly.
It is unfair. Gambling is either right or wrong.
The State up to now has endeavoured to
check bettiilg. It has prohibited betting
in the streets, and has gone so far as
almost to make it illegal to bet on racecourses. I believe that the best advice that
can be given is on the lines laid down by
. the honorable'mem bel' for Eastern Su burbs.
My boys do not go to races. They say"Father can lose enough for the Whole
family." "With such an object-lesson ill
front of them, they wonld be slow boys
indeed if they fell into the same pitfall as
their father. But if we attempted to
legalize betting, we should make one
of the greatest blunders we ever made.
There is not a solitary argument I
have heard in favour of this machine.
At the present time '\vhen you go to
Flemington to a race meeting JOu are
charged about 400 per cent. more than if
you wanted to go for any other purpose.
Then you have to pay lOs. 6d. to go into a
paddock to lose your mOlley, and they
point out to you what a lovely lawn there
is, and how beautiful the whole place is;
and there will be new stands, and I do not
know what if we have the totalizator. If,
as would be the case, you put into the
pocket of the Y.R.C. some £30,000 a year,
you will see how satisfactory it will . be to
poor people who cannot go anywhere but
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on the flat, to look over from a distance of the publication of the odds would stop
and see the magnificent place they gambling more effectually than anything
have been contributing to. How satis- else. But if honorable members wish to
factory indeed! I say at 011ce that restrict gambling, they certainly ought to
if I put a sovereign down at 3 to 1 prevent the passage of this measure.
Mr. BURl'ON.-The honorable memberI expect to get £4 if I win, and do
not want a club or anyone else to deduct for Eastern Suburbs, to \,:hos8 speech I
3s. of it. I object to that. I know the paid great attention, set himself out to
high di vidends that are paid from the tote, prove three things, but he did not succeed
but that is one of the most dangerous "in proving one of them. I was particularly
features of it. It will besaid-" Oh, :Mrs. interested in his statement that he would
So~alld-so put on half-a-soyereign and got
prove that the introduction of the totali£30 or £40"; and then NIl's. Such-and- zator would largely increase the evil of
such will want to do the same, and it will gambling. I would point out that t.hat is
have the same ill effect as the issue of a mistake, and for the purpose of curtailgrocers' licences, "when bottles of gin were ing my remarks as much as possible
put down as sago, sugar, and so on. It I will confine them to one particular point
will be wonderful how the grocer's bill will -and this my personal observation in congo up if the totalizator is legalized. The nexion with the H.acing Club in AdelaideGovernment itself should show by every made on Saturday last. rrhe honorable
means in its power that it has no de- member gave the Honse certain informasire to get money for the charities in tion in connexion with the South Austhis way. I believe in the charities being h"alian Jockey Club; hut, as I said at the
supported.
I opposed the measure time, his information could not be comintroduced by the Premier the other night, plete unless he told us something about
although I w~s quite willing for the the real people's club in Adelaide. r:rhe
eharities to lll<ike use of money which club of which he gave us some particulars
would otherwise lie idle in the bank, but is more than suspected to be a proprietary
I thought it was not fair to tax one por- club, and the gentleman he nctmed, Sir
tion of the community for the benefit of H.ichard Baker, is more than sllspected
the charities. vVe all ought to pay. I of being a shareholder in the concern. I
give my subscription at the same time as do lJot pretend to SH,y that anyt.hing wrong
other people who do not go to races, and I is done in connexion with that club. but
object to paying twice. I am sorry that certainly a rich club like that cannot be
this measure has been introduced. I wish taken to represent the general effect of
the honorable member for 'Varrnambool the totalizator in South Australia. I atwould apply his unmistakable abilities to tended on Saturday last a race meeting in
some better measure. There are plenty Adelaide, where the totalizator was at
of measures which require the support he work, on the Adelaide Racing Club course,
could give to them. If he should succeed, and I did not find there many of the
what a rnafln'Un~ opus this Rill would be things "which have been foretold to-night
to have associated with his name-to in connexion with the totalizator. Inhave people saying that he introduced stead pf those loud-mouthed raseals, the
the gambling machine into Victoria! I say book-makers alluded to by the honorwe should do our level best to diminish able member for WarrnambooJ, there was
gambling.
Although the finger of scorn a complete ab1;ence of the book-niaker
may be pointed at me because I gamble, element. One or two book-makers who
and most likely shall continue to do so, I were found on the course were stopped ill
intend to oppose any measure which will their occupation b'y the police, a.nd fined
support gambling, because I believe it last Monday. Not one book-maker was
will do most injury to that class of the" allowed to pursue his business on that
community which already have too many race-course. I t has been said that the
temptations thrown in their way. I am totalizator will increase the volume of
so much a believer in stopping gambling, betting. But what has been the extha,t I would like to see papers made perience in South Australia? A reference
criminally liable if they published the to the records will show that, year aftel'
odds. If you want to pl'event betting in year, the amount invested on the totalitown stop the publicat.ion of the odds. I zator there has gradually been deerea8ing,
remember the effect it h'ad once in the old and the complaint is that the income from
country, and I know that the prevention the totalizator is decreasing. It has been
0
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said that the totalizator would encourage
,romen and children to bet. That is easily
provided against.
Children in South
Australia are prevented from betting. I
statjoned myself near to a machine
and the whole time I was there I saw three
women step up and bet, and no more.
AllY honorable member who takes the
tro~lble to stand near the book-makers at
Flemington whe~l important raciug is going
. on there, wonld be more likely to see, not
three, but three hundred women betting.
It is said, too, that children will be en,couraged to bet. InSouthAustralia they are
not allowed to bet on the totalizator. This
incident occurred nnder my own·eyes. A
lad, who I should assume was about 21
years of age, stepped up to the machine and
tendered his money. He was presented
,with a tieket, but before he quite got possession of it, the man in charge of the
window asked him-" Are yon 21 years of
,age? " He replied something I could not
·catch, but the ticket was taken from him,
~U1d he was told-" If you ask for a ticket
again here to-day, I will give you in charge."
These incidents provo that children are
not allowed to bet, and that women do
not bet to any considerable extent, and
that betting is decreasing year by year in
cOlllJexioll with the totalizator.
Mr. Zox.-'rhey could get some one to
,bet for them.
Mr. BUH.TON.-I am givillg actual
facts which occurred under my own eyes.
li'nrthermure, the picture presented on
that race-COLUse was very different from
'what is to be seen upon om race-courses,
with the pandemonium that exists there.
From what I have seen myself, I have
maqe up my mind that I shall vote for
this Bill.
Mr. KIRTON moved the adjollr~ll11ent
·of the debate.
Mr. MURRAY said he desired the resnmption of the debate to be fixed for
"\Vednesday, 9th November, when it would
appear flS tho first private members' business on the notice-paper. He knew the
Bill would meet with the strongest opposition, and the only chance of the measure
being reached again this session,was to fix
the resumption of the debate for a date
"'hen it would be the first private members' business to be dealt with.
The motion was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned to "\Vednesday,
November 9.
The House adjourned at sixteen minutes
past eleven o'clock.
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:Phursday, A'llgust 18, 1898.
Railways Standing Committee: Qualllbatook to Ultima
Line-l\!afft:[1, Beet Sugar Factot'y-Assent to BillsThe Budget: Second Day'S Debate.

rrhe SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
four o'clock p:m.
RAIL'WAYS STANDIN(1 COMMITTEE.
Mr. CAMERON brought up a report
of the Parliamentary Standing Commit.tee
on Railways on the proposed line from
Qnambatook to Ultima.
The report was ordered to be printed.
MAFFRA BEET SUGAR FAC~rORY.
Sir GEORGE TUHNEH said that,
during the discussion on the Maffra Beet
Sligar Company Bill, he was asked to
allow honorable members to have an
opportunity of inspecting the papers with
regard to the tellders for the machinery
for the sugar factory, and an order was
made that copies should be laid on the
table of the House. He found that there
were a very large number of those papers,
and, instead of having copies m'ade and
laid on t,he table of the Honse, he proposed
to lay the original papers on the table of
the Library, in order that honorable members might have an opportunity, between
then and Tuesday next, of looking at
them, so that they would afterwards be
in a positioll to ask any question tbey
might desire to put in regard to the
tenders.
PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the Totalizator
Bill were presented, by Mr. IRVINE, from
residents of Kaniva; uy Mr. McKENl!:IE,
from residents of Seymour alld members
of the Seymour Amateur Turf Club.; by
Mr. Ml"RPHY, from residents of Bungaree ;
by Mr. HA WSON, from members of the
Kyneton Hacing Club; by M1'. H.USSELL,
from residents of Hokewood; and by Mr.
S'L'APLE'l'OK, from residents of Scarsdale,
Smythesdale, and district.
A petition against the Totalizator Bill
was presented by Mr. BOWSER, from the
Congregational Church, Huthcrglen,
A petition was presented by Mr. MURRAY SMI'l'H, from Valentine Fran\<. Mason,
acting secretary' of the Studley Park
Bridge Company, praying for the appointment of a select committee to inquire into
the circumstances of the company.
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ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir GEORGE TURNER presented a
message from the Administrator of the
Government., intill1ating that, at the Government Offices~ on August 15, His Excellency gaye his assent to the Brighton
Loa.n Bill, the Birchip and Crol1omby
Rail way Construction Bill, and the Ferntree Gully and Gembrook Hailway Construction Hill.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
SECOND DAY.

The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Supply, the debate on the
Budget (adjourued from the previous day)
was resllmed.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE said- 'Vhen I
was obliged to stop my remarks last night,
I was dealing with the proposed expendit.urc of £202,000 on the central railway
station, Melbourne, but before I proceed
to say anything further ill regard to that"
I would like to draw attention to an interjection made by the Minister of Railways
last llight, when I was complaining of
the starvation policy of the Government
in regard to rolling-stock and other
necessary works in connexion with the
maintellallce of the rail ways. The Minister of Hailwa,Ys interjected-"Your Government closed up the workshops." Now,
I have taken the trouble to-dAY to ascertain what we did in that respect. Alld
what do I find? I find that, as a matter
of fact, onr Government acttlally spent, in
carriage and waggon repairs, £127,5tH in
their year of offiee, and if you compare
that with the corresponding expenditure
of the somewhat prosperous years of
1887-8 and 1888-9, you will find that
\YO increased the expenditure yery considerably_ In 1887-8, that expenditure
was £ ll3,604, and ill 1888-9, £117,010,
whereas, as I have already said, in ollr
year of offi(~e it was raised to £127,581,
showing that we actually saw the necessity
of keeping the rail way rolling-stock in a
safe and satisfactory cOllditioll. 'Vhat did
the prcseut Govorn~nent do in this l'espect~
They immediately reduced the expenditure
on carriage and waggon repairs to £89, 1 ~9
in 1894-5. In 1895-6 they raised it to
£91,353, and the next year, 1896-7, they
increased it to £101,946. That is a
thorough reply to the statement of the Ministor of Hail ways that the Patterson Government iJad, as a matter of policy, initiated
this starYatioll business. The Patterson
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Government did nothing of the kinu. The
policy of that Government all through was
to make retrenchment, but they took care
that it was not made in a way that would
involve the expenditure of thousands of
pounds afterwards to repair its ill effects.
The policy which has been pursued by the
present Government, particularly in regard to the railways, has been of such a
starvation character that the necessity
has now arisen for the expenditure of
£1,000,000 or so to make things good.
I wanted to cOlltri:tdict that statement of
the Minister of Hailways in the beginning
of my remarks, bu t I do not desire to refer, at this j uneture, to the difference in the
cost of themailltenanceoftherailways.in
detail, during the l\~gimo of the Patterson
Government and the present Ministry's
regime. That comparison will come in
better by-and-by when I am dealillg with
the railways in detail. In regard to the proposed expenditure of £202,000 on tho central ra.ilwa'y station in Melbourne, I want
to know definitely, and r hope we shall be
informed by a member of the Government
in the course of tbis debate, whether it is
the intention of the Government that this
extraordinary expenditure shall be submitted to the Railways Standillg Committee again? At the earnest solicitation
of the House the last £100,000 was scnt
to the Hailways Standing Committee. At
that time, the proposals then made, as .I
said yesterday, were condemned, aud now
when you propose to increase that expenditure by £100,000 I certainly think the
Honse is bound to send this proposed work
again to the Railways Standing Committee.
Before this debate doses I would like to
hear that the Government intend to act in
that dil'eetion. I complained last night,
aud. I repeat the complaint now, that if
the country districts are to get anything
in the way of indirect benefit from the
railway station accommodation in Melbourne this expenditure ought to go
largely towards the improvement of the
station whieh the people of the conn try
districts really require, and I contend
that the people of the country districts
should be considered just as much as
the people of Melbourne. I am sure that
before this debate terminates country
members will see the lleed of urging that
particular aspect of the question. On
page 6 of the paper, with regard to proposed new expenditure, circulated by the
Treasurer, the first item is "Department
of Agriculture-Freezing \\'orks, £50,000."
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Now, at the first blush, I tnought this
£50,000 proposed to be expended 011
freezing works was an expenditure that
would pay the country at once, because
the Trea.surer sa.id that the freezing works
at present cost us £5,700 per annumI understood for rent-and under those
circumstances I thought this £50,000 must
be regarded as expenditure on a reproductive work, if it would save that annual
relDt.
Sir GEORGE TURNER-The rent includes
all the working expenses.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I am glad the
Treasurer has vouchsafed that information,
which at once disarms the criticism I was
about to offer, because, I understand, the
working expenses are about £4,000 per
annum, so that instead of £5,700 being
paid for the use of the building, we are
-only paying £1,500 as rent of the building, and the rest goes for the purpose of
supplying, as I understand, what they call
cold air, used in carrying out the freezing
operations. Hut I would like to ask the
Government are we going into a speculation that will pay us, in face of the fact
that other freezing works already exist 1
The Patterson Government had an idea
of going into the very same undertaking,
, but our intention was to construct the
works alongside the pier-we did not say
the W·iIliamstown or the Port Melbourne
pier-so that the ships ·could come up
and take the stuff right from the freezing
works, and sail away.
Mr.S'l'YLEs.-I-lear, hear.
Mr. T. Sl"IITH.-VVould not alongside
the Yarm do better 1
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-N ow, I am
not going to bring vVilliamstown against
Port Melbourne or Melbourne, or anything
of that kind.
Mr. T. S~IITH.-You ha.d better not.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-But honorable members will see at once that if you
are going to truck the stuff from any place,
no matter where, to the ships, you may as
well leave it where it is now. That is the
position of the mat.ter. There is 110 getting away from it. Under the circumstances, I wa.nt this thing thrashed out. I
admit the great importance of keeping
this particular industry thoroughly well
in hand. I accept that, but we have
a right to see whether the Governmellt
is not going to run a competitive concern which may not only be injurions
to the property of the citizetls of .Melbourne ill those freezing works of
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theirs, but also largely and very seriously
injure the ports of Geelong and Portland.
There are freezing works there, and important ones, and if the Government go into
this business in the wholesale way they are
proposing, no doubt their competition will
be largely detrimental to those freezing
works. That is a matter of opinion, which
must be carefully considered before we deal
with the Government's project. The proposal to lend assistance to our agricultural
and viticu] tural industries must meet with
the support of honorable members. At
any rate that is my opinion. Town members may have other views in r~gard to
the matter, but I venture to tell them that
if the town is to succeed at all, it can only
succeed when the country is prospering.
The town cannot succeed otherwise, do
what ye,u please. I am glad to know that
a considerable portion of this money is to
be devoted to educational purposes. I see
that £30,000 "is to be applied to dairy
schools, experimental stations, purchase of
live Etock, machinery, implements, and
other appliances, aud technical agricultural
education. Now, in all these items of proposed expenditure, the one that strikes me
as most valuable of all is that of technical
agricnltl1ral education. 'I'heother itemswill
be discussed carefully too, I have no doubt,
but to me that item is the most important.
Onr ~narkct is largely with the outside
world, and unless our producers are kept
informed of the most recent improvements,
scientific· and .otherwise, they canllot possibly keep themselves to the front and
compete successfully with prodncers in
other parts of the world. Therefore I
approve of that item thoroughly, and I do
llOt think there will be very much objection to it. There is an item of £32,500
for the development of the export trade,
which I will leave over for further deta,ils.
The Treasurer was not prepared to tell us
mllch about that proposal, so that it can
stand over for' the mean time. N ow I
come to what I consider a very debatable
point with some parts of the communitya proposal that has been nearly as much
petitioned against as the Totalizator Bill,
and that is the bonuses tu the wine industry. I think that that is a most
legitimate industl'y-I say that unhesitatingly-to be helped by the Government.
It is towering over all onr other industries.
Mr. OU'l.'l'RrM:-Does it beat mining?
Sir JOHN McINTYRK-vVe will come
to that ~irectly. The wine industry has
a future before it, the end of which no
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one can foretell. Our mines may give out
some time or another-they will be worked
out some time or another, although it will
be a long time before that happens-but if
we thoroughly establish our growing wine
industry throughout the colony it will be
worth millions and millions to the COUlltry, even beyoBd our gold-mining industry.
'Vhy, just look at. the returns from the
wine industry in the South of France,
from the good wines produced in that
country. Our own returns are a mere
drop in the ocean in comparison. vVe
have here as fine a soil and as fine a climate for producing wines as they have in
the South of France, but we do not <know
how to make our wines so palatable to
consumers in the old country as the continental wine-growers do. If we did know
how to do that, honorable members have no
conception of the outletal~d the demand for
good wine we should find in the old land.
I say that we are perfectly justified in
doing all we possibly can to bring the wine
industry into a really good position, in the
interests of the whole colony, and as far
as that is concerned, I am prepared to give
the Government every help I can to make
that industry a success. I am sorry to
see that in their proposals the Governmen t
have left out the central wine cellar
which has been so much talked of. I
believe that is a most important work in
cOl).nexion with the smaller wine cellars
throughout the colony. Once the winegrowers are placed in the same position as
our miners, and enabled to sell their produce to wine-makers in our own colony,
either as grapes or must, immediately they
have produced it, we shall have established
here a first· class industry in cOllllexion
with the production of wine. At present
every small wine-grower who has half-anacre or an acre of land makes his own
wine in his own way, and puts it on
the market A few months afterwards it
becomes like vinegar, and consumers
spit it ont, and say-Ie Is this your colonial
wine ~ " 'Ve suffer from that sort of thing
very largely, and if wine-growers could sell
their prod uce as readily as miners can sell
their gold, there ,vould be no difficulty in
enormously extending the area of vine
cultivation. Put the wine-growers in that
position and you will give an immense
impetus to wine-growing throughout Victoria. Now, the Government have already
encouraged the growth of this ind ustry,
so that the House must see the necessity of
providing an outlet for the product of the
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labour of the persons who have been encouraged to enter upon wille-growillg here.
The next item un the programme of proposed new expenditure appears under the
head of the Mining department. ·When
the Treasurer came to this proposal, he
frankly said he' wanted to stand wen
with both sides. ,VeIl, there is no
mistake about it, he has done that
very fairly so far. There is a bit of
the octopus about his Budget proposals
after all-an octopus with some of its tentacles cut off-but the Treasurerveryfairly
and openly said-" I want to stand well
with both sides." I must not for a moment
say that I desire to oppose this proposed
expenditure of £150,000 for the development of the mining industry, although it
will have as much consideration from
me a~ from any other honorable member, but I will put my position
in this way: A remark fell from the
Treasnrer which astonished me; it made
me sit back in my seat, . and I forgave him for his previous irritation, because I felt so offended myself with what
he said in regard to this matter. The
rrreasurer sGtid, referring· to the increase
in the output of gold-I think I ha,cl ventured some remark-that onr gold costs us
more than £4 an ounce to get. Now, this is
a very old tale, which we have been debating for very many years past. It was
thrashed out as far back as 40 years ago.
I was very sorry to heal' that remark from
the Treasurer, for many reasons. Coming
from him, above all men, it has a most
discouraging effect on the would-be investors in our gold mines. rrhose who have
already inyested in the mining industry
understa,nd all about the matter, and do
not believe that statement at all, but
people in the old land who are looking out
for good investments in our mines have
felt the remark of the Treasurer strongly,
I assure you. I put it down as a laps'Us
ling~w~, and believe the 1'reasurer really did
not mean it. vVhat are the facts with
regard to the matt.er ~ There is no known
industry either here or in any other part
of the world which shows such extraordinary returns for the amount of labour
devoted to it as the mining industry does.
Last year's returns from the mines of this
colony show that every man engaged in
the mining industry, and boys are included
in the number, I sUPP9se, received at the
rate of £2 a week on the average. That
is an enormous pay, taking such a number
of men as are engaged in the mining
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industry.
But, apart from that, the
mining industry as a whole stands, relatively to other investments, ill a very
much higher position t.han some people
suppose. I took the trouble of investigating the returns that come from our
banks. I was looking over the G'ove1'nrnent Gazette the other day, aud I fonnd
that the total paid -up capital of the banks
in this COlOl!Y amounts to £14,460,139,
and that durillg the last half-year dividends to the amount of £206,733 were
paid. I multiply that amonnt by two to
get the l'csnlt for the yeal', aud I filld
the total amount to be £4:13,466. I
now turn to onr mining companies. I
cannot get all exact return of the amount
of capital invested in our mines, but I have
obtained the amouut of the nominal capital. Of course, honorable members know
that in some cases the' nomillal capital
may be £1, whereas only 28. is paid up.
But, taking the nominal capital, what do
I find it to be? There is nearly the same
amollnt of lJominal capital in connexion
with Ollr registered gold mines as there
is paid-up capital in conI18xion with the
banks, llamely, £14,500,000. And what
do I find in the \nw of dividends in
(;onnexion with the on~ investment and
the other 1 I find that the mining d ividends for last year amounted to £537,094,
equal to £113,628 moro than was paid
in dividel\ds by the banks.
And yet
mining is an industry that we are told
involves a cost of £4 pel' ounce to get
the gold. Of course, if it were so, it
would be a ruinous industry, but when the
Premier made that statement he was all uding simply to the paper mining industry.
Minos th8.t pay well with only 58. paid up,
and give ~t splendid returtl, have been
run up to £5 a share by speculators.
Then they l'lm down again to £1, or
even to 5s., and the paper syndicate
loses money. But it is not correct to say
that. the industry itself involves an expenditure of £4 an ounce to get. the gold. It
is the speculators who lose. Under these
circumstances a very serious injury has
been dOlle t.o the industry by allowing
such statements to go forth t.O the public.
It happens that there is at the [Jresent
time a gentleman in Melbourne \\'ho is one
of the partllers in a firm of wealthy men'
at home. He is out here lookillg after
mining illvestnlents. I met him at lunch,
and he said to me-" I have sent hOllle
the statement of your Treasurer, and cut
out and marked that part about it costing
Sir John

~lIfcIntyre.
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£4 per Ollllce to get the gold, because that
statement confirms my. own ideas about
the mining industry. I sent it home to
show that your 'rreasnrer had stated that
the gold produced here cost more than £4:
pel' ounce to get it. ll
Sir GEORGE TUlHIER.-""Vould you read
the statement I made? It was in answer
to one of your interjections. Read your
interjection and my reply.
Sir JOHN MclNTY RE.-I am simply
saying that this statement ought to be
denied at once. 'Ve want the country to
understand, and we want those outside to
understand, that the fact that speculators
lose nlOney has nothing to do with the
merits of our gold-mining industry. I
want to have the matter thrashed out
fairly, because it is damaging to the
industry to have it stated that the gold
is costing more to produce than it is
worth.
.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Head my statement.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I will refer
honorable members to H(tnW1'd, page 451.
The Premier saidMore than that, for the first half of this year
we have the satisfactory increase of 23,248
ounces, as compared with the corresponding
half-year of 18m. If this increase continues
during the year, it will indeed be yel'y satisfactory to all of llS.

Not if it costs us more than £4 an ounce
to produce.
'Ve haye now about 33,000 men employed in
this industry, which is a considerable increase
on the number in any previous year.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-That accounts for the
increased yield, too.

I might say that it is an interesting fact
that as you increase the llumber of people
employed in mines you get a P1'O 1'utCt
retul'll of gold .. The Premier contillued:K 0 doubt: and if we were to have another
10,000 men -employed, as I hope will be the
case as the result of the proposals that will be
submitted, we shall have a still greater yield,
and this cannot but be satisfactory to the country, even although it is said that the gold costs
some of us pretty well as much as it is worth tc
get it.

It is the speculator who loses.

Therefore

I interjectedThat refers to the paper miner, not the actual
miner.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It refers to the
man who has to pay calls, and who, unfortunately, never hits on anything that brings in a
dividCllll. His gold costs considerably more than
£4 an ounce, a,nd that is the experience of a
good many. However, of course, if men speculate they have to be prepared to put up with
the consequences.
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The Treasurer was misled in making these
statements. I know very ,ve11 U;at he
did not mean what his words have conveyed to some people, and I wish to have
th::.tt meaning explained and repudiated. I
told the gentleman to whom I have
referred-" Yon are making a mistake.
It is the pa,per speculators who are paying
more than £4 per ounce for their gold."
But I maintain that onr gold mines are
showing snchremarkable results, that, even
if there were such a loss" this colony has
made so much out of them that we should
avoid making allY snch statements as that
I have quoted. I have been to the Mines
department to obtain a statement, which I
will quote, as showing what can be got in
the way of return from some mines in this
country. I find that the paid-up capital
of the Garden Gully Ullited Company is
£28,490, and 'the dividends, including
tribute companies, have amounted to
£905,050. The paid-up capit.al of the
Long Tunnel Company is £16,800, and the
'dividends have amounted to £1,204,800.
I do not think yon can get many industries that hold out such inducements as
that.
Mr. THENwI'l'H.-And there are not
many mines like that.
Sir JOHN McINTYRK-But even the
smaller mines get their fair return. I
have shown the~e instances as the prizes
in the great game. The yield of gold
for last year was equal to £3,251,064, and
the dividends amounted to £537,094.
These aro the results from registered
companies, but we do not know what
has come from the small part.ies of miners.
You do not hear of them, but most of
them are making a living-in many cases
a very good income out of it-whilst
many are stl'ul!gling. The independent
old digging fraternity, those who believe
in working for their living on their own
account and not for a master, are getting
something. Probably they get as good
wages as those who are working for payment. I am very anxious to ha,ve the
idea repudiated that Olll' gold costs more
than £4 an ounce to prod uce, becanse
people who believe that the Premier
meant that have obtained an entirely
wrong impression from his remarks. Now,
sir, there is an item amongst the proposed
expenditure in connexion with the Nlilleil
department of £60,000 for "Assisting
pioneer mining, procuring machinery,
working plant, or appliances." Pioneer
miningis very good undoubtedly, but weare
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also anxious that the mines now developed
~hould be placed on a fair footing .. There
are also many valuable spots in connexion
with our old gold-fields and in the vicinity
of them that need looking after again,
and this work might be classified as
pioneer mining. But I doubt whether,
from the way this is worded, it is intended
that this money is to be expended for the
purpose of increasing the development of
om old gold-fields as well as for opening
up new ones. In the early days we left
many good patches of grollnd that were
not fully developed. '].1hero is plenty of
ground in the old gold-fields the working
of 'which is worthy of being called pioneer
work, and when the opportunity comes I
intend to see if we can do tmything in
that direction. There is also an item" For r.onstruction of roads and tracks for
mining purposes in mountainous districts,
£45,000." We have spent ;1, considerable
sum of money in connexion with these
works. I dare say sornething has been
sho\vn in the way of retlll'll, hut I think
the Minister might fairly consider whether
this £45,000 conld not better he spent in
one snm instead of being spread over three
years. It might be devoted to developing
a very important district whieh I have
been reading about lately. I have 110
interest in it in any way, direetly or
indirectly, but it strikes me tlH~t it is a
district in which the Government should
do something to make roads and tracks for
mining purposes. It is called the Mount
Deddick district, and is in Gippsland. If
the £45,000 were devoted to work like
that, something practical would be done.
It would have a good influence upon the
stock and share market, and would induce
speculators to do something in a district
of that kind. There is a big mining venture a way in Queensland, at Chillagoe I
think they call it, where an immense sum
of money is being spent. The Government there passed a Bill for the purpose
of enabling a railway to be constrllcted to
the part where the works are. 'Yorks
like that, going right into a district where
there is t.he chance of developing irnportant
mines, are wiser than spending small sums
here and there, and I think it would be
better if some such work could be found
than to divide the money over a number
of works. 'Vith regard to the total of
£150,000 to be spent in cOllnexton with
the Mines department., I trust that the
Government will look ont to see that all
districts fairly participate in the money.
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There has been a considerable amount
of complaint in the mining districtslet the Government particularly read
the Bendigo papers and the Ballarat
papers to prove what I say-about such
sums being spent in the district of the
Minister of Mines. I do not for a moment
support that idea, becam!e so long as a
piece of country is developed I do llot
think it matters much what part of the
colony is being developed; but these are
remarks that are being made, and it is
well tha,t the attention of the Government should be drawn to the fact. Justification can be shown for every shilling
that is spent in Gippsland, but it is well
that other parts should have a fair share
of the money. Now I come to the water
supply items. Here I may say that I am
very glad indeed that I am prevented by
the decision arrived at by the 'rreasurer,
who has agreed to meet the wishes of the
people who are to be supplied with water
from the Coliban dam, from saying vcry
much about the matter. This is a very
serious affair to the Bendigo and northern
districts. I understand that the Premier
has. agreed to construct a dam which is
deemed ample for the purpose of catching
all the water at present lost by the bywash.
.
Mr. LANGDON.-It must be a pretty
large one.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-They have
estimated very carefully the amount of
water flowing over the by-wash, and it is
thought that once they make the original
dam the drainage area will be nothing more
than sufficient to fiJI this particular dam.
Under the cireumstances, I have no hesitation in saying that it would have been
madness to spend £250,000, which was
the amount of the original estimate.
But, if what is wanted can be done for
£100,000, I understand that the Premier
has agreed to that policy.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I said that I was
prepared to do exactly what I said I would
do iu the Budget speech. I would not
ask the House to spend a quarter of a
million of money, but if '£100,000 would
do the work satisfactorily, I was prepared
to ask the House to sanction it. I have
not altered my idea at all.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I do say that
if this work could not have been done for
less ·than '£250,000 that would be too much,
but I uilderstand that the Treasurer has
found out that .quite sufficient can be done
to meet :111 requirements for £100,000.
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Mr. KIR'l'oN.-They are satisfied with
what they have got.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I can tell
honorable members that I have 110 hesitation in saying that we were in imminent
danger last season of a very serious situation indeed. Even now, with all the winter
rain we have had, persons going past the
Coliban dam can see dark lines where the
water used to be running over. Anot.her
such drought would have led to a most
serious calamity in that part of the country. If the drought had continued this
year, and we had had no snch rains as we
have had, the matter would have been
so serious as to amount to a calamity.
When I was Mayor of Bendigo, we were
obliged to bring water from Rochester to
Bendigo and to sell it at 2s. 6d. per 100
gallons to supply the people with water.
"What was the result ~ The people left us;
they ·would not stay without a good and
sufficient water supply. Since Bendigo has
had a fair supply, however, the people
have had comfortable homes, and ·they
have stayed.
Mr. S1'ERRy.-And the population has
largely increased.
Sir JOHN McINTYH.E.-All from the
fact that we have given them the necessaries of civilization; and they are paying
for it. And if it had not been for· extravagance and the blundering of the
engineers, the works would have been paying 3! per cent. I am sure that the rrreasurer, by carrying out the scheme that
he has agreed to, will make it a payable
source of revenue. He mnst remember,
and we cannot shut our .eyes to the fact,
that a work of this kind is not for a few
years, but for the far future. And I
should not be surprised, in some years to
come, to see this work returning 5 per cent.
or 6 per cent. on the capital. rrhe Government., I must say, have been liberal. in
supplying water during the drought to
the poor farmers, and if, in consequence of
this, they have lost to some extent a portion of the surplus they might have
expected, they have the satisfaction of
lmowing that they have done good.
Mr. 'VHI1'E. - They have done very
well.
Sir JOHN McINTYH.E.-All I say is,
that if we do not supply these people with
the necessaries of life the people of Melbourne who own property here .will very
soon be running about looking for some
other investment for their money. In
speaking upon this subject, I have, as I
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always do, avoided saying anything that is to be spent for the purpose of reo
would seem to indicate that I was asking claiming swamps. N ow, the reclamation
for anything for my own district, but I of these swamps will mean a considermay say that some of our mines were able addition to the value of private
Are the land-owners going to
obliged to carry water 2 or 3 miles for land.
their boilers last season. That is a very contribute anything to these works ~ Is
serious matter, and I hope that whatever is any arrangement made in this regard 1 If
done in connexion with this exte.nsion of you are to increase the value of people's
water supply the Maldon district will, at all land by reclaiming other land which is at
events, not be left in that position any present valueless, the land-owners have a
longer. I do not expect that the Govern- right to contribute to that work. I do
ment can do very much this year, but as not know whether the Government have
£523,150 is to be expended on water taken this fact into consideration. I should
supply, surely a district like MaId on, like to point out that some of these items
which has come to the front very rapidly, ought not to be paid for out of revenue.
should not be left in the positiorJ in which They are to all intents and purposes
some of its mines have to stop for about reproductive works. Immediately they are
three months in the best part of the year. completed they are reproductive. The
I am not going to say anything about the mallee wat8r supply work is reproductive.
item £54,700, "Loan Mildura Irrigation All these items are reproductive. Under
Trust," or about the £300,000, "MaBee the heading "Post and Telegraph departWater Supply." But I hope that when the ment," again, there are items of £8,000,
£300,000 item is being disctlssed we shall £7,000, and £15,000. Would it not be
have a complete scheme before us. I pre- fair to call these reproductive works ~ Of
sume that these items will be dealt with in course, we are not getting much frOm the
Bills, and that we shall havean ample oppor- Post-office department at present, but if
tunity by-and-by of dealilJg _with them. you purchase land for which you are now
N ow I come to public works. The first item paying rent, you may look upon that as a
is £150,000 "to assist the 4th, 5th, and reproductive work, because you immedi6th class shires in opening up Crown atelyinvest the money and it becomes reprolands and means of access to rail way ductive, inasmuch as you save rent. 'rhese
stations." The Premier knows that he items: "Extension of long-distance teledocked the municipalities very seriously phone lines, and extension of present
from £450,000 down to £100,000, and system of pneumatic tubes to connect
why should he not give them an a Exchange with the Rialto and SpeneerjJ?'o rrlta share of this good sum ~
This street o'ffices," and" Purchase and erection
money is to go to a few outlandish dis- of 15,000 iron telegraph poles in lieu of
tricts. My sympathies go there, but there wooden ones," are reproductive works. In
are a great many districts which have had the department of Trade and Customs there
money taken from them in years gone by, is an item of £12,500 for the Portland
and that are in a famishing condition, as pier. I have no hesitation in saying that,
much as the districts which it is proposed amongst all the items in this list, there is
to help are. Some of the nOl'thern shires nothing more worthy and justifiable than
want help for the construction of roads as that. Portland is a far distant place, but
much as the 4th, 5th, and 6th class this is a thoroughly justifiable work, and
shires. I am sure that, when these itelns will be a credit to the country. The pier
are being dealt with, the Premier will should have been there years ago. rrhis
have some difficulty. He must prepare is an important district, and the people
himself for that; and I expect that, if he have tried to help themselves, and the
extends his view, he must see that they Government should assist them. But
should all get something out of it. There cannot this be put dc,wn as a reproductive
are three items at the end of the public work ~ There is also the item" Pilotsworks list that I win refer to-" Levee, iu Advance for steam service, repayable by
continuation of the Cobram to Tocumwal deduction out of moneys collected by the
work from Ulupna to Picola, £8,000;" Customs department, by yearly instal" Levee on both sides of Goulburll River, ments, with 3~ per cent. interest, exnorth of Shepparton, £10,000;" and tending over 25 years-£15,000." Is
" Condl;l,h Swamp main drain completion, . not that a reproductive work 1 The
£4,000." Here are three items amounting Government are there to get the money
to £20,000, and we are told the money back with interest added.
Surely it is
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reproductive, and should be stated as
such.
Sir GEORGE 'I'URNER.-It is only proper
to pay that out of revenue, because the
money is coming back into revenue.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Tf you are
going to pay it out of revenue, take it out
of revenue every year. This borrowing
principle is cumulative here. The right
honomble gentleman is starting a principle that the next Treasurer may extend
largely. rl'he next Treasurer may say" The late one did it, and I will go on the
same principle."
Sir GEOHGE TURNER-YOll want me to
borrow and not pay back; I want· to pay
back by yearly instalments.
Sir JOHN McINrrYRE.-No, I want to
hypothecate the distant future.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Thell it will never
be paid back at all.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-All the debts
of this colony must be paid back some
time. 'Ve could not pay all our debts
to-morrow if we were asked to do so, but
we have property for every shilling we
have borrowed. J wish I had the property
belonging to this State, and the debts
together with it. I should die a millionaire.
I am satisfied about ollr debts.
Our borrowed money has not been expended in shooting down lliggers, or in
war of any kind. vYe have £1 for every
£1 we have borrowed. I am no~ goillg to
say anything with regard to the Defence
items.
I suppose the Highland regiment
is not included. I will kef!p that subject
until I can show my kilts.
Mr. PEACocK.-Are you going to show
them here in the House ~
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The item for
the Scotish regiment will only be £150·it is not much; we will provide for ourselves rather than come to the State.
It appears to me, considering the extraordinary state in which the world is, and
the possibility that at any day we may
have trOll ble, we are not being charged
too much in the way of insurance, as the
~rreasurer has put it.
As to the Lands
department, surely the item" Resumption
of laud in the mallee district, £30,000," is
reproductive. vYe are going to get the
money back; it is reproductive in that
sense. Of course it is paid back to revenue, but it is a reproducti\'e work.
Yon are borrowing against a loan, so to
speak. Yon have the security behind the
money. All the other items in the list can
fairly stand oyer until we come to consider
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the matter in detail. I will say, in COllcluding n;ly remarks in reference to this
particular expenditure, that the effect of it
mustundonbtedlybe, as honorable members
will admit, to bring a large number of the
people of the conntry to Melbourne. rrhe
Government cannot get away from that.
We shall have a large increase of population in Melbourne, not only from the
country districts, bnt from other parts.
Immediately we begin to construct these
big works people will hive to Melbourne.
Now, I do not think that is a desirable
thing.
Mr. OU'L"I'Rll\f.-There aro ,L largo number of works in the country districts.
Sir JOHN McINrrYHK-Very little;
about £2,000,000 are to come to :Melbourne.
Sir GEORGE TUR~mR.-Four·fifths of the
expenditnre is either in t.he country, or
for the benefit of the countrv.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-vOb, of course,
it is all for the benefit of the country.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. - rrho country
cannot get on without Melbollrne, and
Melbourne ·cannot get on wit.hout the
conntry.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Well, we will
The unsay that we all benefit by it.
fortunate thing is that this bold policy was
not started two alld a half years ago. This
bold poliey is very amusing. The Treasurer
will not be vexed with me if I tell him
that it is 110t his policy at all. It is a
policy that was given him by a particular
paper in Melbourne called the Age. I
have the article here.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-vVhat date is
tlmt ~
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The 6th December, 1897.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Considering that
I declared to the country at the previous
election what the policy of the Government WH.S going to be, I think it is rather
late to come from the Age at that date.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-I think not.
Here is what the .Age saysThe colony has been brought to the verge of
starvation by four or five years of stagnation,
and should now receive nourishing treatment,
such as is extended to the convalescent. So far
the Government has only taken timid anel
rather grudging steps towards greasing the
wheels of industry. It is not the wish of any
set of politicians that we should emulate our
neighbours in Sydney by employing thousands
of men upon public relief works. 'Ve must,
however, not neglect to develop our vast
natural resources, and to offer all the inducements in our power to further settlement.
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Now, that was the first keynote of the'
policy now submitted to us, the so-called
"bold policy" of the Government. 'fhe
article then goes on to sayIt (t.he Government) has, since 1895, cut down
the expenditure on public works to a bare
ma,intenal1ce basis.

Now, that is what this House has always
been saying. The Age continues : Last year tho Trcasurer told Parliament, not
without parllolHtble pride, that the whole expenditure of loan moneys for that period
was not to exceed £293,000. For the current
finaneial year the Government proposes to do
even less. It hrought down in July last a
scheme to expend £266,000 upon new railway
works, mainly for regrading. But Parliament at
one swoop struck out a.n item of £50,000, intended as an im'ltalment of the cost of huilding
a. new central passenger station in Flindersstreet. Not even Sir George Turner himself
will sa,y that this July scheme does justice to
the colony. On the contrary, it is almost
beggarly, and does not incImle any provision
whatevet· for further opening up the country
and developing its resources. In a, word, it is
the exact opposite of the comprehensi ve scheme
of reproductive works, all parties, without distinction, would like to see :5ir George Turner
t[tke in hand without further delay. The time
for doing so is most opportune. Money is
plentiful, and can easily be obtained hy the
:5tate at 3 per cent. Victoria has not appeared
ill the London money market as a borrower for
some years. Our public indebtedness is less
per hea.d of population than that of any other
colony tn the group. It will thus be seen that
we should he amply justified in launching a
bold forward policy.

The "bold forward policy" is now
'1'he initiator of that "bold
launched.
forward policy" was the Age newspaper.
It saidSir George Turner may take it from us that
he will never find the paths leading to a complete restoration of Victoria's prosperity so long
as he adheres to the policy which may be now
said to ha\'e fulfilled the ohject for which it was
designed.

But what amuses me is that this polic'y was
not only initiated by that newspaper, but
I see in another paper, which, I think, is
called the Bulletin, a reference to the
same subject.
Immediately after the
appearance in the Aye of the article from
which I have quoted, the Bulletin came out
with-"The Bold Policy-King David has
issued his decree-Tul'ller must put on the
pace." '1'hen a day or two afterwards W6
found the Minister of Agriculture in ODe
part of the colony declaring that" the Government has determined upon an active
liberal policy of public works," while the
Minister of Mines in another part of the
colol1v' at the same time announced-" The' policy of the Government henceforth
Ses::;ion 18GS. -[68J
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will be a liberal one for the development
of the country and its resources." That
all followed upon the publication of this
nrticle ill the Age, and, after all, I think
the Premier himself cannot help this. He
has been all along, more or Jess, bossed
from that quarter. 'Ve are all more or
less bossed by it, although I 'never follow
its instructions.
On this oecasioll the
honorable gentleman has done so.
Mr. BUmILEY.-'Vhich paper bosses YOll
-the Age or the Ar,qus?
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The honorable member does not like my remarks;
he has been bossed himself. I merely put
this forward as explaining why the Government has adopted this progressive
policy 110W. There is no getting away
from the fact that a progressive policy is,
necessary. But it is a policy which we·
should be very careful in pursuing. I
hold that if two years ago the 'L'reasnrcr
had utilized the money. which he could
have borrowed then a~' well as he can,
borrow now, by undertaking progre~siye
works, we Deed not have lost the immense llumber Gf people we have lost..
rrhey would have been kept in the colony ..
The Treasurer knows that he has committed a blunder.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-No; I would do
exactly the same again.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Then the
Treasnrer is guilty of a gross mistali:c, bcmtuse when the country was suffering so
much from depression that was the very
time when this policy should haye been
initiated. The works which it is now proposed to mLrry ou t were as necessary then
as they are now.
Mr. A. HARRIs.- 'Ve were too stagnant
then; there is no doubt about that.
:Mr. HWGINs.-Is a progressive policy: .
then, a borrowing policy?
Sir JOHN McINTYHE.-Not ueccs;
sarily, bnt we might j list as well IHt "e-.
borrowed the money at that time and have
provided work for our unenlployed. The
country was then in a very depressed condition, and we could have got the mOllcy as
cheaply as we can now. 'Vhy shonlcl \\'0
not have utilized it then instead of waiting:
until we have what the Treasllrer ealls
plethora of sovereigns? The time of OW':
dire necessity was the time when this help,
was most needed. That is what. a real'
statesman would have done. VVhat did'
Mr. Heid do in New Sonth 'Vales?
he borrowed all through tho period of dc-.
pression, alld kept the people in tile colony,
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with the result that its population increased by 191,000, while our population
was brought down by at least 130,000.
These facts are apparent to everyone.
Mr. GRAY.-Wby did not the Patterson
Government carry out such a policy 1
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-The honorable member is speaking rubbish; we
were not allowed to carry it out.
Much
of our policy was taken up by the present
Treasurer.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--And you stole it
,all from the Shiels Government.
Sir JOHN McINTYHE.-Then it was
theft all round. At all events, you did
not give us time to put things right.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-You had nearly
two years and did nothing.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-It is all very
fine to talk now after the event. I think I
have shown already, and with some regret,
that oill' financial position, as disclosed by
the rrreasurer, is not exactly such as to
justify us in throwing our caps in the air.
. As to our immediate future, I agree that
our prospects are satisfactory, given fairly
good seasonH, which the Treasurer says we
are likely to have, and undoubtedly there
are indications of it; given a liberal land
law, which I believe we are promised; and
:given every inducement for the people to
go into the country ·to dcvel@p its unbounded wealth, mining and agricultural.
Above all things, let us cease this miserable meddling pettifogging system in
introducing little bits of legislation day
after day, many of which are quite
uncalled for. Let us cease that, and
the country is bound to prosper byand-by. Vi,T e are not out of the wood
yet, but I hope and believe that we are
going rapidly in that direction, and we
should do all we possibly can to put every
inducement in the way of the people who
have the means of developing the countr'y.
They have been prevented hitherto from
.doing so. They did not know what the
next law was to be. We have been passjug legislation of such a kind that byand-by we shall have an inspector in every
pri vate house in the country, and two
wherever people are employed. We shall
never be able to develop the resources of
the country so long as that class of legislation is continued. I say that we are
not at present moving anything in the
wav of a no-confidence motion in the
Go~ernment. The Government has the
full confidence ofthe Opposition, but I have
pointed out to the Government the errors
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·of the past, and where errors may possibly
be made in the future. We are anxious to
help the Government iri promoting the
best interests of the country. vVe have
done nothing while the present Government has been in power which can lead
anyone to suppose that we are fighting
for our own hand. On no occasion have
we shown a desire to get to the Government benches. We have sat here carefully
watching events, and often helping the
Government when many of their own
supporters have been against them. vVe
intend to help the Government still to do
the right thing. But I hold, sir, that
there are several points in the policy put
forward by the Premier which are open to
serious objection. His proposal to burden
future Treasurers with liabilities is quite
a new departure, and it is one which
should be viewed with the greatest care
and caution by this House before it is
passed into law.
Mr. KIRTON.-I think we must all
rejoice that the Treasurer has been able
to sound such an optimistic note in delivering his Budget statement. It is very
gratifying to find that we appear to have
reached the end of the depression which
has hung over this colony so long, and
that there is every prospect of a prosperous future. I think the attitude of
the leader of the Opposition might well
be summed up ill the well-known line\\-Tilling to wound, and yet afraid to strike.

He was bound to attack the Government,
w'hich has worked hard and assiduollsly,
and which, if it has not displayed much
creative power, has at least shown administrative power of the highest order.
The Government has worked hard in the
past, and if it continues to work as hard
in the future, I think the leader of the
Opposition is likely to have plenty of time
to devote to the selection of a uniform
for the Highland regiment, because the
Premier in that case is likely to occupy
his present position for a considerable
time. I must say, however, that the Government has been singularly fortunate,
and has had a large amount of that indefinable element which we call good luck.
At last the Government has been able to
assure the country that we have a balance
on the right side of the ledger. Th:tt result we know is largely due to the abnormal mortality during the past financial
year of a number of wealthy men. Of
course the surplus is merely a nominal one,
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but I think that that surplus is bound to must. take exception to the proposed expendo a great deal to inspire confidence in diture of nearly a quarter of a million of
the whole community. We must recog- money on the new Flinders·street station.
nise that our prosperity during the I am bonnd to admit, as every reasonable
so-called halcyon days of a few years man must admit, that the public buildings
ago was largely artificial. N ow that in Melbourne,. and especially the railway
we have passed through the furnace buildings, must be on a larger scale than
there is every hope that our prosperity will they are in country districts. But I do
be real in the future, because it will be say that this proposed expenditure lacks
based upon a solid foundation. Indeed, so the plea of urgency at this particular
far as I cr.tn see, the danger ahead is, that juncture. The inevitable effect of it will
we may possibly give an extreme swing t.o be to concentrate the unemployed in
the pendulum. During the last few years Melbourne, and that is the very thing
it has been necessary for the Treasurer to we have been doing our best to avoid.
be economical, and even parsimonious, and If this work is justifiable under any cirthe natural result of that is that there is cumstances, it is less justifiable to-day
now a demand for the adoption of a for- than it would have been at any time
ward policy. I am bound to say that the for several years past. After all, I do
Government seem to be driven rather not think that the passengers are inconthan to lead, in relation to their forward venienced to any great extent; there is a
policy. They seem t.o have been almost certain amount of accommodation now.
compelled by the force of public opinion
Mr. OU'l''l'RIiU.-Very poor accommodato get out of the rut in which they have tion.
been for suuh a long time. They have now
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes, compared
initiated a furward policy, and I think we with the accommodation at Ballarat.
Mr. KIRTON.-I know that it is not
should scrutinize the items which make
up that forward policy in a very careful as good as the railway accommodation at
manner. Tbere is a great tendency, as I Maryborough.
·Mr. OUT'l'RIl\I.-l consider it to be dis'say, to go to the other extreme, and we
must be extremely careful. 'Ye must bear graceful.
Mr. KIRTON.-But what about the
in mind that it has been necessary to
impose severe direct taxation, and to carry accommodation at Spencer-street ~ 'Yhat
{)ut very severe retrenchment, and we can- about the splendid new railway offices,
not expect the public servants to continue which cost hundreds of thousands of
to· bear patiently the load placed upon pounds ~
them wit bout receiving some consideration,
Mr. OU'l'TRIl\f.-They cost only £65,000.
110r can we Expect the taxpayers to sit
Mr. KlRTON.-l doubt the accuracy of
·down with their arms folded while the that statement. I venture to say that
'Government borrow htl'ge sums and dissi- the furnishing alone of those buildings
pate the money. vVe should remember, cost about £10,000. At any rate, that is a
I say, at the pl'Psent juncture, the spend- question which can very easily be settled.
thrift policy which was pursned in the I say that it is not justifiable to spend this
boom time, and should be warned accord- quarter of a million of money on the new
ingly, and exercise a keen discrimination Flinders-street station at the present juncwith respect to the works which the Go- ture. .Our aim should be to assist the provernment propose to carry out. Now, the ducing interests as far as possible. It would
'Government propose to borrow a large sum be far better, in my judgment, to spend a
of money, someof it in the Victorian market, portion of the money in constrncting
:and some of it in the English market, and to additional malIce lines and in assisting
·spend it in railway construction, in carry- the agricultural and mining industries.
ing ont a comprehensive scheme of water 'Vhy, sir, it is proposed to devote only
'supply and conservation, and in certain about £150,000 to the whole of the agri·other public works. I do regret-and I cultural industry-that is, independently
am very sorry to have to say it, because I of water conservation-only £150,000 to
have no desire to raise the cry of town mining, and only about £12,000 to schools
versus country-but I do regret that the of mines.
·old centralizing tendency has been disSir GEORGE TURKER.-'Yhat are the
played once more, and that there seems to new railway trucks and engines for except
be a desire to· give Melbourne an undue to assist the producer and bring his pro-.
share of expenditure. To begin with, I duce to market ~
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Mr. KIRTON.-They would be necessary in allY case. It does not bear on this
argument at all.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-VVC might do
without trucks, and allow the produce to
wait for four or five weeks before it could
be brought down.
Mr. KIR'l'ON.-'l'bat would be a very
bad job for Melbourne.
Railway construction has remained in abeyance for
several years, and now the Government
propose to construct several lines. I am
quite in favour of the lines proposed to be
I
constructed in the mallee district.
believe it to be absolutely necessary that
the men who are occupying those northern
areas should have railway communication
to enable them to take their produce to
market. In my judgment, however, it
would not be justifiable to construct a
railway line in the vicinity of the metropolis at the present time.
Mr. MURRAY SMI'rH.-But look at what
the Phamix Foundry is going to get.
Mr. KIRTON.-Not with the good-will
of my honorable friend, at any rate.
Mr. MURRAY SnIrI.'H.-No; certainly not.
Mr. KIRTON.-The Government has
now recognised that it is essential to carry
out a comprehensive water scheme as an
accompaniment to mallee settlement. I
believe it to be absolutely essential that
,,'e should supply the arid districts of this
colony with water. And I think t.hat we
have not utilized the waters of the
Murra,y and the splendid chain of lakes
in the north-west to the extent we should
have done in the past. VVe have not
shown sufficient foresight or enterprise in
that reSDect.
Mr. L:.<\NGDoN.-The mal1ee lakes are all
full again.
Mr. KIRTON.-I am very glad to hear
that. But I trust that if this scheme is
carried out, it will be carried out with
the best engineering skill. vYe have
had experiments in irrigation in the
past, and I am very far from believing that onr irrigation policy has been
a failure. On the contrary, it has been
a great success in many respects, and
has proved the salvation of large numbers of farmers.
At the same time,
I consider that our irrigation schemes
have been carried out in a costly manner.
vVe have paid too much for them, and the
engineers were not sufficiently careful.
Therefore, I say it is necessary that the
Goyernment should see that we obtain
the best possible engineering skill in
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carrying out the works now oontemplated, and that we should endeavour,
as far as possible, to avoid a repetition
of the blunders that have occurred in
the past. In this connexion I would
like to refer to the assistance which it
is proposed to give to the Coliban
scheme. We must recognise that Bendigo
and Castlemaine are very prosperous and
populous districts and important mining
centres, and they are entitled to have
a water supply in harmony with their
requirements. But I do say that those
districts have not shown the same amount
of business capacity and the same desire
to assist the State that the Ballarat district has done. I am sure the 'l'reasurer
will bear out my statement that the
management of the Ballarat water scheme
has been quite ideal.
Mr. LANGDON.-It has been very good
no doubt, but you had some presents from
the Government for all that.
Mr. KIRTON.-I say that the management of the Ballarat scheme is without precedent, and it ,'wuld have been
far better if a commission had been
appointed to manage the Coli ban scheme
in the same way. It seems to me that
the assistance which it is proposed to give
to the Coliban scheme will not satisfy
those districts. The Treasurer said tonig'ht that this is all the assistanee he intends to give, and I think it will not be
satisfactory. There should be a trust.or
commission appointed on the lines of the
Ballarat vYater Commission. Let there
be local responsibility and supervision,
and it will be far more beneficial than the
present system.
Mr. LANGDoN.-That is what the 'Water
Supply Commission recommended.
Mr. KIRTON.-I hope it will be carried
out. So far as the mining industry is
concerned, I wholly agree with what has
fallen from the lips of the leader of the
Opposition. It is quite unnecessary for
me to dilate on the value of that industry,
but I think I am warranted in saying that
the outlook is more promising to-day than
it has been for years past. So far as my
own immediate district is concerned, we
have practically discovered three new
gold-fields- Berringa, Pi tfield, and Mount
Mercer. These fields promise to be very
sllccessful, to give employment to a large
amount of labonr, and to add considerably
N ow, I say that
to our national wealth.
the Government cannot do· too much for
mining. rrhe State has not done sufficient
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in the past to assist that industry, and the
Treasurer does not propose to do sufficient
in the present. "What is most wanted to
develop our gold-fields is systematic boring
and the use of the diamond drill.
Mr. MURRAY S}H'I'H.-They have bored
the department pretty well.
Mr. KIH.TON.-I think that the mining
industry has not received the assistance
commensnrate with its great importance.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER.--It had £80,000
for anum bel' of yeanl.
Mr. KIRTON:-I say thnt diamond
drills should be used more freq ucntly
than t.hey have been in the past. A. lot
of boring has been done ill Gippsland,
and a hU'ge amount of money has been
spent there to encourage mining, but I
am not prepared to say that Gippsland
has recei vcd more than its fair share.
I would not say that the Minister
of Mines has been partial to Gippsland
simply because he happened to represent
a Gippsland electorate. I am prepared to
support the development of the mining
industry quite indepelldently of any
10caJity. 1 regard Gippshmd as a very
good country for mining operations. So
far :1" our schools of mines are concerned,
we must re"cognise that in the past they
have been a very valuable adjunct to the
mining industry, and they might be
rendered much more valuable still. It is
proposed to dole out a few thousanu
pounds to them. ",Ve have made a mistake
in giving every small mining township
a school of mines.
",Vhat we require
is to have three or fOllr schools of
mines on the more important goldfields properly subsidized and equipped.
The Ballarat Sehool of Mines has a very
fair plant, and it has been enabled to send
assayel's to all parts of Australia. Now,
as soon as a young man passes through
his course at this school he recei ves an
appointment.. There is a. demand for the
students, and I think that we have been
in the habit of under-estimating the good
work done by the schools of mines. The
Government should make these schools in
the more important gold-fields practical
nniversities.
They might introdnce a
scheme for giving technical instruction in
the schools of mines at Ballarat, Bendigo,
and Cast-lemaine. I am glad that the
Government do recognise the value of
technical education, and, in my opinion,
it should be made a part of the State
school curriculum. ",Ve all know that
what gives the German workman a
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superiority over the workman of other
countries is the technical education that
he receives, and it would be true wisdom
on our part to introduce, without any
delay, a scheme for imparting technical
education to the rising generation. That
could be done in connexion with the
schools of mines in the large centres
to which I have referred. Now, as to
the rail way problem. Our rail way finances
are unfortunately in a very unsatisfactory
position. I am not disposed to blame Mr.
He is a very capable officer,
Mathieson.
alld has done his very best. Some of the
people of the country expect too mLlch
from our railways. They expect them to
yield the same retUl"l1S as any ordinary
business. I regard the rail way system
as a factor in the development of the
country, and \Tiewed from that stalld.point
every allowance should be made for our
rail way administration. Mr. Mathieson
has done his best under extremely
Several new
difficult circumstances.
carriages have been manufactnred recently,
and ba,ve been found to be . very satisfactory, but I do think that we should
endeavour to supply those districts that
have no railway communication with rail_way communication before we enter upon
the manufacture of palatial carriages.
The 1st class passengers on the railways receive, all things considered,
good value for their money. It is gratifying to find that at last our carriages
are to be illuminated in something like
a satisfactory manner. The absence of
proper lighting has been a weak point in
connexion with the railway management,
bnt I understand that the new Pilltsch
gas is likely to be a great snccess. I was
not in the House when the q nestion of
miners' railway tickets was discussed, but
I would take this opportunity of saying
that I think the miners are entitled to a
continuance of the concession that has
been made to them in the past. U nfortuuately, numbers of them find it necessary to travel long distances to obtain
employment, and I trust that the former
arrangement will be reverted to. There
is allother matter that should recei ve the
attention of the Honse, a.nd that is the
introduction of boy labour in the Railway
department. Boy labour means the displacement of adult labour. In many instances the boys are sent some distance
from their homes, although they receive
scarcely enough to enable them to live in
comfort. 'Vhere it is found to be necessary
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to send them away from their homes
they should be paid sufficient to maintain
them in comfort, and to keep them as far
as possible above temptation. The employment of boy labour is a problem that
must be faced, and I think it will have to .
be faced by the Government at no dis·
tant date. The industrial conditions are
making it increasingly difficult, not merely
for the aged, but for the elderly, to obtain
a livelihood. That is a well-attested fact,
and this problem is attracting the attention of the most thoughtful men in all
countries. vVe cannot evade it here.
What with labour-saving appliances and
competition, it is becoming almost impossible for men who have passed their
prime to obtain employment. Having regard to the conditions of modern industry,
it is evident that we shall have to make
some special provision for men who have
passed the prime of life. I am not prepared to say what shape it should take,
but I do contend that it is one of the
needs of the present, and that this or
some other Government will have to
grapple with the problem in a satisfactory
manner.. Then it must be admitted that
our charities are still in a very 11l1satisfactory condition. They have a con-.
tinuous struggle to pay their way
and to provide relief to applicants.
The allocation of a certl1in amount of
money from the Li0ensing Fund to charitable purposes simply means the postponement of the evil day. I did not agree
with the scheme that was introduced by
the Premier last session, but I think that
the Premier will have to face the question
again. The amount of money that is to
be diverted from the Licensing Fund will
soon be spent, and the difficulty will have
to be met in some way. The Treasurer
will have to show his ingenuity and his
creative power in dealing wit.h the question. All I desire to say, in conclusion,
is that it must be gratifying to honorable
members generally to find that there is
now every prospect of an abundant hal'·
vest. We may also hope for an early
consummation of the federation of the
colonies. I, at any rate, take an opti·
mistic view of that matter. I believe that
federation will be achieved within the
next few months, and that the colonies
will be fused into national harmony.
There is every reason to be gratified with
the prospect, and I think it may safely
be predicted that the people of this
oolony will soon witness a return of the
Mr. Kirton.
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prosperity they have been seeking for so
long.
Mr. HIGGINS.-If we may judge from
the mode in which the Budget statement
has been received by the leadel' of the
Opposition, and from the empty benches
that we see at this early stage of the
discnssion, I am afraid that we must
come to the conclusion that if we, as
a people, do repent of our wickedness
and extravagance, we are VAry quick
again in repenting of our repentance.
I did think it very significant that the
big map which hangs on the wall. should
be placed in fr~mt of us during the discussion of this Budget.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. - It was not
brought in for that purpose.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am aware of that.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It was brought
in at the request of an honorable member
for an entirely different purpose.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I do not dispute that,
I do not blame Ministers for bringing it
here; but it is a remarkable coincidence
that just when this Budget is being dis·
cussed we should find our old sins facing
us in this manner.
Sir GEORGE TURNEn.-It is a warning
to you not to give way to them aga.in.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I only hope that the
Treasurer will take the warning. When
the Budget statement was about to be
delivered a representative of one of the
Melbourne newspapers interviewed the
Treasurer, who always appears to open his
office to interviewers from the newspapers.
I understand that the honorable gentleman
had a difficulty in giving a proper title to
the Budget. He could not find a name,
such as "the mark time Budget," that would
be appropriate. After hearing the Budget
statement, I said to myself that this Budget should be caned "The Backsliding
Budget." In it we are simply asked to go
back to the old ways that brought Victoria
almost to ruil1.
Sir JOHN McIN'l'YRE.-You are a backslider, and you should come over to this
side.
Mr. HIGGINS.-If I found that anything like a wholesome financial policy
was being supported from that side I
might think of it, but when I hear the
leader of the Opposition speaking of this
borrowing policy as a bold policy I am led
to pause. I cannot understand how such
a policy can be characterized as bold
when it means that we are throwing our
responsibility on other shoulders. It ought
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to be called a cowardly policy, as we
are, ill fact, trying to live by borrowillg
upon onr children's earnings and by taking the bread out of their mouths. ~'hat
is the system ~\'hich we are pnrsuing by
means of this borrowing policy.
Dr. MALONEY.- ,V' e can borrow more
cheaply here than we C<U1 in London.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Yes, but I object to
the system of borrowing. It is simply a
device to enable the Treasurer to avoid
carrying out a sound financial policy by
means of taxation. I know that I shall
be treated as one who is cryillg' in the
wilderne~s-I believe the expression is the
pelican in the wilderness-in conn ex ion
with this matter. Still, I want to protest
against this new borrowing as strongly as
I can. vVe are told that the money is to
be spent on reproductive works. Well,
last year the Treasurer brought down a
proposal for borrowing £375,000. This
year, stimulated by the encouragement of
the Honse and the country, I snppose, he
has multiplied it by ten, and he proposes
now to borrow to the extent of £3,750,000.
I did think that. we had learnt enough
from Ollr own experience within the last
ten years of this system of borrowing ·for
the purpose of giving an impetus to trade,
of inflating values, and creating a temporary appearance of prosperity, to prevent
us from resorting to it again. Curiosity
was felt by a number of honorable members as to whether the Treasurer would
succumb to the temptat.ioll he felt himself
under. I have often heard during thE;
la.st few years the question-" How long
will the Treasurer be able to resist the
temptation to borrow again 1" To these
reproductive works, so-called, I have some
criticisms to offer. In the first place,
it is rather hard to say what a .reproductive work is.
I think it will be
admitted that the works that are to be
paid for out of loan moneys can hardly
be expected to give a return of 3 or 4 per
cent. or anything like it right off. For
instance, I will take the first item"Station buildings, Beach station, \Villiamstown line, £2,000." That may be
a very useful work, but. it will no~ give
interest on the money expended from
the start. Then take the next item"Foot subway, £400." These subways
are Llseful, but how are we to get 3 or 34
01' 4 per cent. interest from such a work 1
Amongst the other items is--" Engine
stock, £113,000," 'which is to be added to
the permanent debt of the colony. This
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is to provide ten heavy ex pross engines·.
and fifteen heavy goods engines, The
money is not to come out of revenue, bnt
out of loaH fnnds. Now, how long is·
this sort of thing to go on? Supposing
that you get 25 engines and 'you pay
for them out of loan money, they
woar out, and then you buy 25 more
engines out of loan money; they woar out,
and you buy another 25 engines, which
also weal' out-what assets have you to
represent the loan money expended? If
an engine eost £5,000, and if the engine
to replace it cost £5,000, and if the"
engine to replace that cost £5,000, you
create a permanent debt of £15,000, and
you have an asset worth £5,000 or
less to represent it. There is another
feature of this Budget statement that is.
still niore amusing. A distinction is
drawn between those things thctt are required from loan funds and those that are
required from revenue. vVhen I saw that.
certain items were set down as being'
required from revenue I ticked them~
off as being right.
I said that
they must be good and useful works,
but, to my astonishment, I found
that the money was to be obtained by
borrowing. EYel'y single' penny of this
expenditure is to come from loans, which
will form an addition to the permanent
debt of the country, and on which interest
will have to be paid. Our action in
connexion with this matter is being
watched very closely, much more closely
t.han we think, in London, and I have received information which confirms me in
that view.
I have here a book by a
thoughtful globe-trotter, \"ho came to
Australia in 1896. It is entitled Austntlasian Democracy, and it is by Mr. Henry
De R. Walker. Speaking of the tendency
in Victoria to increase the permanent debt
by borrowing, ·he saysThe evil is widely recognised,. but opinions;
differ as to the remedy. A step in the right
direction was taken by the appointment in 189()
of the Parliamental'Y Standing Committee on
Railways, which, it is suggested, should be
supplemented hy a similar cOlllluittee, whose
duty it would be to report upon all proposals
for new works of water supply involving all
expenditure of £20,000 of State money. Others
ask lihat the Council should be allowed to
amend Money Bills, and would do so with more
reason if the property qualification for membership were removed, as the electorate already
includes the bulk of the stable elements of the
population, But the greatest safegwird would
appear to lie in the lessons of the past, and
in the appointment of standing committees
whose antecedent sanction shall be essential to
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proposals for the expenditure of national funds
upon public undertakings. It would he advisable to define by Act of Parliament what
classes of public works might be carried out

upon borrowed money; all others would then
form a charge upon current revenue.

'fhere is something in that, but I fear that
if we had an Act of Parliamcnt, we should,
as soon as we wanted to obtain money for
public works, repea,l tlmt Act of Parlia:mont and pass another Act sanctioning the
"expenditure. If the restrictioll could be
cmbedded in the Constitution it might be
valuable. In the Constitution of some of
the different states of America there are
provisions w'hich prevent extravagance on
the part of the Legislature. It is only in
that way that Mr. Walker's idea could be
('arried out.
Mr. HANCOCK. -They have not been
very effecti ve.
~Ir. HIGGINS.-There is no state of
America that has incurred anything like
the dcht that we have incurred.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Private companies
do the work, and get grants of land.
Mr. HIGGINS.-That is so in some of
tho states, bllt I say that there is no
·country in the world where the borrowing
;per head is so high as it is in Australia.
Mr. FINK.-In most ofthe United States
thero are constitutional limits to borrow.ings.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Yes.
:;\11'. FINK.-And there ought to be here.
Mr. BRowN.--America is far ahead of
,us.
~fr. HIGGINS.-It is far ahead of lIS in
this, that it has recognised the danger of
leaving the question of what should be
.expendod in the different departments of
tho State to be determined in the annual
Budget. This is one of the gravest dangors that we have to face in all parts of
Australia. 'rhe Treasurer i8 tempt8d to
borrow for so-called reprod ucti ve works,
and tho migratory population flock to
the colony in which the borrowing takes
place. I admit that those colonies that
spond most monoy in public works will get
the most population, and will also appear
for the timo to be most prosperous. If
£4,000,000 are expended in Victoria it will
for a t.imo draw a number of people back
to Victoria who should not be hero, bu t a~
soon as the £4,000,000 are spent those
men will wend t.heir way to t.he place
from which they came. There is no
doubt whatever that \\'e are proposing
now to borrow ::lgai.n for revenue purposes.
The Treasurer admits it in
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the statement with regard to the proposed expendit.ure. If we do borrow for
revenue purpose~, it is a. mere matter of
bookkeeping as to whether we borrow
for one part of OIU' revenue purposes
or for other parts.
'Ve may as well
say that 'we are borrowing' to pay the
interest on onr pnblic debt, or to pay
our messengers, as to say, as is said
here, that we are borrowing for tho purpose of repairing Ollr rolling-stoek or
OUl' permanent \\'.1:\)'.
It is a mere matter
of bookkeeping. It is a system which
must end at some time. 'Ve canllot
always go on borrowing. Unfortunately
the English market pitches at. our heads
money at a very cheap rate. Tho Governments of these colonies are following the
sal1le dangerous course as the directors
of our financial institutions did 'a few
yoars ago. 'When you ask the directors
of these institutions wby they t.ook so
large an amount of money 011 deposit they
say-" It. was flung at us." The' Governmen t, has the money of the English
investor flung at them at a cheap rate,
and becallse of that they say that we must
go on borrowing. If the best. or almost
the best of 0111' financial institutions were
I1nable to pay, the State itself may meet
with a similar disaster. What I submitand I have put this viow before the Treasurer on formor oecasions-is that whatever money is req uircd for revenue purposes
should be found out of revenue.
Sir GEORGE 'l'UHNER.-That is splendid
in theory.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Yes, and in practice.
May Tappeal from Phillip drunk to Phillip
sobel' ~ Thc Treasurer said in 1B95, when
he was bringing in an Incorne Tax Bill
in place of the Land and Incomo Tax
BillI say that the time has arrived whell the
colony should not live any longer, so far a.s current expenditure is concerned, either on trust
moneys or on mOlleys which it has borrowed fo1'
other purposes. If we are going to be honest
and just to our own people, and to those from
whom we lmve borrowed money, we should try
to ma.ke our ordinary revenue cover all our
expenditure; and we should not go on day after
day, w~ek after week, and month after month,
using the trust funds-which may be asked for
any day-for the purpose of preventing us from
imposing clired taxation, or from carrying out
retrenchments.

Sir GEORGE TUHNETI.-Qnite right.
Mr. HIGGINS.--Do I understand that
the Treasurer has becomo wiser since that
speech 7
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Sir GEOIWE TURNER.-No, I agree with
it. All our ordinary expenditure is met
out of our ordinary revenue. 'Vhen I
come to deal with extraordinary expenditure, I must provide for it somehow.
Mr. HIGGINS.-But where are yon to
draw the line between ordinary and extraordinary expenditure ~ Is the payment of
the Shiels bonds an ordillary or an extraordinary expenditure? If that was not
meant to come out of ordinary revenue, I
do not know what \\'as. The idea was that
the fat years of 1897-8, say, should feed
the lean years of 1892-3.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER.-That money was
borrowed to pay salaries" and all ~orts of
things.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Exactlv.
It was
borrowed for revenue on ~'3hort bonds.
But when the years 1897-8 came they
were not fat enough, and then the Treasurer had t.o find the money in some other
way. He pnid the bonds, but he had to
dip into the trust funds, and in that way
he added more to the permanent debt of
t.he colony. The Bloney taken from the
trust funds must be repaid some day.
I am not speaking now of the debentures,
but of the money of the Savings Banks
depositors, which will have to be paid.
I understand that the Premier justifies his
position now, as compared with the posi·
tion taken up by him in January, 1895,
by sayiug that he distinguishes betweell
ordinary and extraordinary expenditure.
'Well, sir, I have just been thinking-what
is the distinction? Supposing a farmer
has to buy a new cart, he will call that
extraordillary expenditure. If he has to
put a wheel on tho cart, would that be extraordinary expenditure ~ If he has to
buy somo oil for the wheel, would that be
extraordinary expenditure ~ The fact is,
when you come to look at the matter,
what the Prernier means by extraordinary
expenditure is simply expendit~lre which
he docs not choose to payout of revenue
-nothing else. The thing that I object to
is, an(l the thillg which he objected to in his
speech in introducing the Income Tax
Bill was, to the raising by loans, or by
c1 ipping in to the trust funds, of money
which onght to be paid from the current
expenditllre of the year., rrhere is no
business firm, there is no business man,
there is no farmer who would think of
carrying on his oecll pat ion on good sound
financial principles in the way in which
the affairs of the country have been
CLtrried on. I am altogether against this
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principle of spasmodic borrowing in order
to prodnce a temporary revival of industries. rrhe system of borrowing and having a little boom for a year or two always
ends in a collapse for more than a year or
two afterwards--ends in more disaster, and
t.hen t.here has to be more borrowing again.
It is like giving stimulants to a starving; patient. It may be that it is a
pick-me-up for the time, but it always ends
in reaction-in making the patient worse.
vVe apparently are to go on borrowing in
this way until at last people refuse to lend
11S, and thOll there will be a nice panic.
I may tell the 'Premier that I had hoped
that he was going to pllt an end to the
calamitous and shameful record of borrowings to which Victoria has been used.
But apparently tbe pressnre has been too
strong for him. It is anything rather
than impose taxation, and even now he
talks of reducing OLlr direct taxation
somewhat. I am in favour of a steady
policy of public works for a new country,
but I do not believe in a policy of carrying out public \\'orks on borrowed money.
If you borrow, as is proposed, £*,000.000
more, it means £140,000 or £150,000 a
year more interest; and how mllch better
it would be, as we have to raise the
£140,000 or £150,000 more interest. in any
event, to raise that amount per annum by
taxation, which leaves no arrears behind
it, and no debt to Lo paid off afterwards.
I tellithe Premier that he is creating a,
difficulty for himself in the futnre and for
other 1'reasllrer~ when he proposes to
raise £4,000,000, which will be a permanrnt weight on the country, in addition t.o the £140,000, or £150,000 of
additional interest that will have to be
met.
I must say that I regret that
this Ministry, having corne in with such
high promises on these matters, should
go back on their promises as they have
dOlle. On the 15t.h of Jannary, 1895,
the Premier, in giving up the land value
tax, saidAlthough we are giviug up that tax at the
present time, we do not propose to gi\ye it up
finally. I hope to see it brought forward by
some one in the House again, and I believe then
that the great majority of the people of the
country, having fuller knowledge of how it
would work and how it would press on them
individually, will be perfectly prepared to accept it.

Tbere is no doubt also that tha.t \Vas the
impression also conveyed to strangers, because in Mr. vValker's book, from which I
have already qnoted, he says, speaking of
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selfish self-indulgent system which we
have fallen into with regard to the finances.
-a system of shunting all our burdens on
The Ministry accepted the decision of the
to our children's shoulders; of postponing
Council, and contented themselves with rigid
retrenchment, the continuance of the existing
the evil day and living on loans. It is
land tax, and the imposition of a progressive
nothing else but Ii ving on loans. All
income tax which rises to a maximum of sixthis is done simply for the purpose of
teen pence upon the excess over £2,000 of
getting easy times for ourselves-putting
incomes derived frDm property. According
to the statement of the Premier, they intend
the burden 011 the shoulders of those who
to make the quesl ion a distinct issue at the
follow us. Then we are to ha "e new
next elections. and will in the meanwhile ta,ke
. courts, new record offices, and so forthno action in the matter.
very important works in their way, but,
That was the impression comTeyed to the of course, works that will not be reprocountry, and I know it was the ilI,pression ductive in any commercial sense; yet
which I had. ·What I submit is this-and we are to ha,ve the cost of these added
'I have put this view before the House to the .pennanent debt of the country.
already---tbat for every loan we ought to 'rhe Premier says we have shown the world
have an asset, and a reproductive asset, that we are determined to pay our way as
unless in cases of extreme national emer- we go. 'Ve have shown the world that
gency. We have no right to borrow for we nre determined to pay Ollr W&y by
revenue purposes unless, say, for national borrowing. vVe have shown the world
independence, or some case of extreme that we are prepared to pay our way by
national urgency. Honorable members borrowing, and by paying a composition
have referred to the fact that we borrow upon om' debts. vVhat, after all, is the
for reproductive works, and have said that way we are treating our public servants
in France they borrow for the purpose of but that 1 You have a rateable rebuying ri~es, gunpowder, and cannon balls. duction all round.
I admit that there
It seems to me that you cannot blame a· are some public servants who are paid too
nation, for the purpose of asserting its mnch, while there are some ·who are paid
position as an independent nation, bor- too little; but in [lace of makil1g a disrowing even to aid revenue.; but we crimination, going through the service
are not at all in circumstances of thoroughly, and sayillg-" This man's
that kind. Yet I tind that even we, work is \vorth so mnch, and that man's
without any emergency whatever, are work is so much," we simply make a rategoing to borrow and add to Lhe per.- able reduction on the public service all
manellt debt for the purpose of buying round. If we did that with our bondrifles, ammunition, and so forth. Among holders it would mean a composition of
the proposed new expenditure, I find an our debts; but of course when we do it
item of £7,500 for a reserve stock of with a man who ettrns a few hundreds a
ammunition, and an item of £10,000 for year we do not call it that, although it
Martini-Enfield rifles. All that is un- is the same thing in principle. Then
productive. Then, if we look at the list the Premier, to my great regret,
of purposes for which we are to add to the suggests that he will propose a reduction
interest-bearing debt of the colony, we of the income tax. The income tax is
find, not only expenditure in connexion not a pleasant tax to pay; no tax is
with the defences, but expenditure on a pleasant to pay; but I would point out
lot of ·wooden buildings, which will that in England all incomes over £ 150
decay with years. vVe also find, under a year havo to pay Sd. in the £1, while
the head of permanent loan works, an here an income under £:WO is free from
item of £20,000 for sanitary works at taxation, and an income over £200 deGovernment buildings, all of which rived from personal exertion has only to
ought to come out of revenue, and reve- pay 4d. in the £1 up to £1,200. Yet
nue raised by taxation. The truth is, with that kind of income tax the Premier
that all these buildings, rifles, and suggests that th!3re should be a reduction.
Sir GEORGE 'rURNER.-Do you think
ammunition will decay wit.h age, but
the debt won't decay with age; the that Is. 4d. in the £1 is not too high an
debt will still remaili as a permanent amount to charge on a man's income.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am speaking of the
load on our backs; and not on our backs
only, but on the backs of those who come lower grades of income. A tax of 4d. in
after us. I protest against this miserable the £1 upon an income over £200 is less
the rejection of the land value tax by another pbce-
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than 8d. in the £1 on all illcomm; over
£150, which is what is charged in Eng~
land. . I say that before we propose a
reduction in the income t$lX, we ought to
see how the finances stand as regards
paying our way. First of all, there is no
surplus; there is a deficiency of £65,000
for this year, and the sooner we aclmowledge that the better. There was £250,000
paid off last January on account of what
are called the Shiels bonds-the last of
those payments. Now, I cert.ainly thought
that the borrowing of that £750,000 in
aid of revenue would have been a warning;
yet, since the last £250,000 of that
amount has been thrown off our shoulders,
we are adopting the very same system of
borrowing money. If we look at the very
first page of the Treasurer's finance papers,
it will be found that the actual receipts
for 1897-8 were £6,886,664, leaving a
debit bal.ance for the year of £64,436. The
expenditure for the year was £6,951,100,
which shows the debit balance I have just
stated.
Mr. MURRAY S}U'l.'H.-vVai3 not that including the Shiels bonds 1
Mr. HIGGINS.--Yes.
Mr. MURRA.Y Sl\IITH.-You cannot. charge
that to the present Government.
Mr. HIGGINS.-The Shiels bonds
were borrowed to be paid ont of revenue;
they were meant to be paid out of
revenue.
Mr. MURRAY Sl\UTH.---The money was
110t borrowed by the present Goven{ment.
Mr. HIGGINS.-That does not matter.
According to that reasoning, the Premier
is saddling future years with £25,000 a
year for his last year's horrowings, and he
is going to saddle future years with
another £25,000 a year, or, perhaps, more
for this year's borrowings. According to
the reasoning of the honorable member
for Hawthon';, each Treasurer may do the
same thing, and each Treasurer will be
able to say-" Oh, I have a surplus, be~
cause, although there was £25,000, or
£50,000, or £75,000 to be paid from last
year's revenue on account of mopey
borrowed, it was not borrowed for me, it
was borrowed for a previous Treasurer."
Mr. MURRAY S:M:I'l.'H.-But you cannot
blame a man for his father's extravagance.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am not blaming the
Treasurer for any predecessor's extrava~
gance but for his own.
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Mr. MURRAY Sl\U'l'H.-If you do that it
is quite right.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I shall do tho justice
to the Premier of saying that he is simply
not worse than the leader of the Opposition-that is as far as I can go. So far
as I can understand the Opposition,
their financial theory comes to this" Spend just as much· as you can, raise in
taxation as little as you can, and make up
the difference in borrowing." That, ap~
parently, is the position still held by the
leader of the Opposition, jndging from
his speech this evening. That speech
simpiy amounts to this-"'We will not
interfere with any of your expenditure.
Spend more, if you please, but we will not
give you a single additional means of taxa~
tion. At the same time, I do not say aword about your borrowing to the extent
to which you are deficient." Then there
is no doubt also that this year has. shown
the unfunded debt increased. 'rhe unfunded debt is now nearly .£3,000,000£2,906,000-and we have had to dip once
more into our trust funds to the extent
of £65,000.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER.-·We reduced our
public debt.
Mr. HIGGINS.-How 1
Sir GEORGE TUR~ER.-By the £180,000
surplus going to pay a portion of the
£250,000 bonds.
j\lIr. HIGGINS.-I ask is that a revenue
de bt or not 1 If the Premier is to take
credit for wipingollt £250,000 of the 8hiels
bonds he must also treat that as being a
payment from revenue, and it must be
taken into account in ascertaining whether
there was a surplus or not.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I have never
said there was a surplus. I show on the
forefront of the papers that there was a
deficit on the year, but part of that deficit
was made lip by paying off £250,000 of
bonds.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Does the Premier state
that he has not said there is a surplus?
Sir GEORGE 11URNER.-I have never said
that there was a surplus, taking into consideration the bonds. On the ordinary
receipts and expenditure I said we were
£185,000 to the good, and that is corroct.
Mr. HIGGINS.-'I'hen the Treasurer
disclaims having any real surplus. Of
course, it all depepds upon the meaning
attached to the words" ordinary expenditure." Rut what is the meaning of every
newspaper in the country speaking of the
Treasnrer's surplms 1 Then what did the
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Treasurer himself say in his Budget
speech? He saidLast year I had the pleasure of announcIng
that, for thc first time for a period of eight
years, our receipts had been more than our
expenditure, so far as ordinary expenditure was
concerned, and that we could congratulate ourselves on Imving a surplus a,mounting to
£65,000. This time my duty is a still more
pleasant one. It will be satisfactory to honor.
able members, and no doubt it will be gratifying
to those whom we represent, to know that we
have once again a considerable amount as a
surplus on thc past year.

Mr. 1. A. ISAACS. -On the past year.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Yes; on the past year.
V\r ell, the sooner we understand the facts
the better, because there has no doubt.
been an attempt to convey to the public
the idea that there is a real surplus. As
soon as the 'rreasurer's statement is clearly
understood, it is seen that there is only a
surplus after deducting a payment which
was meallt to be paid ont of revenne.
Mr. I. A. ISAAcs.~Look at page 442 of
JIansar'd, and you will find language than
which not.hing could be clearer.
Mr. HIGGINS.-If the honorable member had beeu here all the time I have
been speaking, he would have known that
I have given those fignres already. The
figures arc perfectly clear, but that does
not do away with my contention. The
~rreasurer says thereOur actua.l receipts came to £6,886,664, being
£83,468 a,hove the amonnt which I estimated to
receive when making the last financia.l statement. 011 that balance-sheet we have a debit
balance for the year of £64,436.

Mr. I. A. I~AAcs.-Read the very next
sentence-the whole answer is there.
Mr. HIG.GINS.-I am sure that if I
read the whole of I-Ians(l?'Cl the answer
will be found somewhere.
Mr. I. A. ISAACS.-But read that llext.
sentence.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Very well. It is as
follows : But if we le3.ve out the £250,000 of bonds as
being iUl extraordinary expenditure, we may
well congratulate ourselves that, so far as the
year just past is concerned, we can tell our con·
stituents that we have an actual surplus amounting to £185,564.

Mr. MURHAY SMI'l'H.-Sllrely that is
correct, on the year's transactions 1
Mr. HIGGINS.-It has the effect of illducing the country and out.siders to believe
that we are paying our way as we go.
The best test is that we have to dip our
hands further into tJ:1e trust funds to pay
our way. It. was neyer meant that the
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£250,000 of bonds was to be paid out of
anything but revenue, for we were told
that the fat years were to help the lean
years. Now, let us see uuder what circnmstances the Premier wishes to reduce
the income tax. "\Ve find, acc(lrding t.o his
own statement, that there is a reduction
in the receipts from a·d valorem duties, a
reduction in the receipts from land
revenue, and a reduction of £10,000 in
the receipts from the land tax; I do not
know why, seeing that the land tax is
based on the sheep-carrying capacity of
the land.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-There have been
new classificatiolls, and large estates are
being cut up.
Mr. HIGGINS.--Then.is the Land Tax
Act achieving its purpose of cutting up
the large estates ~
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-I do not know
whether the Act is achieving its purpose,
but I do know that large estates are being
cut up.
:Mr. HIGGINS.-I shall be only too
glad if tbe Act is achieving its purpose.
Mr. McKENZII<:.-It has been a long
time in doing it if it is.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I haye always held
-that our land tax i:~ a yery unjust tax, and
I have always asked why country lands
should be subject to taxation, while the
valuable lauds in and around Melbourne
are not subject to taxation. But, as I was
saving', there is a decrease in the revenue
fr~m ~ld valo?'em dutieH, a decrease in the
land revenue, and a decrease in the receipts from the land tax. Moreover, we
find, what is very significant, that the number of income tax payers would have been
less but for the accident of some big insti·
tution paying a dividend.
Every year
the Humber of income tax payers gets
fewer.
Sir GEORGE TUHNER.-I did not say
that. The number this year, when all the
assessments are made, will be about the
same as last year.
Mr. HIGGINS.--I did not say that the
Treasurer said that, but the printed statement furnished to honorable members
does say it..
Sir GEORGE TUHNEH.-It is not complete; you must read it with my explanation.
Mr. HIGGINS.-If honorable members
look at page 7 of the papers distributed by
the Treasurer, they will see that the number of income tax payers has decreased
every year with the exception of this year,
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when those 0,031 shareholders have acci- indication of want of enterprise, and want
dentally become income tax payers by of confidence on the part. of the people;
reason of the institution in which they are and although it is satisfactory to find
shareholders having paid a dividend.
that up to the presen t..:-and I am very
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-And the first veal' glad to be able to bear witness to it-there
there was a big number, because divid~nds is an absolute confidence in the financial
were declared by certain institutions that soundness of Victoria, 'we must not play
on that confidence, we have no right to
year, and not the. next year.
do
so; but we shall play 011 it and injure
Mr. HIGGINS.-It is also a fact that
Victoria by this borrowing.
the assessments under the income tax are the credit of
1
Does
the
1
reasurer
remember what hapdiminishing, and that is a very significant fact. It shows that all those phrases pened to our stocks when another place
to which we have been treated in the last rejected the Land Tax Bill ill 18951 Our
two or three Budgets, as to the colony stocks at once went down.
Sir GEORGE TUHNEH.-They went down
having got round the comer and the tide
having turned, were quite out of place. a good deal before the rejection of that
The country is not prosperous, and it will Bill.,
Mr. HIGGINS.-Then doe~ the Premier
not be made permanently prosperous by
means of borrowing.
Borrowing will defend the rejection of that Bill '!
Sir GEORGE TURNER- I am waiting
si.mply bring money int.o the country,
gIve a fillip to things, we shttll be richer for the amendment that has to come, aJ)parently.
for two or three years, but poorer afterMr. HIGGINS.--The rejection of that
wards. 'Vith regard to the water and irrigation trusts, there is an increase in the Bill was an indication that the people of
amount owing by those bodies. vVith re- Victoria were not prepared' to face the
gard to land selection, there is an increase position, and as soon as our creditol'l:;
in the amount owing by selectors, and the found that we did not face the position
amount now overdue is £743,000. 1'he honestly and determine, at some sacrifice
irrigation trusts are even falling back as . for the present, to pay our way as we go,
to their sinking funds, as well as in the our stocks went down.
Sir GEOHGE TURNER-Our stocks arc
matter of paying interest. Again, if we
look at the gold returns we find that, with more favorably thought. of in the London
all the gallant efforts that have been made money market now than t.hose of any other
by those engaged in the mining industry, colony. vVhen our stocks have fa.llen lOs.
both vVestern Australia and Queens- per cent., the stocks of other colonies haye
land are ahead of us for the last six fallen from £3 to £6 per cent.
Mr. HIGGINS.-'Will our stocl\', bearing
months.
MI'. S'l'ERRY.-But our gold returns are the same interest, and on the same terms,
not diminished; ours have also increased. fetch as much as the stock of New South
'Wales 1
Mr. HIGGINS.-The honorable memSir GEORGE TURNER-I tell von that
ber will understand that I am yery glad when our stocks have fallen lOs. per cent.,
to see any kind of prosperit.y in the colony, the stocks of other colonies, including New
but I want to state the facts.
South vVales, have fallen from £3 to £6
Mr. STERRY -But you are not stating per cent.
the whole of the facts.
Mr. HIGGINS.-vVe have heard that
Mr. HIGGINS.-I say that the Trea- statement before, but onr stocks -at all
surer has no right whatever to speak of events till the last fortnight, they may hayc
reducing the income tax until we see our changed since then-have for years back
way clear to make our re\,enue and expen- not reached the height of the stocks, similar
diture meet. There is another thing I both as to interest and terms, of Now South
would like to bring under the notice of vVales.
honorable members. The Treasurer refers
Mr. MORHAY S~II'nI.-Twent.y years agO'
with satisfaction to the increase of the Ollr stocks were 2 per cent. below the
number of depositors in the Savings Banks stocks of New South 'Vales, and they
-29 per cent. of the population. vVell, I alwa.ys haye been so until the last year or
think that fact has two aspects. It is by two.
no means altogether a sign of prosperity
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Our stocks are
.to have such a large number of invest- higher than the stocks of New South
ments in thesc Savings Banks. It is an
Wales now.
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Mr. HIGGINS.-It is not enough to say
that some of our stocks are higher than
some of the stocks of New South \Vales.
\Yill the Treasurer mention a stock of
this colony which is higher than a similar
stock, for the same term and bearing the
same interest, of New South \Vales?
Mr. MURHAY S:MJTH.-I am certain
they are llOW nearer than ever they have
been before in my experience.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am very glad to hear
it; but there is a want of confidence and
enterprise, not only in Victoria, but also
in the other eolonies, and I say that this
Sa vings Bank argument of the rrreasurer is
quite beside the marIe The honorable
gentleman hopes to be able to borrow the
money he intends to borrow in Victoria.
,V en, it is a great convenience to the
trustees and others who want to lend
money when the Treasurer" borrows in the
colony, and the proposal has that good
aspect, but it has also a bad aspect. The
more the Treasurer borrows in Victoria the
less there will be available for investment.
Local borrowing is a check on enterprise,
and if there is any country in the world
that needs enterprise more than another it
is this coloriy of Victoria.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-If I borrow in
Victoria I put the money back in the
banks, and spend it; it goes ronnd among
the people of the colony, and I keep the
interest in Victoria..
Mr. HIGGINS.-If the Government
had the enterprise of Victoria under its
<control, there might be some reason for
saying it answers the same purpose if the
money is put back in thEi bank; but as
the Government only carries on such enterprises as the Maffra Beet Sugar Factory,
and a few other concerns which are not
paying at present, I do not think it is fair
to say that it is as good for the Treasurer
to borrow the money as for that money to
be available for investment in other directions. If we are to lighten our burdens
it should not be by lightening the burden
,of the income tax at this particular stage.
There are plenty of ways of lightening
the burdens of those who more need
relief-the burdens that press most on
industry. I have already referred to the
special tax imposed on public servants,
which they bear in addition to the taxes
imposed on other members, of the community. Then there are the postal rates,
which alwa,ys press heavily on the small
shopkeeper and the small tradesman, the
taxes on tea, rice, and other necessaries of
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life, and the freights 'and fares on the railways. But before there is any reduction
of these burdens, we are to have a reduction of the income tax. \Vhy 1 As to those
freights and fares on the rail ways, I agree
with what was said \ly the honorable mem·
bel' for Ballarat West (Mr. Kirton) tonight, that we expect to'O much from the
railways. I want honorable members to
consider what the rail ways do. They pay
all the working expenses, and two-thirds of
the interest on the money borrowed for
their construction and equipment. Now all
that money comes from freights and fares
for the carriage of passengers and goods,
and the freights and fares fall almost wholly
upon the people in the back country, so
that those people have to support the railways. It is not the towns-people so muchit is to a very small extent-as the people
in the back country that have to pay the
most for the railways. Now, in regard
to the railways we have been following
two inconsistent ideals. One is that the
railways are to be worked on national lines
for the development of the country, a.nd
the other is that they are to be worked
on commercial principles. vYe will fall between those two ideals, between those two
stools. 'Ve cannot have both. I remember very well that a Minister who went up
to a place on the Murray, at the time of
the boom, was pressed in the usual way
for a rail way line to, say, Pegleg Gully.
The shire councillors all crowded round
and said-" You know this is a national
work, and should, therefore, be undertaken at once by the Government." The
Minister asked--" Pray, what is a national
world" The 'answer was-" A national
work 1 Oh; it is a line that does not pay."
There is no doubt but that was the idea
with which those railways that we see
on the map here before us were projected.
vVell, what I submit is this: Supposing
you are running a coach, is the coach
proprietor expected to pay not only the
cost of his ostlers, drivers, the grease
for the wheels, and for the repairs to the
coach, from the fares he charges, but
also to pay the cost of the permanent
road 1 Noone ever heard of a coach proprietor being asked to do that except 80
far as regards turnpike tolls in the old
days. No. one hears, nowadays, of coach
proprietors being asked to pay the cost of
the permanent roadway.
Mr. McARTHUR.-But a private railway
company is expected to pay the cost of its
permanent way.
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Mr, HIGGINS.-A private railway company would not undertake the construction
of a line unless there was a prosp'ect o~ a
commercia] return on the outlay, but we
ha ve been going on a system of constructing rail ways as national works for the
benefit of the country.
Mr. MURRAY SlIUTH.-Not entirely with()ut reference to profit.
Mr. HIGGINS.-vVhat I will submit is
this: rrhat just as you make the adjoining proprietors-the ratepayers of the district-payfor the making and maintenance
of the roads, so we ought to look to the
proprietors of the lands of the colony for
the maintenance of the permanent roadways of the colony.
Mi·. BRowN.-Are they not doing so, as
it matter of fact 1
Mr. LEvIEN.-Then all those poor country people you were jnst now sympathizing
with would have to find the money for
that purpose.
Mr. HIGGINS. -It is not the back
country people who would ha\'e to find the
bulk of the money. 1'here is the mistake
that honorable members like the honorable member for Barwon have made. What
I say is that the biggest proportion of that
taxation would come upon the owners of the
city blocks, because the city blocks are
more valuable than land in the back
country.
Mr. LEVIEN.-But they do not benefit
hy the rail ways.
Mr. HIGGINS.-'iVhat is very unjust
up to the present time is this-that the
whole weight of the maintenance of the
railways falls upon the back country parts
of the colony, and, ill addition, there is a
land tax on the large estates in the back
country, while we do not get anything in
the way of taxation on the owners of the
land in cities and towns.
Mr. BRowN.-We are with you there.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am very glad to hear
it.
Ml'. LEVIEN.-Then we are to tax Geelong to keep up the railways1
Mr. HIGGINS.-The people of Geelong
are willing to submit to their fair share of
taxation. If they were not, I should not
represent them. No doubt a good deal
has been done lately with the betterment
system-making the localities through
which rail ways run give the land for the
railways-but that is hardly fair. It is not
merely the land through which a railway
runs that gets the benefit of that railway.
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Every new railway adds grist to Melbourne, and is reflected in the increase of
Melbourne values. I thought that the
Treasurer saw this in the discussiun which
took place on the land tax in the session
of 1894-5, but apparently he has gone
back on that, and has determined that, no
matter how great the emergency of 'the
country, he never will suggest a land
values tax again. I do not'feel at all clear
that the Treasurer has seen, up to the
present, the enormous economic value of
the land values tax or has realized how it
will give a true and healthy stimulus to
the development of the conntry by preventing people from buying land for speculation, and holding it for a rise in price,
or he would not have given up that tax.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It was only when
the £500 exemption was put in that I
gave it up, because then it would give me
no revenue.
Mr. HIGGINS.-The Treasurer only
looks at the matter from a revenue point
of view, but that is a mistake. If the
honorable gentleman had insisted on no
exemption at all, he would have had more
No
chance of carrying the land tax.
doubt, in these Budget proposals, the
rreasnrer has put honorable members in
a dilemma which it is very u\lfair to put
us in. The honorable gentleman says"Unless you give me these loans, there
are no means of doing. the works I
propose." As those works are scattered all
over Victoria each honorable member feels
-"If I oppose these loans, I will be taken
as opposing the works for my own district." That is the old way, the old
method, the old fallacy, and the old danger. As far as I am concerned, I see that
my own district is to get the benefit of a
certain sum of money, but I do not think
that such considerations ought to hinder
us from speaking our minds freely as to the
general policy of the Government. The
great danger to these colonies which thinking men recognise is the facility of borrowing, and the tendency to borrow, borrow,
borrow, until the bOl'l'owing limit has
been actually reached. There is no doubt
whatever that, for some time, the colony
which borrows most attracts most population, but it suffers for it in the long run.
For the first time in the history of
Victoria we have to face an absolute decrease of population.
Mr. McKENzIE.-Emigration from Victoria has been going on for three or four
years.
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Mr. HIGGINS.-But there has been
a small increase each year until the last
two years.
Mr. McKENZIE.-We have gone back
abont 14,000 to 15,000 altogether.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Yes, but it is the first
time in the history of the colony when
there has been absolutely a less number
of people in Victoria at the end of the
year than there was at the beginning of
the veal'.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-'Yhat is the reason of
that?
Mr. HIGGINS.-It is caused very
much by the system of borrowing inflating
matters for some time, and then we have
the inevitable reaction.
Mr. BnowN.-Has not the attraction
of New South 'Yales land selection something to do with it?
Mr. HIGGINS.-Partly; but the fact
that the Treasurer wal:; not borrowing and
.spending borrowed money has had more to
do with it. There is no doubt that borrowing and expending borrowed money ',"ould
attract many men to Victoria, but it would
not cause any permanent improvement. I
am convinced that that colony in this
group which has the greatest courage in
refusing to borrow, and which is determined to pay its way as it goes from its
revenue, will do the best in the long runthe colony that is determined to raise by
taxation enough to Ct'tlTy on a steady progressive public works policy, but not this
spasmodic public works policy of borrowing and spending borrowed money one
year and starving the next year. There
is no doubt whatever that we have been
starving things here of late years. Look
at the figures given by the Treasurer with
regard to the railways. On page 446 of
IlansaTC1, the Treasurer gi ves the figures
with regard. to the expenditure on the
rail ways. Those figures show that for the
last two or three years the expenditure
has been increasing. The Treasurer s~idIt may be asked how it is that this expenditure is increasing at such a rapid rate? That
is accounted for by the fact that year after
year we haye to expend larger sums of money
on maintenance and renewals.

'Yhy, because, in order to balance the
ledger, commonplace repairs and renewals
have been stopped.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-That is not correct. Commonplace repairs and renewals
. have not been stopped. I \vill not let
that statement go forth without contraElictioll.
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Mr. HIGG INS.-Year after year we
have to spend larger sums in repairs and
renewals, according to the Treasurer's own
statement.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I gave the reason,
which is because rolling-stock made many
years ago is now coming in for heavy
repairs.
You are making these statements to go abroad, and you will ruin the
credit of the colony.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Not more than the
honorable member for Footscray, who was
said to have sent dowll our stocks by a
statement he made in this chamber. I
say it is quite time to stop that kind of
argument. There is a real d:Ulger in front
of us, and unless one man points it ont now
some other man will have to do so,' perhaps, when it is too late to avert the evil
consequences. The great danger we have
to fear is from this con till ual borrowing,
ill order to produce a fictitious prosperity.
Sir GEOnGE TURNER.-Those who think
they are strong enough ought to stop it.
Mr. HIGGINS.-How is it to be
stopped ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--Very easily; if
my proposals are not satisfactory some
other honorable member's should be.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Just fancy the positiou! Are we to exchtwge the present
Treasurer for the leader of the Opposition
after his speech to· night, wherein he said
that this bold advancing policy ought to
have been put into operation three years
ago~

Mr. MURRAY S~n'I'H.-But you have got
95 members to choose from.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-N 0, only 94, you
forget me; I am out of it.
Mr. S'l'ERRY.-The honorable member
had better move a vote of want of confidence in the Budget proposals.
Mr. HIGGINS.-May I cite certain
fignres of the Treasurer \V hich show that I
am right in sa.ying that the railways have
been starved? I acknowledge that more
money is now being spent in ma.intenance
and renewals than has been spent for a few
years past, but it is the old Case of the
stitch in time not being taken in order to
save nine stiches. By starving the railways in the past, you have made it necessary to pay more for maintenal1ce and
renewals in the present than would have
been required had a proper amount been
expended on maintenance and renewals all
along.
Mr. TRENWI1.'H.-But surely yon would
have to pay more for the maintenance and
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renewals on 10 miles of railway than for
1 mile. As we extend our railways, we
must necessarily increase Ollr expenditure
on them.
Mr. HIGGINS.- That hardly meets my
point. I say that, without extending
ollr railways at all' to a~1J appreciable
degree for years past, we have now to pay
more for maintenallce and renewals than
we were paying three or four years ago.
Now, let IlS look at the expenditure on
new rolling-stock. rrhe Treasurer saidIn the year 1889-90, we expended on new
rolling-stock £640,843; in 1890-91, £566,403 ;
and in 1891-2, £243,159. Then we came to the
bad times, anel in 1892-3 we expended £87,230;
in 1893-4, £31,624; in 1894-5, £30,613; and in
1895-6, £6,834.

Now, will anyone tell me that, in a huge
concern like the Victorian railways, .£6,834
is a sufficient Sllm to provide for renewals of rolling-stock for a whole yead
",Vas not that a forced reduction ~ The
thing is obvious: How call you come down
from £640,843 in 1889-90 to £6,834 in
1895-6 for maintenance and renewals and
new rolling-stock ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-That was the
reduction in the amount spent on entirely
new rolling-stock. The expenditure on
maintenance and repairs was continually
going up.
Mr. HIGGINS.-The remarkable thing
is that we are now asked to authorize the
borrowing of money to buy new rollingstock. How is it that there is such a
very sudden demand for new rollingstock ~ rrhat is the point. You should
go on renewing your rolling-stock very
steadily.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I have been doing
that, and increasing the renewals every
year.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Then why in 1895-6
did you spend only £6,834 for renewals ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Because the dep~rtment did not ask for more for new
rolling-stock, but the following year they
did,
Mr. HIGGINS.-I am afraid that t.he
department were told that if they did ask
they could not have.
Sir GEORGE TURNEIt.-That is not
correct. New rolling-stock can be purchased out of loan money, and I had
ample money for the purpose if they
wanted it.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I hope that the Treasurer will be able to explain that further,
butthe effect of his Budget speech certainly
Session 1898.-[69]
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conveys the impression that our railways
have been starved in maintenance and
renewals during the last few years, all for
the purpose of making the ledger balance.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-That is not correct; the railways have not been starved.
Mr. HIGGINS.-As they found that
they could not balance the ledger in that
form, they are asking for large sums, by
way of loan, to make renewals that ought
to have been made before. I will now end
what must have appeared a boring speech
to some honorable members.
Mr. MURRAY Sl\UTH.-Oh, no.
:Mr. HIGGINS.-I felt it my duty to say
what I have said. I shall get no advantage,
and I do not want to get any advantage,
from ha ving done so. I simply want to
protest as strongly as I can-and I do not
use the expressions which would convey
my feelings completely-against this system of borrowing for purposes which should
be provided for out. of revenue-for instance, borrowing for the main tenance of
our railway rolling-stock. I want to enter
my protest against the system of borrowing simply to avoid the little burden of
taxation which would otherwise have to
be imposed. As I said before, we shall
have, for the money the Treasurer proposes to borrow, to pay £140,000 to
£150,000 a year iiI interest, which will
have to be raised by taxation. "Why not
raise that extra taxation at once 1
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-And not borrow ~
Mr. HIGGINS.-And not borrow.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-That is to say,
I am to spend £140,000 to £150,000 a
year instead of the £1,250,000 a year I
propose.
Mr. HIGGINS.-That is the pointthe bait that fetches all of us-that we
ought not to stop this borrowing simply
because there is something to be spent in
I say we
every district of the colony.
have no right to borrow and throw the
burden on those who are to corne after us.
Mr. O'NEILL.-But they will have the
benefit.
Mr. HIGGINS.-",Vhat will they have
to show fur the permanent debt we have
added to the burdens of the country on
account of rifles and ammunition, for
instance?
Mr. FINK.-For the Scottish regiment,
probably.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I do not see that any
borrowing is for the Scottish regiment.
Mr. DEAKIN.-A bad people to borrow
from, I should think.
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Mr. HIGGINS.-What will those who
come after us have to show ~ We buy one
engine for £5,000, and we use it until it
is worked out; then we borrow and buy
another for £5,000, and that becomes
worked out; then we borrow and buy
again, and those who come after us
will only have one engine to represent
three borrowings. What will posterity
have to represent those three borrowings 1
Just one asset for the three! I must now
conclude, but I will commend this consideration to honorable members-that the
greatest enemies to progressive politics
are those who are rash with regard to the
finances of the country, those who will
expose the credit of the State to risk and
danger, those who will use the grandest
weapon the State has-its credit and its
moral position-for devices which are dangerous. Nothing will injure these colonies
in the eyes of the world-these colonies
which are trying their best t.o make the
social condition of the workers throughout
the length and breadth of the land better
than they are-than· for any financial
collapse, any financial difficulty, to arise.
And I say that we are in the greatest danger of following, in the government of
the country, what was done by the directors of the financial institutions in Melbourne-in fact, throughout Australia-in
taking in money because it was cheap and
easily got. This is one of the greatest
dangers, and there is nothing that will
stop progress so much as being able to
point the finger of scorn at the enterprise
of countries like Victoria or New South
Wales, or South Australia. It will be said
- " Look at what the State did there-look
at the consequences of State interference
-look at the collapse of this colony!"
Nothing will put back the wheels of progress
so much as mistakes made in the direction
of finance. I hope that I shall not be taken
as being too much of a pessimist in this
matter, but I felt, after hearing the Pre"'
mier and the leader of the Opposition,
that it was time for some of us to speak
out, and not leave ourselves in the complaisant attitude we have been used to.
Of course, it is useless for me to speak,
but I hope there will be others who will
speak in the same direction. I t is time
for us to speak about it. In New South
vVales they have been somewhat wiser in
their generation. They have direct taxation there and have less revenue taxation.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Look at what they
have borrowed.
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Mr. DEAKIN.-And look at their land
revenue.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I know there are
qualifications.
Mr. 1. A. ISAAcs.-Which destroy the
analogy.
Mr. HIGGI~S.-But they have been
obliged to have Taxation of Land Bills
and Income Tax Bills.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes, in order
that they might do away with their
Customs revenue, and have free-trade.
Mr. HIGGIN8.-That is quite another
thing.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-But that is why
they had direct taxation.
Mr. HIGGINS.-It is quite consistent
for the Premier to propose more direct
taxation, and even if there were no exemptions it would fall more lightly on
poor men than this revenue taxation by
which we now raise our funds.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-If I put on a
land tax it would be in· order to remit
other taxation.
Mr. HIGGINS.-Why does not the
right honorable gentleman do it 1 He
has not done it yet. He promised us
a land tax four years ago, and has not
yet attempted to impose it.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-You try your
hand at it. That is all I can say.
Mr. HIGGINS.-The Premier is very
good. He undoubtedly has got difficulties
to contend with. I feel the greatest
sympathy with him in respect to those
difficulties, and I think he will do me
the justice to admit that I have not
sought to aggravate them. I have put
forward my views on the last Budget,
and on this Budget in the same direotion; and I have done so because I
feel strongly about the matter. I think
those who follow me out in the argument will see that at least there are some
grounds for my contention.
If I am
pessimistic in my fears I am only too
glad of it, but I do feel that complacency
with regard to borrowing and spreading
the borrowed money about the colony so
that no member can complain is a most
dangerolls attitude-one. of the greatest
dangers to which Victoria can be exposed.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I have listened
with mingled feelings to the speech of my
honorable friend the member for Geelong
(Mr. Higgins). He has, in my opinion,
mixed so much sound criticism with such
curious faddist opinions that I am at a loss
whether to welcome him cordially as an
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ally or to denounce him as a danger to the
State. Perhaps I may, very briefly, com- .
ment upon the latter portion of my somewhat puzzled mental state. After having
pointed out, as I think, with great clearness, the danger of borrowing money in
order to construct reproductive works, he
proceeded to propose that we should
construct absolutely unproductive public
works, and construct them by means of
direct taxation.
Mr. HIGGINs.-I have not said that.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Indeecl, the
honorable member appears to me to have
fallen into the extraordinary error of believing that tuxation is ill,. itself a cause
and an evidence of prosperity.
Mr. 1. A. ISAAcs.-A fertilizing power.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Yes. The honorable member proposes that we should
waste our money, and call upon the people
of the country to waste it at once, instead
of spreading that waste over a series of
years. N ow, as I have said, I agree with
very much that he has said as' to. the
present position. l welcome his speech,
although it mllst have somewhat astonished the Premier.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Oh, no; he does
not astonish me.
Mr. T. SlIlITH.-The Premier could not'
be astonished at what the honorable member for Geelong !:laid.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Perhaps the
peculiar quarter from which the observations came diminished the right honorable
gentleman's astonishment. I cordially
·agree with a great portion of what the
honorable member has said as to the
danger, though not as to the remedy he
proposes. But before saying anything more
on this subject, I would venture to give
my own views with respect to the past,
the present, and the future of this Budget.
Because all Budgets deal with those three
things-past, present, and future; and I
can assure my right honorable friend the
Premier that in what I say I am actnated
by no motive except that of perfect friendliness toward him and his Government,
having no object to serve and no ambition
to satisfy. I look upon this matter solely
as a citizen of Victoria anxious to see the
best possible results accruing to the State.
And I do see great dangers, not so much in
our present as in onr projected future position. As to the past, I have nothingI think I may say nothing; at all events,
very little-but praise to bestow on
the conduct of the finances by our
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present Treasurer. When he took charge
of the finances of this country they certainly were in a parlous ::;tate, and I can·
not conceive any more distressing or
more onerous t~sk being assigned to a
man of kindly feeling and of real patriotism than to be brought face to face with
a continually decre~sing revenue, with a
necessity for drastic economy, and yet
with claims l.~pon him that he mnst have
found it difficult, with his sense of justice
and kindness of heart, to resist. '£herefore we owe great thanks to the present
Prime Minister of this country for the
efforts he has made, and the drastic
economy he has practised, in order to relieve us from the painful situation in
which we found ourselves three or four
years ago.
So far as the past is concerned, therefore, I have nothing but
praise to bestow. The Premier has, by
the efforts he has made in that direction,
by drastic economy and careful management, brought out, I will venture to say,
even with all deference to my honorable
friend the member for Geelong, a satisfactory result this year. Because my honorable friend cannot see, or will not see, that
he has no right whatever, in calculating the results of this year, to saddle
this year and this particular Government with past debts.
As I have
sllid before, a man cannot be held responsible for his father's extravagance,
and the present Government, and the
present House, cannot be made responsible
for the extravagance or misfortunes of
former Administrations. When the Right
Honorable the Premier claimed, as he was
particularly careful to say, that he finished
the year's transactions with a, surplus of
about £185,000, surely he stated the
absolute truth.
He stated that the
income had exceeded the expenditure by
that amount. He even went further, and
he pointed out to us that, if he had paid
those £250,000 bonds, he would have had
a deficiency. But he was absolutely justified in pointing out that the year's transactions had, for the first time for many
years, resultE)d in a considerable surplus.
Therefore, when the honorable memuerfor
Geelong went on to assert that, became
some other Government, some former
Government, borrowed this money and
saddled the present Government with the
task of paying it back, the present Government is not justified in saying that
they have succeeded in bringing out a
surplus, I say that he is getting iuto
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the very pedantry of finance. The former Government with bringing out a credit
debt cannot be maintained as a subject . balance when, as a matter of fact, there
of blame to the present Government, nor was no balance. If he had said that this
can it be said that they have not made a expenditure should have been charged to
surplus on the present re~enue.
the expenditure of the year, I should have
Mr. HWGINs.-If a past Government been disposed to agree with him; but
had promised to pay a pension during the then I say that the House is equally
. present year, would not that have to be responsible with the Government.
reckoned as part of the exp~nditure of
Mr. McKENZIE.-Is it not the same
the yead
principle, but the only difference IS In
Nil'. 1IURRAY SMITH.-The Governdegree 7
ment would be justified, when stating it
Mr. MURRAY SMlTH.-It is all the
as part of their expenditure, in saying difference between my authorizing a piece
what the Premier has said now. The of expenditure and my father authorizing
Premier says-and really it is a funny it. Of course, if it is merely a question
thing that I should be the apologist for of bookkeeping it is not worth discussing.
the Government against an attack from ·What I say is that the balance of the
their own benuhes -" On this year's trallS- year is absolutely honest as the Premier
actions we have brought out a surplus of has brnught it out. It is the difference
£185,000. Whatever obligations former between the capital acconnt and the profit
Government8 saddled 11S with, we have a and loss account of any institution. An
right to claim that on the year's trans- institution may bring out, a profit and loss
actions we have made a surplus. We do account showing a balance to credit, and
not state that if we charge this £250,000 yet some previous transactions may have
to this year's expenditure we have a sur- resul~ed in a loss to capital. If no blame
pIns, but we .say that so far as the year's is attachable to the Pl:emiel' the matter is
transactions are concerned that surplus is not worth discussing.
ma,intained." And that is perfectly right
Mr. HIGGINS.-l say, as a matter of
financially, and perfectly honest.
principle, we must treat money meant to
Mr. HIGGINs.-According to you, when be paid from revenue as paid from reven ue,
any obligation is created by a previous and if we do that there is 110 surplus.
Goverllment the next Government can
Mr. MURHA Y SMITH. -The Governregard that as an obligation not neces- ment have treated it in that way, and have
shown it in their Budget. But the
sarily to be honoured by them 1
Mr. MUHRAY SNlITH.-This, as I transactions uf the Budget divided themsaid before, is the very pedantry of sel ves into the past, present, and future,
finance. If the honorable member had as I said before. 'With regard to the past,
said that we had isslled £250,000 bonds, I have a few notes as to one or
and had undertaken to pay that back at two transactions which I de~ire to menthe rate of £25,000 a year, and that that tion. OIle was that I noticed that the
should be charged to the expenditure of Premier mentioned that the stamp reve·
the year, I should ha ve been more disposed nue had increased considerably. ~ow,
to agree with him, because the Premier here I am reminded of a trifling suggestook this House into his confidence, and tion of my OW11. I do not know whether
asked leave to float £375,000 Treasnry- the Premier is like Brabantio, as described
bills, and we ga\'e him leave; but what- by lagn, and "will not serve God if the
ever blame may be attached to the devil bid" him.
Sir GEORGE TUR~ER.-l have gone into
Premier and the Government in that
matter, this House absolutely shares with that matter.
that Government.
Mr. MURRAY SMTrH.-lremindedthe
Mr. McKENZIE.-It is not ~ qnestion of Premier, as some honorable members will
, recollect, that he could get some amount
blame, but a question of principle.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-But I think of additional revenue by re-imposing the
it. is a question of blame.
limit of £10 stamp dnty on drafts.
Mr. McKENZlE.-l do not understand Roughly, the revenue from that source' is
the honorable member to attach blame to calculated at about £3,000.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-But I am adthe Government, but he attacks the
vised that if we can get the business which
principle.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-l understand has been taken away from Melbourne
that he has charged the Premier and the brought back here, it would be desirable to
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·do this, and I should be glad to make the
alteration if I was satisfied of thttt.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Say that the
Bank of Victoria buys from the Bank of
Australasia a bill of exchange for £50,000
--owing to the fact that there is no
maximum charge of £10 here, so that
bills over £10,000 pay on the excess,
the draft is purchased in Adelaide
instead of in Melbonrne, and the bank
pays the South Australian Government
the £10. At present every time one bank
buys a draft from another, £10 is lost
to Victoria. The amount is not much,
but it is calculated that it amounts
roughly to abont £3,000 a year. 'Nith
the exception of printing the stamp, whatever that cost may be, the whole of the
rest is profit to Victoria" and that amonnt
is lost at present. I will remind the
Premier that £3,000 a year. will pay
interest on £100,000.
Sir GEORGE TURN~R.-It is not all lost,
because a large number pay here.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I am estimating the loss to Victoria. I cannot say that
the amount is exactly £3,000, but that is
the estimated amount, and that would be
pure gain, I suppose the Premier would
not object t.o stooping to pick up half-asovereign in the street because it was not
a sovereign.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. -Yon try me.
Mr. MURRAY S:M:ITH.-I know he
would not in his private capacity, and this
matter is in exactly the same position.
It may be more or less than £3,000,
but it would be an absolute gain, and it
is ridiculous keeping up the present
system any longer. With regard to the
income tax, 1 differ from the honorable
member for Geelong, and am very ~l(!,d that.
the Premier contemplates a reduction of
the tax, especially in regard to the extravagant rate charged on large incomes, in
which I may say neither I nor the Premier
have any personal concern. The rate is so
extravagant that it is driving capital out
of Victoria. 'l'here is a limit with regard
to taxation beyond which it ceases to be
operative. Beyond that limit. you make
it merely burdensome, and not effective.
I think that an income tax of Is. 4d. in
the £1 is effecting that result. Indeed,
in connexioll with a large trust estate
with which I am connected we have been
selling Victorian stock and buying New
South 'Wales stock, not entirely but partly
.because we pay a tax here which absolutely
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amounts to 7 per cent. on our income.
Our investments have been largely in Government stock, and the difference between
taking it in New South ';V ales and here
meallS this: That if we take it here \ve
pay 7 per cent. income tax, from which
imposition we are free in New South
'Vales. But the difficulty is that there
should be some federal understanding
amongst the various Governments.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The same thing
happens with regard to New SOllth Wales.
Their people come here and take our
money, and we take theirs.
.Mr. :MURRAY S1HTH.-My argument
is solely addressed to the desirability of
reducing that particularly extravagant
rate, aud, therefore, I congratulate the
Premier on having directed his attention
to it. 'Yith regard to the adjustment of
loans, the Premier has also mentioned the
arrangement he has made with the London
and 'Yestmillster Bank. As I was originally responsible for the arrangement
made with that institution, I am doubly
glad that he has come to the conclusion
that he could not do better than continue
it with modifications. I was al ways certaiu that that great financial inst'itution
would not only do our business ill. the best
possible way but in a liberal spirit, and
that fact I am glad to see -the Premier
recognises. I am glad that the Premier
has seen his way to continue the arrangement with the London and 'Westminster
Bank in a modified form-with considerable modifications. The former terms were
practically forced upon me by the fact
that they were fixed at the time, and were
the armngemfluts made by the Bank of
England as well as by the London and 'Vestminster Bank with the other colonies. But
the Premier has now made a good bargain
with the ba.nk,and the bank is ellso satisfied.
There is one little item that I notice, that
the Premier has mentioned, and that is
that he has lost £9,000 out of the Cnstoms revenue by the remission of duty to
th9,t excellent and likely-to-be-profitable
concern, the Maffra Sugar Beet Company.
But that CR.nnot occur again, although I
see that some critic points out that every
year we sballlose £6 per ton duty, according to the amount of sugar. the company produces. But this particular item
is non· recnrring.
Sir GEORGE 'l'UBNER-It is hardly lost,
because they could not have started the
company without. the machinery, so that
we are not any worse off.
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Mr. MURRAYSMITH.-Protective duties generally act as a block to imports;
and I think we may congratulate ourselves in that equivocal way with regard
to a number of things that are not imported.
The next point I have to notice
is that pensions are decreasing. That
also is a reason for rejoicing, although the
decrease in the pension list is regrettable
from another point of view, because it has
been caused by the death of worthy
citizens. Indeed, I may say also with regard to the exceedingly heavy payments
to legacy duty during the year, that that
also is a cause at once of rejoicing and
regret; and I am sure that the Premier,
whilst glad of the revenue, must feel that
in one sense it is a matter of deep regret
that we have lost some very worthy and
excellent colonists-one of whom we know
inherited wealtb, although he made a most
excellent use of it, whilst others came
to this colony with nothing or next to nothing, and by honest industry and economy
acquired great fortunes, and made better
use of their money than the State is likely
to when it gets hold of its share of it.
Mr. DEAKIN.-Better for whom 1
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Better for the
whole country that economical and industrious men should accumulate money
and invest it profitably to themselves
and to the State, than that the State
should get hold of it on their de:nise
and squander it in unproductive undertakings. And I agree with the honorable member for Geelong that money
in the hands of the State is not at all
sure to be well spent. In reference to
the pension list, it is brought to my mind
to say that I think the Premier has made
a mistake in not rectifying the injustice
which has been done to the public service.
There is one body still-the public servants
-who are unpaid, who have not received
their just due. I see that the Premier
describes it thus :Now, three years ago we made what I consider a satisfactory ending of the question of
percentage reductions.

If a gentleman who owed £500 said he
had made a very satisfactory arrangement
with his creditors when he had undertaken
to pay half of them, and not the other
half, I very much doubt whether the creditors would take the same view of the
arrangement as he did; and I think that
the Premier's assertion that this is a very
satisfactory arrangement is somewhat of
a similar nature. These public servants
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are absolutely entitled to receive their
20s. in the £1, because we must remember that they gellerously consented to
make sacrifices under pressing circumstancE's, and so contributed largely to
help the public finances at a time of
difficulty. And we are entitled to pay
them their 20s. in the £1 at least before we euter upon any new expenditure.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. - That applies
equally to the municipalities, from whom
we have taken a portion of their grant,.
and it applies to the sugar duties, which
were doubled in order to bring money in.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-No; the payments to the municipalities are grants or
gifts made by Parliament from the revenue,
but this obligation to the public servants
is an absolute debt, just as much as if I
hired a day labourer at 7s. a day, and only
paid him 5.s. 'Ve ought to be just as fair
to the heads of the departments as we were
to the men in receipt of smaller salaries a
year or two ago.
.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-If you would
show me how to do it, I should be glad
to give it to them.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Before we
saddle ourselves with any new expenditure,
we ought to pay our way. This is an absolutely solemn indisputable debt; and I
do say, whatever may be the unpopularity
of the view-because I am only fighting the
battle of a few persons-that the heads of
departments are just as much entitled as
any men in the service to receive at the
earliest possible moment what is due to
them, and they should recei \Te this certainly before we enter into any new expenditure.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-To carry your
contention to its logical conclusion, weought to - pay them back what we havededucted from them.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I am not sure
that we should not do that. If the pOllorable member forGeelong sLlcceeds in raising
taxation to the extent he thinks we should,
I am not sure that we should not refund
to the public servants what we have
ded ncted from them.
Mr. TRENWI'l'H.-You might have to·
pay every day labourer who has been
red uced from 8s. to 5s.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Not at all.
At common law I believe a man's salary
is calculated on the terms of his contract.
If he is hired by the year he can claim a
year's salary, and if he is hired by the.
day he can claim a day's salary.
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Mr. TRENWI'I.'H. - Unless Parliament
makes a law against that, which this
Parliament did in the case of the public
servants.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.- -What law ~
Mr. TRENWI'l'H.-The law relating to
the reduction of public servants' salaries
for a certain period.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-At any rate,
beyond the law is justice. I am not speaking about the law. An arrangement of
this sort is a very satisfactory arrangement
to the debtors, but not to the creditors.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-If every bank
clerk was treated as liberally as we have
treated our public servants, they would be
very happy indeed.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-The bank
clerks have been treated according to the
contracts made with them. This is a
oontract which we have entered into with
the public servants.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I have had a
great struggle to do what I have done for
the public service, and I do not intend to
go one iota further.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I do not dispute the exertions which the honorable
gentleman has made; I only say that he is
doing an injustice in delaying the payment
to the public servants of what they are
-entitled to. The honorable member for
Richmond (Mr. Trenwith) and others are
perfectly willing, now that the lower
-classes of the public service have been
restored to their proper positions, that the
higher classes should wait.
Mr. 'l'RENWITH.-I have only said that
it is an equitable arrangement to provide
for the lower classes first.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.--I say that it
is grossly inequitable, and, therefore, we
differ in opinion. N ow, I will leave the
past, and venture to say a few words as
to the present position. We have, as the
Premier has noticed, a public debt of
£47,558,088. vVe have besides that an
unfunded debt amounting to the sum of
£2,906,381. And what has particularly
.attracted my attention with reference to
this is, that a balance somewhat larger
than our unfunded debt is shown by the
moneys which are owing to the Treasurer
by persons who, I suppose, undertook to
pay them back when they borrowed them.
-The Premier saysOn page 39 we deal with moneys owing to
-the Treasurer by waterworks and irrigation
trusts and various other local bodies. Honora.ble members will find that the total amounts
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to £2,714,271. There are arrears of interest to
the extent of £285,189, and arrears in redemption and sinking fund amounting to £379,482,
making a total of £664,671.

I lleed not go into the arrears of redemptions, because that would be a work of
supererogation, seeing that if they do not
pay the interest they are not likely to
pay the redemption. rrhe accumulated
interest and the capital together amOlmt
to £2,999,460. So that here we see, if
not the origin, at all events, the equivalent
of our unfunded debt. The history of
the past is strewn with the wrecks of
reckless expenditure. To these irrigation trusts and other 10c:1,1 bodies we have
lent a snm of money which more than
represents the total of our unfunded debt,
and if that money were to be paid
back, or if there were any semblance
of these being made remunerative undertakings-if they would pay the whole of
the interest or half of it-we should be
able to discharge the interest on the
whole of our unfunded debt. N ow, is
this not a warning? We have lent money
under the most solemn undertakings to
these irrigation trusts and other bodies
which represent large and comparatively
wealthy districts. Vve have lent it for
the improvement of those particular districts, and not for the benefit of the colony
in general, and yet we not only do not
get back any of the principal, or anything
towards the redemption or sinking fund,
but we are absolutely confronted with
arrears of interest amouuting to £285,000.
As I say, if the interest were paid, we
should not only have the interest on our
unfunded debt, but we should also be able
to discharge this little honest obligation
of the State towards the civil service, and
leave some balance besides.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The farmers would be
ruined if they were called upon to pay
up.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Then they
ought not to have borrowed the money.
But I want to direct the attention of the
committee particularly to a point in COllnexion with the Coliban system of water
supply, of which we have heard a good
deal, and to which the leader of the
Opposition has referred. And in this respect I am somewhat like the honorable
member for Geelong-I must assai"l my
own leader. The leader of the Opposition seemed to think that the Goverument was not going to give that system
of water supply sufficient assistance. Now,
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here is a trifling record in re.ference to
the Coli ban water supply. The 'Yater
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all cases. They borrow the money, get
the· State to expend it, undertake to pay
Supply Commission, in its report, says-the in tlerest and sinking fund, and then:
the.v pay neither the one nor the other.
While on the subject of the increase in the
They do not pay the interest, and they
capital account, it may be as well to refer to a
matter which was brought prominently under
never expect or intend to pay the principal.
Ollr notice. The department, it appears, on the
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-SOme of them
guarantee of <1, number of local bodies to pay
have
paid up very honorably.
their proportion of any loss which might accrue
M.r.MURRAY SMITH.-Idare say that
if certain works were undertaken, expended
£36,680 in extending reticulation to se\reral
one in eleven is, after all, not a bad ratio
districts. The amoullts expended under the
to take for the number that actually dislocal guarantees, with the names of the municicharged
their obligations. And really, if I
palities interested, a,re shown in the following
were a member of the Huntly Shire Counreturn prepared bv the departu.ent for our
information :cil, I should feel disposed to abandon the·
The tallle which follows shows that there laudable practice which they have pursued,
are eleven of these local bodies which have because if it makes no difference in public
given gnarantees in connexion with the estimation or consideration of our honesty,.
why should we squander £240 in paying
Coliban system of water supply.
interest on a debt which nobody else thinks
Sir GEORGE TUIWER.-Is Maldoll one of it necessary to pay, and our creditors think
them?
we are perfectly j Llstified in not paying 1
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Yes, Maldon I should say that one in eleven repreis in the list. These eleven municipalities sents rather more that} a fair proportion
guaranteed to pay their proportion of any of municipalities or irrigation trusts who
loss which might accrue. Now, out of these have met their obligations.
eleven, how many does the committee supMr. McKENZIE.-'l'hese are not irrigapose have discharged their obligation 1 tion trusts; most of the water trusts do
The committee will probably say that all pay.
the eleven of them discharged their obliga-.
M.r. MURRAY SMITH.-They are in
tions. Well, it is not quite eleven. They the same category. The Premier started
are something like the righteous men in by undertaking·to spend £50,000 on the·
Sod om, only they are not ten, or even Coli ban water supply. He now tells us.
nine; the fact is that the Huntly Shire that he has been forced, owing, I suppose,.
Council is the only bod.v ont of. those to the strength of his backbone, to enlarge·
eleven municipalities which has carried that amount by £25,000.
out its obligations to the Government..
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-That is not
The commission statesexactly fair; they asked me to spend fu
The Huntly Shire Council is the only body
quarter of a million.
that has carried out its agreement with the
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Then I shall:
department, its total payment on account of
say
because of the Premier's want of backthe guarantee amounting to £248. It would
bone. But the Treasurer having agreed,
appear from our inquiries that no steps were
to give them £75,000 instead of £50,000j.
taken by the department, prior to executing
the works, to bind the municipalities to carry
here is the leader of the Opposition, whose·
out the obligations they had entered into with
shire, as the Premier has pointed out, is one·
respeci;; to guarantees in the event of the reof the defaulters, complaining absolutely·
venue from the extensions not paying interest
that they cannot get another £75,000,
on the outlay. Owing to this lack of ordinary
business precaution, the payments on account
and demanding that this advance to the
of the guarantees rest on no more sound
Coliban water supply should be increased
foundation than an implied agreement between
to £150,000. Now, 'if they will not pay
the department and certain municipalities,
the interest on the original amount, it is
which latter, with one notable exception, show
no inclination to meet the obligations they
very likely tha,t this additional sum of
voluntarily entered into.
£75,000 will also be in 011e of two cateThe prosaic l:mguage of the "Vater Com- gories. It will either ruin them, or
mission certainly discloses an extraordinary they will forget their obligations.
I
state of things. Itdoesnot matter whether predict, therefore, that if we lend them
the amount is large or whether it is small. the money,. the same thing will occur·
It does not matter whether it is so large as occurred before. The 'Yater Comas to ruin the locality, or t:lO trivial that it mission has proposed that these wateris not worth their while to take notice of works should be valued at a reasonable
it. The proce~ding is exactly the same ill amount, and that these municipalities.
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then be allowed to take them over
at that valuation, and see if, acting for
themsel ves, they cannot manage things a
little better than they have allowed the
State to manage for them. I trust that
the Premier will endeavour to do something in that direction.
Mr. DEAKIN.-They were pressed to do
that ten years ago.
:.\11'. MURRAY SMITH.-Look at the
position of the Ballam,t water supply.
That has been looked after and managed
by one of those excellent men whom we
find occasionally in some of these placesMr. Noble '\Tilson. I remember, years ago,
when that trust was in trouble, and the
Service Government was in office, I acted
as :1 sort of intermediary with respect to
certain arrangements between the Ballarat 'Vater Commission and the Government. The only .privilege whicl~ that
commission has ever received from the
State has been that a comparatively small
amount of accumulated interest has been
capitalized.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-About £40,000.
Mr. M.URRAY SMITH.-Yes, about
£40,000, and that was allowed to remain
without interest for a certain time.
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-For about four
or five years.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-"Vith this
exception the Ballarat commission discharged all its obligations, and it has
proved to be a remunerative undertaking.
'Vhy cannot the Coliban water supply
do the same 7 Thev tell us that that
system supplies a huog'e extent of country
and a large population.
Mr. BRowN.-lt is thinly populated
compared with Ballarat ..
Mr. M.URRAY SMITH.-But we are
told that it supplies an immense number
of people, and that the mere presence of
this supply has materially increased the
population. Surely, if it has done that,
aud if the convenience is so great, the
population in those districts should pay
for the benefit they receive.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The population there
is as large as at Ballarat.
Mr. ~1:URRAY SMITH.-Then thel'e
is no excuse for them at all.
Mr. LANGDoN.-The Ballarat system
unly supplies one centre; the Coliban
supplies a number of municipalities.
Mr. TRENWI1'H.-All the more reason
they should pay.
Mr. LANGDoN.-They are more difficult
to deal with.
Session 1898. -[70J
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Mr. MURRAY SMIl'H.-Surely they
ought to pay for the immense cOlwenience
they enjoy. If the S"tate writes down the
cost of this work to the price at which it
could be done now with the cheaper
materials that are obtainable, surely it is
not too much to ask that this district
should follow the example of Ballarat and
take upon itself the burden of making the
scheme pay, at all events, a decent rate of
interest.
Mr. STERRY.-If tho State wrote it
down to a reasonable cost, they would be
able to get reasonable interest now.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Is the honorable member entitled. to speak for these
municipalities, and to say whether, if the
State ~writes down the cost, his district
would be inclined to take it oyed
Mr. S1'ERRY.-I am not prepared to
answer for all these muuicipalities.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-They would
not, of course. They made a bargain knowing at the time that it was a case of " Heads
I win, tails you lose." If the concern
eventually leaves a profit the municipalities will take the profit, but so long as
there is a loss, they won't have anything
to do with it. I merely point out that
the extravagant expenditure to which the
State was forced in assisting these various
local bo.dies, which have undertaken to pay
and have not paid, would more than discharge our unfunded debt, and the public
debt of the colony would then amount to
only £47,500,000. Now, sir, "that is our"
present position. 'Ve owe this money ..
"Ve owe besides ~dew other debts to which
the House has given its sanction, and we
have to look to the future. I may say
that here I part company with the Premier
and join, to some extent at all events, the
honorable member for Geelong.
The
policy of the future which the Premier
has given us is ,vhat I venture to condemn. 'Ye are at present recovering from
a seyere, dangerous, and at one time almost
hopeless illness. 'Ye are now con valescent, but we are not in rude health. I
do not quite agree with the honorable
member for Geelong that there are no
signs of progress. I can myself see signs
that the country is to some extent emerging from the trouble which it has had
previously.
An HONORABLE l\h~fBER.-Does it not
want a tonic 1
Mr. MURRAY Si\HTH.-It does want.
a tonic. It wants a bitter draught.
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Mr. MORRISSEY.-It has had that.
Mr. MURRAY SMJTH.-Yes, it has had
that; but, unfortunately, as the honorable
member for Geelong said, we do not appear
to have swallowed it. "Ve have rejected
it because it. was bitter, and we are seeking
some wholesome sweet. I say that we are
recovering, but we are not yet in good
health. There was some excnse in past
times for a Government in this country
to scatter money with a lavish hand,
because they could see that the country
was young, and was certain to progress to
such an extent that they could afford to be
extravagant. But those times have gone
by, and gone by for ever. 'Ve shall
never, I think and trust, have SU(f.:h t.imes
as 'we saw ten years ago. Therefore, we
must cut our coat according to our cloth,
and make up our minds not to repeat in
the future the follies of ten years ago. It
seems to me that we shall be repeating
those follies if we adopt the policy which
the Government puts before us.
Mr. DEAIUN.-It is only a little one.
Mr. MURRAYSMITH.-Yes, it is only
·a little one. The lady in j£idshipmctn Easy
also said that hers was only a little
one, but it was a child all the same, and
entailed responsibilities.
This may be
only a little rashness, but nevertheless it
is in a lesser degree a wasteful expenditure, and that wasteful expenditure is not
more justified by our funds at the present
time than our former reckless expenditure
was justifieq by the funds of ten years ago.
In fact, we were perhaps more justified
ten years ago) under the· conditions then
existing, than we are now in launching
into further expenditure. The Premier
did, a year or two ago, obtain authority
to borrow £375,000 for works which he
then very rightly proposed to charge to
revenue, and he proposed to pay that
money back by degrees. I, for one, am
perfectly willing to take my share of the
responsibility of assenting to that proposition. vYe were really suffering at that
time from stint. 'Ve were really in a
position in which it was desirable even to
draw a little on the future, and the Premierdrew very sparingly. As he has told us,
he has only spent about £250,000 out of
the amount which he was then authorized
to borrow. I say that that expenditure
was justified, and that I am prepared to
accept my share of the blame, if blame
there be.
But the Premier has been
€mboldened by the success of that step
to launch into further proposals for

I
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expenditure under conditions with which
anyone who is a financier must find fault.
I do not wish to say anything further about
the past or the present, but I wish to say
in regard to the future that it is a most
dangerous course that the Premier is now
entering upon. I do not in the least agree
with the honorable member for Geelong
that we should spend this money and
trust to taxation to make it up.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I did not say anything
like that.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Then I am
cordially with the honorable member.
The one thing necessary is economy. If
we find that we want ~ertain expenditure,
which ought to be charged to revenue, we
should either charge it to revenue or let
it alone. Now, we are told that the llew
central passenger station in Melbourne is
to cost £202,000. That is an advance
of £40,000 or £50,000 on the estimate
which was submitted to us t.wo years
ago.
Sir GEORGE 'fURNER.-But that includes
the cost of re-arranging the yards, and also
of the accommodation for the Northern
Suburbs line.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-At all events,
the present estimate is £202,000, and
what guarantee have we that the station
will not cost another £50,000 before it is
erected 1 'Ve are embarking on a great
undertaking, and this is only a rough estimate. If we are to judge by former
experience, the total ex.penditure on this
station will be considerably over £200,000.
vYe are told-and, of course, I regard with
all respect the departmental estimatethat the erection of the new station will .
result in a, saving equal to the interest on
the cost, but we are incurrivg a great
danger. The cost is real; the saving will
be problematical. That this is so is shown
by our experience in connexion with a
great many other undertakings. vVe know
what these things will cost. For instance,
when the Government proposes to spend
£300,000 in providing a water supply
for the mallee, we know that it
will cost at least that, and possibly
a' great deal more than that, but
we do not know· in the least what
return we shall get for that expenditure. Here we have the Treasurer
proposing to spend during the next
three years £3,750,000, and it is no extravagant calculation to say that. the
actual expenditure will be at least
£4,000,000. This expenditure, of course,
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will cause great activity in the, Public
VV orks department and in the Rail way
department. It is work, therefore, which
will bring considerable remuneration to
Melbourne, and attract competitors for
that remuneration from other places.
But it is work which at the end of
three yea,rs will cease. There will then
be no further employment for the men
who have been engaged on these works,
and at the end of the three years what shall
we have to show for the ~oney in either
direct or indirect benefit-either in direct
return by way of revenue, or in indirect
benefit by way of increased capability to
bear the burden we have' entailed 1 For
my own part, looking over these various
undertakings, I must say I regard with
very pessimistic feelings the possibility of
ever getting sufficient revenue from them
or of benefiting the country to such an
extent as to justify them.
Mr. HIGGINs.-There will be no asset to
benefit the country .
. Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Surely there will.
All except £1,000,000 of this money is to
be spent upon permanent works; what is
the use of saying that we shall have no
asset 1
Mr. HIGGINS. - '\Vhat I mean to say is,
that for a large portion of this expenditure
we shall have no asset.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-vVe shall still have
assets representing an amount equal to
the public debt of the colony.
Mr. HIGGINS.-I do not think we can
sell our rail ways at their capital cost.
Mr. :MURRAY SMITH.-I think you
could.
Mr. STERRY.-,\Ve could' sell our railways for sufficient to pay the public
debt.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Yes; I think
that if the Government were to either
sell or lease the mil ways, they ,,'ould get
in the one case sufficient capital to payoff
the debt, or in the other case sufficient
rental to pay the interest.
Mr. HWGINS.-'\Vould you give them a
free hand as to wages?
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I am not
going into that.
Mr. TRENwrfH.-The public would not
get the same convenience.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH. - I am not
certain about it. I have had experience
of both private and Government railways,
and my predilections are certainly not in
favour of Govermnent railways. In regard
to the rail way portion of this proposed
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expenditure, I asked the Premier whether
the Railways Commissioner was responsible for its apport.ionment as between
capital and revenue, and the Premier
answered that he was. Therefore, my
tongue is tied. Otherwise I should have
thought that to charge £349,434 to
capital, and £36,666 to revenue, was not
exactly a fair adjustment.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.- But all new
works are charged to capitaL It is only
a portion of the renewals that is charged
to revenue.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-I do not propose to put myself np as an authority
against the commissioner, but the commissioner certainly undertakes a serious
responsibility when he says that we are
entitled in this expenditure to charge
£349,434 to capital, and to revenue
£36,666, considering that we are going
to spend a very large sum of money on
what at best are articles which will wear
out, certainly, at some time on this side of
eternity.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-They are properly
chargeable to capital nevertheless. You
would not charge new rolling-stock to
revenue, surely ~
Mr. MURRAY SMI'rH.-I only say
that the proportion charged to capital
Reems to me to be somewhat excessive;
but, a's I have said, I do not wish to put
up my opinion against that of the commissioner.. I wish merely to call the attention of th8 committee to the fact that the
commissioner has given his responsible
statement that we are justified in charging
this large amount to capital-an amount
which, considering the nature of the expenditure we are making, I should not
myself, as a layman,. have supposed to
have been properly chargeable to capital
at all. Then the Premier proposes to
spend £20,000 in connexion with district
co-operative. wineries and the viticultural
industry. For my own part, I think that
if we leave the viticultural and other
industr'ies to look after themselves, it
would be a great deal better. But there
is one item in connexion with the Agricultural department of which I do approve,
and that is the proposed expenditure of
£30,OUO for dairy schools, experimental
stations, and agricultural education. The
mORt ardent free-traders have always
recognised that education by the State,
in order to develop the agricultural industry, is perfectly justified. I do not know
whether my great teacher, Adam Smith,
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says the same thing, but I know that so
great a free-trader as Turgot in France
con~idered that the State was perfectly
justified in giving education of this kind,
and that the success of the silk industry
in that country was brought abont
largely by that means. Therefore, I think
that education in order to bring about
improved methods of mallufacture is a
perfectly justifiable and laudable expenditure, and one which, if it is wisely carried
out, will either directly or indirectly bring
great benefit to the State.
Mr. THENWrl'H.-'rhat shows that protection does good.
Mr.l\iUHHAY S1\HTH.-It is not protection. The honomhle member will harp
back to that extraordinary belief, which
has been abandoned bv all reasonable men.
It is to one portion·of the proposed expenditure that I would tall the attention
of the committee. I refer to that which
is to be provided for out of ordinary
revenue. The Treasurer statesThen there are estimates
£1,031,700 for 1'E:vel1ue works.

amounting

to

Here comes in the innate honesty of the
Treasurer. He might have slid gracefully
over this amount. He need not have
caned our attention to the fact that they
were revenue works, but his unfortunate
honesty stands in the way, and he plainly
saysThat amount of course we will have to raise;
we cannot provide it out of ordinvy revenue,
because that is a matter of utter impossihility'No doubt the Government will be advised to
put on tax(1,tion for the purpose of raising this
money; but if it comes to a choice between
raising £:300,000 or £400,000 a year by means
of taxation, or not doing these works, then I
venture to say that the works will have to
stand aside. It would be utterly hopeless to
ask Parliament 01' the people to provide that
amount by taxation.

I agree with the rrreRsurel'. Taxation has
very nearly reached its limit~rill Victoria,
and the probabilit.y is that, if further taxation were imposed, we should get less instead of more. Then, the 'frensul'er saysTherefore, I propose to ask for authority
·to raise £500,000 in Melbourne to enable us to
construct these works. I propose to clo that
by increasing Ollr ordil1ltt·y Victorian stock,
which bears interest at :3! per cent., to be repaid
at the end of twenty years, which is about the
life of our present stock.

There is llO particular advantage to be
gained by making these payments at the
same time as the payments for Ollr ordinary
stade
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Sir GEORGE TUR~ER.--The uniform
date.
Mr. MUH,H,AY SMTl'H.-'l'he following
is a further extract frOln the report of the
Budget speech : Mr. HWGIxs.--Then reyenue works are to be
constructed out of loan money, after all ?
Sir GEORGE TURNER.:- Unclouhte(lIy.
'Ve have to face this difficulty-we have either
not to carry out these works, which ;),1'e looked
on as necessary, or if we are to umlel'take them,
we must either raise ,the money by taxation
or borrow it_ ,'" e have a choice of those
three courses open to us, and it is quite
within the competence of Parliament to say that
we prefer not to constrnct these works rather
than borrow the money_

we

It appears to me that
must divide all
these works into three categories.
The·
first would be those that wonld yieldl
us remunerative revenue, . and there
could be no objection whatever to these
being provided for out of loan· money.
The second are those which indirectly may
be of considerable benefit, but which will
not directly yield llS any revenue at present"
and possibly not for some time. I quite·
recognise that there is a sort of border~
land between those undertakings that aredirectly remunerative and those that are·
not remunerative at all, a border-land
of i.mdertakings which, although llOt immediately remunerative, are beneficial, and
may be remunerative at some future time ..
The latter is the expenditure that should'
be most carefully watched. 'Ve aro very
apt to take a favorable view of these matters, and to say that if an undertakingdoes not remunerate us this year or next;
year it· will ill some future' year: In!
that way we run into extravagant expenditure. The system that the Tr~a
surer proposes to adopt is, to my milld,
dangerolls in the extreme~
'Ve are·
going to borrow money now and to pay it
back in twenty years-the twenty years.
be~ng chosen for t he sake of' Ilniformity.
That is very much like the process Mr.
Stiggins ,,-ent through in P?:cl-UJ1;c!..:, when
he borrowed a shilling, and came the next
day for sixpence, and came again on thefollowing day for ti, shilling, so as to make
the amount up to 2s. 6cl. ~rhe Treasurer
does not propose apparently to provide forthis by due paymeut.
Sir GEOHGE TUHSEI{. - I propose to put
away £25,000 a year.
Ml'. l\IUHHAY SJUTH.-The honorable gOlltlemHll oproposes that somebody
shall do that; but, whatever Ollr wishes
may be, \\'e canllot expect that the Treasurer will remain ill office for the next
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twenty ,Years. In his Budget speech the
honorable gentleman also saidI propose to ~tsk for authority to increase our
own stock by this £500,000, but I shall throw
the onus on the Treasurer of t.he day-

That is a delicately eq ni vocal statement.
to set aside £25,000 a year, so that the money
may be re3.dy to take up the stock when it falls
due.

The honorable gent.leman falls back on the
old time· honoured argument so frequently
used in favour of extravagallce that there
is no difficulty in gettillg the mouey.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-lt was a question
of whether we should borrow here or in
England.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-Perhaps I
ought to say that I am glad to see-but I
·am not, I am sorry to see-that the English
papers report that Victoria will have no
difficulty in obtaining money. ·We have
met the results of OUt· own extravagance,
a,nd, unlike anI' friends the shire and water
trusts, we have paid ollr interest punctually.
That i!'l all that our English
creditors are concerned abont. " Weare
indifferent," they say "as to whether they
spend the money on rifles or powder, or
on bridges and railway carriages, or on:
waterworks which do not pay, or on irri·
gation trnsts which ought to have been
drained instead of watered, so long as we
get our interest." That is all that they
are concerned about. Then the ~rreasurer
saysI have been pressed frequently to put a loan
upon tbe market, hut I did not see my way to
do so until I required the money for these
works.

Then we come to the time-honoured
statementI am aware that the course proposed will
be objected to, but I think it is only fair that as
those who will live after us in future years will
derive henefits and advantages by these improvements they should be called upon to
provide a certain amount of the cost.
.

'Ve must always recollect that pl)sterity
has no voice in determining what benefits
01' advantages they are likely to derive
from these improvements.
I do not
know thtLt posterity
say that they
have derived allY great benefits or advantages from the lending of £3,000,000
to the irrigation trnsts, or from the const.ruction of some of the remarkable lines
of railway that we see depieted on the
map that hangs on the wall of this
chamber, which start at a public-house
and rlln iuto a swamp, or which go from
one house to another, and pick np two

,,,ill
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passengers in a distance of 10 miles.
'rhere are a large number of these undertakings in which we are engaging', with
such pleasure to oursel ves and such benefit
to t.he people employed upon. them, that
posterity will not regard with any great
complacency. vYe should be as careful in
spending the money of posterity as we
are in spending our own. I do, therefore, say, with the most perfect friendliness to the 'I\-easnrer, that, to thi&
extent, I agree with the honorable member for Geelong, that we ought not.
to constrllct any unproductive works out
of borrowed money. W· e should cut ourcoat according to our cloth. If we cannot
afford these conveniences and advantages.
and pay our way, we should prefer the
unpleasant, yery honest, and sensible process of paying our way and waiting for
these conveniences until we call afford to
purchase them. "Te should not seek, in
a bold policy of borrowing money, for a.
fictitious prosperity, which, if it comes at
all, will only come temporarily, and wjU.
be followed by reaction and depressioll as
surely as night follows day. "Ye should
look to economy and not to extravagance
for our restoration to sound finance, and
we should p llt aside the whole of this unremunerative futnre expenditure, alJd try
what we can do on our own income, with·.
out exceeding it. I offer this frielldllY.'
warning to the Treasurer. I Imow he..
will say that we have no right to make.
these criticisms unless we move a, rnotiQn ..
of want of confidence.
Sir GEORGE TUHNEH.-No; but \\'hon I
was attacked in the way I was attacked··
from behind I was justified in saying
what I did.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH.-vYe are in a
peculiar position in this Honse. W· e ha\·e'·
not got any Opposition, and we ha.ve.
scarcely got any Goyernment. ';Ye are ::,;peaceful anarchy. I hope we shall be a
prosperous anarchy. But we are ill a very
peculiar position. The Premier receives
friendly and unfriendly sllggestiom;, perhaps, from both sides of t.he HOllse -cel;tainly much more from behind him thn,l\
in front. I only wish that he wOllld giyc
a little more attention to some of the
suggestions that come from ollr side of
the House. At all events, on this oeeasion the so-called friends and the so· called
opponents of the Government, both of
whom are wrongly described ill this.
peaceful anarchy, offer this suggestiolland I am sure it is a reasonable suggE'f,ition,
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and one which the Treasurer, however
long he may remain in office, will be
compelled yet to say, was given in a
spirit of good sense and kindness-that
we should check our expenditure, that we
:should not enter upon this so-called forward policy, and hope to carry it out by a
:system of graduated and extensive bribery
to the various constituencies and localities
Jill tllecountry.
Mr. McKENZIE moved that progress be
:reported. He stated that there were a num'ber of honorable members absent, including the honorable member for Toorak, who
..would like to take part in this debate, which
was of great importance to the country.
If progress were reported, he did not think
-,that any time would be lost, and he trusted
that the, Premier would consent to the
u:easonable request he made.
Mr. MURR.AY SMITH observed that he
had been asked to mention that the honorable member for Toorak had desired to
take part in the debate that evening, but
had been compelled to go home in con,sequence of indisposition.
Sir GEORGE TURNER stated that it
"was most unreasonable to ask the Government to adjourn at about twenty minutes
,to 0011 ~:>'clock. All through the session
"they had been da wdling overtheir work, and
the result would be, as he had pointed out
before, that when they came to the end of
the session, and had important business to
deal with, they would scamper through it
au order that the House might be prorogued
:at Christ.mas. It was not right that hon,orable members should go away on Thurs,day afternoon, and leave the Government
in the position of having, after the ad, journment for refreshments, to hunt for
a quorum. 1'hey had had to 'do so that
" evening, and it was very discouraging to
the Government. There was apparently
"no desire to challenge the Government on the Budget proposals, and as
they would have to come under the pur,view of the House again, when the Bills
'were introduced to authorize the expenditure, there would be every opportunity for
discussion.
Mr. MURRAY SMITH said he agreed
as a general principle with what the Premier had said, and he hoped that some
.other honorable members would take part
in the debate that evening, but he would
:ask the Premier to give the honorable
member for Toorak an opportunity of
speaking on the general question. The
honorable member had been Premier and
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Treasurer, and his observations )vould, no
doubt, be valuable. He would not have
pressed for an adjournment now had not
the circumstances been exceptional, but,
seeing that an honora,ble member of eminence had COllle to the House prepared to
speak and had been obliged to go home
indisposed, the request was a reasonahle
one.
.
Mr. BROWN remarked that he also
would ask the Pr~mier to allow progress
to be reported. There was a very thin
House. The statement of the ,Premier
that honorable members ought to be present might be unfair to honorable members who had had, to absent themselves
from unavoidable causes. He. desired to
speak on the Budget, and he knew that
there were others in the same position;
The able and temperate speeches of the
honorable member for Geelong (Mr.
Higgins) and the honorable member for
Hawthorn were well worthy of consideration, and it, was a mistake to furce business
of this kind through hurriedly.
Mr. T. SMITH observed that the cry
that was being raised every Thursday that
certain honorable members were absent.,
and that the House should therefore adjourn, was becoming rather monotonous.
Some honorable members were present
every Thursday evelling. If it was to be
understood that other honorable members
could go away on r:rhursday to catch their
trains, those who had made it a point
to be present on Thursday might manage to find some other engagement,
and then there would be no House at
all. The Government were asked systematically to adjourn on Thursday evening at nine or half-past nine o'clock. If
there was any intention of challengillg
the Government upon the Budget there
might be some justification for asking the
House to rise at that very early hour, but
app'arently there was no such intention.
The loan proposals formed the pith of the
whole Budget, and, as the Premier had
pointed out, they would come before the
House again when the necessary Bills
were introduced. He and other honorable members would then have something
to say about them. They would simply
be prolonging the session by delivering
speeches now which they would have to
repeat on some future occasion.
Mr. MORIUSSEY said that country
members were under the impression that
the time that would be available that
evening would be fully occupied by city
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members, and it was for that reason that
many of 'them left. They,expected that
the debate would be adjourned until next
Tuesday. Had it been known that an
effort was to be made to bring the debate
to a c:mclusion that evening, there would
have been a full HOllse. It would, he
knew, be a great disappointment to many
of them if they were precluded from
taking part in the debate.
Mr. G:RAYES stated that there were
several public engagements in the country"
and couutry members always felt that they
had an excuse for leaving early 011 Thursday., In view of the fact that had b,een
mentioned by the honorable member for
Ha,wthorll, the Premier should consent to
the adjoutllment of the debate.
The
honorable member for Toorak was by far
the oldest member of the House. He had
been a member of the House for practi~ally 37 yeal~s, and if he was desirous of
speaking, every consideration should be
shown to him. 'Vhenever the Premier
commented upon the action of honorable
members, his remarks were noted by the
country, and what he had said thatevening
woukl convey the impression that there was
a disinclination on the part of honorable
members to do the work. (Mr. Trenwith
- " There has been more work done this
session than in any previous session.")
Yes; and he must protest against the Premier's statement. No Government had
received more assistance than the present
Government. They took office in lS94,
and since then they had placed upon the
statute-book 219 Acts of Parliament.
During the six weeks of this session the
Legislative Assembly had passed fifteen
Bills, two of ,vhich were amendments of
the Consti tution. He must, therefore,
protest against the suggestion that this
Parliament had not done its duty. Bills
had been treated as urgent which were really
not urgent at all, and he would venture to
'Say that they would have to be amended
next session. Undue haste in dealing with
important measures was not advantageous
to the country.
Sir GEO:RGE TU:RNE:R said that, in
view of the statement that the honorable
member for Toorak was absent through
illness, and that he desired to discuss the
Budget proposals, he would not further
object, to progress being reported. It must
be borne in mind that the House had yet
to deal with a very important Land Bill,
the discussion of which would occupy a
considerable time. They had also to deal
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with some of the most important financial
proposals that had been brought before
the House for several years, and it would
be improper to allow the consideration of
these to be delayed until late in the sessioll. It was not right that on rfhursday
evenings the Government should have a
difficulty in forming a quorum, and yet
that happened almost every Thursday.
The Government had to send round and
ask honorable members to attend, and
even then they were asked to adjourn the
House at half-past nine or ten o'clock.
The House ought to sit until eleven
or half-past eleven o'clock. The result
of all this would be that the House
would have to meet early or to sit on Friday. 'rhe probability was that they
would have to do both. The progress
that had been macIe this sessioll had not
been satisfactory to him as leader of the
Government, al{d he must therefore insist
on the House sitting in future until eleven
o'clock each evening. He was not anxious,
both in his own interests and in the interests of country members, that the House
should sit on Fridays, but he was afraid
that they ,,,ould have to do so. On this
occasion he would llOt object further to
the adjournment. He had no desire to
shut out any criticisms of the Budget proposals, but unless the position of the Governmen t was to be challenged he would
insist on the debate being brought to a
close on next Tuesday.
The motion that progress be reported
was agreed to.'
Progress was then reported.
The House adjourned at t.wo minutes
to ten o'clock, until Tuesday, August 23.

J,

LEGISL _ t\TIVE
_
COUNCIL.
Tuesday, August 23, 1898.
Assent to Bills-Ratepayers-Income Tax-})ro,inage Bill
-Life Assuro,nce Companies Amendment Bill-Maffra
Beet Sugar Company Bill,

The PRESIDEN'l' took thechairat eighteen
minutes to five o'clock p. m" and read the
prayer.
ASSENT TO BILLS.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT presented a
message from the Administrator of the
Government, intimating that, ~t the Government Offices, on August 15, His
Excellency gave his assent to the Brighton·
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Loan Bill, the Birchip to Cronomby Railway Bill, and the Ferntree Gully to
Gem brook Hail way Bill.
RATEPAYERS.
The Hon. A. ·WYNNE (in the absence
of Sir FREDERICK SARGOOD) movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing the number of ratepayers in Victoria
whose properties are valued for rating at £5
per annum and under, from £5 per annum to
£7, from £7 per annum to £10, from £10 per
annum to £:W, and from £20 per annum and
upwards.

The motion was agreed to.
INCOME TAX.
The HOli. A. ·WYNNE (in the absence
of Sir FREDERICK BARGOOD) movedThat there be laid before this House a return
showing the number of persons liable to pay
income tax for the year 1897 to the following
amounts :-" £5 tax per annum and under, from
£5 tax per annum to £7, from £7 tax per annum
to £10, from £10 tax per annum to £20, and
from £20 tax per annum and upwards."

The mot.ion was agreed to.
DRAINAGE BILL.
The House went into committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed that
when the Bill was last under com;ideration
certain alterations were made at the instance of Sir Frederick Sargood ill clause 9.
Sub-sections (2) and (3) of clause 8 were
made into two clauses applicable to clause
9. He had conferred with the draftsman as
to these clauses, and he would have to ask
that the Bill should be recommitted, in
order that one or two amendments might be
made. During the discussion his attention
was cal1ed to the fact that there was 110
power given to the council of a drainage
area in the event of an adjoining municipality not entering into an agreement
with them in regard to the construction
of drainage works to apply to the Governor
in Council for an order. It was suggested
that he shonld prepare a new clause to
enable the Governor in Council under
such circumstances to"grant an order, and
he begged now to move that the following
clause, to follow clause 9, be added to the
Bill : ·Where a municipal district in which there
is a drainage area adjoins a part of another municipal district, such pa.rt not being a drainage
a,rea, if the councils of the said adjoining districts fail to agree in writing that the council
of the first-mentioned district may in the said
part of the adjoining district exercise any
powers (other thitll the making and levying of
any rate) which under the proYisions of this
Act. are exercisable by a council in a drai1~age
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area, it shall be lawful for such first-mentioned
council to petition the Governor in Council to
make an order authorizing such first-mentioned
council to exercise any such powers as aforesaid,
subject to such terms, conditions, and restrictions as he may think fit, and after the making
of such order such first-mentioned council may
(as nearly as practicable) exercise such powers
accordingly.
Every petition under this section shall, as
far as practicable, be dealt with by the Minister
and the Governor in Council in the like manner
as if the same were a petition for the constitution of a drainage area, and the foregoing pro. visions of this Act with reference to petitions
for the constitution of a drainage area shall,
'J'Iwtatis mutandiIJ, apply to petitions under this
section.

1'he Hon. J. A. W" ALLACE remarked
that the new cln,use that the SolicitorGeneral had proposed was necessary,
because if a municipality desired to construct drainage works the adjoining municipality might without any sufficient
cause at all refuse to cOllsent, and prevent
the drainage works from being carried out.
The Hon. S. W. COOKE stated that
the clause was a good one, but that it did
not go far enough. It might be necessary
to carry the drainage through three municipalities. ~ehe second municipality might
agree, butif the third did not it might still be
impossible to construct the drainage works.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that the
clause might, by a 13trict construction, be
held to apply only to municipalities that
actually adjoined that in which the drainage area was situated. It might be possible to devise somo words to meet the
objection.
Sir ARTHUR SNOWDEN remarked
that if the words" along the course of the
. drainage" were inserted, they might
suffice.
rrhe Hon.· VV. -r. vVINTER-IRVING
stated that. the clause appeared to him to
be an excellent one, and one that would
work admirably. An amendment, however, should be made to make it clear that
it applied to cases where more than one
outside municipality was affected.
The Ho~. J. H. CONNOH observed that,
in his opinion, the words suggested by Sir
Arthur Snowden would be the best.
Sir HENRY CUTHBEHT said it was a
very difficult matter indeed to amend such
a clause as this at a moment's notice. The
Bill would have to be recommitted in order
to make other alterations, and the point·
now raised might then be dealt with.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. BELL expressed the opinion
that this Bill should be made to apply
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only to those municipalities which expressly adopted it. This object might be
achieved by inserting a clause to the same
effect as section 2 of the 'Vidth of Tires
Act., which reads;(l) At the request of the council of any
municipal district the Governor in Conncilmay
by proclamation published in the Government
Gazette declare that the provisions of this Act
shall apply to and be of full force and effect in
such district from and after a date to be specified in such proclamation, not being within six
months from the date of such proclcunation.
(2) Except ill pursuance of a proclamation
under this section this Act shall not have any
force or effect in any municipal district.

Sir HENHY CUTHBEHT said he
trusted that. the honorable member would
not persevere with his proposal, because
what he sought to achieve was really
provided for by the Bill as it stood. By
sub·section (2) of clause 3 no drainage
area conld be const.ituted in any municipal
district without the consent. of the council.
'rhe Bill was reported with amendments,
which were agreed to.
On the motion of Sir HENHY CUTHBER1.\ thc Bill was recommitted for the
reconsideration of clauses 5, 9, 12, 27,
and 28.
'rhe Hon. J. H. CON NOH drew attention to the llse of the word "may" in
sub-section (2) of clause 5, which provided that the Minister might appoint one
or more persons to make an inquiry as to
whether the provisions of the Act in certain respects had been complied with. He
was of opinion that it should be compulsory fo!.' the Minister to appoint one or
more persons to make such an inquiry, and
he moved'rhat the word" may" be struck out, with a
view of substituting the word" shall."

Sir HEN HY CUTHBER'f said he
thought this :1 power whieh might very
well be left ill the hands of the Minister,
who would be the best judge as to whether
it was nccessary to appoint one or more
persons to make the inquiry. The Minister
would be responsible to Parliament for the
performance of his duty. He (Sir Henry
Cuthbert) did not mean to say that the
word " may" in the clause was to be read
as equivalent to "shall." He did not
think it was equivalent, and he thought
the clause gave a discretion to the
Minister.
The Hon. C. J. HAM remarked that it
would be decidedly better to allow the word
" may" to remain in the clause, instead
of having a cast-iron provision, as Mr. Connor suggested.
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The Hon. J. H. CONNOH stated that
he had received <'\, letter from a gentleman
in the country, who had great experience
with reference to drainage, asking that it
should be mandatory on the Minister to
appoint one or more persons to make the
inquiry. In view, however, of the explanation given by the Solicitor-General, he
would not press the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Sir HENRY CUTHBEH'l' drew attentiOll to clause 9, which relat.ed to the power
of the council to construct works in an
adjoining municipal district by agreement
with the con neil thereof. Sub-section (2)
of this clause originally read : The expense (including compensation) of the
exercise of such powers shall be wholly borne
by the council exercising the same, and shall be
deemed to be incurred by such council in the
execution of works within its own drainage a.rea.

In committee this snb-section was struck
out, and sub-sections (2) amI (3) of clause
8 were substituted, as follows : (2) The proportion or amollnt of the expense
(including compensation) of constructing such
draina.ge works to be contributed by each of
such councils shall be agreed upon in writing by
the said councils before the construction of the
said works.
(3) Allmol1eys which a.ny council so acting in
combination may so agree to contribute shall be
deemed to he incnrrecl by such council in the
execution of works within its drainage area.

It. was understood at the time that a
further opportunity would be given for
recasting the clanse. He had now looked
into the matter a.nd had come to the conclusion that all that they desired could
be effected by striking out the 3rd subsection, re-inserting instead thereof the
original sub-section (2) of clause 9, with
a few additional words. He therefore
moved-That sub-section (3) be omitted, with a view
of substituting the following :._The expense (including compensation) of the
exercise of such powers shall, unless otherwise
agreed to by the councils of such adjoining districts, be wholly borne by the council exercising
the same, and shall be deemed to be incurred
by such council in the execution of works within
its own drainage area.

This was intended to meet the case of
a municipality which, in carrying out its
drainage works, was obliged to expend
money outside its own boundaries. The
works in the adjoining municipality were
to be considered as works done within the
drainage area, so that they might be properly charged to the drainage area that
would chiefly benefit. Sir Frederick Sargood, however, was under the impression
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previously that it would be better to leave
the councils to make their own agreements, if possible, and therefore he (Sir
Henry Cnthbert) had now inserted the
words "unless otherwise agreed to by the
councils of such adjoining districts."
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked
that the amendment was an excellent one.
He hoped, however, that it would be made
clear that councils which did not in any
way benefit by the drainage works should
not be required to bear any part of the
expense of carrying the water through
their territory.
The Hon. A. ·WYNNE observed that
the amend rnent now proposed by the Solicitor-General seemed to be perfectly in
accord with the intentions of honorable
members. It was really what Mr. vVallace wanted.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir HENRY CUTHBER1' called attention to clause 12, which related to the exceptions under the Bill. In paragraph (b)
the clause originally provided that no
council shonld make any drain or watercourse through, upon, or take and hold
any land or any easement in or over any
land being the site or curtilage of any
house or garden, yard, court, park, plantation, planted walk, avenue, nursery for
trees/or vineyard, except with the consent
of the owner thereof. Then there was the
important proviso that this sub-paragraph
should not apply to any land to an extent
exceeding 1 acre, such acre, in the
event of the parties disagreeing, to be
selected by the Minister. That proviso
was amended in committee to read as
follows : Provided that this paragraph shall not
apply to any land within 100 yards of the
same.

That was, within 100 yards of the house,
garden, plantation, &c. This alteration
was adopted at the instance of Mr. WinterIrving, and he (Sir Henry Cuthbert) was
at first inclined to accede to it. On reconsideration, however, he was of opinion
that the exceptions thus provided for would
be too large, and might interfere with the
working of the Bill. There might be a
plantation of trees half-a-mile from the
house, and the effect of the words as ·they
now stoed in the clause might extend to
an area of 50 acres and more. That,
surely, was never intended. If honorable
members felt that 1 acre was too small an
area to except from the operation of the
Bill, they might make it an acre and a
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half. They should put no impediment
in the way of necessary drainage works
being carried out.· It should not be in
the power of allY individual fortified by
the provisions of the Bill to put a stop
to such works. He moved that the proviso as it now stood be struck out, with
the view of re-inserting the original proviso, bnt substituting "1~ acres" for
"1 acre."
The Hon. J. BELL remarked that, in
his opinion, an acre and a half would not
be of the slightest nse. The effect of
drainage works might be to destroy a
man's orchard, 30 or 40 acres in extent.
(Sir Henry Cuthbert-" Would any drainage works mean destroying the orchard ~")
He thought so. At the same time, the
amendment which had been made in the
cbuse went rather too far. He would
suggest that the area should he made [)
acres.
The Hon. ·W. 1. vVINTER-IRVING said
that, after the explanation gi ven by the
Solicitor-General, he could see that he had
made a mistake in proposing the amendlll.ent in this clause. The Bill provided
that compensation was to be paid if any
damage was done, and that s~emed all
that \vas necessary. He would not even
extend the area to an acre and a half, but
certainly if the clause were allowed to remain as amended, it might be extended to
an area of perhaps 50 or 60 acres.
The Hon. J. H. CON NOH remarked
that he quite disagreed with the observations of Mr. vVinter-Irving. A man's property might be ruined if the provisions of
this clause were confined to 1. acre.
(Mr. vVallace-" Then he will receive compensation.") In many cases money could
not compensate for the damage done,
if the home were interfered with.
The reserve ought not to be less than
5 acres. Two acres would be better than
1, he acknowledged, but he thought the
area exempt should be at least 5 acres.
He knew several properties where people
had made their homes and had established
orchards, and these people would not be
willing to dispose of their properties, for
which they had an affection. Many people who had comfortable homes in the
country districts had a natural affection
for these homes, and would not like to see
them destroyed, no matter what compensation they might receive. (Mr. 'VinterIrving.-" How would they be destroyed ~")
If a sewer went through a man's property, It was very possible that it might
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The Hon. J. A. WALLACE remarked!
that no doubt the idea of Mr. Vvynne was
q nite correct. Even the track of a dray
That Sir Henry Cuthbert's amendment be
amended by omitting "l·~ acres," and sub·
wonld in t,he eourse of time become a
stituting "5 acres."
large water· course in some parts of the-'
The Hon. A. WYNNE stated that the country. But, at the same time, he did
amendment which was moved the last not see whether the effect would be any
time the Bill was before the House would better if the limit were 1 acre or 5. If
be un workable. The measure could not be a man's property were destroyed he would
worked if the exemption were 100 yards, but get compensation. If a water·course, after'
he thought that 5 acres was little enough. being constrncteel, caused destruction to a
In many parts of the western district, when man's property, the party t.hat constrncted·
the heavy wiJlter raills were 011, the water the course was liable to pay, even if he
tore Luge gaps or caverns in the land, in· had previously paid compensation for cutsome places nearly as large as the Council ting the water·course.
(Mr. 'Vynnechamber. In some cn,ses where a drain " Not under this Bill.") Then it should
had been cut 5 feet wide in a few years be made so under this Bill. In his opinion)
the gap was enormous. It was true that whoever cut a water·course should be liable·
a man would get compensation if his house for the full amount of injury done by it.
was destroyed, but in some instances the He was only a layman, and did not precompensation would not be sufficient tend to understand the legal aspect of the
recompense for the damage done. In question, but he thought it was common
Balmoral some property-owners had al· sense that if he cut a race through another'
lowed redgum to be cut upon their land, honorable member's property, and that
. and where the bullock waggons had gone' race destroyed a large area of property
through the land they had cut ruts, which afterwards, he should be liable for the'
through the operation of the winter rains damage done.
The Hon. 'V. L WINTEH,·IH,VING
had become large caverns. On the road
to Lintons he had seen the same sort of remarked that Mr. 'Vynne seemed to have·
thing. It was possible to destroy more overlooked the difficulties that would be"
than any person could get adeq nate caused by the 5-acre limit. If there were a
compensation for.
Honorable members natural creek, that would be the best place
also proba,bly did not know the amonnt of to take the drainage. Such a creek might
trouble and expense that was involved in be within a dozen or twenty yards of the·
getting compensation. The man whose house. (Mr. 'Vynne-" That is a natural
property was illjured had to put in a water-course; you are not interfering
claim, and if he claimed more than the with that under this Bill; this Bill is for
arbitrator thought was sufficient he was cutting drains.") He knew of many cases
mulcted in all sorts of costs, and might where under this limit it wotlld be obliget nothing out of it after fighting one gatory to lose 8 or 10 feet of the natural
.of the wealthy trusts. Any honorable fall. (Mr. 'Wynne-" Better do that than
member who knew anything about station ruin a man.") He thought the restriction
work could tell the committee that it was too much. He would be sorry to·,
would be impossible for a man to get his deBtroy any person's property, but he concarts up to his woolshed to take his sidered that in . case of destruction the
wool away and to get his sheep in person who constructed the water-courseon the other side if a big water-conrse should pay adequate compensation.
'1'he Hon. J. BALFOUH, observed that
was torn through his property in the
vicinity of the sheet It might be that he supported the amendment to extend
in summer a water-course of the kind the limit to 5 acres. As he understood
was as dryas a bone, but after the winter the question, the permission to a council
rains there were great cuttings made to make a water·course or dra.in was.
through the action of the heavy rain restricted. The council could not conwater. At his own place, on oue occasion, struct such a drain, except .with the C011he ani ved at the house one evening, and sent of the owner, where there were houses
the next morning founel that the house or gardens, or plantations. But that
was simply situated on an island. It was restriction, acuording to the present readimpossible to say how these big storms ing of the Bill, only applied to an acre of
would affect a man's property. A m'1.l1 land. That was to say, only 1 acre was
might be absolutely ruined.
'l'hat might be not nearly
protected.
be seriously inj ured.
move-

He begged to
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sufficient. It was not .mfficient to protect perhaps 20 yards wide. He knew hun1 acre as against the injury that might dreds of cases of this kind in particular
happen through a wat.er-course being near kinds of soil in the western district. It
a hOllse or garden. The Minister was would be a yery seriollS thing· to have a
willing to have the limit extended, but man's property damaged to tbi:-; extent.
was not willing to go to the length of 5 Probably 5 acres might meet the case.
The HOll. D. MELVILLE said that
acres. But that limit was reasonable, and
if it was afterwards found to be too much instances of soil being washed away to
the House would he willing to accept an a large extent by means of rain water
'amendment. In the meantime, it was too could be seen within a few miles of Melrisky to expose persons who had planted bourne. It could be seen on the Moollee
gardens, avenues, and orchards, and built Ponds Creek. He could take honorable
.houses, to the danger of being injured by members to a place where a drain was
;such drainage. This Bill was virtually now 20 feet \vide through the action of
,giving power to take possession of a man's rain water. Another cOllsideration was
propErty, and his only protection was to that a drain might be offellsive, and if
such a drain was within 100 yards of a
get com pensation.
The Hon. F. S. GIUMWADE stated man's house, every time that the wind blew
,that, when the Bill was last before the he would know that there was a drain
If the \yater that would be
committee, Mr. Thornley suggested that there.
,the limit should be 100 yards, but it had carried down these drains might in some
~een pointed out by the Solicitor-General
cases be offensive, honorable members
that that might prove to be altogether could not take too much care as to
.too mnch. If honorable members reflected \vhat they did. (Mr. Grimwade - " It
'Over the position of those who had houses 'might bring typhoid to a whole family.")
in the country, they would see that if a- In the case of municipal drains a 100
man had planted a garden or nursery, or yards restriction was llOt enollgh.
He
, anything of that sort, it w~s a very serious had had some experience of this kind'
thing that a drain should be cut through of thing, and he had known where a drain
his property which might have the effect simply carried clean drainage at first, but
of inj uring it. It might be suggested now the character of the drainage was quite
that the drain might be covered up or the reverse. The water might stagnate
bridged over, but it would even then be a and become very offellsi ve. It was necessary
very unsightly thing.
(Mr. "Wallace- to take special precautions in order that
"Ha \'e a pipe through.") rrhat might these drains might be constructed at a
ruin the whole place. He did not think sufficient distance from a man's dwelling.
it was practical to have a pipe through. One hundred yards would be no protection
Mr. vVallace was one of the most practical if the water stagnated in pools, because it
Ulen in the House, but he would not like would become dangerous in proportion as
to have a pipe through his own property, it became offensive. Even if the water to
,with the danger that, in the middle of the be carried was merely storm water it might
..night, the whole place might be swamped stagnate and become offensiye.
"01' a portion of it swept away.
He
Mr. ConnOl:'s amendment was agreed to,
·-(Mr. Grimwade) thought that 5 acres and Sir Henrv Cuthbert's amendment, as
'was little enough.
The old idea was amended, wasVadopted.
that an Englishman'S hOllse was his castle,
Sir HENHY CUTHBERT called attenbut that would be altogether upset if the tion to clause 27, which was as follows:limit were simply an acre.
The construction hya council of any drainage
The Hon. S. A US'I'IN expressed the works within a drainage area shall be deemed
opinion that the proposal of the Solicitor- and taken to be a work and undertaking for
General was in the right direction when the improyement of such area, f01' which the
council may, if it think fit, pursuant to the pro .
he suggested that 1~ acres should be visions of the Local Government Act 1891 with
exempt in preference to 100 yards. He regard to improvement rates, make and levy an
could quite bear out what had been said improyement rate upon the rateable property in
by other honorable members as to enor- such area, to he exclusively applied for snch
work and undertaking.
mous creeks having been washed out by
the rain water in the western part of the He said that when the Bill was last before
colony. He had known where, ten years the committee Mr. Thomley pointed out
ago, a simple plough fnrrow was run down that under the Act of 1891 there -.vas 110
land, and there were now big ravines, less than 7 pel' cent. to be paid to the
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sinking fund. If to that. were added interest on money borrowed at 4 per cent.,
the total payment t.he land·owner would
have to make would be 11 per cent. per
annum. Accordillgly, on Mr. Thornley's
motion, the following proviso was added
to the clallse :-Provided that the amount to be paid into the
sinking fund shall be at least 2 per cent. per
annum.

He (Sir Henry Cuth bert) ,rished to amend
that proviso. He begged to movoThat after the word" that" the words" notwithstanding anything in the said Act contained" be added; that the words "at least"
be omitted, and the words " any sum noli less
than" substituted; al:d that ~tfter "2" the
word" ponnds " be added.

'rhe proviso ,,"ould then read :-Provided that notwithstanding anything in
the said Act uontained, the amount to be paid
into the sinking fund shall be any sum not less
than £2 per cent. per annum.

The amendments were agreed to.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT called attelltion to clause 28, which provided, inter
(dia, in snu-section (7), as follows : The determination of the Judge shall be final
and conclusive, and shall not be removable into
or reviewed by ,tny court whatsoever.

He said that some discussion took place on
t.he last occasion with regard to the power
of appeal. It was pointed out that the
question that might come before the court
might be very important, relating, say,
to the supply of water to the city of 1vlelbon me, the dtyof Ballarat, or the town of
Geelong. 'fhe question might arise whether
these works ,,,ould be injuriollsly affected
by a proposed new work. The decision
of the Count.y Court Judge might not be
satisfactory to the parties, one of whom
might desire to appeal. On thinking over
the mH,tter he had come to the conclusion
that it was desirable that there should be
a power of appeal, and he had prepared
an amendment to carry out the wish of
the committee. He begged to moveThat. the words" final and conclusive, and
shall not be remoyable into or reviewed by any
court whatsoever." be omitted, and the following
'words substituted :-" deemed and taken to be
an order of ct Judge from which any party who
is disslLtisfied therewith may appeal to the
Supreme Court in manner provided in and
subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the
County Court Aut 1890."

The amendment was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with further amendments.
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ELECTRIC LIGHT AND PO'VER ACT
1896 AMENDMENT BILL.
On the order of the day for resuming
the debate (adjourned from August 9) on
Sir Henry Cuthbert's motion for ~he second
reading of this Bill,
The Hon. C. J. HAM stated that the
measnre was one in which Sir Frederick
Sargood had taken a great deal of interest,
and in which that gentleman had a number
of amendments to move. Honorable members would be sorry to hear that Sir
Frederick Sargood was unwell, and he
would, therefore, ask the Snlicitol"-GeneraJ
to C0nsent to the debate being adjourned
for another week.
Sir HENHY CUTHBEH,T remarked
that, at the request of Sir Frederick
Sat'good, he had already assented to a
fortnight's delay taking place in the consideration of this Bill, bnt, as Mr. C. J.
Ham had made a request £01' a further
postponement, he (Sir Henry Cuthbert)
felt bound to comply, although tho Postmaster-General was very desirous that
the measure should be proceeded with.
All honorable members sincerely regretted Sir Frederick Sargood's illness.
The debate was further adjourned until
the following Tuesday.
LIFE ASS URANCE COMPANIES
AMENDMENT BILL.
The Honse went into committeo for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion (adjourned from vVednesday, August 17) was resllllled on clause 8,
providing that a policy of life assurance
"issued or granted by any company
before the passing of this Act" should not
be avoided owing only to a misstatement
of age if the misstatement was made in
good faith; and 011 Mr. Godfrey's amendment that, after the word "before," the
words" or after" be inserted.
Sir HENHY CUTHBEH'f said that
honorable members would perceive that
this was a very impo~tn.nt clause. Clauses
8 and 9 were the most important in the
",hole Bill. And as, if this amendment
were carried, it would probably induce
honorable members to vote against clause
9, he trusted that honorable members
would permit him to submit some points
for their consideration. Clanses 8 and 9
were closely interwoven, although from
the marginal Hotes it might seem that
they dealt with two different things.
He dosired to point ont why, in his
opinion, Mr. Godfrey'S amendment ought
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not to be received favorably by the committee. Clause 8 provided that where a
life policy had been issued "before the
passing of this Act" it was not to be
avoided if an incorrect statement of age was
made in good faith. He thought that if a
man only made a mistake in misstating
his age by [l, year or two, being under the
impression that he was speaking the truth,
and the company at the time the policy
was issued believed the statement to be
true; the policy ought not to be vitiated.
And that was the intention of clause 8.
Therefore, words were put into that clause
affecting all policies issued "bcfol'e the
passing of this Act." He thought it would
be agreed that the proposals of Mr.
Fraser, made two years ago, would be good
sound legislation.
They were· founded
on the Canadian clauses, which had worked
well, 1:l,nd had been adopted, in some
cases, in the U llited States of America.
But if Mr. Godfrey's amendment was
inserted, so that clause 8 should relate not
only to policies issued before, but also to
policies issued after, the commencement of
this Act, then it might be asked what would
be the use of adopting clanse 9 ~ Now,
clause 9 dealt'with a very different state
of things. It dealt with all policies which
might be effected hereafter, and it provided
that the onus of proving the accuracy of
the age stated to the company should be
thrown upon the assured for a period of
twelve months. If the company was not
satisfied that the age was correctly stated,
then they were required to give notice to
the assured that it was necessary for him
to give proof of age within one year. Then,
if that proof was not supplied to the satisfaction of the company, the company had
the power, before the expiration of twelve
months, of cancelling the policy. Mr.
Pratt had argued that this would put the
assured in a worSE: position than he was in
at present, because, if a man shortly before the end of twelve months was attacked
by a disease, the company would be likely
to cancel his policy at tbe end of the
twel ve months if he had not previously
given satisfactory proof of age. But if
the assured did not adduce evidence of
age within the reasonable time allowed,
then he had only himself to blame for ally
results that followed. Practically clanse
9 would give the company the option at
the end of twelve months of saying
whether they were prepared to continue
the risk they had taken or not. It was
not likely that a company would put an
Sir Henry
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end to the contract at the termination of
the twel ye months, although, as the policy
would thereafter become indefeasible, the
company might insist upon loading it if
the assured did not give satisfactory
evidence of age. When this question was
hefore the Council two years ago it was
debated very fully, and Mr. Service
(who, be regretted, was not now present)
strongly supported the views which he
(Sir Henry Cuthbert) enunciated on the
subject. No doubt honorable members,
who were directors of assurance companies
would abstain from voting on the q uestion t
as they were so largely interested in it.
On the last occasion he believed they did
exercise their right of voting, but they
were defeated, and a large majority in a
very good I-louse voted in favour of the
retention of clause 9. He thought it
right to recall what happened two years
ago, in order that honorable members
n~ight see the full effect and force
of Mr. Godfrey's amelldment. At first
sight it might appear that whatever was right as regarded policies
issued before the commencement of the
Act should also apply to those that were
issued hereafter; but clause 9 proposed
special new legislation in regard to the
latter policies, by whiuh they would become indefeasible at the end of twelve
months. I t could not be said that this
was unfair to the company, because the
company had a perfect option before the
end of twelve months to say whether they
would continue the policy or not. For
these reasons he must oppose the amendment.
The Hon. F. S. GRIMV,T ADE stated
that he could speak disinterestedly on
this Stl bject, because he was not. a director
of any life assurance company. At the
same time, he could not support Mr. ·Godfrey'S amendment, the object of which he
understood was to make clause 8 apply to
all policies issued after the commencement
of this Act, as well as to those issued before. As the clause at present stood it
would apply only to policies issued before
the CI)mnlencement of the Act, and that,
he thought, was all that was req uired.
The Hon. G. GODFHEY remarked that
he could not see what objection there was
to his amendment. Olause 8 merely
provided that policies should not be
avoided on the ground of a mere misstatement of age made in good faith. It did
not deal in any other direction with the
forfeiting of policies, and he could not
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conceive why any company should desire
to avoid a policy for a mere misstatement of age, which, by the provisions of
the clause, could be rectified by reimbursing to the company any amount
they were entitled to that might not
have been paid by the insured. (Mr.
Grim wade-" No one objects to clause 8,
but to your amendment.") His amendment merely made the pTovision apply to
all policies issued after the commencemen t
of this Act as well as to those which
had been issued before the Act came into
operation. It placed all policies upon the
same footing, and he could not see what
reasonable objection there was to that
course. There was no logical reason why
a distinction should be made between
policies issued before and policies issued
after the passing of the Act.
He
believed t,he amendment would be
greatly in the interests of those who
assured, because it would leave no right
or power on the part of the company to
avoid any polic,Y on the ground of t\, misstatement 0f age made in good faith. He was
aware that the practice of the companies
generally was exactly on the linef:! of the
clause, and there were very few cases in
which companies had acted in an unfair or
ungenerous manner. Their usual practice
was to adopt the course provided for by
the clause, but it would be much more
satisfactory that this practice should be
made the law, not only with ,regard
to policies issued before the passing
of the measure, but also with respect to
those that would be issued hereafter.
The Ron. S. FRASER observed that he
saw no great objection to the amendment, but one reason why it should not
be hastily adopted was that he was informed that the strongest society in Australia-the A.M.P.-was against it. That
society stood extremely high in public
estimation, and, as it was opposed to the
amendment, he thought weight should be
given to its views. The practice of assurance companies now was to treat understatements or overstatements of age
merely as mistakes, and, therefore, there
could be no objection to the clause itself,
which he thought was a very good 'one.
The Ron. C. J. HAM stated that the
clause as it stood was an extremely good
one. It was well known to be the custom
of all colonial offices, at least, to adopt a
similar system to that ,,,hich was laid
down in the clause, so that as far as they
were concerned the provision would have
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no effect at all. The only result of the
clause would be to compel foreign companies to be as liberal as the local COlllpanics, and to that extent the local companies would be ,injured by their being
deprived of the advantage of the liberality
which they now exercised. As to the
amendment, he had been told that,
although it would not affect inj uriously
the mutual companies which were established here, it might seriously affect some
British companies which had been carrying on business, and had policies which
had been running for a considerable time.
It was necessary, therefore, to be very
careful before agreeing to such an alteration.
The Hon. J. M. PHATT said that the
clanse was of a retrospective character, and
he would ask the committee-Did they
adopt retrospective legislation in regard to
any other class of business ~ He submitted
that they would be going in a very
dangerous direction if they allowed the
clause to operate with regard to policies
of assurance issued before the commencement of this Act. He, therefore, begged
to lllove, as an amendmentThat the word" before" be struck out, with
a view of substituting the word" after."

If this amendment were carried the clause
W~Hllc1 only apply to policies that were
issued after this measure came into operation. Companies would then know what
they had to meet, and would be prepared
to act accordingly. It was uufair, however, for Parliament to make snch a provision retrospecti ve, as it would affect contracts which companies had made in this
colony in the past, and, of course, the
}.Jassing of such a provision would probably
lead to similar contracts being altered in
the other colonies. It was not' right, he
submitted, for Parliament to step in and
seek to vary a contract which two parties
had mutually agreed should be observed,
and as a rule Parliament set its face
against retrospective legislation in such
cases.
The Ron. G. GODFREY observed that.
he desired to point out that this clause
introduced no novel legislation so far as
the Australian colonies were concerned.
The Queensland Act provided that, after a
certain time, the age of the assured was to
be taken as having been admitted by the
company, whereas this clause provided
only for a rectification, in connexion with
which the company w~s reimbursed for
any loss it might have sllstained by
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charging only on the basis of the misstated
age.
The committee divided on the question

that the word "befOl;e" proposE.d to be
omitted stand part of the clall~e9
13

Ayes ...
Noes ...

Majority for the omission of (
4
... \
" before"
AYES.

Sir Henry Cuthbert,

Mr. C..J. Ha,m,
"
"
"

::McCulloch,
Simmie,
Sternberg,

Mr. '¥illiamsol1,
" 'iVinter-Irving.
'l'ellers.

Mr. Godfrey,
"

Melville.

NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Abbott,
Austin,
Bell,
Oonnor,
Oooke,
Fraser,
Grimwade,

Mr. D. Ham,
Sir Arthur Snowden,
Mr.
allace,
" vVynne.
Tellers.
Mr. Pitt,
" Pratt.

,¥

The CHAIRMAN.-The q Llestioll now
is that the word "after" be inserted in
the blank created by the committee.
Sir HENH,Y CU'rHBEB,T asked honorable members to consider what would be
the effect on existing policies of life assurance if this amendment was adopted.
Would it 1,Iot throw a donbt 011 the practice which had hitherto prevailed, alfd
leave assnrance companies to deal with a
freer hand than they had ever had before
-in fact, as they thought fit-with existillg policies in which there had been any
misstatemellt as to age? The assurance
companies could be able to say that Parliament had specifically refused to legislate
in regard to existing p0licies, and the
companies would claim the right to put
an end to policies in cases \\' here the age
of the assured had been incorrectly stated,
even although the inaccuracy was made
without any fraudulent intent. If that
were so, the position of persons already
assured would be worse than it was at
present. There was, therefore, all element of da.nger in this clause as sOllght
to be amended, aud if it was nlade
me:rely prospective it \,"ould be a cause of
anxiety to persons now assured, who might
fear that assurance societies would not be
as generous in the future as they had been
in the past in the cases of assured persons
whose age had been misstated.
Sir AHTHUR SNO'VDEN remarked
that, as the word "before" taken alone
had a different interpretation from its
meaning'in the phrase "before or after," the
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insertion of the latter words might now be
moved as an amendment.
The CHAIRMAN.-I think not. 'Ve
created a blank by omitting the word
" before," and we cannot fill that blauk by
re-inserting the same word.
The HOll. F. S. GHJM'VADE observed
that the Solicitor-General seemed to fear
that the whole benefit of this clause would
be taken away if the word" after" were
inserted, but in his (Mr. Grimwade's)
opinion, it would be a very desirable and
useful provision when so amended. Had
there been any ontcry for legislation in
respect of existing life assurance policies ~
Had anyone heard of any injustice baving
been done by any mutual or any English
company here 1 He did not think so.
The Hon. J. BELL asked if it was reasonable to snppose that life assurance
companies who had acted fairly by their
clients for so many years past vwuld
change their policy because of the inser, tion of the word" after" in this clause 1
It was perfectly absurd to imagine such a
thing. For their OWll advantage companies would act precisely as they had
acted before. If they did otherwise they
would lose business.
The Hon. S. FB,ASER said he agreed
with Mr. Bell that there would be no
change in the policy adopt.ed by the life
assurance companies in consequence of
inserting the word "after" in this clause.
vVitholJt that word the clause would not
read as the committee intended by the
recent division it should read. All the life
assurance companies adopted_the principle
of this clanse, which would only put into
statute law what had been their practice
ever since he had had anything to do with
life assurance companies. The Australian
Mutual Provident Society objected to the
word "before" remaining in the clause,
because it made the provision retrospec,tive. Personally, he had no objection to
the clause being retrospective, believing
that it would not make any difference in
the practice of life assurHnce companies.
However, if the word "after" was inserted, the clause would merely me,Ln that
no injustice should be done to any person
afterwards assured in consequence of ail
innocent misstatement of age.
The Hon. G. GODFREY expressed the
opinion that the Solicitor-General's fears
would not meet with general acceptance.
The honorable gentleman need not have
the slightest fear that the assurance companies would act differently in the future
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from w11at they had acted in the past, even not be challengeable as to the age of the
if the word "after" was inserted in this assured after one year.
The Hon. C. J. HAM said he hoped that
clause. The amendment would only make
life assurance societies more careful in the Solicitor-General would consent. to the
requiring evidence of age at the time of clause being struck out. It was novel
r:rhe assurers legislation. He believed that something of
effecting the assurances.
would be required to be as correct as they the kind had been introduced in Queenspossibly could in stating their age. It land, but the period there was three years
had not been the practice of life assur- and not one year. Age was the very basis
ance companies to avoid policies for any 'on which insurance rested, and if any large
misstatemen t of age, and they were not number of persons understated their age,
likely to do that in the future. He trusted and the insurance companie.'3 had no means
that the Solicitor-General would see, on re- of indemnifying themselves for the loss
flection, that the adoption of the amend- which had thus been occasioned, the tables
ment would have no effect adverse to they had built up on ascertained facts
persons who assured before the passing of would become altogether untrnstworthy,
and a company which was now perfectly
the Bill.
The Hon. ,C. J. HAM said he thought sound might be rendered unsound. In the
the best course would be to strike ont the Austra,lian Insurance and Banlcin,q Reco1·d
words "the commencement of this Act." the case was very forcibly put. It \vas
That would leave the clause applicable to there stated : The correct statement of the ages of persons
all policies, whether issued before or after
assurecllies at the very foundation of the safety
the passillg of the 'Bill.
life offices. If the ages be incorrect, the
Sir ARTHUR SNOWDEN remarked of
valuations made to ascertain the liability of the
that the adoption of the amendment sug- compcmy are misleading, hence the provision
gested by Mr. C. J. Ham would make the in all life assurance policies that the age mnst
he proved. In no part of the world, except
clause retrospecti ve, but not prospective.
Queensland, has such a provision been made,
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT.--It would make hut
attempts (which so far have failed) have
the 'clause both prospective and retro· been made to introduce it in others of our
colonies.
spective.
Sir 'WILLIAM ZEAL observed that It appeared to him that. it would be very
the amendment suggested by Mr. C. J. dangerous indeed to retain clause 9, and
Ham would reverse the decision which he trusted that. it would be strllck out.
the committee had already come to.
The Hon. F. S. GIUM'V-ADE remarked
The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that the that he wonld go eveu further than Mr.
committee had decided not to make the C. J. Ham. III his opinion the clause
clause retrospective. That was the mean- would be an incentive to people to unde]!:..
ing of the action of the committee in state their ages when insuring their lives.
striking out the word ," before." Honor- (Mr. McCu11och--" The companies would
able n{embers all desired to make the not be bound to accept the insurance.")
clause prospective.
No, but legislation should not be framed
Sir HENRY CUTHBEWr expressed the in such a way as to encourage or legalize
opinion tha.t the amendment suggested by fraud.
'Vith the facilities for registra:Mr. C. J. Ham ought to be put before a tion that now existed there was not one
decision was taken as to the insertion of man in 100 who could not obtain proof
the word "after." If the words "the of his age without any difficulty whatcommencement of this Act" were struck eyer.
out, the clause would then be of general
The Hon. S. FRASER observed that it
application.
might appear to some persons to be
The Hon. J. M. PRAT'l'.-r.ri1e com- reasonable that the companies should be
mittee have already decided that the required, aft.er a given time, to accept the
clause shall not apply to existing policies.
statement of age made by any person inrrhe Hon. F. S. GRIM'WADE stated suring without proof; but he would
that the committee had struck out the point out that a contract was entered
word" before," and therefore it would be into between the compallY and the person
inconsistent to adopt an amendmen t which insuring. The person insuring might give:
would make the clause retrospecti ve.
his age as 21 and he might be 25. It
Mr. Pratt's amendment was agreed to.
was a fact that from 15 to 20 per cent.
Discussion took place on clause 9, pro- of the persons who did insure underviding that a policy of life insurance should stated their ages, and the successful working
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that he had been born in Siberia, and that
he had not given proof of his age, his unfortunate heirs and assigns would have
to go to Siberia to obtain that proof.
The whole thing was preposterous,
when the companies could so readily
obtain, or insist on the person insuring
obtaining, proof of his age when the contract was made. Mr. Fraser was born in
Canada. Had he given proof of his age?
(Mr. Fraser- " Yes, long ago.") 'Vho
did iU (Mr. Fraser-"I did it.") rrhere
could be nothing more reasonable tban
that, if a company allowed a policy to run
for twelve months, they should accept the
statement of age. It was \vithin their
power, during that time, to insist on proof
of age, and if satisfactory proof were not
furnished they need not accept the policy.
He trusted that the Solicitor-General
would not allow clause 9 to be struck
onto It would be just as well to abandon
the Bill altogether.
Sir 'WILLIAM ZEAL said he felt that
if they had less declamation on this
subject and more statements of fact it
would be better for all concerned. Life
assurance, as everyone knew, was the
most unselfish act which a man could
The Government recognised
perform.
If self the wavering balance shake
'Tis rarely right adjusted.
this, and some years ago, when it abolished
-rIhe opponents of the clause were the the pension system, it insisted· that all
-directors and officers of insurance com- civil servants should insure their lives.
panies, but they had not answered the one N ow, the ages of all those civil servants,
argument which \YaS really fatal to their and particularly those in the Rail·case. Mr. Fraser was born in Canada, and way department, were perfectly well
if his age was not proved the company known, and were not open to any doubt
would not send him to Canada, but whatever. Yet it was proposed that
would send his widow and children, and, these men after insuring their lives for
in the meantime, would dedl\ct 25 the benefit of their wives and children
per cent. of the amount of the policy. should be pellalized for the sake of some
-rrhe widow and children might even be scoundrel who came to one of these
:sent to Siberi::t. (Mr. Fraser-" The man insurance companies and understated his
Did the Solicitor-General think
himself could write to Siberia.") The hon- age.
·orable member was in a dilemma. The that that was an ho'norable transwhole trouble arose because the insurance action ~ 'Vas the honorable gentle·compallies must have business. They sent man prepared now to .imperil this great
their agents around and induced as many interest which had gone on so long
persons as possible to insure, accepting without any Government protection? The
their statement of age. If the person combined revenue of the insurance offices
·died wit.hout having furnished any proof now was almost equal to that of any of
-of age, then his unfortunate wielow and the Governments of these colonies. 'Vas
·children were made to suffer. Mr. Fraser . an outside man, probably some adventurer,
had admitted that the matter could be to be allowed to corne in and obtain all
determined by the expenditure of 2d. on these ad vantages to the detriment of those
.a postage stamp, and why should it not who had acted honestly? 'Vas the Ausbe determined at once? A well-known tralian native to be handicapped for the
clergyman, the Rev. Mr. Puck Ie, recently benefit of some foreigned Mr. Melville
died at the age of 99. He did not know had spoken of what could be done with a
where Mr. Puckle was born, but supposing twopennystamp, but the honorable member

out of the principle of life insurance depended on the tables that had been prepared, and on the correct statemellt of thc
age .. The company did not know the age
of the person insuring, and the onus of
giving proof should surely rest with him
and not with the company. "Vhy should
a person who had stated his age incorrectly
have to be accepted after the lapse of
twelve months, 'and those who had stated
their ages correctly suffer loss in consequence ~ How could a company tell
the age of any individual who sou~ht
to insnre?
(Mr. McCulloch-" They
tleed not accept the policy.") No; but;
this was a contract, and the person
insuring received a notice in which he
was informed that proof must be given
before the age could be accepted. The
man might have been born in Siberia,
and was it the duty of the company to
send to Si beria for a certificate of his birth?
In his opinion, it was not. Clause 8 was
all that waS required, and he knew that
the Solicitor-General thought so. There
was no necessity at all for clause 9, and he
hoped that it would be struck out.
'1'he Hon. D. MELVILLE said that
.clause 9 should be retained.
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knew nothing of what he was talking.
A twopenny stamp might be sufficient to
send a letter to another country, but it
would not be sufficient to obtain a certificate of age. It had been stated that in
some cases 25 per cent. of the money due
under the policy had been retained pending satisfactory proof of age. He (Sir
'William Zeal) was prepared to say
that that was a pure fiction, and that
nothing of the kind had ever happened.
He spoke with some authority in this
matter. The directors in a mutual office
were merely the representatives of the
insured, and surely an honorable member
was entitled, whether a director or not, to
speak what he believed to be the truth,
and to say what he thought was best for
the majority of the people. He was quite
sure that the Solicitor-General was not
actuated by any desire to injure the in·
sured. If the honorable gentleman was
still unconvinced, it would be better for
him to postpone the Bill for a time, in
order that he might make further inquiry.
If the Solicitur-General went with him
(Sir vVilliam Zeal) any time next week,
he could give him proof positive that his
fears were utterly unfounded. They should
not do anything in the interests of the
rogue, but should try t.o benefit the honest
man. A man of advanced age was sometimes in difficnlties like other people. At
the present time if such a man wished to
borrow a certain sum of money from some
monetary institution and had no security,
there was only OBe way by which he could
do it, and that was by insuring his life. In
such a case it would be most unfair to
allow the insurance company t9 abrogate
that policy simply because the insured had
understated his age. He would ask the
Solicitor-General not to be led away by the
statements of interested people, but to inquire for himself. If the honorable gentleman wanted infonnatioll, he (Sir 'Villiam
Zeal) was in a position to give it, and he
would undertake to do so.
1'he Hon. VV. McCULLOCH observed
that he agreed with almost every word the
President had said. If, however, an adventurer came here and wished to insure
his life, he would under this Bill have to
give proof of age within twelve months,
and if the company were not then satisfied
all they had to do was to cancel the policy.
(Sir vVilliam Zeal-" But suppose the man
bas borrowed money on that policy?") He
did not believe that any bank would lend
one peuny on such a security. The policy
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would have no value at all for the first
tweIve months.
1'he Hon. A. vVYNNE remarked that
he would not have spoken on this question
but for the statement of the Minister of
Defence that a life policy was of no valne
for the first year. It was as common as
possible for people to borrow money on
life interests. A man might be entitled to
receive '£10,000, say, when his mother
died, and he went to a bank or monetary
institut.ion and borrowed £2,000 or £3,000
on that life interest, but to protect that life
intereEt he must insure his life to an equal
amount. That policy would t,hen be the security on which the money was lent. If the
man ontlived his mother he came into the
property, and the bank was paid. If he
died before his mother, he would not succeed to the property, but the policy was
good, and the monetary institution would
be paid out of that. rrherefore, from the
moment that the ad vance was made, the
policy was just as valuable as the life
interest, and if the insurance company, at
the end of twelve months, could say that
the policy was void, where would the bank
be? (Mr. McCulloch-" The policy would
be good as long as the bank paid the
premiums.") No, if the man died within
twelve months, and had not proved his
age, the company might cancel the policy.
(Sir Henry Cuthbert-" The policy is good
. for twelve months, at any rate.") Then
they were defrauding the insurance company.
In either event the SolicitorGeneral was in a dilemma. (Sir Henry
Cuthbert-" 1'he age might be all right.")
Of course it might be, but if it was all
wrong, the company would be defrauded,
because they grant.ed the policy on a
wrong basis. 1'hese mutual insurance companies depended on the honesty of the
persons insured, and if the ages given were
wrong, everything was thrown out of gear.
1£ 200 or 300 people, each 40 years
of age, represented themselves as being
only 30, the insurance company would
soon be in the Insolvency Court. By the
adoption of this clause a door would be
open for fraud, and a great many people
would commit fraud on the off-chance of
their not being fonnd out. Almost every
nlan, except the civil servants, whose ages
were known, would understate his agfil.
All the actuarial calculations would then
be wrong, and not a single company would
be in a sound position in ten years' time.
It must be remembered that the majority
of these companies did not confine their
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operations to Victoria, but did business also
in the other colonies, in England, Canada,
&c. If the people in those countries once
found out that men could commit fraud
in this fashion in Victoria, they would
take good care not to illsure themselves
with these companies. It would make
the tables of any eompany absolutely unreliable. (Mr. McCulloch-" That cannot
be the case if the directors do their duty.")
These companies were not going to turn
business from their doors any more than
people in other undertakings would refuse
business that was brought. to them~ They
had to deal with all kinds of people, dishonest as well as honest. All he asked was that
honorable members should not do anything
to encourage those who were dishonest.
The Hon.· G. GODFREY expressed the
opinion that it wonld be idle for the committee to pass clause 9, because it was
totally inconsistent with clanse 8. The
present clause really said that clause 8
was wrong, and clause 8 provided for the
whole difficulty. He thought they should
now strike ont clause 9.
The Hon. D. MELVILLE stated that
when he said that 25 per cent. of the
insurance money was retained pending
satisfactory proof of age, he ,vas merely
quoting a statement made by Mr. Pratt
during the debate on the Bill. The honorable member then ~aidOn the death of a person whose age is disputed
any of these societies is prepared to pay 75 per
cent. of the money, and to hand over the other
25 per cent. as soon as the society is satisfied on
the point.

Sir HENRY CUTHBERT observed that
he had a distinct recollection of the statement made by Mr. Pratt, who was a
gentleman of great experience in life
assurance, and a director of one of the
companies. 'rhe honorable member candidly told them what the practice of the
insurance companies was. (Sir 'Villiam
Zeal- "Of one insurance company.")
He (Sir Henry Cuthbert) had that day
had an opportunity of consnlting an officer
of one of these institutions, and he fully
corroborated the statement made by Mr.
Pratt. This gentleman stated that most
of the companies-of course, he (Sir
Henry Cuthbert) would now except the
qompany with which the President·was connected-refused to pay more than 75 per
cent. of the insurance money until the age
was admitted. He (Sir Henry Cuthbert)
was talking a few days ago to a gentleman
who stood very high in the commercia,}
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world, and he asked him if. he knew of
instances in which hardship was experieneed through persons insured having
neglected to prove their age1 The answer
which this gentleman gave was-" Yes; I
was myself executor of a will. The man
had his life insured for a large amount 1
bnt his age was not admitted, and I
assure you that it took three years before
I could get a settlement from that insurance company." (Sir vVillia,m Zeal" 'rhe honorable gentleman should tell us
the n9.l1le of that insnrance company.")
He intended to do nothing of the
kind. It was trne that this trouble
did not prevail now to the same extent ai3
it nsed to do. (Sir ·William Zeal-" It
does not prevail at aU.") It did prevail;
and he was assured by an experienced
man ·who was in the habit of making
applications after the death of a person
assured for the insurance moneys due on
the policy, that many could come forward
and show greater cases of hardship than
that just referred to. III the Bill which
was introduced two years ago, the principle
enunciated in the clause now under discussion formed au important feature of
the measure. During its discussion, an
amendment was proposed by Mr. FitzGerald that if a cO!::1pany was satisfied
that the age of the assured was correctly
stated, that fact should be indorsed on
the policy ,vithin one year from the
granting thereof; but if reasonable proof
of age were not fort.hcoming, the company,
illstead of so indorsing the policy, might,
within the year, by notice in writing to
the assured, declare the policy to be at an
end, and retain the premiums paid upon
it. Now, that proposal was considered in a
large House, when the question was fully
debated, and, upon a division, the clause as
thus amended was carried by 17 votes to
11. Many honorable members who voted
against that amendment. were gentlemen
connected \vith insurance companies. He
(Sir Henry Cuthbert) would like to know
what had occurred dnring the intervening
two years to cause so great a change to
come over the House as to say that that
majority should be now turned into·
a minority? He had heard no convincing argnment to show him that the determination arrived at two years ago WD.S an
improper or an unj llst OllP. It had been
urged strongly by Mr. Pratt that a number of the officers of these institutions
went before the board which was appointed
to consider the subject, and were one and
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all hostile to the int.roduction of the
clallse now before the committee. 'VeIl,
honorable members could expect nothing
else. rrhese gentlemen did not wish to
have any interference with their business
on the part of Parliament. But the Government of the day havillg seen the great
inconveniellce, inj ustice, and hardship that
had taken place in the past, thought it
would be a reasonable thing to say to the
companies-" You are desirolls of doing
business. You are not content with the
busines'.:; which comes into your office;
you must send your agents broadcast
throughout the colony, and induce people
by every possible me<:lns to insure their
lives, because if YOIl confined yourselves
to the business done across the counter
you would not pay expenses. If this is
the way in which you are prepared to
take business, we will impose upon you
the duty of sttying that during the first
twelve months you must satisfy yourselves as to the correctness of the statement of age made by the assured."
The companies could satisfy themsel ves
011 ~his point in variolls ways.
The
examination by the doctor wonld be one
means.
(Mr. Grimwade-" The doctor
could not tell the age.") He could come
very close to it.
(Several Honorable
Members-" No.") rrhe evidence before
the board was that the average under·
statement of age was only about two years.
The insurance company solicited the business, and took the risk, and having taken
that risk, a duty devolved upon it to
satisfy itself within a reasonable time as
to the q nestion of age.
If it was not
satisfied at the end of that time it could
refuse to rat.ify the contract. No j llstification had been shown for coming to a
different conclusion 011 this matter to
that at which they arrived two years ago.
The objection to this clause was that it
would injuriously affect the business of
the insurance companies, and it was also
said that it would injuriously interfere with
the rig!1ts of those who were already insured. (Mr. Fraser--" Is that llut a very
serious matter 1") It was a serious matter;
but what were directors for ~ All that. was
needed was that they should be careful
and j lldiciolls in their selection of the
lives they took.
(Sir William Zeal"'rhe Government insist that the railway
men shall be insured by the offices; they
have no option as to those men.") He was
not confining himself to the civil servants, and heL. did not attach to their case
Session 1898.-[72]
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the importance which the President did.
(Sir William Zeal-" There are thousands
of them.") 1'here might be thousands of
them, but there was not the slightest
danger of their insurance being in any
way interfered with.
As to foreigners
coming here and misstating their age, the
directors had the remedy ill their own
hands, because they could insist on satisfactory proof of age being gi Vell. In the
meantime the contra0t with the insurance
company was good for twelve months.
It was not a good security beyond twelve
months, but it was good to that extent.
(Mr. Fraser-: c Oh, no.") If he understood the Bill aright, a policy could not be
avoided during the first year if there was
only an unintentional misstatement of
age. The company would have accepted
the policy, and if the man died within
twelve months it mllst pay it. At the
end of twelve months tho security afforded
by the policy wouIel be better than the
security given at the present time, because
the policy would be indefeasible ou the
ground of age. Therefore, if a man wanted
to borrow on his life policy he would be in
a better position under this Bill than he
was under the present law. The argument
which had been adduced as to the policy
uot being a good security was very much
weakened when they came to c,onsidel'
that it would be all indefeasi ble security
after the expiry of the first twelve months.
It was said that in the case of mutual
assurance companies it would be a hardship on those who \vere already assured.
But there were directors, who ought to
take good care of the interests of the
assured, and who could be t.rusted to use
their skill and ingenuity to prevent fraud.
He took it that if fraud could be proved,
even after the end of twelve months, the
policy could be set aside, but it should not
be set aside for any mere misst~tement of
age. The fact that clause 8 bad not been
agreed to was no reason for setti~lg aside
clause 9. They were two essentially different clauses. Clause 8 would affect the
policy to the extent of one year and no
more. He considered that clause 9 was
the very crux of the Bill, and if the committee struck it out he felt certain that it
would affect the fate of the measure in
another place.
11he Hon. S. "V. COOKE expressed the
opinion that sufficient weight had not been
given to the argument of Mr. Godfr!,)}'.
By the amendment made in clause 8, it
seemed to him to be necessary that clause
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9 should be struck out. Clause 8 said
that a policy should not be a voided by
reason of an error in the age, and under
sub-section (2) of clause 9 it was provided
, that in order to avoid the cancellation of
the policy' it was necessary to furnish
proof of age. Tbe omission of clause 9
must follow upon the alteration made.
Sir ARTHUR SNOWDEN remarked
that the Solicitor-General stated that in
any event the policy wouln, be good for
twelve months. He (Sir Arthur Snowden)
did not think so. If the assured lived
beyond twelve months, unless he succeeded
in proving his age, the company would have
power to cancel the policy. If the assured
died within twelve months, and his executors failed to prove the age within, the
twelve months from the date of the issue
of the policy, the company would have
equal power to declare the policy void.
(Sir Henry Cuthbel't-" The policy is
issued for one year, and how can the company cancel at the termination of the
year ~ ") Because, unless the age was
pI'oved before twelve months, the company
had the right of declaring the policy void.
In the first place the OllUS of proof of age
rested with the assured, who was able to
get the information, whether he came from
Siberia, Timbuctoo, or anywhere else. If the
assurance company had themselves to get
proof of the age of applicants for assural1ce, money would have to be lodged with
them in order that they might obtain the
information. But the assured knew how
to get the proof, and should get it. It
would have a most disastrous effect on life
assurance if companies at the end of
twelve months had the arbitrary power of
declaring a policy void. There could not
be a greater scarecrow t.o life assurance
than clause 9.
The Hon. S. FRASER said that when
this matter was previously discussed Mr.
Fit~Gerald said he would not snpport
clause 9. Mr. FitzGerald was not now
present or he would certainly have opposed
the clause.
1'he Hon. S. WILLIAMSON stated that
he \vas exceedingly sorry that he had not
heard all the arguments that had been
brought forward with regard to clause 9,
but he could tell the committee tha,t, from
his own knowledge, the clause had been
inserted by the Government purposely to
make assurance between the assured and
the. company of an eq uitable cha,racter.
It was purely and simply tv bring together the two parties whom it was desirable
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to bring together. (Sir 'William Zea_
- " A sort of matrimonial assurance.")
No doubt clause 9 was the crux of the
Bill, and it would serve a good purpose.
He had himself seen assurance agents in
the country interviewing poor fellows in
the shearing sheds, and he himself had
paid over orders in order to pay the premiums of workmen. There was no mention whatever made to the assured of the
necessity of proving the age. The a~sured
person went away satisfied that he was assured for £100, and felt confident that his
widow would get the sum upon his death.
But, as a matter of fact, if he died, his
widow would have a great trouble to get
the £100. rrhe arrangement was one-sided
at the present time. The assurance companies had the best of the bargain. It
rested with them to say whether they
would pay uver the money or not. This
clause was inserted to make the arrangement equitable between both parties. He
knew for a fact that in some casesalthough he was not going to cite instances,
as he was not desirous of advertising any
particular assurance companies-diffi.culties had arisen with regard to the payment of sums that were due to the widows
and families of assured persons.
The
companies kept to themselves a certain
amollnt of the money due, and instead of
getting £100 the widow perhaps only got
£75. He thought it was very wicked that
a company should take premiums year after
year knowing very well that they were not
satisfied with the assured. The companies
should not put their back up so much
because they thought this clause hurt
them a little, and should not throw all
the blame on the assured.
They had
everything to gain by their policy of
reticence and delay, and they had nothing
to lose. It had been said that an assured
person was the one who could most easily
furnish proof of his age, but he could not
furnish it after he was dead, and that was
when the trouble arose. He (Mr. Williamson) could speak disinterestedly in the
matter, as his own life was not assured,
and he was not under any obligation to
any assnrance company. The Government
were greatly to be praised for bringing in
this 9th clause.
The Hon. J. STERNBEHG said he
had listened carefully to the remark::; which
had fallen from various honorable members who had spoken in opposition to the
views of the Solicitor-General. Those arguments, of course, had considerable weight
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with him in arriving at a conclusion, but
when he thought of the serioLlsness of the
clause, and regarded the fact that it would
nullify the whole Bill if it were struck
out, he had come to the conclusion that
he ought to vote for its retention. In
years gone by people who came to this
colony - old residents - endeavoured to
assure thair lives. At the time they
stated their ages as correctly as possible,
although in those days ages were not as
correctly registered as at the present time.
They had been paying their premiums in
the meantime, and he ventured to say
that it was only f"tir that, having paid
their premiums for a considerable number
of years, the companies should recognise
that 'the~e people were entitled to the
amounts for \\' hich they were assured. If
this clause were struck out it would
simply mean that claims which would
arise from year to year would be .contested on the same grounds as they were
at the present time, and the companies
would retain one~quarter of the amount
due until they were satisfied as to age. If
the clause were struck out honorable members might just as well ask the SolicitorGeneral to withdraw the Bill altogether.
'fhe conlmittee divided on the clauseAyes ...
8
13
Noes ...
Majority against the clause

5

AYES.

Sir Henry Cuthbert,
Mr. :JicCulloch,
" Melville,
" Simmie,
" 'V'illiamson,

Mr. vVinter-Irving.

Tellers.
Mr. Connor,
" Sternberg.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
'"

"
"

Campbell,
Cooke,
Fraser,
Godfrey,
Grimwade,
C. J. Ham,
D. Ham,

Mr. Pitt,
Sir Arthur Snowden,
Mr. Wallace,
Wynne.
Tellers.
Mr. Bell,
" Pratt.

The Hon. J. M. PRATT stated that he
had circulated the clause marked D, but
he did not intend to proceed with it.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT said that he
would take up the clause which Mr. Pratt
had circulated.
The committee would
bear in mind that, in reference to clause 9
which had been struck out, he (Sir Henry
Cuthbert) had maintained that the assurance companies should give notice that the
age was not admitted on each premium
r8ceipt, so that the fact might be brought.
under the notice of the assured. The
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clause which Mr. Pratt had circulated was
very important one, a.nd he wonld like
to see it added to the Bill with certain
additions. He therefore begged to move-a

That the following new clause be added :(1) Every company shall print in red ink, with
a bold and distinctive heading, on the face of
every policy issued by it, the following words:
- " Proof of Age. The company i,; entitled
to demand reasonable proof that the stated age
of the life assured is correct. 'Yhen sueh proof
shall heLVe been admitted the company will, on
production of the policy, indorse thereon its
admission of the age, 01' will grant a separate
certificate of such admission."
(2) Every c~mpany shall print in red ink~
with a bold and distinctive heading, OIl the face·
of every receipt issued by it in acknowledgment
of any payment of or on account of a premium
in respect of every policy issued after the commencement of this Act, the following words : " Proof of Age. If not" already admitted the
company is entitled to demand reasonable proof
that the stated age of the life assured is conect.
",Vhen such proof shall have heen admitted the·
company will, on production of the policy,
indorse thereon its admission of the age, or will
grant a separate certificate of such admission."
(:3) Where the receipts for premiums received
by a company in respect of any policy of assurance on the life of any person are given by snch
company in a premium receipt-book the foregoing provision requiring notice as aforesaid to
be given on the acceptance of any premium
shall be deemed and taken to be complied with
if such notice is conspicuonsly printed in red ink
in clear and legible type on the cover of such
receipt-book.
(4) In the eyent of any company failing to comply with the provisions of this section the company sha,ll not be entitled to demand proof that
the stated age of the life assured is correct.

There was a company called the Citizens"
Company, carrying on business in Melbourne, which took small sums weekly.
The company issued pass-books, in which
the amount paid was set forth. He
thought it would be quite sufficient for'
that company to print the notice with
regard to the age in red ink upon the
cover of the pass-book.
The Hon. G. GODFREY said he desired
to point out that the effect of this new
clause was already gained by clause 8.
That clause validated policies, subject to
the payment of whatever amount the misstatement of age might have involved, but
practically clause 8 validated every policy
in connexion with any misstatement of
age not made for fraudulent purposes. If
this new clause was passed, it would have
the effect of gi ving a notification that the
age was not admitted, whereas, in fact, it
was admitted, subject to the qualifications
provided in clause 8. There was no necessity, therefore, to require companies to
put in red ink, on their receipts, the
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statement that the age was not admitted,
whereas, in fact, subject to the provisions
of clause 8, it was admitted.
'rhe Hon. F. S. GRIMW ADE stated
that he thought the new clause \vas a
very good provision, because, al though
clause 8 provided that a polic'y should not
be avoided by reason only of a misstatement of age, nevertheless it would be a
good thing for every asc;;ured person to get
his age admitted by the assurance company. It had been mentioned by several
honorable members, in speaking against
.clause 9, that it was the habit of companies to retain 25 per cent. of the Sllm
.assured until the age had been proved
n.fter death, and it was advisable, therefore,
that every assured person should be reminded of the necessity of establishing
his age. Although clause 8 prevented auy
policy being avoided on the ground of
age, it would not prevent delay occnrring in the payment of the amount
of a policy after a man's death on
thegrolllld of his age not having been
satisfactorily established; and the effect
of printing on receipts a notification to
. every assured that his age must be proved
would be very good.
The Hon. C. J. HAM observed that he
would support the new clause, as he
thought it was an admirable thing to
bring under the notice of persons who
could prove their age the fact that they
had 1I0t done so. Such a notification, how.ever, was only necessary to persons whose
age had not been admitted, and, if it was
put upon the receipts given to persons
who had already proved their age, and
whose age had been admitted, it would
not only be unnecessary, but migbt tend
to raise some doubts. It seemed to him
that the notification should only be given
to persons who had not proved their age.
Sir HENRY CUTHBERT remarked that
the same point which bad just been taken
by Mr. C. J. Ham had occurred to himself
that day, and he had mentioned it to a
gentleman of high standing connected
with one of the illsurance companies. He
(Sir Henry Cnthbel't) pointed out that if
the nge was admitted there was really no
necessity for giving this notification, while
it might tend to raise some doubt in t.he
mind of the person who had received it,
but the officer replied that it would cause
an enormous amount of trouble to give
different kinds of receipts tv persons who
had proved their age from those given to
persons whose age had not been proved.
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It would he necessary to keep two registers, which wonld have to be constantly
referred to, and this would enta.il a great
deal of extra trouble in large offices, where
perhaps there wore 25,000 policies ill existence. On the other hand, if a person's
age had been admitted by the company
he "wuld know that the notice could
not affect him, and it would do no harm.
'rhe Hon. J. M. PRATT expressed the
opinion that the new clause, which had
been originally submitted by himself, was
not now necessary, but, as the SolicitorGeneral had taken it up, he did not intend
to oppose it.
It was merely a matter of
printing, and if the committee thought it
was desirable that this notification should
be gi\'en on receipts, then all receipts
should contain it.
Certainly it would
be a very great hardship if a di~tinction
had to be made in the case of receipts
given to those who had proved their age,
and receipts given to those who had not
done so.
The Hon. S.. FRASEH said that one
would imagine, from the remarks of Rome
honorable members, that disputes with
life assurance companies in regard to
the payment of policies were of every-day
occurrence, whereas, as a matter of fact,
they were the rarest things possible. A
man might be a director of an insurance
company for ten years and not have more
than one case of dispute come before him.
The usual course was that many claims
came in, and they were admitted and paid
without the slightest difficulty. In nine
cases out of ten, if not more, the age had
been admitted and placed on the policy
long before the death of the insured. He
was not opposed in principle to the new
clause, but he thought that it would give
a lot of trouble for no useful purpose.
The Hon. D. HAM stated that he would
voto for the clause, because he thought it'
might prevent fraud. At the same time, he
thought that companies who t.ook a man's
money, year after year, for perhaps twenty
or thirty years, shonld not at the end
of that time keep back 25 per cent. of the
amollnt of the policy, as honorable members han said was done in some cases,
because the age had not been satisfactorily
proved. He believed that this was not a·
frequent occurrence, but that the companies, owing to t.he keen competition,
acted as a rule very liberally. This clause
might be regarded as a sop to the SolicitorGeneral for the committee having rejected
clause 9, and if the honorable gentleman
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accepted it in lieu of clause 9, he (Mr.
Ham) was quite prepared to vote for it.
The Hon. S. FRASElt remarked that,
in order to make the object of the clause
quite clear, he begged to moveThat, after the word" issued" (line 3), the
words "after the commencement of this Act"
be inserted.

Sir HENRY Cr;'l'HBER'l'.-I have no objection.
The amendment was agreed to.
Sir ARrrHUH, SNO'VDEN observed
that in the main he agreed with the proposed new clause, but he thought it
required a further amendment. He begged
to moveThat, in sub-section (4), the words" any comp,my failing to comply with" be struck out,
with ft view to inserting thl:' words "the
assured, or his executors, or administrators, or
transferees showing that any compauy has
failed to comply with."

rfhe sub-section wonld then provide that
ill the event of any assured, or his executors, administrators, or transferees showiug that any eompauy had failed to comply
with any of the provisions in the section,
the company should not be entitled to
demand proof that the stated age was
correct. He would point out that a company could not show that every receipt
issued contained the words mentioned in
the clause; but, on the other hand~ any
assured per.'lOll, if he produced any policy
or any receipt without those words on it,
afforded proof positive and conclusi ve that
no further statement or proof of age conld
be required. The onus of showing this
should be on the assured, who could easily
furnish proof by producing any policy or
any receipt issued after the commencement of the Act, without the words in the
clause being printed on it.
Sir HENRY CUTHBEHT expressed the
hope that the honorable member would
not persevere with his amendment. It
was undesirable to put the onus of proving
everything on the poor nnfortunate assured. If allY q nestion arose, the assured
would have to satisfy the court that the
company had failed to comply with the
provisions of this section. The company
would have a stereotyped form of receipt,
and in that form there \vould be, in red
ink, the words provided for in the clause.
No (me paid money to a company without
recei ving a receipt in d l.1e form, so that
there was very little danger of a.ny penalty
being enforced under this provision.
Sir ARTHUR SNOvVDEN remarked
that while it was easy for ~l,n a,ssnred
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person, by producing his policy or a receipt without the statutory words printed
on it, to prove that the company had not
complied with the provisions of the section, it would be yery difficult and expensi ve for the company to show that every
receipt or policy issued contained these
words. 1'here would be no hardship on
the assured if his (Sir Arthur Snowden'S}
amendment was agreed to, as, if the law:
had not been complied with in his case,.
the assured had the proof in his own·
hands.
rrhe Hon. D. MELVILLE said he was·.
surprised to find that a chauge seemed to .
have come over some honorable members
since the Bill was discllssed on the last oCJ
casion. Mr. Godfrey, who had made a very
vigorous speoch in support of the Bill as
origiually proposed, soem to have been
educated by the debate, and to have
reversed his previous position. The Bill,
as it now stood, could hardly go to anot-her
place with any chance of being passed l
there, and the new dause now submitted'
by tho Solicitor-General did not, in bis.
(Mr. Melville's) opinion, in any way atonefor the striking ont of clause 9.
Sir Arthur Sno\vden's amendment was.
negatived.
rrhe new clause, as amended: was then
agreed to.
The Hon. S. FRASER proposed the following clause : The following shall be added to the questions under the :lIst schedule to the Companies
Act 1890, and shall be deemed to be and may be
cited as the tenth question under the 21st·
schedule to the Compa.nies Act 1890 :(-Jive specimens to three decimal places of the
net premiums valued for policies of £100 under
whole life and endowment assurance respectively;as set forth in the following tahie, namely : -

Whole

Age at
Entry.

-

!~

Ufo.

,
1
- -

Endowment Assurances maturing
at thc undcrmcntioned Ages.

~--~
- -

T r:o~5

-----1-

1

45
55
50

60

I

He said he believed that this clause was
inserted in the Bill submitted two years
ago. In the 21st schedule to the Act
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there were nine questions which companies were req nired to answer, and
this clanse proposed a tenth question,
the ans\rers to which would enable actuaries to say whether a company was
sound or not. It was an additional safeguard to the assured. (Mr. C. J. Ham"Do any of the companies furnish that
information now ~ '~) He could not say
for certain. He believed some of the
companies did. However, the clause was
perfectly harmless; it could do no wrong,
and it must do good. It was supported
by the best actuaries and the best offices
here.
The Hon. A. VVYNNE.-vVill anybody
read the information when they get it 1
The Hon. F. S. GRIM'VADE remarked
that after the very lucid explanation Mr.
Fraser had given, the committee ought to
pass the clause.
The HOll. D. MELVILLE said he hoped
the committee would not pass the clause.
Mr. Fraser might as well propose a clause
asking the companies whether they agreed
to the 39 articles.
The Hon. J. A. WALLACE expressed
the opinion that the clause required further consideration.
The Hon. C. J. HAM observed that h8
really did not like to vote for what he did
not understand, and although he had no
dOll bt that some of the clauses whieh had
ljeeu passed would be valuable additions
to the Bill, he would lilc; the guidance of
the Solicitor-General in regard to this
clause. If the honorable gentleman, after
inquiry, cOllsidered it a desirable provision, well and good.
The Hon. S. FHASER stated that this
·clause was in the interests of the persons
assured. It merely provided for further
information being given by life assurance
·companies, and it was not a hardship on
the assured. Sorrle of the companies
might consider it a hardship to have to
ami\ver the question, but it \yas better for
the insuring public that they should be
req nired to give the information.
(Sir
Henry Cuthbert-" The questions in the
21st schedule are for the benefit of the
public.") Yes, and but for those nine
questions the companies would not be as
strong as' they were. The fact that they
were required to answer such questions
compelled the compauies to go on comparatively safe lines.
Sir HENHY CUTHBEHT said he
thought the committee might adopt this
clause.
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The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. S. FHASEH proposed the
following clause : The

seventh

question

under

the

22nd

schedule to the Companies Act 1890 is herehy
repealed, and in lieu thereof the following shall
be deemed to be and mn,y be cit13d as the seventh
question under the 22nd schedule to the Companies Act 1890 :The total amount of immediate annuities on
lives, distinguishing the lllllnber, amounts, and
sex for each year of life.

He remarked that after a certain age the
life of a woman was better t han the life of
a man from an insurance point of view,
and this clause was proposed wit.h a view
to eliciting the facts in relation to that
subject.
The clanse was agreed to.
Sir HENRY CU'rHBERT proposed the
following clause : (1) In section 211, and in the fifth paragraph of the 5th schedule, and in the 6th
schedule of the Companies Act 1896, before the
word "incorporated" there shall be inserted
the words "formed or."
(2) In sub-section (3) of section 70 of the Companies Act 1896, for the words" formed and"
there shall be substituted the words" formed
or."

He said that this clause was proposed to
remedy a verbal defect that had been
pointed out by the agent of the Standard
Company, whieh was thereby prevented
from obtaining registration in Victoria.
That company, which did a large businees
in the United Kingdom, was not an incorporated company, and the substitution of
"and "for "or," in sub-section (3) of section
70 of t.he Compallies Act 1896, and the
omission of the words" formed or" before
the w0rd "incorporated" in section 24,
and in the 5th and 6th schedules of the
Act, prevented the registration of the company here. The Standard Company did
no insurance business in Victoria, merely
receiving premiums here, but it desired to
comply with the law and register ill Victoria.
The clause was agreed to.
The Hon. J. M. PRArrT proposed the
following clause : A minor over the age of eighteen years
may effect a policy or policies of assurance on
his own life.

Sir HENHY CUrrHBEHT said there
could be no objection to this clause in its
present form. As originally printed and
circu1.ated it would have enabled a minor
over the age of eighteen to borrow money
on the security of his policy and otherwise
deal with it; but that objectionable part
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of the clause had been excised, and in
its present form the clause would serve
the useful purpose of inculcating habits of
thrift. It would h~tve been very unwise
to have allowed a youth to mortgage
Ibis policy of assurance. (Mr. Cooke'" You do not forbid him to borrow on his
Jpolicy. ") . The clause did not legalize such
iborrowing, and a minor would not have
power to borrow money on the security of
his assurance policy.
The clause was agreed to.
'rhe Bill was then reported with amendments.
MAFFRA BEET SUGAR COMPANY
BILL.
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
·the Hon. \V. McCULLOCH, was read a
first time.
1.'he House adjourned at twenty-five
minutes past ten o'clock.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, August 23, 1898.
Importation of Feathers-Growth of Cotton-·Labour
Bureau-Deposits of Gypsum-Technical Educlltion
-·Railway Department: Tenders for Trucks: Sight
and Hearing Tests-Powder Magazines-Head Tele·
pholles-lIIaffra. Beet Sugar Company Bill-Debate on
.the Budget: Third Day.

The SPEAKER took the chair at half-past
':four o'clock p. m.
IMPORTATION OF FEA1'HERS.
Mr. DEAKIN asked the Premier (in
,the absence of the :Minister of Customs)1. Whether the feathers imported into Viciioria are classified on entry, so as to enable
·egret or osprey feathers and other ornamental
.feathers, the procuring of which involves crnelty,
:to be distinguished from the remainder?
2. If they are not at present so classified can
the Honorable the Minister arrange to have
them distinguished in future?
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should be made between egret feathers
and such feathers as were obtained-for
example, from the ostrich - without
cruelty.
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-I have recei ved the following answers to the questiolls : 1. No distinction is made on the entry.
2. The returns of the department are kept
under the general Tariff headings (700 in number), and to subdivide these involves a considerable amount of trouble and expense, owing to
the necessity of additional clerical labour.
Moreover, such subdivisions occasion further
trouble to ·the public. Any change requires additional postings, &c. If an alteration were
made, it would lead to similar requests on behalf
of other trades and importations. It is regretted the change cannot be made.

Those are the departmental answers;
but I may say that I think that the
case made out by the honorable member is an exceptional one. He has
a good object in view, and 011 the
distinct understanding that this will not
be regarded as formi'ng a precedent for
other demands, I will ask the Customs
department to reconsider the matter and
see if it is possible by some means to
comply with the honorable member's
request.
Mr. DEAKIN.-Thank you.
GROvVTH OF COTTON.
Mr. VALE asked the Minister of Agriculture if he would endeavour to test the
suitability of Mildu~'a and other irrigated
portions of the Wimmera for the growth
of cotton ~ He remarked that he had
asked the question before, and intended
to continne asking it until he obtained a
favorable answer.
Mr. rrAVERNER - Mr. Bondurant,
who is expected daily from America, is
bringing out a supply of cotton seed,
which I intend to circulate throughout
the colony for experimental purposes.
LABOUR BUREAU.
Dr. MALONEY asked the Minister of
Railways the following questions:-

He observed that the reason he asked for
egret feathers in particular being distinguished was that, in order to obtain these
1. If it is a fact, as stated in the public press
feathers, it was necessary to c::tpture and of Monday the 15th inst., "that none of the
now being selected by the bureau have
destroy the birds in the breeding season, men
been registered for longer than six weeks"?
this involving not only the loss of the
2. vYhat are the dates of the first registration
birds that were captured, but also the of the six names oldest in the lists at the Labour
death of their young, leading to the speedy Bureau?
€xtinction of a very beautiful and valu- He observed that his reason for asking
able class of birds merely for fashion- the second question was that he had been
able purposes. He did not ask that all shown three tickets which showed that
classes of f~athers should be separately the persons named in them were registered
classified, but simply that a distinction lover a year ago.
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Mr. H. R 'VILLIAMS.-The answers
to the questions are as follow:1. The labourers now being selected for work
have been OIl the registel' from eight to nine
weeks; light labourers and most of the. tradesmen have to wait for work longer.
2. The six oldest names now on the register
are as follow :-

------

Name.

Particulars.

Work applied
for.

---

- ----

J. H. Upton

Single; age Tinsmith ..
IS years

Decima
Griffin

Female

Richard
Price

Date
registered.

...

Carriage
trimmer

14th
October,
1896*
16th
Oct.
1896 t
15th
July,
1896t

Single, with Labourer
no relations to
support
A. Gow ... Married; no Plasterer
12th
children
and light
July,
labourer
1896§
W.Vickery Married; 3 Engineer's 2nd
children
labourer,
Oct.,
striker,
189611
boilermaker's
assistant
W. Coyne Single; age Boy
22nd
17 years
labourer
Oct.,

1896~

* No work of description asked for yet availa.ble.
t No work of description asked for has been
available for females.
=:: All labouring work available to date has
been given to married men, or single men supporting relations.
§ Called for work five times, but has always
failed to accept, or proved unfit. Last sent for
6th July, 1898; did not turn up till 16th
August; said he was sick.
II Called for work three times, proved unfit
twice. Last sent for 13th June, 1898; wife
called and said he was up country.
~ No requisitions for boy labourers received
in registration office since those registered
earlier were given work.

DEPOSITS OF GYPSUM.
Mr. VALE asked the Minister of Agriculture if he would obtain an opinion from
other authorities than Mr. Pearson, the
chemist of the department, as to the
value as a manure of the enormous deposits
in the north-west of Victoria of gypsum,
locally known as copi?
Mr. 1'AVERNER-I have no canse to
doubt the qualifications of Mr. Pearson,
but if any persons interested in copi are
dissatisfied with Mr. Pearson's opinion
they are at liberty to obtain an opinion
outside the department.

Po'Wcle1' Magazines.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
Mr. A. HARRIS asked the Minister of
Public Instruction if, after he had received
from Mr. Bagge, tho Secretary for Public
Instruction, his report on the question of
technical education in the lleighbouring
colonies, he would Jay the same before the
House for the information of honorable
members ~
Mr. PEACOCK.-The report referred
to will be of a confidential nature, and I
should prefer to peruse it before saying
whether I shall lay it on the table of
the House or not.
RAIL'VAY DEPARTMENT.
Mr. T. SMITH asked tho Minister of
Rail ways the following q nestions : 1. The names of the firms who, in June last.
tendered for the manufacture of 200 waggons.
or trucks?
2. The amount of each tender?
3. The reason a tender for 100 only was
accepted and the uther 100 ,yithdm\\ n ?
4. vYhether Gra,y Brothers, the successful
tenderers for building the 100 trucks, were informed by the Railway department they were
only to employ as ironworkers' assistants men
residillg at Williamstown ; and, if so, why?

Mr. H. R WILLIAMS.-I have received
the following answers to the questions : 1 and 2. (l) Australian Forge and Engineering Company Limited, £6,71S lIs. Sd. (2)
Australian Forge and Engineering Company
Limited, £6,993 lls. Sd. (3) Johnson and
Sons £8,456 8s. 3d. Each tender for 100 waggons.
3. Tender of the Australian Forge and Engineering Company Limiteel for a second 100 has
since been accepted.
4. The department has no knowledge of any
such stipulation.

Dr. MALONEY asked the Minister of
Railways the following questions : 1. How many men have been examined for
sight and hearing in the Railway department?'
2. How many haye been reduced in place or
pay?

Mr. H. R. WILLIAMS.-The answers
to the questions are as follow : l. 2,042.
2. 20.

I may say that the status of these men
is now under consideration, both by the
commissioner and the Government.
POvVDER MAGAZINES.
Mr. STAUGH1'ON asked the Premier
if the Government had made inquiries as
to the advisability of building the magazines to hold the powder for the military
forces so near the coast that an enemy
getting into the Bay nlight with a few shells
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destroy the "whole of the stores necessary
for defellce~ He stated that he had been
informed by a high naval aut.hority, who
hacllately left this colony, that he had no
fear of passing the defences at the Heads if
he were in a suitable ship. This being so,
he (Mr. Staughton) had put the question on
the paper, as he thought the country ought
to receive some information at the hands
of the Government as to whether it was
safe to build powder magazines so near
the coast.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I have been
furnished with the following answer tl)
the honorable member's question : Yes. Oolonel Bingham, R. A. , the Staff
Officer for Artillery, after consultation with
Commander Kingsford, R.N., and Mr. Hake
th~ O!lief Inspector of Explosives, reported o~
tIns sIte that he saw 110 reason why the naval
and military powders should not be stored
there, and this report was made through the
present Military Commandant.
It may be
pointed out that the whole of the defence
powd~r ,~'ould not be stored there any more
than It !S now stored at Maribyrnong, and
every gun in the forts has its full complement
of ammunition stored in the fort. In case of
war, if thought necessary, powder stored at
Skeleton Creek could be easily removed by rail
to any country magazine.

PETITIONS.
Petitions in favour of the Totalizator
Bill were presented, by Mr. CRA YEN, from
residents of .Jingellie, W"alwa Creek, &c.;
by Mr. McAm'HuR, from residents of Gleri
Thompson; by Mr. McBRIDE, from residents of Navarre and residents of St.
Arnaud; and by Mr. McLEAN, from residents of Yinnar.
Petitions against the Totalizator Bill
were presented, by Sir JOHN McIN'l'YRE,
from the Baptist Church, Maldon; by Mr.
McLEAN (for Mr. F. C. Mason), from the
Presbyterian Church at Traralgon; by
Mr. J. W. MASON, from the Baptist Church
at Echuca; and by Mr. MURRAY, from
the Baptist Church, Albert-street, East
Melbourne.
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.
Mr. H. R. "WILLIAMS, in compliance
with orders of the House (dated August
16), laid on the table returns relative to
imported and locally-manufactured 10comot,ives.
RAILvV AY CROSSINGS.
Mr. H. R. WILLIAMS, pursuant to an
order of the House (dated July 7), presented a return relative to railway crossings and cattle-pits.
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HEAD TELEPHONES.
Mr. SALMON asked the PostmasterGeneral the follawing questions : . 1. Has the dep~rtmellt finally decided to
mtroduce the applIance known as the "head
telephone" in the Telephone Exchange?
2. If I~ot? will, he take steps to ascertain
whether It IS adVIsable, from a health point of
view, to hring it into general use?

He observed that, ill asking this question,
he fully recognised that it was one which
Inight afford 80me scope for the h Ilmour
of the Postmaster-General; bnt, in his (~1:r.
Salmon's) opinion, the matter was a most
serious one, as regarded a very large number of young people. There had been
int.roduced into the Telephone Exch,Ulge
for experimental purposes an appliance
known as the head telephone. He had
taken the opportunity of visiting the
Exchange, fortified with an order from the
officer in charge, and had also had an
opportnnity of testing this particular
appliance, and he mnst say his experiellce
of it was a most disagreeable one. It was
made of steel, and fitted tightly over the
head of the operator. The eaT-piece bein o '
tightly jammed against the right ear,
the rings that came from the instrument
were of course heard by the operator, and
he (Mr. Salmon), for one, would not care to
experience the effects of a thunderstorm
upon the' operator whose hcad was fitted
with this instrument. rrhey all kne\\' how
very uncomfortable it was to be at the
telephone when the air was charo'ed with
electricity, and he certainly would~lOt care
to attempt it if his head ,vas fitted with
this appliance. He felt very strongly on
the matter from a medical point of view.
He had been approached 011 the subject by
a large nnmber of D.ledical men in Melbourne, amongst. them some of the leading
specialists ill the city, all of whom viewed
the introduction of this instrument with .1.
grettt deal of disfavour. He understood
that the Postmaster-Gelleral had recently
received a deputation on the subject from
the operators, and this might be looked
upon as partially taking the mattel' out
of the hands of Parliament; but, at the
same time, h~ (Mr. Salmon) felt so strongly
on the subJect that, unless some satisfactory reply was given, he would be
compelled to move the adjournment of the
House.
Mr. DUFFY.- I hope the honorable
member does not intend to make the
House believe that I have been inventing

all
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out of pure cussedness some instrument
of torture for the girls of the Telephone
Exchange. I can assure the honorable
member that this particular species of
telephone has been in use, and is in use,
in the best telephone exchanges in the
world, including the Telephone Exchange
at Sydney, where it has been used for the
last fifteen years.
The department is
going to make the experiment of bringing
this telephone into use; but if it is fonnd,
after fair tried, that it is injuriolls to the
health of the ladies engaged, even although
such as not been the experience in other
places, of course we will not persist in
using it.
Mr. SALMON said the PostmasterGeneral had not answered the second
question, which was the more import.ant
one of the two.
The SPEAKER.- It appears to me tha,t
there is a practiee growing up in the Honse
of making speeches w~)en asking questions,
and I feel that it is my duty now to caH the
attention of the House to the matter, and
to announce that I will not permit this in
future. I may also inform Ministers that
they will not be allowed, either, to debate
matters in replying to questions.
Of
course the rule must apply equally to the
Minister answering the question as to the
honorable member asking the question.
Mr. SALM.ON moved the adjournment
of the House for the purpose of calling attent.ion to the unsatisfactory nature of the
Postmaster-Gelleral's reply to his questions.
Twelve members having risen in their
places (as required by the standing order)
to support the motion, .
Mr. SALMON remarked that when putting the questions he suggested that the
matter should betreated in a serious fashion
and with an absence of flippancy, but he regretted to say that the Postmaster-General
had commenced his reply by hinting that
he (Mr. Sa.lmon) had suggested that the
honorable gentleman had invented the
head telephone. Now, nothing was further from his thoughts; he would not
accuse the Postmaster-General of inventing
anything. The head telephone had been
introduced by the present PostmasterGeneral for experimental purposes only,
the honorable gentleman had informed the
Honse, but the Minister then absolutely
declined to answer the second of the
questions, which was the more important
of the two. This was whether the Postmaster-General would obtain the opmlOn
of a medical expert with regard to the

lIead Telephones.

probable consequences that would follow
from the use of the head telephone, and
also obtain inforrnation as to whether
there was any record of conseq uences other
than beneficial having followed the use
of the instrument in other places. As
he had already stated, he (Mr. Salulon)
had had an opportunity of seeing and
testing this instrument, and there was no
doubt whatever in his mind that its use
would go very far to accentuate the nervous condition which almost invariably
followed the continued use of the telephone. He had no doubt whatever with
regard to the con seq uences which ensued
. even from the use of the ordinary receiver.
rrhe operators in the Exchange had show11
for a considerable time past the effects of
t.he use of the telephone upon their
nervous systems, and it only needed a
man of ordinary observation to go into
the Exchange, and see the operators who
used the instrument continually from day
to day, to note the effects which it had
undoubtedly wrought upon their general
health. Now, anything which was likely
to increase this nntoward effect should
only be adopted after the most careful
precautions had been taken to insure
its safe use.
The Postmaster· General
had stated that the head telephone
was in use in New South ·Wales,
but the· honorable gentleman knew
very well that there they. had what was
known as the fixed transmitter, and, of
course, the operators could not move about
with the same amonnt of freedom that
the operators could do here, who used
what was knowll as the Berthon instrument.
He believed that some visitors
from Sydney had recently been over the
Melbourne Telephone Exchange, and were
quite struck with the facility with which
operators did the work by using the more
modern instrument; because he might
mention that the instrument now used in
Melbourne was more modern than the instrument which it was intended to introduce. He would also point out that the
use of the head telephone would, he was
informed, entail additional expense.
Thousands of pounds would be required
in order to alter the boards so as to allow
the operators to be connected with 100
numbers each instead of 50 as at present.
Only recently the syst8m had been abandoned under which the operators had 100
numbers each to attend to, and they were
now only attending to 50 nunibers each, so
that there would be an additional expense
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entailed in altering the boards back again to right ear, there had to be pressure
the old system. No doubt the Postmaster- on the left side of the head just above
General would say that the increased the temporal nerve and the temporal
business which had followed the reduction artery, and it was possible that these
in telephone rates would necessitate a would be' very much interfered with by
larger number of operators or the pre- this continued pressure, so that there
sent staff doillg more work; but if the pre- wonld be an accentuation of the nervous
sent staff were going to be asked to do troubles from which those continually
more work-if they were not to be using the telephone now suffered. In the
increased-why were the buildings being name of humanity, he would ask that all
inereased ~
A large extra room was precautions should be taken before this
being erected. and it seemed to him instrument was introduced, because they
that this provision would be absolutely did not desire to see any of the employes
useless if the operators were asked to of the State suffer. Although women had
take on more work than they did at no votes, and possibly on that account, as
present. He doubted very much whether the honorable member for Hichmond (Mr.
they would be able, under any circum- Trenwith) said the other night, when
stances, either with or without these head men employed them they robbed them,
telephones, to do more work than they still it \Va.s not right that the State
did now. Anyone who used t.he tele- should rob them of their health, and this
phone frequently must be struck with the would be the case, in his opinion, if the
fact that from time.to time delays occUl'red~ ~lse of these head telephones was persisted
Those delays were not due to inatten- ttl.
Mr. ZOX said he went to the rrelephone
tion on the part of the operator, but
occurred simply because other cllstomers Exchange for the express purpose of using
had to be attended to. The use of the . the instrument in q nestion himself, and he
head telephone, it was said, would allow came to the conclusion that, if the Postthe operator the free use of both hands; master-General brought it into operation,
but he would ask what was the use of an he would be actually inflicting cruelty on
extra hand to the operator unless he was those who had to use it. He made that
also given an extra hearing apparatus ~ statement after deliberation. He had the
Unless the operator was gi ven another side instrument put on his own head, and he
to the brain it would be impossible for coulct only say that he would be very sorry
him Ot· her to receive more than one im- to have to use it himself for any length of
pression, so that, unless the operators time. The Postmaster-General had heard
were supplied with an extra aural ap- the strong views of a medical member of
paratus and an extra oral apparatus, it this House on the question. He (Mr. Zox)
would be impossible for them to commu- did not think the Postmaster· General would
. nicate with more than one subscriber at a inflict cruelty on the female operators who
time, and, therefore, the increa.sed conveni- had to use this head-gear, if the honorable
ence snpposed to be given by the use of gentleman thought it would be injurious
both hands was a.bsolutely useless. He did to them. The opinion of an expert like
not blame the Postmaster-General for ex- the hOllorable member for Talbot should
perimenting, but he sincerely trllsted the ha ,-e mature consideration given to it.
honorable gentleman would answer his (Mr. The Postmaster-General might say that
Salmon's) second question in the affirma- this instrument. was in use in other parts
tive, and would say that, before the head of the world, and that might be perfectly
telephone was finally adopted, an expert true. but it was comparatively immaterial
medical opinion would be obtained as to to honorable members, becallSt there were
the likelihood of any ill con seq uellces more liberal aHd better laws in the interests
following the use of this instrument. He of the employes in this colony than in many
did not intend to take honorable members other parts of the world. He was glad of
through a 10ng physiologieal discourse that, fact, because he desired the lives of
with regard to the danger that Ull- employes to be made as happy and comdonbtedly followed continued pressure fortable as possible. He wished to bring
even of a very small amount on any par- under the notice of the Postmaster-General
ticuhr pa.rt of the human frame, bnt he two or three rnedical opinions on this subthought any honorable member \Vho saw ject. Dr. O'Hara said that the wearing
this apparatus must be struck by the fact of the head-gear was likely to lead to
that, in order to keep the receive'r at the grave nervous disturbance. I-Ie (Mr. Zox)
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did not care if it cost the Postal department a certain amonnt of money to dispense
with the use of this instrument-that was
immaterial to honorable members aIld the
public generally, if its use had an injurious
effect on the employes who had to wear
it. Even if the nse of the head-gear
effected a saving of £1,500 or £2-,000 a .
year, it would not be j llstifiable to use
it to the iujury of the employes. The
Postmaster-General ought not to permit
the instrument to be used unless he was
furnished with expert opiuions to the
effect that its use would not be injuriolls to the operators. The honorable
member for Talbot was elltitled to a
great amount of thanks for bringing this
matter forward, and for giving the House
his opinion on the snbject as a medical
man. He (Mr. Zox) would tell honorable
members the opinions of Dr. Spriugthorpe
and Dr. Stirling. (Dr. Maloney-" Two
. of the best medical men in Melbourne.")
He believed they were, and he had no
doubt the opinions they had expressed
from a medical point of view really deserred the earnest and serious consideration of honorable members. He (Mr. Zox)
was told that the head-gear wonld be of no
benefit to the depart.ment; but if it "'ould
be of advantage to the department, from a
pecuniary point of view, it ought not to be
used to the detrimen t of the employes.
As an office-bearer in the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals he felt
that he ought also to protect human beings
from cruelty as far as he could. The
ladies at the Telephone Exchallge had
tested this head-gear, and found that it
,vas not efficacious in any shape or way;
on the contrary, th~y could not do the
work they had to perform more expeditiously, more correctly, and more beneficially to the subscribers when using
it than they could without it. Dr.
Springthorpe ~ ana Dr. Stirling testified,
in a joint communication, that, after inquiry and personal use of the head-gear,
they were of opinion that it was calculated
to do harm to the hearing, to tend to induce
nervous irritability, and to canse general
nervous disturbance. In face of the medical opinion to that effect, the PostmasterGeneral ought not to bring this apparatus
into use, unless he got opinions from members of the medical profession to the contrary. (Mr. Staughton-" Let him wear
it himself.") Yes, he was sure that, if the
Postmaster-General would go to the Exchange and try the head-gear himself, he
Afr. Zox.
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would indorse the views of the honorable
member for Talbot, as he (Mr. Zox) did
from practical experience. He could tell
the House that he was only too glad to get
the instrument taken off his bead.
Mr. METHVEN stated that he could
heartily indorse every word that had been
said against the use of this head-gear in
the rrelephone Exchange at Melbourne.
He brought the questioll before the Honse
a fortnight or three weeks ago, when the
reply given by the Postmaster-General was.
similar to the reply he had given on the
present occasion. He (Mr. Methven) had
since inspected the machine, and had put
it on his head to see w hat effect it was likely
to have. Judging from his own feelings,
he came to the conclusiOli that the headgear was an instrument of torture, which he
would not like to wear for an honr, becanse
he was sure it would give him a splitting
headache. The machine was said to be
olllya few Ol1nce~ in weight., but it pre~sed
much more heavily on one side of the head
than on the other. It was a very great
pity the Minister did not take the tronble
to go to the rre}ephone Exchange and try
the machine himself, because in half-anhour he would come to the conclusion
to dispense with the head-gear at once,
and not aUow the women to use it any
longer. It reminded him of one of the
machines used in the dark old times as
a means of punishment for committillg
grave offences.
He hoped the Postmaster-General would insppct and try
the head-gear, and satisfy himself as to
whether its use wonld be injurious or not.
Strong opinions against the use of the
machine had been given by several medical r.1en, and in face of those opinions the
Millister was hardly justified in cornpel1ing
the female telephone operators to ,rear
such an instrument of torture.
Mr. DUFFY observed that the honorable member for Talbot accused him of
treating the question with flippancy, but
he trusted that he was quite incapable of
treating with flippa,ncy any urgent matter
of public importance, which the honorable
member had declared this to be .. 'l'he
honorable member said he did not answer
the question, bnt he thought he did
answer it. He certainlv intended to
answer it in these terms: 'rhe department
wished to carry ont thi8 experiment; but if
the hea,d~gear was found, after a fair trial,
to be inj urious to the health of the ladies
concerned, the department would not persevere with its use. That should have
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been a satisfactory answer, but the bonorable member could not forego the delight
of spoaking to the ladies now assembled
in the galleries.
(Mr. SaJmon-" Yon
mnst not judge other people by yourself.")
He would ask the honorable member
whether it was conducive to discipline in
the depal'tnll:mt to take such a course?
In other countries the experience had
been favorable to the ns"e of the machine.
Tho gallant and susceptible young members who had addres8ed the House had
spoken as if this head-g'eal' wore some new
innovation that he (Mr. Duffy) had evolved
out of his inner conscionsness, and was
going to torture these unfortunate ladies
with-as if he were going to experiment
with something no one knew anything
about. But quite the contrary was the
case. This head telephone machine had
been in use in all parts of the world where
telephones were in operation for fifteen
years. It had been in use in Sydney, to
\V hich pla,co the departmen t were always
told to look whell anything connected
with tho telephone was spoken of. He
had in his hand some photographs
taken by an electrician who was now
travelling in Europe showing a Dutch
telephone exchange, where the same
head telephone machine was being used.
(Mr. Metllven-" But photographs do not
speak and say how the women fiud it,.")
No; but he had been trying to ascertain if
any evil effects had followed the use of the
instrument elsewhere.
If its use had
been bad for tho health of the ladies who
wore it" it would not have been in existence in the telephone exchanges of other
countries. The only telephone departmQnt
he had been able to communicate \. . ith on
the subject in the time at his disposal was
that at Sydney. Major 'Walker, the Engineer-in-Chief and Chief Electrician of
the Postal and Electric Telegraph department, Sydney, in a letter addressed
to the Deputy Postmaster-General, Melbonrne, wrote as follows:-
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the attendants is affected in any way. The
attendants' voices are transmitted very clearly,
and frequent repetitions are not called for.

The letter went on to give the hours
worked by female attendants in the
Sydney Telephone Exchange, which were
longer than the hours worked by female
attendants here.
Major 'Valker concluded : I may add that nearly all the large exchanges
throu!!hout the world have adopted this system,
and it would almost be impossible to work any
large exchange satisfactorily withou~ such a,
contrivance.

1'hat was what he went. 011, and, after all,
an ounce of experience was worth a ton or
t.wo of theory. rrhe honorable member for
Talbot, aud other medical men, had expressed the opinion that the effect of
llsing this head-gear would be sllch-andsuch 011 the girls using it, but the effect
they prophesied had not taken place in
Sydney and in other places where the
rnachine had been put to the test of
practical experience. Now, he wanted to
leave the matter at that. The department were going to make this experiment,
and they might be trusted to have, perhaps, a~ much regard for humanity as
the honorable members who had spoken
against this head-gear. If it was found
that the girls' health suffered, he .would
certainly be no party to the use of the
contrivance, bllt in the interests of the
girls themselves, in the interests of discipline, and in the intorests of the department, he must insist that the machine
should be allowed a fair trial. If it ,vas
found to work well, it would be continucd.
in use, but if it was found not to work
well it would not be continued in use.
That was his answer, and he thought it
wal:; a fair one.
Dr. MALONEY remarked that the concluding words of the Postmaster-General
seemed to be exceedingly fair, but he
would like the honorable gentleman to
say whether the machine used in other
telephone exchanges at Sydney and elseIn reference to your inquiries relating to the
where was the same as the head-gear used
Telephone Exchange, &c., I have the honour to
inform you that there are now 3,122 subscribers
in the Melbourne Telephone Exchange ~
connected with the metropolitan (central) ex('NIl'. Duffy-" It is the samo exactly; the
change. Forty-four (44) female attendants are
one we use here we got from Sydney.")
engaged, and the head and breast telepl~one
But the honorablo gentleman had not said
only (Ericsson) has been used by them Slllce
August, 1896. We have been using head-gear
what machine was used there before they
ever since 1884.
adopted this head-gear. The Minister
Formerly boys were employed as tele- spoke of the machine having beon in llse
for fifteen years. Tn order to make tho
phone oporators a.t Sydney.
experimental test more certain, the PostNo complaints whatever have been made, nor
master-General should take the precaution
do results show that the hea,lth or hearing of
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to have the ears of the present operators
examined now, and re-examined after the
instrnment had been used for a certain
period. Then he would get something
tangible to form his opinion on. He
offered that suggestion to the honorable
gentleman for his consideration. He
would point out that under the former
system the ears of the operator were
completely at rest when the shutters of
the switch-board were closed, whereas with
this head-gear the ears of the operator
were hardly ever at rest. There was no
loss of time in connecting subscribers
under the old system, and no ad vantage
was to be gained in that respect by the use
of the head-gear. If its use permitted an
operator to use both hands, as in performing on the piano, he could understand the
reason of it. (Mr. Duffy-" It does.")
That was not so. (Mr. Duffy-" It is.")
The Postmaster-General must know that
an operator could not answer two subscribers at the same time. (Mr. Murray" He only said that they could use both
hands.") But an operator could only US6l
one hand at a time in connecting one subscriber wit.h another. U llder the old system not one-tenth of the ringing-up was
heard by the operator, but, \vith the headgear on, the ears of the operator would be
contin~lally exposed to the ringing. As
a lawyer, the Postmaster-General would
laugh at the idea of taking a layman's
opillion on a legal point, and, therefore,
why did he not take the opinions of
medical experts on this question ~ If
he would do so he wonld find that there
was not a single ear specialist in Melbourne-so he was credibly informedbut would admo-\vledge that the use
of this instrument would be injurious.
r:rhat opinion had already been expressed
by several medical men, and not contradicted by other medical testimony. It
remained nnq uestioned and unchallenged.
If medical experts were of no use, why
were 2,000 railway men submitted to
medical tests 1 ''''hy did not the Railway
department take the opinion of its own
officers 1 Major vValker, of the Sydney
Telegraph department, might have had
some experience in regard to military
matters, but he was not capable of giving
a medical expert's opinion. He was ra.ther
astonished that the Minister did not
allude to the telephone exchanges in the
United States, because surely he must
know that all the telephone companies
there were private companies, and when
Dr . Maloney.
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dividends were in question in the case
of private companies health and humanity had to go to the wall. On
the subject of pressure, he would remind the Minister that a great English
politician, recently deceased, was said
to have been injured through the
pressure of pince-nez he wore 011 his nose.
Had that statement been contradicted ~
Many medical men had spoken to him on
this question, and everyone of them
said the use of this head-gear would be
injurious to the operators. Any honorable
member could see for himself that there
would be no saving of time, because an
operator could only use one haud in connecting subscribers. r:rhe head-gear was
said to weigh only half-a-pound, but even
that weight would be found oppressive in
summer time. It had been asserted by
one of the officers of the department that
the ladies' objection to wearing the headgear was based on vanity, but, as the
photographs showed, the head-gear was
rather ornamental, so that that statement
was simply a piece of insolence on the part
of the officer who used it. Public officers
would not dare to make such statements
if women had votes in this country, as
political pressure would be brought to bear
on any of them who did so, and the
pu blic servant, who was generally called a
civil servant, would have to keep a civil
tongue in his head if women had votes.
As the head-gear was rather decorative
than otherwise, the question of vanity did
llot come in at all. That allegation was
only an impertinent remark made by an
official ,vho desired to get rid of an awkward question. He understood that the
Postmaster-General was willing to have
the ears of the operators exau{inec1' both
before and after the machine had been tried
for a specified time. (Mr. Duffy--" Yes.")
That would be ver'y fair, and if the continual use of the head-gear produced no
injurious effects on the hearing or eardrum of the operator, and did llot cause
nervous disturbance, the House would be
perfectly satisfied.
Mr. McKENZIE expressed the opinion
that the Postmaster-General fell into an
error in stating that all the chief telephone exchanges of the world had
adopted this system, because he was
informed that such was not the case.
(Mr. Duffy-" Major Walker specifically states that nearly all' the large
telephone exchanges have adopted it.")
Well, even an expert mt~ht be wrong in
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There ,vas in
making that statement.
the c.hamber at the present time a report
of Ericsson, showing that a telephone exchange on the continent, fitted up for
10,000 subscribers, did not use the headgear. (Mr. Duffy-" I fancy that refers
to 1886.") No, it was last year's report1897. (Mr. Duffy-"But I think that the
picture was taken in 1886.") Well, at
all events, there was no head-gear in that
exchange, and 10,000 subscribers was a
He understood that the
fair number.
department was building a large room to
provide for an additional number of subscribers-in fact, practically doubling the
accommodation-and yet honorable members were told that, by using this head··
gear, an operator would be able to attend
to 100 subscribers instead of 50 as at
present.
That was an extraordinary
thing. (Mr. Duffy-" That is a mistake;
we are building offices for other purposes
altogether.") But was it not a fact that
additional rooms were being built for the
TelephoneExchal1ge~ (Mr. Duffy-"Not
for the Telephone Exchange; we haveplenty
of room there for some time to come.")
There was a very general impression
among the public that the room was
being built for the purposes of the Telephone Exchange. Something more than a
question of sentiment was involved in
this matter. He had heard on what he
believed to be reliable authority that some
of the lady operators at the '1'elephone Exchange were really suffering in health on
account of having to use the head-gear,
and, if that were the case, it was very
hard that they should be treated in such
a way. rfhe honorable member for Hichmond (Mr. Trenwith) reminded the House
the other day that when females were
employed they did not get the same wages
.as men, so that the lady operators in question were entitled to very great consideration. They ought not to be compelled to
wear apparatus that would be injurious to
their health. The statements made by leading medical men on the subject could not
very well be ignored by the PostmasterGeneral. The only thing he (Mr. McKenzie) would stipulate for now was that
there f3hould be a fair test in making this
three months' experimental trial of the
machine, in order to see whether it was
really injurious to the health of the ladies
who used it or not. They should have an
opportunity of putting forward their side
of the case, and the Postmaster-General
should not simply leave the matter to
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some medical man, who might know that
if he gave a report in a certain direction
it would be acceptable to the authorities.
Nothing of that sort should be done. '1'he
experiment should be conducted on fair
and impartial lines.
Mr. BHOMLEY said he must also enter
his protest against the operators at the
Melbourne Telephone Exchange being
compelled to wear this head· gear. He
attached great weight an~ importance. to
the opinions of such eminent medical men
as Dr. O'Hara, Dr. Springthorpe, Dr.
Stirling, and the medical members of the
Assembly, who had borne out their
opinions. \Vith such testimony before
him, the Postmaster-General ought to
pause before rushing into this experiment.
The honorable gentleman said
that, if he found' the nse of the head-gear
was injurious to the ladies concerned,
he would be no party to the use of the
machine being continued, but he (Mr.
Bromley) thought that, before any experiment was made, steps should be taken to
ascertain whether the use of this instrument had done injury to the operators in
the telephone exchanges elsewhere. If telephone head-gear had been in use in New
South Wales for fifteen years with advantage to the subscribers and without injury
to the operators, it was an astonishing
thing t.hat it had not been adopted sooner
in this colony, where the Telephone Exchange had been in operation so long.
vVhy had its introduction here been so
greatly delayed? It was very late in the
day to introduce this innovation if it had
been in use over the border for fift.een
years. It wOllld be manifestly unfair to
experiment with the instrument here until
reliable information had been obtained as
to the result of its adoption elsew here. From
all he could learn, the Melbourne rrelephone
Exchange \vas worked very admirably.
He understood that t.he introduction of
the machine would neither reduce the
expenditure nor increase the efficiency
of the department. \Vith these facts
before them, and with the consideration
that the machine would probably injure
the health of the operators, its use should
not be insisted upon. He accepted the
testimony of the honorable member for
Talbot, and other medical men whose
opinions had been quoted, as being of far
greater weight than that of the PostmasterGeneral, or of any of the officers in his
department. He trusted that the fullest
inquiries would be made, and that it would
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be ascertained, Hot by experiment, but from
the experience gained in the use of the
instrument elsewhere, whether it was likely
to injure the health of the operator.
Mr. ANDERSON said that the PORtmaster-General should accept the advice
that had been given to him by the majority
of the honorable members who had spoken
011 the subject., and withdraw the instrument referred to from use. The honorable
gentleman appeared to have been advised
tha,t the instrument would not injure the
health of the operators, but there was high
testimony that it would. The PostmasterGeneral was surely too humane a gentleman to run any risk in a matter of that
kind. If there was the slightest doubt
as to whether the instrument would injure the health of the operators it should
be withdrawn. (Mr. Salmon-" The Postmaster-General wants somebody to be injured first.") The Postmaster-General was
tOO humane a gen tleman to take such a
"iew. It was admitted that thero was a
doubt as to whether the instruments \\'onld
inj uro the health of the operators, and he
would appeal to the Post.maRtel'-General to
put an end to the debate by intimating
that they would be withdrawn from use
for the present pending further inquiries.
I t would be too late to make a reform after
the injury had been done. Apparently,
these appliances were of 110 ad vantage to
the State, and if they caused inj ury and
inconvenience to the operators there was
really nothing to be gained by insisting 011
their use.
Mr. LEVIEN remarked that there was
one ctspect of the case to which sufficient
attention had not been given, and that
was the cost. He was informed that it
would involve an expenditure of £7,000
01' £8,000 to try this experiment.
(Mr.
Duffy-" No.") It would, at a~1y rate,
cost a considerable amount. It would be
well if the Postmaster-General gave the
House some information 011 this snbject.
(Mr. Dllffy-" I did so t.he other night in
answer to a question asked by t.he honorable member for East Bourke Boroughs,
Mr. :Nlothvell.") It had been said that
this harnessing-up had been in vogue in
New South Wales for fifteen years, and
the appliance must surely be obsolete.
vVould it not otherwise have found its
way into use in this colony earlier?
Either the instrument or the department
stood self-condemned. If it was it laboursaving appliance, and was not injurious to
the operators' health, the department had
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been neglectful in its duty in not introducing it long ago. The PostmasterGeneral admitted that he was doubtful as
to the result of the introduction of the instrument, and he said that if it were found
to be inj uriolls he would not insist on its
use. But, as the honorable member for
Talbot had pointed out, that would not
be discovered un til the health of some
of the operators had been injured. If
there was a doubt, the instrument should
be withdrawn from use. He had not seen it
himself. 'rhe photographs that had been
put before honorable members conveyed
a very pOOl' idea of it. They were apparelltly bad photographs. A much more
vivid pieture had appeared in P~tnch.
From the information he had obtained it
appeared that it was a brutal and unnecessary lJarnessing-up. If the use of
the instrument was unavoidable, the case
would be different. The minor, owing to
the very nature of his avocation, was
compelled to work U1rdergronnd, and to
inhale bad ga:ses, but no Ol1e had
attempted. to say that there was any
real necessity for the UBe of this instrument. No case had been made out for the
expenditure of such a large sum of money
in trying the experiment, and he hoped
that tho Postmaster-General wonld withdraw the instrument from use until flU'ther inquiries had been made. Instead of
seeking the ad,;ice of the officers of his
own department he should, as had been
suggested, take the advice of independent
experts. The introduction of the instrument appeared to be simply someLody's
fad, and those who had the machines to
sell wanted to palm them off ~n this
country.
'rhe motion for the adjoul'llment of the
Honse was Ilegatived.
MAFFHA BEE'r SUGAH COMPANY
BILL.
Sir GEORGE rrUHNEH moved the
third reading of this Bill.
Mr. SALMON stated that he desired to
put himself right with regard to certain
information that he gave the House last
week. He mentioned then that the engineer for the 'Maffra Beet Sugar Company
was cOllnected with a compauy in Germany, whose tender for the machinery
was accepted. That was denied by the
honorable member for Gippsland North.
He gave as his authority a translation of a
letter, and the translation was certified to
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making no further inquiries would naturally come to the same conclusion as the
honorable member. He (Mr. McLean)
took the same view when he first read the
letter, and he saw Ml'. Salatney on the
subject. He was satisfied from what Mr.
Salatney said, and from careful invest.igation, tbat that gentleman had no commUllication either directly or indirectly
with the Brunswick COl1l}mny. The only
way he could explain the fact that that
company kuew he was representing the
Maffra Company \YUS that he had to enter
into communication with certaill agents in
London to obtain information regarding
the different German firms, the class of
machinery they supplied, and the prices"
From one of these agents the Brunswick
Company might have obtained its iuformation. The agent of the Brunswick
Company was Mr. Lancheit, and it was
he who sent in the tender. He would.
remind honorable members that the
tender was not accepted on the recommendation of Mr. Salatney alolle. TheTreasurer appointed an expert to gothrough the tenders witb Mr. SaJatuey,.
and subsequently they were referred to'
Mr. 'Woodroffe, oft.he Hailway department ..
He hoped that Mr. 'Voodroffe's report.
would be read to the House, because it
would clear lip the whole matter. (Sir
John McIntyre-" Had YOll not better
read it 1") It was in the 'l'reasllry.
(Sir George 1\ll'ner-" I will place it Oil
the table, but I will not undertake to ro.:').clJ.
it.") He stated last week that. 6s. 3d. was;
the lowest daily wage paid in the MafJ-'ra
Factor,Y, and he did so on the faith of the
rate of wages as fixed by the directors._
He found afterwards that during the cam~
paign a few persons were enlployed at 5s.
a day. It was not stated whether they
were boys 01' not. (Mr. Sangster-" Boys
of 23 and 24 years of age.") There were22 persons employed at 58. a day, 51 at
6s. 3d. a day, 63 at 7s. a day, 21 at 7s. 6d ..
a day, 8 at 8s. a day, and 1 at lOs. a di~y,
Then there were 2 persons employed at Is"
per hour, and 2 at 9d. per hour. "rhe1'e were·
also 3 small boys doing work, he thought
in the laboratory, who received 15s. a week.
There were two other persons onga~ed at
t~o guineas a week, and one at £4 a \\'ock.
He had a statement showing the resul ts
of a week's operations at the factory,
which he had asked the manager to pro,
pare for him, so that honorable Illomber&
might be able to for111 a judgment as tl)
the wages paid. It related to the test

bv the German Cons'11 in Melbourne, which
h~ would now read. It was as follows : Brunswick,
16th March, 1895.
Mr. R. Berude,
54 Market-street,
Melbourne.
We supplied Messrs. Becker and Ulrich, in
London, a,t their request, with an estimate for
a beet-sugar factory to he erected in Maffra.
Mr. Salatney, who is in closest eonnexion awl
acts in conj unctioll with slLid firm, kept us informed regarding the project in Mafi'l'a, and
there is e\'ery possibility that the same will
be realized as soon as the necessary a,ssistance
is granted by the Government. It may perhaps
he advisable for you to work in conjunction
with Messrs. Becker and Ulrich, or Mr. Salatney,respectively, and so by'joint action to insure
success. At all events, we must leave it to you
to come to an understanding with Mr. Salatney,
in case you decide to take action with regard
to this scheme.
The Brunswick Engine "Vorks,
(Si!:{ned) ERWANDT AND HEINE.

That was the lett.er on ",hich he based the
stat.ement t.hat Mr. Salatney was acting in
conjunction with the company whose tender was accepted, and accepted upon his
ad vice.
(Mr. Trenwith -" Did 1l0t yon
say that he represented the company 1")
The words he used W01'e-" Agent of the
company." Mr. SaJatney was undoubtedly
in correspondence with the company. The
honorable member for Gippshnd North
said that he had no communication with
them whatever, and that statement appeared in Ilans(trcl. He had read the
letter, and he thought it was a sufficient
justification for his assumpti.on. He had
no personal feeling in the matter. He had
not a word to say against the Premier or
the honorable member for GilJpsland
North, but he had a firm conviction that
the tender referred to-and it was not the
lowest tender-was accepted on the ad vice
of a man who was in communication with
the Brunswick Company. He had no desire
to interfere with the operations of the Maffra Company. He trusted t.hat the further
assistance they would recei ve from the Government would place them in asound financial position, and that the ind Ilstry would be
the enormous success that was anticipated
by its promoters and was wished by every
true Victorian. He hoped, at any rate,
that no further demands would be made
on the Government.
Mr. McLEAN remarked that, as he
said last week, he had soen the letter the
honorable member for r:ralbot had read,
and admitted, as he had admitted previonsly, that any persoll reading it and
Session lS!)3.-[n]
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week when the machinery was being tried,
and that was the worst week that could be
selected so far as the company were concerned, because the hours of work were
longer then than in any other week of the
campaign. He fOllnd that the 85 men
who worked the longest time put in an
average of six and a quarter shifts of about
nine hours each. Of the 85 men there
were four at 5s, a day, and the average
for the week was £1 lOs, 10d,; there
were 23 at 6s, 3d, a day, whose earnings averaged £1 19s, lOid. per week;
34 at 7s. a day, average £2 7s. 11~d. a
week; fifteen at 7s. Sd. per day, average
£2 lIs. 9d. a week; eight at 8s. a day,
average £2 17s. 6d. per week; and one at
lOs. a day. There were 199 persons engaged in the factory altogether during
that week, and some of them worked less
than one shift or one day, some worked
two days, some three days, and some four
days, but out of the 199 there were only
85 who worked on the average six and a
quarter shifts. TakiI?-g the whole of the
men, the average earnings per week was
£1 1!)s. 5~jd., and of course some of these
worked less than a day, and some only a
fuB day, and so on right up to the six and
a quarter days. (Mr. 'I'renwith-" Does
that include the highly-paid experts ~")
:No, it did not include any 'of the salaried
officers, but only the men who received
daily pay, and were doing piece-work. He
had thought it right to make this statement, because inadvertently he made an
error last week in quoting 6s. 3d. a day as
the lowest rate of wage paid in the factory.
.Mr. STADGHTON said that before the
motion for the third reading of the Bill
was put, he would ask the House to consider what was to be the coat to the State
of this' industry? It had already cost, or
would cost the State if this Bill were
passed, £74,500. rrhe Government had
ad vanced £40,000 ; and there was another
£ 10,000 to be paid. This Bill provided
for the advance of an additional £13,500.
The duty on the machinery, £8,000, had
been remitted, and there had been a loss
of duty on the sugar of £3,000. There
was not the slightest doubt that the industry was being run on entirely wrong
principles, and next year the company
would again appeal to the Government
for assistance.
A Bill would be
brought in, and probably from' sheer
good nature the House would pass it.
D nless they were prepared to go on
making advances to the company, was it
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worth their \V hile to carry the matter
further ~ This was a ridic~lous expenditure of public mouey, and he had known
of nothing more unfortunate than the stApS
that had been taken to start the beet·
sugar industry in the colony. The sooner
the thing was dropped the hetter. He
believed he had the entire sympathy of
the House and of the Premier, too, but the
honorable gentleman did not want to lose
the £50,000. It was only wit.h a view of
trying to save it that he agreed to the
further advance of £13,500. It was his
(Mr. Staughton's) determination to divide
the House on the third readin g of the Bill,
so that the country might see who were
supporting the industry, which must, if
federation took place, fail, and fail utterly.
(Mr. Graham--" It is not half so bad as
the Bacchus Marsh Rail way.") That railway was a great convenience, but perhaps
the honorable member who interjected
was the gentleman who was reany responsible for the introduction into the oolony
of a white polar bear industry of this
kind. If he got only one honorable member to vote with him he would divide the
House, as he regarded an expenditure of
public money in this way as being destructive of the best interests of the colony. The
industry was one that could not succeed.
Mr. LEVIEN stated that he joined issue
with the honorable member for Bourke
West as to the principle on which the
advances to the Ma~ra Company had been
made. The honorable member should be
aware that in the colony of Queensland
about£l,OOO,OOO had been advanced by the
Government to the sugar planters on loan .
The money advanced to the Maft'ra Company was a loan, and it was to be repaid
to the State. Of course, if the company
was not a success its shareholders and the
State would suffer. For everv £1 the
shareholders subscribed the Stat~ advanced
£2, and he could not see how the honorable member could regard that as being
vicious in principle. He had supported
the Bill, and would vote for the third
reading. The honorable member did not
enter any very strong protest against the
measure, which authorized the Government
to advance any amount up to £100,000 to
any companies that were formed for the
development of this industry. That measure was passed by the House deliberately.
Only one company had taken advantage of
it, and owing to unfortunate circumstances
the anll)unt advanced had been found to
be insufficient. The State was, therefore,
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asked to make a further advance on the
same principle, and, in his opinion. that
principle was a sound one. It would be
the dnty of the House, if the company had
to apply for further assistance, to grant it
if any sufficient reasons could be shown.
Mr. DEAKIN said that, as a division
was to be taken on the motion for the
third reading, he would like to explain
why he voted for the Bill. The principle
on which this large sum of money had
been advanced was· sonnd, but the experiment had been conducted in all unfortunate manner from the outset.
The
proportion the State ad vanced was excessive. In the case of the municipal and
()ther public _bodies it had been the
pnwtice to ad vance £1 per £1, and very
often the amount granted had been £1
for every £2 of private monoy. In dealing with an enterprise of this kind tlHLt
was the highest proportion that should
have been observed. Although no portion of the territory of Victoria possessed
greater facilities and ad vantages for this
industry than MaJfra, it did appel:tr as if
. there were other local circumstances that
were unfortunate. The country had been
devoted in the past chiefly to grazing, and
this and a number of other conditions were
certainly ad verse. If one were considering the proposal merely on the ground of
,expediency he might be tempted to oppose
it, but the principle upon which the
.a¢! vances had been made was sound. He
~aw no reason to doubt that there was a
great prospect for the industry, and he
for one was greatly swayed-as he believed the House was-by the fact that
the honorable member for Gippsland
North had permanently and directly
associated himself with the entEfrprise at
·every stage. They had so much confidence
in the ability, the energy, and the integrity of the honorable member that they
felt that if it could be brought to a success,
·even under these untoward conditions, by
.any possible exertiQl1s, and by the exercise
·of any forethought, he would make it a
·success.
They had in him the best
.guardian not only of the private but
·of the public interests also.
For these
reasons, and because they were now too
;far advanced to retreat, because they
·could not revise the original conditions,
and because it would be impossible to
withdraw, he, for one, would somewhat
reluctantly support the Bill.
Mr. ZOX observed that when the Bill
(now the Act) under which the advances
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were made was before the House the honorable memLer for Gippsland North stated
that the industry, if it were subsidized by
the Government, ,"vonld undoubtedly be a
success. It had, however, been a perfect
failure; but, at the same time, he hoped
that the honorable member' for Bourke
"Vest would not divide the House on the
motion for the third reading. He had
voted fo}' the Bill very reluctantly, and,
although he had every confidence in the
honorabie member for Gippshmd North,
he wished to place on record his opinion
t.hat the industry would be a fiasco
and a conspicuous failure. (Mr. Staughton-" Vote against the Bill, then,
and do not waste any more public
money.;') He really believed that it
was a waste of public mouey.
(Mr.
Staughton-" Then vote against the Bill
like an honest man.") He hoped that he
was an honest ma,n, and of course be would
be prepa.red· to take the responsibility of
the vote he gave. l'he honorable member
for Gippsland North had, however, said
that the industry had not had a fair trial.
He was very anxious to do anything that
he could t.o develop the indigenous resources of the colony. They had already
advanced to' this industry over £60,000,
anditwas said thatifthe additional £13,500
werogranted it would prove to be successful.
If we had federation and intercolonial
free-trade, and the present duty of £6 per
ton on sugar was abolished, he f<~iled to
see how this undertaking could be ca,rried
on. However, as he had stated, the Government had already spent nearly £60,000
in assisting the industry, a.nd if another
£13,500 would enable it to succeed he
would give his vote for the Bill. At the
S~l1le time, he had very serious doubts as
to whether the undertaking would prove
the success which its fFiends hoped.
Mr. GURR said that he felt it his duty
to say a few words to j llstify the vote he
intended to give in favour of the third
reading of this measure. It certainly did
appear at one time during t.he debate that
the Maffra Company was dead be;1.t, but
after the explanation which had been
given by the honorable member for Gipps·
laud North, there seemed to be hopeful
signs of recovery. His own opinion was
that the compauy bad made a mistake in
not asking for a larger sum of money. It
should have asked for £20,000 at least,
instead of £13,000, and the only danger
be saw was tbat next season the company
would come to the House and ask for a.
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further advance. If the company had
obtained £20,000 at the present time it
would have had a larger margin on which
to work, and might have been successful.
However, he hoped and trusted that. the
company would still prove successful, that
the coming season would be more favorable
with respect to climatic conditions, that
larger quantities of beet would be forthcoming, and beet of a better quality, which
would ena,ble them to produce the quantity of sugar which was necessary to make
the undertaking a success. This appeared
to him to be an opportune time for this
matter to come up, because the House
would serionsly consider the position in
regard to the expenditure of £50,000 that
was proposed for freezing works. He believed that honorable members would thin k
more than twice before they allowed such
an industry to be started by the Government. The attempt to establish the beetsugar industry would afford a great objectlesson.
Mr. MURRAYSMITH remarked that he
also desired to say a few words in explanation of the vote which he intended to give.
He' felt somewhat hampered in the 'matter,
because an institution with which he was
connected had become a cr~ditor of the
Maffra Company. That institution became
a creditor, he understood, on the understanding that the samp. course Rhould be
pursued with respect to the fifth £10,000
ad vanced by the Governmentas \\'asfollowed
with respect to the previo.us instalments,
and that the money would be paid in due
course. The Premier had stated, and very
rightly, that the Government had 110 right
to come in and seize the whole of the company's property and take the machinery
which the German company had placed
there without paying fully for it. He
(Mr. Murray Smith) thonght the same
argument should be applied to an institution which had supplied money to carry 011
this undertaking, and to prevent it from
failure by enabling the eompany to pay
the men whom it employed. But putting
that aside, he felt bound to vote against.
the Bill, because he regarded the undertaking as' absolutely hopeless. If tbey
looked forward to federation, they must
realize that this industry would be deprived of the protection which it enjoyed
at present. The honorable memher for
Gippsland North himself could not answer
the question asked by the honorable
member for Anglesey, as to whether this
industry could live without the duty-in
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other words, wbether it could live under
federation.
Mr. McLEAN.-I think it could not live
if we had to compete with black labour,
wbile we use white labour with a minimum
wage and limited hours; but if the same
labour \\"ere employed, t.hen I think it
could.
Mr. MUHRAY SMITH said that, whatever labour was employed, if this company
could compete successfully with cane sugar
then it would do what had never been done
elsewhere. rrhat was shown by the experience of Germany and France. In Saturday's
ATg~lS, a letter signed" rrraveller" stated
that the wages paid in Germany were from
lsi. 6d. to 2s. a day; that. the labourers
employed in cultivating the beet worked
for twelve hours; that there was no expense there for cartage; and that tho price
which had to be paidfor im[lorted sugar was
double that which was charged in England,
in addition to which heavy bonuses were
pftid to encourage the export of the locallymade beet sugar. The writer added that
with all this there was, at the present
moment, a clamour on the part of those
interested for additiollal protect:ion on the
ground that the industry could not live
uuless it got it. Turning to France, he
would ask honorable members to look at
Palgravo's DictionaTY of l'oliticcd Economy, which showed at what an enormous
cost the industry was carried on in that
country. It \Va::; stated that the loss to
the Sta.te in three years was, for the first
year, £1,000,000 sterling; for the second
year, £1,720,000; and for the third year,
£3,680,000. This was the cost at which
the industry was carried on in Franco,
and it was absolutel'y impossible, nnder
ordinary' circumstances, that the industry could succeed. Therefore, he (Mr.
Murray Smith) would suggest that by
far the best plan was for t.he Government
to face the situation, pay of!' the creditors
of the compa.ny, wind up the concern, and
thank God that they had lost so little.
Mr. VALE observed that honorable
members appeared to be deLating this
matter in much the same malmer as
though they were members of a young
men's improvement. association.
·What.
was the history of the beet-sugar indnstry~'
Its record was that some of the most eminent chemists had been employed, and
by their careful study the beet-root sugar
industry had been made Olle of the most
profitable industries on the Cuntinent of
Europe; that it provided a large amount
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of labour; gave a large profit to those
.engaged in it; alld afforded to the Government no slight portion of its revenue.
vVhen men talked of the price of sugar in
Germany and France, they did not add
that that price was composed partly of the
cost, and to a large extent of the excise
duty imposed by t.he Government of the
country; that the vallie of the export
trade to the country was far greater than
the cost of the sugar by the payment of
bounties; and that the bounties were so
framed as to lead to the cultivation of
improved beets, and beets that gave
the largest percentage of sugar; and
to encourage also the use of the best
appliances in manufacturing~ by which a
greater percentage of sugar was obtained.
So that the more skilful the manufacturer
and the more careful the cultivator, the
greater was the amouut of bounty paid
on the exported sugar. Anyone would
imagine that ill this colony we had uever
paid for experiments in certain directions.
He had noticed that there was £11 ways a
strong tendellcy to reprobate any expenditure that would result in the increased
employment of white labour, in the givipg
of tlir wages, and in the building up of
the country.
How many hundreds of
thousands of pounds had been spent
upon the Dry Dock at vVilliamstowll,
and what percentage of ret.urn had the
Government received from that expenditure ~ How much had they expende<l
in the destrnction of phylloxera? (Mr.
Murray Smith-" Or in keeping up the
Phronix Foundry.") '1'he keeping up of
the' Phronix Foundry had trained hundreds of Victorians who had found fairly
remunerati ve wcrk in almost every Dart
of the English-speaking dominions. ~ '.fhat
was sLlrely some advantage, at all events.
"Vas it the Little England policy that
some honorable members wished to see
adopted ~ Did they wish to see our race
snp[Jressed, and would they for the sake
of cheap labour inflict upou ns all the evils
that would follow such a comse ~ His great
reaSOll for ad vocating that the Government
should gi ve assistance to the beet-sugar
industry was that he hoped it would
remove from Australia the curse of black
labour. The greatest curse that the
mother country had ever inflicted upon
any people was when she intl'odnced. negro
slavery into the southern states of North
America.
He (Mr. Vale) would like to
know what amount of money had been expended by the State for the encouragement
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of merchants-how many millions had
been expended to red lice the cost of
transit fl:om the motherland, and to give
encouragement to the producers of other
countries? How mallY thousands had
they speut to protect the interests of the
wool-grower by eradicating disease amongst
the stock? Yet when it was proposed to
gi \'e a fe"w tholls!),nds to bring about the
establishment in this colony of an industry
that would save the sending out of the
country of a million sterling every year,
the proposal was to be laughed out. Was
not a nation in these days reckoned by its
fighting strength-by the men it could
eall upon to defend the country from invasion ~ Sm'ely it was an advantage to
expend a million pounds sterling per annum
in employing our own fighting men rather
than to ~end the money out of the country?
Many honorable members seemed to altogether forget the amount of taxation that
was paid by wages. He ventured to assert
without fear of contradiction that 10 per
cent. of the wages fund of the colony was
returned to the Government through the
Custom-house. . Aye, and as a rule
another 10 per cent.. was returned to the
country through the income of the Railway department. For these reasons he
trusted that the Premier would do what
he could to support this industry, and he
felt confident that, in doing so, the honorable gentleman would receive the support
not only of the Honse but of every man
who believed in the future of our racenot, of course, the support of the disciples
of the old miserable and effete Manchester
school, which believed that the end to be
sought in all things was cheapness, irrespecti ve of other considenitions.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE said it was very
evident that this had not been made a
party question, yet it was a question in
which he thought more or less of a party
spirit should be exhibited.
From the
first he had supported the Government in
its desire to save the mOlley which the
State had already invested in this industry.
It was far better to risk £13,000 more
than to allow the industry to collapse
altogether. He would ask his friends
011 the opposition side of the House to
take the same view of the situation. Even
if this money were lost it. would be
money well spent, because it would prevent the State from travelling in the
same' direction in connexion with other
industries which might ask for the help of
the Government. He was quite sure that,
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if the Maffra Company was allowed to

Mr. V ALE.-If there is one thing that

collapse, its property would be absolutely
worthless, or worth merely the price of
old iron, nnless, indeed, there should be a
majority of members holding socialistic
ideas in favour of tbe Government carrying on tbe works on its own account.
That was exactly what was foreshadowed,
and he urged honorable members on his
side of the House to avoid that result, at
all events, and to risk this small sum.
He believed they were doing something
which would test whether the beet-sugar
industry was a valuable one for this
country or not.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a third timeAyes
58
~oes
5

I like more than another in connoxioll with
parliamentary proceedings it is a debate

Majority for the Bill

53

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
""
"
"
"
"
"

"Alldel~soll,

Bailes,
Beazley,
Bennett,
Brake,
Bromley,
Brown,
Cook,
Deakin,
Duffy,
Fink,
Forrest,
Gillies,
Graham,
Graves,
Gray,
" Gurr,
" Hamilton,
" A. Harris,
" J. Harris,
" .J. A. Isaacs,
" Kennedy,
" Keys,
" Langdon,
" Levien,
Dr. Maloney,
Mr. J. "V. Mason,
" McArthur,
" McBride,
" McGregor,

Sir John McIntyre,
Mr. McKenzie,
" Methven,
" )\.iloloney,
" :Morrissey,
:Moule,
" Murray,
" Quttrim,
" Peacock,
" Salmon,
" T. Smith,
" Spiers,
Stapleton,
" Styles,
" Taverner,
Toutcher,
" 'l'ren with,
" A. L. Tucker,
" J. R. Tucker,
Sir George Turne~,
Mr. Turner,
" Vale,
" Watt,
" 'Vheeler,
" H. R. Williams,
" Zox.
I

I

Tellers.
Mr. Hancock,
Sangster.

"

NOES.

Mr. McLeod,
" Murray Smith,
" Staughton.

IMr. Irvine,
1'ellers.
"

Russell.

Several verbal amendments having been
made in the Bill, it was ordered to be transmitted V> the Legislative Council.
DEBATE ON THE BUDGET.
THIRD DAY.

The House having resolved itself into
Committee of Supply, the debate on the
Budget (adjourned from Thursday, August
18) was resumed.

I

on a Budget statement. Because on such
occasions honorable members have a latitude which is not generally allowed to
them, and they have a. right to talk all
round the place, and give their vie,Ys as
to their likes and their dislikes with
regard to the policy of the Government
without taking any responsibility upon
themselvos. [give the Treasurer credit
for his astuteness. Very little exception
can be taken to his statement, for the
reason that every district in the colony is
served fairly well, irrespective of the size
of its area. Indeed, I sometimes fan0Y
that if they were in a tight place the Government might rely more on the Opposition than on the men whosit behind them.
N atllrally r give the Ministry credit
for 0, desire to serve the best interests of
the c.)lony, but I think there are certain
classes that might have received a little
more consideration than has beel! shown
to them at the hands of the Government.
If there is anyone class that has specially
stlffel'od from the retrenchment policy
pursued by the Government it is the
lowest cla:ss--the labouring population.
The re:iuction of the £310,000 grant
to the municipalities really represented the
throwing out of employment of something
o\'er 3,000 men, and while the expenditure proposed by the Government, may, to
a certain extent, benefit that class, I do
not think it does altogether. I should
have liked to see the Treasurer in a more
generous mood. I should ha"Ve liked to
see him replace on the Estimates those
moderately small votes that condune to
the pleasure of the people in the sIl.1aller
towns. NowiseI' expenditure was ever
incurred by any Government than the
money devoted to the establishmen t and
maintenance of public parks and gardens.
, In my journeys through the country I
havE' been astonished at the" marvellous
beauty spots created at so little cost in
mallY towns. And if there are any places
I would like to compliment more than
others, it is the sea-side towns iil the western district. This money was wisely and
well spent. There is another vote to which
I would like to allude. The old coalition
Government were marvellously generous,
and in all their generosity there was a. certain amount of discretion and consideration. The sum of money they placed on
the Estimates for public libraries was, I
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think, money well spent. If no objection
could have been taken to other expenditure that \yas not as wise as that, I
believe the coalition Government would
ha.ve been alive to-day; but it was other,
items that. were taken objection to.
I am afraid there -i.vill be no power in
this Chamber that will indl1ce the present
Treasurer to replace those sums on the
Estimates. I am an old man, but I bope
to see the time when those additional
votes vdll be restored -nay, not restored,
but absolutely increased. 'Well, we have
heard a great deal about the proposed reduction of the income tax, but there' is
one tax imposed on the, most provident
class in this community-a tax amounting
to between £30,000 and £40,000 a year,
levied at the instance of the Treasnrer--to
\V hich
no newspaper has ever taken
exception, and to which llO attention has been drawn in Parliament.
Now, if we are about to reduce the income
tax, we ought at least to remove tbe tax
levied upop the most thrifty portion of
this community. In no country in tlte
world where Government Savings Banks
are instituted is as low a rate of interest
allowed as in Victoria. Our worthy Treasurer, by a stroke of his pen, ha,s taxed this
portion of the colony, as I have said, to
the extent of £30,000 or £40,000 a year.
I consider it somewhat disgraceful for
this colony, that in nearly every laud every
encouragement is given to the less w'ealthy
portion of the community to put their
savings by, whilst we do the opposite.
It says very much for the people of this
colony that., despite the hard times and
the uncertainty of employment, we have
350,000 depositors in our Savings Bank.
I trust this matter will not be overlooked,
and that those who speak so strongly and
forcibly against the imposition of the income tax ,vill take care that the reduction
of that tax is coupled with an increase of the
rate of intere8t allowed to the thrifty of
this colony. rrbere are one or two other
matters about which I would like to speak,
because I feel strongly about them. 'rhe
papers tell us that the amount we spend
upon onr educational system is too heavy
for the colony to bear, and that the
programme of instl'uctJon is altogether
unnecessary, and far beyond that of
any other country.
N ow, however,
is it that the system is costly 1 It is
because we have established throughout
the length and breadth of the colony small
schools, the cost of whieh is far in excess
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of that of the larger ::;chools. I had a return on the subject before me at one tirneand I believe tha.t the proportion is just
as great now-and it showed that if tbe
average of the schools all through the
colony was the same as the average of the
larger schools there would be a reduction
in salaries alone amounting to £150,000 a
year. In other words, the people of the
larger towns give to those residing in the
scattered districts £150,000 a year for
the purpose of educating their children.
People talk of over-education. Why, I was
looking at a book the other day in respect
to London, and there was an account given
there of the opening service of one of the
London Board schools. A part of that
service was an introductory hymn or song
start.ed by a band of 60 violin players
from among the children of that particular school. If in the motherland they
have wakened up to the need of educating
their children, I shonldlike to know: Are we
not to be generous witb ours-at all events
as generous as the people in the mnther
country 1 The English Government's expenditure on education, irrespective of
local taxation-in some cases amounting to nearly 1s_ in the £ 1 - eq uals.
£8,500,000 sterling. How is it t.hat we
are able to manage our smaller schools
a::; we do 1 It is by a system, I say without fear of contradiction, of most. disgraceful sweating. rrhere are 1,000 women
engaged in our larger schools-women who
have been in the service ten, twelve, fourteeu, and fifteen years. 'Ve have been told
by the Chief Secretary that no white worker
should receive less than £1 a week, but
the women engaged in training our children have to be content with the miserable
pittance of £40 a year. 0 'rhey are women
of 26, 28, and 30 years of age, taking as
large a class and obtaining as good results as any assist.ant employed in t he service. I was pleased, ~1r. Beazley, that the
Premi€r has hud bis heart tonched, alJd
has agreed to open his purse strings with
regard to technical schools.
I am occasionally somewhat amused, a1though perhaps a little gratified, at the interest now
taken in technical schools_
'Weare told
it is the technic",J schools of Germanv
tbat have made the German Empire, and
that have extended German manufactures and increased German commeroe.
But those wh9 talk like this carefully
avoid taking into consideration the effects
of German fiscal regulations and fiscal
laws. We are bound, perhaps, to make a
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few blunders in technical education, hut
I trust the Minister will take care that
that educati,)u is in the right direction.
We do not want classes for shoemakers,
where out of 100 students there were only
five genuine shoemakers, while the rest
were lawyers, Lank clerks, and shopkeepers who desired to ohtain some knowledge of cobbling. The regulations ill
Germany and in England provide that in
all the purely trade classes ollly men or
apprentices belonging to those trades are
allowed to join. I was rather gratit-ied
that the Premier put ill a good word for the
Ballarat School of Mines. 'Ve, in Ballarat,
were t.he first to start mining schools in
the colony, and I must thank the honor·
able member for Toorak, who was so
generolls in old times to Ballarat and just
as gellerous to other places.
But one
thing has beel) forgotten. "Ve took the
,appliances that were in use, the best of
their ldnd, but we do not follow the
-comse of absolute practical work.
In
practical work, men who carryon chlorination OJ' eyanide works as a matter of
businpss act differently from what we do.
rrhey are snpposed to treat every sample
separately-to roast it separately, to clean
up the furnaces, and to put it throngh the
chlorination process separately. W' e find,
however closely we might cut down the
expellses, that the absolute loss incurred
in that branch amounted to over £400
a year; and 1 would defy anyone to carry
·ont testing work ill any school of mines
without ineurring a loss more or less in
thc twelve months, simply owing to the
fact that they pursued a different method
to what may be termed "customs works." I
-certainly should have liked to see the snm
for technical schools increased, but I have
no douht that, in the course of time, we
shall be able to educate the Premier up to
the necessity for this work and to the
urgency of supporting, in the most ample
manner, the technical schools of the
colony. The great bugbear we have in
this cOlllltry is the increasing deficit upon
our railway system-a matter that I
am pleased to say this Cham bel' is
in no way responsible, for. 'Ye have
not the slightest control over the management of the railways now. A11 we ,have to
do is to vote the money and look pleasant.
The Minister of Rail ways-and I can bear
testimony, which I have no doubt will be
indorsed by every honorable member, that
a morc willing and more obliging Minister
never occupied that position - must
.L1fr. Vale.
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recognise the fact that he has absolutely no
power whatever in the management of the
railways-not the slightest power. 'Ve
have placed the power in regard to these
rail ways ill the hands of men \rho are not
even responsible to Parliament in the
slightest degree.
c have simply to be
content with certain regulations which the
rail way officers make, and with certain
figures which they choose to present to
liS; and how far these figures are worthy
of the paper they are printed on iF) a
matter of doubt.
My reason for this
doubt I will give. 1 remenlbcl' that are·
mark was once made as tothe Commissioner
of Rail ways in one of the Australian
colonies that he was the best bookkeeper
in Australia. I think myself that that gentleman is in danger of losing that reputation, and that our present commissioner
in Victoria is gaining such a character.
I believe he is about the best bookkeeper in Australia" and my reason
is this-that \'lhile the totals may work
out very well, and while. we have
apparently a lessening deficiency, there
are two items which struck me in looking
over the rail way statistics, and I turned
up the last annual report to satisfy my
mind. I equId not help lloticing the discrepancy in the expendit.ure comparing
two periods of foUl' years. The items I
refer to are those of carriage and waggon
repairs. r n the four years previous to the
issue of the last report the expenditure was
£394-,000, and in the fonr years previous
to that period it was £506,000. Then
in the fOllr years previous to the issue of
the last report the expenditure on the
maintenance of the lines was £1,009,000,
and in the previolls four years the mai.ntenance cost the country £1,600,000 j so
that really we there have a difference
in the annual expenditure which would
have made the deficiency of the railway
revenue £150,000 more per annum. That
is under the present system. And how is
it that system is followed ~ It is simply
because it is utterly useless for anybody
to make a complaiut or a criticism. r:rake,
fot' example, the time-tables, and consid'er
ho,v they affect the country interests.
The men who control the Time-table
branch of the Railway department seem
to act solely with the idea that the end
and beginning is to bring people to
Melbourne, and to take people out of
Melbourne. The idea of developing local
traffic seems to be beyond their powers of
imagination. I made inquiries of various
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sources, and I am told by men who have
a better knowledge of tho railway system
than I have, that in rail way systems
in other pa,rts of the world most attention
is paid to t:lC development of local traffic.
I ca,n gi ve ono or two examples from our
present time-tables. 'Ve have two trains
running between Bailarat and Linton per
da,y. But no one can go to Linton and
do ctny busiuess thero in the Rame day,
because the time-table has been arranged
simply to bring children to school from
Linton to Ballarat and take them back
again. Their convenience has been consulted, and not the cOllvenience of the
general public.
Take the cross-country
traffic. If a man wishes to go from
one part of the colony to the other,
the cheapest and nlost expeditious
manne,' is, almost without exception, for
him to go to Melbourne and make a fresh
start. "Vo have seen paragravhs in the
papers as to what tho commissioner has
done in reference to contracting for new
waggons. And while I am on that subject, I will ask-ls it not a slight departure from parliamentary usage and practice that matters relating to Government
departments 'Should be communicated 'to
the newspapers before they are presented
to this House? Is it not n, practice that
is growing, and a practice which should
be resented 1 I have the most profound
respect for the press, but the press is not
responsible to the country. Parliarnent is
respollsible to the clluntry, aud I think
any statements made a,ffecting the con trol
and mauagement of allY Govemment department should be presented to this
Chamber first.
'Ve are told that we are
to have :300 new trucks in urder to
compete with the wheat traffic. I think
a, few
inquiries should be made into
. the general management of the goods
traffic of this colony, and if that were done
I think the result would be to show that
the equipmeut of the COIOHY is sufficient
uuder careflll supervision.
At present it
is the lallghing-stock, amongst those who
uuderstaud these tWitters, to see the time
a goods train tn,kes. People have no
idea of the time wasted owing to the
system of management. Train after train
on the main linc is made a pick-up train
when the goods should go through express.
Mr. MURHAY.-And express trains are
m~tde to wait for ordinarv trains.
Mr. VALK-I am spraking of goods
trains on double lines. vVe will take the
traffic between Ballarat and Geelong.
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Everyone acquainted with the local traffic
will be aware tlmt OIle pick-up train a day
would do all the local traffic. A pick-up
train takes on the average five to six hours,
and an express train could do the jOlll'lley
in half the time. "What would be the result of reducing the time of the running
of these goods trains? It would be a
diminution in the expendit.ure, and consequently the alllollnt of the deficiency
would to that extent decrease. In the
time of J olm Andersou-- and a keener
or abler man never had control of the B,ail"way department of this country; we have
had no man like him sinee--the importance of the excursion traffic was bro;.1ght
prominently under the consideration of the
Hailway department.
Mr. DEAKIN".-Yet he was al ways being
rated in the Honse.
Mr. V ALE.-Tlte honorable member
was not here.
Mr. DEAKlN.--Yes, I was.
Mr. VALE.-Very young, then.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I am old enough to remember that; every time the railways
were discussed he was criticised.
Mr. V ALE.-The railways are not attacked because they are rail ways, but
because of t.he management. If I have a
complaint to make in regard to allY department I make it upon the floor of this
House. I represent the taxpayers, and
the comfort anci eon ... enience of the people
I represent has a right to be considered.
I say, without fear of contradiction, that
there are many means by which expenditure could be reduced, and income could
be obtained. Under the old system of
charges we sent from Ballarat excursion
after excursion to Queenscliff-excursions
which did not interfere with the local
traffic; in any way, and which left a large
margin of profit to the department. By
what I must regard as narrow-minded
greed th08e rates woro raised t(J such an
extent that the promoters simply dropped
the business. rrhere "WilS one body that
llsed to send a number of trains during
t.he season, and the receipts of the department were about £120 for each t.rain,
while the extra, cost was covered by
£20 01' £25. ~rhis surely was profitable
to the department, yet by the narrowminded greed that I have referred to it
had to be dropped. Yet we are told that
we arc not to complain of the Railway
department, although the rail ways show
au admitted 108s of half-a-nlillion a year,
and at the same time the convenience
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afforded to the public is kept at the lowest
possible point. There are other things
which might be referred to in connexion
with the railway management. Freights,
for uxample, are unequal in their incidence.
Paragraph after paragraph appears in the
newspapers about the loss to the Railway
department by carrying coal at ~d. per
tOll per mile, but there is not a word
said about the loss in carrying wheat at
!d. per ton per mile. ·When men talk
about ~d. per ton per mile as a charge
which will not pay, I would remind honorable members of some of the freights that
are charged in other countI'ics. ·In Alabama, for exarnple, cast iron is carried a
distance of 256 miles to Pensacola at
4s. 6d. per ton, and American railways are
not ill the habit of carrying freight. without
a profit. One of the largest men in the
iron trade is also carrying iron to his
works by rail at a cost of .}d. per tOll per
mile. We are continually having jammed
down our throats the marvellous staff of
officers which we have in our Railwav
department. Vve are supposed to hav"e
the very best men, but the whole tendency
of the professional men in the department
seems to be in favour of a certain policy.
Some twelve months ago we had a statement made as to the need of employing
more powerful engines on our lines. Now,
surely since that time there should have
been leisure enough and skill enough to
have drafted those powerful engines. Do
you mean to tell me that we have no men
in our railway service sufficiently well up
in their profession to be able to draft a
locomotive-that we must send to America
for a pattern- to America, where the
methods of construction with regard to
locomotives are altogether different from
English methods, and we have proved
that the English methods gi ve us a locomotive more durable, less costly for
repairs, and more economical ill the use
of fuel. I am getting about full of what
is called the non-political control of the
railways.
Non-political control sinlply
meallS ot1:icial control-control by ot1:icials
over whom we have not the slightest
authority; we have simply t.o pay their
demands and accept their statements
without the slightest power to interfere.
Then there is another department, in
regard to which I feel very Htrongly-all
the more strongly from what I have read
during the present few weeks in the newspapers- I refer to the Defence department. It is a very convenient thing for a
~fr.
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Minister to say-" Oh, I relied npon the
opinion of the responsible officer in the
departmept; he was a skilled man." ,V ell ,
my experience of skilled men sent out to
this colony is that, as a rule, they send
out here men who cannot make a living
at home, and I have never known an
expert sent out. from home-with one
exceptioll-W ho was worth the paper his
passage was written Oll. One has only to
read accounts of the invasion of Cuba,
Puerto Rico, and Manila in order to be
forced to put to himself the questioll : Are
these colonies one-half as well prepared
to resist an attack as either Cuba, Puerto
Rico, or Manna 7
Mr. TRENWl'l'H.-But we are not going
to war with America.
Mr. V ALE.-We are going to war
sooner or later with a power that will
pick its own time. ·Whether we are going
to war with America or not, I do not think
it is statesmanship that we should be left
to rely upon the forbearance of allY power.
~fr. MADDEN. - "\Vho cnt down the
forces at the Heads 7
Mr. VALE.-vVho did ~
Mr. MADDEN.-You did.
Mr. VALE.-The honorable member
knows nothing about it. Did the honorable member ever ask me the question
whether I was responsible or not? Does
the honorable member know w hat I suggested ~ There was an instruction from
this Chamber to reduce the expenditure
to a certain amount, and the proposals
that I made would have placed at the
service of this colony the greatest possible number of men for the money. I
defy anyone t.o contradict that statemen t.
Mr. LEVTEN.-Yon eut down the artillery, alid then had to reinstate them
Mr_ VALE.-The honorable member
does not know the whole truth.
Mr. S1'AUGH'l'ON.--Gi ve us the whole
truth now.
Mr. VALE.--I may tell the honorable
member that llW recommendations would
have given the greatest number of men
that could be got for the service of the
State for the expenditure that was available. I am prepared to defend every
recommendation that I made. My objection to the present expenditure for defence
is not limited to the num her of men, but applies also to the inferior weapons with which
those men are provided. vVe have been
spending for years £20,000 or £30,000 on
the Cerbe?'us, and she is armed with guns
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Mr. VALE.-I think not.
which, if it came to a conflict, would be
utterly useless. Instead of being armed
Mr. H. n. 'VTLUA~Is.-Yes, theyare.
Sir GEORGE TUR~ER.-rrhere are special
with up-to-date weapons, she is only supplied with weapons that are altogether out appropriations, but they are charged
of date. If I was not aware that there are agttinst the railways in the balance-sheet.
Mr. VALE.-I lllay have been mis. other honorable members who desire to
speak, I might give the committee the taken ill this one instance. However, I
history of the fight between the Armstrong would ask what advantage is to be gained
and the 'Whitworth guns, and how it was to the colony by bookkeeping between
that for a certain number of yearsmnzzle- the different departments-by various
loaders ·were adopted. by the British Go- items being charged by one depart men t
vernment·; but those are altogether out of' against another department and credate now, and the recent naval conflict dited to the first department ~ The whole
shows beyond a doubt t.hat to send men tendency of our service is, I am sorry to
out in a ship with muzzle-loaders, such as say, tuwards bookkeeping and officialism.
the Cerber'~ts is armed with, is sending Every branch must have its seientific
them to be murdered. Then we are told men; and if the Minister of. Agriculture
that the Martini-Enfield rifle is good happens to have a chemist, that chemist
enough for this colony. A strong desire is the belSt chemist in the world. It does
has been evinced to provide our militia not matter what his reputation may be,
and volunteers with magazine rifles, the opinion of no other Illall will be taken.
but all our expert evidence is against that, I put one question to-day which brought
and we are told that the Martini-Ellfield or out that fact, and I may S~ty that if the
the Lee-Enfield rifles are quite good enough. Railway department had a chemist, I
Now, I put it to any reasonable man-let would have sent the sulphate of lime to
the colony be invaded, and what, I ask, which I referred in my question to that
would be the moral effect on our mell, department for a report from its chemist,
a.rmed with single-firers, of the knowledge because I believe that that substance, if
that their opponents were armed with introduced to the farmers, would mean an
magazine rifles ~ The details of the con- increase to the Rail \Yay department of
flicts in Cuba show how essential it is that carriage of at. least 100,000 tons per
if we are to have any defences at all we annum. Things of this kind irritate any
should place our men in the position of man who desires to do well to his connknowing that they are in possession of . try. 'Ve find department fighting against
the best weapons that. can be found. department, scarcely any two of them
Of course, people talk in this colony about working together, and most of them
war as if it were a thing in the far-off dis- showing a profound lack of know ledge
tance. 'Ye have been dwelling for the with regard to what is required for the
last 40 years in a fool's paradise on that welfare of the colony:
Mr. DEAKIN.-I do not propose to
subject, but no one can tell now how quickly
a conflict may come. I must, a.s I have detain t.he committee with criticisms in
already said, compliment the Prt:mier on detail, however pertinent, snch us those
his loau expendit.ure ; but I certainly thiuk with which the honorable member for
myself that many more. items of that Ballarat 'Vest (Mr. Vale) has fa vOllred us,
expenditure ought to be charged to but simply to offer a few general critirevenue, and particularly .in connexion cisms, such as appear not only apropos,
with the Railway department. I think bu t necessary at this stage. N or can
that we should have a thorough knowledge I share the, at other times, natural impaof the cost of that department, and I cer- tience of the Treasurer to escape a general
tainly would I.ike to know how it is that review of the financial situation-a recert.ain charges, which, in a commercial view which, ill the early days of my
undertaking, ought to be charged against parliamentary career, occu pied very often
the railways, are eharged to the general at least five or six weeks of the session.
revenue.
vVhy is it, for instance, that Although, no doubt, that practice is
the £70,000 a year paid in pensions to capable of abuse, I believe that to
railway officials are not charged to the allow the finances of the country to pass
Railway department1
without other than detailed criticism is
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-Look at the neither in the interests of our constituents
balance-sheet, and you will find that they nor of this Chamber. Its power and its
are so charged.
life consist in the financial control which
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it is created to exercise; and however
absolllte its confidence mav be in the
Treasurel' or the Ministry ~f the day, it.
abrogates its duty if without due consideration it permits him to control the
distribution of the public funds and increase the public indebtedness. There
are somo things in this connexioll which
cannot be said when any particular item is
submitted for consideration, alld, so far as
I can, I proposo to confine myself t:o comments of that nature. The reviow of tho
finances of the past \\-ith which the Treasurer favoured us is matter of interest
and of record to which I do -not propose
to refer. His proposals for the future are
in the main, or very largely, upon lines
-with which \\'0 are familiar, and 'which do
not call for comment. I shall restrict myself, therefore, to what may be termed
the new departnre, or, more strictly, the
repetition of'the new departure 'which the
Treasurer made twoor three years ago-the
proposal to executo certain public works
and uudertakillgs, which confessedly onght
to be executed out of revenue, not out
of the revlhme of this year, but out of
the revenue of future years, which we
cannot foresee, and over which we have no
cont.rol. Speaking generally of the financial proposals, I may say that, while not.
able to indor1:ie in its broad lines the policy
which the Government have submitted, I
find mysolf unable to support any censure.
of them for laying those proposals before
thi1:i Chamber, and for, I think, a very
slltlicient reason. During the last Parliament it appeared as if the cOLlntry indorsed
the scheme which had beell sLlbmitted for
the re-~ldj llstment of taxation, tho reconstruction of Olle finances, and the determination to radically reform abuses which
had previously existed. It was ill obedience to that mandate that this Government. commenced its financial policy, and
commenced it well. Although not ab~e to
approve of the particular methods of retrenchment, I have been forced to confess
that, on the lines adopted, they were
carried out with the greatest thoroughness, if not iudeed pushed to the extreme;
and, genorally, the mandate of the COUlltry which pointed in the direction of
economy was in all respects absolutely
fulfilled. Tho Government also made an
effort to add to this negative side of their
financial policy a positive side, by proposals in the direction of land taxation, which, if carried, would have
enabled a re-adjustment of the whole
lJIr. Deakin.

Third Det'liS Debate.

system (If raising revenue to have been
considered. For reasons to which it
is nnnecessary now to refel', the Government found itself unable, or believed itself unable, to insist 1I pOll those proposals
being carried into law. I, for one, differed
from the course which they then took, but
frankly admit that the situation, so fa,r
as they are concerned, has been wholly
changed since then: because they ha,ve
submitted themsel vos to the country, and
,have laid before the electors, at the late
general ele(;tion. a different. fillallcial policy
from that which they originally proposed in
this HOllse. Their amended financial policy
--a policy which pllt aside those radical
reforms I had hoped to see carried out, a
poiicy in which they deliberately and
avowedly postponed issues of that kindwas distinctly indorsed, as I believe and
regret, by the great majority of the electors
of t.his colony. They did not submit their
new method of borrowing, but its former
employment was not cel1snred. It is true
there 'were honorable members, sllch, for
instanco, a1:i the honorable member for
Geelong (Mr. Higgins), who, at the la.st
gelleral election when before their constituents, opposed their general policy, and
who speak, therefore, with warrant as its
adverse critics in the House. But I think
that honorable member errs when he
proceeds, not only to el'iticise that lJolicy,
as he was entitled to do, but to condemn
the Government for submitting a policy
to which they had pledged theL1lselves
before the electors, and to which t.hey had
obtained the sanction of the electors.
Mr. HWGINs.-They did not pledge
thenlsel ves to borrowiug for revenue
plll'poses.
Mr. DEAKIN-I am coming to that.
As I understood my honorable friend's
criticism, it W81)t to the whole of the Budget alld practically the whole of the policy
of t he Government; and there he forgot,
as perhaps we are all inclined to forget
when it does not suit us to remember, that
the rule of the majority has to prevail.
It is a sufficient answer in this House
for the Government to say that, in the
policy they aro Hubmitting, they are
carrying out the will of the majority
recently expressed. Thut, I take it, the
Government are doing; and, differ as I
may from their policy, I have no right to
reflect on them in that aspect. I also was
an opponent of that policy at the elections.
I also was authorized by my constituents
to criticise and individually oppose it; bnt
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I have no right to complain of the Government, who clearly submitted those issues
to the country and obtaii1ed a c1ear verdict 011 them, and who, if I may judge by
signs in this chamber, have also an
immense majorit,y of the House in favour
of their proposals. vVe have no right
to complain of the Government when
they are endeavouring honestly to give
effect to their policy nnder such circumstances.
'rhe remarks which I have to
offer may be regarded as properly coming
from men who must confess themselves
in a minority-in a minority ill the
country, and in a minority in this House.
They may, at all events, further public
education on this q Llestion, so as to bring
the majority in this House and the
majority outside of it gradually rOlllld to
our views. 'rhe responsibility which rests
on us as a minority is to state our views
distinctly-to challenge those items of the
rrreasurer's proposals which seem to us
unwise; but beyond that I, for one, am unable to go, for it appears to me that the
Government, as a Government, are distinctly j llstified in the course. they are
following. My honorable friend, the member for Geelong, likened himself, in
Scriptural phraseology, to that not very
ornamental and extremely voracious bird,
the pelican in the wilderness. I have
since heard my honorable friend, the member for Hawthorn, after carefully disclaiming €ertain doctrines, indicate that he
on this question, as on many others, was
also to be reckoned as one of a minoritv.
Unable to associa,te with his friend the
pelican in the wildel'lless, he had a solitariness of his own, which ill Scripture is
compared to that of the owl in the desert.
I am reserving to myself the still more
modest part of the sparrow on the hOLlsetop. A minority constituted of incongruous elements, and at one' only in
destructive criticism, ca,nnot suppose
that in connexion with a Budget of this
kind it is its duty to challenge the Government by a direct vote. Having paid
my tribute to the Government for carrying onto in regard to this Budget its
pledges on the pla~form, I proceed to indicate why it is 1 find myself very distinctly
in the minority 011 these questions.
It
is much pleasanter to be in the majority;
but, as regards the financial affl:tirs of tbe
colony, it is many years since I found myself in that plea.sant position. I can remember when the conntry, Parliament,
and the press appeared to be practically
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of one mind-when the solitary voices
lifted here and there to warn us against
what is now termed extravagance, but what
was then considered legitima te expend itllre, were only distinguished by their
singularity, so unanimolls was the indorsement of what was then regarded as a liberal
bold spirited financial policy. Taking
my financial icieas with the rest, I was
then one of the majority wbo believed
that, although the expenditure of the
colony was liberal, bold, and spirited, it
was not more so than appeared to be warranted by the circumstances of the time.
It was far less than tho dem[tnds that
were made outside, and mueh less th[tn
those submitted in this chamber. Since
then, and during the awakening which
followed, it has been my misfortnne to be
consistently in the minority. The first important financial proposal snbmitted to us
after the fall of the coalition Governmollt
was the Land Sales by Auction Fund Bill,
proposed when Mr. Munro was Premier,
and absolntely oppo8ed by myself. That
was a device for raising the wind by thO'
anticipation of SlLms to be ren,lized by
future sales -a, proposal of 'which [t few
of us ventnred to predict the failure, and
which did absolutely fail. Reliance was
placed where reliance should novel' hase
been put.
As I ventured to s:ty from
those (the opposition) benches, there was
no finality possible to us without a
revision of the finances of tho colony
and increased taxation.
These "'0'
have since had to attempt, bllt t.hey
were then
rejected with ridicule.
Again, in 1892, I had the misfortune to
find myself opposed to the policy submitted by the Shiels Government-a policy
which proposed to meet the great gap in
onr finances by the imposition of prohibiti ve duties and by percentage red nctions,
neither of which was I able to accept as
a panacea for the troubles that then C11vironed us. In 1893-4, although at nn:it
supportillg the Patterson Go\'crmnent, I
WftS unable to accept as sufficiellt or satisfactory the primage duty and ot.her proposals that they laid before the Houso. It
",as not until 1894-5, when the first
Budget of the present Treasurer was submitted, that a step was taken in the right
direction, to onable us to bring. order ont
of disorder, and restore the eq uilibriUlu
in the finances, by means of economies
coupled with a lalld tn.x. Tbat attempt
failed, and the laud tax proposal was laid
aside.
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Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I think it was
spoiled beforehand by the £500 minimum
being put in. It would have brought me
110 1'o"e11ue at all then, and was, therefore,
not worth fighting for.
Mr. DEAKIN.-That is looking at it
from a purely revenue point of view.
Mr. FINK.-The Government started with
a minimum of £100, and thus invited
exemptions.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I am not prepared to
admit the full extent of the Treasurer's
interjection, but it is unnecessary for me
to argue upon it, because I hold that if the
laud tax had been adopted, even with that
restriction, it would have been a stride
towards a policy which would have prevented the kite-flying expedients which
the present Treasurer has since been compelled to father. Our present system of
taxation is unwise in principle and unfair
in its incidence. ·When that attempt to
begin to deal thoroughly with the situation was laid aside we relapsed into the
previous condition of affairs, with, 1 believe
and eonfess, the approval, or, at least,
the consent, of the country. 1'he country was not prepared to take the steps
which, in its first ardour or suffering, it
believed it was capable of taking. And
although in economy and retrenchment
the Government did bear, or cause certain
classes in the community to bear, the
brunt of our burden, it was not prepared to set its house in order, to consider the equitableness of our system of
taxation, but it was prepared to resort
to the old methods, the rule-of-thumb and
hand-to-mouth methods of the past, and
thus postpone the evil day instead of
meeting it.
Mr. McKENZIE.-The country never
approved of the Government's land tax
proposal.
Mr. DEAK1N.-1 will not enter into
that question. 1 have admitted that,
as far as 1 could judge, the country approved of the abandonment of that proposal. 1 will not enter into the reason
why the country did so, or discuss whether
the country might not have been led
to accept the tax, and accept it gladly-that, as a celebrated. novelist says, is
another story, which I am not going to
enter upo~ here. The Ministry definitely
retraced its steps until, after some time,
the Treasurer first endured and finally
embraced the very policy which he previously repudiated. When he raised that
£375,000 by means of Treasury-bonds, 1
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had the temerity to tell him it appeared
to me that he was taking the first step
on that primrose path which had led so
many of his predecessors into difficulties
and the colony into disaster. I opposed
,that scheme, not because of the purposes
to which the money was to be applied,
but because of the methods by which it
was to be raised. Now, 1 cannot say that
this is a hair of the dog that then bit him,
but, reversing the old adage, I might say
that this is the dog of which he had a
hair before, because, whereas previously
the Treasurer obtained £375,000 by this
illegitimate unsound unwise means, he now
proposes to obtain at least £500,000 in
the sarno way, namely, out of the revenue
of future years-future years whos8 circumstances we cannot forecast.
Mr.
HIGGINS. - The amount is
£1,100,000, not £500,000.
Mr. DEAKIN.-"'\Vell, that is open to
argument. There is, I understand, only
£500,000 which is to be absolutely debited
against revellue in this manner.
Sir JOHN "!\:fcINTYRE.-£1,000,000.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I understood the Treasurer to state that, as regards the remaining
£600,000, he had not yet determined which
way it was to be dealt with. 1 may be
wrong, but perhaps the 1'reasurer will now
say.
Sir GEORGE TURNER. -1 said there was
a little over £1,000,000 which 1 put to
revenue account. I think I might fairly
have put nearly the whole of that amount
to loan expenditnre proper, if 1 had chosen
to do SO, but I erred on the wrong side, for,
instead of going boldly and putting it to
loan account, as is done in other colonies,
1 thought I would be honest, and make
future ye~tl's pay £1,100,000 out of revenue, and ask the House to give me
authority to raise £500,000 on account of
that. I am sorry now that I did I~Ot put
the whole lot into a loan.
Mr. McCoLL.-11he House would not
have passed it.
.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Yes, the House
would have passed every shilling of it,
when I had shown what the other colonies
do.
Mr. DEAKIN.-In the way of shocking
examples!
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-N 0; quite legitimate financing.
Mr. DEAK1N.-Is it legitimate financing ~
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Quite legitimate.
If some one else will show me a practical
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way of dealing with the situation other to be added to the amount to be paid out
than the one I have suggested, so as to of revenue, we shall be borrowing more
enable us to avoid these difficulties, I will than £750,000-nearly £l,OOO,OOO-for
works which are very indefinitely if at
be glad to <iccopt it.
Mr. McCoLh-1'he better way would all reproductive, and many of them not
permanent.
These are eventually to
be not to spend the money.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The leader of be paid for out of revenue by future
the Opposition told me that we have been Treasurers, if they can afford it, and by
driving people out of the colony, oecause devices \V hich we at present cannot conwe did not spend this money two and a sider. That appears to me to be making
an undue demand on the future, to be
half years ago.
Sir JOHN McIN1'YRE.-SO you have.
unduly pledging our revenue in advance,
Mr. DEAKIN.-The fact, which no because the position of this colony, alone can overlook, that the Treasurer's though undoubtedly sounder and more
proposals are supported even by lead- hopeful now than it has been for some
ing members of the Opposition-perhaps years past, is not so well established as to
by the bulk of the Opposition-proves the permit of hazardous speculation. In this
hopelessness of the cause of reform. I un- and every other year we have to depend
derstood the rrreasurer to say that the on the rainfall. A good season may fill
other items, amounting to £600,000, are our barns to bursting, give our railways a
legitimately loan items, and may hereafter full load of produce to carry, and our
farmers plenty of money to pay their way.
be dealt with as loan items.
Sir GEORGE rrURNER.-Or from reV8nl1e, It may send a wave of prosperity over the
whole of Victoria, so that these expendiif sufficient revenue comes in.
Mr. HIGGINS. --The difference is a bogus tures or some of them, in that case,
difference-they are all from loan money. although not justified in principle, would
Mr. DEAKIN.-I thought to do justice have happy results. But we are still deto the Treasurer by looking at the matter pendent on the season. It is not yet too
from his point of view. I was pointing late for the present season to be a failure.
out that his preselJt proposal is bad for I do not desire to discuss its possibilities or
the very same reason as the £375,000 probabilities, but if the harvest is a failure
proposal was bad. These items can depression in business circles will remain,
be divided into two classes, those which the railway deficit and the farmers' difficulare for reproductive. works, properly s.o ties in paying t heir rent will remain, and
called-by thatI mean reproductive within the Treasurer will then have a gloomy,
a comparatively short time, and likely to instead of a hopeful, tale to tell.
be of permanent value to the .colonySir GEORGE TURNER.-But I have not
which could be provided for legitimately by taken the hopeful view of the season into
means of 10a11s, if this House saw fit to· my Budget.
Mr. DEAKIN.-No, not in the revenue
approve of them. Then, there is the miscellaneous group of proposals, many o~ items, but you have in the expenditure
them excellent in themselveH, but ill- proposals.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-And if I find
defined, and clearly not reproductive in the
true sellse of the term; many of them not that the season is a bad one I will not
reproductive at all; and some of them not , spend the money.
permanent. Of those work~ quite a number
Mr. J:;>EAKIN.-I mllst confess that I
::l,re of a speculative kind. They may prove am not criticising the Treasurer's expena source of revenue to the State, they diture of the .£375,000. The honorable
may pay interest on the outlay or gentleman appears to me to have watched
more, or they may pay nothing at all. the condition of affair8, and spent that
N ow, speculative works of that kind money with discrimination and judgment.
should only be undertaken out of surplus I am simply criticising the policy and
revenue, and ought certainly not to be principle involved in obtaining the money
provided for out of borrowed money. by this method. It. seems to me to be a
Consequently, l;:l,lthough the departure at mistake, because if we are not out of the
first sight seems a small one, even though bad seasons, if we may still be confronted
it be limited to the £500,000 to which with them and with other difficulties
we are to be committed at once, as we which we cannot foresee, but which may
have already got £375,000 of Treasury- reasonably occur from year to year or at
bonds, and at least another. £500,000 is intervals or in alternate years, we shall
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find that we have increased the burdens
of the colony by £25,000 a year and
interest on the borrowed money as well.
'Ve are asked to m'aterially increase the
burdens of the colony by an expenditure
which may not impro\'c the cOl~(lition
of the people or the condi~ion of allY
class, except those immediately employed
through the expenditure.
That is a
serious position of affairs for us to face;
and, sympathetic as I am with every effort
to put the colony on its feet, and with
every effort to start it, as far as the State
can start it, in the right direction, I think
we must all admit that the outlay which
the State is able to face in these times,
even with that end in view, is, after all,
relatively so small, and can accomplish
relatively so little, that we ought to scrutinize it most carefully. Our prosperity
in the future, our revenue retnrns, and
the condition of all onr industries are
absol ntely dependent on conditions which
the Government cannot affeet, even if
it spends millions a year, for they are
conditions of a national and interna,tional
character. The markets of the world, the
circumstances of our own climate, and the
variations of trade we are utterly unable
to cope with. Like the waves of the
ocean, they may either carry our little
barque in safety to its desired haTen or
dash it and wreck it on the rocks. In
such emergencies the Government are
powerless. What appears to me to be the
danger of the situation is, that by these
expenditures we are assuredly increasing
the burdens of the people, and the obligations of the Treasurer, and making it, more
difficult for them and for him to face bad
seasons in the future without any sufficient
assurance that we shall get value for our
m(\ney. Under these circnmstances, I am
bound to enter my protest against this
policy as unduly hazardons and unsafe.
The results may possibly justify it. Fortune may smile upon us. With our great
ad vantages, if we had the population 'we
could do anything; but with want of
. population, want IJf markets, and border
warfares before ns, all these general resonrces into which we might plunge our
hands deeply without fear of exhausting
them are likely to remain locked up to
us. Although the colony may be able
to fight its way back to a prosperity equal
to that of the past without assistance,
none of us ('an dispute the fact that if
the border barriers were swept away all
our financiaJ couditions would be changed.
Mr. Deakin.
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No one knows better than the Treasurer
what new sources of wealth and what
lasting life a nn,tional union .would pOllr
into our producing and mal1ufacturing
ind us tries: Scarcely an exception need
be made.
One or two interests might
consider its effect disadvantageous, but so
strong would the generally rising tide of
prolSperity flow that what might ill the first
instance appear in regard to such industries
an apparellt loss would eventually prove
to be a real and lasting gain. I do not
know how far tho presellt Budget is an
indication of the Treasurer's anticipations
as to the future of the great federal movement. If I regarded it as indicating anythillg it would be as re-echoing my own
sentiments, which are not too sanguine.
'Ve had recently an opportunity, the,opportunityof a life-time, and therefore fI ungourselves heart alld soul into the great cause
of Australian federation. Our antagonists
told us that the one obstacle to the union
of these colonies was the Convention and
the COllvention Bill.
Sweep a\vay the
Convention and the ConYelltion Bill, they
said, and the colonies would rush into each
other's arms, aud union would be accomplished on far broader and better terms.
Mr. HIGGINS. -Who said t.hat 1
Mr. DEAKIN.-Many of the honorable
mem ber's friends, and something very Ileal'
it came from the honorable member himself.
Mr. HIGGINs.-I never said it or heard
it.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I heard it, and have
read it. It was said frequently here, and
perpetuallyelsew bere, that the real obstacle
was the Commonwealth Bill. Sweep away
that, we were told, and the colonies
would at once unite. 'Yell, the responsibility now rests on their shoulders and not
on ours. \Yhen the responsibility did
rest on our shoulders, they did all they
could to hinder us of success, but now
that the responsibility rests on their
shoulders, we will do all we can to a~sist
them to succeed.
An- HONORABLE ME~lBEn.--They will
take the assistance, but not the responsibility.
Mr. DEAKIN.-If, as they say, the
Common wealth Bill removed, federation
will be assured on the broadest and best
possible basis, we are willing to help them
to accomplish it, at any sacrifice, and by
any personal endeavour. Yet I donbt if
the success they so positively promised llS
OIl those terms can be secured.
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Sir GEORGE TURNER. - Are you not
going to lead us into a discussion on federation 1
Mr. DEAKIN.-No; it comes naturally
into the consideration of the question
now under discussion, because, even if I
took a more antagonistic view of the
'l'reasllrer's proposals than I do, I should
be compelled to allow something for that
still indeterminate factor - the action
of these colonies in regard to union. If
federation is accomplished, it will place us
under conditions so different as to transform onr whole financial situation. ·We
should have to revise the whole basis of
ollr taxation and many other matters
also. ·While that was pending, I was
quite prepared to accept what the Treasurer called a humdrum or mark-time
Budget. It is only so far as the present
Budget goes beyond that limit-not as
regards legitimate loan expenditnre- but
as to umvise loans of short-dated duration,
to be repaid out of revenue by instalments,
that I am now offering serious objection.
Under the circnmstances, looking to the
possibilities of the early future -I wish I
could call them probabilities, still more
certainties-I was personally prepared for
a humdrum mark-time Budget as suitable
to a period when we are still undecided
as to the course we shall be called on to
pursue. I have now touched most of the
points which it seemed to me necessary
to remark, except one or two in reference
to particular departments. But, first, let
me say that the Government, in regard to their taxation proposals, have
taken rather an extraordillary attitude.
Having in view their submission of their
former proposal for a land tax, what are
,ve to think of their entire abandonment
of all steps in that diroction 1 That, it
seems to me, is too great a departure from
the line they marked out for themselves.
They followed the same course at the
beginning of the present Parliament on
the charities question. They introduced
a Charities Bill which made a thoroughly
well-digested and complete endeavour to
grapple with our difficulties in connexioll
with the charitable institutions; but, because t hat effort was not received by the
Huuse with favour, the Government seem
inclined to allow all proposals to go, and
continue the existing system, which all
critics have condemned.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Because I cannot
devise a better scheme, and no one has
suggested a better one.
Session 1898.-[74J
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Mr. DEAKIN. - Quite possibly so.
Still, it is not a qUEstion of the best system
you can devise, but of the best system YOll
can carry. The Treasurer cannot carry
the system he thinks best, but he can
carry something that marches in that
direction. And surely it is better to take
half a loaf in the way of taxation reform
and charitv reform rather than none
at all.
"
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I tried for a
quarter of a loaf.
Mr. DEAKIN.-But you asked a very
high price for it. However, if the Government will revive their reforming
energy in those directions, and give us, at
all events, instalments, we might be content for a. time.
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-If the House will
give me an instalment of the money I will
accept it with pleasure, and distribut.e it
among the charities.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I think the Treasurer
will have 110 need to complain ofthe House
for refusing him instalments or even large
votes, because he has already got threefourt.hs, if not fi ve-sixths, of the House behind him on these issues. Even the most
extravagant proposals of the Treasurer are
not likely to be rejected.
Mr. 1. A. ISAAcs.-Yon mean that the
Treasurer will never make extravagant
proposals.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I do not mean to say
that the Treasurer is making extravagant
proposals even in t.his Budget, but I do
say that he proposes to meet them by
methods which are unsound. Now, a
few words in regard to the two great
departments which 6gure ]Jrorninently in
this Bndget-those of Hailways and the
·Water Supply. As we are again promised
a Bill dealing with the whole question
of water supply this session-Mr. S'l'AUGH'roN.- ':Vhen ~
Mr. DEAKIN.-'l'he Minister of "Vater
Supply will be able to give the answer
to that question. As a Water Bill is
promised for this session, I do not feel
justified, at this time, in enteriug on the
consideration of the policy of drift which,
for the last eight or nine years, has
been, perhaps necessarily for some time,
but is now inordinately, pursued in the
administration of the "Vater Supply department.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-It is impossible
for us to do everything at one time. Yon
want a big Land Bill and a big "Vater Bill
all at once.
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Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Give us your big
Land Bill.
Sir GEORGE 'rUI1NER.-You will get it
as soon as it is ready, and I dare say you
will not like it when you have got it.
Mr. DEAKIN. - The Premier, in
answering that interjection, misapprehended my point.
I was saying that
because a Water Bill is to be introduced
this session I do not now propose, on this
general question, to discuss, in connexion
with the administration of the 'Vater
Supply department, matters that I should
otherwise have discussed. 'l'bere is one
point which is prominently true of both
the 'Vater Supply and the Haihvay departmentl:l. It is not so much tiny new
proposals in regard to either of them
which will greatly affect the revenue of
the country, but it is the administration
of those departments \\' hich more than
any new legislation must affect them,
and their results to the Treasury. The
policy of the WR.ter Supply department
particularly is all-important, but it has
been almost impossible to properly administer that department during the last
ten yea,rs, owing to the existence of
the Water Supply Commission.
That
fact has to be recognised, and I am not
blaming Ministers for it. Owing to that
circumstance, the proper administration
of the \Vater Supply department has been
rendered impossible for ye::trs past. Now,
however, it is not only possible, but it is
absolutely demanded by the circumstances
of the case, and in vain will the Treasurer
look for any hea,lthy returns from that
department until its proper administration
is insured.
Sir GEORGE TUItNER.-vVhat a howl of
indignation there will be when we bring
the Water Bill in, and ask the creditors
of the Government to pay up. I fancy
I hear it now.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-You will not risk
anything in the way of a howl.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--Won't 11 You
will find tba,t out.
Mr. DEAKIN.-All I hope is that the
Treasurer will not bring in his absolute
ideal of perfection in a V\T ater Bill, and
then, if this Chamber refuses to pass the
measure in that perfect form, drop the
Bill, and say no more about the reform of
our water supply met.hods. I hope he
will accept as milch as he can obtain the
sa,nction of the Legislature to. In regard
to the railways, the honorable member
for Geelong criticised too severely the
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expenditure on engines and trucks, because if they are bonc~ fide additions to
the rolling-stock of the Railway department, and not replacements, the whole of
the cost is entitled to be charged to loan
account.
Mr. HIGGINs.-The Hailway department
should write off a certain amount each
year for depreciation.
Mr. DEAKIN.-Certainly.
Mr. Zox.-That is what every business
firm does.
Mr. DEAKIN.-It is what every business firm ought to do.
Sir GEORGE 'rURNER.-SOme of them
write off certain amounts, but do not put
sovereigns to those amount.s into their
reserve funds.
Mr. DEAKIN.-If these new engines
and trucks are genuine additions to
the railway
rolling-stock, and not
replacements, they are properly chargeThe 'rreasurer
able to loan account.
justified the extra expenditure in regard
to repairs by saying that it was in large
part due to the fact that trucks which
have been running for many years are now
coming in for repairs. I think he will
find, on further ing lliry, that a great
number of those trucks ought not to have
come in for repairs for many years to
come-that it is owing to their defective
construction that they have come in so soon,
and that within quite a few years trucks
that ought to have gone without repair for
five, six, or seven years more will continue
to come into the repairing shops, as they
are now coming in, by scores.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Anyhow, they
are coming in now, and I have to find the
money to repair them.
Mr. DEAKIN.-And I have no objectiOll to that; but the blame should be
put on the right shoulders. The Treasurer
and the administrators of the Hailway department are now suffering, because their
predecessors in office did not do their duty
in regard to these matters. rrhey are also
suffering in connexion with the old lines.
of railway which were equipped with light
rails. '1'hose rails have now reached the·
termination of their natural life, and in
many cases the sleepers on which they
were laid require renewal.
Many of
these old lines are now falling in for
repair in the natural course of events.
They have' lasted their time; and the
Rail way department is now compelled to
replace them. That is what is putting a
rather serious complexion on the railway
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finances, because, in addition to the ordinary repairs, and renewals, and fresh stock
provided in the old times, you IntuIt now
begin to provide, and go on from year to
year providing, for the reconstruction of a
certain mileage of lines.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.--If I replace these
rails, charge the cost to revenue, and
divide it over ten years, is there anything
unfair or unreasonable in that ~ Surely one
year should not bear the whole cost.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I say that what is
unfair is making the next ten years pay
the cost of many past years.
Sir GEORGE 'rURXER.-But the next
ten years get the benefit of running
traffic o'-e1' the rails.
Mr. DEAKIN. - You are compelling
the next ten years to bear a burden, a
great p8..rt of which ought to have been
borne by past years. I am not sa.ying
that you are not doing the right thingyou are doing what you cannot .avoid
doing; but by placing the burden on ten
particular future years, whose circumstances you cannot foresee, you are doing
a dangerous thing. You are tying the
hands of your Sllccessors. The Treasurer is justified in replacing those rails,
and if he replaces them by hecLvier rails,
he is j llsti fied in charging to capital
account the difference in cost between
light and heavy rails.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I do that. 'rhe
difference is certified to by t1;te Commissioner of Railways; but I cannot be expected to payout of this year's revenue
the whole cost of doing that work. I
must either not do it at all, or do it on
terms. Theoretically, I agree with you.
Mr. DEAKIN.-The 'rreasurer evidently does not see that, in my imperfect
way, I am now supporting his figures.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I was so astonished by the fact that I could not
believe it.
Mr. DEAKIN.-I cannot understand
the particular proportion set down as yet
-the particular portion to be paid out of
revenue 'and the particular p'Jrtion to be
paid out of loan money, but I have very
little doubt that t.he Treasurer's alI 0,:,
cation of the .cost of replacements in
that respect is susceptible of an explanation, and possibly of a good explanation.
There are many reasons why the loan
expenditure on railways for the next few
years .may be justifiably and reasonably
large. Only one or two comments have
beeu offered during this debate in
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reference ~o the raihnl.:ys that [lppear to me
to need reply. First, I take it that the
country member who criticised the expenditure on the railways from a country
point of view spoke somewhat without
book and ul1wjsely, when be ignored the
fact that, al though we have in the neighbourhood of Melbourne two or three lines
which do not pay, and also involve little
expenditure, fur they are practically shut
up, that the bulk of thesublll'ban lines
pay the largest proportion of profit, and
yield the greatest amount of revenue of
any lines in the country. The deficiencies
on some of the country lines are being made
up by the higher earnings on the town
lines, which, if the town lines bad formed
a separate system, would bl1YO j llstified a
red uction of fares.
Sir GEORGE TUHN·lm.-Anc1 if the tramways had not been built they would have
given a magnificent return.
Mr. DEAKIN.-Yes, that is a circumstance over which we have no control. I
am not saying this by way of 'complaint
against country districts or conn try liues,
but it is a complete answer to those who
condemn the to'Wl1 lines. In the same way
the criticism of the centnll station may
prove to be wholly undeserved. I am assured by business men in the city-for, of
course, I am not an authority on the subject myself-that the expenditure npon the
central station in Flinders-street, if carried
out on business lines, :proper· provision
being made for business promises, should
pay for itself by the revenue it would
yield. If that be the 'case, a'nd if this
station which has so long been a disgrace,
not only to the metropolis bnt to the
colony, and at the !:lame time costly to the
department, can be replaced by a greater
work which will return full interest on
its cost, how can the country members
object ~ It is the one item in tho Budget
programme which appears above all others
to offer a prospect of a profitable return.
Sir JOHN Mclm.'YRE.-It was estimated
to cost £100,000, anclnow it is estimated
to cost over £200,000.
Mr. DEAKIN.-If it cost £250,000
what would that matter so long as it paid
interest on the money 7 The feeling about
it is so strong that, as I have heard, there
are financial men who would be prepared
to undertake the expenditure out of their
private pockets for the profits. My only
reason for alluding to this subject is that for
years thousands of passengers to my 0 wn district have been compelled to travel without
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that reasonable railway shelter a!1d accom- these various Budgets, aud this Budget
modation which is conceded in the country seems to me to merit tho name of the
to towns of a few hundred people. It is glitter Budget. It is our duty to examine
an expenditure that is proposed to put it, and see if all that glitters in it is
the town people upon the same footing as true gold. It has been very cleverly laid
Maryborough, or Ballarat, or Bendigo, by before the House, but we have every right
giving them a station such as they deserve to satisfy ourselves, when expenditure in
and ought to have, and to provide them new directions is proposed, that.. the colony
with something like decent accommoda- is not going to be pledged to something
tion. When it is criticised as an injustice, which the present circumstances do not
the criticism provokes this rejoinder: No justify. The Government claim credit for
expellditure asked for in the metropolis having balanced the ledger, and claim all
will, so far as I am concerned, receive sup- the credit. 'Well, although we have been
port unless it is proved that it will be a small and disunited Opposition, I think
remunerative. I 'believe that this will that some share of that credit is due to
prove to be one of the most fruitful of us. The Government proposed, when
the Government proposals. Having en- they came into office, to give back
tered my protest against the principle £83,000 to the civil servants, which
·of this borrowing on time payment, I they did. I do not know that that
will endeavonr to join my brother mem- was any distinct benefit to the civil
,bel's in criticising in detail the schemes of servants. In point of fact, it. seems to
the Government when they are laid before me that since that gift, which had an
-us. It would be impossible to say how far ugly aspect, if I may use. the term without
it would be wise to indorse many of them; offence, tho civil servants have suffered as
but, speaking generally, I have had great much at the hands of this Government as
,confidence in the past administration of at the hands of any previous Government.
this Government, its expenditnre of money, The Government now resent t.he slightest
: and its incurring of obligations. If it hint that full justice should be done to
,only alter its methods of raising money I the ciyil servants. They have, no doubt,
could feel entire confidence in the manner discontinued the percentage reductions so
in which it would expend the money it far as somo of them are concerned, but
had at its disposal. I anl sure the Trea- when the honorable member for Hawthorn
surer "proposes to cut his coat according to suggested to the Treasurer that he should
his cloth. He is laying before us a bold deal with the higher-paid members of the
and spirited policy, bl.!t if the season turns ci vil servic~ in the same way the honorout bad I have no doubt that it will able gent.leman resented the suggestion
resolve itself into a very tame and spirit- with scorn. 1.'he next great point in the
less policy. The Treasurer proposes to programme of the Government was the
adjust these new developments to the Land Tax and the Income Tax Bi1l. The
1.\·easurer told us that he expected to get
·necessities of the time.
Sir GEOHGE TUHNEll.-I am not going to from the land tax £400,000 a year, that
allow the year's expenditure to exceed the without that sum he would not under,revenue if I can help it.
take to put the finances in order, and that
Mr. DEAKIN.-No; and that assurance . if we would not grant it to him he would
greatly mitigates the alarm I should other- throw the responsibility on the Opposition.
wise feel. As the sparrow of the minority The Opposition t.ook the responsibility,
I have had my chirp. I have uttered my and the honorable gentleman withdrew his
protest at greater length than I had in- proposal. He did without the £400,000
tended, but only because by so doing I a year, and he has balanced the ledger in
trllst to avoid unnecessary general criti- his own fashion without it.
cism when we proceed to deal with these
Sir GEOllGE TURNEll. - And cut the
municipal snbsidy down by £200,000.
matters in detail.
Mr. MADDEN.-I desire to say a few
Ml'. MADDEN.-That was the next item
words upon this Budget, which is the fifth I was coming to. We did grant the inI haye had tho honour of hearing from the come tax, and the highest rate of tax that
lips of the Treasurer. He introduced it was ever imposed on any people was imin one of those lucid speeches of his, mediately imposed on a section of the
and made everything appear in its very people of Victoria. That tax will this
brightest light It has become a sort of year realize about £180,000, and it is paid
custom in the House to find a name for by a very small section of the community.
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'rhe Treasurer reminds me that he cut
down the municipal subsidy. 'Vho suggested that ~ I did myself. Before the
honorable gentlema,n was in office, on the
motion of want of confidence ill the Patter. son Ministry. I pointed out that that was
one of the directions in which the savings
would lmve to be made. The honorable
gentleman tentatively reduced the subsidy
by £] 00,000, and when he found that
we took that quietly he knocked off the
other £110,000. He is not, therefore,
entitled to all the credit of that retrenchment. 'fhe great trouble is still, as it has
been during the whole term of office of
this Government, the railways. The same
old £500,000 per annum is staring us in
the face.
Mr. 'rHENWI'l'H.--It is a fresh £500,000
every year.
Mr. MADDEN.-Yes, nnfortunately, it
is. Now, I should like to q note a few
l'emarks I made on this subject in the
House on the 17th December, 1895. I
then saidThere is a very big bill being run up against
the country now that very few people suspect,
and that is the maintenance of the railways. I
do not know much about the railways, bu~ any
little I do know, I know pretty well. While
the railways are being safely maintained, and
aU·the rotten sleepers are being withdrawn, the
good sleepers put in their places are put into
,vet beds, where they lUust of necessity rot,
because those beds are not properly drained and
weeded. Onr stations are also going to wreck
for want of paint and attention, and there is in
these matters a big hill being run up against
the country, outside of the one guinea a minute
that I was speaking of, and with whieh the
colony will some' day have to deal.

That is the position to-day, [l,nd that is
exactly the big bill that has now come
to roost, and with which we have to deal.
It would have been very much wiser
in those days to have faced the difficulty, and not to have made these savings
which will now cost us so dearly. The old
principle of a stitch in time applies here.
We did not put in the stitch in time, and
now we have to suffer the consequences.
These deficiencies were allowed to occur.
I do not blame this Government for them.
'rhey are an accumulated set of deficiencies, made under previous Governments, and coiltinued by this Government,
and they are so serious that we have to
borrow money to meet them, just as if a
deficit were actually declared and put before
us in the Budget in black and white. We
are, of necessity, dri ven to find the money
to provide for these deficiencies, and that
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is not an nllcommon occurrence. The
same thing happened in New South Wales
when Mr. Eddy took office. He and his
fellow commissioners were asked to inspect
t.he rail \vays, and they did so. They came
to the conclusion that £1,000,000 would
have to be provided to put the railways in
order, and that money was voted. I will
read an extract from their report, because.
I think it will be of value to the Honse,
as indicating pretty clearly the position of
onr own lines to-day.
Sir GEOHGE TUHNEH,.-'What is the date
of that report~
Mr. MADDEN.-The 31st of January"
1889. The extract is as follows:CONDITION O:F THE LINES.

The commissioners have found, on their personal inspection of the lines, that a consider~·
able amount of money will have to be spent ont
of revenue in excess of what has been done in,
the past in ,painting station buildings, and in
relaying the permanent way with steel rails, as.
a large quantity of the original rails and light.
chairs weighing only 25 lbs. each, which were
put in many years ago, are still in the roads,
and the rails show much signs of wear. The
commissioners hope, however, to be able to effect
economies in various ways so as to meet this
additional expenditure to f1 grea,t extent.
ROLLING-STOCK.

The rolling-stock generally is far from being
in a satisfactory state, very little painting
having been done for years past; and a large
number of antiquated carriages with open sides.
are still standing on the books at their original
value. Many of these carriages cannot hebrought into use for the ordinary and general
traffic, and consequently difficulty is often experienced in providing sufficient rolling-stock
for the ordinary working. "\Ve propose to renew these vehicles out of revenue as soon as
possible. The locomotives are also needing
much attention, as when we took office no less
than 74 ont of a total of 429 engines were under
or waJting repairs.

The report absolutely describes the condition of things that obtains in our own railways to-day. The Hailway Commissioners.
asked for £1,000,000, and the New Sonth
'Vales Parliament very wisely, under the
circumstances, granted it.
Sir GEORGE TURNEH.-It was to be repaid at the rate of £75,000 a year out of
the railway revenue.
Mr. MADDEN.-I do not know exactly
how it was to be repaid, but I justify the
proposals the Treasurer has submitted t.o
some extent. These railway repairs must
be made j but I do say this, that you do not
face the music as they did in Sydney.
These deficiencies haye been sought to be
got in hand by small abstract,ions, if I
may use such a term, from loan funds.
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As an instance of \vhat I mean by an
al)8traction from the loan funds, I would
remind honorable members that on the
E:::;timates for last year there was an item
of £1,000 for strengthening the Sunbury
viaduct. I pointed out at the time that
£1,000 would not paint the Sunbury viaduct, but still the House voted the money
ont of loan funds. 'rhese may be departmental tricks to cover up blemishes.
There has certainly been some money, I
ea,nnot say how mnch, expended out
of loan funds in that manner;
In
spite of that, we are now called upon
to find a \'ory large sum of money to put
the railways in order, and whether' we
1ike it or not we shall have to acquiesce
in the proposal of the Treasurer, and to
give him the mOlley, in order that the
railways nuq not get into a worse state of
repair than they are in at present. I see
that the Treasurer pn;>poses· to expend
£45,000 on the Sponcer-street railway
station. 1 do llOt. find any fault with that
item. I believe that that expenditure
will tend to make the working of Spencerstreet station more economical and more
efficient. But there is one matter' I
should like to speak about, not so much
in the interests of the public as of the
bookiug clerks. Last Christmas I was at
the station, and I had business that took
me inside the booking offices.
I was
astounded at the atmosphere in which
the men bad to 'i'ork, alld they are
men of 30 yea\'s of age and upwards. The
offices were originally bot.houses, built
with lights in the top. The clerks were
crowded together in the most shameful
manner, and if, instead of handling valuable documents and dealing with money,
they were making boots, Mr. Harrison Ord,
the inspector of factories, 'Would very soon
enter and withdraw the licence without
benefit of clergy. And he would be right.
It is a [Shameful thing to see men from
whom we e~pect civ,ility, diligence, and
accuracy working in such a place. I do
not know any of them, and I have
no interest whatever in the matter;
but I do hope that some relief will be
afforded to them before the summer comes
again. The honorable member for Essend0n all ucled to the Charities Bill, and
blamed the TreasUl'el' for not dealing with
the question. That, I think, is the most
sensible part of the Budget.
':rhe honorable gentleman told us that he had taken
other means than he had first PNPosed to
meet the case of the unfortunate vagrants
Mr. Madden.
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who were not criminals. He had provided
for them in sueh a ,vay as to prevent their
beillg sent to gaol, and had made everything comfortable for them.
Mr. DEAKIN.-Sllrel.y that is not the
only question involved.
Mr. MADDEN.-That is the one to
which the Treasnrer alluded, and that is
the plan that we thought he should have
adopted in the first instance. ,\Vhen..he
wanted arguments to support the ChantIes
Bill he held up the nnfortunate vagrants
who had to be sent to gaol, and characterized such a condition of things as a distressing blot on the country. ,\Vhen he
found that he could deal with them without tho Charities. Bill very few of them
came to hand. rrhe r:rreasurer deals with .
the income tax in a very wary way. He
cannot yet say whether he will reduce it,
and he very skilfully makes the fate of
the people who pay the income tax dependent on the chance of a had harvest,
aHhough tbey will have to bear t.he consequences of a bad harvest j nst as much
as anybody else. If there is a bad harvest, and the Railway department does not
get freights, the income tax will have to
be paid. ]f there is a good harvest he
will take something off the income tax.
'iVhile on this subject, I may say that I
have the greatest dread of the coming
The Treasurer bas very wisely
season.
taken as his guide the experience of the
two past seasons. He saw what an ~arly
spring indicated on both those occaSIOns.
He saw that when the blossoms came out
of season they were followed by a dire
::;ummer, and the blossoms have come out
of season this year more than ever before.
I ureatly fear-please God, I may be
wrgng-that the coming summer will be
the worst of the three.
Mr. MURRAY.-Not for the grain crops.
Mr. MADDEN.-'iV e have had an
excellent year so far for straw, but if
there is an early summer, and we ~et. a
week of hot winds while the wheat IS III
bloom the delicate little pendicle will
shrivel up and the wheat will not fructify.
vVe shall then have white heads wherever
wheat is grown in the colony.
Mr. LANGD0N.-This season is better
than the last.
Mr. MADDEN.-In places it is; but
that is an unhealthy sign. In the Wimmera, Kyneton, and the Goulburn Valley,
we have had rain, and in Gippsland a~cl
'parts of the west there has been no ram.
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In other places they have been carting
water. These are indications of drought.
'Ve may have an excel1entseasoll in which
to grow the plants, but if we have an Mrly
summer, and a week of hot weather eomes
when the wheat is in bloom, there will be
disaster. vVe had evidence of that before
the advent of the white man to the colony.
When Major Mitchell made his trip acro"3S
Victoria, and that was 60 years ago, he
reported, when he got back to New South
'Vales, that this land of Port Phillip was
the strangest land he had ever seen. He
sa w grass growing at the bottom of the
rivers. The explanation is simple. After
a series of droughts the river beds 'become
seed beds. Major Mitchell came to the
colony j LlSt when the water was beginning
to flow over them again, and he saw' the
grass that had grown. I am afraid that
we are in for a somewhat similar experience
now. I know, myself, rivers in Victoria
in which the grass is growihg and in which
there has not been more than a dribble of
water for the last three years. 1'he Treasurer is, therefore, justified in not taking
too favorable a view of the coming season.
He is wise in taking as his guide his
·experience of the last two seasons. 'With
reference to the surplus, all I would say
is that a surplus that is brought about
by death, disaster, and the income tax is
not a healthy sign for the colony, and that
is what it comes to.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Especially the
income tax.
Mr. MADDEN.-The income tax may
have had something to do with the death
duties. Some of the other legislation of
the Government, I have no doubt, has.
N ow, the Government propose to launch
into a scheme for the encouragement of
the farmers in the production of butter.
It is proposed to establish dairy schools,
and to spend a large sum of money on
the production of stock,' and in giving
other lessons to the dairy farmers. The
dairy farmers of Victoria have done
remarkably well by themselves, and with
but very little Government assistance. I
do not know that the experience of the
agricultural colleges has been so flattering
that it should tempt the Treasurer to
spend money in teaching the dairy farmers
the business they know so well. I do
not say that I would not support some
such assistance as is given in Denmark,
the most famous butter country in the
world, to the farmers. There there are no
extensive dairy schools; there is no such
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Government expenditure as is proposed
here j but they do encourage their people
materially by having proper tutors or
teachers of dairying, who go from farm to
farm, who live at the farms at the lowest
possible expense, and who give lectures on
the best methods of producing and handling butter. The people are. encouraged
to grow the same class of stock and the
same class of fodder in the same district.
They are also encouraged to treat their
cows alike, so as to produce a large quantity of butter of the same quality, and
that is the direction in which Government
assistance should be given. The butter is
carried by passenger trains at the lowest
possible freight, and fodder, manures, and
other requisites are carried back to the
farms at a nominal cost. I shollld like to
see something of the same kind done here.
1'he Government should give substantial
prizes for good dairy cows, and should
have professors to show people how to use
these cows when they have got them.
The proposal to spend large sums of
money in Victoria over a period of three
years has its advantages possibly, but
there is no doubt, as the honorable
member for Geelong (Mr.' Higgins)
said, that it will draw to Victoria an
army of workmen from the other
colonies. These men will come here, not
to settle in the ordinary sense, but to
work on Government contracts. As soon
as these contracts are completed-and
some of them will then have been in the
colony for three years-they will join our
own unemployed, and will clamour for
fresh works to maintain them. I may be
told that this argument would apply to
any works that might be undertaken by
the Government, but I would like to see
some check put upon these men.
It
should be understood that when the
works are completed we should not be
bound to maintain these people, who
simply come here to take ad vantage of
the money that is to be expended.
Mr. OUTTRUI.-How would you put a
check upon them ~
.
Mr. MADDEN.-I do not exactly know;
but there is that danger, and I call attention to it so that it may be considered.
:M.r. W ATT.-Do you want to deport
them ~
Mr. MADDEN.-No. If they would
work like other people I should be glad
of it.
Mr. T. SMITH.-We want people to
come here and to settle on our lands.
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Mr. MADDEN.-Yes. I should be glad
if thousands of people came and settled on
our lands and maintained themselves, but
I do not want them to come here and be
dependent on the expenditure of public
money. There is one matter on which
from time to time I have given the Government advice, and that is our defences.
I am pleased to see that some of the
advice I have given has been acAbout three years ago I
cepted.
pointed out that in the forts at the
Heads there were almost as many patterns as there were guns, and that they
formed a sort of museum. The Government have very wisely re-arranged the
guns so that there are now only two
patterns in the main fort at Queenscliff.
This has been done without making any
purchases. ').1he guns have been interchanged, and the matter has been put
right in that way. I also pointed out that
the garrison artillery had been cut down
in a most lamentable degree. The Government now propose to increase that
force by 160 men, and that will put it,
with another alteration that is intended,
on a much better footing. The Western
batteries-that is, the batteries at vVarrnambool, Portland, and Port Fairy-I
alluded to in the House as death-traps.
They were of no use for the purpose of
defence, but the men trained there were
some of the best men we had. They were
the most efficient soldiers and the best
marksmen in the artillery.
The Government have wisely abandoned these
forts entirely as a means of defence,
and have arranged to bring the
gunners as an auxiliary force to
Queenscliff, where they will be of the
greatest possible assistance to the force
there.
I also drew attention to the
ludicrous fact that we had three batteries
of horse artillery and no waggons in which
to carry ammunition. A w::tggon to carry
the ammunition is as necessary as the
gun. We have perfect guns, but no
That fault the Government
waggons.
proposes to remedy now, and I am glad of
it. But there is another matter on which
I spoke, and that is the manner in which
the guns are horsed. It is ridiculous to
think that you can move heavy guns
quickly without suitable horses.
If
trouble arose, it might be necessary, at a
moment's notice, to take these guns 4 or
5 miles at a trot, so as to occupy a position promptly. The horses the Government have at the present for the gun
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are casual cart-horses, which are hired
from contractors. They have no training, no breeding, and no pace, and are
,utterly inefficient to move these guns
if it were necessary that they should be
moved quickly to the field of battle.
r say this is the weakest spot ill the whole
of our defence system at the present time,
and I am confident that no sensible artillery officer would take the responsibility
of moving his batteries into action with
the horses which are at present available.
This difficulty is one which can easily be
got over. vVe have a large amount of
Goverl}ment transport work to be done
here in conllexion with the various departments, and if we organized a corps of
drivers and got them suitable horses, and
if we only horsed one battery out of the
three-which would take about 88 or 90
horses - we wOllld have a permanent
force of drivers, and have that lot of
horses, which could be used as skeletOlIl
teams.
'1'here could always be two
trained horses in good condition in every
team. This would not involve a large
outlay, and it would give a great amount
of security to the defence force, because if
we had, as I say, a number of horses in
condition, and trained with drivers who
knew them, we would then be in a positiOl'l
to make up teams from the rnore casual
horses, but not of the character which are
employed at present. If honorable members would go and see the class of Australian horses that are shipped to India to
mount the guns there, they would see the
kind of horses that we produce, and which
can be purchased here very easily. r am
sure that if Inspector Beckwith, of the
police force, with his practical know ledge
of horses, were to be consulted, he would
tell us that we could get all the horses we
need in a very short time, and at a very
reasonable expense. While we want power
and bone we can do without beauty. VV'e
do not want carriage horses, but good stout
waggon horses to go in the wheel, and
two horses of the class of carriage horses,
but without their style or beauty, to go in
the lead. Then, if we have one battery
in good order, we shall in a little time be
able to mount the three batteries in a
satisfactory manner. This is the system
which obtains in Sydney.
There they
have a corps of drivers, and the horses do
the work with perfect satisfaction. It
would be very much more to the credit of
the Government to adopt this scheme than
to try to establish 'a school of gunnery
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here, simply because they have a school
Mr. MADDEN.-That really amounts
of gunnery in New South 'Vales. The to the same thing. If we had a, few Capschool in New South vVales is ample for tain Hardings whom we could send home
all Australia, and our men can be trained I should be perfectly satisfied. If we
there just as well as they could be trained could send our own men to England and
here. If t.he same expense were applied bring them back with their hearts in the
in providing horses for the guns, t.hey c010ny, I think it would be much better
would be doing a much better thing for the than bringing Englishmen here.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I am not going
defence force. There is another matter
which involves a small amount of money, to bring them here if I can help it.
and which I think would also be of great
Mr. MADDEN.-Perhaps some one .31se
benefit to the force, and that is to restore will. I wish now to say a word or two
the rate of pay of the militia in part- about Swan Island. A good deal of ,,,ork
not to the whole corps, but to those who has been done at Queenscliff, and it has
have served say three years, and who been done well; but the western channel
give a great deal of attention to their mines are controlled from Swan Isla,nd,
work.
Let recruits stay as they are, but and there is no search-light there to prelet them understand that as they come on vent those mines being interfered with.
they will also be advanced to ~omething An enemy's boat might get past Queenslike their proper pay. rrhe present amount cliff very easily, and if there is no searchof pay amounts to Is. per drill, and as light they might rake out the mines with
many of the men have to travel to the perfect safety.
Mr. HIGGINS. - I thought that the
drill-room by train or tram, which costs
6d., they have only the other 6d. as pay- enemy was going to land' at Point Lonsment for their work. These men may be , dale and come on on foot ~
Mr. MADDEN.-'l'hose would be men
called upon at a moment's notice to risk
their lives, and this is all the pay they on foot. They would not be able to go to
get. It is well for us that they are these mines on foot.
Sir JOHN McINTYRE.-Do not tell outpatriotic enough to do it, but that is
no reason why the present low rate of siders all about our defences.
Mr. MADDEN. -- Oh, they know all
pay should be continued. vVe should
give them some encouragement by in- about them already. We have lately had
creasing the pay of, say, one-third of the a Russian gentleman who was promoted
older men, and allow the others to under- from the consular service in Melbourne to
stand that they can work up to that rate London for his good services, and you may
as they come to deserve it. There is depend upon it there is not much about
another matter which I think the Govern- our defences with which t.he Russians are
ment does not really understand, and that not acquainted. vVe have a young and
is the question of adjutants. Ministers excellent officer at Swan Island, but only
do not seem to understand the functions one. When he was laid up the other day
of an adjutant in a regiment. He is with illness there was nobody to putin his
almost the soul of the regiment. He is place, and the whole of that valuable fort
responsible for all warlike stores, and he and the guns were left in charge of a lieuis responsible also for the discipline and tenant. I do not think he shou1d be a
teaching of the regiment. The adjutant lieutenant., because he deserves a higher
is often the most highly-trained man in position, but it is wrongto leave sue'll a valuthe regiment, and I say that in that re- able position in the charge of anyone officer,
spect our forces are lamentably deficient. and it is the duty of the Government to
"Ve want two more in the artillery, and see that this matter is put to rights at
they should be men who have received once. The Government have taken a right
their training at Shoeburyness.
step in engaging the services of the fisher·
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-The worst of it men at the Heads, who will be able to do
is that when they come out here they do excellent work; but, at the same time, they
would be able at a very small expense to
not teach our men anything.
improve the position very materially if
Mr. MADDEN.-Then who does teach they would provide a search-light (so that
them~
the forts might prevent any interference
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I do not know. with the mines), and by appointing a second
I would sooner send our men to England officer to the Swan Island battery. The
to learn their business for themselves.
only other matter upon which I intend to
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speak 1S that of the Scottish regiment. I
cannot approve of tho formation of that
l·egiment.
.
Sir J ORN McIN1'YRE.-1-Ve are going to
have an Irish one as well.
Mr. MADDEN.-That is all the worse.
~rhe skid of Findlater's pipes on the
Heights of Dargai seems to have found an
echo in this House. But, at. the same
time, it is a pity, while the forces which
we have already are admittedly not
effecti ve, owing to the lack of the funds
necessary to make them effective, that we
shollld enlist other soldiers and go to
expense about them. vVe should first make
those we have already engaged aR effective
as the means of the colony will permit.
Sir JOIIX McINl'YRE.-The men of this
Scottish regiment are to be volunteers.
Mr. MADDEN.-They will cost money,
nevertheless. All I want to do is to enter
my protest against the formation of this
Scottish regiment, and I trust that we
shall Bo't find either a Scottish or an Irish
regiment in Victoria.
Mr. FINK.-I think it will be generally
recognised that the time which has been
spent ill the discussion of the Budget has
not been at all wasted. The Premier, of
course, has suffered during the last three
or four years, not only from an enormous
amonnt of detail of unpleasant but most
useful work, but he has probably suffered
also during that period from the absence of
all criticism, except that of a highly complimentary character. I do not believe
for a moment that this has spoilt him, or
unfitted him to bear with equanimity the
somewhat hostile criticisms that a new
departnre of the character con tained in
this Budget will necessarily bring forth.
Therefore, I myself make no apology for
intruding into this debate, because I
do think that a departure into the old
region of borrowing is one which is fraught
with momentous consequences to the country. I do not know that it can be said
that a progressive policy of public works
was before the country at the last election.
It obviously could not have been before
the country in such a mannel" as to enable
the country to give a mandate on specific
items, or even on the main principles of
that policy. I think that the criticisms
by the honorable member for Geelong
(Mr. Higgins), who is one of the leading
radicals of this colony, trending as they
did to the introduction of severe ptinciples
of economy in relation to our public
finances, bring his school of radicalism into
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line with the historical principles of English liberalism and radical principles, and
as snch I think they will do very
much to recommend that school to the
consideration of men on both sides of
the House.
Although I do not agree
with the whole of the details of the
honorable member's criticisms, I think
the general principles he laid down as to
the proper objects and scope of borrowing, and its healthy limitations, are most
sonnd. I think also that those principles
may fairly be applied to the main features
of this Budget., and that the Budget will
deserve Ollr praise or blame according to
the manner in which it bears that test.
I say this because I part company both
with the honorable member for Essendon and with the honorable member for
Geelong ill their attitude towards the
land tax in this Parliament.
I think
the Government put clearly before the
country the fact that they did not intend
to propose or suggest that tax in the present Parliament. I do not know what
reasons actuated them in that course, but
as one who supports that tax as being a tax
which should find a proper and necessary
place in any equitable scheme of taxation, I cordially agree with the Premier
that we should not deal with it in this
particular Parliament.
That was the
attitude I took up w4en I was before my
constituents, because I think it is agreed
that just as it was decided by common
consent that the subject of the Tariff
should be eschewed in view of federation,
so also this question of land tax should be
eschewed. In t.he last Parliament the
Premier attempted practically to deal with
the whole scope of taxation. He proposed
a land and income tax and a re-adj ustment
of the r:L'ariff so as to lighten the burden
of taxation all round, and not to increase
taxation except to the extent necessary to
bring the finances into harmony. Now,
it is quite obvious that as we have postponed the· Tariff until federation, in the
hope, no doubt, that with the arrival of federation that question will disappear from
the arena of state politics, so we must realize
that until federation is either achieved or
indefinitely postponed-that is practically
for the duration of this Parliament-we
should defer all considerations of radical
reform or alteration in connexion with our
public finances, so far as the burdens of the
people are concerned. It is quite obvious
that when the Tariff passes to the Federal
Parliament, the whole mode of raising
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revenue ,yill have to be revolutionized, falls npon Victorian. shareholders. If, in
and the land tax itself will probably addition to that, you take the wool comassume an altered form. I trust that in panies, the land companies, the investment
dealing with the question of our state companies, the speculati-ye companies, and
financ:es, the Premier of the day will pro- the building societies that have all dispose a land tax in an eq uitH,ble way appeared, you will find an absolute loss of
without allowing any exemptions at all. capital in addition to the calls of not less
It will then ha.ve some chance of meeting tlum £15,000,000 sterling. You cannot
with general acceptance. Now, in relation find any community in modern times of a
to the income tax, as to which some million people which has sllffered so sudobservations have been made, I would denly such an enorrpous loss of capital,
point out that it is almost apparent-I do which practically means tlHtt two-thirds,
not like to say quite apparent--that the to speak moderately, of what would have
Premier himself is not quite satisfied with been the taxable income of Victorian citithe high rates, and that he regards them zens is for the time being suspended. It
not only as a necessary evil, hut also as a is not merely the fact that the calls 'have
mistake. They are unproductive, and it destroyed the liability of these people
is quite clear to my mind that had the to pay income tax; but practically when
rates heen kept at the amount originally we reflect that before the financial
proposed by the Government, the returns crisis the bank rate of dividend averaged
might have been botter; I do not say they from 10 per cent. to 12b per cent., and
would be much better, but I am quite that nearly all of that has disappeared,
clear they would llot have been much and when you also recollect' that the
worse. I was one of those who protested hold6rs of building society shares, which
against the raising of the rates, and with were formerly looked upon as the most
other honorable members p<linted {Jut solid form of investment, get absolutely
what would follow.
There is a large nothing, and have very often to meet heavy
amount of floating and transferable capital li~bilities instead of receiving income, it is
in such a colony as this available for in- not surprising that the income tax has
vestment. 'Ve cannot afford to have a realized, I think, a third less than the
higher tax imposed on income than obtains Premier thought it wonld.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-No; I thought
in the colony of New South 'Wales, which
for economic reasons offers much the same it would realize £200,000, and we have
opportunities for investment as onr own got £180,000, ~o that 'we are not far out.
colony, and the result of higher ra,tes has
Mr. PINK.-Did the Premier, when he
been-and I think the Premier is quite made that forecast, have in his mind the
aware of the fact-to cause the transfer disappearance of c~Lpital1
Sir GEORGE TURNElt.-Certa.inly.
of capital, and, in many cases, the loss
:Mr. FINK.-If the tax had been imnot only of the higher rate, but of all
income tax whatever. 'What that means posed in normal times, I believe it :would
the Premier knows better than I do, bu t have produced at least twice as much as
it n;mst amount to a considerable sum, it does. The Premier said, for instance,
and, in addition to the absolute loss that 6,000 new taxpayers had come in
of revenue, the tra.nsference of this owing to one of these institutions paying
capital is not one of the causes that nlake a dividend. If that is the case, we can
for prosperity. I would point out, too, realize not merely the reduction of the
that the income tax, fair as we think it taxpayers' income, but the absolute disis, by the unfortunate nature of the time appearance of large numbers of persons
when it became necessary, was imposed from the list of taxpayers altogether.
under conditions that ,,,ould do more to These are the reasons why I think that
discredit the tax than anything else, be- our income tax is too high, and why a
cause a great deal of the income of the . sound consideration of public policy, apart
middle olasses-the more prosperous from any desire to give relief to wealthy
classes-was entirely submerged. Take people, would dictate, in the interests of
the case of the banks which have been the progress of the colony, the lowering of
reconstrllcted and carryon business, the income tax at the earliest possible
and are working out their own sal- moment to the rates originally proposed.
vation at the present' time.
They I think it would pa.y to do so.
The
have actually made calls to the amount of reason why I object to many items in
£6,800,000, of which at least £4,000,000 this Budget is because I think the
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test of a Budget should be not
the immediate satisfaction that it will
create among those who represent either
localities or inter.ests, but what will be the
operation of the proposals in the Budget,
if they be carried out, upon the community
as a whole, and what will be their effect
upon the discharge of the tasks of future
Treasurers.
In so far as the Budget
contains proposals to borrow money for
what are called" revenue" purposes-l do
not use the word in any invidious senseI think its effect will be unfortunate, because, in so far as we do this, we withdraw
the future revenue of the colony to the
extent of the interest on this expenditure
from the control, not only of future Parliaments, but of future Goveruments,
who will represent the community.
Mr. HIGGlNs.-And that will force us to
get a certain amount. of taxation.
Mr. FINK.-It will not only force us
into a certain amount of taxation, but that
taxation will be needed for expenditure
which has already been incurred, and in
respect of which the generations who pay
the taxes are not to get the benefit. 'ro
put the matter briefly, considerations of
public and private finance seem to me to
bring us to this conclusion: That the
public finances of this colony, although
theoretically in a heal thy state, largely
due to the self-denial and enormous industry of the Premier, nevertheless for
years to come will be straitened, and will
not be elastic. I think it is very unlikely
that they will. I see no indications
of their being elastic. The Premier,
by unheard-of exertions in the causeI will not say of retrenchment, but of economy-has managed to produce a satisfactory result for the present. He has managed
to produce a surplus, and in the past two
or three years he has cnt down the departments to the utmost extent that considerations of public efficiency would allow.
But, as the Premier said last year, and
again last week, we must expect the expenditure of many of the departments to
increase.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Hear, hear.
Mr. FlNK.-And here I would like to
say that I have nothing by way of
criticism to urge as to the mode in which
the affairs of this country are placed before
this House. The Premier, of course, is an
advocate of his own Budget, but, at the
same time~ he provides us with facts and
materials for criticism. I was very much
struck by the fact that the Premier,
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prudent man as he is, indicated that
the departments would necessarily be
the subject of increased expenditure which
could not be resisted.
I think anybody who has really studied the present
financial and industrial position of this
community will agree with me that our
own private finances at the present time
are much more susceptible of augmentation-certainly much more susceptible of
future growth-than our public finances.
My contention is that the £25,000 which
is proposed to be reserved in each year
for the repayment of debt, and, tl,S I will
show, the £70,000 to be reserved from
year to year by the operation of this Budget
from a non-elastic revenue, for payment
of interest on unproductive expenditure,
will necessarily cramp our finances and
cripple the power of t.he community to
apply its current revenue in the manner
or for the purposes which seem fi t to the
representatives of the people. Because,
after all, what a spectacle would the
finalices of the colony present as the
result of the operations of a Budget
such as this, following upon the extravagance of the past. It is admitted that we
would have a very large and increasing
proportion of our ~nnual revenue earmarked in order to meet liabilities incurred in years long past.
Vve are
suffering from that now, and I cannot look
without dismay at the slightest increase
of that position, although I quite realize
that, in relation to some of the items in
this proposed expenditure, the Premier is
practically not a free agent, and that he
is obliged to do what he is doing. It used
to be a truism three or fonr years agoand I think it is opportune and necessary
to repeat it now, for it seems to have .been
forgotten -that the whole course of
modern borrowing on the part of the
Victorian State has been in no adequate
degree to increase the resources or
primary production of the people of
this colony; and if we turn back to
the extravagant period of irnporting
loans or the proceeds of loans, we shall
find that, so far from their really increasing our productive power, they have decreased it. I am afraid that this is sometimes forgotten, particularly by members
representing particular localities, who very
often confound the temporary expenditure
of money in their own particular district
with permanent prosperity. If you look
at the destination of a great deal of our
loan money, you will find that a temporary
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stimulus has been given to industries,
mostly in Melbourne, and very rarely in
the country, but that this expenditure has
had no permanent result except the obligation to pay interest. I certainly do
think that a policy of this character should
not pass without, at all events, our reminding ourselves aud the country of experiences
that are by no means ancient, and have still
painful consequences at the present time.
Our populat.ion, which is a great factor
in prosperity, is not increasing; at the
very best it is stationary. There are
many causes for that. First of all, there
is the 'effect of the gold fever in South
Africa andW estern Australia. 'rhen there
are the superior facilities offered by those
great sellers of land, Queensland and
New South vVales. I do not join with
those critics of the Government who main·
tain that the policy of the present Ministry
has been iri any way connected with
our loss of population. I think that in
Australia we must clearly recognise the
existence of a considerable wandering and
Arab population that flits from gold-field
to gold-field, and from 011e part where
pu blic works are carried on to another;
·theyFold their tents like the Arabs,
And as silentiy steal away.

And that will continue to be so as long as
the progress of development goes on.
Mr. McCoLh-That is not the cause of
the exodus to V,T estern Australia.
Mr. FINK.-I think that people did
not leave the honorable member's district
because the laud in vVest.ern Australia is
bet.ter. I should like to point out that
our revenue at the present time is not
buoyant.
It is absolutely as small as
it was twelve years ago, and the expenditure is likely-indeed certain-to increase. In the year 1886, I would remind
the Treasurer, our population was about
1,000,000,and ourrevenuewas £4,100,000,
apart from our railway revenue. Now it is
£4,250,000. Ollr revenue now, without our
railwa},s, is £3 12s. 9d. per hea(I. In 1886,
without any income tax, it was a little
over £4 per head. Since 1886 we have
been involved in a network of taxation,
increased stamp duty, primage dutywhich has since been abolished-the
income tax, and other imposts.
Mr. DEAKIN.-And the 2d. post.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.·-There was a 2d.
post in 1886.
Mr. DEAKIN.-It was abolished afterwards.
0
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Mr. Fn~K.-At all events, the taxation
then was considerably less than it is now,
and what is still more important-because
taxation must be considered in relation
to the earning power of the communityis that the earning power then was very
much greater than it is at the present·
time, because theu we were in an era of
public works,although not in the wild saturnalia of extravagance whioh we shortly
afterwards entered upon.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-1886 and this
year arc not fair comparisons.
Mr. FINK.-They are not; I do not
say they are fair comparisons, but I am
simply pointing out that our taxation
is greater, whilst for one reason· or
another the earning power of the people
is considerably less. As our revenue is
not likely to be too elastic, and increased
expenditure is certain, I think we should
view with great concern, if Dot with
alarm, the proposal to add even £75,000
a year during the next ten years to the
permanent charges of the country. VVe
should confine our expenditure either to
worl;;s that CR-nnot be postponed or to
works \\"hich will produce revenue. There
is a very large work which comes, I think,
to £300,000, which the Premier tells us
is purely experimental. Indeed, he has
not yet the details of the scheme. I refer
to the work in relation to water ill the
mallee. 'l'hat will have to be treated on
its merits apart from the Budget; and if
it is experimental, if we can see no addition to the capital val ue of the land to
be sold or let, then, however great the
self-denial may be, it must be objected
to, for communities must exercise se1£denial, and, like individuals, learn from
experience.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-That is a work which
will justify the expenditure.
Mr. FINK.-I point ont that our
interest charge was £1 6s. pel' head in
1884-5, and at the present time it is
£1 12s. 6d. per head. No Olle can say
that an increase of 6s. 6d. per head on a
stationary population for interest alone
is a matter that should not make us
pause. Our railway deficit also becomes
larger and larger. And here I will say that
I do think it is quite apparent, and it must
be conceded, that the railway accounts
in some items have been starved. The
Treasurer seemed to disagree with that
statement when it was made by the honorable member for Geelollg.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Hear, hoar.
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~Ir. MCCOT.Jh-'Ve have not. had any
proof of that, you know, although it has
been said several times.
Mr. FINK.-Wel1, now, I have in my
hand the report of the present Railways
Commissioner for the year ending 30th
June, 1897. I apprehend t.hat his report
for the 'present year is not out yet. In
this report the commissioner says (page 8),
concerning the rolling-stock : -

In order to ascertain the actual condition of
the rolling-stock account, a thorough stocktaking of the vehicles now in the possession of
the department was made, and a complete detailed register of the whole has been prepared.
The summary supplied by the Chief Mechanical
Engineer disclosed the fact that the number of
vehicles as per capital statement did not agree
with the nnmber actually in existence; the
estimated deficiency being 26 engines, 168 cars,
vans, &c., and 1,667 waggons. The approximate original cost of the vehicles not accounted
for being £500,000.

Mr. McCoLh~ vVe knew that four years
ago, in Mr. Hichardson's time.
Mr. FINK.-Very well. rrhe report
proceedsIt is evident, therefore, that the department
has to bear a heavy burden of interest on stock
which has now no existence.

That is the cause, I think, why £600,000
was asked for by Mr. Mathieson.
Mr. MCCOT.JL.-lt has not anything to
do with this demand at all.
Mr. FINK.-This state of things was
practically not discovered at all until the
stock-taking took place, and it is quite
obvious that these things account for the
enormous demand which the Premier now
makes to supply the deficiency. The
stock would not be' built if it were not
wanted, and it is apparent that it is
wanted.
1 hese pieces of rolling-stock
have disappeared, probably worn out; and
I think the meaning of it is that
it shows that the real railway deficit in
previous years was larger than was shown,
and beeanse of that we have to make it
up now. If these depreciations had been
written off at the proper time, or replaced,
we should not have the necessity for the
present demand for flew rolling-stock to
be paid for out of borrowed money; Of
course, I see that the Premier is in a
difficulty.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I can make them
state the depreciation every year in the
future, but I cannot make them do it in
the past.
Mr. FINK.,-I sympathize with the
Premier there. In the same report there
1
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is a statement as to the repair of existing rolling-stock made by Mr. vYoodroffe, and he poillts out that this expenditure will necessarily be h€avy for some
years to come. That statement was made
last year, and it shows the existence, in
the past, of a very defective system of
keeping the railway finance accounts. 'Ve
know very well that in ordinary businosses
capital cost of such ,stock Ollce incurred
should be subjected to whatever anllual
writing down is necessary to keep it at the
original state of perfection. 'Ve know very
well that rolling-stock does not last for ever
-it disappears. But every year· there
should have be,en a writing down; and any
extraordinary increase now required is
simply an indication that the accumulated
rail way deficit is larger than it actually appears. V\T e find now~ under Mr. Mathieson,
that a lJetter system is being pursued. And
what is the result 1 Our deficits are increasing. I think there is no wise object in
having State raihvays at all unless the producers-the primary producers-are to get
some benefit from them; and if we ha.ve to
add permanently to the railway interest
there can be no doubt we postpone the
time at which reductions in freights and
fares can be made. And it is only by reductions in freights and fares that the
community call in any way get the benefit
of State ownership of railways. If they
have to pay more or as much as they
\vould to anybody else, and if, in addition
to that, they have to pay a large and increasing interest charge to the bondholders, our railways are nominally only
State railways, and the real owners are the
absentees; whilst the country is taxed probably lUore than it otherwise would be.
The railway deficit was £492,000 last
year, and it is £534,000 this year. Our
expenditure since 1896-7 has absolutely
increased, because in that year the expenditure,' other than railway expenditure, was
£6,076,096, and this year it is £6,212,707.
As far as the rail ways are concerned, there
has been ill the same period an increase in
the income of £52,000, and an increase
in the expenditure of £172,000. It is a
matter of real concern to view the addition,
not only to the nominal, but to the
real debt of the colony. 1 he proposed
addition to the debt of the colony
by the operation of the Budget is
£3,750,000. In addition to the £ 1,000,000
which is frankly confessed to be the subject
of revenue expenditure, there is at least
half-a-million wbich should also be in that
1
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category.
I refer to the £300,000 forwater conservation, where the Premier
says the outlay is merely experimental,
and other items. Assuming that there is
only £1,500,000 unproductive expenditure, that means that there is £50,000
added to the annual burden to the couutry,
that iR-Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I do not admit
that that is all un prod uctive.
Mr. FINK.-I say unproductive, because it is to be paid out of revenue. If it
is productive, it should be who11y put
under loan works, and paid for in that way.
But the Premier frankly puts it on the
same footing as the £750,000 known as
the Shiels bonds.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-Because I am
establishing the practice of paying out of
revenue what other colonies payout of
loans.
Mr. FINK.-Tbere is no doubt that onr
critics in Australia and in the old world
have made the Premier the subject of welldeserved compliments in reference to the
way he has conducted the finances as compa;ed with the Treasurers of other colonies.
rrhat should be the Premier's re\vard,
together with the fact that our stocks are
mounting up higher than they evel' were
before. But he is not satisfied. He is
going back OIl the reputation he has earned,
and bringing his finance into line with
the objectionable finance in another colony,
where they call art galleries reproductive
works.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-I am not doing
that.
Mr. FINK.-And where they aided the
revenue account by including railway
works in the ordinary service of the year.
It is because the Premier has abstained
from practices of that kind that he has
brought the reputation and credit of this
colony so high.
Sir GEORGE TURNER.-OUr bonds have
been going up ever since I suggested t.his
borrowing and spending of money. The
English newspapers say-" You must have
as much money as you want."
Mr. FINK.-May I warn the Premier
against his friends1 A colony like this is
like a young heir who succeeds to a large
estate. It does not matter much to the
money lender what the object of the loans
so long as the security is right. It ap·
pears that the Budget will at least add
£50,000 a year, and probably £75,000,
to the interest bill of the immediate
future, for which no l'eturn will be
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received. It is oi11y fair to say that I
do think that some of the Premier's items
of expenditure are well designed, and
I think that one to which the honorable member for Essendon has referred
will produce, in economies alone, iriterest
on the outlay. That is the new Flindorsstreet stat.ion. And if the Premier's
suggestion as to the frontage is carried out, it will lead to an even
larger revenue. I am 1110re particularly talking, however, of expenditure
that I venture to characterize as unprovVe have heard from many
ductive.
quarters and from the Premier himself the
statement that it is absolutely just to
throw some of the expenditure on future
years, because future generations will get
the benefit of it. Now, I venture to say
with all possible respect that this is simply
an echo of the old cant about the" bound·
less resources of this great conntry," which
used to be indulged in to snpport what
was called" a spirited public policy." But
if there is anything in our experience
which is more pronollllced than another it
is the fact that all those works in the
past that were vaguely referred to, not as
specifically bringing in a certain amount
of interest, but as calculated to develop
our" boundless resources," and to benefit
future generations, are the sonrces of expenditure that have produced -£10,000,000
of accumulated railway deficit and a largo
interest bill, which is a great tax on the
country, and also disordered finances and
wild speculation, not only in the afthirs of
the Government, but in private affairs.
The resources of Victoria are not "boundless." They are subject to 1':,he severest
economic limits, and with the small population we have at the present time we
may say, without very much exaggeration,
that probably the great bulk of them are
employed up to the highest possible profitable extent of employment. And I
would point out -in relation to the great
prosperity said to be introduced by
borrowed money, that it is quite a myth.
Because it E'O happens that ill the years of
la,rgest borrowing the number of men employed in mining fell off; the gold yield
fell off, and although \\"e had a large
amount of land available for select.ion, in
so far as we borrowed money, t.he number
of selections decreased. I would ask the
Premier to recollect that in 1884 our
new selections numbered 3,918. In 1885
there were 3,930 new selections. In
181;6 there were 943. In 1887, when we
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get into the real borrowing period for the
purpose of "developing our boundless
resources," or pawning them to the foreign
bond-holder, we only had 147 new selections. The next year, 1888, was, apparently, a year of great general prosperitywe all recollect it~but . we only had 371
new selections. In 1889 we had 481, and in
1891 we had 539. 'What was the reason 1
People found that the most profitable
method of living was to come to town and
indulge in speculation. The falling-off was
due to the foreign borrowing-the importation of capital ,,,hich the economic
possibilities of the colony could not support. And it is to be remembered that
the borrowings of the Government were
accompanied by large private borrowings,
and the total effect was thn.t the productivelless of the country was absolutely
lowered by the temporary activity in other
directions created by Government and private loans, which checked the progress of
mining and fa,rming, and absolutely diverted the people from the ordinary permanent sources of pr08perity and wealth.
And so it will be again.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-You are overlooking
the fact that the best lands have been
alienated.
Mr. FINK.-That reminds me to state
that wh'm this borrowing ceased-and had
to cease because there were no more
possibilities of borrowing-the selections
went up again. Indeed they doubled. In
1893, the year of the bank crasb, the new
selections numbered 830. In the 11ext
year they numbered 997. In 1895 there
were 611, and in 1896 there were 804, in
addition to mallee settlement.
Mr. LANGDON.-And now we find 400
applications for 81 allotments.
Mr. FINK.-As far as the farmer is
concerned, we may ask w hat wa~ the C011dition of the farm labourer during the
borrowing period? The last Statistical
Register shows that the earnings of the
unskilled farm hand absolutely fell during those years, and has been falling
since .
.Mr. J. VV. MAsoN.-I do not think Y9u
are correct there.
Mr. FINK.-I am not "more loyal
than the king." I give my authority. I
take mv facts from the last statistical Abstract ~nder the head of Production. This
lead8 me to the concluf:lion that our public
finanees need, and indeed demand, the
severest economy, and will demand it for
some years to come-probably many years
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to come. The Premier has alluded to the
great increase in the prosperity of the
various industries of the colony-of the
farm, the factory, and the station. There
can be no doubt that the condition is
one of heal th -one of financial recovery.
Steady progress is being made; real
wealth is being created. But it is just
because of that that r view with alarm a
policy-even to the extent of the Government's proposals-which may check that
progress by perpetuating the old idea of
an artificial stimulus. There is no doubt
that the borrowing policy appeais to the
speculator and the predatory class whether
in town or country, hut it does not, appeal
to the producer or to the miner, because
they cannot, take advantage of it. It
stimulates the city and the metropolis.
It has done so ill the past and will
again.
Mr. ANDERSON.- What would the count.rv do without new railways and new
tr~lCks ~
Mr. FINK.-'l'he honorable member
should not ask me conundrums.
Sir GEORGE ~ruRNER.-The honorable
member's question is practical; you arc
theoretical.
Mr. FINK.-I only wish the Premier
had undertaken to propose two llew great
public works which are wanted, and would
be justifiable.
I allude to the northern
suburbs line and the lllallee line-or rather
I will put the mallee line first.
I ouly
regret that these works, which have been
well recommended by the Rail ways Standing Committee, were not in a forward state
to be put 011 the Government programme.
r think they would form a wise subject
for expenditure.
I do not desire to
be gloomy.
r have stated clearly
my impression that the private financial
and industrial affairs of this community
are very healthy, very much healthier
and promise more expansion and natural
growt.h than the public revenue does.
The public revenue will always be the
subject of rigid economy. But I think
we are practically asked to renew the old
unhealthy policy of the past. I know
very well that democratic countries have
their own particular vices.
The chief
vice is the absence of healthy financial
control, and there can be no doubt that
the delightful prospects of about £50,000
being spent in each constitueucy is a
prospect that subjects the ordinary selfcontrol of the average popular representative to a strain which it is not intended to
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bear. To that extGllt the policy of the
Government is vel'Y popular. But it is
not characteristic of the temperament of
the Premier, and is fraught with danger.
Of course we know yery well that. in
the case of a monarch he can achieve
popularity by royal processions and squandering coin with a lavish hand. A democratic Government can do the sa me, and
can do it amidst popular acclaim-but
with this difference: That the very
people who vociferate most applause, and
tho::;e who participate in the disposal of
the largesse, are those upon whom will be
necessitated severe parsimony and possible
taxation in the future. I do think that
the growth of this community is proceeding in an entirely satisfactory manner,
and has been in a healthier condition in the
last few years than it Wi!.':; ill the years of
borrowing immediatelY preceding. rrhere
is more real and solin business in the
country than there was; but in so far as
the proposals of the Government involve
expenditure 011 "'orks which the Premier
honestly characterizes as experimental,
aud in so hr a.s they are recommended
in even more vague terms than that by
reference to the mythical benefit they will
con£e1' upon posterity, they are dangerous.
Each generation, like our OWll, will want to
try its own experiment; and each generation ought to determine its own expenditure. In that spirit I do c0rnmelld this
criticism to the Treasurer, and I hope
that he will welcome more of it in detail
when the several Bills are introdnced.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-The Treasurer
must feel gratified that his Budget proposals have met with the approval of the
country, as is obvious from the tone of
the criticisms that 'have been offered by
honorable members. Those criticisms, so
far as they have been hostile, have had
reference to the proposed borrowing.
'fhe Treasurer has found it necessary
to raise certain money on loan for t.he
purposes of development. The honorable
member for Geelong (Mr. Higgins) opposes
borrowillg. He prefers direct taxation.
The burden of his speech was that a land
tax should be imposed, out of the proceeds
of which the Treasurer should meet any
future obligations. Are the peopl~ of the
colony in a position now to submit to any
further direct taxation ~ Are they not
sufficiently taxed already 1 I say that
they are, and that the ir.1position of
addit.ional taxation would retard the prosperit.y which we all desire so mlich to see.
Session 1898.-[75J
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If we have borrowed in the past and expended the money unwisely, the experience
we have gained should warrant the hope
that in the futnre any money that is
r::tised on loan will be laid out with j ndgment and economy.
I am pleased to
find that the bulk of the money the
Treasurer proposes,. to expend is to be
It is
devoted to rail way extension.
to be hoped that the selection of
the lines will not at all depelld UpOI1'1
political machinations, but will be made.
only with the one object of openillg upcountry a'nd effecting settlement on the.
land. Railway extensioll in the mallee is.
absolutely necessary, but it "'ill be valueless unless it is accompanied by som.e
scheme of water supply. It is to be hoped
that the £300,000 set aside for the manee·
will be expended under Rkilful and
scientific advice. 'We know what. our experience has been in connexion with irriga..
tion schemes and domestic water supplies.
in the past. If the irrigation aud water'
supply trusts had had at the outS(\t the:
practical know ledge that they pos.:;ess
now, they would have ignored the ad vice
that was offered to them by the engineers,
and the works would have been more
economically constructed.
Large sums
of mon~y haye been expended on the
ad vice of scientific gentlemen, \\' hich
the irrigation and water trLlst s were
warranted in accepting, but those works
are now simply monuments of the inca-.
pacity of the experts. 'Ve are told that ..
,ve should borrow from abroad, ancI not
from our own people. I think that it i::; a
mistake to borrow in the colony, because
that simply ml'ans that the State enters;
into competition with the private borrower.
What we desire is to encourage the investment of the money that is available here in
t.he development of our natural resources.
Years ago, when the rate of interest was 6
or 8 per cent., £3,000 or £4,000 invested
in property was sufficient to give a man ~~
decent livelihood, but it is not so now. If
a person who has that amount of wealtl\
is to ~ainta~n ,himself and his family, he.
must mvest It III some other way, that is, in
the development of some industry in which
the labour of himself and his SOilS can
be employed. A few years back £4,000
invested at 7 per cent. would giye tl,
return of £280 a year. At the present
time the rate of interest is 4 per cent., and
the return would only be about £160, 01;
a little more than one,?alf. By investing
the £3,00001' £4,000 m ~ property to b§
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developed .}lnder the guidance of the investor an equivalent return might be obtained, and that is the sort of investment
that we want to encourage, as it is by that
means that the colony can best be developed. I am pleased also that the Government have refrained from making any
proposal for a lalld' tax. It is supposed
by some honorable members, I know, that
the land tax is the panacea for all the
·evils and troubles of the State, but any
.additional iand taxation will only create
'unrest amongst the settlers of the
colony.
I am afraid that it would
have' the effect of driving them
into other pursuits altogether.
The
fear will arise in the mind of the
settlers that they are to be made the·
medium of an our taxation, and that
. another section of the community will
be allowed absolutely to escape when they
'will be quite regardless of anything like
-economy in our administration.
Mr. WATT.-No section of the community can escape taxation.
Mr. MORRISSEY.- If the customs
duties were removed, and the whole
incidence of taxation were placed on the
,land, a large proportion of the people
..would escape.
.~i(r. ""YAT1'.-Nobody suggests that.
.:Mr. MOULE.-It was suggested during
the debate on the land tax.
Mr. MORRISS EY.-Some very strong
comments have been made by honorable
mem hers in regard to the large expenditure that has been incurred in irrigation
enterprises. I regret that provision has
not been made by the Treasurer for the
completion of the Coliban scheme. It has
.been pointed out that the money already
:invested in supplying Bendigo and the
·places en rO~tte with water has been practi. ..cally lost. In my opinion that money has
'been anything but lost. The £2,000,000
,that have been expended represent the
price that we have paid for the Bendigo of
,to-day. If the water supply had not been
provided, the mining developments that
have taken place on the gold-fields of
Bendigo and en r'oute would have been impossible. I would ask the House whether
Bendigo as it stands to-day, with its
thriving population of 30,000 or 40,000,
.and its mining possibilities, which are as
great now as ever they were before, to say
nothing of the places along the route down
to Castlemaine and Taradale, is not worth
the money that has been expended on the
Ooliban scheme.
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Mr. BAILEs.-Bendigo is prod ucing onethird of the gold raised in the colony.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-Yes j and if that
money had not been expended, the probability is that Bendigo would now have been
in the position in which we see many of
the used-up digging towns. The alluvial
gold would have been developed down to
a certain depth, but the development of
the rich leads which have been opened up
since the water supply was provided would
not have taken place. If, in the interests
of milling development, it is necessary that
this work should be completed, it is unquestionably the dnty of the State, if it is
at all possible, to find the money for it.
Mr. OUT1'HLM.-The Treasurer proposes
to find £100,000.
Mr. MORlUSSEY.-It is no use entering upon half measures in connexion with
a work of that sort. The supply must be
ample and effective if it is to be of any use
at all. The Treasurer, in reply to an
interjection from the honomble member
for Gunbower in reference to the ""Yater
Bill, said that the Bill would be iutroduced
in time enough, and that it would not
be particularly pleasing to the honorable member. I regrettE:d to· hear the
Premier make that statement. If the
amending Bill is not of the kind anticipated. by the water trusts, I hope that
it will not be introduced at all. There
is, at the present time, a feeling of
unrest in the water supply districts as to
the possibilities of taxation, and the sooner
the State give us to understand what
its intentions are as regards the proposed remissions the better it will be
for the colony as a whole. It has been
said that the money that has been
expended in connexion with irrigation
enterprises has been absolutely wasted.
Honorable members who make that
statement practically know nothing of
the results of irrigation in many districts
of. the colony. I say that in certain of
the northern areas irrigation has had
the effect of retaining the people on the
hl,lld, and forming an absolutely stable
settlement where otherwise the land would
have been depopulated. I would ask the
1'reasurer whether the increased prod uction that has been brought about in this
way, and the settlement of those large
areas, are not worth considerably more
than the money that has been invested 'in
the irrigation works.
Sir GEORGE TURNEIt.-Surelythe settlers
must be prepared to pay some reasonable
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amOU!lt of the money. It is not fair that
other people should have to pay it all.
Mr. MORRISSEY.-vVe do not ask
that.
But if, when the money was
Qriginally expended, the water trusts had
had competent advice, they would not
have been saddled with their present
heavy liabilities.
Mr. MUHRAY Sl\U'1'H.-vVould yon take
the works over 3 t a reasonable price 1
Mr. MOHRISSEY. - vVe would take
them over at what they are absolutely
worth. In investments of that kind the
Government should not be influenc.ed by
the merely mercenary considerat.ions that
would influence the private investor
or the financier. A national view must
be taken of such an expenditure. If a
debt ever 'was contracted of which posterity should bear a fair proportion, it is
the debt incurred in connexion with the
irrigation enterprises of the colony, be·
cause those who are making use of the
money are forming the beginnings of
what will eventually be a large and
magnificent scheme that ",ill bring
about wonderful results in the future.
If we can effect stable settlement by
this expenditure on irrigation, and by
the proposed expenditure in the manee,
the State would have no reason to complain if it did not receive any interest for
the next decade, because it would be more
than compensated by the increase of population and of produ~ti(lll. I am pleased
to find that the Minister of Agriculture
is taking such a live interest in his department, and that he is providing a sufficient
'sum of money to establish an efficient
:scheme of technical education.· That is a
subject to which we must address our-selves in a serious manner. Out' butter industry has assumed large dimensions, but
it is capable of much greater developments.
I am certain that the money which is spent
for the purpose of developing that industry
to a greater extent will more than reward
those who anticipated certain great results
from it. The wine ind ustry also, I am
:pleased to find, is to receive considerable
attention at the hands of the State. 'l'hat
industry is capable of marvellous development if means are provided by the State
for its encouragement. vVe can produce
all the wine that is needed, but we require
the help of the State in exploiting new markets, and in educat.ing the growers to plant
only those qualities of vine which will
give the best result, and enable us to compete with the wines of older countries.
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In connexion with railway communication I do not wish to pit town against
country, but I feel tha.t rail way extension should be carried out in districts
where production will immediately ensue,
and where settlement will be effected.
'\T e are asked to constrnct a rail way right
in the heart of the city. I do not wish,
Mr. Chairman, to come into collision with
you on that i'luhject, bnt I hope that yon
will refrain from asking us to carry ont
that work at the present time.
The CHAIH.MAN . -The honorable
member is out of orde!.. rrhe Collingwood
line is not referred to in the Budget, Ullfortunately.
Mr. MOIUUSSEY.-If we wish to
create wealth to l'epreFlent assets for our
outlay, I say it can only be done by penetrating the remote parts of the colony and
opening them up for production.
In
conllexion with the introduction of an
Amending Irrigation Bill, the Premier has
alluded to the fact that he intends to submit the financial affairs of the water
bodies of the colony to the Audit Commissioners. N ow, I hope that the State
will not shirk the obligations that devolve
upon it in working out the destinies of
t.hese people who have contracted large
obligatiolls in the interests of irrigation
enterprise. At all cvents, before their
affi:drs are handed over to the Audit Commissioners, I hope that the Government
will enable them to be placed on such
a footing that the trusts will have no
hesitation in consenting to the new
If, however, the unforarrangement.
tunate positio::l of some of these bodies
is in any way fur~her intensified, the
Premier's proposal, instead of effecting a
settlement and bringing about the results
which he anticipates, will have quite
the contrary influence, and will increase
the difficulty of obtaining money from
those who are in an ill position to pay.
1£ the State were to make some of these
bodies a further ad vance, it would be consulting the best interests of the community
better than can be done by demanding
payments which at the present juncture
they are unable to make.
On the motion of Mr. McCOLL, progress
.
was reported.
PIUVATE MEMBEHS' BUSINESS.
Sir GEOH.GE TURNER said he desired
to intimate that on the following evening,
if the Bndget debate wel'e not concl uded
at half-past eight o'clock, he would ask

